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Expedit repub/icae ne sua re quis male utatur 

{It is for public good that no one should use his property badly). 

Dedicated to a whole lot of people who, unknowii1gly and 

unintentionally, have put out the light of their lives in the exercise of 

turning the wheels ofthe earth's existence 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Global Warming and its impact in the form of Climate 

Change has been the talk of the town since the last decade of 

the twentieth century. In 1992, aftermath the Stockholm 

Conference on Human Environment, the United Nations 

Conference on Environment and Development, popularly known 

as the Rio Summit was held in Rio de Janerio, Brazil. In this 

Conference, a commitment of cutting down the emissions of 

greenhouse gases was made by the global community and as 

such there has not been a moment passed without the 

international organisations sparing the tho~ght of controlling 
Global Warming. The commitment of the last century has 
transformed into an acrimonious debate in the first decade of 
the present century (the twenty-first century) and it reached its 

nadir on December 2009 in Copenhagen, Denmark. 

The threats of Global warming and the resultant Climate 

change are for real and it has been looming over earth since the 

last decade of the twentieth century. That means that the very 

existence of the human beings and its environment is in danger 

of being non-existent. The developing countries headed by the 

United States of America have been sustaining the pressures of 

curtailing their economic activities with the aim of reducing the 
greenhouse gases, the main cu.lprit of Global warming. The 

argument placed forth by the United States·~ and the other 

developed countries who are bound by the Kyoto Protocol, a 
product of the United nations Conference on Environment and 

Development, to cut down their greenhouse emissions are that 

. the developing countries with China and India in the lead are on 

the ascent on the graph of economic growth. China and· India, 

popularly declared as the Asian Dragon and Asian Tiger 

respectively, are on the uphill climb in World economics. The . 

result of such economic growth has brought a large number _o~ 

multinational companies which actually originates from the 

United States and other developed countries to the door steps of 



these two countries. These multinational companies are lured by 

the cheap labour and other relaxed economic legal regimes to 

invest in these countries. Nowadays, in international circles the 

names of China and India are taken simultaneously in the 

subject matter of economic growth and development and 

obviously environmental degradation may be taking place in 
both the countries at the same rate of growth. 

The protection of the environment is v·ital for Sustainable 

Human Development. Relevant factors of environment include 

food, water, energy, natural resources, toxic substances etc. 

Energy is one of the most important factors of environment. 

Energy Management is critical to our future economic prosperity 

and environmental well being. Energy is essential for the 

functioning of most of the industrialized world as well as 

developing and under developed nations. Yet at the same time 

energy production and consumption causes degradation of the 

environment of the industrialized world and it seems that 

developing countries are also facing the similar kind of problem. 
Energy management is one of the most critical issues for the 
future as so much of the world is dependent upon it.' Thus we 

need to understand the traditional sources of energy, their 

quality, availability and environmental effects, as well as the 

potential alternatives for energy and the effects of these upon 

the natural environment and modern industrial economies. Over 

the past two hundred years the use of primary energy sources in 

manufacturing or processing has evolved from simply using 

locally available resources, such as waterpower, firewood or 

coal. The transition from coal to a petroleum-based fuel 

economy took place through the twentieth century. With 
changes to the oil market in 2000 catching media attention . 
around the world, there is further intere_st in the ongoing 
transition to renewable energy sources. Managing energy is now 

a basic feature in the global economy and environment. Fossil 

fuels in the form of oil, n~tural gas and coal comprise 
. . 

approximately 80°/o of the world's energy use. We ·now face~ a 

world where the environmental impacts of combusting fossil 

fuels such as coal and oil·are identified as unsustainable in the 
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long term. The need to turn to increasing use of sust~inable and 

renewable energy sources is clearly agreed. 

An economically robust country is also to be presumed a 

prosperous one. The 2008-2009 recessions which took place in 

· the west crumbled their markets and according to reliable 

market soothsayers, to regain the earlier glory of these western 

markets will take time or rather will not reach that level. This 

recession failed to devour the economic condition of India. The 

period of recession did affect India but it did not stop economic 

activity just slowed it down. It was less affected than China, too. 
India's resilience was tested -and proved to th.e global 

community. Whether it was India's strong economic 

fundamentals or its strategically positioned policies and 

regulations would be a topic of another research but now it is 

clear that India has arrived in the global business high table. 

All these development gave rise to the living standards of a 

certain percentage of the people of India. And India having a 

mammoth population, this certain percentage converts into a 

substantial number. Though there is always a debate alive in 

regard to how much has India travelled to become.a superpower 

and there is another school of thought, though credible, which 

has hollowed India's economic growth vis-a-vis the poverty line 
·-

index of the country. Whatever the debates or the· theories, 
India's middle class has grown and grown with it has been their 

purchasing power. Such transformation has brought, in addition 
to building houses on loans, the rise in vehicular population in 

the country. The rate of economic growth is the main- propeller 

of the country's consumption and putting into perspective in 

connection with the increase in automobiles in India, the liberal 
load conditions of banks and other financial institutions, and the 

flooding of the markets of foreign car models at Indian rates or 

prices. Another big factor of such developments is obviously the· 

behavioural change in the Indian consumer, that is, an Indian is 
more· into spending and less into savings. This change in the 

behavioural pattern has been brought about oy the ,strengthened 

social security measures and other socio-welfare legislations 
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which is the product of the changing dimensions of governance 

in India. 

Environmental pollution, especially air and water pollution, 
has been the most negative and prominent side-effect of 

economic growth. With the introduction of economic reforms in 

1991 in India, there has been a substantial degree of 

liberalisation in the car industry. Industrial growth in the country 

seems somewhat expensive when the tremendous costs to 

public health due to air pollution in urban India are calculated. 

Air pollution may have adverse impacts on human health, as 

well as health of other living entities, manmade heritage, and 

life support systems, such as global climate. Depending upon 

the lifetime of the pollutants, the location of the source, and the 

prevailing air currents, the receptors may be located at 

homestead, local, regional, or g1obal levels, at time. intervals 

from near instantaneous, to several decades. 

The direct causes of air pollution are emissions from use of 

fossil energy, and other industrial processes, and some 

consumption activities, for example noise, smoking, cars, etc. 

the deeper causes arises in a multiplicity of policy, and 

institutional, including regulatory shortcomings, in particular, 

inefficient pricing of fossil fuel based energy. 

Until the end of the 19th Century the horse was the most 

· efficient form of transport, whether you rode on its back or used 

it to pull some form of carriage. The pollution caused by such 

form of transport was in the form of odo.ur from ~he horse 
stables and their excreta. They were intolerable to the 

neighbours of such stables but other than that it did not give 
rise to any serious health hazards. The word 'car' is a shortening 
of carriage of course, and the first cars were in fact little more 

· than horseless carriages. They were machine driven buggies and 

in the quest for improving its performance, the manufacturers 

have gone very far ultimately zeroing on petroleum as the 

perfect fuel to power automobiles. The new found privilege of 

travelling faster and contributing immensely in field of economic 

growth has totally overshadowed its negative impacts. In the 
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mad run of consumerism after the two world wars and further 

the focus of the nations of the world shifting towards economic 

battles, the growth in the number of automobiles were 

unchecked. Laws were enacted to regulate the automobile but 

such laws were mostly concerned with the economic point of 

view with specks of environmental concern. 

Even in these modern times where envir.onmental 

awareness has reached great heights, the Government of India 

through the Ministry of Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises 

has brought out an Automotive Mission Plan 2006-2016, a 

mission for Development of Indian Automotive Industry. Its 

Vision clearly states: 

"To emerge as the destination of choice in the world for 

design and manufacture of automobiles and auto 

components with output reaching a level of US$ 145 

billion accounting for more than 10 percent of Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP) and providing additional 
employment to 26 million people by 2016." 

' 
We can imagine the impact of such growth in the 

automobile manufacturing sector in India in particular and the 
world in general. 

Transport accounts for about 14 per cent of global GHG 

emissions: this is equivalent to 18 per cent of global C02 

emissions and 24 per cent of C02 emissions from energy-related 

sources. Within this sector, road transport, at 72 per cent of the 

sector and 10 per cent of global GHG emissions, accounts for the · 

largest share. Aviation amounts to about 12 per cent of all 

transport emissions. Interventions in this sector tend to be 
oriented around safety and fuel efficiency regulations and 

transportation infrastructure like roads, highways, seaports,. and 
airports. However, difficulties arise in attributing emissions to 

countries. Ground transport is relatively easy to attribute; 

although there some exceptions, such as in Europe, emissi<?ns 

-- -almost always-occtJr within the same national boundaries where 

fuels are purchased. Emissions for international transport, 
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however, nearly all occur in or over international territory, 

raising ambiguities concerning attribution. 1 

Pollution increases because most of the vehicles ar.e old and 

run on bad technology. The use of adulterated fuel is, of course, 

one of the main reasons for such sorry state of affairs, especially 

in India. Although the good news is that the there is technology 

to clean emissions from these engines, the bad news is that 

clean diesel technology and fuel to help reduce these emissions 

by 90 percent is presently not available in India. 

The recent bout of recession in the world with its partial 

effect in India gave rise to a number of stimulus measures. One 

of the features of that stimulus measure was the lowering of 
interest rates on loans by Banks and other financial institutions 

under the direction of the Reserve bank of India. Simultaneously 

the sales graph of automobile companies also saw a dip which 

pushed these companies to take the obvious step, that is, of 

reducing their price tags. Further to boost sales, the consumer 

was attracted by various incentives like free vehicle insurance, 

car accessories, exchange benefits, free maintenance services, 

etc. The end result of all this, compounded by the payment of 

arrears to the Government employees arising out of the pay 

commissions, was the drastic growth in car ?ales. R.ecent car 
sales figures have shown that car sales market has never h~d a 
hitch except a minor slump in 2008. This increase in the 

vehicular pollution brings into one's mind that where is the place 

to ply these vehicles. The answer is obvious and that is, there 

will not be enough roads to sustain the onslaught of the rising 

number of automobiles. Whatever may be the policies and the 

investments on the infrastructure like roads and bridges, the 

instrument of minimising travelling time has actually raised the 
time spent on· such travelling. The boon of modern technology 

has become the bane of present times. The consequences of this 

chain of events would certainly be the unsustainable use; of 

automobile in India .. Having said this, the pre.sent scen~rio is not 

1 CLIMATE CHANGE: Politics and Facts, a Centre for Science and Environment (CSE) publication 
(2009). 
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too bleak taking into considerations the· various steps and 

measures taken by the Government of India. 

Thus, looking at t_he present day scenario in the context of 

Climate Change and its impacts not only on the economic front 

but more on the very existence of life itself, a balance is to be 
created. It has to be understood that the very development of 

humankind of any kind can be leading to its very existence. 

Balance in such situation is 'sustainable development'. 

The Transport sector, especially road transport and further 

automobiles, have been a making a subtle but distinctive 

contribution to the global emissions of greenhouse gases. In the 

twentieth..;first century, given the beginning of a paradigm shift 

in the use of energy by the industrial sector (another fossil fuel 

guzzler), the automobile manufaCturing sector cannot. afford to 

be left behind in the race in scourging for the use of alternate 
energy and corresponding technology. The present day mantra 

in the Shadow of Global Warming is to 'Shape up or ship out'. 

Thus, the concept of sustainable development applied in the 
context of automobiles would be in the form of sustainable use 

of automobile. Sustainable use of automobile is, in fact, a 

formula of balancing the growth of the vehicular population with 

the impact of vehict:ilar pollution on the global environment. The 

term 'sustainable automobile use' consists of a very large area 

and these entire features do make an impact on the 

environment. In this study, an effort has been made to cover all 
aspects of sustainable or rather unsustainable . use of . 

automobiles and the legal controls available for the same, but 
the spotlight is fixed on the vehicular air pollution. 

This present study has been under taken to take a general 

view of the laws and regulations in the form of legislations, 

enactments, judicial decisions, etc., which is equipped to take 

the problems and menace caused by the unsustainable use of 

automobile. There is a variance in the effect of the application of 
. . 

the various modes of laws existtng today in the realm of 

· environmental law in regard to sustainable autom'obile use .. 

Simply speaking, the objective to be attained is difficult though 
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there is a gamut of laws providing for achieving sustainable 

automobile. One of the main drawbacks of this situation is the 

unawareness among people regarding the perils of unsustainable 

automobile use, especially vehicular pollution. And this problem 

is compounded by the lackadaisical attitude of the citizens of the 

country when the thought of owning an autOJ!lObile ste~s at the 
centre of their mind. 

HYPOTHESIS: The motor vehicle, in the 21st Century economic 

scenario is a necessary evil. Automobiles and their use in 

transporting goods and people have been an integral part of 

modern day development, more in the context of economic 

growth. Thus, the thought of total prohibition or limited use of 

the automobile in the present scenario is totally out of the 

question. 

This study is finally focussed in the State of Sikkim which 

has big plans in the development of the tourism industry. Sikkim 

provides a perfect destination for the modern day vacationers, 

both the domestic and international, who are 'stressed dut by the 

'always on the move' city life. The State of Sikkim is lucky to be 

located in the foot hills of the Himalayas and as such is blessed 

with a pristine and healthy environment. This particular unique 

selling proposition (USP) of the State which happens· to boost 

the inflow of tourist thereby increasing the economic growth of 

the state is further buttressed by the peace and tranquillity in 

the State. 

All this happens to bring in hordes of tourists to this least 

populated State of the Indian Union which as a consequence 

burdens the natural resources and the basic infrastructure of the 
State. Among the natural resources which wil.l be under: pressure 

. from the growing temporary influx, primarily Air and Water 
comes to mind. Water is a resource that may be scarce in the 

days to come but timely conservation policies and programmes 

(already initiated by the State Government) will keep such 

problems at bay. The fear of having scarce supply of potable 

water is further is further minimised keeping in mind that Sikkim 
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is surrounded by many rivers, streams, rivulets, etc, both small 

and big perennially fed by the Himalayan glaciers. 

In the matter of Air as a natural resource, nothing concrete 

can be said without putting drastic measures in place for its 

conservation and maintaining its wholesomeness. Sikkim is a 

landlocked State of India having restricted access to the 

mainstream even by road makes it a limited industrial 

destination. It is a bare fact that at present most sections of the 

Sikkimese society are dependent on tourism in one way or the 

other for earning their livelihood. This particular source of 

employment has found centre-stage since government service 

opportunities are limited, if not saturated. The dilemma faced by 

Sikkim is that given it being dependent on tourism and bringing 

hordes of tourists into the State engages a lot of transport 

activity and there being no air or rail connection in the State, 
automobile hap·pens to be the one and only\ option. Thus, 

bringing vehicle loads of tourists in the State and in addition to 

this the demand created by the inflow of tourists in great 
numbers also increases activity of the goods has had a 

distinctive impact in the State's environment, especially air 

pollution. And the quality of the State's environment happens to 
I 

be its Unique Selling Proposition. 

The way out from this catch 22 situation is to adapt to a 

kind of a sustainable development mode - no decrease in the 

tourist inflow traffic in the State and the proper maintenance of 

the State, environment. The initiative would be to implement the 

already existing laws, both old and new, applicable to Sikkim 

and if found further wanting, to put result oriented laws 

(promoting sustainable automobile use) in place, keeping in 

mind the gravity of the situation. 

METHODOLOGY: There has been numerous works done in the 

field of Air pollution, especially industrial pollution, but work on 

vehicular pollution has been negligible. The present. research 
work is basically doctrinaire with historical and analytical· 

approach but empirical approach is made in some cases where it 

was found wanting. 
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Statutes, Case laws, Books, International Instruments, 

Reports, Articles in Journals, newspapers .and magpzines in 

libraries of several universities were studied. 

This study will be a three tier study looking at the local, 

national and international legal framework the latter will be 

integrated with each chapter. The recently concluded 

Copenhagen meet in December 2009, where the global 

population was deprived of an accord to control the menace of 

Greenhouse gases after the natural death of the Kyoto protocol 

in 2012, The World body has acknowledged the substantial 

contribution of the transportation sector in increasing global 
warming and respective governments have taken up studies 

regarding the impact from the s~id sector. In addition to this, 

controlling greenhouse emissions from transport has b~en made 

a part of the NAMAs. As a result of that a spurt of Reports of 

various countries have found place in the discussions in forums 

concerned with controlling such emissions from the transport 

sector. A passing mention has been made of these Study 

Reports due to the timing of their publications. 

The problem of vehicular pollution has been addressed by 

the courts, especially the Apex Court, taking into consideration· 

the scientific and technological developments. 

The present research has been comprised in Eight Chapters 
with some relevant Annexures at the end·. 

Chapter one is the introduction part of ttie work arid it gives 

a fair idea on what the research is based. Further it also outlines 

the hypothesis of the research together with the methodology 

applied. 

Chapter two is an important feature of this research and it 

goes on straight to deal with the statutory laws available in India 

which may be useful in containing the menace arising out of 

unsustainable automobile use. The list of laws laid down in the 

chapter is comprehensive and further the workable provisions 

are analysed extensively. Indications of new avenues of already 

existing leg.islations are dwelled upon and the practical approach 

needed for the objective in hand is explored .. 
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Chapter three is another important characteristic of this 

work which deals with the problem of Automobile pollution and 

the Judicial Approach response received by it. Here, it can be 

safely stated that protecting and improving the environment, in 

general and curbing the menace of vehicular pollution, the 

Courts, especially the Supreme Court, has played a dynamic 
role. The M.C.Mehta case arising out of Writ petition (Civil) No. 

13029 of 1985 and the flood of orders and ju~gements 

generated by it forms the backbone of the sustainable 

automobile use policy in India. 

The world is globalised and as a consequence of that the 

economies of various developing countries, which were earlier 

following the policy of closed economy, led to the vigorous 

activities in the world. Transport being one of the important 

arms of the economy cannot remain untouched. The problem of 

unsustainable use of transport has been causing a lot of friction 

in the growth of the economy worldwide and its ramifications 

have also been felt in the international arena. Further, the 

rampant use of fossil fuels in the conduct of transport operations 

has caused fear of overruling the work being carried out by the 

international bodies in controlling global warming. Chapter four 

looks at the developments of law in the international arena in 

regard to pollution and also tries to find how much attention is 

being given to the fears and reality created by the unbound use 

of fossil fuels in transportation in global forums and how far the 

already existing instruments have met the expectations of 

mitigating Climate Change. In this chapter geopolitics and its 

obvious effects on the World economy has also been fiddled 

with. 

This researcher has attempted to make an honest effort to 
include a variety of laws available in India W:hich may be useful 

and objectively possible to meet the demands of maintaining 

sustainable use of automobile in India. Chapter five manifests 

this effort when it has gone into ttie structure to one aspect of 

Civil Law, which is law of Torts. Law of Tort-s deals with the 
I 

violation of law against a private party and the_ main part of its 

implementation is dominated by damages, that is, the payment 
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of compensation. The chapter has been nomenclatured as 
'Common Law Liability' after giving a lot of thought in its 
working. This branch of law dealing with private rights and 

compensation has its roots in English Common Law (law 

emanating from the decisions of the courts) and the fixing the 

liability is its main objective. 

Chapter six has a different take in comparison to the other 

chapters of this work. It deals with the 'Laws relating to Control 

of Fuel and Technology'. Every study undertaken by various 

research groups and consultancy services, among other things, 

have zeroed in the quality of fuel and the advancement of 

technology to have a far reaching effect in curbing unsustainable 

automobile use. Here also this researcher had taken pains to 

understand the meaning of the various scientific jargons used in 

various research and development in the field and of fuel and 

technology and make it simple while writing the said chapter so 

that it appears lucid for the reader. It was difficult to understand 

the scientific laws and principles applied in modern ·day vehicular 

technology but measures were taken not to indulge in them and 

get diverted from the main job at hand, which was legal 

research. 

Everything that is done in this present research boils down 

to Chapter seven which is relating to the implementation of the 

Legal Framework of sustainable automobile use (which is 

available in India) in the State of Sikkim. Sikkim has a different 

history in regard to its being part of the Indian Union. Before 

Sikkim became the twenty-second state of India it was a 

kingdom and a protectorate of Indian Government. The merger 

documents2 and the aftermath Constitutional provisions3 itself 
has accorded a special status to the State of Sikkim. Another 

important aspect is that has some bearing on the control and 

regulation of unsustainable automobile use is the topography of 

the State, a hilly region on the lower Himalayan: range. This also 

makes the approach in some of the measures taken in the other 

2 8'11 May 1973 Agreement and the Gover~ment ofSikkim Act, 1974. 
3 Article 371-F of the Constitution of India. The product of the Constitution (thirty:-sixth amendment) 

Act, 1975. 
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parts of the country (mostly plain areas) not feasible. The 

said Chapter has taken an in-depth study of the transformation 

of an erstwhile kingdom into one of the. smaller and least 

populated states in the Indian federation. Further, the study has 

also integrated the transformation vis-a-vis the old laws already 

existing and the new laws of the Union plus the newly legislated 

State laws in achieving the goal of sustainable automobile use. 
The control and regulation of unsustainable use of automobile 

and its main consequence, vehicular pollution, has a lot of 

bearing given that more than half the state's economy is 

dependent on tourism and also the melting of Himalayan 

glaciers according to the recent Intergovernmental panel on 

Climate Change (IPCC) Report. 4 

Finally, the last chapter, that is, Chapter eight includes the 
conclusions derived from this research and some suggestions 

made on that basis. Here it unfolds that a few more statutes in 

the arena of Indian legislation can be further explored to curb 

the menace of vehicular pollution and attaining all-round 

. sustainable use of automobiles in India, especially Sikkim. The 

non-exploration of those statutes were deliberate since this 

researcher found that the time for such an endeavour was not 

right given the present day easy going and tolerant psyche of 

the Indian people. 

4 The 4'11 Assessment Report of the Inter-Governmental Panel on Climate Change. 
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Chapter 2 

STATUTORY LAWS 

An important arm of the legal framework in any field or 

area of legal research is the arena of statutory laws. Laws 

legislated by the legislative is one of the important structures -

basic - of any civilised, morefully a democratic country. 

The term 'legislation' is derived from two Latin words, legis 

meaning law and tatum meaning to make, put or set. 

Legislation is that source of law which contains the 
declaration of legal rules by a competent authority .1 According 

to Gray, legislation means "the formal utterances of the 

legislative organs of the society". 

According to Holland: "The making of general orders by our 

judges is as true as legislation as is carried on by the Crown." 

He continues, "in legislation both the contents of the rule are 

devised, and legal force is given to it by the acts of the 

Sovereign power which produces written law. According to 

Austin: "There can be no law without a legislative act." Some 

writers have said: "Legislation consists in the. declaratio.n of legal 

rules by a competent authority, conferring upon such rules the 

force of law. "2 

Law that has its source in legislatiOJ1S may be most 
accurately termed 'enacted' law, all other ·forms being 

distinguished as 'unenacted'. The more familiar term, however, 

is 'statute law' as opposed to the 'common law'; but this, though 

sufficiently correct for most purposes, is defective, in as much 

the word statute does not extend to all modes of legislation, but 

is limited to Acts of Parliament and as such the Chapter is 
nomenclatured as Statutory Laws and the legislations, namely, 

The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981[Act 14 of 

1981]; the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 [Act 29 of 1986]; 

The Motor Ve~icles 14Act, 1988[Act" 5.9 of 1988]; the Indian 

1 P .J .Fitzerald, Legislation (Chap. 4) in Salmond on Jurisprudence, (I 2'11 edn.), Sweet & Maxwell 
(1966), p. 115. 

2 V.D. Mahajan, Jurisprudence and Legal Theory (5'11 edn.), Eastern Book Company (2006), p. 178. 
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Penal Code, 1860 [Act 45 of 1860], the Criminal Procedure 

Code, 1973[Act 2 of 1974]; etc., discussed are afl Acts of 
Parliament and they have a pan-Indian (territorially) application 

(except the state of Jammu and Kashmir in most cases). 

The prominent legislation in England, meant to combat 

pollution are: The Public Health Acts of 1874, 1875, 1936, 1937 

and 1961; The River Pollution Acts of 1876, 1951 and 1961; The 

Drainage of Trade Premises Act of 1937, The Rural Water 

Supplies and Sewerage Acts of 1944 and 1965; The River Board 

Act, 1948; The Clean Rivers(estuaries And Tidal Water_?) Act, 

1960; The Clean Air Act, 1956, The Water Acts of 1845 and 

1948; The Water resources Act of 1963; The Thames 

Conversancy Acts of 1932 and 1950; The Dumping Sea Act of 

1974, etc. 3 

The Pioneering enactments of the united States of America 

are; The Refuse Act, 1899 (30 Stat.1152); The Water Pollution 

Control Act, 1948 (62 Stat. 1154); The water Pollution Control 

Act Amendments of 1956 (70 Stat. 498); The Water Quality Act 

of 1965 (79 Stat. 903); The water pollution Act 1972 (86 Stat. 

816; the Clean water Act, 1977 (91 Stat. 1566); The Solid waste 

Disposal Act of 1965 (pub. L. 89-272); Resources Conservation 

and Recovery Act of 1976 (90 Stat. 2795); The Federal; Water 

pollution Act, 1948; The Water Quality Act, 1965, The Water 

Quality improvement Act, 1970 and the Federal Water pollution 

Control Act Of 1972(amended in 1972).4 

In Australia, there is an enactment named as the Victorian 

Environment Protection Act of 1970.5 

In Canada, The control of Atmospheric pollution is the 
jurisdiction of the individual Provinces. 6 

Since we have dwelled on the meaning of legislation, it 

would be better if we even examine the power to make laws of 

the legislatures, especially the Parliam~nt. 

3 N. Maheshwara Swamy,-.baws on Prevention of Pollution (new-edition), Asia taw House. ( 1998), p. 
35: 

4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid. 
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Overview of the Statutes relating to Environment in India 

The Water(Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 or 

simply the Water Act was enacted under article 252 of the 

Constitution since the subject-ma~ter of "water' was enumerated 
is relatable to entry 17 read with Entry 6 of the State t.ist in the 
Seventh Schedule of the Constitution. 

Unlike the Water Act, the Air prevention and Control of 
Pollution Act, 1981 or simply called the Air Act and the 

Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 were legislated or enacted 

under Article 253 of the Constitution. These Indian 

environmental statutes were legislated in pursuance to 

implement the measures sought to be taken in the event of 

protecting and improving the human environment in the United 

Nations Conference on Human Environment (UNCHE), where it 

was a signatory of the decision taken there, namely, the 

Stockholm Declaration. 

Indian environmental statutes chiefly employ a system of 

licensing and criminal sanctions to preserve natural resources 

and regulate their use. Civil compensation recovered through 

private citizens' suits play a peripheral role in th.e overall 

regulatory strategy. Pollution charges, fees or other economic 

approaches to discourage pollution are largely untried. 7 

A survey of early environmental legislation indicates the 

nature and levels of governmental awareness to environmental 

issues. Apart from forest laws, nineteenth century legislation 

also partly regulated two other aspects of India's environment: 

water pollution and wildlife. These laws however had a narrow 

reach and limited territorial reach. 

In India, the History, over a century old, starts with the 

Indian Penal Code, being Act LXV of 1860. Section 268, placed 

in Chapter XIV of this Act has, first of all, defined what is Public 

Nuisance. Sections 269 to 278, have then, proceeded, in that 

ch_apt~-~'- to define and penalise the various species of public 
nuisance. 

7 Divan, Shyam & Roscncranz, Armin, Environment Law and Policy in. india (3"1 Impression), 
Oxford University Press (2002), p.30 & 40 . 
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Abatement of nuisance is also made subject of sections 

133- 144 of the Criminal Procedure Code (Cr.P.C.), 1973 (Act 2 

of 1974) which has replaced the Code of Criminal Procedure, 

1898. 

The relevant said provisions of the Cr.P.C. are not penal but 

only prohibitive provisions whereas The Indian Penal Code, 

enacted in 1860, imposed a fine on a person who voluntarily 
fouls the water of any public spring or reservoir. In addition the 

' 
Code penalized negligent acts with poisonous substances that 

endangered life or caused injury and proscribed public 

nuisances. 

The earliest laws aimed at controlling environmental 

pollution were The Shore Nuisance (Bombay and Kolaba) Act, 

1853; The North India, Canal and Drainage act, 1873 (VIII of 

1873); The Indian Easements Act, 1882; and those espedally 

related to air pollution were the Oriental Gas Company Act, 1857 

(V of 1857) the Bengal Smoke Nuisance Act, 1905 and the 

-Bombay Smoke Nuisance Act, 1912; the Indian Poison Act, 
1919; The Boilers Act, 1923, etc. As the chronology suggests, 

they have been enacted during the British regime and most of 

them, some due to their efficiency in controlling pollution issues 

and some being unutilised, have still been · retained in 

independent India. 

Vehicular Pollution and Legislative Developments 

The presence of vehicular emissions in the form of smoke 

dates back to the invention of the engine and earlier version of 

the modern day motor vehicle popularly understood by the term 

'automobile' and not much attention was paid to the issue of 
environmental pollution. The side effects of vehicular pollution, 

unknown during those days as hazardous to life may have 

seemed totally insignificant. 

The increase of the vehicular population due to the rise in 

the economies of various countries was not felt suddenly. One of 

the indicators of rising number of vehicles was understood when 

the world thought of the impending crisis due to limited 

resources in the form of fuel. The problem of Pollution control 
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was never a priority of the several governments of the world 

when they were chasing the 'maximising the profit' goal/dream. 

Though it is a fact that in the early days also the 

automobile had been emitting the smoke in the atmosphere 

making it impure, however there has been no such evidence of 

such emissions creating health hazards to the public in general. 

There are also no records of any dispute arising from the 

problems resulting from those discomforting emissions. People 

in those days might not have taken into consideration of the 

various harmful effects of vehicular pollution because of the 

simple re-ason that· the automobile owning was a privilege of a 

few. In the towns and cities too, the number of vehicles were 

not large since the production and marketing were not organised 
properly and the price were not defined. The early period was 

spent most in developing the machine's performance and power 

and not in dealing with the market forces. Thus the priority in 

those days was given to the scientific aspect of the invention 

and not the commercial aspect and as such the poisonous 

emissions of the same was negligible and unnoticeable. Another 

reason why the pollution from automobile was not under the 

glare of the health and welfare authorities was that such 

consequences of vehicular activity was shadowed by the rapid 

industrialisation of the various countries of the world. 

It was later found out that the transport activity and more 

particularly the motor vehicles were to be blamed for 40°/o of the 

atmospheric pollution and destruction of the ozone l.ayer. 

Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 (Act 59 of 1988) 

The first enactment relating to Motor Vehicles8 in India was 
the Indian Motor Vehicles Act, 1914. It was replaced by a more 
comprehensive and detailed enactment, namely the Motor 

Vehicles' Act, 1939 and finally by the Act of 19889
• 

BACKDROP: The first Indian Motor Vehicle Act was passed in 

1914 with only 18 Sections. It conferred . powers to local 

Governments to regulate· the use of motor ,vehicles by way _of 

8 Manohar and Chitaley, The AIR Manual (34), 1989. 
9 Motor Vehicles Act, J988(Act 59 of 1988). 
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registrations, licensi~g and punishments. But with the break of 

First World War in1914 and great depression at global level till 

1930, the Act almost remained ineffective all over the country. 

In 1939, the Motor Vehicle Act was .enacted with the 

recommendations of Indian Railways Enquiry Committee headed 

by Wedgewood. This MV Act, 1939 laid the foundation of formal 

administrative machinery in road transport which functions till 

date. The Act, besides enforcing restrictions on the movements 

of vehicles on road in terms of registrations, licensing, permits 

and penalties in elaborate procedures and rules, ensured the 

creation of State and Regional Transport Authorities at State and 

District level all over the country for the first time, of course, in 

complete collaboration with Police department. Since then, the 

administrative structure of the road transport in the State has 

been reshaped, streamlined and more reorganized from time to 
time with the subsequent enactment of MV Acts and their 

amendments. 

RATIONALE: The basic rationale behind the need for a strong 

administration in road transport sector in the State was as 

follows: 

1. Transport is a Concurrent Subject. 

2. The national investment in roads and road transport 

sector is as high as in other modes of transport and 

communication like railways, airways, waterways etc. 

3. The road transport department was grossly under 

staffed. 

4. The accelerated pace of road transport development 

cannot be denied in the process of rapid economic 
development. This essentially requires an efficient 

management and administration of this vital sector. 

The Motor Vehicles' Act, 1939 (Act 4 of 1939) 

The Motor Vehicles' Act, 1939 (Act 4 of 1939) was consolidated 

and kept up to ·date till it was recently replaced by the Act of 

1988. The said Act of 1939 had been the main guide in matters 

relating to Motor vehicles, its incidental and ancillary problems 
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for almost five decades/ half a century. It was amended time 

and again to keep in pace with the various developments in the 

manufacture/technology and running/maintenance of the motor 

vehicle/automobile. 

OBJECTS OF THE MOTOR VEHICLES ACT, 1939: "It has been 

recognised now for some years past that the Indian Motor 

Vehicles Act, 1914, which was framed to suit conditions at an 

early stage of the development of motor transport, is no longer 

adequate to deal with conditions brought about by the rapid 

growth of motor transport in the past two decades. In the 

interests alike of the safety and convenience of the public and of 

the development of a co-ordinate system of transport much 

closer control is required than the present Act permits and it is 

necessary to take powers to regulate transport. 

"The question of the co-ordination of road and railway and 

the methods by which the object can be secured with 

consistency with public interest had engaged the attention of the 

Government of India for some years past. As early as 1933, 
Messrs {vfitche/1 and Kirkness carried out, at _the instance of the 

-- government of India, an inquiry into these problems and 

submitted a report in which they emphasised the importance of 

early action. The Road-Rail Conference convened by the 

Government of India in the same year passed a resolution inter 

alia recommending control of public services and goods motor 

transport. In January 1935, the first Transport Advisory Council 

made definite recommendations to the same effect. In the 

following year a Bill was framed to give effect to these 

recommendations which was approved by the second Transport 

advisory Council who also recommended a complete overhaul of 
the Act of 1914 at an early date and the appointment of a 

committee to enquire into and report on the sybject of 

compulsory insurance of motor vehicles, 

"A Bill was introduced in August 1936, to amend the Act of 

1914 on certain points. It was, however, recognised then that a 

more comprehensive measure would have to follow. The 

legislature decided that the Bill should be circulated and this was 
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done: but before further action could be taken on it, the reports 

of the Motor Vehicles Insurance Committee and. of the 

Wedgewood Committee \Nere received. Government decided that 

in the circumstances, it was preferable to drop the partial 
measure and to present a more comprehensive Bill. The present 

Bill incorporates the main recommendations of both these 

committees and is the outcome of the consultations with 

Provincial Governments and the Third Transport Advisory Council 

which deliberated on it in December last. The principle of 

compulsory insurance has been approved by all the Provincial 

Governments, though there are differences of opinions as to 

whether its adoption should be entirely optional or whether in 

the interests of uniformity, its adoption within a certain period of 

time should be obligatory". 10 

Though the talked about Act, i.e. Motor Vehicles Act, 1939, 

seemed to be adequate to meet the current requirements with 

its timely amendments, however the need was felt. That this Act 

would further take into account the Road transport Technology 

pattern of passengers and freight movement, developments on 

road networks in the country and the improved techniques in the 

arena. of motor vehicle management. 

Various committees in the form of the National Transport 

Committee, National Police Commission, Road Safety committee, 

Low Powered Two-wheelers Committee and· also the Law 

Commission have recommended the updating, simplific?tion and 

rationalisation of this law after having gone through the different 

aspects of road transport. In addition to this a large number of 

parliamentarians have also urged for a comprehensive review of 

the Motor Vehicles Act of 1939 with an aim to make it relevant 
towards the modern day requirements. 

A Bill related to the above was placed before and passed by 

both the Houses of Parliament. It received .the assent of the 

President of India on 14th October 1988 and as such/ soon 

thereafter became an Act of Parliament under the short title and 

10 Statements of Objects and Reasons of the Original Bill. See Gazette of India, Part V. p.l14: for 
Report of Select Committee, see ibid p. 187. · 
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citation/nomenclature, The Motor Vehicles' Act, 1988( Act 59 of 

1988) enacted in the thirty ninth year of the Republic of India. 

STATEMENT OF OBJECTS & REASONS OF MOTOR VEHJICLES 

ACT, 1939: 11 

1. The Motor Vehicles Act, 1939 (Act 4 of 1939, 

consolidates and amends the relating motor vehicle. 

This has been amended several times to keep it up-to

date. The need was, however, felt that this Act should, 

now inter alia, take into account also changes in road 

transport technology, pattern of passenger and freight 

movements, development of road network in the 

country and particularly the improved techniques in the 

motor vehicles management. 

2. Various Committees like the National Transport Policy 

Committee, National Police Commission, Road Safety 

Committee, Low Powered Two-wheeler Committee, as 

also the Law Commission have gone into different 

aspects of road transport. They have recommended 

updating, simplification and rationalisation of this law. 

Several Members of Parliament have also urged for 

comprehensive review of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1939, 

to make it relevant to modern day requirements. 
3. A Working Group was, therefore, constituted in January 

1984, to review all the provisions of the Motor Vehicles 

Act, 1939, and to submit draft proposals for ·a 

comprehensive legislation to replace the existing Act. 

This Working Group took into account the suggestions 

and recommendations earlier made by various bodies 

and institutions like C.I.R.T., A.R.A.I. and other 
transport organisations including manufacturers and 

the general public. Besides obtai_ning com~ents of 
State Governments on the recommendations of the 

Working Group, this was discussed in specially 

convened meeting of Transport -Ministers if all States 

11 Published in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Pt. II. Section I, dated 11 111 may, 1987, pp. 129-
30. 
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and Union Territories. Some of the more important 

modifications so suggested related for taking care of: 

(a) The fast increasing number of both commercial 

and personal vehicles in the country; 

(b) The need for encouraging adoption of higher 

technology in automotive sector; 

(c) " The greater flow of passenger and freight with 

the least impediments so that islands of 

isolations are not created leading to regional or 

local imbalances; 

(d) Concern for road safety standards, and 

pollution-control measures·, standards for 

transportation of hazardous and explosive 

materials; 
(e) Laying down clear parameters where the private 

and the public sector can co-exist and develop, 

in road transport field; and 

(f) Need for effective ways of taking down traffic 
offenders. 

4. The proposed legislation has been ·prepared in the light 

of the above background. Some of the important 

provisions of the Bill provide for the following matters, 

namely: 

(a) Rationalisation of certain· definitions with 

additions of certain new definitions 0f new types 

of vehicles; 

(b) Stricter procedures relating to grant of licences; 

and the period of validity thereof; 

(c) Laying down of standards for the components 

and parts of motor vehicles; 

(d) Standards for anti-pollution control devices; 

Provisions for issuing fitness certificates of 

vehicles also by the authorised testing stations; 

(e) Enabling provision for updating the system of 

registration marks; 
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(f) Liberalised schemes for grant of All-India 

Tourist permits as also National permits for 
goods carriages; 

(g) Administration of the Solatiu·m Fund by General 

Insurance Corporation; 

(h) Maintenance of State registers for driving 
licences and vehicle registration; 

(i) Constitution of Road Safety Councils. 

5. The Bill also seeks to provide for more deterrent 

punistiment in the cases of certain offences. 

6. The Notes on -Clauses explain the provisions of the Bill. 

7. The Bill seeks to achieve the above objectives. 

Thus, after the enactment of the Motor Vehicles Act, 198812 

together with the relevant amendments13
, the problem arising 

out of the running of vehicles, especially, air pollution, has been 

strived to be minimised, if not, eradicated absolutely. 

The new Act consists of altogether consists of two hundred 

and seventeen sections which has been divided into fourteen 
chapters and two schedules. But out of the said two hundred 

and seventeen sections a few of them are dedicated to curb the 

menace of vehicular pollution. The inadequacy has been as far 

as possible supplemented by the Rules both of the Centre14 and 

the states15
. In addition to these provisions other sections of the 

Act may be approached to circumstantially/ 

indirectly/constructively with an object to further strengthen the -

already existing relevant and direct provisions. 

A motor vehicle/automobile may be or may not be' polluting 

in the ordinary course of its running. There are various factors 

which lead to the pollution of the atmosphere due to the running 

of a motor vehicle/automobile. Vehicular pollution 16 is not so 

11 W e.f t"' July, /989 Vide S.O. 368 (E), Published- in the Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Pt. 1/, 
3(ii), dated 22nd May, 1989. 

13 Notably Motor Vehicles (Amendment)Act; -/982(w.e.f. 1.12.,82) and Motor Vehicles 
(Amendment)Act,/994 (w:e:f l.l t94) 

14 The Central Motor Vehicles Rules, /988. 
15 For e.g. West Bengal Motor Vehicles Rules, 1989. 
16 When the permissible standards laid down by the State Pollution Control Board in consultation 

with the Motor Vehicles department are exceeded. 
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simple to connect it with the activity of running vehicles. To be 

. more explicit, a vehicle in its ordinary course of running may not 

be polluting or to be precise it may be complying with the norms 

laid down by the Pollution Control Board or any other related 

agency17
. But due to several other external factors such as 

improper driving of the vehicle, traffic jams, overloading, etc., 

the atmosphere may be polluted. Thus, in this sense, to control 
the pollution of atmosphere due to vehicular activity other 

provisions of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 can also be 

purposefully utilised bearing effective results. Such provisions 

have also been examined further down in this ·chapter in addition 

to the provisions specifically made to curb vehicular pollution. 

Provisions of Preventing and Controlling Vehicular Pollution 

The law regarding the pollution of the atmosphere by motor 

vehicles is crystal clear. We can mention here that the pollution 

by automobiles through the medium of air can be done in two 

ways. Firstly, the running of the automobile produces various 
gases in the form of smoke and such gases are made up of 

various pollutants such as CO, C02, NOx, S02,.and other particulate 

matter. These gases/ fumes in their individual capacity (in the 

combined form, some of the gases compounds can be more 

hazardous) are very poisonous creating health hazards to the 

public. Secondly, the sound emitting from vehicles whether from 

the engine or from the blowing of horns can also be major 

irritants to the general public further resulting to public health 

hazards. 

Chapter VIII of the Act is more or less dedicate to matters 

related to the construction and maintenance of vehicles and as 
such is more direct in checking and reducing vehicular pollution. 

As already mentioned earlier the Act has provided to the Central 
and the respective state governments, the power 'to make 

17 The permissible standards of pollution may be laid down by the environment department in 
consultation with the Motor Vehicles department, (such standards may be laid down under the 
Environment (Protection) Rules, 1986 in Schedule I. 
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rules18 in the matter of checking and reducing vehicular pollution 

in the atmosphere. 

The abovementioned -chapter together with the said- rules 

are practically adequate in reducing pollution from automobiles. 

There might arise situations where a vehicle may be ordinarily 

complying with the standards laid down by the authorities or 

pollution levels of such vehicle may be within permissible limits 

but due to traffic jams, ill maintaining of speed limits by the 

driver, or overloading which may give rise to requirement of 

more power and thus use of more fuel giving rise to more 

emissions, etc. Therefore causing the ambient air quality to 

deteriorate and the atmosphere polluted. In these situations, it 

is hard to pin down a particular culprit and nobody can be taken 

to task since the circumstance is to be blamed and the person 

driving the vehicle will defend himself or herself by saying that 

his or her vehicle is already in compliance with the permissible 

limits. But blaming the situation and letting off the wrongdoers, 

the actual culprits would not solve the main problem. The 

approach should be to find ways to bring these persons who, 

prima facie, does not appear to break or violate the law, to 

justice. Thus provisions can be made use of the respective 
sections dealing with traffic jams19

, control of traffic20
, speed 

limits21, overloading 22
, etc., with an objective to control the 

pollution of the atmosphere by vehicles. Imposing such 

provisions to check the incidental matters relating to pollution as 

mentioned above, penalties might be harsher as a result of 

violating such provisions which helps the authorities in 

implementing and enforcing the laws related to maintaining the 

ambient quality of air. Harsh penalties such as suspension and 
cancellation of registration certificates or permits can deter a 

person using an automobile from both ill maintaining his vehicle 

and violating other incidental provisions of the said Act. Thus 

harsh penalties affecting the user of the vehicle, especially the 

18 Sections II 0, Ill of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988; also see notes 14 & 15. 
19 Section 20 I, !d. 
20 Sections 112, I 1.3, I d. 
21 Sections 183, 184 ld 
22 Section 194, !d. 
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owners would help in curbing the unsustainable use of 

automobiles. 

Persons driving motor vehicles in · violation· of the 

abovementioned provisions will have no ground to contest the 

prosecution against them. and as such would be certainly 

penalised, however, the only underlying problem lies in the non 

enforcements of the existing relevant laws and their respective 

provisions. 

Chapter VII of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 hereinafter 

called 'the Act' is the most directly connected and concerned 

provision dealing with the prevention, control and abatement of 

vehicular pollution. The said chapter consists of three sections, 
section 109; section 110 and section 111. 

Section 109 

Section 109 is related with the general provisions regarding 

the construction and maintenance of automobiles. The third 

subsection of this section, namely, section 109(3), consist some 

provision which can be very helpful, if properly implemented, to 

curb the menace of vehicular pollution, an analogy of 

unsustainable automobile use. According to the subsection, if 

the Central Government is of the opinion that it is necessary or 

expedient to do so in the public interest, may by order, 

published in the Official Gazette, notify that any article or 

process used by the manufacturer shall conform to the standard 

as may be specified in the said order. 

The Supreme Court . in pursuance to this prov1s1on had 

directed that any four wheelers manufactured after April 1, 1995 

in Delhi was to be fitted with a catalytic converter, which was 

assumed to minimise the level of pollution from automobile 

exhaust and thus helping the vehicles in maintain and complying 

with the prescribed standards laid down by the concerned 

authorities. 23 

Section 110 

23 The prescribed standards are laid down in the Environment (Protection) Rules, 1986, particularly in 
the Schedules. 
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Section· 110 of the Act empowers the Central Government 

to make rules regulating the construction, equipment and 

maintenance of motor vehicles among other things. Sections 

110(g), 110(m) and 110(n)24 are provisions which can ~be 
specifically utilised for the objective above-mentioned and to 

create an environment of sustainable automobile use. The said 
·provisions of the Act have been implemenfed vigoroosly after 

the Supreme Court in M.C.Mehta V Union of India25 directed the 

concerned authorities under the relevant law to act but still the 

performance of such authorities has not been satisfactory. 

It is also provided in section 110 that rules such- as f(xing 

standards for emission of air pollutants from vehicle exhaust, 

the Ministry of Environment and Forests have to be consulted. 

This is to be done since the Ministry is the main authority 

coordinating between various departments in relation to the 

problems of environment pollution. They also have the logistics 

together with the required experience and as such provide the 

government making rules fixing standards with the tec~nical and 
the expertise for achieving desired results. And finally their 

main function is to protect and improve the environment 

keeping in view the essential economic development. 

The Central Government has already framed the general 

rules under the above provision, namely the Central Motor 

Vehicle Rules (CMVR), 1989 with relevant amendments 

hereinafter called 'the Rules'. Rules in respect to fixing the 

standards of vehicular emissions and its related enforcement 

have been incorporated in the Rules. They are, among other 

things, Rules 115, Rule 115-A, Rule 115-B and 116 respectively. 

This has been done taking cue from section 20 of the Air 

(Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981.26 The said rules, 

24 Section 109 of theM. V.Act, 1988 was inserted by the Motor Vehicles( Amendment) Act, 1994(Act 
54ofl994) , 

25 c 1998) 6 sec 60 at p.61. · 
26 Section 20. Power to give instructions for ensuring standards for emission from automobiles

With a view to ensuring that the standards for emission of air pollutants from automobiles laid 
down by the State Board under clause(g) of subsection ( 1) of section 17 are complied with, the state 
government shall, in consultation with the State Board, give such instructions as maybe deemed 
necessary to the concerned authority in charge of registration of motor vehicle under the Motor 
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namely, Rule 115, Rule 115-A, Rule 115-B and 116 states as 

follows: 

Rule 115. Emission of smoke, vapour, etc from motor vehicles. 27 

Rule 115-A. Emission of smoke and vapour from agricultural 

tractors driven by diesel engines. 28 

Rule 115-B. Mass Emission Standards for Compressed Natural 

Gas Driven Vehicle. 29 

Rule 116. Test for smoke emission level and carbon monoxide 
level and other pollutants: 

(1) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-rule (7) of 

rule 115, any officer not below the rank of a Sub

Inspector or Inspector of Motor Vehicles who has 

reason to believe that a motor vehicle is not 

complying with the provisions of rule 115(2) or 

115(7) may, in writing, direct the driver or any person 

for conducting the test to measure the standard of 

emission in any one of the authorised testing stations, 

and produce the certificate to an authority at the 

address mentioned in the written direction within 

seven days from conducting the check. 

(2) The driver or person incharge of the vehi.cle shall, 

upon such direction by the officer referred to in sub

rule (1), submit the vehicle for compliance of the 

provisions of Rule 115(2) at any authorised testing 

station. 

(3) The measurement for the compliance of the provision 

of Rule 115(2) shall be done with a meter of the type 

approved by an agency referred to in Rule 126 of the 

principle rules or by the National Environmental 

Engineering Research Institute (NEERI), Nagpur. 

Vehicles Act, 1988( Act 59 of 1_988), and such authority shall, notwithstanding anything contained 
in that Act or rules made thereunder be bound to comply with such instructions. 

27 Annexure I, II, III, IV-A to IV-L 
28 Refer Rule 115-A, Central Motor Vehicle Rules, 1989 
29 Refer Rule 115-B, Central Motor Vehicle Rules, /989 
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Provided that such a testing agency shall follow ISO 

or ECE standards and procedures .for the g\anting of 

approval for the measuring meters. 

( 4) If the results of the test indicate that the motor 

vehicle complies with the provisions of Rule 115(2), 

the driver or any person incharge of the vehicle shall 

produce the certificate to the authority specified in 

sub-rule (1) within the stipulated time limit. 

(5) If the results indicate that the motor vehicle does not 

comply with the provisions of Rule 115(2), the driver 

or the person incharge of the vehicle shall- rectify the 

defects so as to comply with the provisions of Rule 

115(2) within a period of seven days and submit the 
vehicle to any authorised testing ·station for recheck 

and produce the certificate so obtained from the 

authorised testing centre to the authority referred to 

in sub-rule (1). 

(6) If the certificate referred to in sub-rule (1) is not 

produced within the stipulated period of seven days or 

the vehicle fails to comply with the provisions of 

Rule115 (2) within a period of seven days, the owner 

of the vehicle shall be liable for penalty prescribed 

under subsection (2) of section 190 of the Act. 30 

(7) If the driver or any person incharge of the vehicle 

referred to in sub-rule (1) does not produce the said 

certificate within the said period of seven days, such 

vehicle shall be deemed to have contravened the 

provisions of Rule 115(2) and the checking officer 

shall report the matter to the registering authority. 

(8) The registering authority shall on receipt of the report 

referred to in sub-rule (7), for reasons to be recorded 

in writing, suspend the certificate of registration of the 

vehicle, until such time the certificate is produced 

before the registering authority to t~e effect that the 

vehicle complies with the provisions of Rule 115(2) 

30 Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 (Act 59 of 1988). 
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(9) On such suspension of the certificate of the 

registration of the vehicle, any permit granted in 

respect of such vehicle under Chapter V or Chapter VI 

of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 shall be deemed to 

have been suspended until a fresh "Pollution under 

Control" (PUC) certificate is obtained. 

Therefore after taking into consideration the 

abovementioned Rules of the Central Motor Vehicle Rules, 1989, 

we find that the 'sections' and 'rules' from which they originate 

from seems to be water tight as to the prevention and ·control of 

motor vehicle. The relevant provisions of both the Act and the 

Rules are sufficient to provide for the sustainable automobile use 

·especially when it concerns air pollution. The provision appears 

·reasonable and is not too harsh since it allows the driver of the 

person in charge of the culprit vehicle a period of seven days to 

rectify the fault. The basic reason for such pollution is the ill 

maintenance of the vehicle's engine, though ~he quality. of fuel is 
an important factor for putting part of the blame. The period of 
seven days to service the engine of the vehide and make 

necessary change of the service parts, like oil filters, and 
lubricants seems adequate to rectify . the fault and make the 

·vehicle fit so as to make it comply with the provisions of Rule 

:115 of the CMV Rules, 1989, which prescribes the smoke 

emission standards of vehicles. 

The testing are to be done in the authorised testing centres. 

and as such there is minimum chance of tampering with the 

results of such tests, and further the Rules also provides for the 

following the standards and procedures for approval of such 

measuring meters which are of international standards .. 

Penal action in the form of the a fine has been provided by 

section 190(2) of the Act and this is done so only after the driver 

or the person incharge of the erring vehicle fails to produce the 

'pollUtion under control' certificate after the expiry of the 

stipulated period of seven days. Section 190 (2) of the· Act says 

-Any person who drives or causes or allows to be driven, in any 

public place a motor vehicle, which violates the standards 
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prescribed in relation to road safety, control of noise and air 

pollution, shall be punishable for the first offence with a fine of 

one thousand rupees and for any second or subsequent offence 

with a fine of two thousand rupees. 

This penal section acts as a deterrent to the driver or the 

person incharge of such erring vehicle. If he is wise he will 

maintain his vehicle to make it compliant With the prescribed 

emission standards rather than pay a fine of one thousand 

rupees or maybe more in case of a future vio~ation since the fine 

is enhanced in such situations. The maintenance of his vehicle to 

make it compliant to the already prescribed norms of emissions 

can cost him less than the fine. 

The vehicle contravening the provision of Rule 115(2) is to 

be reported by the checking officer as per sub-rule 7 of Rule 116 

and on the basis of such report received and for the reasons to 

be recorded in writing, the errant vehicle's certificate of 

registration is to be suspended and which also in effect results in 

the suspension of the permit, if any. This would result in closing 

down of the vehicle or is practically off road since driving without 

registration would invite prosecutions under other provisions of 

the Act, namely, section 192 and the fine for the same is not 

less than rupees one thousand and if the vehicle is driven by a 

hired driver, the fine will have to be paid on his behalf too, i.e. 

double. If the vehicle is driven in contravention of to the 

suspension of the registration and permit it would attract the 

provisions of section 19231 and 192A32 of the Act. These 

31 Section 192. Using vehicle without registration.- (I) Whoever drives a motor vehicle or causes 
or allows a motor vehicle to be used in contravention of the provisions of section 39 shall be 
punishable for the first offence with a fine which may extend to five thousand rupees but shall not 
be less than two thousand rupees for a second and subsequent offence with an imprisonment which 
may extend to one year or with fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees but shall not be less 
than five thousand rupees or with both. 
Provided that the court may, for reasons to be recorded, impose a lesser punishment. 
(2)............................ . 
(3) ...................................... -. 

32 Section 192-A. Using vehicle without permit.- (I )Whoever drives a motor vehicle or causes or 
allows a motor vehicle to be used in contravention of the. provisions of subsection (I) of section 66 
or in contravention of any condition of a permit- relating ~o the route on which or the area in which 
or the purpose for which the vehicle may be used, shall be punishable for the first offence with a 
fine which may extend to five thousand rupees but shall not be less than two thousfl,nd rupees and 
for any subsequent offence with imprisonment which may extend to one year but shall not be less 
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provisions, especially section 192 impose .a fine which may 

'extend to five thousand rupees but must not be less than rupees 
two thousand and for a second or subsequent offence the 
penalty would be _imprisonment which may extend to one year 

or fine which may extend to rupees ten thousand but_ shall not 
be less than five thousand. For driving without suspended or 

invalid permit the penalty imposed is according to section 192A 

of the Act which would be punishable with fine which may 

extend to five thousand rupees and shall not be less than two 
thousand rupees for the first offence. And for the second or 

subsequent offence with imprisonment which_ may extend to ~ne 
year but shall not be less than three months and or with fine 

. ·which may extend to rupees ten ·thousand but shall not be less 

than rupees five thousand. 

The penalty according to the Act for second or the 
subsequent offence is harsh but in most cases such offences are 

undetected. Every such offence is booked as the first offence 
since the mechanism of recording the number of violation 

though laid down in the rules theoretically is not properly 

maintained. But atleast the consequence of such second 

.violation in the form of imprisonment and heavy fine would have 
·far reaching effects and would definitely help in solving the 
problem of vehicular pollution to a large extent. Again there are 
provisions, where after rectifying the fault due to which the said 
suspension of registration and permit has taken place, the driver 

or the person incharge of such vehicle approach the registering 

authority to vacate the suspension order. The proof of 
rectification of the fault is the issuance of a valid pollution under 
control certificate by the approved testing centre. 

This particular projects and the steps to be followed has 
been properly explained by the Calcutta High Court in State v 
Urmi Ghoshal and others, 33 the police had mounted a pollution 

than three months-or with fine which may extend to one year but shall not be less than five thousand 
rupees-or with both: .. _ · 
Provided that the court may for reasons to be recorded in writing, impose a lesser punishment. 
(2) ................................ . 
(3) .............................. . 

33 AIR 2002 Cal I 92 
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testing machine on vehicle for testing the vehicles on the road 

. and on finding the emission from the vehicle beyond the 

permissible limit they had issued a slip for a compounding the 
. offences by realizing certain amount on the spot. The court held 

·that such action taken by the police is without jurisdiction. The 

Court observed: "It is understandable that the State had taken a 
positive step for checking the vehicle by testing the vehicle on 
the road by their own machine, but if the driver or person 
incharge of the vehicle who had already got his vehie::le tested 

from the authorised testing agents of the government and it was 

found that it was within the permissible limit of pollution and 

. produced a certificate before the checking authority then there is 

:a prima facie presumption in favour of the ow,ner or the person 

· incharge of the vehicle that the vehicle is not polluting. But the 
presumption is rebuttable if it is found at the time of spot 

. checking by the checking authorities by their own machine that 
the vehicle is still not within the pollution limit then· it is not 

proper for the checking authorities to immediately saddle the 

owner or the Epson incharge of the vehicle with a compounding 
slip. That is not conceived in the scheme of the Rules. In ca.se 

. the checking authorities .after checking by its own machine find 

that the vehicle is polluting and it is not within the norms laid 
, down under Rule 115(2) then they can give a slip to the owner 
·or the person in charge of the vehicle and ask him to get his 

vehicle rectified within a period of seven days and then submit 

the same for re-checking either by their own machine or by the 

authorised checking . agency and in the event the checking .. 
authority or their agents find that the vehicle is not polluting 
then no step is to be taken in the matter. It 'is only in the event 

. of the owner or the person incharge of the vehicle, who has 
been given the opportunity to get the vehicle rectified and if he 

fails to do so then that can result in a penalty under section 

190(2) of the Act. It is not given to the Sub-Inspector of Police 

or the Motor vehicle Inspector to check the vehicle and if it is 

·found emitting pollution sudd_enly to serve the owners or person 

·in charge of the vehicle with compounding slip and recover the 

money and impose penalty in terms of section 190(2) of the Act. 
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If it is found that the vehicle is [polluting then the authorities are 

under obligation to give one week's time to the owner or the 

person in charge of the vehicle to get the same repaired and 

bring the emission within the permissible limit. Therefore, in 

case when a person holds a certificate from the authorised 

testing agents of the Government that the vehicle is within the 

permissible pollution limit and still is found by the checking 

authority that it is not within the limit of poll~tion then they can 

give him a notice of 7 days' to get the vehicle rectified and 

submit a report from the authorised testing agents of the 

Government to the effect that the vehicle is within the 

permissible limit of pollution or the incumbent can be asked to 

submit the vehicle before the checking authority for being tested 

by their own machine. But the authorities as per the scheme of 

the Act cannot take upon themselves to check the vehicle and 

serve with a compounding slip and recover a penalty on the 

spot. This is not conceivable under the law. If it is done, it is 

violation of the rules and checking authorities will be acting 
beyond their power. "34 

Again in the question of whether the emission standards 

laid down under the State Motor Vehicle Rules (here in question 

was in regard to rule 258 of the West Bengal Motor Vehicle 

Rules, 1989) would prevail, the court further observed: "It may 

be relevant here to mention that the police authorities took the 

action against the petitioners in this case under Rule 258 of the 

west Bengal Motor Vehicle Rules, 1989. Rule 258 appears to be 

beyond the power of the of the State of West Bengal, because 

section 110 of the Mota Vehicles Act, 1988 only empowers the 

Central government to frame the rules with regard to air and 

sound pollution under section 110(g) and (h) of the Act. 

Therefore, apparently it appears that Rule 258 framed by the 

state of west Bengal is beyond itscompetence.35 

After having exam:ined the substantive law for curbing the 

menace of veh!cular pollution, the main problem being faced is 

the matter of enforcement o{ the relevant existing laws. Shri 

34 Ibid at p. 199 (para 18). 
35 Ibid at p. 197(para 12). 
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M.C.Mehta, an advocate and an environmental activist, had said 

in one of his interviews to the media that we, in India, have one 
of the best laws in the world these laws are only in the books 
which happen to decorate our bookshelves. He was actually 

indicating that the enforcement agencies have failed the country 

and practical implementation is not carried out as expected. 

Here, when we are discussing the prescribed emission 

standards laid down under the Rules and the procedure to be 

followed, it is pertinent to mention the provision of section 52 of 
the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988. The provisions of the said section 
allows the modification of a motor vehicle in terms of its seating 
capacity and also conversion of the engine together with 

.facilitating its operation by different type of fuel or source of 

energy, including battery, compressed natural gas, solar power, 

liquid petroleum gas or any other fuel or source of energy, by 
fitment ofa conversion kit, such modification shall be carried out 

subject to such conditions as may be pre~cribed. 36 

Incidentally, in Paper Clipping v S.H.O., Karimnagar/7 the 
court held that _shere was no law permitting the use of Liquified 

petroleum gas as fuel to run the automobile vehicles. It further 
went on to say that there shall be an injunction restraining the 
user of Liquified petroleum gas as a fuel by anybody to run any 

automobile vehicles and the Director Gener9l of Polic~, Andhra 
Pradesh, Commissioner of transport, state of Andhra Pradesh, as 
·also the Commissioner of Civil Supplies, State of Andhra Pradesh 

are directed to see that . the above injunction order is 

implemented by themselves as also by their subordinates strictly 
and scrupulously. 38 

' 

A person is allowed to alter his vehicle after giving notice to 
the registering authority within whose jurisdiction he has his 

residence or place of business or where the vehicle is normally 

kept, as the case may be, of the alteration he proposes to make 

and has obtained the approval from the registering authority to 

make such alterations. The relevant provision has been 

36 See section 52 ofthe Motor Vehicles Act, 1988. 
37 AIR 2000 A.P. 217. . 
38 /bidat p. 219. 
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envisaged in section 52 of the Act. Further it also provides for 

the modification of the engine or any part thereof, for facilitating 

its operation by a different kind of a fuel or other source of 
energy other than Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG). The other 

sources of· energy may be Compressed Natural Gas (CNG), 

Battery (Electricity) or even solar power in the coming future. 
Thus such alterations are subject to conditions prescribed. 39 

This provision is likely to help in curbing vehicular pollution 

together with the stabilising the price of petroleum which has 
had a very volatile run in the market recently. The prices of 

Petroleum even crossed the 150 US dollar mark in the mid year 

of 2oos. 
Battery and solar driven vehicles would be almost zero 

polluting yehicles whereas compressed natural gas is a cleaner 
fuel, compared to petrol and diesel, thus less polluting. As per 
the recent direction of the Supreme Court in M.C.Mehta v Union 

of India, 40 three thousand buses of the Delhi Transport 

Corporation was ordered to be closed down unless they were 
converted to compressed natural gas driven ones41 and the said 

order was to be implemented from April 1, 2000. 

Another problem· that had emerged due to the provisions of 
this section has been the conversion of large number of petrol 
driven vehicles to diesel driven ones. Such conversions were 

taking place in large numbers due to the low cost of diesel. This 

would no doubt aggravate the existing situation since pollutants 

from these diesel driven vehiCles. are more in variety and more 
poisonous in content. But the check for such harmful conversion 
is there in the same provision itself, that is the registering 

authority has the power to regulate such regressing 
developments. 

Recently the government announced that it was considering 
a ban on the conversion of the petrol driven vehicles to diesel 

driven ones and it had even proposed to bring some 

39 Inserted by section 15 of the Motor Vehicle (Amendment) Act, 1994. 
40 Writ Petition (Civil) No. 13029 of 1985, orders dated October 3, 1991 & October 25, 1991. 
41 The Telegraph, March 31, 2000. 
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amendments to this effect in the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988. This 

announcement was made by Shri . Rajnath Singh, the then 

Surface Transport Minister, in his inaugural speech of the First 

Convention of the Indian Automobile Dealers Association 

(I.A.D.A.) in New Delhi. 42Such an amendment would provide for 
long term solutions in curbing the menace of vehicular pollution. 

Presently such conversions are disallowed since the Apex Court 
has already ordered the scrapping of old vehicles, i.e. more than 

15 years old, in the National Capital Region, New Delhi.43 Other 

Capital cities and towns are following suit. 

A Certificate of fitness44 is necessary for a vehicle to register 

.it validly. Such certificate of fitness is issued by the prescribed 

authority or an authorised testing centre. The certificate is 

issued to an automobile to give effect to its road worthiness. It 

is a statement of the fact that the motor vehicle to which a 
certificate of fitness has been issued complies with all the 

requirements of the Act or the rules made thereunder. Thus a 
vehicle flouting the norms of pollution standards can deprived of 
from obtaining such certificate of fitness.· This section also 

provides that the prescribed authority or the authorised testing 
station has to give reasons in writing to the person incharge of 
such vehicle to which a certificate of fitness is not issued. 

Further if a motor vehicle has already been 'issued a 

certificate of fitness or the motor vehicle already is in possession 

of such certificate of fitness; it is liable t0 be cancelled by the 
prescribed authority if it is satisfied that the concerned vehicle 

no longer complies with the requirements of the Act or rules 
made thereunder. And on such cancelation of Certificate of 

fitness, the registration certificate of the vehicle together with 
the permit, if any, granted to the said vehicl~ under chapter V of 
the Act stands suspended. Such suspension of the certificate of 
registration or permit, if any, mentioned above shall be deemed 

42 The Times of India, January 18, 2000. 
43 M. C. Mehta v Union of India, ( 1998) 6 SCC 60. 
44 Section 56(1) ofthe Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 (Act 59 of 1988). 
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'to be suspended until a fresh certificate of fitness45 is obtained 

:under section 56(1). 

The prescribed authority ordering such cancellation must be 

holding a required technical qualification46as per law and the 

reasons for such cancellations should be recorded in writing. A 

fitness certificate can be cancelled on the basis of a report of an 

officer having the required technical qualification in case the 

prescribed authority does not possess one. The effect of the 

certificate of fitness shall be extended throughout the territory of 

India as long as it is valid. 

The person incharge of a motor vehicle who has been 

aggrieved by the order issued by the registering authority under 

sections 52 and 56 of the Act may, within a period of thirty days 

·from the date on which he has received the notice of such order, 

.appeal against the same to the prescribed appellate authority.47 

And further such authority shall pass such order as it deems fit 

after observing the principles of natural justice, i.e. give an 

opportunity of being heard to the aggrieved person.48 

The Central Government may, having regard to public 

safety, convenience and obje~ts of this Act, by notification in the 

Official Gazette, specify the life of a motor vehicle reckoned from 
·the date of its manufacture after· the expiry ·of which the motor 

:vehicle shall not be deemed to be fit. 49 A motor vehicle driven in 

·violation of this section is liable to have its certificate registration 

and permit, if any, to be suspended as it shall be deemed not to 

·have complied with the requirements of the Act and .the rules 
·made thereunder. 

The second part of section 53(1) (a) makes a motor vehicle 
liable to have its registration suspended if it fails to comply with 

'the required provisions of the Act and rules made there under. 

; Further a motor vehicle, which is being driven even after 

crossing the expiry period of its age limit is bound to have its 

45 Section 56(4) of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988. 
46 Inserted by Motor Vehicles (Amendment) Act, 1994. 
47 Section 57(1) of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988. 
48 Section 57(2) of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988. 
49 Section 59(1) of the Motor Vehicles Act, I 988. 
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registration certificate cancelled. That is to say that the running 

of the vehicle after the expiry of its age limit would be violative 

. of the provisions of the Act and such vehicles are rendered as 

obsolete. The specifications in the matter of fixing the age limit 

of an automobile are carried out considering the type and class 

of such automobile. Thus the Central government specifies and 

fixes the age limit of motor vehicles and different age ·limits are 

fixed for different vehicles keeping in mind the type and class of 

the motor vehicle. And once the age limit of the vehicle fixed by 

the government and such period expires, no prescribed authority 

or authorised testing station/centre shall grant a certificate of 

fitness and if such certificate of fitness is already in effect, it 

shall be deemed to expire, too. 

This section has empowered the autt)orities to. off-road 

obsolete polluting vehicles. In M.C.Mehta v. Union of India, 50the 

Supreme Court had ordered scrapping of vehicles which were 
fifteen years old or more. This provision of the Motor Vehicles 

act, 1988 provides the required shot in the arm to the Court in 

making the authorities to carry out its orders. 

Section 53 of the Act deals with the suspension of the 

certificate of registration. It states that a registering authority or 

the prescribed authority, as the case may be, having reason to 

believe that any motor vehicle within its jurisdiction is in such a 

condition that its use in a public place would constitute danger 
to the public, or that it fails to comply with the requirements of 

the Act or rules made thereunder may, after· giving the owner a 

reasonable opportunity of making any representation he may 

wish to make( by sending a notice by registered post with 

acknowledgement due at the owner's address which has been 

entered in the certificate of registration}, for reasons to be 

recorded in writing, suspend the certificate of registration of the 

defaulting vehicle. 

Applying the provisions under section 53 of the Act 

abovementioned, in a situation where an automobile has failed 

to comply. with the prescribed emission standards laid down 

so c 1998) 6 sec 60. 
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under Rule 115(2)51 of the Central Motor Vehicle Rules, 1989 is 

'a possibility since such polluting vehicle can be assumed to 

:cause danger to the lives of the public. And as a reason of that 
;the motor vehicle. can have its certificate of registration 

;suspended under the said rule. Further the vehicle's certificate of 

registration can be liable to cancellation if such failure to comply 
'continues for a period not less than six months by the original 
registering authority. 52 However, a person aggrieved by an order 
under section 53 of the Act may appeal· to the prescribed 
authority under section 57 of the Act, within thirty days of the 

date on which he has received notice of such order. 

It is mandatory that a motor vehicle to which a permit has 

been granted must carry a valid certificate of fitness53 and it 

'should be so maintained at all times that it successfully complies 

with the requirements of the Act and the rules made 
thereunder. 54 If the said requirements or the conditions arising 

'out of it are breached the permit granted above is liable to be 

suspended or even cancelled. 55 Such suspension or cancellation 

·orders have to be accompanied by reasons recorded in writing. 
Thus, a vehicle which does not maintain the prescribed 
standards of emission and as a result of which will not be able to 

obtain a certificate of fitness may have its permit, if any, may be 
·Hable to be suspended for a period as the prescribed authority 
thinks fit or cancelled, as the case maybe. 

A person aggrieved by such an order can appeal to the 

prescribed authority, namely, the State Transport Appellate 

Tribunal constituted under subsection (2) of section 89 of the 
Act. The said authority shall give both the aggrieved party and 

the authority passing the impugned order an opportunity of 
being heard. The decision of ·the State Transport Appellate 

Tribunal shall be final. 

51 Rule 115(2) has been discussed earlier in the Chapter 
52 Refer the provisions laid down in Rule 116 also. 
53 Section 56 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988. 
54 Section 84(a) of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988. 
55 Section 86(a) of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988. 
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So in totality a vehicle which indulges in polluting the 

environment or an automobile is put into an unsustainable use 

results in the failure to comply with the prescribed standards of 

.emissions from vehicular exhaust. Such failure of compliance 

leads to the owner or the person incharge of the vehicle liable to 
pay fine and on the failure to repair the fault, by which such 

pollution is taking place, will be liable to have the certificate of 

registration and permit, if any, to be suspended. Such 

suspension may be revoked if the vehicle is repaired and the 

fault causing pollution is rectified. If the said failure continues 

for a longer period then both the certificate of registration as 
:well as the permit of the defa.ulting vehicle is liable to be 

cancelled. 

Thus, once the registration certificate and the permit are 
cancelled then there is no question of driving the vehicle on the 

roads and as such pollution from that vehicle is automatically 

'prohibited. The only remedy, after 1the decision of the Prescribed 
. I 
Appellate Authority, left to the owr;1er or the person incharge of 
the vehicle is to repair the vehicle: rectify the fault causing the 

pollution and making the motor vehicle compliant to the 
emission norms56 laid down by. the concerned department, 

presently Euro IV in the metros and Euro III in other cities. 

Another contributing factor to the already existing menace 
of unsustainable use of automobile which adds to the burden of 

ill maintained vehicles is the problem of traffic jams. Traffic jams 
in the country, especially in the urban areas, are a matter of 

daily occurrence. This is · one of the characteristics of 

unsustainable automobile use. There are various reasons for the 

occurrence of vehicular traffic jams. Firstly there has been an 

increase in the number of vehicles on the roads. This is due to a 
lot of reasons, main being the economic growth in the country, a 
result of liberalisation of the economy of the. country, Such 

economic growth has led to the rise in the living standards of the 

people of India. Simultaneously the opened up markets of the 

country has led to the influx of various automobile companies 
! 

56 Annexure I, II, III, IV-A to L, Central Motor Vehicle Rules, 1989. 
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·from foreign shores manufacturing the Indian variants of the 

foreign brands to net the Indian market providing vehicles as 

per the Indian price. Further the liberalised economy has also let 

loose the financial regulations and loans were available cheap 

and accessible. 

Secondly the roads are not wide enough for the smooth 

passage of vehicles. There are rules regarding the size of the 

roads according to their categories according to the Indian Road 

Congress Regulation but the original size of the roads have been 

_decimated by the encroachment by hawkers and constructions 

of utilities, like telephone and electric poles, etc. In current 

times, the authorities in the pursuance of rapid development 

including the construction of roads the legal norms to be 

followed for such constructions are not followed or rather 

violated. Thus the shrinking size of the roads and as a result of 

that it cannot sustain the traffic. Sometimes cars not maintained 

properly can also become reasons for traffic jams but this is 

negligible since they can be towed away if they pose any 

impediment to the free flow of traffic. 

Lastly, the drivers of most vehicles do not obey traffic rules 

or violate them and some of them are totally ignorant of the 

traffic signs put up on the road and streets. In India, we know 

that the one of the most corrupt departments rs the Motor 

Vehicles Department and as a reason of that and among other 

things, many of the drivers have obtained their driving licences 

by paying bribes and not going through the proper process of 

tests and trials, either theoretical or practical. This is because 

every tenth person is purchasing an automobile and in the haste 

of driving their own car they don't even learn to drive in proper 
institutions. A person interested to learn driving a motor vehicle 

has to obtain a learner's licence and has to take admission to a 

government approved driving institute and after a period of a 

month or two, according to his preparedness, he is issued a 

driving licence, that too, after a gruelling session of tests, both 

written and practical, in traffic rul~s. Again there are different 

types of licences issued to commercial drivers and non

commercial drivers. This lack of traffic sense has .led to the 
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avoidable problem s of traffic jams even where the roads are 

wide and the vehicles on the roads are less in number. 

Traffic jams contribute substantially to the problem of 

unsustainable automobile use. This happens when vehicles, and 

there are never few in a traffic jam, are caught in a traffic jam 

the smooth flow of traffic is obstructed. Due to the reasons of 

such obstructions most of these vehicles are running idle while 

being stationary. This results in the increase ·in fuel con'sumption 

and such fuel consumption lets out more exhaust from the tail 

pipe of the vehicles. Even stopping the running of the 

automobile engine in a traffic jam and again starting it when it 

moves temporarily does not ease the matter. It has been proved 

in engineering that by stopping and then starting a vehicle's 

engine consumes so much of fuel that if moving it could cover a 

distance of atleast fifteen metres. From this we can assess that 

a vehicle in movement consumes less fuel than a vehicle caught 

in a traffic jam with the engine running idly. 

A 1997 study by the Petroleum Conservation Research 

Association (PCRA), Delhi, showed that idling. vehicles if1 the city 

wasted 321;432 litres of petrol and 101,312 litres of diesel every 

day (imagine the 2010 scenario). At present rates even that 

much of wastage would cost above Rs. 2 Crores. According to 

the Central Institute of Road Transport (CIRT), Pune c~ngestion 

costs India Rs. 3000 to 4000 crore a year. 57 

Traffic jams costs time as well. The 2007 Urban Mobility 

report of the Texas Transportation Institute, United States (US) 

estimates that congestion made urban Americans travel 4.2 

billion hour more and spend an extra 11 billion litres of petrol at 

the cost of Rs. US$ 78 billion a year. This is more than 100 

times the extra aid the World Fc::>od Programme has sought to 
,tide over the global food crises. A recent study says stuck in 

traffic jams, each commuter in Delhi loses 90 minutes every day 

.on an average and vehicles in all waste an of 30 lakh litres of 

fuel each day. The report calculates fuel wasted due to traffic 

57 Down to Earth, March 16-31, 1998, p. 24. 
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jams every day at Rs 10 crore, resulting in a subsidy loss of 

approximately Rs 1. 5 crore to the state exchequer every day. 58 

Breaking dqwn the fuel waste, the study reckons each 

vehicle wastes an average of 1.6 litres of fuel - 2.5 litres for 

four-wheelers, and 0. 75 litres for two-wheel59 

The health cost is immense. The introduction of congestion 

tax60 in London in 2003 has improved the health of its people. A 

study published in the journal, Occupational and Environmental 

Medicine, in 2008 stated that due to reduced pollution, 1,888 

lives are saved each year in London. 

Chapter VIII of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 deals with the 

Control of Traffic. Chapter VIII abovementioned inter alia 

includes sections 112,61 113,62 114,63 115,64 116,65117,66118,67 

119,68122,69 125/0 126,71 127,72 13773 and 13874 (Relevant 

provisions for attaining the objective of sustainable automobile 

use are mentioned here).These sections provide ample scope to 

control the flow of traffic thus facilitating smooth passage of 

automobiles on the busy thoroughfares minimising, if not 

eradicating, traffic jams, which contributes a lot to air pollution 

58 The figures come from a study by city NGO 'Centre for Transforming India'. 
59 Ibid 
60 The tax is levied on private vehicles entering central London during working hours. 
61 Limits of speed; See section 112, Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 (Act 59 of 1988) · 
62 Limits of weight and limitation on use; See section 113, Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 (Act 59 of 1988) 
63 Power to have vehicle weighed; see section 114, Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 (Act 59 of 1988) 
64Section 115 of the Act deals with the Power to restrict the use of vehicles. 
65Section 116 of the Act deals with the Power to erect traffic signs. 
66Section 117 of the Act empowers the State government to determine Parking places and halting 

stations. . 
67Section 118 of the Act authorizes the Central Government to frame driving Regulations. 
68Sections 119 of the Act prescribe that every driver of the motor vehicle shall obey the traffic signs 

and drive his vehicle in conformity with the driving Regulations. 
69 Section 122 disallows a person incharge of a motor vehicle from keeping it in such condition or 

position so as to cause danger, obstruction or undue inconvenience to other users of the public 
. place. 
70 Section 125 disallows a driver from permitting any person to sit in such manner and place so as to 

obstruct him, the driver, from controlling the vehicle. 
71 Section 126 of the Act disallows a person driving or incharge of a motor vehicle from causing or 

allowing the vehicle to remain stationary in a public place. (subject to exceptions) 
72 Removal of motor vehicles abandoned or left unattended on a public place; See Motor Vehicles 

Act, 1988 (Act 59 of 1988) . 
73Section 137 of the Act empowers the Central Government to make rules with regard to provisions 

contained in Chapter VIII i.e., provisions with regard to control of traffic. 
74Section 138 of the Act empowers the State Government to make rules with regard to provisions 

contained in Chapter VIJ! i.e., provisions with regard to control of traffic. 
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through vehicles. Thus preventing controlling traffic jams is a 

determining factor in attaining the goal of sustainable 

automobile use. 

According to section 112 of the Act, no person shall or 

:cause or is allowed to drive vehicle at a public place at a speed 

exceeding the maximum speed or below the minimum speed 

fixed for such vehicle under the Act or under any other law for 

the time . being in force. Such maximum speed means the 

maximum speed for the different classes or descriptions of 

motor vehicles as prescribed by the Central Government by 

;notification in the Official Gazette. 

'Slow vehicles pollute more. At 75 km per hour, an 

:automobile emits 6.4 grams (g) of carbon monoxide (CO) per 

;km. But at 10 km per hour, the peak hour speed in Delhi, a car 

:spews 33 g of CO per km. Peak hour speed· in Kolkata is 7 km 

1per hour, a bit like slow cycling. Every 5 percent reduction in 

'traffic will increase vehicle speed by atleast 10 percent. 75 

In M.C.Mehta v Union of India/6 the court had directed that 

no heavy and medium transport vehicles and light goods 

vehicles being four wh~elers would be permitted to operate on 

the roads of NCR and NCT, Delhi unless they are fitted with 

suitable speed-control devices to ensure that they do not exceed 

; the speed limit of 40 kmph. 

According to subsection (2) of section 112 of the Act the 

·State Government or its authorised pgency is empowered by a 

discretionary power to impose speed limits on the· different 

classes of automobiles respectively depending on the nature of 

the road or a bridge. It should be done vide a notification to be 

published in the Official Gazette putting up relevant traffic signs 

indicating the speed limits at suitable places and also in the 

interest of public safety and convenience. This provision of fixing 

speed limits is not applicable to vehicles77 which are being used 

in the execution of military manoeuvres and further a 

. 
75 The Telegraph, Kolkata, April 23, 2009. 
76 (1997) 8 SCC 777(Annexure). 
77

· Registered under section 60 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988. 
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ratification on that account is also not necessary if such 

imposition. is to remain in force for a period of not more than 

one month. 
i 

The Penalty for violating the speed limits fixed under 

~ection 112 is the imposition of a fine which may extend to four 
I 

hundred rupees and in the event of the same person being 

convicted for the same offence previously again, the 'fine may 
I . 

extend to rupees one thousand. And if a person is directly and 

apparently connected with the offence abovementioned, e.g. 
I 

.abetting the driver to drive at an excessive speed breaking the 

:relevant traffic rule, then such person shall be fined rupees three 
I 
I 

!hundred and if previously convicted then the fine may extend to 

[rupees five hundred. Technically proving the commission of this 

!offence might be difficult therefore keeping in mind the amount 
I 

lof fine the court does not ask for substantive proof. It is enough 
I 

)for the court to agree to impose a fine if the report has stated 

ithat the vehicle was over speeding and moving excessively 
I 

!faster compared to other vehicles on the road. 

Section 183 provides for penalty to be imposed on the 

:person driving a motor vehicle at excessive speed. Excessive 

:speed means more than the speed limit prescribed under 
:section 112 of the Act. For the first default the fine can be to the 

:extent of Rupees Four hundred and thereafter for subsequent 
I 
1defaults fine to the extent of Rupees One thousand. 
I 

Sections 113 empowers the state Government to prescribe 

conditions for the issue of permits for transport vehicles and 

may prohibit or restrict the use of such vehicles in any area or 

route. Conditions may be in the form of disallowing driving of a 
.motor vehicle, especially transport '(ehicle, if the unladen weight 
.of the said vehicle is in excess of the unladen· weight as· specified 

,in the certificate of registration of the vehicle or the laden weight 

exceeds the gross vehicle weight specified in such registration 

certificate. This help in preventing overloading of vehicles mainly 

ftransport vehicles which is the cause of deteriorating road 

condition a very important aspect 6f unsustainable automobile 

·use. In addition to that, more fuel burning (due to overloading) 
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'results in more pollution. Section 114 complements this 

provision since it authorises any officer of the Motor Vehicles 
Department on behalf of the state Government to require the 
I 

driver to convey the vehicle to a weighing device if he has 

reason to believe that a goods vehicle or trailer is being used in 

contravention of section 113 of the Act. In Bhalchandra 

Transport Co., Hubli v State of Karnataka, 78 the court held that 

only the officers of the M.V. Department who are authorised or 

empowered by the State government on this behalf and as such 

Police Officers are not authorised to book cases for overloading. 

According to section 115 of the act, the Competent 

Authority has power on being satisfied that it is necessary in the 

.interest of public safety or convenience, to prohibit or restrict 

the use of motor vehicles on specified road. Thus this provision 

prohibits the use of vehicles on a specified road which helps in 

turbing traffic jams in busy market areas. where people with 

automobiles are always eager to enter and access. 

In M.C.Mehta v Union of India/9one of the directions issued 
by the Supreme Court in its order dated 20-11-1997 was to the 

police and the transport authorities to consider immediately the 

probl(:ms arising out of congestion caused by different kinds of 

motorised and non-motorised vehicles using the same roads. 

"The Court said: "For this purpose, we direct the police and the 

transport authorities to identify those roads which they consider 

appropriate to be confined only to motorised traffic including 

certain kinds of motorised traffic and to issue suitable- direction 

to exclude the undesirable form of traffic from those roads. "80 

In Rajbandha Maidan Vyavasayee Samiti, Raipur and others 
v Collector, Raipur, 81 the Court held that the Collector was 

justified in putting the ban on the movement of heavy vehicular 

traffic on a particular road or area, even national Highways, 

during day time when there is congestion on the road. 82 

78 AIR I998 Kant. 213. 
~9 ( 1997) 8 sec no. 
80 Ibid at p.779 (Annexure). 
~ 1 AIR 1986 M.P. 237. 
82 /bidat pp. 239,240,241. 
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The power of the State ·government or the authority 

authorised in this behalf by the State Govern.ment und~r section 

1.16 to cause or permit traffic signs to be placed or erected in 

any public place (subject to exceptions) for the purpose of 

pringing to public notice any speed limits fixed under section 
112(2) or any prohibition or restriction imposed under section 

115 or generally for the purpose of regulating motor vehicle 

traffic. This section provides the notice indicating the standard of 

compliance in matters of speed and no entries of vehicles which 

is complementary in controlling traffic jams. Further, under 

section 119 of the Act, -it is every driver's duty to obey traffic 

~igns. He shall drive the vehicle in conformity with any indication 

given by mandatory traffic sign and in conformity with the 

driving regulations made by the Central .government under 

~ection 118 of the Act, and shall comply with all directi~ns given 

to him by any police officer for the time being engaged in 

regulation of traffic in any public place. 

In M. C. Mehta v Union of India, 83 one of the directions in the 
order84 given by the court to the Civic Authorities including Delhi 

Development Authority (DDA), the Railways, the police and the 

transport authorities was to identify and remove all hoardings 

which are on roadsides and which are hazardous and a 

disturbance to safe traffic movement. In addition, steps be taken 

to put up road and traffic signs which facilitate free flow of 

traffic. 85 Against this order an application was made by the Delhi 

Outdoor Advertisers' Association praying for clarification and 
modification of the order (dated: 20-11-1997). 

In pursuant to the above matter, the Supreme Court in 

M.C.Mehta v Union of India, 86 rejecting the prayer in the 
application of the advertisers' association observed: 

"We have perused the notice published by the 

Commissioner of Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD) 

warning all advertisers/owners of hoardings in Delhi to 

~3 (1997) 8 sec 7io. -
~4 Order dated November 20, 1997. 
85 Ibid at p. 779 (Annexure). 
86 (1998) 1 sec 363. 
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remove such hoardings and also the notices issued 

thereafter as a result of non-compliance of the notice 

by some persons. We are satisfied that the steps taken 

are in a proper direction to identify and remove these 

hoardings. The order made this Court on 20-11-1997, 

which was duly publicised has directed in the order 

itself publicity through the electronic media and is 
obviously well known to everyone. The applicants 

belong to a category that would undoubtedly be aware 

of the order an~ its requirement. Even thereafter, ~ _ 

notice requiring compliance was published in the 

newspapers and in addition, in case of continuing 

default, individual notices were issued. The order dated 

20-11-1997 is quite clear and has also been correctly 

understood by the authorities and all concerned. It 

directs the authorities to remove all hoardings which 

are on roadsides and which are hazardous and a 

disturbance to safe traffic movement. There is no 
ambiguity in the order. It is obvious that every 

hoarding, other than traffic signs and road signs on the 

roadsides have to be removed irrespective of its kind; 

every hoarding irrespective of whether it is on the 

roadside or not which is hazardous and a disturbance 

to safe traffic movement so as to adversely affect free 

and safe flow of traffic is required to be identified by 

the authorities and promptly removed. Obviously, the 

hazardous hoarding which is a disturbance to safe 

traffic movement has to be a hoarding visible to the 

traffic on the road."87 

Under section 117 of the Act the State government or any 
,authority authorised in this behalf by the State government 

may, in consultation with the local authority having jurisdiction 

,in the area concerned, determine places at which motor vehicles 

;may stand either indefinitely or for a specified period of time, 

;and may determine the places. at which public service vehicles 

87 Ibid at p. 364 (para 2). 
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,may stop for a longer period of time than is necessary for the 

'taking . up and setting down of passengers. This acts as the 

.moderator for stringent traffic rules which are enforced for free 

'flow of traffic. This provision allows the vehicles, especially 

;commercial ones, to carry on with their business. 

Sections 122, 125, and 126 of the act are self explanatory 

~and it deals mainly with safe driving another important facet of 
sustainable automobile use. Road accidents in India cost the 

~country 1 percent of its Gross National Produ.ct (GNP), according 
' . 
:to the CIRT88 While road deaths in many other big emerging 

!markets have declined or stabilized in recent years, even as 
' !vehicle sales jumped, in India, fatalities are skyrocketing - up 

;40 percent in five years to more than 118,000 in 200~, the last 

:figure available. The same UN report also says that by 2030 
!road traffic injuries will rise to become the fifth leading cause of 
:death on our planet beating HIV/AIDS and tuberculosis and 

;resulting in an estimated 2.4 million fatalities per year. 89 The 
I ' • 

~ame report stated that deaths caused by speeding (59, 246) 
was :more than deaths caused by driving under influence of 
I 

alcohol and drugs. Pedestrian and cyclist faults combined were 
pegged at less than 4 percent of the deaths .. 

Section 127 is the consequence of violating section 126 and 

~o some extent section 117 of the Act. The provisions empowers 

a police officer to authorise removing the vehicle by towing it 

~way or immobilise it by means including wheel clamping if such 

vehicle has been parked in a 'No Parking' zone or halts in an 

prea which does not have a halting station or is left abandoned 

and unattended in a public place for ten hours or more. 

Section 137 of the Act empowers the Central Government 

to make rules with regard to provisions contained in Chapter 

VIII i.e., provisions with regard, to control of traffic and section 

138 of the Act empowers the State Governr:nent to m.ake rules 

with regard to provisions contained in Chapter VIII i.e., 
I 

provisions with regard to control of traffic. 

~8 www.cirt.com visited and accessed on March 11,2010. 
89 Kartikeya, Driver Error Cause More Road Deaths in The Times of India, July 5, 2010, pI 
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Chapter XIII of the Act deals with the .Offences,. Penalties 

:and Procedures. Section 177 of the Act deals with general 
:provision for punishment of offences. It provides for imposition 

:of penalty on the person contravening the provisions of the Act, 

;for the first offence to the extent of Rupees One hundred and for 

!second offence to the extent of Rupees Three hundred. Section 

·179 of the Act deals with disobedience of orders, obstruction and 

refusal of information. It empowers the authority to impose fine 

:On the defaulter, which may be to the extent of Rupees Five 

!hundred. Section 184 of the Act empowers the authority to 
I 

'impose fine on the person driving the motor vehicle 
I 

:dangerously. Section 195 of the Act deals with imposition of 
1minimum fine under certain circumstances .. Section 291 of the 
:Act deals with imposition of penalty for causing obstruction to 
I 

rfree flow of traffic. 

In M.C.Mehta v Union of India, 90 the Supreme Court while 
.perusing the issue of vehicular pollution in Delhi has given a 

:comprehensive statement, in addition to the regular directions, 

.explaining the sufficiency of the current legislation to deal with 

'the problems of unsustainable automobile use, mainly vehicular 
air pollution, safe driving and traffic jams in one of its order. 91 

The Court observed: 92 

"In our opinion, the provisions of the Motor Vehicles Act, 

1988, in addition to the provisions in the. existing .laws, for 

:example, the Police Act and the Criminal Procedure Code, confer 

;ample powers on the authorities to take necessary steps . to 

:control and regulate road traffic and to suspend/cancel the 

registration or permit of a motor vehicle if it poses a threat or 

'hazard to public safety. It need hardly ·be added that ·the claim 

of any right by an individual or even a few persons cannot 

override and must be subordinate to the larger public interest 

and this is how all provisions conferring any individual right have 

to be construed. We may now refer to some provisions of the 

90 (1997) 8 sec 770. 
91 Order dated November 20, 1997. 
92 Supra Note 91 at 773, 774, 775 & 776 [(1997} 8 SCC 770). 
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Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 (for short "the Act") which are relevant 

for the purpose. 

''Section 2( 47) defines "transport vehicle" to mean a public 

?ervice vehicle, a goods carriage,. an educati.onal institution bus 
pr a private service vehicle. Each one of these vehicles is 
?eparately defined in other sub-sections of Section 2. Sub
section (28) defines "motor vehicle". In short, the definitions 
tontained in Section 2c of the Act cover all kinds of vehicles 
which ply on the roads so that they are all governed by the 

provisions of the Act. 

"Chapter II relates to licensing of drivers of motor vehicles 
}"'herein Section 19 confers power on the Licensing Authority to 

disqualify any person from holding a driving licence or revoke 
such licence. A few grounds on which this power can be 
! . 

exercised are: When the motor vehicle is used or has been used 
' 
in the commission of a cognizable offence; . when the. previous 
tonduct as a driver of a motor vehicle has shown that his driving 
ls likely to be attended by danger to the public; or when he has 
committed any such act which is likely to cause danger or 

nuisance to the public, etc. These general grounds ?lone are 

sufficient to indicate that any person who poses any threat or is 

likely to cause nuisance or danger to the public can be 
disqualified and his licence revoked. 

"Chapter IV deals with the registration of motor vehicles 
wherein Section 39 prescribes the necessity for registration. It 
says that unless the vehicle is registered in accordance with the 

provisions of the Act, it cannot be driven in a public place. The 

responsibility to ensure that such a vehicle is not driVen is not 
merely on the person driving the vehicle but also on the owner 

of the vehicle. Section 45 permits refusal of registration or 
renewal of the certificate of registration inter alia on the ground 
that the vehicle is mechanically defective or fails to comply with 

the requirements of the Act or the rules made thereunder. It is 

pbvious that the vehicle must be roadworthy in the sense that 

there is no mechanical defect therein to permit it being used as 

a me>tor vehicle. The necessity of complying with all the 
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requirements makes it clear that any requirement· which is 

specified under the act or by the rules, has to be fully complied 

with and such a requirement would include the requirement of a 
I ' 

'specified category of motor vehicles being fitted with speed 

governors or such other devices as may be prescribed by law. 
' 
Section 53 permits suspension of registration by the registering 

authority or other prescribed authority if it has reason to believe 

that any motor vehicle is in such a condition that its use in a 

'public place would constitute danger to the public or that it fails 

,to comply with the requirements of this Act or of the rules made 
thereu-rider. It is significant that this power to suspend the 
:registration is available to the authority even if the condition of ·· 
I 

!the motor vehicle is found to be such that its use iii a public 

'place would constitute a danger to the public, irrespective of 

~hether that is a specific requirement under the Act or the rules. 
' 
!fhe conferment of this power is for the obvious reason that a 

motor vehicle which is considered to be unsafe or which poses 

danger to the public in a public place, if driven should not be 

permitted to ply in a public place since the paramount need is 

public safety. It is, therefore, clear that even. if speed governors 

are not prescribed for a particular class of motor vehicles by any 

requirement of the Act or the rules made thereunder, it is 

'permissible for the authority concerned to require the fitting of 

the speed governors in such motor vehicles for the purpose of 

~nsuring that there is no danger to the public by the use of such 

motor vehicle in a public place. The power in Section 53 to this 

extent is wider. Section 53 read with Section 45 leaves no doubt 

about the amplitude of power of the authorities concerned 

whose duty is to control and regulate the traffic in public places. 

The basic test to be applied by them for exercise of this power is 
the need to ensure that there is no danger to the public by use 

of any motor vehicle in a public place. 

"It is indisputable that heavy and medium vehicles as well 

as light goods vehicles are in a class by themse'lves insofar ·as 

their potential to imperil public safety is concerned. There is, 

therefore, immediate need to take measures such as installation 

of speed control devices and ensuring that such vehicles are 
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driven by_ authorised persons. Such measures are, designed to 

further public safety, would undoubtedly be covered by the 

aforementioned previsions. 

"Chapter V relates to control of transport vehicles. Section 

i66 prescribes the necessity of a permit without which the vehicle 

:cannot be used in any public place. Section 84 deals with the 

,general conditions attaching to all permits. These conditions are 

deemed to be incorporated in every permit and do not require 

any additional or further mention thereof in each permit. Some 

:of the significant general conditions are that the vehicle is at all 

;times to be so maintained as to comply with the requirement of 

:the Act and the rules made thereunder, and that the vehicle is 
I 

!not driven at a speed exceeding the permitted speed. Section 86 
I 

;provides for cancellation and suspension of permits. The 

:authorities are empowered to cancel and suspend the permit on 
:the oreach of any of the general conditions specified in Section 
' 
:84 or any other condition when containe,d in the permit. Both 

these provisions are to be read with Section 56 which provides 

for certificate of fitness of transport vehicles. We may also refer 

to sub-section ( 4) of section 86 which permits tbe exercise of 

power of cancellation and suspension of permit by the transport 

authority or any other authority or person to whom such powers 

are duly delegated. The provisions to enable delegation of these 

powers is obviously to make it workable in case the jurisdiction 

of the transport authority is so large, as in the case of National 

Capital Region (NCR) and National Capital Territory (NCT), Delhi, 

so that the need is of several persons to exercise this authority. 

"Chapter VIII deals with the control of traffic. Section 112 

pertains to limits of speed and prohibits driving of a motor 
vehicle or it being allowed to be driven in any public place at a 

speed exceeding the maximum permissible speed. 

"Chapter XIII relates to the offences, penalties and 

procedure. Section 177 contains the general provisions for 

punishment of offences _which is available in the absence of any 

specific provision for punishment applicable in a given case: The 

punishment is maximum fine of Rs. 100 for the first offence and 
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for the subsequent offence is only Rs. 300. Section 183 provides 

:the punishment for contravention of the speed limits referred to 

·in Section 112 and Section 184 provides punishment for 

;dangerous driving. The maximum punishment provided in all 

:these three sections has ceased to have any efficacy in the 

;present case and has, therefore, hardly any deterrent effect. 

"One of the aspects which was considered at length by us 

was the need to find more stringent and effective measure to 

atleast bring to a halt the danger posed to the public by the 

'continued use of a motor vehicle which is not roadworthy or was 

being used/driven dangerously. We find Section 207 takes -care 

pf that situation by conferring power on any police officer or 

:other person authorised in this behalf to seize and detain the 

:Vehicle if he has reason to believe that the same has been or is 

being used in contravention of the specified provisions so as to 

pose a serious threat to the public. The object of enacting such a 

provision clearly is that such a vehicle cannot be continued to 

ply once it is found that it poses danger to the public because, in 

addition to punishing the guilty person for the contravention 

.committed earlier, it is also important and necessary to p_revent 

any further danger to the public by letting the vehicle continue 

to ply on a public place. 

"In our opinion, the existing provisions in the Act alone are 

sufficient to clothe the members of the police force and the 

transport authorities with ample powers to control and regulate 

the traffic in an appropriate manner so that no vehicle used in a 

public place poses any danger to the public in any form. The 

requirement of maintaining the motor vehicles in the manner 

prescribed and its use if roadworthy in a manner which does not 

endanger the public has to be ensured by the authorities and 

this is the aim of these provisions enacted in the Act."9~ 

Thus, it can be seen that the provisions of the Act by 

themselves are sufficient to form the requisite machinery and 

confer powers on the members of the Police force and the 

93 These deliberations have been reiterated by the Gujarat High Court in Suo Motu vs State Of 
, Gujarat And Ors. II (2007) ACC 638, (2006) 3 GLR 1960. 
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transport authorities to control and regulate the traffic in a 

proper manner so that no vehicle used in a public place causes 

~ny danger to the public in any form. 
I 

The Government is also saddled with statutory duty to 
'provide for the necessary set-up, frame rules and maintain 

overall supervision to give effect to these provisions to ensure 

public safety and to control pollution caused by t~e motor 
vehicles. The Government has power to constitute appropriate 

force for the enforcement of these provi~ions. In other words, 
the Government has power to create machine-ry for the 

implementation of the provisions of the M V Act and ~he Rules 
for the aforesaid purposes. The Government is also, under the 

Constitution, required to shoulder the responsibility to safeguard 

the public interest. 

Thus, the Government has power and duty to see that the 

'provisions of the M V Act are properly complied with and when it 

has been provided with adequate machinery for the said 

purpose, namely, the police force, it has to take every possible 
step to ensure public safety. Any connivance or negligence on 

this aspect would render the Government not only answerable to 

public but also answerable to the Court of law. 

Air Pollution Control Legislations 

Air pollution is a general term that covers a range of 

contaminants in the atmosphere. Pollution can occur from 

patu~al causes or human activities. Discussions about the effects 

of air pollution have been focussed mainly on human health but 

attention is being directed to environment quality and amenity 

as well. Urban air pollution has been an important concern for 
civic administrators, but increasingly, air pollution has become 

an international problem. 

The most characteristic sources of air pollution have always 

been combustion94 processes. Here the most obvious pollutant is 

94The process of burning fuels. Combustion involves a mixture of fuel and air, which is 
, thermodynamically unstable. The fuel is then converted to stable products, usually water and carbon 

dioxide, with the release of a large amount of energy as heat. Source: Envfronmental 
Encyclopaedia, (2"d edn.) p.208. 
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smoke. However, the widespread use of fossil fuel 95 have made 
sulphur and nitrogen oxides pollutants of great concern. With 
the increasing use of petroleum-based fuels, a range 9f organic 
compounds have become widespread in the atmosphere. 
' ' 

In the urban areas, air pollution has been a concern of 

since historical times. Indeed there were complains about smoke 

ln Ancient Rome. The uses of coal throughout the centuries have 
caused cities to be very smoky places. Along with smoke, large 
concentrations of sulphur dioxide was produced. It was this 
mixture of smoke and sulphur dioxide that typified the Victorian 
~ondon, paced by such figures as Sherlock Holmes and·Jack, the 

.Ripper, whose images remain linked with fog and smoke. Such 
situations were far _less common in the cities of North America 
and Europe today. However, until recently they have been 
~vident in other cities, such as Ankara, Turkey and Shanghai, 
China that rely heavily on coal. 

Coal is still burnt in large quantities mainly to produce 

~lectricity or to. refine metals, but these processes are frequently 
'under taken outside cities. Within the urban areas, fuel use has 

shifted towards liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons (petrol and 
natural gas. These fuels typically have a lower concentration of 
sulphur, so the presence of sulphur dioxide has declined in many 
: I I 

,urban areas. However, the widespread use of liquid fuel in 
automobiles has meant increased production of carbon 

monoxide, nitrogen oxides and volatile organic compounds. 96 

Air pollution control procedures are increas,ingly an 

;important part of civic administration, although their goals are 

far from easy to achieve. It is also noticeable that although 
many urban concentrations of primary pollutants, for example, 
smoke and sulphur dioxide, are on the decline in the developed 

~ountries but this is not always true in the developing countries .. 
Here the desire for rapid industrialisation in the pursuance of 

high economic growth _has often lowered the urban air quality._ 

Secondary air . pollutants, .. produce~d by processes. initiated 

95 Fossil fuels are types of sedimentary organic materials, often loosely called bitumen, with asphalt, a 
solid, and petroleum, the liquid form. Source: Environmental Encyclopedia (2"d Edition}, p. 432. 

96 "Air Pollution", Environmental Encyclopedia (2"d Edition), p.24. 
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;through photochemical reactions, 97 are generally proving a more 

difficult problem to eliminate than primary pollutants like smoke. 

The need to control air pollution was recognised in the 

:earliest cities. In the Mediterranean at the time of Christ, laws 
I 

were developed to place objectionable sources of odour and 

·smoke downwind or outside city walls. The adoption of fossil 
·fuels in the thirteenth century England focussed 'particular 

.concern on the effect of coal smoke on health, with a number of 

attempts at regulation with regard to fuel type, chimney heights 

:and the time of use. Given the -complexity of the air pollution 

:problem it is not surprising that these early attempts at control 

:only met with limited success. 

The nineteenth century was typified by a growing interest in 

.urban public health. This developed against. the background of 

.continuing industrialisation, which saw smoke abatement clause 

incorporated in the growing body of sanitary legislation in both 

:Europe and North America. However a lack of both technology 

and political will doomed these early efforts to failure, ,except in 
the most blatantly destructive situations, for example, industrial 

settings such as those around the Alkali Works in England. In 

addition to this, the century has also seen the development of a 

range of broad air pollution control strategies. Some of them 
I •• , 

are: 
I 

(1) The rise of environmental awareness in the last quarter 
of the 20th century has _reminded us that air pollution 

ought not to be seen as a necessary· product of 

industrialisation. This has redirected responsibility for 

air pollutior:l towards those who create it. Thus the 

notion of "making the polluter pay" is Air quality 

management strategies that set ambient air quality 

standards so that emissions from various sources can 

be monitored and controlled; 

(2) Emission star:1dards strategy that set limits for the 

amount of pollutant that can be emitted from a given 

source. These may be set to· meet their quality 

97 "Air Pollutant", Environmental Encyclopedia (2nd Edition), p.33. 
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standards, but the strategy is optimally seen as one of 

adopting the Best Available Techniques Not Entailing 

Excessive Costs (BATNEEC); 

(3) Economic strategies that involve charging the party 

responsible for the pollution. If the level of charge is 

set correctly, some polluters will find it more 

economical to install air pollution control equipment 

than to continue polluting. Other methods utilize a 

system of tradable pollution rights; 

( 4) Cost benefit analysis, which attempts to balance 

economic benefits with environment costs. 

In general air pollution strategies have either been air 

:quality or emission based. 

In the United Kingdom, emission strategy is frequently 

used; e.g. the Alkali and Works Act, 1863 specifies permissible 

emissions of hydrochloric acid. By contrast, the United States 

.has aimed to achieve air quality standards, as evidenced by the 
Clean Air Act98

• One criticism of using air quality strategy has 
been that while it improves air in poor areas it leads to 

:degradation in areas with high air quality. Although the emission 

!standards approach is relatively simple, it is criticised for failing 

;to make explicit judgements about air quality and assumes that 

;good practice will lead to an acceptable atmosphere. 

Until the mid twentieth century, legislation was primarily 

!directed towards industrial sources, but the passage of the 

:united Kingdom Clean Air Act, 1956, which followed the 

:disastrous smog of December 1952, directed attention towards 

domestic sources of smoke. While this particular Act may have 

1reinforced the improvements already und~rway, ra~her than 
initiating improvements, it has served as a catalyst for much 
:subsequent legislative thinking. Its mode of operation was to 

;initiate a change in fuel, perhaps one of the oldest methods of 

~cont~ol .. The other well-tried aspects were creation of smokeless 
,. 

:zories and an emphasis on the tall chimneys to disperse the 

pollutants . 

. 
98 United States The Clean Air Act, 1990. 
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As simplistic as such passive control measures seem, they 

remain at the heart of such contemporary thinking. Changes 

from coal and oil to the less polluting gas or electricity have 

contributed to the reduction in smoke and sulphur dioxide 

~oncentration in the cities all around the world. Industrial 

zoning has often kept power and large manufacturing plants 

from centres of human population, and "superstacks", chimneys 

of enormous height are now quite common. Successive changes 

in automotive fuels - lead free gasoline, low volatility gas, 

·methanol or even the interest in· the electric automot?ile - are 

. further indications of these methods of control. 

The fact that there was no defined perspective, let alone a 

,legal . perspective, on prevention of air pollution in ancient and 

medieval India is because it is usually associated with 

industrialisation and urbanisation, which are modern 

phenomena. Thus, a legal regime on pollution began to take 

shape only in the nineteenth century. Attempts to regulate air 

pollution began to be made by the British Government by 

!egislating laws. Even though there was no law specifically made 

to prevent pollution, there were enactments that could be used 

to achieve the objective even though in a limited way. Following 
' . 

the enactment of the Indian Penal Code, 1860, the Easements 

~ct, 1882, the Bengal Smoke Nuisance Act 1912 and the Smoke 
Nuisance Act, 1914 were the earliest legislations that sought to 

check air pollution. 99
· 

~ir Pollution Legislations in the United Kingdom 

The history of atmospheric pollution dates back to early 

times. The prohibition on certain activities producing smoke is 

probably the .first instances of environmental pollution legislation 

In Great Britain. 

Pollution of the local atmosphere from emissions has been 

easy to identify since such problerns date back to the early uses 

of coal in domestic fires. 

99 Sanjay Upadhyay & Videh Upadhyay, Water Laws, Air Laws and the Environment: A Handbook 
on Environmental law, Vo/-2 (I'" edn.), Butterworths, (2002), p. 99. 
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In 1661, John Evelyn published his famous work on air 

pollution in city areas, Fumi Fugium, which not only outlined the 

problems that atmospheric poll.ution from smo_ke caused, but 

also more importantly, tried to suggest methods by which the 

problem could be resolved. 100 

With the advent of the more complicated processes in the 

late eighteenth century, the problems of atmospheric pollution 

grew more severe. The industrial revolution increased the use of 

coal to drive new machinery and, more importantly, produced 

~ery acidic emissions as a consequence of the 'alkali works'. 

The consequences of these new processes were the areas 

of the country were rendered desolate by this highly acidic moist 

pir, burning trees, shrubs and hedges. This. concern l~d to the 

setting-up of a Royal Commission to look into the problem of 

plkali pollution, which subsequently made recommendations 

which led to the first Alkali Act passed in 1863. 

Under this Act, a new Inspector was appointed to regulate 

the alkali processes. The Act did not attempt to deal with smoke 

but introduced stricter controls over production of acidic 

emissions. There was a requirement under the Act that 95 

percent of all noxious emissions should be arrested within the 
'plant and 5 percent of the previously emitted fumes were 

allowed into the atmosphere. 

The initial effect of the legislation was a. dramatic .reduction 

in the production of acidic emissions from almost 14,000 tonnes 

to about 45 tonnes. This improvement, however, was 

temporary. As the Act only set reduction for acidic emissions in 

terms of percentage of each plant, the overall concentration of 
such emissions rose as the number of factories increased. 

The introduction of the Alkali Act, 1874 attempted to 

redress the balance by introducing the concept of best 

practicable means (BPM).The application of BPM was used to 

widen the. scope of the previous emission limits to include all

noxious -an· offensive gases. The limits saw the introduction of 

100 Stuart Bell and Donald McGillivray, Environmental law, (51
h edn.), Universal Law Publishing Co. 

Pvt.Ltd. (2001), p. 409. . 
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the first proper emission standards in British Legislation by 

:specifying actual amounts of certain substances per cubic metre 

nf emitted gas. If these emission limits were being met, then it 

:was presumed that any legislation was being complied with and 

that the best practicable means were being u.sed. The use of the 

:concept of the best practicable means ensured that the're was to 
.be a conciliatory and co-operational approach as the Alkali 
~Inspectorate sought a method of enforcement which would not 

:take place 'an undue burden on manufacturing industry'. 

Neither of these Act, nor the consolidation Act of 1906, 

namely, Alkali, etc, Works Regulation Act, 1906, dealt 
I 

:specifically with the control of smoke from either industrial or 

:commercial premises. Attempts were made to control the 
·emission of smoke through such Acts as the Public Health Act, 
:1875, the publi.c health (Smoke Abatement) Act, 1926 and the 

:Public Health Act, 1936, but these dealt generally with smoke 

'nuisances. These powers could not rid indl:lstrial cities of the 

'problems of smoke pollution. The physical evidence of this 
'pollution could be seen on blackened buildings by the frequency 

of sm9g. Such smog was caused by fog forming in the winter 
I 

months and combining with smoke particles to produce a 

'Compound of gases which could cut visibility at lower levels. 

:With a heavy concentration of smog hanging over the city and 

the air was very still and the convection was low. With the onset . 

of these calm conditions, the dispersal of emissions was much 
I 

'more difficult. Such a lethal cocktail was bound to produce tragic 

~ffects, but this was fairly minimal until December 1952 when 

~mog descended upon London which did not clear for five days. 

Nothing unusual was noticed until prize cattle at the Smithfield 

$how started to suffer from respiratory problems. When the 

~mog had lifted, it was estimated that nearly 4000 people had 

lost their lives as a consequence of smoke and other 
emiSSiOnS. 101 

The government immediately responded by setting up the 

Beaver Committee to report on the difficulties surrounding to 

101 Ibid at p. 411. 
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;smoke pollution. The recommendation of the Committ~e was to 

:introduce a legislation to eliminate particulate emission such as 

smoke, dust and grit so that such conditions would not arise 

. ,again. With the introduction of the Clean Air Act, 1956, later 
·supplemented by the Clean Air Act, 1968, controls were 

introduced for the first time to restrict the production of smoke, 
:dust and grit from all commercial and industrial activities not 

covered by the Alkali Acts but also~ importantly, domestic fires 
:as well. The Acts introduced such·concepts as the smo~e control 
:areas and the complete prohibition on 'dark smoke' from 

:chimneys. 

As we have seen, the control of smoke dust and grit from 
' 
:industrial and domestic fires were largely ineffective in dealing 

:with the problems associated with such emissions in the early 
part of the twentieth century. Although the public Health 

·(Smoke Abatement) Act, 1926 attempted to control . certain 

I categories of industrial smoke, dom~stic smoke was prohibited 
only if it amounted to a 'nuisance'. The Clean Air Act, 1956, later 

' :amended and supplemented by the Clean Air Act, 1968 provided 
a comprehensive control mechanism of the environment from 

smoke, dust and fumes. These Acts were consolidated in the 
:(Jean Air act, 1993 hereinafter also called the Act of 1993. 

The Legislation controls emission of smoke; also grit and 
; dust. Section 1 of the 1993 Act prohibits the emission of 'dark 
!smoke'102 from a chimney of 'any building'. This prohibition 

extends, with appropriate modifications as to the identity of 

, persons liable for the commission of offences, to railway 

:locomotives, 103 vessels within specified coastal waters, 104 and 

chimneys serving furnaces of boilers or industrial plants attached 
to or installed on land. 105 Emissions of dark smoke from 
, industrial and trade premises other than via chimneys are 
I generally controlled by the Clean Air Act, 1993. 

'
102 Section 3(1) ofthe Clean Air Act, 1993, 'as darker mror darker than shade 2' on a Ringle-mann 

Chart. · 
, 

103 Section 43 of the Clean Air Act, 1993 . 
. 

104 Section 44 of the Clean Air Act, /993. 
· 

105 Section 1(2) of the Clean Air Act, /993. 
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Under' section 4 of the Act of 1993 new furnaees, save 

,those used solely or mainly domestically and having a maximum 

:heating capacity of less than 16 - 12 kilowatts, must be, as far 

:as practicable, capable of continuous operation without emitting 

:smoke when used with design fuel. 

Section 14 of the Act of 1993 applies to any furnace served 

by a chimney. Furnaces must not be used by, or with the 

·permission of, the occupier of a building where they burn 

pulverised fuel, or a solid matter of a rate of 45.4 kg or more 

per hour or bu·rn liquid or gaseous matter at a rate of 366.4 

:kilowatts or more unless the height of the ancillary chimney has 

:been approved, and the conditions of any approval have been 
I ' ' 

;complied with. 
I 

Under section 18 of the Act of 1993, any local authority 

may, by order, declare all or any part of their district a 'smoke 

~control area'. Section 19 of the Act empowers the Se~retary of 

'State to require authorities to create smoke control areas where 

it is considered expedient to abate smoke pollution in a 

'particular area. Once an order is in force under section 20, the 

:occupier of any building in the said smoke control area commits 

.an offence if smoke is emitted from a chimney of that building, 

:and similarly if smoke is emitted from the chimney of a furnace, 
' . 

:fixed boiler or industrial plant. Once a smoke control order is in . 

operation in an area the local authority has power106 to require 
I 

:owners and occupiers of private dwellings to adapt their fire 

places so as to avoid contraventions under section 20 of the Act 

.of 1993. 

The secretary of state has power under section 30 of the 

Clean air act, 1993, for the purpose of limiting or reducing air 

pollution, by regulation to impose requirements as to 

.composition and content of any motor vehicle fuel, and, where 

~uch requirements are in force, to prevent or restrict production, 

treatment, distribution,. import, sale and use of fuels intended 

for use in the U.K. and failing to co_mply. ~efore- masking 

regulations, consultations must take place with representatives 

·
106 Section 24 of the Clean Air Act 1993. 
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of motor vehicle manufacturers and users, motor vehicle fuel 

producers and air pollution experts. Regulations may apply 

standards and tests, etc, laid down in the documents not 

forming part of the regulations and may authorise the Secretary 

of state to grant exemptions. Regulations may also require that 

information as to composition and content of regulated fuel is 
displayed in prescribed ways. Under these provisions E.U. fuel 
composition standards are implemented in the U.K. 

The 1994 regulations replace previous provisions on lead 

~ontent of motor fuel and sulphur content of gas oil, and lay 

down requirements for the composition and content of motor 

fuel based on British Standards specifications BS 4040: 1988, 

BS EN 228: 1993, BS 7800: 1992 and BS EN 590: 1993. To 
distribute a non-complying motor fuel from a refinery or import 

terminal is an offence, as is the retail sale of such fuel at a retail 

filling station, subject to certain minor exemptions, for: example 

with regard to experiments in connection with the composition 

or content of fuel. 107 

Since 1990 the previous legislation has largely been 

replaced by provisions of the Environmental Protection Act at 

various dates. The prime issue to note about the environment 

protection Act, 1990 is that for the most complex processes the 

scheme of regulation is Integrated Pollution Control (IPC) 
' 
whereby the Environment Agency has ·supervision of emissions 

to all environmental media, such as air, water and land. Less 

complex processes on the other hand are regulated by the local 

authorities under the provisions pf Local Authority Air Pollution 

Control (LAAPC). Incidentally the sections fn the environment 

Act, 1990 related to IPC and the LAAPC came into force 
principally on January 1991.108 

The 1990 Act is not, however, the recent legislation 
' 

relevant to atmospheric pollution, though there is the principal 

enactment under which the United Kingdom (UK) meets its 

internationa-l and European Union (EU) obligations. 

107David Hughes, Environment Law (3'd edn.), Butterworths ( 1996), p.498. 
108/bid at p. 4 71. 
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The successes of Clean Air legislation are catalogued in 'The 

Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution' (RCEP) 10th 

Report. The average urban concentration of smoke index fell 

from 260 in 1960 to under 40 in 1980. Total industrial and 

oomestic smoke emission from coal combustion declined from 

almost 2 million tonnes in 1960 to less than 0.5 million tonnes in 

1980. This was not, however, entirely due to legislation, but also 

partly due to changes in fuel usage, technological .advance, 

dispersion techniques, conservation measures and decline in 

certain industries. 

It has been said that it is arguable that the 1993 Act is 

'partly redundant in view of the LAAPC and statutory· nuisance 
I 

powers, particularly with regard to powers concerned with new 

furnace approval, dust and grit emission rates approval and 

,approval of chimney heights. The government accordingly 

proposed partial repeal of the legislation in 1993 under the 

Deregulation and Contracting Out Act; 1994 but such proposal 

has, however, been resisted by the local authorities who point to 
the preventive nature of the powers in question, while statutory 

nuisance controls are essentially reactive. Even so it has to be 

remembered that the clean air legistetion essentially reflects 

concerns current some thirty-forty years ago and that it takes 

:scant account of the problems of traffic pollution, hence the next 

:major development in law. 109 

The 1990 Act applies generally throughout England, Wales 

and Scotland, though there are detailed distinctions 'north and 

south of the border': in particular, of course, Scotland has its 

own Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA). 110 

The control of air pollution has, as noted above, been a 

classic example of the use of reactive legal controls to regulate 
Specific problems as they arise. Although the legal controls had 
I 

been modernised and ~roadened, it was only in the 1990s that a 

coherent strategy was· developed to deal with the problem of 

atmospheric pollution. When the then conservative Government 

109 Ibid at p. 492-93. 
llo Ibid. 
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!published its policy on sustainable development in January 1994, 

!urban air quality was identified as a priority area for 
I 

:improvement. In March 1994, the Department of Environment 

:(DoE) issued a consultation paper on air quality whi~h bluntly 

described previous policy initiative . on air pollution as 'the 

fortuitous sum of a large number of unrelated regulatory 

decisions and individual choices'. It was not until the beginning 

of 1995 that the first steps were taken towards a coherent air 

quality management system and the Environment Act, 1995 has 

.a variety of framework provisions. 111 

A number of factors led to this acc~leration ~f policy-
1making. First, there was increase evidence linking health 

problems with poor air quality, with the increase of the incidence 

pf asthma and other diseases connected with a variety of 

atmospheric pollutants. 

Secondly, the quality of provrsron of information on air 

quality was improved with an increase in the number of 

background monitoring stations. Thirdly, the link between air 

pollution and transport, in particular motor transport, had 

become much more pronounced. The RCEPs Eighteenth Report 

concentrated on environmental effects of vehicle emissions. 112 In 

addition there has been a range of measures designed to tackle 
I 
I • 

pollution from motor vehicles. Finally, as ·in other . areas of 

environmental policy, the EC has made moves towards 

~treamlining policy on atmospheric pollution. This culrryinated in 

a new framework directive on air quality assessment and 

management with proposals to set Air Quality Standards for 

twelve significant pollutants. 

The new initiative founded on Part IV of the Environment 

Act 1995, is designed in particular to ensure cleaner air in towns 

and cities 'with a view to protecting human health' and is a 

national strategic plan for maintaining and improving air quality. 

' 111 Stuart Bell and Donald McGillivray, Environmental law, (5th edn.), Universal Law Publishing Co. 
: Pvt. Ltd; (200 I), p. 414. ' 
112 The pollution from mot<;>r vehicles was acknowledged as significant in the RCEP 's First Reporl 
· Where the Royal Commission had warned of the dangers of ignoring environmental implications of 
· traffic growth. 
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:n follows on from the government's proposals 'Air Quality: 
iMeeting the Ch·allenge' (January 1995). The Secretary of State is 

:under an obligation by virtue of the 199S: Act to prepare a 

National Air Quality Strategy (NAQS) which will enable the U.K . 

.to meet International and E.U. obligations. NAQS is to be 
periodically reviewed and modified throughout the lifetime of the 

current sustainable development policy. In particular NAQS will 

contain standards on air quality with reduction targets for all 

main pollutants; restrictions on the levels. at which particular 

:substances are present in the air; measures to be taken by local 

authorities and other bodies. 113 

Under NAQS it will be a central government duty to identify 

:a target or base standard toward which air quality should move, 

land alert thresholds which will trigger remedial action if they are 

:exceeded by particular pollutants." The object· was to achieve the 

'base target by 2005. 

One of the principal concerns of NAQS will be with transport 

,where it is officially accepted progress is needed in order to 

reduce pollution and improve air quality. To this' end the 

:government has adopted five 'key themes' on transport and air 

quality .114 

(1) Continued action to encourage improvements in vehicle 

standards, fuel technology, · which entails: full 

participation both at the E.U. and domestic levels in 

promoting progressive improvements in vehicle 

emission standards, enhanced research into. fuel and 

remote sensing of vehicle emission, examination of 

retro fitting particulate traps to certain diesel powered 
vehicles. 

(2) Development of land and transport planning policies to 
. ' 

achieve air quality improvements - this entails 

increasing emphasis on air quality issues when setting 

objectives for local authority transport expenditure; 

development of best practice guides; undertaking 

113 David Hughes; Environment Law (3'd edn.), Butterworths (1996), p. 493. 
114 Ibid at p. 495. 
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further research into traffic management arid its impact 

on air quality; consultation with London authorities on 

developing a common approach to transport plans and 

programmes across the metropolis; consideration of 

establishing air quality monitoring subsequent to road 

development. 

(3) . Ensuring that passenger transport,. road haulage and 

taxi services play a full part in bringing about air 

quality improvements which entails: consultations with 

relevant undertakings on improving their 

environmental performance targets being se.t for, for 

example, London Transport; greater considerations by 

Traffic Commissioners of emission performance when 

considering disciplinary· and other action against 

transport operators; enhanced insp,ection of .. taxi 

exhausts by local authorities with a view to appropriate 

action; consideration of extending the statutory 

nuisance regime specifically to cover emissions from 

vehicle depots. 

( 4) Tighter enforcement of vehicle emission standards - it 

is a small minority of offenders who emit the largest 

amount of pollution. 

(5) More effective guidance for industry, commerce and 

the public. 

Motor vehicles contribute 36 per cent of hydrocarbon 

:pollution, 51 per cent of Nitrogen dioxide (NOx), 89 per cent of 

. Carbon monoxide (Cq), 70 per cent of lead, 42 per cent of black 

:smoke and 19 percent of Carbon Dioxide (C02). With 24 million 

road vehicles already and a predicted 115 per cent increase to 

51 million by 2025 it is clear, both in the U.K. and throughout 

the E.U. generally, that merely to control vehicle emissions 

·further will not be enough to prevent environmental 

:degradation. It may well be that NAQS will have to ~ontemplate 

·what to many remains unthinkable: legal restrictions on the use 

:of vehicular transport coupled with financial disincentives for car 
' 

use and incentives to use revived and extended public transport 

systems. Air quality plans may: advocate setting up of more 
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pedestrian only areas; impose speed rest~ictions; encourage 

companies to restrict free parking and replace company cars 

with .free public transport passes .. As a 'last resort' measures 

plans could provide for vehicle to be banned from particular 

roads at particular times. 115 

The Position in the United States of America 

The Constitution of the United States of America is a federal 

.one. The government, too, is a Presidential form of government. 

That means there is more freedom of making laws to the States 

:Which is 50 in number. 

Public choice arguments for federal environmental 

!regulation in the United States rest a part on. the empi~ical claim 
:that States largely disregard environmental problems before 

~1970, the year the Congress enacted the first major Federal 

:statutes. At that time the deck was stacked against the State 

·regulation. Federal government is better suited than States to 
provide scientific information about the adverse health and 

·environmental effects of various pollutants, because of the 

.economies of scale in developing such information. Before 1970, 

the Federal government did comparatively little in this area and 

it continues to underinvest in such scientific information even 

today. The States may not have regulated significantly 

:because they lacked this information. Regardless, the view 

:widely held in the legal literature that the State~ ignored 
:environmental problems before 1970 is simply not correct. The 

:most extensive research, which focuses on air pollution, shows 

that States and Municipalities were making considerable strides 

,before the federal regulatory era. In particular, the number of 
States, counties and municipalities with regulatory programmes 

to control air pollution was increasing rapidly, and the 

concentrations of important air pollutants were falling at 

significant rates. 116 

· .. 
115 Ibid at p. 496. 

· 
116Richard L. Revesz, Federalism and Environmental Legislation: A Public Choice Analysis, 115 

Ha~v. L. Rev. 578 (2001). 
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A comprehensive survey of State and local air pollution 

control found that the number of municipalities with effective 
controls of air pollution rose to 40 in1920, 52 in 1940, 84 in 
1960 and 107 in 1970, and that the number of counties with 
such controls rose from 2 in 1950 to 17 in 1960 a.nd 81 in 

1970.117 

At the turn of the century, probably most cities in the 
United States were more closely associated with heavy smoke, 

poor visibility and dark days. 118 Jurisdictions had passed laws 
and ordinances but had failed to implement them. Pittsburgh, 

one of these cities passed a number of smoke control ordinances 

!in the 1890s and the early 1900s, but they were weakly 

enforced and generally unsuccessful. In 1941, however, 

Pittsburgh passed an effective smoke control ordinance that 
,triggered an important shift from bituminous coal to the use of 
smokeless fuels. 

In the 1910s, the state efforts at regulation sought to 

control black smoke in metropolitan areas. By the 1950s and 
1960s, the smoke problem had been greatly ameliorated as a 

. result of changes in fuel use, spurred in some cases by 
municipal programmes such as Pittsburgh. In 1951, Oregon 

·became the first State to create a State Air Pollution Control 

:Agency with broad jurisdiction. California followed in 1957 with a 
:regulatory programme for automobile emission. 

By 1960, eight States had general air pollution control laws; 

:another nine had undertaken measures to control air pollution 
·under their general public health laws; and eight others had 
authorised local air pollution control agencies to transcend 

·municipal boundaries in their regulatory efforts. By 1966, ten 
states had adopted at least some ambient air quality standards, 

which covered fourteen substances as well as deposited matter. 

In addition, six States had emission standards covering some 
·stationary sources. 

117 Arthur C. Stern, History of Air Pollution Legislation in the United States, 32 Journal of Air 
Pollution Control Association 44,44 (1982). 

118 Ibid 
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State efforts to reduce air pollution received a boost from 

passage of the Clean Air Act, 1963,119 one of the predecessors of 

the modern federal regulatory regime. Though the Act did not 

impose regulatory requirements, it made grants-in-aid available 

to States that adopted air pollution control measures. Perhaps 
~s a result of these incentives, the number of States with 
regulatory regime increased from eleven in 1963 to fifty by 
1969.120 One commentator has deemed these incentiv~s, rather 
than the extensive federal regulatory involvement pursuant to 

the Clean Air Act, 1970, the most significant result of federal air 
'pollution control Jegislation. 121 

Three studies have attempted to quantify improvements in 
:the ambient air quality levels for sulphur dioxide and particulates 
I 

before 1970. The studies focussed on these two contaminants 
,because scientists understood their adverse health 
' ' 

,consequences before the 1970s. 

Robert Crandall of the Brookings Institution conducted the 
first of the studies, using data compiled by the Conservation 
:foundation. 122 The second one was conducted by Paul Portney 

' ' 

for Resources of the Future, based on data compiled by the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 123 and the final study 

appears in a book by Indur Goklany/24 using data compiled by 
I the Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ). 

The three studies, which suggest that States responded 

• vigorously to those air pollution problems that were understood 

, at that time, are consistent with the leading analysis of the 

, genesis of the federal, environmental legislation. That Study 

maintains that the 1965 and 1967 predecessors to the clean Air 
, Act, 1970 were responses to industry pressure for federal 

intervention that would discourage States from more stringent 

119 Public Law No.88-206, 77 Stat. 392 (1963) (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. ss. 7401-
76719(1994 & Supp. V 1999)). 

, 
120 Stern, Supra note 118, at pp. 47-48. 
121 Ibid at p.48. 
122 Robert W. Crandidl, Controlling industrial Pollution: The Economics and Politics of Clean Air, 

16-22 (1983). 
123 Paul R. Portney, Air Pollution Policy, in Public Policy for Environmental Protection 27, 28-29, 

50-51 (Paul Portney ed. 1990). 
124 Indur M. Goklany, Clearing the Air: The Real Story of the War on Air Pollution (1999). 
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(and non-uniform) standards. But the automobile -industry 

became a supporter of federal standards as a way to avoid 
disparate and potentially more stringent State standards. 

If State political processes exhibit public choice pathologies 
that undermine the effectiveness of environmental groups, State 

governments should exhibit less concern about environment 

problems than does the Federal government. 

Not every State is active in environmental regulation. The 

Citizens of some states may prefer m€lre lax environmental 
regulation than the federal govern~ent requires and may 
therefore have no reason to adopt additional environmental 
programmes. But many States are adopting innovative forms of 
regulation and imposing costs on in-state firms. 

Motor vehicle emissions reduction plays a critical role in 
:improving national air quality. Emission reductions are being 

:implemented through federal and state regulatory frameworks 
:stressing technology-forcing requirements and allowing relative 

.flexibility in achieving those requirements. Attaining emission 

reduction targets requires stringent regulations that force 
industry to develop new vehicle technology. Flexibility within the 

regulatory framework allows industry to develop the means to 
:focus on cleaner air as an end result. However, conflict between 
these two principles will arise if the emphasis on technology

. forcing requirements overwhelms the choices between 
:competing technologies. From the perspective of renewable fuels 

such as ethanol and biodiesel this is the problem with the both 

·of the clean-fuel vehicle programs established under the 1990 

Clean Air Act Amendments. The 1990 Amendments established 
. two Clean Fuel Vehicle programs: a Clean-Fuel Fleet Program 

(CFF) and a California Pilot Test Program. The CFF program will 
be run by the individual states that have not opted out of this 
program under their State Implementation Plan, while_ the Pilot 
Test Program is a federal program administered in ·california 

_:only_. The vehicle emission requirements under these programs 
·favour a level of emission reductions that can best be achieved 
· through the use of dedicated-technology vehicles, notably 
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Qatural gas and electric. Diesel vehicles might qualify as Low 

Emission Vehicles (LEV), as long as they meet that emission 
standard when running on both petroleum-based diesel· and/or a 
r;enewable-based fuel, and thus be eligible for inclusion. 
However, as of this date, no such vehicles have yet to be 

certified by EPA as meeting LEV emission standards. Until this 

nappens, there is no viable role for biodiesel within these two 
Federal programs. Furthermore, assuming a manufacturer is 
Willing to certify a diesel engine family as meeting LEV standards 

on both biodiesel and petroleum diesel for use in the CFF 
programs, the issue of whether or not biodiesel can be 

~onsidered a clean alternative fuel under the Clean Air Act will 
remain. 
I 

California pioneered the regulation of al:Jtomobile .emission. 
~ts regulatory regime dates back to 1960, when the State 
;enacted its motor vehicle pollution control programme. 125 The 
,first emission control requirements on automobiles registered in 
:California took effect in 1965. The Federal government, 

'however, did not regulate automobile emissions until the 

;passage of the federal Motor Vehicle Air Pollution Control Act of 

,1965. 126 The first set of federal controls became effective in the 

:1968 model year. 

California's Standards are considerably more stringent than 

!the federal standards established in the Clean Air Act's 1990 
:amendments. EPA estimated that under the national Low 
:Emission Vehicle (LEV) programme. which ·is no stringent as 
:California's, emissions would approximately lower than under 

. statutory standards prescribed in the Clean Air Act. 

After Congress enacted the 1990 Clean Air Act amendments 

• and California adopted its LEV programme, other States began 

• to consider the choice between the California standards and the 

:less . stringent federal requirements. These States included 

. Texas, Michigan, Illinois, and Wisconsin, as well as the twelve 

·north-eastern states and the District of Columbia, which 

: 
125 Robert V. Percival, Alan S. Miller, Christopher H. Schroeder & James F. Leape, Environmental 

Regulation: Law, Science and Policy (2nd edn.), 1996, p.840~ 
126 Motor Vehicle Air Pollution Control Act of 1965, Pub. L. No. 89-272 Ss 202 (a), 79 Stat. 992. 
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comprised the Ozone Transport Commission (OTC), 127 an 

organisation established under the 1990 amendments to combat 

interstate ozone pollution. 

UNITED STATES AIR POLLUTION LAWS WITH AMENDMENTS 

(Clean Air Acts of 1955, 1963, 1970, 1990}: 128 In ·1955, after 

many state and local governments had . passed l~gislation 

dealing with air pollution, the federal government decided that 

this problem needed to be dealt with on a national level. This 

was the year Congress passed the Air Pollution Control Act of 

1955, the nation's first piece of federal legislation on this issue. 

The language of the bill identified air pollution as a national 

problem and announced that research and additional steps to 

improve the situation needed to be taken. It was an act to make 

the nation more aware of this environmental hazard. 

Eight years later, Congress passed the nation's Clean Air 

Act of 1963, this act dealt with reducing air pollution by setting 

emissions standards for stationary sources such as power plants 

and steel mills. It did not take into account mobile sources of air 
pollution which had become the largest source of many 

dangerous pollutants. Once these standards were set, the 

government also needed to determine deadlines for companies 

to comply with them. Amendments to the Clean Air Act were 

passed in 1965, 1966, 1967, and 1969. These amendments 

'authorized the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare 

(HEW) to set standards for auto emissions, expanded local air 

pollution control programs, established air quality control 

regions (AQCR), set air quality standards and compliance 

deadlines for stationary source emissions, and authorized 

research on low emissions fuels and automobiles. 

By 1970, the issue needed to be addressed again. Although 

important legislative precedents had been set, the existing laws 

were deemed inadequate. Although technically an amendment, 

127 The OTC consists of Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, 
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, and the Consolidated Metropolitan 
Statistical Area, which includes the District of Columbia and a portion of Virginia. 

128 http:llwww.ametsoc.orglsloan!cleanair/cleanairmobile.html accessed and viewed on January 12, 
2010. 
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the Clean Air Act of 1970 was a major revision and set much 

more , demanding standards. It established new primary and 

secondary standards for ambient air quality, set new limits on 

emissions from stationary and mobile sources to be enforced by 

both state and federal governments, and increased funds for air 
pollution research. It was soon discovered that the deadlines set 
were overly ambitious (especially those for auto emissions). To 
reach these standards in such a short period of time, the auto 

(ndustry faced serious economic limitations and seemingly 
insurmountable technological challenges. Over the next decade, 

· the legislation was once again amended to extend these 
9eadlines and to mandate states to revise their implementation 
plans. Congress did not amend the Clean Air Act during the 

decade of the 1980s, in part because President . Reagan's 
administration placed economic goals ahead of environmental 

goals. 

In 1990, after a lengthy period of inactivity, the federal 

:government believed that they should again revise the Clean Air 
Act due to growing environmental concerns. The Clean Air Act of 

1990 addressed five main areas: air-quality standards, motor 

vehicle emissions and alternative .fuels1 toxic. air pollutants, acid 
:rain, and stratospheric ozone depletion. In many ways, this law 
:set out to strengthen and improve existing reg.ulations. 

1Air Pollution Control Act of 1955: "An Act to provide research 
I 

:and technical assistance relating to air pollution control'' 

This was the first federal legislative attempt to control. air 

I pollution at its source. It granted $5 million annually for five 

; years for research by the Public Health Service. The act did little 

:to prevent air pollution, but it made the government aware that 
this problem existed on the national level. It recognized the 
dangers facing public health and welfare, agriculture, livestock, 

·and deterioration of property1 and reserved for Congress the 
·right to control this growing problem. 

:Amendments of 1960: Extended research funding for four more 

. years. 
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Amendments of 1962: These amendments enforced th~ principle 

provisions of the original act. They also called for research to be 
done by the U.S. Surgeon General to determine the health 
effects of various motor vehicle exhaust substances. 

Clean Air Act of 1963: "An Act to improve, strengthen, and 

accelerate programs for the prevention and abatement of air 

pollution" 

This first piece of legislation bearing the name "clean air", 

in essence, sought to promote public health and welfare. It 

granted $95 million over a three year period to state and local 
governments and air pollution control agencies in order to 

conduct research and create control progr~ms. This act also 
recognized the dangers of motor vehicle exhaust~ and it 

encouraged the development of emissions standards from these 
sources as well as from stationary sources. Interstate air 
pollution from the use of high sulphur coal and oil also needed to 
be reduced; therefore, this act encouraged the use of technology 
.which removed sulphur from these fuels. To continue action in 

this area, the Clean Air Act promoted ongoing research, 
investigations, surveys, and experiments. 

'Amendments of 1965 (Motor Vehicle Air Pollution Control Act): 
These amendments focused on establishing standards for 
I 

:automobile emissions. They also recognized the serious problem 

pf transboundary air pollution and promoted research on its 
[damaging effects on the health and welfare of Canada and 

!Mexico. 

:Amendments of 1966: These amendments, in summary, 
·expanded local air pollution control programs 

Amendments of 1967 (Air Quality Act): These revolutionary 

.amendments divided parts of the nation into Air Quality Control 

Regions (AQCRs) as a means of monitoring ambient air. The 

·government also established national emissions standards for 

:stationary sources, which brought· about debate because many 

~officials thought that it should be dealt wit,h industry by industry, 
but one national stan-dard was set. These standards e~tablished 
a fixed timetable for state implementation plans (SIPs), and 
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recommended control technologies to achieve the ultimate goals 

of the SIPs. Again, appropriations were granted to continue 

research in the area of air pollution control. 

Amendments of 1969: Extended authorization for research on 

low emissions fuels and automobiles. 

Clean Air Act of 1970: "An Act to amend the Clean Air Act to 

provide for a more effective program to improve the quality of 

the Nation's air." 

The amendments in 1970 were an entirely rewritten version 

bf the original Clean Air Act. In principle, it was a law that would 

show excellent results; however, in the midst of environmental 

~nthusiasm throughout the country, the Clean Air Act proved to 

be a highly ambitious piece of air pollution abatement 
legislation. It set National Ambient Air Quality Standards 

:(NAAQS), to protect public health and welfare, and New Source 

Performance Standards (NSPS) that strictly regulated emissions 

:of a new source entering an area. Standards were also set for 

:hazardous emissions and emissions from motor vehicles. Funds 
10f $30 million went toward research on the growing problem of 

noise pollution in larger cities. Also, as a new principle, this 

~Cle-an Air Act allowed citizens the ri.ght to take legal action 

: aga!nst anyone or any organization, including the government, 

;who is in violation of the emissions standards. 
' 
:Amendments of 1977: The major debate during the creation of 

:these amendments was that of motor vehicle emissions 

:standards. Ultimately, the deadline to meet them, as well as the 

. deadline to meet the ambient air -standards, .was exten.ded. Also 

at this time, the government made its first attempt to prevent 
the destruction of stratospheric ozone. This law also modified 

:the Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) policy 

designating regions as one of three different classe~. By this 

: time the government realize_d how ambitious the Clean Air Act of 

· 1970 ·was; therefore, they passed these amendments to set 

realistic goals. 
! 
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Clean Air Act of 1990: "-An Act to amend the Clean Air Act to 

provide for attainment and maintenance of health protective 

national ambient air quality standards, and for other purposes." 

After a decade of virtual dormancy, Congress finally 
drastically amended the Clean Air Act again to attempt to solve 
problems of the past as well as deal with new issues. As in the 
past, the federal government designated states as being 
responsible for non-attainment areas, but lt allowed' them to 
establish deadlines for each source considering the severity of its 

,Pollution. It also raised automobile emissions standards and set 
a definite timetable for reductions in order to tighten control in 

this area. Through this legislation, the government encouraged 
the use of low-sulphur fuels as well as alternative fuels as a 

means of reducing sulphur dioxide in the atmosphere which is a 
main component of acid precipitation, one of the new problems 

needing to be dealt with. Also, it mandated the instalment of the 
Best Available Control Technology (BACT) to reduce the amount 
of air taxies. The government also called for a reduction in the 
amount of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) being used as a way of 
preventing ozone depletion, a new issu·e needing to be 

addressed. 

THE U.S. ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION AGENCY (USEPA/EPA): 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA or s~metimes 

USEPA) is an agency of the federal government of the United 

States charged with protecting human health and the 
environment, by writing and enforcing regulations based on laws 
passed by Congress. 

On July 9, 1970, citing rising concerns over environmental 
protection and conservation, President Richard Nixon 

transmitted Reorganization Plan No. 3 to the United States 
Congress by executive order, creating the· EPA as ·a single, 
independent agency from a number of smaller arms of different · 

federal agencies. Prior to the establishment of the EPA, the 
federal · government was not structured to comprehensively 

regulate environmental pollutants. The agency ·conducts 

environmental assessment, research~ and education. It has the 
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!;)rimary responsibility for setting and enforcing national 

~tandards under a variety of environmental laws, in consultation 
With state, tribal, and local governments. The agency also works 
with industries and all levels of government in a wide variety of 

voluntary pollution prevention programs and energy 

conservation efforts. 

Since its inception the EPA has begun to rely less and less 
on its scientists and more on non-science personnel. EPA has 
recently changed their policies regarding limits for ground-level 
ozone, · particulates, sulphur dioxide, ·nitrogen oxides, carbon 
I . 

monoxide and lead. New policies will ·minimize · scientist 
I 

interaction with the agency and rely more on policy makers who 

have minimal scientific knowledge. This new policy has been 
' 
~riticized by Democrats. On March 12, 2008, the Federal 
government of the United States reported that the air in 

hundreds of U.S. counties was simply too dirty to breathe, 
ordering a multibillion-dollar expansion of efforts to clean up 
smog in cities and towns nationwide. 

In July 2005, an EPA report showing that auto companies 

:were using loopholes to produce less fuel-efficient cars was 
delayed. The report was supposed to be released the day before 

:a controversial energy bill was passed and ~auld have provided 
,backup for those opposed to it, but at the last minute the EPA 

;delayed its release. 

The state of California sued the EPA for its refusal to allow 

:cal-ifornia and 16 other states to raise fuel economy standards 

for new cars. EPA administrator Stephen L. Johnson claimed that 
:the EPA was working on its own standards, but the move has 
been widely considered an attempt to shield the auto industry 
from environmental regulation by setting lower standards at the 
'federal level, which would then pre-empt state laws. California 

,governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, along with governors from 13 

;other states, stated that the EPA's actions ignored federal law, 

'and that existing _California standards (adopted by many states 
:in addition to California) were almost twice as effective as "the 
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I 

proposed federal standards. It was reported that Stephen 
J'ohnson in making this decision, ignored his own staff. 

The Supreme Court ruled on April 2, 2007 in Massachusetts 

v. Environmental Protection Agency, that the EPA has the 
authority to regulate the emission of greenhouse gases in 
' 
automobile emissions, stating that "greenhouse gases fit well 
within the Clean Air Act capacious definition of air pollutant." The 
court also stated that the EPA must regulate in this area unless 
it is able to provide a scientific reason for not doin,g so. 

Jason K. Burnett, former EPA deputy associate 

administrator, told the United States Congress that an official 
from Vice President Dick Cheney's office censored congressional 
I 

~estimony by Julie L. Gerberding, director of the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention. Reportedly, the testimony 
.excluded said that "CDC considers climate change a serious 
public health concern." 

On December 7, 2009, the Agency responded to the 

:supreme Court's 2007 ruling by releasing its final findings on 

;greenhouse gases, declaring that "greenhouse gases (GHGs) 

:threaten the public health and welfare of the American people". 
,The finding applied to the "six key well-mixed greenhouse 

:gases": carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, hydro 
;fluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, and sulphur hexafluoride. 

Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution Act), 1981 

The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution Act 1981 is a 
:Centrally legislated law and is in application country wide. This 

• enactment was not the first statute to deal with the pollution of 
air but it is one of the most comprehensive laws in that 

, particular area and the authorities entrusted and empowered 

with its application, namely, the Central and the State Pollution 

Control Boards are autonomous bodies. 

: GENISIS OF THE AIR (PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF 

: PO!-UTION) ACT, 1986: The United Nations Conference on 
: Human Environment (UNCHE), in which India has participated as 

'one of the member countries, was held in Stockholm, from June 
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5 to 16, 1972. Decisions were taken in the Conference to adopt 

qppropriate steps forth~ preservation of the natural resources of 
the earth, which, among other things, include the preservation 
of the quality of air fit for breathing and the control of air 
pollution. The Government decided to implement these decisions 
as manifested in the Stockholm declaration with an aim to 
preserve, protect and improve the environment. Air being one of 
~he ingredients of the environment it became imperative to 
make laws to regulate air pollution and maintain ambient air 

quality. 
I 

The presence in the air of the various pollutants, with 
variot:Js degrees of poisonousness, discharged from various 

~ources such as industries, vehicles, domestic activities, etc. has 

nad q detrimental effect on the health of human beings as also 

bn animal life, vegetation and property. 

The Stockholm Declaration as signed by India as one_ of the 
front runner memb~r country obligated the Indian parl~ament to 
take certain legislative measures. Firstly a constitutional 
I 

amendment, namely, the Constitutional (forty-second 
amendment) Act, 1972, was passed ·in the Parliament.. In 

.addition to this, to implement the decision taken in the United 

:Nations Conference on Human Environment and to adopt an 

;integrated approach for tackling the environmental problem it 

:was decided to have a uniform law on the subject. Thus, . a 
:couple of environmental legislations were also passed, namely, 

'the Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution} Act, 1981 and the 
:Environment (protection) Act, 1986. 

The said constitutional amendment129 inserted two new 
·Articles in the Constitution, namely, Article ·48-A130 and Article 

· 
129 See Sections I 0 & II, the Constitution (Forty-Second amendment) Act, 1976. These sections were 

enforced vide Notification No. G.S.R. 2 (E), dated 3rd January 1977, published in Gazette of India, 
Extra; Part-II, sect'ion 3(i) dated January 1977, p.5. 

JJo Article 48A.Protection and improvement of environment and safeguarding of forests and 
wildlife - the state shall endeavour to protect and improve the environment and to safeguard the 
forests and wild life of the country 
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s:1A (g). 131And this positive development also had far reaching 

ifi11pacts in the environmental law and policy of India. 

Another major step towards this direction was the debate 

initiated in August 11, 1980 in the Lok Sabha on the subject 

"Rape of the Earth". The late Prime Minister Shrimati Indira 
Gandhi while speaking on the occasion clarified various aspects 
G>f national policy on environmental policy. 

Again The National concern for the protection and 
. i,mprovement of the environment was demonstrated on January 

?3, 1980 when for the first time during the 1980 General 
: 

~lections the major political parties132 indicated that the subject 
pf environment transcends political difference.133 The President 

of India while addressing the first joint session of the Parliament 

stressed the need for setting up specialised machinery to 

:maintain the ecological balance. Accordingly the Government of 
!India on February 23, 1980 constituted a high-powered 
committee under the Chairmanship of the then Deputy Chairman 

.of the Planning Commission to recommend legislative measures 
and administrative machinery for ensuring environmental 

protection. 134 The Committee on Septemb~r 15, 1980 in its 
·report recommended that a Department of Environment should 

! be set up to provide explicit recognition to the pivotal role that 
. the Environmental conservation must play. Thus, the 
Department of Environment was born on November 1, 1980. 

Mean while the Central government appointed a National 

. Committee on Environment Planning and Co-ordination (NCEPC) 

to act as a high advisory body to the Government. The National 

. Committee on air pollution appointed by the Central government 
submitted the draft legislation. In pursuance to the above 
recommendations, the Air Prevention and Control of Pollution) 

13
·
1 Article 51-A (g) Fundamental Duties - It shall be the duty of every citizen of India to protect and 

improve the environment including forests, lakes, rivers and wildiife, and to have compassion for 
living creatures. 

132 The Congress (I), the Indian National Congress, the Lok Dal, the Janata Party,-etc. The Hindustan 
Times, January 24, 1980. 

133 Again it has been voiced that pollution control should be mad~ a poll issue, The Hindu, Times, 
February 3, 1984, p. 3. 

134 Department of Science and Technology, Government oflndia Resolution No. 114/80 dated 
29/2/80. 
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$ill, 1978 was conceived. The said Air (Prevention and tontrol of 

Pollution) Bill, 1978 was introduced in the Lok Sabha on April 17 
1978.135 On November 5, 1980 it was again introduces in the 

t.ok Sabha as Bill No. 187 of 1980. The Bill was passed as Bill 

No. 14 Of 1981 and it received the assent of the Pre·sident on 

march 29, 1981 and was published in the Gazette of india on 

march 30, 1981136 as The Air (Prevention and Control of 

Pollution) Act,1981. Under section of the said Act the Central 

Government is to bring the Act into force on such date as it may 

by notification in the Official Gazette appoint. Accordingly the 

Central Government notified137 on May 15, 1981-- that the Act 

shall come into force from May 16, 1981. 

In this section of Chapter II we are going to look into 

~he functioning of the Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) 

Act, 1981, hereinafter called the 'Air Act' or simply the 'Act', and 
.how far is it useful· to bring about positive chpnges in 

preventing, controlling and abating Air Pollution, especially 

caus~d by vehicles. We will discuss the issue of sustainable use 

iof automobile and how far will the provisions of the Air Act help 

'us in achieving it successfully. 

Thus taking into the abovementioned facts and propositions 

1
we look into the facts and circumstances under which the said 

!Act was legislated by the Indian Parliament. 

We already know that the then Prime Minister, late Indira 

Gandhi a signatory on behalf of India was on the forefront of the 

:conference and the reason for her enthusiasm in the Conference 

on Environment was that India was a developing country. The 

·Air Act was technically enacted under Article 253 of the Indian 

135 The draft bill presented in the Lok Sabha on 17 April 1978 was referred to a joint committee of the 
two houses under the Chairmanship of Dr. Karan Singh, which presented its report inthe.Lok · 
Sabha on 18 may 1979. However, the bill lapsed due to the dissolution of the Lok Sabha. It was 
again presented on 23 December 1980 and was passed by the Lok Sabha on the same date. The 
bill came up· for discussion in the Rajya Sabha on 25 February 1981. The Rajya Sablia passed the· 
bill subject to certain amendments. The amendments proposed by the R~ya Sabha were 
considered and passed by the Lok Sabha on 23 March 1981. 

136 Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part-//, Section I, No. II dated March 30, 198 I, pp. 55~80. 
137 Notification No. G.S.R. 35l(E) dated May 15, 1981, published in the Gazette of India, 

Extraordinary, Part 3(1), No. 179, dated May 15, 1981, p. 934~4. 
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Constitution, 138 a constitutional prov1s1on which allows the 

parliament to legislate laws on any of the lists in the Seventh 
Schedule139 of the· Constitution with an ~im to implement any 
treaty, agreement or convention, either bilateral or multilateral, 

or any decision taken at an International Conference, 
Association or similar bodies. 

Thus The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 
was one of the legislation created or enacted by the Indian 

parliament to implement the mandate of the Stockholm 
declaration140 with the aid of Article 253 of the Constitution. 

It is felt that it would be -relevant to at least glance through 

the Statement Objects and Reasons of the Act or popularly 
known as the "Preamble" of the Act. We should atleast be 

informed regarding what led to the birth of the legislation and 
what were the aims and objective sought by· the framers of the 

enactment. This is done for the simple reason that as we move 
on to discuss the workings of the Act and how far it would aid in 
achieving the sustainable use of automobile, the basic or the 
fundamental objective of the Act, i.e. to prevent, control and 

abate air pollution, is ingrained in our minds. 

The Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Air Act are: 

1. With the increasing industrialisation and the tendency 

of the majority of industries to congregate in areas 
which are already heavily industrialised, the problem of 
air pollution has begun to be felt in the country. The 

problem is more acute ·in those heavily ind4strialised 

areas which are densely populated. Short term studies 

conducted by the National Environmental· Engineering 
Research Institute (NEERI), Nagpur, have confirmed 

that the cities of Calcutta (now Kolkata), . Bombay, 

138 Article 253. 
139 Seventh Schedule consists of three lists, namely, the !Jnion list or List I, the State List or'List II 

and the Concurrent List or List III. There are 97 entries in List I, 66 entries in List II and 47 
entries in List Ill. Usually, the parliament can only make laws on the entries in list I, the State 
legislatures on entries on List II and both the Parliament and the State Legislature on entries in 
List III without conflict 

140 Stockholm Declaration is the document signed by all the United Member countries attending the 
United Nations Conference on Human Environment. 
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Delhi, etc., are facing the impact of air pollution on a 

steadily increasing level. 
2. The presence in air, beyond certain limits, of various 

pollutants discharged through industrial emissions and 
from certain human activities connected with traffic, 
heating use of domestic fuel, refuse incinerations, etc., 

has a detrimental effect ·on the health of the people as 
also on animal life, vegetation and property. 

3. In the United Nations Conference on the Human 
Environment held in Stockholm, Sweden in June 5, 
1972, in which India participated, decisions were taken 
to take appropriate steps for the preservation of 

natural resources of the earth which, among other 

things, include the preservation of the quality of air 
and control of air pollution. The Government has 

decided to implement these decisions of. the said 

Conference in so far as they relate to the preservation 
of the quality of air and control of air pollution. 

4. It is felt that there should be an integrated .approach 
for tackling the environmental problems relating to 

pollution. It is, therefore, proposed that the Central 
Board for the Prevention and Control of Water Pollution 

constituted under the Water (Prevention and ~ontrol of 
Pollution) Act, 1974, will also perform the functions of 

the Central Board for the Prevention and Control of Air 

Pollution and of a State Board for the Prevention and 

Control of Air Pollution in the Union territories. It is also 

proposed that the State Boards constituted under the 

said Act will also perform the functions of the State 
Boards in respect of prevention control and abatement 
of air pollution. However~ in those States .in which 
State Boards for the prevention and Control of Water 

Pollution has not be~n constituted under the Act, 

separate State Boards· for the Prevention and Control of 

Air Pollution are proposed to be constituted. . 

5. The Bill seeks to achieve the above objectives. 
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6. The notes on clauses. appended to the Bill explain the 

detail the various provisions thereof. 

As mentioned by the last statement above, there is a Notes 

on Clauses appended . to the Air (prevention and Control of 

Pollution) Act, 1981 which give the reasons and explanations 

assigned to the various clauses of the Bill. There are fifty four 

such notes on clauses. Out of those fifty four notes on clauses 
relevant ones are mentioned specifically in the. course of this 

Chapter. 

The Air (Prevention and Control of Pbllution Ac:t), 1981 

hereinafter called the Air Act or simply Act 14 of 1981, has been 

enacted on the lines of the provisions of the Water (Prevention 

and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 hereinafter called the Water 

Act wherever mentioned in this Chapter or simply Act 6 of 1974. 

The Central and State Pollution Control Boards hereinafter called 

the Central Board· and the State Boards respectively and 

collectively called 'Boards', created under the Water Act carry 

out the functions of the Boards envisaged under the Air Act. In 

the functions of the Boards, the two legislations make identical 

provisions with regard to criminal and administrative sanctions, 

powers of the government vis-a-:-vis the actions of the Boards 

and the rule making powers of the Central and the State 

Governments Although the Air Act is a Central statute, executive· 

functions under the said Act is to be carried out in the states by 

the respective State pollution Control Boards under delegation 

as permitted by the provisions in Article 258141 of the 

Constitution. The Central Government is, however, required to 

141 Article 258. Power of the Union to confer powers, etc. on States in certain cases.- (l) 
Notwithstanding anything in this Constitution, the President may with the consent of the 
gOvernment of a State, entrust either conditionally or unconditionally to that Government or to its 
officers functions in relation to any matter to which the executive. power of the Union extends. 
(2) A law made by Parliament which applies in any State may,-notwithstanding that it related to a 
matter with respect to which the legislature of the State has no power to make laws, confer powers 
and impose duties, or authorize the conferring of powers and the imposition of duties, upon the 
State or officers and authorities thereof. 
(3) ................................ . 
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compensate142 the States for the cost of carrying out these 

delegated functions. 143 

The Air Act has been enacted not to eradicate air pollution 
from the atmosphere absolutely (which is an impossible feat 
altogether) but it strives to regulate the emissions from various 

sources of air pollution, both mobile and stationary; such as 
industries, vehicles, etc. This is done with an aim to preserve the 
quality of air and the environment in general. 

The Act is said to be abound with administrative and 

practical difficulties to implement as has been admitted and 

pointed out by the enforcement agencies, such as the boards 
mentioned below, within some years of the Act being brought 
into force. Some amendments· took place and the most 

substantive amendment took place in the year 1987 by the Air 

(first amendment) Act, 1987. But after the coming into 

existence of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 the function 
of the Air Act has been curtailed since the Environment 
Protection Act also meets the problems of air pollution. It is 
called umbrella legislation for nothing. 

The Air Act of 1981, as amended in 1987, contains several 

·interesting features. 

This enactment has empowered autonomous bodies to 

implement the Act. These autonomous bodies are in the form of 

the boards, namely, the Central Pollution Control Boar~ and the 
State Pollution Control Boards hereinafter called simply the 
'Central Board'. and the 'State Boards'. The Central Board has 

been constituted under section 3 of the Act and the State Boards 

are constituted under section 4 of the Act. 

The act also grants discretion on each State government to 
designate particular areas as 'air pollution control areas'. 144 

Within a declared air pollution control area, neither the board 

nor the State government may exempt the polluter from the 

142 Ibid Sub-article (3) 
143 Atul K. Tiwari, Environmental Laws in India (t" edn.), Deep and Deep Publications (2006), p. 63. 
144 Section 19ofActl4ofl981. . ' 
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purview of the Act. 145 Polluters located outside such air pollution 

control areas cannot be prosecuted by the State board, but 

- every industrial operator in within an air pollution control area 

must obtain a permit, called a 'consent order' in the Act from the 

.concerned State board. 146 

The Act enables a magistrate, not below the rank of a 

Metropolitan Magistrate or a judicial magistrate of the 1st Class, 

to restrain an air polluter from discharging emissions147 and 

empowers both the Central and the state boards. to give 

directions148 to industries in pursuant to performing their 

functions- under the said Act, which they are bound to comply 

and if not followed, can be enforced by the Board by closing, 

prohibiting or regulating any industry, operation or process. 

Such directions can be carried out, further, by stopping or 

regulating the supply of electricity, water or nay other utility 

service to the said industry, operation or process. 

Finally, citizens cannot sue to enforce the Act buf to route 

the air pollution complaint through the respective Boards. But if 

after giving a notice of period of sixty days of his intention to 

make a complaint to the Board in the prescribed manner, he 

may approach the court of a Metropolitan Mqgistrate or a 

Judicial Magistrate of the 1st class. 149 In such an event, the 

citizen can also require the Board to p[OVide him with the 

relevant reports, e.g. emission data of industries, etc., needed 

to build his case which may be in the interest of the public. 150 

Procedurally in the Air Act, the Centraf Board and the State 

Boards administer a system of consent orders, monitor activities 

and enforce the law through fines and criminal prosecu~ions. The 

Air Act specifies that Central and State pollution control 
authority is to be exercised by the said Boards. 151 

145 K. Muniswamy Gowda v State of Karnataka, 1998 (3) Kar. L.J. 594. 
146 Section 21 of Act 14 of 1981. 

-
147 Section 22A of Act 14 of 198/ 
148 Section 31A of Act 14 of 1981. -
149 Section 43(1) of Act 14 of 1981. 
150 Section 43(2) of Act 14 of 1981. 
151 Armin Rosencranz and Shyam Divan, Environmental Law and Policy in India (3'd Impression), 

Oxford University Press (2002), p. 245. 
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The State board is required to carefully examine al} relevant 

facts including the measures taken to prevent pollution, when 

processing a consent application. 152 Although there is no express 

mandate in the Air Act requiring community consultation or 

transparency at this stage, the Supreme Court has intervened to 

review the Board's decision, where the consent issued affected 

the community at large. 153 

The Air Act, as a matter of practice, operates in tandem with 

the environment (Protection) Act, 1986(EPA). Being a self 

contained statute, the Air Act empowers the State boards to 

independently notify standards under section 17(g). There is an 

overlap however. The EPA enables the Central Government to 

lay down emission standards154 which are found in the schedules 

appended to the Environment (Protection) Rules, 1986 (EPR). By 

operation of section 24 of the EPA, the EPR norms take 
precedence and hence in practice· the State Boards generally re

notify the EPR standards under the Air Act. 155 

The rules framed under the EPA prescriber emission norms 

for specific industries156 and general emission which are 

'concentration based', 'equipment based~ and 'l~ad/mass 

based'. 157 1he general standards apply in the absence of 

industry specific norms. 158 In addition to emission norms, 

National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) are notified for 

industrial, residential and rural areas, and sensitive regions.159 

' 
The NAAQS are levels of air quality intended to protect public 

health, vegetation and property with an adequate margin of 

safety. Two other major areas where standards have been 

issued under the EPR are ambient air quality standards in 

152 Mahabir Coke Industry v Pollution Control Board, AIR 1998 Gau. I 0. 
153 Supra Note I 52. p.245. 
1s4 Section 3 and 6 of the Environment(Protection /Act, 1986 
ISS Armin Rosencranz and Shyam Divan, Environmental Policy and Law in India (3"1 Impression), 

OUP (2002), p. 245. 
ISG Schedule I of the Environment (Protection) Rules, 1986. 
ts? Part D, Schedule VI ofthe Rules, /986. 
ISS Rule 3 of the Rules, 1986. 
1s9 Schedule VII. ofthe Rules, 1986. 
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respect of noise160 and emission standards for motor 

vehicles/automobiles. 161 

Th€- Air Act, as the nomenclature suggests, deals with any 

activity in the form of an industry, operation or process which 

pollutes the air and as such provides for taking steps and 

measures to prevent, control and abate the same. The Act 

substantially deals with the regulation of air pollution from any 

industry, operation or process and using an automobile can be 

very well placed in the category of an operation or process. This 

placing of the vehicle use in the category of an operation or 

process has been seriously undermined by section 20 of the 
Act. 162 The said provision confers ·upon the state government the 

power to instruct the registering authority under the Motor 

Vehicles Act, 1988 to register vehicles only if they comply with 

the standards laid down by the state board under section 17(1) 

(g) of the Act. 

The specific sections which is directly related with the 

prevention and control of vehicular pollution is clause (g)· of 

subsection (1) of section 17 of the Air Actl63 which states that 

one of the functions of the State Board is to lay down, in 

consultation with the Central Board, the emission standards of 

air pollutants allowed to be. discharged from any source, mobile 

160 Schedule Ill. Noise standards are also prescribed under the Noise Pollution (Regulation and 
Control) Rules o/2000 framed under the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986. · 

161 Schedule IV of the Rules, 1986. 
162 Section 20. Power to give instructions for ensuring stamlarclsfor emission from automobiles

With a view to ensuring that the standards for emission of air pollutants from automobiles laid · 
down by the State Board under clause(g) of subsection ( 1) of section 17 are complied with, the 
state government shall, in consultation with the State Board, give such instructions as maybe 
deemed necessary to the concerned authority in charge of registration of motor vehicle under the 
Motor Vehicles Act, 1988( Act 59 of 1988), and such authority shall, notwithstanding anything 
contained in that Act or rules made thereunder be bound to comply with such instructions. 

163 Section 17. Functions ofthe Board.- (I) Subject to the provisions of this Act, and without 
prejudice to the performance of its functions, if any, under the Water (Prevention and Control of 
Pollution) Act, I 974 (Act 6 of 1974), the functions of the State Board shall be-
( a) ............ . 
(g) to lay down, in consultation with the Central Board and having regard to the standards for the 
quaiity of air laid down by the Central Board, standards for emission of air pollutants into the 
atmosphere from industrial plants and automobiles or for the discharge of any air pollutant into 
the atmosphere from any other source whatsoever not being a ship or an aircraft 
Provided that different standards for emission·niay be laid down under this clause for different 
industrial plants having regard to the quantity and composition of emission of air' pollutants into 
the atmosphere from such industrial plants. · 
(h):......................... . 
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or stationary. Section 20 of the Act which seems to be more 

substantive in attaining the object of preserving the quality of 
_air and as such preventing and. controlling vehicular pollution 
after taking into consideration the prescribed stan'dards of 
emissions laid down by the abovementioned section, i.e. section 
17( l)(g). 

By virtue of these sections, the State Pollutiol} Control 

Board or simply the State board prescribes standards for 

emissions of air pollutants from exhaust of automobiles. These 
standards vary from place to place, standards of urban areas, 

especially cities, are much higher than the rural areas or smaller 
towns because of the density of vehicular traffic and such 

standards for emissions are implemented more stringently in the 
cities than in the rural towns since the enforcement machinery is 
more concentrated in the cities and environmental activists with 
their NGOs are more vigilant here. The State governm~nt in 
consultation with the State board give . such instruction as is 

deemed necessary to ensure that such pollution standards are 
complied with. These instructions are actually given to the Motor 

Vehicles Department, the department concerned with the 

registration of automobiles and other related matters. They are 

to incorporate these instructions while making their own rules 
regarding registration of vehicles or while granting permits or 
certificate of fitness, etc. as the case may_ be. 

Thus, a registering: authority dealing with the registration of 

automobiles under the Motor Veh_icles Act, 1988, may refuse to 
register an automobile even if it fulfils all the· conditions required 

for the grant of certificate of registration as laid down by the 
Motor Vehides Act, 1988 but fails to comply with the rules 
regarding the emission standards as prescribed by the state 
Board in consultation with the Central Board and instructed by 

the State government to incorporate in the registration of 

vehicle rules. 

This difficulty- does not arise since the transport department · 

has already incorporated the State government instructions 
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under Rule 115 of the Central Motor Vehicle Rules (CMVR), 1989 

and most of the State transport departments have followed suit. 

-Jn Murali Puroshottam v Union of India, 164 an advocate 

practicing in the Kerala High Court filed a petition focussing the 
attention of the court on the menace and consequences of air 
pollution created through uncontrolled and un.mitigated 
automobile spitting and hence prayed for issuing appropriate 
directions to the officials concerned for the proper enforcement 
of statutory measures to reduce or lessen the gravity of the 

problem. The Court held that the relevant rules have already 

been incorporated in the Central Motor Vehicle Rules, 1989, 

taking the obvious cue from section 20 of the Air Act. Rule 115 

provides for the fixing of standards for emission of smoke, 

vapour, etc, from automobiles and directs that every motor 
vehicle shall be manufactured and maintained in such condition 
and shall be so driven so that smoke, visible vapour, grit, 

sparks, ashes cinder or oily substances do not emit therefrom. 
Rule 115(2) of the Rules states that on and from th~ date of 
commencement of the said rule every motor vehicle shall 

comply with the standards laid down therein. These standards 
have varied from time to time taking into the considerations the 

developments taking place in the modern science and 

technology and its effects in the field of vehicle manufacturing. 

In this context, the Supreme Court in M.C.Mehta v Union of 

India 165 had directed the registering authorities of the Delhi 
Administration to register only those vehicles which complied 
with the Euro I emission standards from the 1st day of June 

1999 and further no petrol or diesel driven automobiles were to 

be registered by the said authorities unless they conformed to 
· Euro II norms (Bharat 2000 standards) with effect from the first 

day of April 2000. 

Further the court observed that Rule 116 of the 

. C.M.V.Rules, 1989 provides for the adoption of tests for smoke 
as weJI·as Carbon Monoxide level emitted from the automobiles. 

As already discussed, the rule empowers an offic:,er not below the 

164 AIR 1993 Ker. 297. 
165 (1999) 6 sec 12 at p. 13. 
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rank of a Sub-Inspector of Police or .a Motor Vehicles inspector to 

take actions against the errant drivers or person incharge of 

such v~his:les which emit smoke and oth~r pollutants ·in excess 

of the emission limit. The Certificate of Registration, Certificate 

of Fitness and/or Permit, if any, of such automobiles are liable to 
be suspended or also cancelled under the Motor vehicles Act, 

1988. 

The Court finally directed the State government to issue 

relevant instructions, as are deemed necessary, to all authorities 
incharge of registration of motor vehicles within three months of 
the date of the order to comply with the legislative mandate 
enshrined in section 20 of the Air Act, 1981 and also to expedite 
steps to provide equipment, such as smoke meters and gas 

analysers to every town. This is a case where the court has 

expressly made use of section 20 of the Air (Prevention and 

Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 to check and take measures to 

reduce vehicular pollution and make sustainable use of 

automobiles. 

In Santosh Kumar v Secretary, Ministry of Environment, 

New Delhi, 166 two writ petitions were filed in the Gwalior bench 
of the Madhya Pradesh High Court by the petitioner with an 
intention to curb the menace of air pollution in the city of 

Gwalior and the surrounding areas. This menace was caused due 

to the plying of a large number of automobiles using 
unauthorised kerosene and diesel oil, causing health hazards to 

the local inhabitants. Here also the court quoted section 20 of 

the Air Act, 1981 and the relevant rules of the Central Motor 

Vehicle Rules, 1989, namely, Rules 115 and 116. It held that 

any vehicle failing to comply with the prescribed standard of 
vehicular emissions is bound to have its registration certificate 
suspended together with the permit, if any granted to such 
vehicle under chapter V or Chapter VI of the Motor Vehicles Act, 
1988 unless a fresh 'Pollution under Control' or PUC certificate is 

·-·. . 
obtained by the defaulting vehicle. 

166 AIR 1998 M.P. 43. 
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Thus, we can see that the prov1s1ons found in the Air 

(Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, i981, especially for 
checking and reducing the pollution of air or curbing the menace 
of vehicular pollution, is more in the form of a foundation and 
guidelines. They form the basis of achieving the sustainable use 

of automobile but the Act itself does not have any prosecuting 

power against the vehic:les since it is empowered more to deal 
with the immobile sources of air pollutions such as industries, 
operations and processes. The relevant provision in the Act 

related to vehiCles, namely, section 20 forms the basis as 

general instructions are given to the transport authorities to 
incorporate rules regarding the emission standards while 
framing rules regarding registration of motor vehicles. 

It has been discussed above that the specific provision of 
the Air Act applicable in the case of sustainable automobile use 
is section 20, which empowers the State Government in 
consultation with the State Board to give instruction~ deemed 

necessary to the concerned authority in charge of Registration, 

namely, the Regional or State transport Authority; with a view to 

ensuring that the standards for emission 167 of air pollutants from 
automobiles laid down by the. Board is complied with and the 

provisions of that section has been given complimentary support 
by clause (g) of subsection (1) of section 17 of the same Act 

which actually lays down the prescribed emission norms for the 
different types of vehicles or same type. of vehicles using 
different kinds of fuel. 

In addition to those provisions and keeping in mind that the 

Act is dominantly put to use in the case of industrial pollution, 

we can make an attempt to explore whether certain other 
provisions of the said Act can be used effectively for the 
achievement of sustainable automobile use. The preamble168 of 

167 The prescribed emission standards are usually overridden by the prescribed emission standards 
laid down by the Central government under the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 and the Rules 
made thereunder. Actually there is a compromise between the two standards which are almost the 
same and the objective to be achieved is also similar. The prevailing emission standards are the 
Euro IV norms in the megacities and Euro II{ norms in most of the places in the rest of the 
country w.e.f. 1'1 April2010. · · 

168 The Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Air Act. 
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the Act is very clear when it expresses that the aim of the Act is 

to prevent, control and abate air pollution. The second 

p~ragraph [paragraph (2)] of the statement of objects and 

reasons that "the presence in air, beyond certain limits, of 

various pollutants discharged through inter alia frorr certain 

human activities connected with traffic, etc .... " has a detrimental 

effect on the health of the people, vegetation and property. The 
target mainly are to secure the health of the people, vegetation 

and property and as such further steps in addition to ~ection 20 

read with section 17(1)(g) is very much permitted. The following 

are some of the provisions of the Air Act which can be usefully 

applied to achieve the goal of minimising air pollution by motor 

vehicles and promote the use of automobile sustainably. 

At the very outset, the terms used for the application of the 

Act in general are 'industry', 'operation' and 'process'. The term 

industry excludes automobiles from the purview of applying 

majority of the provisions of the Air Act but the terms 

'operation' and 'process' can be understood as including 
automobiles since an engine of a vehicle is activated by a 

combustion process and the use of a motor vehicle itself is 

meant to be an operation. 

The one provision which can be mentioned that it deters a 

researcher from delving into the Act to find attractive sections 

which might help in attaining sustainable use of automobile is 

section 19. Section 19 of the Act states that the government 

after consultation with the State Board is empowered to 

designate particular areas as "air pollution control areas". 

Further, the State government again in cof1sultation. with the 
State Board can notify the approved fuel to be used in such area 

together with the use of approved appliance in the premises 

situated in an air pollution control area. The provisions of the 

said section apparently seems to exclude application' of the 

major portion of the Air Act to vehicular pollution since a motor 

- vehicle, e$pecially long distance commercial and transport 
-- . 

vehiCles, cannot be used only in certain restricted air pollutiorJ 

areas. But this provision will be very useful to restrict vehicles 

from entering congested areas or make the vehicles off limits if 
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they are not using . the approved fuel, 169 for . example 

Compressed Natural Gas (CNG), and making such vehicles off 

limits the city .170 This will certainly lower pollution levels in the 
-- ·-

air in the form of both smoke and noise. Again automobiles can 
be restricted from entering city limits or congested areas of the 
smaller towns of a State if certain vehicles, especially polluting 

ones, do not fulfil the criteria of an approved appliance171 as 
notified by the state government in consultation with the 

respective State Board. 

In Karnataka Lorry Malikara Okkuta v State of Karnataka, 172 

the grievance of the petitioners was that an impugned 
notification completely banning the entry of vehicles which are 
aged more than fifteen years old from outer Ring R.oad in a 

phased manner, would affect the fundamental right guaranteed 

under Article 19 (1) (g) of the .constitution. The respondents 

stated that the impugned notification had been issued to 

preserve the quality of air and control air pollution and as such 

give effect to the Air (Prevention and Control of pollution) Act, 
1981. the Karnataka High Court upheld the notification but 

directed the State government to .allow some. time to t~e vehicle 
owners for replacement of old vehicles, in a phased manner and 
to have the vehicles converted to Compressed Natural Gas(CNG) 
fuel in a phased manner. 

Thus section 19 of the Act can be used very eff~ctively to 

prevent and control vehicular pollution and in the event promote 

sustainable automobile use in the country since its provisions 

have the potential to disallow polluting vehicles or automobiles 
being used unsustainably. 

169 Section 2 (d) of the Air Act:"approved fuel" means any fuel approved by the Stat~ Board for the 
purposes ofthis Act. 

170 Section 19(2) of the Air Act. . 
171 Section 2 (C) of the Air Act: "approved appliance" means any equipment or gadget used for the 

burning of any combustible material or for generating or consuming any fume, gas or particulate 
matter and approved by the State board for the purposes of this Act. 

172 ILR 2004 KAR 4206: 2004 (6) Kar. L.J. I. 
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Section 22 A173 of the Act [inserted by section 11 of the Air 

(Prevention and Control of Pollution) Amendment Act, 1987]174 

is another provision which can help immensely in the quest for 

an environment of sustainable automobile use. This. provision 

empowers the Board to approach the court at times of 

apprehended pollution or when there is an apprehension that the 

prescribed standards laid down by the board is not complied 

with by an industrial plant or otherwise. The word otherwise 

would fairly enough be used to include a motor vehicle from 

polluting, even if it is an apprehension. So the authorities can 
check a vehicle in a restricted area even if it is -using the

mandatory approved fuel and appliance but suspects. that the 

emission norms prescribed for restricted areas has not been 

complied with. The court in such circumstances have wide 

powers of directing the errant person to desist from taking 

action which is causing pollution and can even make order of 

suspending or cancelling the relevant documents of the 

automobile required for operating it legally. Further it may order 

the Board itself to implement· the direction given to the 

aforementioned person in a manner specified by the court and 

all expenses incurred by the Board can be recovered from the 

polluter as arrears of land revenue or of public demand. 

The penalty provisions of section 38 can also be utilised 
fruitfully since punishment is a deterrent. to committing an 

173 22A. Power of Board to make application to court for restraining person from causing air 
pollution. 
(I) Where it is apprehended by a Board that emission of air pollutant, in excess of the standards 
laid down by the Board under clause (g) of subsection (I) of section 17, is likely to occur by 
reason of any person operating an industrial plant or othenvise in any air pollution control area, 

· the Board make an application to a court, not inferior to that of a metropolitan Magistrate or a 
judicial magistrate of the I 51 Class for restraining su8ch person from emitting such air pollutant. 
(2) On receipt of the application under sub-setion (1), the court may make such order as it deem 
fit. 
(3) Where under sub-section (2), the court makes an order restraining any person from 
discharging or causing or permitting to be discharged the emission of any air pollutant, it may, in 
that order, -
(a) Direct such person to desist from taking such action as is likely to cause emission; 
(b) Authorize the Board, if the direction under clause (a) is not complied with by the person to 
whom such direction is issued, to implement all directions in such manner as may be sp~cified by 

-the court. . 
( 4) All' expenses incurred by the Board in implementing the directions of the court under clause 
(b) of sub-section (3) shall be recoverable from the person concerned as arrears ofland revenue or 
of public demand. 

174 Act 47 of 1987 ( w. ef t" April 1988) 
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offence. Clause (d) of section 38 states that whoever fails to 

furnish to the Board or such officer. or other employee of the 

Board any information required by the board or such officer or 
·other employee for the purpose of this Act, commits an offence 
under this Act. This seems to be a broad proposition 
empowering the board, its officers or its employees to inquire or 
ask for information, any vehicle driver or person incharge of 
such vehicle to furnish the regular Pollution under Control 
(P.U.C.) Certificate or any other relevant document such as 

certificate of fitness. 

And clause (e) of sectioo 38 states whoever fails to intimate 

the occurrence of the emission of air pollutants into the 

atmosphere in excess of the standards laid down by the state 
Board or the apprehension of such occurrence, to the State 

Board and- other prescribed authorities or ag~ncies, for .example, 
the District Magistrate, the Disaster Management Department, 
the Heath Department, etc., is also an offence under this Act. 

On the violation of the aforementioned provisions of section 
38 of the Act, the erring person can be punished with 

imprisonment for a term which may extend to three months or 

with fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees or with both. 
Here it is pertinent to note that the punishment under the Air 

Act, if attracted, is much higher than the punishment meted out 

under the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 for a similar offence. 

Again section 39 is a residual penalty provision which states 
that whoever contravenes any of the provisions of this Act or 

orders or directions issued thereunder, for which no penalty has 
been elsewhere provided in this Act, shall be punishable with 
imprisonment for a term which may extend to three months or 
with fine which may extend to ten thousand rupees or with both, 

. and in the case of continuing contravention, with an additional 

fine which may extend to five thousand rupees for every day 

during which such contravention continues after conviction for 

the first such contravention. This provision makes it possible to 

attract punishment to the erring person in the form of a driver 

or any person incharge of an automobile when he violates even 
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an order made under this act or fails to carry out the directions 

made under this Act. This is the most prospective penalty 

provision which can be attached to a person violating the rules 

and norms of sustainable automobile use. 

Section 42 of the Act provides protection to any officer 

representing government or any member or any officer or other 

employee representing and of the Board from any suit, 

prosecution or legal proceeding if in the course of his duty he 

may make misjudgements as long as it is done or intenped to be 

done in good faith and in pursuance of this Act or rules made 

thereunder. This will afford a useful opportunity to the people 

working for the Board and the government in pursuance to 

fulfilling the objectives of the Act subject to it being done in 

good faith. 

We have in many cases that most of the rogue vehicles 

violating the emission norms are commercial vehicles, especially 

the Buses, Trucks and Lorries. These Buses and Lorries are 

mostly run collectively in the garb of corporations, companies, 
firms or government departments. To counter this menace, the 

offences committed by such errant vehicles can make the 

directors, managers, etc., of the company, firm, ·etc., for 

example, private bus companies, and the head of the 

Departments of government running transport, for example the 

Delhi Transport corporation (D.T.C;), Karnataka State Road 

Transport corporation (K.S.R.T.C.), etc. liable for violating the 

prescribed emission norms laid down by the Board or any 

provision of this Act. This can be carried ut under sections 40175 

and 41 176 of the Air Act. 

175 40. Offences by companies. 
(I) Where an offence under this Act has been committed by a company, every person who, at the 
time the offence was committed, was directly in charge of, and was responsible to, the company 
for the conduct of the business ofthe company, as well as the company, shall be deemed to be 
guilty of the offence and shall be liable to be proceeded against and punished accordingly: 
Provided that nothing contained in this sub-section shall render any such person liabl~ to any 
punishment provided in this Act, if he proves that the offence was committed without his 
knowledge or that he exercised all due diligence to prevent the commission of such offence .. 
(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section(!), where an offence under this Act has • 
been committed by a company and it is proved that the offence has been committed with the 
consent or connivance of, is attributable to any neglect on the part of the of, any director, 
manager, secretary or other officer of the company, such director, manager, secretary or other 
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The Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 

Environmental pollution is a major cns1s of our times. 

Almost everyone in today's literate society knows about it. This 

crisis basically erupted from the continue_d pollution of air, wat~r 
and soil, which are vital ingredients of nat.ure that support and 

nurture lives of all living organisms on planet earth. As cardinal 

realities of nature; air, water and soil, along with fire were once 

held sacred throughout the ancient world. With the advent of the 
Industrial -Revolution in the mid-nineteenth _ century, this 

_ sacredness gradually vanished from mankind's cultural 
consciousness giving way to rapid declination in the extent and 

quality of the environment. 

Today's environmental cnsrs is directly linked to the post 

Renaissance man's desire to accumulate limitless wealth through 

senseless exploitation of god given natural resources. Thus, 
Increase in environmental pollution is directly related to the 

increase in economic activities of man. In its quest for unlimited 

wealth our growth oriented society produces unimaginable 

·quantity of waste products on an everyday basis. Along with the 

exploitation of natural resources, waste products ranging from 

city garbage and chemical debris to deadly radioactive wastes 
are responsible for choking the breath of our environment in a 
huge manner. 

officer shall also be deemed to be guilty of that offence and shall be liable to be proceeded against 
and punished accordingly. 
Explanation- For the purpose of this section,-
(a) means anybody corporate, and includes a firm or other association of individuals; and 
(b) Director", in relation to a firm, means a partner in the firm. 

176 41. Offences by Government Departments. 
(I) Where an offence under this Act has been committed by any Department of Government, the 
head of the Department shall be deemed to be guilty of the offence and shall be liable to be 
proceeded against and punished accordingly: 
Provided that nothing contained in this section shall render such head of the Department liable to 
any punishment if he proves that the offen~e _\Vas committed without his knowledge or that he 
exercised all due diligence to preventthe commission of such offence .. 
(2Y Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-section (I), where an offence under this Act has 
been committed by a Department of Government and it is proved that the offence has been 
committed with the consent or connivance of, is attributable to any neglect on th~ part of the of, 
any officer, other than the head of the Department, such officer shall also be deemed to be guilty 
of that offence and shall be liable to be proceeded against and punished accordingly. 
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The idea of accumulating limitless wealth, often expressed 
as a quantity of wealth that can feed seven generations, is not 
only weird but extremely vulgar, too. In classical economy, the 

extent of wealth is measured with the amount o.f natural 
resources along with capital and labour, utilized to create that 

wealth. Therefore, how can one create unlimited wealth from the 
limited and ever depleting natural resources is anybody's guess. 
Something seems to be terribly wrong with our logic and 

principles. Hence if we want to save our environment from the 

gruesome grip of human greed, some degree of sanity has to 

dawn upon our senses. A radical shift in our perspective is the 

need of our times. It would be better for today's man to shift the 

modern definition of wealth for material gains to the ancient 

wisdom of human enrichment. In this regard, one /Buddhist 
sutra in Digha Nikaya offers an illuminating advice: " ..... a 
householder should accumulate wealth as a bee collects nectar 
from a flower." This has been elaborated by Dr. Lily de Silva, 

University of Sri Lanka as, "The bee harms neither the fragrance 
nor the beauty of the flower, but gathers nectar to turn it to 
sweet honey". Viewing from this particular angle makes the bee, 

morally and ethically, a more enriched living being compared to 

modern day man who, due to his ·insatiable greed, looks 
contrastingly like an ugly monster 

Environment in its generic comprises of air, water, land and 

the things imbibed as also embedded in the land. Protection of 

these important elements of mother earth from environmental 

pollution caused by man is universally recogryised to be pressing 
and alarming need of the hour. It can draw from that human 
psychology can possibly be moulded by legislative measures 
rather than moral principles. 

In his greed for socio-economic progress and his. curiosity 

to probe of and understand the philosophy of the God's creation, 

~an has initiated the exploitation, not only of his co-humans 

and other related beings but also the bounty of natural 

resources. In this process, man has reached an extreme stage of 

polluting his own surroundings thereby endangering the very 

peaceful existence and natural living of all beings. 
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Reports today indicate that environmental pollution is 

threatening the earth and its inhabitability, in such a manner 

and to s~ch an extent _that by the ~_n9 of this century the eco 
catastrophe shall ensure in all probability. 177 "Human Race is like-

. an ape with a hand grenade, nobody can say when he will pull 

the pin."178 

The Stockholm Conference on Hu.man En~ironment 

(UNCHE) convened by the United Nations Organisation and its 

declaration, namely, the Stockholm Declaration and Action 
. Programme for the protection of the environment has awakened 
the mankind and alerted it to undertake all possible ways and 

means to control the growing pollution on Mother Earth, air and 

of space, or prepare to face the disastrous consequences which 
would make life impossible here in the years to come. As a 

member of the united nation organisation and as a signatory to 

the Stockholm Declaration, India with the forecast of the 

adverse impact as a growing menace of environmental; pollution 

in juxtaposition to the need for improving its economic and 
industrial progress, has undertaken enactments of a !=atena of 
laws of which the Environment( Protection) Act, 1986 is one. 

Although there are existing laws, dealing directly or 
indirectly with several environmental matters, some civi1 179 in 

nature and others criminal 180 in nature, it was found necessary 

to have a general legislation for environmental protection due to 

various reasons discussed later. Before the enactment of the 

Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 hereinafter called simply the 

environment Act, there were laws dealing with particular 

mediums of the environment and they were specifically focused 

on those mediums, namely, water181 and air182 or the issue of 
environmental pollution was being also dealt with by some 

1
·
77 Dr. N. Maheshwara Swamy, Law Relating to Environmental Pollution and Protection (new edn.}, 

Asia law House ( 1998). · 
178 Dasmann, R.F., Environmental Conservation, (New York,l976) . 
179 Nuisance, Negligence, Strict Liability, etc, under the Common-Law_ (Torts)._ 
180 Section 289 of Indian Penal Code-Public Nuisance; Section 133 ofthe Crimina/Procedure Code

Removal of Public Nuisance, etc. 
181 Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act 1974 (Act 6 of 1974). 
182 The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 (Act 14 of 1981). 
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constitutional provisions. 183 After all these major areas of issues 
related specifically to environmental hazards were not covered 

.properly. There also existed some uncovered gaps in safeguards 

against major environmental hazards such as handling of 

hazardous substances, such as poisonous chemicals, etc, and 
issues of environmental safety arising out of those situations. 

The control mechanisms to guard against some polluting agents, 

especially the newly discovered chemical compounds, in the 

environment were inadequate and weak, before this legislation 
came into existence. Another drawback was· the multiplicity of 
regulatory bodies and as such a need was felt for an ·authority 
which could assume the lead role in tackling matters in regard to 

studying, planning and implementing long term requirements of 

environmental safety; to give directions and to co-ordinate 
between various agencies and bodies for a speedy, immediate 

and adequate response to the emergency situations threatening 

the environment. Above all a powerful authority was required 
which could enforce the law to its logical goals without any 

dissent from agencies, authorities and bodies both enforcing the 
laws and violating them. 

In view of what has been stat~d above, the Environment 
(Protection Act, 1986 fulfilled the need forth~ enactment of such 
a general and broad-based legislation for environmental 
protection. The Act would enable the co-ordination of activities 

of various regulatory agencies, creation of an authority or 
authorities with adequate powers for the protection and 

improvement of the environment; regulation of the discharges of 

environmental pollutants and safeguards and handling of 

hazardous substances. Speedy responses and as far as possible 
speedy recoveries at the time of accidents that·· threaten the 
elements of environment and deterrent punishment to those 
who endangers human safety, health environment, in the garb 

of running their businesses, for their personal gains. 

·The threat of pollution . to the environment has been 
multidimen-sional in as much as it may·-·in the form of air 

183 Articles 21, 47, 48-A, etc, of the Constitution. 
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pollution, water pollution, noise pollution, and space pollution, 

thought pollution, heat pollution, food pollution and pollution 
caused by birth and death and as also by acts of God. For the 
better _understanding of the subject of environmental protection, 
it is essential to understand first as to what 'environment' 

actually is and includes. 

Etymologically, the term 'environment' connotes 

surroundings. It is a composite term referring to the condition in 
which organisms consisting of air, water, food, sunlight, etc., 

live and become living sources for all th_~ _living and non-living 
beings including plant life. Environment, simply speaking, is the 

life support system. It is from the environment that all 

necessities of life are derived. Clean environment possibly keeps 
both the mind and the body clean and sound. A sound .mind in a 
sound body obviously helps in achieving prosperity by an 

individual which in turn contributes to the progress and well 
being of a country, in general and the world, at large. 

'Environment' a defined under section 1(2)- of the 

Environment Protection Act, 1990 of the United Kingdom, 

includes of all or any of the following media, namely, air, water 
and land; and the medium of land includes the air within the 

buildings and air within other natural and manmade structures 
above and below the ground. 

In the United States of America, according to the United 

States Council on Environmental Quality, 'E.nvironment' means 
man's total environmental system including not only the 

biosphere, but also his interactions with his natural and 
manmade surroundings. 

In India 'Environment' according to section 2(a) of the 

Environment Protection Act, 1986, is defined as follows: 

In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires

'Environment' includes water, _ air and land and the inter

relationship which exists between water, air and land, and the 

human beings, other living creatures,· plants, micro-organisms 

and property. 
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"Environmental Pollution"184 means the presence in the 

environment of any "Environmental Pollutant"185 and 

environmental Pollutant, means any solid, liquid or gaseous 
substance present in such concentration as may be, or tend to 
be, injurious to the environment. 

Environmental pollution may be broadly classified into 
natural and artificial pollutions. Natural pollution includes 
earthquakes, flood, drought, cyclone, avalanche, etc. whereas 

artificial pollution includes human activities such as burning of 

fuel in domestic requirements, industrial pollution and -vehicular 

among other things. 

Environmental pollution can further be classified further as 
Air pollution, Water pollution, Land pollution, Food pollution and 

radioactive pollution. 

The Environment protection Act, 1986 is, in fact, enacted 
keeping in mind the various economic activities and their 

consequences, namely, industrialisation, urbanisation, 
population growth, rise in the number of vehicles, etc. and their 
fallout, i.e. pollution. The Act specifically covers the industries, 
manufacturing processes, handling hazardous- substances, etc 

but unlike the Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 
1981, it does not mention anything specifically regarding 

vehicular pollution. There are certain provisions in the Act from 

where inference can be drawn to include vehicular pollution, a 

feature of the unsustainable use of automobile. Further, the 

Environment Protection Rules, 1986 lays down the prescribed 
emission standards to -be maintained by the different types of 

vehicles using different types of fuel. The Rule186 lays down such 
standards in one of its schedules. 187 

Automobiles and their contribution to the economy in the 
modern world cannot be equc,~ted with any other mode of surface 

transportation, but human I if~, we know, is more important than 
the economy and vehicles. Though the Environment protection 

184 Section 2(c) of the Environment(Protection) Act, /986 (Act 29 of 1986) 
185 Section 2(b) of Act 29of 1986. : 
186 Rule 3 of the Environment Protection Rules, 1986. 
187 Schedule IV of the Rules including Annexures I to IV. 
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Att, 1986, hereinafter simply called the Act is actually not 
enacted keeping in mind the perils of sustainable automobile use 

but the pollution of the environment by the handling and 
management of hazardous substances by almost all the 
industries, operations and processes. The enactment, however, 
does not totally skip the area connected with the sustainable use 
of automobile and as such there are certain provisions 
enumerated in the few sections of the Act which would be very 
much applicable to our endeavour, which is .the preve~tion and 
control of vehicular pollution. It helps us to draw this conclusion 
since this legislation is enacted with the aim and object to 
protect and improve the environment and unsustainable use of 
automobile is one element harmful to the environment and as 

such this Act has to guard against. A very important feature 
arising out of the said Act and in connection with the sustainable 
use of automobile is the Noise Pollution Rules, 2000. Some 
portions of the Rules of 2000 happen to deal with noise pollution 
from vehicles, especially horns. This feature arising out of the 
Act and the Schedules prescribing the emission standards to be 
maintained by motor vehicles make us believe that there is 
something in the Act which cares for the .sustainab!e use of 
automobile. 

Section 3(1) of the Act states that subject to the provisions 
of this Act, the Central government shall have the power to take 
all such measures as it deems necessary or expedient as for the 
purpose of protecting and improving the quality of the 
environment and preventing, controlling and abating 
environmental pollution. Thus this provision empowers the 
Central government to take all necessary steps to protect and 
improve the environment together with preventing, controlling 
and abating environmental pollution. As per the definition of 
environmental pollution given in the Act, vehicular pollution 
qualifies very much as an environmental· pollution· and the 
Central government has been invested with the power to take 
any or all of the measures to prevent, control and abate such 
pollution as an objective to protect and improve the 
environmental quality, especially of air. And in doing that it also 
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helps substantively in promoting sustainable automobile use in 

the country. 

Subsection (2) of section 3 of the Act enumerates various 
steps and measures that the Central government can take with 

' 
the aim to execute the function as has been provided by 

subsection (1) of section 3 aforementioned without having any 

prejudicial effect in carrying out that general function. All or any 
of those measures allowed by section 3(2) of the said Act are 

just directions which are to be followed or undertaken to arrive 

at the desired result of preventing, controlling and abating 
environmental pollution with the prime objective of protecting 
and improving the environment. Out of. those s~eps and 
measures enumerated in the said provision of the Act only a few 

can be purposefully utilised for curbing the menace of vehicular 

pollution with the desired results. 

Therefore, the Central Government can take into 

consideration some of the provisions enumerated in section 3(2) 

of the Act, namely, co-ordination of the actions by the State 
Governments, officers and other authorities und~r this Act, or 

the rules made thereunder; or under any other law for the time 
being in force which is relatable to the objects of this Act. 

The Central Government has constituted a Central Pollution 
Control Board, or simply the Central Board, 1.88 under the Water 

(Prevention and Control of pollution) Act, 1974 hereinafter called 

the Water Act or the Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) 

Act, 1981 hereinafter called the Air Act, as the case may be. 

Similarly, there is a State pollution Control Board189 or simply 

the Board in every state and the Central Board act as a State 
Board in the Union Territories. 190 

These Boards are responsible for carrying out the tasks 

conferred on them by the Acts, namely, the Water and the Air 

Acts, to attain the objective of the respective Acts, i.e. the 

188 Sections 2(a), (b) & 3 of the Water Act, /974(Act 6 of 1974); See also sections 2(t), (g) and 3 of 
the Air Act, 1981 (Act 14 of 1981). . , · 

189 Sections 2 (a) (h) & 4 of the Water Act, 1974; See also sections 2(e), (o), 4 & 5 of The Air Act, 
1981. 

190 Section 4(4) of the Water Act, /974; See also section 6 of the Air Act, 1981. 
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prevention, control and abatement of water and air pollution 

respectively. Presently, there is a Ministry of Environment in the 

Central and the State Governments by whatever nomenclature, 
and every now and then one or the other ·authority is always 

constituted to report in some facet of environmental pollution 
and mostly constituted by the governments on the directions of 
the Courts. The main objective of all these activities is to protect 
and improve the environment. 

This provision of the Act empowers the Central Government 

to co-ordinate the C!Ctions of t~e aforementioned authorities in 
the form of Boards, Committees, both governmental and non
government agencies, etc. Such co-ordination is very important 

and useful. The reason being that an action taken by each such 
authority, whether the Ministry, the Boards, the Central and the 
States, the Committees and the agencies, rryay be ind.ependent 
and different but the objective may be the same. The objective 

has to be the same obviously and that is basically protecting and 

improving the environment by preventing, controlling and 
abating environmental pollution. Thus there will a chain and 

unity of command and as such team work flourishes. Further the 
Central Government, represented by the Ministry of Environment 
and Forests will be at the top of the command pyramid which is 

powerful in a Democratic set up. That means everybody adheres 

to its directions and carries out its policy without any reluctance. 

Section 3(2) (v) states that the Central Government in 

pursuant to its function of protecting and improving the quality 
of the environment and as such preventing, controlling and 

abating environmental pollution can put restriction on areas in 

which any industries operations or processes shall not be carried 
out or shall be carried out subject to certain safeguards. In M.C. 

Mehta v. Union of India (Regd. Link Road Filling Station), 191 the 

Central Government in consultation with Ridge Management 
Board had ordered the shifting of a petrol filling station on the 

ground that being adjacent to the ridge area the site be 

developed , having attributes of the Ridge, it environment and 

191 (1998) s sec 610. 
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ecology. The Supreme Court directed that the link Road Petrol 

Filling Station need not be shifted from its present location on 

the ground that the road to which the said petrol filling station 

adjourns to have not been closed to be part of the Ridge area 

and as such was subservient to the road. There were already a 

number of vehicles travelling on that road. The said petrol filling 

station was deemed to be outside the restricted area and as 

such it was found to be out of the regulation under section 

3(2)(v) of the Environment Protection Act, 1986. 

In M.C.Mehta v Union of India (Regd. Pusa Service 

. Station), 192 the Supreme Court directed -the M/s Hindustan 

Petroleum Ltd. And other officials concerned to pass appropriate 

:consequential orders so that the applicant Filling Station gets 

·legitimised at the site where it is working in Karol Bagh. 

Similarly like the aforementioned Petrol Filling station, this petrol 

Filling Station had also been asked to be moved from its present 

location on the adjacent side of the Ridge by a government 

order. The Court observed: "The case of the applicant is 
squarely covered by the decision made· by this ·court in 

M.C.Mehta v. Union of india193 for it is admitted position that the 

site of the applicant in Karol Bagh is not a part of the Ridge Area 

· but is adjacent thereto and is adjunct to the road passing nearby 

·from which the applicant filling station has access. THere is no 

. case rnade out for the site of the filling station at Karol Bagh 

·being subservient to the purpose of the Ridge."194 

Again if the Central Government finds it necessary or 

expedient to constitute an authority for the purpose of 

exercising powers and performing functions of the Central 

Government as provide under the Act together with taking the 
. appropriate steps and measures with respect to. matters 

generally connected with the prevention, control and abatement 

of pollution, It is done so by an order in the form of a 

notification published in the Official Gazette. It is in this 

notification that the nomenclature, the name and designation of 

192 (1998) 5 sec 611. 
193 Supra ( 1998) 5 SCC 610. 
194 Ibid at p. 612(para 2). 
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the members; the nature of functions; the powers allotted 

(subject to the supervision and control of the government), etc. 

are specified. And further the powers exercised 'and the 

functions performed by the said authority, in the form of a 

commission or committee, is said to have been done as if such 

authority has been empowered by the Act itself. Thus the said 

Authority gets the status of a statutory body. 

The Central Government has failed to utilise this power on 

its own altogether, forget using it beneficially to achieve the 

aims and objectives laid down in· the Act. 195
. Almost eyery time 

when . an environmental crisis occurs in the country, the 

Supreme Court, on the basis of a petition filed by a public 

spirited individual or a pro bono publico, goads the government 

in making use of this provision. Not only does the Court direct 

the government to do so but it takes active part in constituting 

such authorities, even to the extent of suggesting the names of 

prospective members. 

The Environment (Protection) Act of 1986 gave the Union 

Government the authority to act in the interests of "protecting 

and improving the quality of the environment and preventing, 

controlling and abating environmental pollution". 196 Recognising 

the need for expertise in specific cases, the drafters of the 

Environment (Protection) Act~ 1986 also empowered the Central 

Government to establish committees to handle these individual 

cases. 

Exercising this authority regarding air pollution, especially 

vehicular pollution, in Delhi, the Central Government through 

the Ministry of Environment and Forests (MoEF) established one 
such committee. The said Committee was, actually, constituted 

under sub-section (3) 197 of section 3 by the Central Government 

195 See Statement and Objects and Reasons of the Environment Protection Act, i986. 
196 Section 3(1) ofthe Environment (Protection) Act, 1986. 
197 Sec3 (3). The Central Government may, if it considers it necessary and expedient so to do for the 

purposes of this Act, by order, published in the Official Gazette, constitute ari authority or 
authorities by such name or names as may be specified in the order for the purpose of exercising 
and performing such powers and functions (including the power to issue directions under section 
5 of the Central Government under this Act and for taking measures with such of the matters 
referred to in subsection (@) as may be mentioned in the order and subject to the supervision and 
control of the Central Government and the provisions of such order, such authority or authorities 
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under the direction of the Supreme Court can be found in M.C. 

Mehta v Union of India. 198 Here,· a case inter alia dealing with 

the problems of unsustainable automobile use, the Apex court 

directed the constitution of a Committee, namely, the 
Environmental Pollution Prevention and Control Authority 

(EPPCA), headed by Shri Bhurelal, a distinguished and retired 
bureaucrat in January 1998.199 The EPPCA was to prepare and 
submit a report for the steps and measures to be taken for 

preventing, controlling and abating air pollution, especially 

vehicular pollution( a consequence of unsustainable automobile 

use),and matter related to it in the National Capital Region 
(NCR) of Delhi. 

The Committee consisted of · Shri D.K.Biswas, the then 

Chairman, Central Pollution Control Board (C.P.C.B.); Shri Anil 
Agarwal; Shri Jagdish Kattar and Smt. Kiran Dhingra including 
Shri Bhurelal. 

This five-member committee was originally cof11posed of 

representative from the Central Pollution Control Board, the 

Automobile manufacturers Association of India, the Centre for 
Science and Environment (an Environmental NGO), the 

Transport Department and the Central Vigilance Commission. 200 

The Committee was designed to express the interests and 

expertise of the major affected parties and thus, the Supreme 
Court has consistently looked into the Committee as its fact 
finding commission and has relied almost" exclusively on its 
findings when arriving at its decagons in the Delhi Pollution 

Case. 201 

The Bhurelal Committees' legality has been reiterated by 

the Apex Court time and again and the Committee's directions 

and findings has been. accepted and incorporated as part of its 

may exercise the powers or perform the functions or take the measures so mentioned in the order 
as if such authority or authorities had been empowered by this Act to exercise those powers and 
perform those functions or take such measures. 

198 c 1998) s sec 
199 Ministry of Environment and Forests (India),, Order (January 29, 1998). 
200 Ibid 
201 A series of decisions, namely, M.C.Mehta V Union of India arising out of the original Writ (Civil) 

Petition no. I3029 of I985. · 
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orders. The Supreme Court expressing the legality and further 

establishing the powers and functions of the Committee has 
observed, in M.C.Mehta v Union of India202 as follows: 

"The Bhurelal Committee had been set up under the 
Environment (Protection) Act and it was directed by this Court 
that the Committee could give directions towards effective 
implementation of the safeguards of Environment Protection Act, 
more particularly in matters aimed at preventing air-pollution. 

Directions issued by the Bhurelal Committee have, thus, legal 

sanctions and when accepted and incorporated by this Court 
·become a part of its order, binding on all parties. Besides, 

directions given for safeguarding health of the people, a right 

provided and protected under Article 21 of the Constitution, 

would override provisions of every statute if they militate 

against the constitutional mandate of Article 21."203 

The Bhurelal Committee has really . been true to its 
objectives, i.e. the prevention and control of air pollution in 
Delhi, especially vehicular pollution, and is still functioning under 
the auspices of the EnviroAment Protection Act, 1986. It is ably 

assisting the Supreme Court in containing the air pollution due 
,. 

to unsustainable automobile use and some of its findings as has 

been published in its reports have been very useful for the 

directions it issues under the armour of the Supreme Court 

orders. These directions in the Supreme Court orders have 
proved to be novel in comparison to the steps taken by the 

government for the same cause before the petition (which gave 

rise to the Comprehensive Delhi Pollution case) found its way 
into the portals of the country's · hfghest and top mo$t judicial 

forum. 

In addition to the function of co-ordinating the actions of 
the State governments, officers and authorities mentioned in 

clause (i) of subsection (2) of section 3, there are some 

important provisions mentioned in the same section, i.e. the 

202 AIR 200 I SC 1948. 
203 Ibid at p. 1950 (para 7). 
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measures which are. very important for the curbing of vehicular 

pollution. 

These measures include the planning and execution of a 

nation-wide programme for the prevention control and 

abatement of environmental pollution; 2041aying down standards 

for the quality of environment and its various aspects205and 
·laying down standards for emission or discharge of 
· environmental pollutants from various sources whatsoever and 
provided that different standards for emission or discharge may 
be laid down under this clause from different sources having 

. regard to the quality. or the composition of the emission or 

discharge of environmental pollutants from such sources. 206 

In this count, The Central and several State governments 

have taken various steps to make the people aware from the 

harm and dangers of vehicular pollution in particular and 

environmental pollution in general. They have urged the Non

Governmental Organisations (NGOs) acquainted with the perils 

of environmental pollution, to undertake research work and 
submit the reports of such res.earch works for relative and 
relevant action to be taken. Also organising seminars, 
conducting workshops, performing street plays, etc. to train 
various target groups and stakeholders, like Motor Vehicles 

department personnel, Traffic policemen, drivers of various 

vehicles, petrol pump attendants, etc. The Supreme Court even 

went to the extent of directing the government, media and other 

related authorities to make use of the media, both electronic and 

print, to create such awareness in the society and also pressed 

for making the subject of environment protection as part of the 

teaching curriculum in the school and colleges. Accordingly the 
. schools and college syllabi have included environmental law as 

part of their curriculum and such the subj~ct has b~en made 
compulsory, meaning that failing in that subject would deprive a 

student from promotior:l. 

204 Section 3(ii) of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 (Act 29 of 1986). 
205 Section 3(iii) of Act 29 of 1986. 
206 Section 3 (iv) of Act 29 of 1986. 
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In the exercise of the power to take measures enumerated 

in section 3(2) (iv) of the Act, the government has laid down 

standards for emission or discharge of environmental pollutants. 
Such standards are to be maintained by the person in'tharge of 

the source which emits such pollutants, for example, in the case 

of an automobile, the driver or person in charge of such motor 

vehicle will have to maintain the prescribed standard of 
. vehicular emissions as has been laid down under· the Act and the 

Rules made thereunder. 207 

According to Rule 3 of the Environment protection Rules, 

1986 hereinafter simply called the Rules, 1986, the sta.ndards of 
emission or discharge of environmental pollutant from various 

sources, both mobile and stationary, such as industries, 
operations and processes, are specified in Schedule Ito IV of the 
Rules,1986. The stand~rds to be maintained by v~hicles of 

different types and using different fuels as laid down in the 

various annexure of the said Schedule IV of the Rules, 1986. 

There are four annexures contained in the Schedule and 

each of them has separate functions. Annexure I of the Schedule 

· Jays. down the mass emission standards for petrol-driven 
vehicles. The breakdown of operating cycle used for the 

emission test has been specified. in annexure 2. The reference 
fuel for all such emission tests has been specified in annexure 3 

and finally the diesel-driven vehicles are to cOomply with the 
mass emission standards based on the standard gas opacity 
which is specified in annexure 4 pt Schedule IV of the Rules 
1986. 

The Schedule also consists of some paragraphs explaining 

the contents of the schedules. One of the said paragraphs, 

. namely, paragraph 7, explains the method of conducting tests 
and that is as follows: 

(a) Any officer, not below the rank of a Sub-Inspector of 
police or an Inspector of Motor Vehicles, ·who has 
reason to believe that ·a motor vehicle by ·Virtue of 

207 Relevant rules are framed in the exercise of the power conferred on the government under sections 
6 and 25 of Act 29 Of 1986. 
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smoke or pollutants, like Carbon Monoxide, Sulphur 

Dioxide, etc, emitted from it is likely to cause 

environmental pollution and as such endangering the 
health or safety of the public or any other user of the 
road, may direct the driver or the person in charge of 

such vehicle to submit the vehicle to undergo a test for 
measuring the emission standard of the smoke of any_ 

of the aforementioned pollutants. 

(b) The said driver or person incharge of such vehicle shall 

upon demand by any officer referred to in sub
paragra·ph (a), subject the vehicle for the purpose of 

measuring the standard of smoke or the standard of 
any of the pollutants. Here the driver or the person in 

charge of such vehicle cannot take the defence that he 
possesses a valid 'pollution under control'' (P.U.C.) 

certificate. Usually a pollution under control certificate 
issued by an authorised Emission Control testing centre 

is valid for six months. But such order of the said 
officer cannot be dispensed with by merely prbducing a 

valid P.U.C. certificate. Thus, a driver or a person in 

charge of an automobile ordered to undergo a test 

cannot refuse to do so by contending that he already 

has a valid P.U.C. certificate in his possession. 

(c) The measurement of smoke emission standard shall be 
done by a smoke meter of a type approved by the 
State Government and the measurement of other 

pollutants, namely, carbon monoxide, sulphur Dioxide, 

etc, shall be done with appliances approved by the 
State Government. 

The procedure to be followed for conducting a te;;t for the 
purpose of measuring the standard of smoke emission or 

standard of any of the other pollutants aforementioned given in 

paragraph 7 of Schedule IV of the Environment Protection Rules, 

1986 is similar to that of Rule 116 of the Central Motor Vehicles 

Rules (CMVR), 1989. The only difference that lies between them 
I 

is that Rule 116 of the CMVR, 1989 is more detailed and it also 
consists of penal provisions for violating the same. Whereas 
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neither the Environment · Protection Act, . 1986 nor the 

. Environment protection Rules contain any provision which is 
related to the violation of prescribed emission norms for vehicles 

·laid down under them. Thus Neither the Environment Act nor the 

Rules made thereunder contain any provision which can be used 
'for enforcement at a time when an automobile vio·lates the 
. prescribed emission standards laid down under the said Act. 

Since there are two other statutes( already discussed 
earlier), namely, the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 and the 

Air(Prevention and Control of Pollution) act, 1981 which are very 

much involved in dealing with the problem of unsustainable use 

·of automobile and that too, substantially. Here it is pertinent to 

, mention section 24 of the Environment Protection Act, 1986 

herein after called simply the Act of 1986. 

Section 24 of the Act of 1986 states that subject to the 
provisions of subsection (2), the provisions of this Act and rules 

or orders made therein shall · have effect notwittlstanding 

anything inconsistent therewith contained in any enactment 
other than this Act. This clearly means that by virtue of the non
obstante clause, the provisions of the Act of 1986 and the rules 
made thereunder or the orders issued therefrom shall have an 

. . 
overriding effect over any other legislation dealing with a similar 

issue, most probably, the protection and improvement of the 

environment. But this is subject to the provision in subsection 

(2) of section 24. Section 24 subsection(2) states that where 

any act of omission constitutes an offence punishable under this 

Act and also under any other Act then the offender found guilty 
of such offence shall be liable to be punished under the other Act 
and not under this Act. This provrsion explains that even though 

. the Act of 1986 prevails over any other statute while giving 
effect to the provisions of this Act. But once the person is found 

guilty and that there is punishment for similar offence in the 

other statute, then the gUilty person will be penalised ~nder the 

other enactment. 

'Therefore, if a driver or a person incharge of an automobile 

has maintained the motor vehicle in such a way that it fails to 
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comply with the prescribed emission standards or stardards of 

discharge of air pollutant/ he has/ in fact/ violated provisions 

both the Environment Protection Act1 1986 and the Motor 

Vehicles Act1 1988.208 According to section 24(2) of the Act of 

19861 the driver of the person incharge of the automobile will be 

penalised and as such fined under the Motor Vehicles Act1 1988 

in the aforementioned circumstances. Further the Act of 1986 

does not have any specific penal provision that would enable the 

· authority to penalise the erring driver or person inchar.ge of the 

automobile. 

If such an offence is also an offence under the Air 

(Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981, then. the 

offender, on conviction, would have to be punished under this 

act instead of the Environment Protection Act, 1986. But the fact 

is that, again the Air Act, 1981 does not have any specific penal 

provision in respect to vehicular pollution or in the event of not 

maintaining the prescribed emission standards. 

Finally in this situation, the errant driver of the person 

incharge of such motor vehicle would be liable under the Motor 

Vehicles Act, 1988 (Act 59 of 1988) or the pther ena~tment as 

notified under section 24(2) of the Environment protection Act, 

1986. 

The Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 imposes a fine on the errant 

driver or the person incharge of the Motor vehicle together with 

the owner of such vehicle, if any, under section 190(2)209 for 

failing to comply with prescribed emission norms. 210 Such 

offence can also render his registration certificate and permit, if 

any, to be suspended by the Registering authority unless the 

vehicle is repaired and made compliant of the prescribed 

emission standards. Further, such order of suspension of the 

Registration certificate and permit can be converted into a 

cancellation order of the same. 

208 Section 190 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 (Act 59 of 1988). 
209 Section 190(2): Any person who drives or causes or allows to be driven, in any public place a 

motor vehicle, which violates the standards prescribed in relation to. road safety, control of noise 
and air pollution, shall be punishable for the first offence with a fine of one thousand rupees and 
for any second or subsequent offence with a fine of two thousand rupees. 

210 See Schedule /Vofthe Environment Protection Rules, 1986. 
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The Indian Penal Code, 1860 

'Nuisances' are conducive to the injury, destruction, danger 
or annoyance of a person or persons collectively. In the Indian 

· Penal Code hereinafter simply mentioned as the Code, of 1860, 
Chapter XIV which includes sections 268 to 294 deals only with 
such nuisance which affects the public. The definition given in 

section 268 makes this sufficiently clear. The rest of the chapter 
then describes and provides punishments for specific nuisances 
- those not so covered being punishable under the residuary 
provisions of Sec.290. Th~re are eleven principal cases of 

· nuisances specifically dealt with. 

Section 290 provides punishment for public nuisan'ce, which 
· otherwise is not punishable under the said enactment, with a 
fine which may extend to two hundred rupees and as such refers 
to cases not otherwise provided for in the Code. These sections 
then include all that is regarded as nuisance in English law. 
Besides them, there are other cases of minor nuisances against 
which provisi9n has been made in the various special and local 
laws dealing with the health and sanitation of towns and urban 

areas. 

Chapter XIV of the Indian Penal Code deals with various 
kinds of offences related to Public Nuisance. It is an offence 
affecting the public health, safety, convenience, d~cency or 
morals. According . to Blackstone, "common nuisances are a 
species of offence against public order and the economic 

regimens of the State; being either the doing of a thing to the 
annoyance of all the King's subjects, or neglecting to do a thing 

' 
which the common good requires. 211 A nuisance, nocumentum, 
or Annoyance signifies anything that worketh hurt, 
inconvenience or damage. Public or common nuisance is one of 
the two kinds of nuisance - other being private nuisance212 also 

known as private wrong affecting as they do only a member of 

the public and not the public generally, and redressible py a civil 

action. Where, h<?wever, being injurious to a private person, 

211 Hawk, P.C. 197, cited in 4 Black. 166 seen in Dr. Sir Hari Singh Gaur's Penallaiv in India,(I0'11 

edn.), Law Publishers (India) Pvt. Ltd.( 1996), 
212 See Chapter 5: Common Law Liability. 
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·they are detrimental to. the public they are treated as public 

nuisance, and are then punishable by a public prosecution. 

There is no statutory definition of a public nuisance in 

English law. One such definition was attempted by tht! authors 
of the Digest of Criminal Law from which the Indian Law 

Commissioners have largely borrowed for the purposes of this 

Code. 213 

. 
This statute deals also with other cases of nuisances, 

referred under appropriate sections and considered as offences. 
Chapters X (sec 133 - 146) and XI (sec.144) of the Criminal 

Procedure Code, 1973 hereinafter called the Code of 1973, 

· prescribe the procedure relating the abatement of nuisances, 
Sec 144, Cr.P.C dealing with a nuisance in case of urgency. The 

powers conferred by those sections on certain magistrates are 
confined to the nuisances described ·in sec.133 which h~wever is 
another working definition of the term. Proceedings under 

chapter X. of the Cr.P.C are optional and the fact that no 

proceedings were taken under the Criminal Procedure Code 

cannot be pleaded as a bar to prosecution under this se.ction. 

Section 268- A person is guilty of a public nuisance who does an 
, act or is guilty of an illegal omission which causes any common 
. injury, danger or annoyance to the public or to the people in 
general who dwell or occupy property in the vicinity, or which 
must necessarily cause injury obstruction, or danger or 

. annoyance to persons who may have occasion to use any public 
right. 

Public nuisance of common nuisance is an offence against 
· the public either by doing a thing which tends to the annoyance 
of the whole community in general, or by neglecting to do 
anything which the common good requires. It is an act affecting 

the public at large, or a considerable portion of them; and it 

must interfere with the rights which members of the community 

might otherwise enjoy. It depends in a great measure upon the 

number of houses and the concourse of people in the vicinity; 
and the annoyance or neglect mus't be of a real and substantial 

213 Chapter XIII, Art. I 
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nature. Acts which seriously interfere with the health, safety, 

comfort, or convenience of the public generally, or which tend to 

degrade public morals have always been considered public 

nuisances. Any trade which can be shown as to render the 

enjoyment of life and property uncomfortable may be public 
nuisance. 

Persons who conduct 'offensive' trades ~nd there~y pollute 
the air, or cause loud and continuous noises that affect the 

health and comfort of those dwelling in the neighbourhood are 

li~ble to prosecution for causing a public nuisance. The penalty 
of this offence is merely is Rs. 200, which makes it pointless for 

' 
.a citizen to initiate a prosecution under section 268 by a 

, complaint to a magistrate. 

Thus unsustainable automobile use which results in the 

belching of smoke consisting of poisonous fumes (we have 
already discussed this earlier) and unreasonable noise 

affecting the health and peaceful environment of the public can 
be dealt with effectively under section 268 of the Indian Penal 
Code hereinafter called simply the Code of 1'860. Again, we will 
see later that section 278 of the Code would provide a more 
useful measure to control vehicular pollution in particular and 

thus promote sustainable automobile use in India. 

In Venkataramaiah v State of Karnataka, the Karnat.pka 
high Court held that it is not a sine qua non( a condition 

. precedent) that annoyance should injuriously affect every 

member of the public within its range of operation. It is 
sufficient that it should, affect people in general who dwell in the 

vicinity. But it is not sufficient proof under this section to say 

. that the complainant and a few of his tenants represent the 
people in general who occupy property in the vicinity, there 

· being no other people dwelling in the unpleas.ant range.'214 

Public nuisance ·can only be subject of one indictment, 
·otherwise a party might be ruined by a million suits and such 

indictment will fail if the nuisance complained of only affects one· 
I 

or a few individuals. 

214 K T.Hing v l.N.Silas, ( 1929) 57 Cal 849. 
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Again a common nuisance is not excused on the ground 

that it causes some convenience or advantage. It is immaterial 

whether the act complained of is convenient to a larger number 

of public than it inconveniences, but the fact that the act 

complained of facilitates the lawful exercise of their right by any 

part of the public may show that it is not a nuisance to any of 

the public. 215 

No prescriptive right can be acquired to maintain, and no 

length of time can legalise a public nuisance though in private 

nuisance or nuisance of tort .can be a~quired legally by 

prescription and it is one of the effectual defences of the tort of 

nuisance. 216 

Vehicular pollution, being one of the major components of 

Air pollution, is directly related to Public nuisance .. because 

vehicles are plying in areas habited by the public and smoke and 

noise have been found to harm and injure the health and 

convenience of the people. 

Some sections in Chapter XIV Indian Penal Code which has 

a bearing in various degrees on vehicular pollution are: 

Section 278- Making atmosphere noxious to health/17 

Section 2 79 - Rash driving and negligent riding on a public 
way/18 

Section 285 - Negligent conduct with respect to fire or 
combustible matter; 219 

215 Stephen's Digest of Criminal Law, (9'11 edn.) Art 235. 
216 The Commissioner of the Suburbs of Calcutta v Mahomed Ali, (1871) 7 Beng LR 499 
217 278. Mal<ing atmosphere noxious to health. -Whoever voluntarily vitiates the atmosphere in 

any place so as to make it noxious to the health of persons in general dwelling or carrying on 
business in the neighbourhood or passing along a public way, shall be punished with fine which 
may extend to five hundred rupees. 

218 279. Rash driving or riding on a public way.- Whoever drives any vehicle, or rides, on a public 
way in a manner so rash or negligent.so as to en~anger human life, or to be likely to cause hurt or 
injury to any other person, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term 
which may extend to six months, or with fine which may extend to one ~housand rupees, or with 
both. 

219 285. Negligent conduct with respect to fire or combustible matter.- Whoever does, with fire 
or any combustible matter, any act so rashly or negligently to endanger human life, or to be likely 
to cause hurt or injury to any other person, 
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. Section 287 - Negligent conduct with respect to machinery/20 

·Section 290 - Punishment for Public Nuisance in cases not 

otherwise provided for. 221 

Section 291. - Continuance of nuisance after injunction to 

discontinue. 222 

According to section 278223 of the Code of 1860 anybody 

who makes the atmosphere noxious to health of persons in the 
neighbourhood or passing along a public way shall be punishable 
with fine which may extend to five hundred rupees. 

Unlike contamiAation of water, contamination of air in the 

atmosphere under aforementioned section affects the 
:neighbours. It is an element of the offence that the vitiated 

atmosphere should be injurious to health of the neighb6urs or of 
those who pass along a public way. 

Though concepts of air and ecological pollution were rather 

new at the time of the codification of the I.P.C. It must be 

credited to the first Law Commission, drafting the Code of 1860 

as they did it in the first half of the nineteenth century, were not 
obvious of the social needs.224 

Or knowingly or negligently omits to take such order with any fire or combustible matter in his 
possession as is sufficient to guard against any proqable danger to human life from such fire or 
combustible matter, . 
Shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to six 
months or with fine which may extend to one thousand rupees, or with both. 

220 287. Negligent conduct in respect to machinery.- Whoever does with any machinery any, act 
so rashly or dangerously as to endanger human life or to be likely to cause hurt or injury to other 
person, 

Or knowingly or negligently omits to take such order with any machinery in his possession or 
under his care as is sufficient to guard against any probable danger to human life' from such 
machinery, 

Shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to six 
months, or with fine which may extend to one thousand rupees or with both. 

221 290. Punishment for Public Nuisance in cases not otherwise provided for. - Whoever commits 
a public nuisance in any case not otherwise punishable by this Code shall be punished with fine 
which may extend to two hundred rupees. 

222 291. ~ontinuance of nuisance after injunction to discontinue. - Whoever repeats or continues a 
public nuisance, having enjoined by any public servant who has lawful authority to issue such 
injunction not to repeat or continue such nuisance, shall be punished with simple imprisonment , 
for a term which may extend to six months, or with fine, or with both. 

223 Supra Note 218. 
224 Ratanlal & Dhirajlal's Indian Penal Code, (271

h edn.), Wadhwa and Company (1992), p.283. 
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Section 279225 requires two things, namely, (1) Driving of a 

·vehicle or riding on a public way; and (2) Such driving or riding 

must be so rash or negligent as to endanger life or is likely to 
cause hurt or injury to any other person. 

The two ingredients of section 279 qualify. for an 
. unsustainable use of vehicle. Here not only it affects the health 
comfort convenience such offence directly relates to the safety 
of the public, a very important feature of unsustainable 

· automobile use. It is connected with dir~ctly injuring and 

harming the public or any person on the roads even to the 

extent of killing him. When we talk of affecting the health and 
· safety of the public by smoke and its poisonous cancer creating 

. ingredients or unbearable noise the consequence appears to be 

indirect whereas a vehicular accident due to rash and negligent 
driving results in the harm, injury or even death of a person 

directly. 

Section 285226 and 287227 states that an.ybody who does an 

act so rash or negligently with fire or any combustible matter so 
as to endanger life or cause hurt or injury to any other person 
and anybody who does any rash and negligent act with any 

machinery as to endanger human life or cause hurt or injury to 

other person shall be punished with imprisonment for a period 

. which may extend to six mont~s or fined up to rupees one 

thousand for each count respectively. 

Both this sections can be taken together because they are 

connected with the fuel (combustible matter) and engine 
. (machinery) and this term is very much connected with 

automobiles. Collectively the said ·sections indicate that they can 
be utilized to curb unsustainable automobile use if we take into 

· consideration the meaning of an automobile given under the Air 
(Prevention and Control of Pollution Act) 1981. Section 2(e) of 

the aforementioned Act states that an automobile ,means a 
· vehicle powered either by internal combustion engine or by any 

1?5 · -- Supra Note 219. 
226 Supra Note220. 
227 Supra Note 221. 
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method of generating power to drive such vehicle by burning 

fuel. 

Machinery is dangerous to human life if proper caution is 

not taken to its working. Thus, If' such automobile is not 
maintained properly or any act is carried out negligently or 

rashly so as to make the automobile emit a lot of smoke and as 
a result of that failing to comply with the prescribed emission 

standards as laid down by the .authorities, an action can be 
brought under this Code. Such action can render the' offender 
liable to imprisonment to the extent of six months (or one year 

. together) or fined to the extent of one thousand rupees (two 

. thousand in total) or with both. 

Section 290228 of the Code of 1860 provide~ for the 

punishment of a nuisance falli'lg within the four corners of the 

definition of public nuisance given in section 268 of the said 
Code but not punishable under any other section. It functions as 

a residuary penal provision in regard to public nuisance. Thus it 

is suitable to attract the wrongs of not making sustainable 
automobile use by any person who cannot be dragged to court 
under any of the prior or earlier provisions of Chapter X:IV of the 
Indian Penal Code, 1860. 

In Kurnool Municipality v Civic Association, Kurnool 229
, it 

was held that a Municipality can be convicted for not maintain 

the cleanliness of the town under section 290. 

The Kerala High Court held in K.Rmamakrishnan v State of 

Kerala 230 that smoking, in any fo~m, in a public place is a public 

nuisance and cases can be filed under section 290 of the Code of 

1860. The Court further has popularly stated that cigarette 
. smoking in publi·c is violative of the right to life provided under 
Article 21 of the Constitution. 

Finally section 290 of the I.P.C. punishes a person 
repeating or continuing· a nuisance after he is enjoined by a 

. public servant not to repeat or continue the saia offence. Here it 

228 Supra Note 222. 
229 1973 Cr.L.J. 1277 (AP) 
230 AIR 1999 Ker 385. 

. ' 
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is pertinent to mention that sections 142 and 143 of the Code of 

· Criminal Procedure, 1973 empower a magistrate to forbid and 
. act causing public nuisance. 

This section is bound to be attracted at times of an offence 

committed under this chapter, namely, Chapter IV, since the 

offender is bound to repeat or continue since the punishments 
are negligible and further a man is by nature commits petty 

wrongs similar to that laid down in the said Chapter of the Code 

of 1860. 

Since the punishments provided for the violation of the 

· aforementioned provisions of the. Code of 1?60 connected with 
the different aspects of environmental pollution, especially air 

pollution here, are too meagre, looking to the gigantic problem 

• of environmental degradation and its effect on public health. 
Thus, most of these provisions are found to be ineffective and 

. are not very helpful in curbing the problem of environmental 

pollution. 

The Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 

PREVENTIVE AND PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES: The primary 

object of the Criminal Procedure Code, hereinafter called Cr.P.C. 
or simply the Code of 1973, is to provide machinery for the 

. administration of the substantive criminal law. The Code 

therefore enacted elaborate provisions as seen in the proceeding 

. chapters, for investigation, inquiry and trial in respect of every 

crime alleged to be committed. In addition, it was felt expedient 
and necessary in the Code certain pre-emptive measures for 

prevention of crime and certain other precautionary measures 

for the protection and safety of the society. These matters are 
. contained in Ss. 106-124 and Ss. 129-153. 

The chapter is divided into six parts and among other 
things part IV discusses the provisions for the removal of 

nuisances (Ss.133-143). 

The preventive actions of the police are discussed in part I 
(Ss.149-153); they are purely executive in nature. The 

preventive and precautionary measures contemplated by the 
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other parts are quasi judicial and quasi executive in nature, and 

. the police cannot take action on their own unless backed by an 

order of the Executive or the Judicial Magistrate concerned. 

Part IV considers the provision relating to removal' of public 
nuisances. The circumstances creating· public nuisances are not 
as dangerous as those mentioned in the other abovementioned 
parts; however as they are reasonably fraught with potential 
dangers, he magistrates are empowered to take suitable action 

for removal of all such nuisances. 

Section 133 is designed to afford a rough and ready 

procedure for removal of nuisances, and is intended to be used 

in urgent cases. 231 The public nuisances no doubt are not as 
dangerous as the situations requiring the use of security 
proceedings, nor are their removal so urgent as the dispersal of 

unlawful a.ssemblies; however they are yet fraught with. potential 
danger requiring summary action for their removal. 

The provisions of the Code of Criminal Procedure provides a 
mush speedier and summary remedy against public nuisance, in 
comparison to the. Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 

1981 hereinafter mention simply as the Air Act, the Water 

(Prevention and Control of pollution) Act, 1974 hereinafter 

mentioned simpl-y as the Water Act and the Environment 

(Protection) Act, 1986 hereinafter Called the Environment Act. 

The reason -being that these enactments provide cumbersome 
procedure for prosecution. 

Criminal law provisions as contained in. sections ~68, 277, 

2 78 and 290 of the Indian Penal Code and the provisions of 
Chapter X (sections 133 to 143) of the criminal Procedure Code 
of 1973 provide effective, speedy and preventive remedies for 
public nuisance cases sanitary conditions ,air, water Cfnd noise 
pollution. 

The remedies are quite old but during the recent years the 

higher judiciary has imparted new dimensions to these reme.dies 

by their extensive construction to enable citizens to bring actions 

231 The Law Commission oflndia,37th Report, p.91, para 330 
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against the public bodies to force them to be vigilant to keep the 

· environment unpolluted. The public duty of the Magistrates, 

namely, the District magistrate, the Sub-Divisional magistrate, 
. . 

or any other executive magistrate, empowered by the Code to 

· come to the rescue of hapless citizens in such cases have been 

emphasized. 

Section 133 of Cr.P.C. empowers a ma.gistrate td pass an 

order for the removal of a public nuisance within a fixed period 

of time. The District Magistrate (D.M.) or a Sub-Divisional 

magistrate (S.D.M.) or other Executive Magistrate, specifically 

empowered in this behalf may make such an order on·receiving 

the report of police-officer or other information (including 

complaint made by a citizen and on taking such evidence as he 

thinks fit. If he considers among other things -

(a) That any unlawful obstruction or nuisance should be 

removed from any public place or from any way, river 

or channel which is or may be lawfully used by the 

public; or 

(b) That the· conduct of any trade or occupation, or the 

keeping of any goods or merchandise, is injurious to 

the health or physical comfort of the community, and 

that in consequence such trade or occupation should be 

prohibited or regulated or such goods or merchandise 

should be removed or the keeping thereof regulated; 

or 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

............................................. ; or 

............................................. ; or 

............................................. ; or 

............................................. , 

Such Magistrate can make a conditional order requiring such 

person causing such obstruction or nuisance or carrying on 

such trade or occupation , or to keeping any such ,.goods or 

merchandise, ................................. , wit~in a time to be fixed in 

the order-
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(i) to remove such obstruction or nuisance; or 

(ii) · to desist from carrying on, or to re.move or 

regulate in such manner as may be directed, s~ch 

trade or occupation, or to remove such goods or 
merchandise, or to regulate the keeping thereof in 

such manner as may be directed; or 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

.............................................. ; or 

.............................................. ; or 

. 
• • • • • • ••• •. • • • • • •. • ••. •• •• • •• • • • • • • • ••. • • • • • • • I 

. 
··············································. 

or, if he objects so to do, to appear before himself 
or some other Executive Magistrate subordinate to 

' 
him at a time and place to be fixed by the order, 

and show cause, in the manner hereinafter 

provided, why the order should not be made 

absolute. 

(2) No order duly made by a Magistrate under this section 

shall be called in question in any Civil Court. 

Explanation. - A "public place" inc!udes also property 
belonging to the State, camping grounds and grounds 

left unoccupied for sanitary or recreational purposes. 

This is the third branch of preventive jurisdiction is the 

power of magistrate to deal with public nuisances. Though not 

so dangerous as occasion for keeping the peace or good 

behaviour, not so urgent as unlawful assemblies, they are yet 

sufficiently fraught with potential danger as to warrant a 
_summary action on the part of the magistracy. The power can 

be exercise either on receipt of a police report or to information 

derived from any source, and arises under six circumstances. 232 

We are, at the most, concerned with the two circumstances in 

this. work, namely, clause (a) and (b) of subsection (1) of 
·section 133 Cr.P.C. 

232 M. Hidayatullah (Justice) & S.P.Sathe, Ratanlal & Dhirajlal's The Code ofCriminal Procedure 
(14'" edn.}, Wadhwa and Company Law Publishers (1994), p.l39. 
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The order is conditional because it is only a preliminary 

order but when a person fails to appear and showcas'e against 

the order, or when the court is s_atisfied on the evidence 
adduced that the initial order was proper, the order is made 

final, otherwise it is vacated. Further, the court may carry out 

the order and recover costs from the defaulter. A magistrate 
however may not pass a final order that exceeds the conditional 

order in scope as was seen in Gob_ind Singh v. Shanti Sarup. 233 

In this case, the conditional order required a baker to 

demolish within 10 d_a_ys an oven and chimney that emitted 

smoke 'injurious to the health and physical discomfort of the 

people living or working in the proximity'. In the final order, the 
magistrate went beyond the conditional orGJer and completely 
prohibited the baker from carrying on his trade. The Supreme 

Court found the impugned final order far too broad and 
narrowed its scope to require the baker to demolish the 

offending oven and chimney within a . month. Th,e baker, 

however, in the mean time was allowed to carry on with his 
trade. 

Analogically speaking~ the power of the said magistrate is 

somewhat like of a court granting a temporary injunction 

preliminary in a plaint praying for permanent injunction under 

·the Specific Relief Act. And further making the aforementioned 

order absolute on the disposal qf the suit if it finds for or in 
favour the plaintiff. 

Further defiance of the said order or if the said order is 

ignored will render the offender liable under the provisions of 

section188234 of the Indian Penal Code (I.P.C.) hereinafter 
simply called the Code of 1860. 

233 AIR 1979 SC 143. 
234 188. Disobedience to order duly promulgated by public servant.- Whoever, knowing that, by 

an order promulgated by a publi_c servant lawfully empowered to promulgate such order, he is 
directed to abstain from a certain act, or to take certain order with certain property in his 
possession or under his management disobeys such direction." . 

shall, if such disobedience causes or tends to cause obstruction, annoyance or injury, or risk of 
obstruction, annoyance or injury, to any person lawfully employed, be punished with simple 
imprisonment for a term which may extend to one month, or with fine which may extend to two 
hundred rupees, or with both; 
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The offence under the aforementioned section has now 

been made cognizable offence under the Cr.P.C. Though a 

bail~ble offence, it can be made no_n-bailable b~ a notification by
the State Government under section 102(2) of the Criminal Law 

Amendment Act, 1932.235 

The positive signal of environment protection is manifest in 

the judicial trend as set in the judgement delivered by V.R. 

Krishna Iyer and 0. Chinappa Reddy, JJ in Rat/am Municipality v 

Vardichand, 236 wherein the Apex Court realising the gravity of 

pollution observed, "Public nuisance because of pollutants being 

disCharged by big factories to the detriment of poorer section is 

a challenge to the social justice, component of the rule of Jaw. 237 

·In the above case, the residents of a· locality within the 

limits of Ratlam Municipality tormented by stench and stink 
caused by open drains and public excretions by nearby slum 

dwellers and the failure of the municipality to prevent the 

discharge of malodorous fluids in the public streets moved the 

magisterial jurisdiction under section 133 Cr.P.C., 1973 to do its 
duty to_wards the members of the public. Consequently, 

conditional order, whi.ch was passed by the magistrate, was 

found unjustified by the session court but upheld by the High 
Court. The Supreme Court, highlighting the role of the judiciary 

in nuisance cases and the importance of judicial process in its 

role to fill in the gaps, tailored the existing public nuisance 
remedy. 

Speaking through Justice Krishna Iyer, the Court observed 
that: 

"Although these two Codes, namely the Indian Penal 
Code (I.P.C.) ·and the Criminal Procedure Code 

and if such disobedience causes or tends to aause danger to human life, health or safety, or 
causes or tends to cause a riot or affray, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description 
for a term which may extend to six months, or with fine which may extend to one thousand 
rupees, or with both. 
Explanation.- It. is not necessary that the offender should intend to produce harm, or 
contemplate his disobedience as likely to produce harm. It is sufficient that he knows of the order 

· which he disobeys, and that his disobedience produces, or is likely to produce, harm. 
-

235 Ratanlal and Dhirajlal, Indian Penal Code, 1860, Wadhwa & Company (27111 edn.) 1992, p. 209. 
236 AIR 1980 SC 1622. . · . 
237 lbidat 1623. 
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.(Cr.P.C.), are of ancient vintage, the new social justice 

orientation imparted to them by the Constitution of 

india makes it a remedial weapon of vers_~tile use. 

Social justice is due tn .the people and therefore, the 
people must be able to trigger off the jur!sdi_ction 
vested for their benefit in any public functionary like a 
magistrate under section 133 Cr.P.C. In the exercise of 
such power the judiciary must be informed by the 

broader principles of access to justice necessitated by 

the conditions of developing countries and obligated by 

Article 38 of the Constitution."238 

Rejecting the plea of the municipality that financial inability 

exonerates it from the statutory liability in public nuisance 

: cases; the Supreme Court held that such an argument has no 
force in law. The Court observed that: 

"The Cr.P.C. operates against sta'tutory bo·dies and 

others regardless of the cash in their coffers, even as 
human rights under part III of the Constitution have to 
be ,respected by· the State regardless of budgetary 
provision ..... Otherwise a profligate statutory body or 

pachydermic governmental agency may legally defy 

duties under the law by urging in self defence a self 

created bankruptcy or perverted expenditure bu.dget. 

This cannot be."239 

· The court further observed: 

"A responsible municipal council constituted for the 

precise purpose of preserving public health and 

providing better finances cannot run away from its 
principal duty by pleading financial inability .as decency 

and dignity are now negotiable facts of human rights 
and is first charged on local self-governing bodies. 

Similarly, providing drainage systems not pompous and 

attractive, but in working condition and sufficient to 

. 238 Ibid at 1628. 
239 Ibid. 
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meet the needs of the people cannot be eroded if the 

municipality is to justify its existence. "240 

Accordingly, the Court directed the Municipal Council to 

' take immediate action to stop the effluents from th'e alcohol 
I 

. plant flaming into the street. It also directed the state 
, government to stop pollution and specially asked the Municipal 

: Council to construct a sufficient number of public latrines, 

provide water service and scavenging service to ensure better 

· sanitation within a period of six months. Industries cannot make 

! profit at the expense of public health. The Court cautioned that 

. failure to comply. with the directions will be visited with a 

: punishment contemplated by section 188 of the Indian Penal 

:Code. 

Thus the judgement of the Supreme Court in Rat/am 

Municipality case is a landmark irr the history. of judicia! activism 

. in upholding the social justice component of the rule of law by 

: fixing liability on statutory authorities to discharge their legal 

' obligation to the people in abating public nuisance and making 
: the environmental pollution free even if there are budgetary . ,. 

: constraints. It is significant also, as it interpreted section 133 

; Cr.P.C. to impose a mandatory duty on a magistrate to remove 

~ a public nuisance wherever one exists. 

. The judicial response to the public nuisance cases after the 

: trendsetter Ratlam judgement has the effect of introducing the 

. element of judicial activism in most of the subsequent 

. environmental litigations. The guns. of section 133 Cr.P.C. have 

:gone into action wherever there has been public ruisance which 

·affected the health, comfort safety or coAvenience of the public 

at l.arge. The judiciary has come to the rescue of the 

·environment by issuing the orders of demolitions, or of removal, 
·or closure of industrial units subject to fulfilment of ·adequate 

. pollution control measures, or stoppage of pollution operations, 

. etc. 

240 Ibid 
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·The Supreme Court in Gobind Singh v Shanti Swarup, 241 

pronouncement, even before the Ratlam Municipality case, is 

noteworthy and certainly a right. step to pr~serve en~ironment 
free from pollution in the interest of health, safety and 
convenience of public at large. The apex Court has rightly upheld 

the view taken by the Sub-Divisional magistrate, Khanna in 
. passing the conditional order under section 133 Cr.P.C. whereby 
the appellant was called upon to demolish the oven' chimney 

which emitted smoke which was alleged to be injurious to the 

health and physical comfort of the people living or working in 

·the proximity 

In Krishna Gopal v State of Madhya Pradesh, 242 the Madhya 

Pradesh High Court upheld the conditional order passed by 
·Additional district magistrate, Indore under section 133 Cr.P.C. 

In this case a glucose saline factory iri a residential area 

was alleged to have emitted ash and smoke all the time and its 

·boilers vibrations resulted in loss of sleep to the complainant's 

husband who was a heart patient and as such was ordered to be 
closed and its boiler removed. Justice V.D. Gyani speaking for 

the court observed: 

"Merely because one complainant has come forward to 

complain about the nuisance cannot be said to be not a 

public nuisance contemplated section 133 Cr.P.C." 

Speaking on the value of environment, he further observed: 

"A vagrant committing ~ petty theft is punished for 
years of imprisonment while a billio·n dollar price fixing 

executive comfortably escapes the consequences o his 
environmental crimes..... Society is shocked when a 
single murder takes place but air, water and 
atmospheric pollution is read merely as new's without 

slightest protuberance till people take ill, go blind or 
die in distress on account of pollutants that too result 

in filling the pockets of the few." 

241 AIR 1979 SC 143. 
242 1986 Cr.L.J. 396. 
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In Nagarjuna Paper Mills Ltd. v Sub-Divisional magistrate 

and Divisional officer, Sangareddy, 243 the Andhra Pradesh high 
·Court considered a petition from a magistrate's conditional order 
shutting down a paper mill which had failed to take adequate 

pollution control measures. 

In K. Ramachandra Mayya v District Magistrate, 244 the High 
Court approved the magistrate's order shutting down a stone 
quarry, where the latter acted on complaints from neighbouring 

·residents that the blasting of rocks at the quarry caused damage 

from flying stone chips. 

Similarly in P.C. Cherian v State oi Kerala/45 the Kerala 

High Court upheld the magistrate's order under section 133 
Cr.P.C. directing the petitioners to stop the service of mixing 
carbon in their rubber factories~ the process emitted carbon 
particles and polluted the atmosphere in the vicinity, until they 

introduced gadgets or equipments which would prevent 
dissemination of carbon black into the atmosphere. 

In. M.C.Mehta v Union of India,246 popularly known as the 
'oleum gas leak case', the Supreme Court not only ordered the 
closure of the factory from where the poisonous gas emanated 
and injured some people (one person, an advocate died) in a 
densely populated residential area under section 133 of Cr.P.C. 
b'Uf: also extended the concept of 'strict liability' to 'absolute 
liability'. , .. 

In Madav/'v Thilakan, 247 the ·petitioners .complaine.d against 
the nuisance created by an automobile workshop adjacent to his 
house. It is alleged that carbon monoxide fumes, a carcinogen, 
emanating from the workshop are positive health hazards to the 
community. The court regarding the nature of public, nuisance 
under section 133 of the Code of 133 and ordering the removal 
of the workshop said: 

'43 . 
- 1987 Cr.L.J. 2021. 
244 ' 1985(2) Kar. L.J. 289. 
245 1981 Ker. L.T. 113. 
246 AIR 1987 SC 1037. 
247 1989 Cr.L.J. 499~ 
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"We recognise every man's _home to be his castle which 

cannot be invaded by toxic fumes, or tormenting 
sounds. This principle was expressed through law and 

culture, consistent. with Nature's ground rules for 
existence has been recognised in section 133{1) (b). 

The conduct of any trade or occupation or keeping of 

any goods or merchandise injurious to health or 

physical discomfort of the community could be 

regulated or prohibited under the section."248 

In Smt. Ajeet Mehta v state of Rajasthan, 249 the complaint 

of the petitioners was that the business of the opposite party 
which involved loading, unloading and stocking of fodder had 

become a serious health hazard to· the residents as the whole 
atmosphere was polluted on account of fine dust particles of the 
fodder, the inhaling of which causes number of health problems. 

Appreciating the efforts of the petitioner, Smt. Ajeet Mehta and 

mentioning the lackadaisical attitude of citizens and the State 

apathy in matters of environmental pollution, the Rajasthan High 
Court observed: 

"Every individual has a right to have fresh air and water. 
If one works for his own benefit and· causes any 

inconvenience to others, he would not be excused 

whatever may be the /nature of ·nuisance, be that as it 

is, a trivial or major, the individual freedom and liberty 
cannot be compromised· by the other person .except in 

accordance with law. Public health cannot be allowed to 

suffer on account of personal business of any 
individual." 

In Tata Tea Ltd. v State of Kerala, 250 the complaint was 
, against a tea factory for discharge of its effluents into Nallathani 

River, thereby polluting water in the river which was used for 

drinking by the people of the locality. The Magistrate passed an 

order under section 133 Cr.P.C. requiring the petitioner company 

to make suitable arrangements to check pollution. 

248 Ibid at p. 501. 
249 1990 Cr.L.J. 1596. 
250 1984 Ker L.T. 645. 
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Here an important facet of environmental litigation was 

exposed. The counsel for the petitioner tea factory submitted 

that the running of the factory is controlled by the provisions of .. 
the Water Act and it had obtained the required consent under 

that Act in the matter of discharge of effluents. The Water Act is 

a complete code in itself in the matter of prevention and control 

of water pollution, therefore it is contended that the provisions 

of section 133 Cr.P.C., in so far as they relate to water pollution 

must be deemed to have been impliedly repealed, and thus the 

magistrate has no jurisdiction to deal with the matter in the 

present case. 

The counter-argument in this case was that there are 

significant differences between the two statutes, that provisions 

of section 133, Cr.P.C. are wider in scope and therefore, the 

theory of implied repeal cannot be accepted. 

The court concluded: 

"There is no reason to assume while /executive 

magistrate could move expeditiously the State Board 

could not do so. On the other hand, the State Board 

which has considerable expertise and requisite 

machinery in aid of its functions can certainly be 

expected to move purposefully and fruitfully in the case 

of water pollution. In this view, the provisions of the 

Act by implication repealed the provisions of section 

133 of the Code in so far as they relate to prevention 

and control of water poll'ution. Therefore, the .Executive 

magistrate has no jurisdiction to deal with it under 

section 133 Cr.P.C." 

In P. C. Cherian v State of Kerala, 251 the petitioner, owner of 

rubber factories emitting carbon black, claimed that there was 

no ground to invoke section 133 of Cr.P.C. by the Magistrate as 

the licence was issued under the Panchayat Act and the 

Factories Act, 1948 on satisfying. the conditions which included 

absence of health hazards. 

251 1981 Ker L.T. 113. 
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The Kerala High Court examining the whole issue came to 

the conclusion that dissemination of carbon black in. the 

atmosphere __ was a public nuisance and a liealth ha?ard as it 
affects the respiratory organs of the people. It was also causing 

discomfort to the community of the area. 

The court in the same case considered the question 

whether the stoppage of working of the factory under section 

133, Cr.P.C. would affect the right to livelihood of the employees 

of the factory. The Court answered in the negative and observed 

that this argument is not applicable here. It went on further to 

say: 

" ... because the danger that the general public has to 
face by service mixing of carbon without adequate 

equipment to prevent dissemination of. carbon, 

outweighs the advantage in the form of jobs for a few 

persons and that too under hazards to their ·own 
health. "252 

Here glimpses of the precautionary principle could be seen 

and thus being one of the features of sustainable development 
has been the law of the land. 

In Nagarjuna Paper Mills Ltd. v Sub-Divisional magistrate 

and Divisional officer, Sangareddy,253 too, a paper mill, which 

had been ordered to close down for having failed to take 

adequate pollution control measures, challenged the order 
claiming that the State pollution Control Board had exclusive 
power to regulate air and water pollution. Rejecting this 

contention, the Andhra Pradesh High Court upheld the 

magistrate's power to regulate pollution by restraining a public 
nuisance and the powers of a Magistrate under se~tion 133 
Cr.P.C. to deal with the pollution was neither curtailed by the Air 
(Prevention and Control of pollution) Act, 1981 nor the Water 

(Prevention and Control of pollution) Act, 1974. 

The court in this case, established a less stringent rule 

taking the position that section 133 injunctive relief is available 

252 Ibid 
253 1987 Cr.L.J. 2021. 
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as long as it does not interfere with an order of the State 

Pollution Control Board issued under the Special Act, in this 

case, the Water Act. 

However, The Madhya Pradesh High Court has taken the 
opposite view in -Abdul Hamid v Gwalior Rayon Silk 

Manufacturing (weaving) Co. Ltd./54 and ·as such held that 
special statutes on pollution of water and air, namely, the Water 
and the Air Act, have to prevail over 133 Cr.P.C. and the 

provisions of I.P.C. therefore, the magistrate has no jurisdiction 

to produce with inquiry under 133 Cr.P.C. and thus, .the court 
observed: 

"Prosecution for an act which is an offence under the 

Special Act, by any agency other than the competent 

Board, on the ground that it is also an offence under 
I.P.C. can be characterized as colourable because the 
offences under the Special Acts are graver ones and 

labelling the Act_ as I.P.C. offences is just to evade the 
requirement of previous sanction un'der Special Acts. 

But views have been expressed against such observations 

of the court. 255 

In Krishna Panicker v Appukuttam Nair, 256the Kerala high 

Court held that there was no inconsistency or repugnancy 

: between the two legislations 'so far as to infer, an implied repeal 
of the provisions of the Criminal procedure Code, 1973 by 

overriding the effect of the special Act'. The High Court of 

Rajasthan held a similar view in Lakshmi Cements v State of 

Rajasthan. 257 Again The Karnataka High Court adopted the view 

taken by the Andhra Pradesh hig~ Court in Nagarjuna Paper 
Mill's case in the case of Harihar Polyfil1res Ltd. v S.D.M. 

Dharwar. 258 

254 "1989 Cr L.J. 2013 
255 See P.Leelakrishnan, Nair, and Murthy: Evolving Environmental Jurisprudence in 

P .Leelakrishnan: Law and Environment, 1992, pp.l26-l52. 
256 (1993) KLT 777 (D.B.). 
257 1994 (2) Raj L W 308. 
258 (1997) ILR Kant 1139. 
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Finally in State of Madhya Pradesh v Kedia Leather Ltd. 259 

the Supreme Court resolved the controversy. Diref=ting the 

respondents, the leather factory and their owners to close down 

· their industries on the ground that discharge of effluents to the 

nearby stream caused public nuisance, The Court declare_Q that 

the area of section 133, Cr.P.C. and the pollution laws like the 

Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 and the 
· Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981, are different 
' and not identical in nature. While section 133, Cr.P.C. is in the 

nature t>f preventive measure, the provision contained in the 
-above two Acts are not only curative but also preventive and 

, penal. The provisions appear to be mutually exclusive and 

different in their respective fields and there was no impediment 

for their existence side by side. Moreover, passing of the new 
pollution control laws, aforementioned, does not render section 

133 of the Code of 1973 as repealed. 

The court has expressed· the above statements as 

follows: 260 

"To bring in the application of section 133 of the Code, 
_there must be imminent danger to the property and 

consequential nuisance to ·the public. The objects and 
purposes behind section 133, Cr.P.C. is essentially to 
prevent public nuisance' and involves a sense of 

urgency in the sense that the Magistrate fails to take 

recourse immediately, irreparable damage ~ould be 
done to the public. It applies to a condition of the 

nuisance at the time when the order is passed and it is 
not intended to apply to. future likelihood or what may . 

happen at some later point of time. It does not deal 

with all potential nuisances, and on the other hand 
applies when the nuisance is in existence." 

According to the court, if inspite of the provisions in the 
Water and the.Air Act, section 133 Cr.P.C: can be called in aid to 
remove public nuisance caused by discharge of effluents and _air 

259 (2003) 7 sec 389. 
260 Ibid 
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discharge in case of hardship to .the general public, implied 

repeal can be found only when the provisions· of the later Act are 

inconsistent with the proviso ions of the earlier Act that the two 

cannot stand together. Also, the area of operation in the Code of 
1973 and the two Acts, namely the Water Act and the Air Act, 
are different with wholly different aims and objects, and though 

they alleviate nuisance, that is not of identical nature. They 

operate in their respective fields. While the provisions of the 

Code of 1973 are in the nature of preventive and penal. The 

provisions appear to be mutually exclusive and the question of 

one replacing the other does not arise. 

The Court has recognised the wide contours of the law of 

public nuisance and its removal under sr:ction 13~ of the 
Criminal procedure Code. 

It surprising that despite activist judicial approach whereby 

new enforcement control has been introduced into hitherto dull 

legislation, namely, section 133 Cr.P.C., citizens petitions to stir 
indolent municipalities into action are still rare in our country. 
The reason for this is perhaps that people here are not conscious 
of their rights. 

From the above discussion, we can very confidently say 

that the Statutory laws in India dealing with sustainable 
automobile use or which can be use effectively for achieving the 

objective of sustainable automobi.le ·use in the country would be 
the most effective measure compared to the other legal 

recourse. The main reason for such a proposition is that the 
legislations dealing with sustainable automobile use, especially 

vehicular pollution has been kept in mind for the various 
developments in the law regarding automobiles. 

The most direct law for dealing with the abovementioned 
problem and attaining the desired. goal of sustainable automobile 

use in India is laid down comprehensively in the Motor Vehicles 

act, 1988 (Act 59 of 1988) with the rules, namely the Cer:ttral 

·Motor Vehicle Rules, 1989 and the respective State Motor 

Vehicle Rules. 
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Chapter 3 

THE PROBLEM OF AUTOMOBILE POLLUTION AND 

THE JUDICIAL RESPONSE 

An extensive legal research is incomplete without a chapter 

on the judicial response to the area under research. The 

inclusion of such a chapter has become an integral part of all 
types of legal research. That the developments taking place in 
the vast legal world is manifested by the interpretations, 

sometimes innovations, of the large number of legislations by 
the courts, especially the Supreme Court and the High Courts. 

These enactments have been brought before the court by way of 

disputes, some suo motu, some by representative of the people 

who exist as public spirited individuals or social action groups. 
Whatever may be the vehicle in which the issues travel to the 

court, the development of and impact on the legal arena is 

certain. The courts have now and then, unintentionally, taken 

the role of the executive and the legislature. Such roles can be 

seen positively as guidelines for the other two organs of the 
state, namely, the Legislative and the Executive. The judiciary 
on the same footing as these two bodies have become superior 
in terms of the work it has been doing in pursuance of attaining 
the Constitutional objectives, mainly underlined in Part III, Part 

IV and Part IV A of the Constitution of India. These Parts include 

the Chapters on Fundamental Rights, Directive Principles of 

State Policy and the Fundamental Duties respectively. 

The various legislations provide the primary sources to a 

research in a law subject but they are given life by the courts. 
They are kick-started by the judiciary every time for it to attain 
its logical objectives and reasons which are basically the 

betterment and welfare of the citizens of the country - A 

primary and basic requirement or ingredient. of a Parli~mentary 
Democracy of which India ·is one. 

India is a welfare state and as such its functions are not 

confined to the protection of sovereignty, external threats or 

maintaining internal security/law and order. Modern 
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constitutional philosophy includes achievements of the welfare 
ends of the citizens and people in general,· in addition to the 

aforesaid objectives. A welfare state will comprehend the ideas 

and activities for achieving welfare goals of maximum number of 

people of the state. 

Utility service provided by the state is an index by which 

the success of a constitutional system of a modern state is 
measured. If the constitution of any state fails such test, the 

entire system would invite criticism and condemnation both 

nationally and internationally. A ·mod~rn constitution thus aims 

to establish a welfare state. 

With the advent of ideas of a welfare state the rigour of 

machinery of the government as a police state has decreased. 
The strength of the state and its resources are equally expended 
to the welfare causes along with causes of security. However the 

supreme power of the state remains. All these are regulated by 

constitutional principles and methods. Such articulations of a 

welfare state are found in the Preamble and the Directive 
Principles of State policy among other provisions of the 
constitution. 

It is under democratic values that the organs of the state, 

namely, the legislative, the executive and· the judiciary, are 

established on an equal footing. None of the said organs of the 
state are said to be more important or powerful than the other. 
It also has been resolved theoretically that they are to function 
in their own compartments. But these organs, practically, cannot 

function in their water tight compartments. The legislative 
sometimes unwittingly encroaches upon the Executive, e.g. 

ministerial activities; the Judiciary has made some constructive 

incursions in the domain of the legislature, e.g. Precedents and 

sometimes the executive functions as the legislators when they 
are empowered to make laws under delegated legislation or and 

und_~rtake~ ·the functions of the judiciary while conducting 
themselves as quasi judicial bodies, namely, tribunals. In the 

context of these developments, the judiciary in 'a developing 

democratic country, India seems to be two. steps ahead of its 
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contemporaries. It works as a motivator, a guide, sometimes as 

a regulator goading its other two colleagues to carry out the 

functions underlined by the constitution and designated 

especially to them. 

In the scheme of the constitution, the Judiciary has a 

· unique role to play. The courts are the intermediary between the 

people and other organs of the state in order to keep the latter 

within the parameters delineated by the Constitution 1
• The 

Judiciary has the powers granted to it by the constitution to 

scrutinise legislations and administrative actions in matters 

brought before it for adjudication or reference. This is termed as 

the court's power of judicial review and has been proclaimed to 

be a basic feature of the Indian Constitution2
• The higher 

judiciary, which includes the Supreme Court and the high courts, 

have a delicate task to determine what powers are conferred by 

the constitution on each branch of the government and whether 

the actions of that branch transgress such· limitation. In this 

sense, it is the ultimate interpreter of the constitution; bound by 
the duty to enforce it in letter and in spirit3

. 

Public Interest Litigation 

The new form of litigation popularly described as 'public 

interest litigation• or what some call as 'social action litigation• 

which took its birth in 1981-82 now forms an integral part of the 

system of dispensation of justice. Though there have been stray 

cases of abuse of the concept of public interest litigation/social 

action litigation, but by and large this new mechanism has been 

used by the Courts to the advantage of the poor and 

"downtrodden as to a large extent to save public property and 
public interest in the field of environment, directions given by 

the Courts have gone a long way to save the destruction of 
ecology.4 

I Kartar Singh v. State of Punjab, (1994) 3 sec 569. 
2 L.Chandra Kumar v. Union of India, AIR 1997SC 1125, also see K.Ramswami J. in S.R. Bommai v. 

Union of India, AIR I 994 SC 1918. 
3 Basu, D.O.: Commentary on the Constitution of India. Vol I, (4th Edn.), p.38. 
4 Ani/ Sabharwal v State OfHaryana And Ors. (I997) I 16 PLR 71. 
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PIL has evolved as an effective tool of the justice delivery 

system, where the traditional concept of locus Standi has been 

expanded. eiL has led to -many landm_ark judgements and is the 

to~l that ha~ help~d to act its role of a social engineer. 5 

The Public Interest Litigation (P.I.L.) is one. of the important 

facets of administrative law and administrative justice. It is one 

of the instruments availed by the courts especially the High 
Courts and the Supreme Court according to their jurisdiction 

granted by the Constitution of India under Articles 226 and 32, 

respectively. 

In the area of environmental law, Rural Litigation and 

Entitlement Kendra, Dehradun v State of U.P. 6 popularly known 

as the 'Limestone Quarries Case' seem to be one of the earlier 

cases. In this case7 a dispute arose out of limestone quarrying in 
the Doon Valley which caused disastrous damage to the 

surrounding environment. The Supreme Court played an activist 
role in this litigation essentially conducting a comprehensive 

review and analysis for national need of mining operations 

located in the Dehradun Valley. In addition to that the court also 

provided for funding and administrative ov~rsight refC?restation 
of the region. 8 

By its order dated 30.08.1988 the court ordered the 
stopping of all mining activities in the valley, except in respect of 

three mines whose period had not been expired. The counsel of 

the said miners had undertaken not to carry out any mining 

operations and to restore vegetation over the area immediately 

and set up committees to supervise the afforestation 

programme. They were also entrusted with the responsibility of 

ensuring the maintenance of the ecology and the environment. 
The judgement also provided the monitoring committee with 
funds by ordering 25 percent of the gross profit of the remaining 

active mines to be deposited towards a fund controlled and 

managed by_ the said committee. On the failure to carry out the 

5 50 years of the Supreme Court of India. 
6 AIR 1985 SC 652. 
7 Ibid 
8 Ibid at p. 657. 
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undertakings by the mines, an application· was submitt.ed to the 

Supreme Court. The Supreme Court responding to such 

application ordered the miner to pay ~o the fund of the 
monitoring committee a sum of Rs. 3, 00,000/- only from the 

date of the order. 9 

The order seems to· represent tii·e novel method of checking 

environmentally degrading activities. The setting up of the 
committee, making provisions for its expenses and continuing 

supervision of the implementation of its decisions indicate the 

inclination of the Supreme c:ourt, unhindered by the practical 

limitations and constraints arising out of its character as a 

dispute resolving organ, in affectively handling complex 

problems. 

In another order of Rural Litigation and Entitlement Kendra 

v. State of Uttar Pradesh, 10 the Supreme Court observed that 
the controversy before the Court was as to whether for social 

safety and for creating a hazardless environment for the people 

to live in, mining in the area should be permitted or stopped. 
The Court observed that the Court may not be taken to have 

said that for public interest litigation, procedural laws do not 

apply. The Court observed that technicality in the procedural law 

is not available as a defence when a matter of grave public 

importance is for consideration before the Court. In the said 
matter, the Supreme Court in a public intere$t litigation issued a 
direction that the mining operation be stopped. 

During the same period an accident occurred in the plant of 

Shriram Food and Fertilizers Limited located in a · thickly 
populated area in Delhi, due to the leak of oleum gas. from one 
of its units on the 4th December 1985. The leak had caused wide 

spread panic in the surrounding community and resulted in the 

death of one person together with a number of persons being 

injured. This incident had occurred in the wake of the Bhopal 

Gas Tragedy and the people were at tenterhooks since a lot of 

these kinds of factories were located in thickly populated areas. 
. . --- --

9 March Of Law, Vol. I ( 1990), p.266. 
10 AIR 1988 SC 2187. 
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The court in this case replaced the traditional doctrine of 'strict 

liability' by the rule of 'absolute liability' and has since been 
adopted by the Parliament. 11 In this excitement the role played 

by the public interest litigation in highlighting the environmental 

disaster was shadowed. This case actually c;>riginated . in a writ 
petition filed by Shri M.C.Mehta, an environmentalist lawyer and 
the winner of a Magsaysay award, as public interest litigation. 
The Apex court had passively entertained public interest 

litigation in ·a matter related to environmental pollution, to be 

exact air pollution. That aspect could not be dealt with in earnest 

as- pressing matters at hand demanded priority but atleast a 

beginning was made. Further another petition was already in the 

Supreme Court filed in the interest of the victims. of the Mass 

Disaster of the Bhopal Gas Tragedy12 where the situation was 

graver and issues more complex. 

Another leading case resulting from public interest litigation 

in the matter of environmental po"llution was M.C.Mehta v. Union 

of India again popularly known as the Ganga Pollution (Kanpur 
Tanneries) case. 13 Here the tanneries located in the city of 

-
_ Kanpur were discharging untreated effluents in the River Ganga 

in violation of the statutory provisions. 14 The Tannery owners, 
after being asked to set up primary water treatment plants for 

several years, did not even bothered to put up an appearance to 

express willingness to do the needful. As a consequence the 

court issued an order directing them to stop their operations. 

The court had found that the effluent discharged from a tannery 

was ten times noxious when compared with the domestic 
sewage water which flows into the river from an urban area in 

its banks. It was also observed by the court that the financial 
capacity of the tanneries was irrelevant while requiring them to 

establish primary treatment plants. Just like an industry which 
cannot pay minimum wages to its workers cannot be allowed to 

exist, a tannery which could not establish a primary water 

treatment plant cannot be permitted to be in existence for the 

11 The Enactment Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991 is the outcome of such development. 
12 Union Carbide Corporation v Union of India, AIR 1990 SC 248 & 273. 
13 AIR 1988 SCI03i 
14 Sections 25 & 26, Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, /974. 
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adverse affect on the public at large which is likely to ensue by 

the discharging of the trade effluents from the tannerie's into the 

_ River Ganga since it would be immense and could outweigh any 

inconvenience that may be caused to the management and the 
labourers employed by it on account of its closure. 

There were a large number of environmental cases filed in 
the Supreme Court and the High Courts after the enactment of 
the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 through public interest 
litigations. One of the main reasons of such .a develop~ent was 

that the Courts having writ jurisdiction started treating Right to 
a clean, healthy and a pollution free environment as a Right to 

life under Article 21 15
• It has been mentioned earlier in this 

chapter and would be dwelled upon later in detail later. 

The basis of such development was simple. Public interest 

litigation was actually an informal writ petition and writ petitions 

were allowed by the Supreme Court for the violation of a 
fundamental right and the High Courts for violation of any legal 

right including the violation of a fundamental right. The nearest 
legal right especially the fundamental right which could be 

connected with the right to a clean and healthy environment free 
from and kind of pollution was Article 21. Article 48-A16 

enshrined in Chapter of Directive principles of State policy 

corresponding to Part IV of the Constitution also helped in the 
positive development. The general attitude that the public 

interest litigations were actually utilized to uplift the socio 

economic conditions of those sections of the society especially 

the ones who were disadvantaged due to various factors like 

poverty, illiteracy, ignorance, etc. These factors had the basic 

huma~ right criteria and as such the right to a JN6rld free from 
environmental pollution was an extended articulation of Human 
Rights. 

15 No person should be deprived of his Right to Life and Personal Liberty except according to procedure 
established by law. ' · 

16 Protection and improvement of environment and safeguarding of forests and wildlife:- The State 
shall endeavour to protect and improve the environment and to safeguards the forests and wildlife of 
the country. ' 
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It was in Subash Kumar v State of Bihar, 17 where public 

interest litigation was filed in an environme·ntal pollution issue 

_ __expressly under Article 21- Right to life. The court too responded 
positively and held that Right to life is a fundamental right under 
Article 21 of the constitution and includes the right of enjoyment 

of pollution free water and air for full enjoyment of life. On the 

count of it being a public interest litigation that ~he matter was 

not an issue to be brought vide a public interest litigation since 

the court found out that petitioner was actually invoking the 

provision to furt~er his personal interest and as such disallowed 
the petition. In such dismissal the court said: 

Public interest litigation cannot be invoked by a person or

body of persons to satisfy his or its persona! grudge o.r enmity. 
If such petitions were entertained under Article 32 of the 

Constitution it would amount to the abuse of the process of the 
court preventing speedy remedy to other genuine petitioners 

from the Apex court. Personal interest cannot be enforced 
- ' 

through enforced through the process of the Supreme Court 
under Article 32 of the constitution in the garb of public interest 

litigation. 

The facts of the case18were that the petitioner was 
prevented from collecting the sludge/slurry which was flowing 

from the washeries of a company into the river water. The 
petitioners business was connected with the ferrying of such 
sludge/slurry. His claim that the company was polluting- the river 

was actually his reaction to the company's action of preventing 

him from collecting the slurry and transporting the same for the 

purpose of his business and the said petition was in pursuance 

of his self interest. Thus, it was liable to be dismissed. -

The M.C.Mehta Cases, Doon Valley Case and other similar 
cases decided by the Apex courts in the late eighties laid down 
the foundation, though not strong enough, of the environmental 

issues being brought before the courts through -the ambit of 

public. interest litigation. That position received-- a boost after· 

17 AIR 1991 SC 420. 
18 Ibid 
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Subash Kumar. V State of Bihar9 when the Supreme Court 

expressly stated that the Right to life under Article 21 of the 

constitution incl_uded th~ Right_ to enjoy a pollution free water 
and air for the full enjoyment of life. 

A large number of cases20 regarding the matter of 

environmental pollution or environmental-- degradation have 
found passage to the corridors of the court through the vehicle 
of public interest litigation, commonly and popularly known as 

P.I.L. 

That resulted in -the Right to a clean and healthy 

environment free from pollution being enforced through public 

interest litigation for the vioiation of a fundamental right under 

article 21 of the Constitution in the Supreme Court and under 

Article 226 in the High Courts. 

Broadly the Court, with the baton of Public Interest 
Litigation (P.I.L.), has entered into the field of prison rights, 
rights of under trials, ·rights of inmates iri women's remand 

homes, construction workers, bonded labourers hawkers and 
pavement dwellers, environment, violation of civil liberties 

requiring immediate release of persons in illegal detention and 

compensation for wrongful imprisonment, employment related 

benefits such as equal pay for equal work and rights of children. 

ABUSE OF PUBLIC INTEREST LITIGATION: The advantages 
derived from the very long and steady development of public 

interest litigation and the controls imputed by the courts in 

regard to the frivolous complaints and petitions clogging the 

working of the courts themselves. The very objective of the 

public interest litigation, that is to open the golden ga~es of the 
courts, became the bane by the filing of various petitions on 
flimsy grounds to vent their enmity and promote self interest. 
The acronym P.I.L. which was actually to mean 'public interest 

19 Ibid . 
20 See V. Lakshmipathy v State of Karnataka, AIR 1992 Kam. 57; Virendra Gaur v State of Haryana, 

(I995) 2 SCC 577; Vel/ore Citizens' Welfare Forum v Union of India, (1996) 5 SCC 647; Indian 
Council for Enviro-Legal Action vUnion of India, (1996) 3 SCC 212; A.P. Pollution Control 
Board(!) v Prof. M V.Nayudu, ( 1999) 2 SCC 718; Narmada Bachao Andolan v Union of India, 
(2000) I 0 SCC 664; A.P. Pollution Control Board(/1) v Prof. M V.Nayudu, (200 I) 2 SCC 62; T.N. 
Godavarman Cases and M.C. Mehta cases. 
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litigation' had itself become 'publicity interest litigation' or 
'private interest litigation' or in some cases 'politica..l interest 
litigation' or the latest trend which is 'paisa income litigation'.21 

Such trend has been under the glare of the court from the 

beginning and the courts have now and then cautioned the 

admission of P.I.L.s with a lot of scrutiny. 

PIL is not a pill or a panacea for all wrongs. It was 
essentially meant to protect basic human rights of the weak and 
the disadvantaged and was a procedure which was innovated 
where a public spirited person files a petition in effect on behalf 
of such persons who on account of poverty, helplessness or 
economic and social disabilities could not approach the Court for 
relief. There have been, in recent times, increasingly instances 
of abuse of PIL. Therefore, there is a need to re-emphasize the 
parameters within which PIL can be resorted to by a Petitioner 
and entertained by the Court. This aspect has come up for 
consideration before this Court and all we need to do is to 
recapitulate and re-emphasize the same. 22 

In the words of Bhagwati, J. (as he then was) "the courts 
must be careful in entertaining public interest litigations" or in 
the words of Sarkaria, J. "the applications- of the busybodies 
should be rejected at the threshold itself" and as Krishna Iyer, J. 

has pointed out, "the doors of the courts should not be ajar for 
such vexatious litigants". 

Similar view was expressed in Karamjeet Singh v: Union of 
India23

• It was noted that Article 32 which finds a place in Part 
III of the Constitution entitled "fundamental rights" provides 
that .right to move this Court for the enforcement of the rights 
conferred in that part is guaranteed. It empowers this Court to 
issue directions or orders or writs for the enforcement of any of 
the fundamental rights. The petitioner did not seek to enforce 
any of his fundamental rights nor did he complain that any of his 
fundamental ~right was violated. He sought to enforce the 
fundamental rights of others, namely, the two condemned 

21 S.K. Sarkar, Public Interest Litigations and Public Nuisances (2"d edn.), Orient, (2006) p.5. 
22 Balco Employees Union {Regd) v Union Of India & Ors, (2002) 2 SCC 333. 
23 AIR 1993 SC 284i 
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convicts who themselves did not complain of their violation. 

Unless an aggrieved party is under some disability recognized by 

law, it would be unsafe and hazardous to allow any third party 

be a member of the Bar to question the decision against third 

parties. 

In Balco Employees Union (Regd.) v Union Of India & Drs, 24 

the court apprehending the dangers of the misuse- of P.I.L. held 

that Public Interest Litigation, or PIL as it is more commonly 

known, was intended to vindicate public interest where 

fundamental and other rights of the people who were poor, 

ignorant or in socially or economically disadvantageous position 

and were unable to seek legal redress were required to be 
espoused .. PIL was not meant to be advers_arial in nature and 

. . 
was to be a cooperative and collaborative effort of the parties 
and the ~ourt so as to secure justice for the poor and the 
weaker sections of the community who were not in a position to 

protect their own interests. Public Interest Litigation was 

intended to mean nothing more than what words themselves 
said viz., 'litigation in the interest of the public'. 

It further went on to say that while PIL initially was invoked 

mostly in cases connected with the relief to the people and the 

weaker sections of the society and in areas where there was 

violation of human rights under Article 21, but with the passage 
of time, petitions have been entertained in other spheres. Prof. 
S.B. Sathe has summarised the extent of the jurisdiction which 
has now been exercised in following words: - "PIL may, 

therefore, be described as satisfying one or more of. the 
following parameters. These are not exclusive but merely 

descriptive: 

• Where the concerns underlying a petition are not 
individualist but are shared widely by a large number 
of people (bonded labour, undertrial prisoners, prison 

inmates)? 

24 (2002) 2 sec 333. 
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• Where the affected persons belong to the 

disadvantaged sections of society (women, children, 

bonded labour, unorganised labour etc.)? 

• Where judicial law making is necessary to avoid 
exploitation (inter-country adoption, the education of 
the children of the prostitutes)? 

• Where judicial intervention is necessary for the 
protection of the sanctity of democratic institutions 
(independence of the judiciary, existence of grievances 

redressal forums)? 

• Where. administrative decisions related to development 
are harmful to the environment and jeopardize people's 
to natural resources such as air or water? 

There is, in recent years, a feeling which is not without any 
foundation that Public Interest Litigation is now tending to 
become publicity interest litigation or private interest litigation 
and has a tendency to be counter-productive: 

Judici'al interference by way of PIL is available if there is 
injury to public because of dereliction of Constitutional or 

statutory obligations on the part of the government. Here it is 
not so and in the sphere of economic policy or reform the Court 
is not the appropriate forum. Every matter of public interest or 
curiosity cannot be the subject matter of PIL. Courts are not 
intended to and nor should they conduct the administration of 

. the country. Courts will interfere only if there is a clear violation 
of Constitutional or statutory provisions or non-compliance by 
the State with its Constitutional or statutory duties. None of 
these contingencies arise in this present ca·se. 

Another danger that has also been creeping in the minds of 
the legislative, the executive and even some of the progressive 
thinking judges is the question that who will watch the 
watchman. If the executive and the legislative overstep their 

jurisdictional limits,. the courts steps in but what will happen if 

the judiciary itself oversteps its legitimate boundaries. Judges of ' 
the higher courts, especially the Supreme Court, who were 
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beyond the shadow of corruptions earlier, in recent times, have 

discovered some chinks in their impregnable armour., Cases of 

Justice Bhattacharjee, Justice Sen, even a lady Judge, namely, 

Justice Nirmal Yadav have been reported of some wrong doings 
and cast a shadow in maintaining probity in their professional 

lives. The latest case of Justice Dinakaran whose elevation to the 

Apex court was withheld and instead was asked to join the High 
court of Sikkim25strengthens the belief that corruption has 

infested the last citadel of public life in India. This new found 
thesis has been given more credibility by the recent $tatement 

of admission of the Chief justice of India, K.G. Balakrishnan that 
there is the existing of corruption in the judiciary but he added 
that it was not in an alarming stage. 

Therefore, it is very necessary that the tool of 'judicial 

activism' (of which public interest litigation is one) should be 

employed by the judiciary cautiously. The judiciary while 

resorting to judicial activism has to keep in mind that it has 

certain inherent limitations. Judge made amendments to 

provisions over and above the available legislation should 
normally be avoided. 26 Where the intention of the legislation is 

crystal clear, the court should not interpret the provision 
contrary to it or add something further to it. 27 

Article 21 of the Constitution- Right to Clean Air 

"Life is manifest air, and air manifest in life is breath. The 

Airis God Almighty. It is cosmic truth and. cosmic harm,ony". 

(The Taittiriyopanishad) 

In the prashnopanishad the breath is described as 

"Sarvayush", or the longevity of one and all. Life subsists as 
long as breath lasts. Without the sustenance of breath, life in a 
creature is impossible. To the system of breath owes the 
functional operation of life. 

25 That appointment was vehemently opposed and successfully thwarted by the Sikkim Bar 
Association. 

26 Madhu Kishwar v. State of Bihar, (1996) 5 SCC 125. 
27 Orienta/Insurance Co.Ltd. v Hansrajbhai V. Koda/a, (2001) 5 SCC 175. 
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The right to breath thus reckons to the origin of life. 28 

With the spotlight increasingly focussed on politics and 

spectacular scientific discoveries, we tend to forget that we all 

live in a world where pure air is at a prer.nium. And this is just 

the tip of the iceberg. There is no clean air, clean water, no 

clean environment and today, say environmentalist, .is only a 

'harbinger' of tomorrow's ills. This invokes the inevitable 

question: what is being done about all this? The question should, 

actually, be: who should be taking action for environmental 

protection. Perhaps more precisely, if not the government, then 

who?29 

Governments have not totally ignored the environmental 

question, but no government has for many years taken an action 
with the occasional exception of appointing ·committees, whose 

labours have led to little or no result. 30 Governments have many 

a time deceived the public by bringing out reports with a whole 

lot of descriptive materials which detract attention from the 

genuine findings and recommendations. 31 

Conditions now prevail for drastic action in the world. The 

United Nations Conference on Human Environment (UNCHE) 

which is officially the first international meet to dwell on the task 

of protecting the Environment. The convention was marked by 
the signing of the 'Stockholm Declaration'32 on sth -12th June 

197233 and which are heralded by various environmentalists as 

the 'Magna Carta' in the arena of environmental legislat.ion. 

This particular international meet and the resultant 

document, i.e. the Stockholm Declaration, gave a new impetus 

to environmental law making in India. The first development, on 

28 Chaturvedi, R.G., Laws sand Prevention of Pollution (1998), p. 180. 
29 Shaila Shree, S.P., Role ofNGOs in the Environment Protection, Student Advocate, Vol.6, 1994, 

p.42. 
30 Sir Hugh E.C.Beaver, Chairman ofthe Government Committee of Inquiry into Nature: Causes and 

Effects of Air Pollution (UK) cited in P.Grad. Environmental Law (New York 1989). 
31 The timing of the melting of the Himalayan glaciers based on the report of the Inter-governmental 

Panel for Climate Change (IPCC), a credible organization functioning under the auspices of the 
UN, was found to be incorrect. The report is being reviewed. Earlier report had stated that the 
Himalayan glaciers would melt, if the present pace of global warming continued, by the year 2035 
whereas the actual year should have been 2350 

32 The Conference took place in Stockholm, the Capital city of Sweden. 
33 Thus, 5111 day of June is celebrated as World Environment Day every year. 
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that account, was that took place was the Constitution ( 42nd 

Amendment) Act, 1976. The said amendment Act, among other 

things, inserted Articles 48-A and SlA (g) in Part IV34 and Part 

IV A 35respectively. The Enactments of the Air {Prevention and 

Control of .Pollution) Act, 1981 and the Environment (Protection) 

Act, 1986 are also credited. to the . said international 
instrument. 36 The details of these legislations have already been 
dealt with or are discussed in the other chapters of this work. 37 

The protection of the environment in India has been the 
handiwork of the judiciary and in the pursuant of, that the 

Constitution of India had played a very meaningful role both in 

providing a procedural as well as a substantive backbone, rather 

a foundation. 

A lot of labels, like judicial activism, etc, have been given to 
the judiciary for the steps taken by · it for curbing the 

degradation of the environment. If we take a closure and first 

hand view of how the judiciary has, gone about with its agenda 
for the same, we find that the Constitution· ( 42nd Amendment) 

Act, 1976 distinctly seems to aid the judiciary to achieve that 
goal. As already stated that the said Amendment Act inserted 
Articles 48-A and 51-A (g) in the Constitution among other 
things, let's have a glance as to what these provisions actually 
expresses. 

Article 48A. Protection and improvement of environment and 

safeguarding of forests and wildlife - the state shall endeavour 

to protect and improve the environment and to safeguard the 
forests and wild life of the country 

Article 51-A (g) Fundamental Duti~s - It shall be the duty of 
every citizen of India to protect ·and improve the environment 
including forests, lakes, rivers and wildlife, and to have 
compassion for living creatures. 

34 Chapter on Directive Principles of State Policy. 
35 Chapter on Fundamental Duties. 
36 The Stockholm Declaration. · 
37 Chapter 2 and 4 of this "work deal with, namely, Statutory Laws and International Instruments 

respectively. 
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Further Article 2138 of the constitution which adorns every 

Indian with the fundamental right to life and personal liberty 

complemented in providing the substantive constitutional 

ammunition for the transition of the Right to life to also mean "a 

right to a clean and healthy environment devoid of any kind of 

pollution". And the final nail in the coffin of environmental 
degradation was the liberalising and expansion of the 'locus 

standi rule' in writ jurisdiction under Articles 32 and 226, in the 
form of allowing the filing of public interest litigations. In 

addition to this some other provisions of the constitution such as 

Articles 1239 and 13,40 have also been transformed and used by 
the judiciary in putting in place a massive body of law purely 
concerned and attempting to protect and improve the 
environment and curb environmental degradation. 

Thus, we can categorically declare that the convergence of 

Articles 21, 48-A and 51-A (g) provided the judiciary with ample 

substantive law to deal with the problems of environmental 

pollution. That was steadily supported by the procedural 
provisions of the constitution namely, Articles 12, 13, 32 and 
226. The final ingredient in the recipe being the masterstroke of 

the judiciary, i.e. judicial activism, which happens to be the 
consequence and result of an independent judiciary o.ne of the 

hallmarks of our constitution and which is our country signature 

identity/ brand. 

Article 21. Protection of life and personal liberty. - No 

person shall be deprived of his life and personal liberty 
except according to procedure established by law. 

The discovery of the public interest litigation concept in the 

late seventies and the worldwide awareness of matters related 

to environmental degradation triggered spurt in the 
environmental litigation in the country. Most of the matter was 

brought. via the public interest litigation road in the Supreme 
Court and the High Courts .. This is also .because the other 

38 Article 21. Protection of life and personal liberty.- No person shall be deprived of his life and 
persona/liberty except according to procedure established by law 

39 Definition of' State' 
40 Powers of the Supreme Court and the High Courts of Judicial Review. 
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specific legislations, e.g. the Water Act, 41 the Air Act,42 

Environment Act, 43 etc. did not meet the demand and challenges 

of the current day situation. Under these enactments, the 
jurisdiction to prosecute lies with the Subordinate judiciary, 
44namely, the Metropolitan Magistrate (in cities) or the Judicial 
Magistrate of the First Class (in other cases) and it is believed to 

be time taking thus discouraging. Further a person cannot bring 

an action against the polluter unless a notice period of sixty days 

is given to the Central or State Pollution Control Boards, as the 

case may be. These factors have also led the aggrieved parties 

to take the route of writ jurisdiction, henc;:e, public interest 

litigation. Sometimes the writ or PILs are filed in the higher 
courts with the intention to goad the enforcement agencies and 
government officials to carry out ~heir functions laid down in the 

above named and other similar legislations enacted for the 

protection and improvement of the environment. 

The object of Article 21 of the constitution is to prevent 
deprivation of life and encroachment upon personal liberty by 
the Executive, save 'in accordance with the procedure 

established by law or in conformity with the provisions thereof.45 

There is doctrine of state necessity in India and thus established 

procedure by law should be strictly followed and as such must 

not be departed from to the disadvantages of the aggrieved 
per:son. 46 

Prior to the decision in Maneka Gandhi v Union of 

India, 47 Article 21 was narrowly construed only as a guarantee 

aga_inst executive action unsupported by law. But the Maneka 

Gandhi case opened up a new dimensic:m of the said Article and 
laid down that Article 21 of the constitution imposed a limitation 
even upon the legislature as well and while prescribing a 
procedure for depriving a person of his life and personal liberty, 

41
· The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974. 

42 The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981. 
43 The Environment (Protection) Act, 1986. 
44 The Water Act,J974, sec.49; The Air Act, 1981, Sec.43 
45 A.K Gopalan v State of Madras, AIR I 950 SC 27. 
46 AIR I 968 SC 7I 8. 
47 AIR 1978 SC 597. 
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the law prescribing such procedure should be fair, just and 

reasonable and must not be arbitrary, fanciful and whimsical. 

Article 21 of the constitution guarantees every person the 

protection of life and personal liberty. The Right to life being the 
most fundamental of all is one of the most difficult terms to be 

defined. Certainly . it cannot be confined o':liY to a ~uarantee 
against the taking away of life; it must have a wider 
application. 48 With reference to a corresponding provision of the 
American Constitution, 49 which says that no person shall be 
deprived of his "life, liberty and property without due process of 

law", in Munn v Illinois, 5° Field J. spoke of right to life in the 

following words: 

"By the term 'life' as here used something more is 

meant than m.ere animal existence. The inhibition 

against its deprivation extends to all those limbs and 
faculties by which life is enjoyed. The provision equally 
prohibits the mutilation of the body by the amputation 

of an arm or leg, or the putting out of an eye, or the 

destruction of any other organ of the body through 

which the soul communicates with the outer world." 

This statement has been repeatedly quoted with approval 
by our Supreme Court 51 in many cases and has been further 

expanded in Francis Coralie v. Union Territory of Delhi52 where 
Bhagwati, J. held: 

"We think that the right to life includes the right to live 

with human dignity and all that goes along with it, 

namely, the bare necessities of life such as adequate 

nutrition, clothing and shelter over head and facilities 
for reading writing and· expressing. oneself if) diverse 

48 V.N.Shukla's Constitution of India, lOth Edition, p.164-165. 
49 5th and 14th Amendments. 
50 94 u.s. 113. 
51 Karak Singh v State ofU.P., AIR 1963 SC 1295, 1301, 1305; Sunil Batra v Delhi Administration, 

( 1978) 4 SCC 494; Olga Tellis V Municipal Corporation, AIR 1986 SC 180, 194 seen in V.N. 
Shukla's Constitution of India, p.165. 

52 AIR 11981 SC 746. 
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forms, freely moving about and mixing and commingle 

with fellow human beings.';53 

The judge though cautioned that "the magnitude and the 

contents of the components of this right would depend upon the 

extent of the economic development of the country." The bottom 

line was that it must include "the bare necessities of life and also 

to carry on such functions and activities as constitute the bare 

minimum expression of the human self". 54 

Thus the right to life under article would include all those 

aspects of life which would go· to make .a man's !ife more 
meaningful, complete and worth living. Elements which alone 

can make it possible to live purposefully should be declared to 
be an integral component of the right to life, e.g. his tradition, 

culture, heritage, protection of that heritage in its full 

measure,55 Right to rehabilitation of bonded labo~rer after 

release, 56 Right of a person not to be subjected to infirm 
conditions of labour,57Right to live human dignity,58Right to 

livelihood by means which are not illegal, immoral or opposed to 
public policy,59Rights of Inmates of protective Homes, 5° Rights of 

prisoners, 5 1 Right to Legal Aid, 62 Right to Speedy Triai,63Right 
against Cruel and Unusual Punishment, Right to Compensation64

, 

Right to Education, 55 Right to privacy, Right. to an environment 

53 Ibid at 753. 
54 Ibid 
55 Ram Sharon v Union of India, AIR 1989 SC 549. 
56 Nee1ja v State of M.P., AIR 1984 SC 1988 
57 Peoples' Unionfor Democratic Rights v Union of India, AIR 1982 SC 1473. 
511 Olga Tellis v Bombay Municipal Corporation, AIR 1986 SC 180. 
59 Ibid 
60 Upendra Baxi v State ofU.P., (1983) 2 SCC 308; Sheela Barse v Union of India, (1993) 4 SCC 

204; Chandra Kumar Banik v state ofW.B., (1995) Supp (4) SCC 505. 
61 Sunil Batra v Delhi Administration, AIR 1978 SC 1675; D.K.Basu v State of WB., AIR 1997 SC 

3017; Daddu v State ofMaharashtra, (2000) 8 SCC 437. 
62 H.S. Hoskot v State of Maharashtra, AIR 1978 SC 1548; Khatri v State of Bihar, AIR 1982 SC 928; 

Suk Das v Union Territory of Arunachal Pradesh, AIR 1986 SC 991. 
63 Hussainara Khatoon (I) to (VI) v. Home Secretary, Bihar, (1980) I SCC 81,91,93,98,108 & 115. 
M Rudul Shah v State of Bihar, (1983) 4 SCC 141; Bhim Singh V State of J&K, (1985) 4 SCC 677; 

Hussain v. State ofKerala, (2000) 8 SCC 139; Smt.S.K.Shangring Lamkang & anr:. v State of 
Manipur, AIR 2008 Gau. 46; Lily Stanislaus v. Chairman, T.N.E.B., Chennai, AIR 2008 (NOC) 
1496 (Mad). 

65 Unni Krishnan v State of Andhra Pradesh, (1993) I SCC 645; presently Right to Education has 
been allotted designated an individual slot under Article 21A in Part Ill of the Constitution inserted 
by the Constitutional (86th Amendment) Act, 2002. 
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free of smoke and other similar pollutants, 66Right to a Clean 

and Healthy Environment free form pollution, 67 so on so forth. 

Recently even a right to electricity has been ·Said to come under 

Article 21 of the constitution68
. 

Encouraged by an atmosphere of freedom and articulation 
in th.e aftermath of the Emergency,69 The courts during this 

period laid down the foundation of fortifying and expanding the 

scope and object of the fundamental rights enshrined in the Part 

III of the Constitution. The Supreme Court entered into one of 

the most creative and articulating period in dealing with the 

matters involving the fundamental rights especially article 21 of 

the Constitution. 

The Supreme Court strengthened Article 21 of the 

Constitution which guarantees a- person th~ right to_ life and 
personal liberty in two ways. First it required the laws affecting 

personal liberty to also pass the tests of Article 1470 and Article 

1971 of the Constitution in the matter of reasonability. Thereby 

ensuring that the procedure depriving a person of his life and ,. 

personal liberty be fair, reasonable and just. Secondly, the court 

recognised unarticulated liberties that are implied by Article 21 

of the Constitution. It is by this second way that the Supreme 

Court has interpreted the Right to life and Personal Liberty to 

include various rights mentioned above to make a person's life 

to be meaningful and not just mere animal existence. In the 

same bandwagon, the Supreme Court and some of the High 

Courts have interpreted that the Right to. Life and. Personal 

liberty envisaged in Article 21 of the Constitution to include the 

Right to a clean and healthy environment within its jurisdictional 

boundaries. 

66 Shantistar v Narayan, AIR 1990 SC 630. 
67 Rural Litigation and Entitlement Kendra v State ofU.P., AIR 1985 SC 652, MC.Mehta v Unio!J of 

India, 
68 Manoj Kumar Acharya v Chairman and Managing Director, WB.SE.B., AIR 2008 Cal47. 
69 Imposed by the then Congress government headed by Smt. Indira Gandhi on 251

h June I 975. 
70 Equality before Law- The state shall not deny to any person equality before the law and equal 

protection of the laws within the territory of India. 
71 Protection of certain rights regarding freedom of speech, ~tc. 
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It is pertinent to note, at this particular juncture, that it is 

unavoidable, rather imperative to mention the ramifications of 

the Directive Principles of State Policy enshrined in Part IV of the 

Constitution. Such ramifications are in the form of aiding, 

supplementing and interpreting the various ~undamental rights , 

especially Article 21 of the constitution when we are finding 

ways to include a Right to a pollution free environment within 

the sphere of fundamental rights, a 'basic structure' of the 

Constitution.72Such approach has been greatly aided by the 

Directive Principles of State Policy enshrined in Part IV and 

Fundamental Duties in Part IV of the Constitution. 

The articles (Articles 36 to 51) envisaged in Part IV of the 

Indian Constitution consists of certain directives and guidelines 

of policy and as such it shall be the duty of the State to adhere 

to them both in the matter of administration as well as in 

making laws. These directives embody the aims and objects of 

the State under a Republican Constitution to achieve a full 

fledged Welfare State. 

The Directives, however, differ from the fundamental rights 

in the context of enforceability. Theoretically fundamental rights 

are enforceable and justifiable in the courts of law, especially in 

the Supreme Courts and the High Courts, against State73 action 
•· 

whereas the Directive Principles of State Policies as such do not 

create. any justiciable rights in favour of the citizens and as such 

they are said to be unenforceable in the abovementioned courts 

having the writ jurisdiction74
• 

Thus Article 13 prohibits the State from enacting any law 

which takes or abridges the fundamental rights conferred by 
part III of the Constitution but the directive principles of state 

policy cannot override this categorical limitation upon the 

72 Shankari Prasad v Union of India, AIR I 95 I SC 4.58, Golak Nath v State of Punjab, AIR 1967 SC 
1643 Minerva Mills v Union of India (1983) I SCC 147. See also Keshavananda Bharti v State of 
Kerala, (1973) 4 SCC 255. 

73 A fundamental right is enforceable against the 'State' as defined in Article 12 of the Constitution 
but in the present day such enforcement has also been allowed against persons not coming under 
the exact definition ofthe 'State' under the said Article. Sometimes even against 'private persons'. 

74 The Supreme Court and the High Courts under Articles 32 and 226 respectively. 
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legislative power of the State. 75 But the directives are actually 

guidelines for the state for striving to achieve excellence in 

governance and were sometimes made enforceable through 

legislations when the state was ready to handle the 

consequences whether it be of economic, social or political 

nature. 

In Hanif Quereshi v State of Bihar/6 the court without 

abandoning their initial position immediately, clearly spoke of 

harmony between the fundamental rights and the directive 
principles through S.R. Das, J. Later in C.B. Boarding and 
lodging v State of Madras, 77 the· court held· that it did not see 
any conflict between the provisions of Part III and Part IV of the 
Constitution and they were complementary and supplementary 

to each other. Finally, in Minerva Mills v Union of. India, 78 The 
court held that "harmony and balance between the fundamental 

rights and the directive principles is an essential feature of the 

basic structure of the Constitution". 

Thus the implementation of Directive Principles of State 
policy through the medium of statutory enactments has already 

been covered in an earlier chapter, namely, Chapter 2, thus we 

need not go further in that direction. Here we are. actually 
looking more into the judicial approach in tackling issues by 

' . 
implementing the corresponding directive principles· of state 

policies laid down in Part IV of the Constitution via the medium 
of the fundamental rights. This detour through fundamental 
rights gives a favourable interpretation of a directive principle 

being enforceable. Hence, the Directive Principles of State Policy 

provide the guidelines and objectives to achieve a Secular, 

Socialist, Democratic and Welfare Republic whereas the 
fundamental rights provide both the substantive and procedural 
vehicle of enforceability to reach that hallowed destination. 

The earlier decisions of the courts paid comparatively scant 

attention and importance to the directive enshrined in Part IV of 

75 HanifQureshi v State of Bihar, AIR 1958 SC 731. 
76 AIR 1958 SC 731. 
77 < 1969) 3 sec 84; AIR 1970 sc 2042. 
78 (1980) 2 sec 591; AIR 1980. 
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• 

the Constitution on the ground that the courts had very little to 

do with them given the fact that they were not enforceable or 

justiciable in the court of law, unlike the ~undament_al rights. 
However, the duty of the courts in regard to the matter of 
enforceability and justifiability of the directive principles came to . 
be emphasised in their later decisions through the doctrine of 

"harmonious construction". This trend reached its culmination 

point in Keshavananda Bharti v State of Kerala, 79 a 'landmark 

judgement on various constitutional issues .were delivered by a 

13 member bench(constitutional). 

This judgement in that case popularly known as the 

fundamental rights case laid down, by a consensus opinion, 

certain broad propositions for far reaching effects in the future 

cases of a similar kind before all constitutional courts. They were 
as follows: 

(i) There is no disharmony between the Directive 
Principles of State policy and the Fundamental Rights 

because they supplement each other in aiming at the 

same goal post, i.e. of bringing a social restoration and 

establishment of a Welfare State which is envisaged in 

the Preamble. 80the Constitution aims at the synthesis 

of the two, The directive principles of State Policy 
constitute the 'conscience' of the Constitution and 

together with the fundamental rights form the core 
values of the Constitution. 

(ii) They are not exclusionary of. each other but 
complementary to each other. 81 

(iii) Even conditions for the exercise by each individual of 
his fundamental rights cannot be ensured unless and 
until the directives are implemented. 

(iv) The parliament is competentto amend the Constitution 

to override or abrogate any of the fundamental rights 

79 (1973) 4 sec 225; AIR 1973 sc 1461. 
80 See also Minerva Mills v Union of India, AIR 1980 SC 1789 at 1806.· 
81 Markandaya v State of Andhra Pradesh, AIR 1989 SC 1308. · 
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in order to implement the directive principle so long as 

the basic structure of the Constitution is not affected. 

Thus applying the doctrine of 'harmonious construction', the 

courts have applied the directives laid down in part IV of the 

Constitution to adjust the ambit of the fundamental rights, laid 

down in part III of the Constitution, themselves with the 

intention to give a liberal interpretation of a legislative ~ntry. 82 

In much recent decisions, the courts have held that even 

though the directive principles cannot be enforced by the 

constitutional courts nor can they compel the state to enact a 

law to implement a certain directive, The Apex Court, in 

particular, has been issuing various directions to government 

and administrative authorities to take positive and stern actions 

to remove the grievances of people which has been caused by 

the non-implementation of the directive principles. 83 

It is now universally recognised that that the difference 

between the fundamental rights. and the directive principles lies 

in this that the fundamental rights are primarily aimed at 
assuring political freedom to the citizens by protecting them 

against excessive State action while the directive principles are 

aimed at securing social and economic freedoms by appropriate 

action. Neither has it been granted an unbound power to compel 

a legislature to make law nor is it less important given' that it is 

judicially unenforceable. Article 37 of the constitution 

emphatically states that the directive principles are nevertheless 

fundamental in the governance of the country and it shall be the 

duty of the state to apply these principles in making laws. It 

follows that it becomes the duty of the court to apply directive 
principles in interpreting the constitution and the laws and it 

should serve the courts as a· code _of interpretation. 84 

Fundamental rights should thus be interpreted in the light of the 

directive principles and the latter should, whenever and 

wherever possible, be read into· the former. 85Th is command of. 

82 HanifQureshi v State oj Bihar, AIR I 958 SC 73 I. 
83 Comptroller & Auditor General of India v K.S. Jagannathan, (I 986) 2 SCC 679 
84 V.N.Shukla's, Constitution of India {10111 edition), Eastern Book Company (2006), p. 301. 
85 Akhil Bharatiya Soshit Karmachari Sangh v Union of India, AIR I 981 SC 298. 
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the Constitution must be ever present in the mind of the judges 

when interpreting statutes which concern them directly or 

indirectly with matters set out in the directive principles. 86 

' 
In the later years, not only has the importance of the 

directive principles been highlighted by the courts in interpreting 

the Constitution and laws but the courts, particularly the Apex 

court has also used the fundamental duties, found in Article 51 A 

and enshrined in part IV A of the Constitution, as code of 

interpretation while expanding and exploring the reach of the 

constitution, especially the fundamental rights. 

In Javed & others v. State of Haryana, 87 the court 

reiterated that Fundamental Rights are not to be read in 
isolation. They have to be read with the Chapter on Directive 

Principles of State Policy and the Fundamental Duties found in 

Article 51 A in Part IV A of the constitution. 

The Constitution of India, as already mentioned earlier in 

this work, may probably the first Constitution, whether written 

or not, in the world that contains specific provisions pertaining to 

the protection and improvement of the environment. Therefore 

we can safely say that the protection of the environment has 

been accorded a constitutional status and it would not be wrong 

to state that the right to a clean. and healthy environment free 

from any pollution whatsoever is a fundamental right under 

Article 21 of the Constitution. It also in a sense reveals India's 

constitutional concern and commitment to the protection and 

improvement of the human eilvironment88 as the same has been 

reflected in the range of judicial decisions emanating· from the 

courts, especially the Supreme and the High Courts. The legal 

framework in respect to the protection and improvement of the 

environment has not only been successful in aiding the judiciary 

in delivering the landmark judgements in matters relating to a 

clean and a healthy environment free from pollution but it has 

been absolutely successful in revolutionising the whole structure 

86 U.P.S.E.B. v Hari ShankarJha, (1978) 4 SCC 16: AIR 1979 SC'65. 
87 (2003) 8 sec 369. · 
88 K.l. Vibhute, Environmental Development and the Law: Indian Perspective, Journal of the Indian 

Law Institute, Vol. 37:2 (1995) p.182. 
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of environmental laws. The various orders passed and direction 

given by the higher courts, especially the Supreme Court shows 
that while keeping with the tra~ks laid down by the different 
facets of laws on environment, the courts ·have been able to 

decide matters and issues concerned with the environment 
comprehensively and determinedly after taking into 
considerations all the relevant provisions concerned with a 
particular case and not only the specific law or laws. Directions 

issued by the courts has not only been to stop certain actions or 

activities but also directing the concerned authorities or 
individuals to take steps to ensure that a clean and healthy 

environment is maintained for the general well being. 

Laws, in general state the dos and don'ts of activities in 

respect of the matter in issue. In violation of such laws the 

violator is punished by imprisonment of. is askeq to pay 
compensation for the damage occurring due to such violation. In 
some cases the violator is even allowed to carry on the activity 
of alleged violation before the matter of such alleged violation is 
decided. The courts disposing environmental matters have 

' 
applied such general principles of law together with the related 

specific provisions in dealing with the situation at hand. Courts 

have taken into account the both law and spirit of the concerned 

environment legislation or legal expression applied during the 

course of deciding the matter before it. It looks at the origin and 
basis of such laws and legal expressions and the effect they try 
to generate or their aimed and expected logical conclusions. 

Prior to the enactments of specific legislations regarding 

environment, the Supreme Court had issued directions to 

authorities responsible for maintaining a clean and healthy 
environment. One of such earlier cases is Rat/am Municipality v 

Vardichand, 89 where a resident had moved th.e magistrate's 

court under section 133 of the Criminal Procedure Code, 1973 to 

require the municipal authorities to carry out their duties in 

maintaining public health and sanitation and as such received an 

order from the said court for the abatement of nuisance 

89 AIR 1980 SC 1622. 
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complained of. The matter after a series of appeals finally 

reached the Supreme Court and it upheld the Magistrate's order 

and rejected the plea put forward by the wrong doing 

municipality that there was a lack of funds in carrying out their 

function. 

In M.C. Mehta v Union of India, 90 the court, keeping in view 
the mandate of Articles 4791 and 48-A in Part IV of the 

Constitution, held that the law casts an obligation on the state to 
improve public health as well as protect and improve the 

environment and as such directions were issued in this case to 
tackle the problem arising out of chaotic traffic conditions and 
vehicular pollution. Such directions were given by treating such 

problems as a legal issue and proceeded to examine the impact 

of the right flowing from Article 21 of the Constitution vis-a-vis 

the decline in the environmental quality. 

Article 48-A of the Constitution enjoins that the state shall 
endeavour to protect and improve the natural environment. The 

State shall endeavour to maintain the environment in such a 
manner that it is conducive to breathe fresh air. But merely that 

the right to breathe has found place in the directive principle 
does not take it out of the purview of Article 21 of the 

Constitution. It is actually the result of the harmonious 
construction of both the directive principles of state ,policy, in 

this case, Articles 47 and 48 of the Constitution and fundamental 

right Article 21, namely, right to life and personal liberty. 

Thus the most remarkable feature of the expansion of 

Article 21 of the Constitution has been the resurrection of the 

many non-justiciable and unenforceable directive principles 
enshrined in Part IV of the Constitution made enforceable by 
giving them the garb of fundamental rights. Such constructive 
and positive development has been made possible by activating 
the magic wand of Judicial Activism. The Right to a clean and 

healthy environment free from any pollution has been one of the 

90 
( 1998) 6 sec 60 para 1. 

91 Duty of the state to raise the level of nutrition and the standard of living and to improve public 
health. 
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items in the list of rights under the fundamental right to life 

under Article 21 of the Constitution. 

The genesis of the fundamental right to a wholesome 

environment may be traced back to the Doon Valley Case92 

popularly known as the 'Dehradun limestone quarrying case'. 

The facts of the case were that in July 1983, representatives of 

the Rural Litigation and Entitlement Kendra wrote a letter to the 
Supreme Court alleging that illegal limestone mining in 

Mussorie-Dehradun valley was devastating the fragile eco
systems in the area. On 14th July the same year the court 

directed its registry to treat the :letter as a writ petition under 

Article 32 of the Constitution with the issuance of noti'ce to the 

government of Uttar Pradesh and the Collector of Dehradun. 
Over the years the litigation grew increasingly complex. By the 
time the court issued its final judgement in August 1988, it had 

already gone through lengthy arguments from both the State 

and the Central government agencies; mine lessees; and it had 

also appointed several expert committees and passed several 
comprehensive interim orders. In one of its orders, The Apex 

Court observed: 

"This closure is the price that has to be paid for 
protecting and safeguarding the life of the people to 

live in a healthy environment with minimal disturbance 

of ecological balance, without undue affection of air, 
water and the environment." 

The expression 'right to live' occurring in the above 
observation as further qualified by the expression 'in a healthy 

environment' associates this observation directly with Article 48-
A read with Article 21 of the Constitution. None of these orders, 

however, articulate the fundamental. rig.ht(s) infringed and since 

Article 32 of the Constitution presupposes a violation of a 

fundamental right, the fundamental right to life under Article 21 

of the Constitution best fitted the bill. 

This .. vi~w of the court was· supported. by Justic~ Singh's 
concludin,g observations in M.C.Mehta v Union of India 

92 Rural Litigqtion and Entitlement Kendra v State of U.P., AIR 1988 SC 2187. 
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93justifying the closure of polluting tanneries in Kanpur among· 

other things. We are conscious that the closure of the tanneries 

may bring unemployment, result in loss of revenue, but life 

health and ecology have greater importance to the people.94 

In Communist Party of India (M) v. Bharat Kumar 5 wherein 

it was held that there cannot be any doubt that the fundamental 
rights of the people as a whole cannot be . subservient to the 
claim of fundamental right of an individual or only a section of 

the people. 

Here another dimension of the approach could be found to 

the expression of the fundamental right. The right to livelihood96 

already accepted by the courts as a part of the fundamental 
right to life was seen here in conflict with the fundamental right 
to live in a clean and healthy environment free from pollution. 

And from the decision it was clear that the ~ight to a ~lean and 
healthy environment was the winner, maybe it was due to the 

effect that was against the fundamental rights of more people. 
The court may have tilted the balance in favour of the majority 
of the population and in public interest. 

In addition to this Apex court decisions, at least four High 

Courts of India have further strengthened this view explicitly 
recognising that an environmental aspect is inherent in Article 

21 of the Constitution. This also clearly proves that law is ah 

organism and is never static, that too, in this modern world 

infested urbanisation, industrialisation, development, free 
market economy, rampant use of science and technology , 

population growth and its result in the form of poverty, ·diseases, 
displacements, etc. 

In T. Damodar Rao v the Special Officer, Municipal 

Corporation of Hyderabad, 97
, the observation of the Andhra 

Pradesh High Court made while considering a writ p'etition to 

enjoin the Life Insurance Corporation and the Income Tax 

93 (1987) 4 sec 463. 
94 Ibid at p. 482. 
95 AIR 1998 SC I 84. 
96 Olga Tellis Case. 
97 AIR 1987 A.P. 171. 
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Department from building residential houses in a recreational 

zone , is worth reproducing at length: 

"It would be reasonable to hold that the enjoyment of 

life and its attainment and fulfillment guaranteed by 

Article 21 of the Constitution embraces the protection 
and preservation of nature's gift without (which) life 

cannot be enjoyed. There can be no reason why 
practice of violent extinguishment of life alone should 
be regarded as violative of Article 21 of the 

Constitution. The slow poisoning by the polluted 

atmosphere caused by environmental pollution and 

spoliation should also be regarded as amounting to 

violation of Article 21 of the Constitution." 

Judges of the High Courts of Rajasthan, 98 Kerala, 99 

Himachal Pradesh, 100 too, have taken a similar view and 

observed that environmental degradation violates the 
fundamental right to life. Indeed short of such articulation by the 

Supreme Court, the right to a wholesome environment absent of 
pollution is implied by Article 21 of the Constitution seems to be 
widely accepted stand of the Higher judiciary. 

Earlier in M.C.Mehta v Union of India (popularly known as 
the' oleum gas leak case" or the "Apsolute liability case"), 101 

oleum gas leaked from Shriram· fertilizers plant in a densely 

populated area in Delhi and resulted in the death of an advocate 

and affected the health of a large numbers of persons. A Public 
Interest Petition was filed by an environmental lawyer on the 

basis of which the Supreme Court observed that the case did 

raise some seminal questions concerning the true scope and 
ambit of Articles 21 and 32of the Constitution, but it could 

neither be held to have precisely cut and carved out the 
definitive scope of the right to breathe clean air nor· was this 

aspect discussed and argued fully as a right to life. 

98 L.K. Koolwal v State of Rajasthan, AIR 1988 Raj. 2. 
99 Madhavi v Tilkan, 1988 (2) Ker.L.T. 730, 731: Attakoya Thangal v Union of India. 1990 (I) Ker. 

L.T. 580, 583. 
10° Kinkri Devi v State of Himachal Pradesh, AIR 1988 H.P. 4, 9. 
101 (1986) 2 sec 176: AIR 1987 sc 965. 
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Subash Kumar v State of Biha,-l 02signifies an important 

miles stone in the development of environmental law. It heralds 

the emergence of the right to a clean and unpolluted 

environment as an integral part of the fundamel)tal right 

enshrined in Article 21 of the Constitution, the right to life. The 

Supreme Court in this case was considering a petition public 

interest litigation, seeking an issuance of a writ or a direction to 

the concerned authorities as well as the Tata Iron and Steel 

limited, the actual polluter, to stop forth with the discharging of 

slurry/ sludge from its washeries into River Bokaro. Justifying 

the exercising of its writ jurisdiction, which would formally be 

under Article 32 of the Constitution, the Apex· Court held: 

"Right to life is a fundamental right under article 21 of 

the Constitution and it includes the right of enjoyment 

of pollution free air and water for the full enjoyment of 

life. If anything endangers or impairs that quality of life 

in the derogation of the laws, a citizen has a right to 

have recourse to Article 32 of the Constitution for 

removing the pollution of water or air which may be 

detrimental to the quality of life. 103 

However, on facts, the petition was dismissed for failing to 
establish a prima facie· case in favour of the averments made 

therein. Moreover, the petition · si'nce brot.Jght vide . a public 
interest litigation was dismissed because the court' saw 'private' 

or 'personal' interest more than public interest. But one thing 

was very clear that the Supreme Court added another building 

brick in the establishment of a right to a clean, healthy and 
. ~ 

wholesome environment was very much a part of the 

fundamental right to life under Article 21 of the Constitution of 

India. Earlier the foundations were laid down by the M.C.Mehta 

Cases104and the Doon Valley Limestone Quarrying Case, 
105among others. Aftermath Subash. Kumar's case, the Right to a 

102 AIR 1991 SC 420. 
103 Ibid p.424. 
104 AIR 1987 SC 965; AIR 1987 SC 982; AIR 1988 SCI037. 
105 AIR 1985 SC 652 & AIR 1988 SC 2187. 
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clean and healthy environment free from pollution came to be 

found explicitly in Article 21 of the Constitution. 

Therefore, the enjoyment of life fully began to include the 
right to a clean air without pollution, particularly smoke and 

noise, and became a fundamental right. This development also 

showed one of the facets of judicial activism and to what extent 
it could go in aiding the people, both citizens and non-citizens, in 
exercising their fundamental rights in the desired perspective. 

Those who had been following the various decisions of the 

higher courts, especially the Supreme Court had seen this 
coming as early as possible given the quest for high economic 

growth rapid developmental activities taking place in 

thecountry and the scant respect being provided for the value of 
life by the ones in the seat of governance. 

Expanding the theme that a citizen has a right to .move the 
Supreme Court under Article 32 of the Constitution if anything 
endangers or impairs the quality of life in derogation of law, in a 

town planning case, Virendra Gaur v. State of Haryana, 106 the 

court, guided by the language of Article 48-A, observed: 
. . 

"Article 21 protects the right to life as a fundamental 

right. Enjoyment of life including the right to live with 
human dignity encompasses within its ambit the 

protection and preservation of an environment, 

ecological balance free from pollution of air and water, 

sanitation without which life cannot be enjoyed. Any 

contra Acts or actions would cause environmental 

pollution. Environmental, ecological, air, water 
pollution, etc. should be regarded as amounting to 
violation of Article 21 of the Constitution. Therefore, 
hygienic environment is an important facet of right to a 

healthy life and it would be impossible to ··live with 

human dignity without a human and healthy 

environment. ...... There is a constitutional imperative 

on t~e State Government and the municipalities, not 

only to ensure and safeguard the environment properly 

106 (1995) 2 sec 577. 
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but also to take adequate measures to 'promote, 

protect and improve both manmade and natural 

environment. "107 

This affords a clue to the proposition that the right to 

breathe enshrined in Article of the Constitution cannot be 

narrowed down simply as a "right to breathe" but right to 

breathe air which is clean and pure, thus healthy. This positive 
content of the right to breathe has its negative counterpart in 
the right not to breathe air infested with pollution. The 

unsustainable use of automobiles is one of the main contributors 

to fouling the air in the form of smoke, noise, etc. 

In Murli S. Deora vs Union Of India And Ors, 108 cautioning 

on the harmful effects of smoking, the Supreme Court held that 
fundamental right guaranteed under Article 21 of Constitution of 

India, inter alia, provides that none shall· be deprived of his life 

without due process of law Undisputedly smoking is injurious to 

health and may affect the health of smokers but there is no 

reason that health of passive smokers should also be injuriously 
affected. In any case there is no reason to compel non-smokers 
to be helpless victims of air pollution. 

Realising the gravity of the situation and considering the 
adverse effect of smoking on smokers and passive smokers, we 

direct and prohibit smoking in public places and issue directions 
' . 

to the Union of India, State Governments as well as the Union 

Territories to take effective steps to ensure prohibiting smoking 

in public places, namely, Auditoriums, Hospital Buildings, Health 

Institutions, Educational Institutions, Libraries, Court Buildings, 

Public Office, Public Conveyances, including Railways. The Court 
further directed the Union of India, through the Attorney 

General, to take necessary effective steps to give wide publicity 
to this order by electronic as well as print media to make the 

general public aware of this order of prohibition of smoking. 109 

107 Ibid at 580-1. 
108 AIR 2002 SC 40; 2002 (I) ALD 88 SC; 2001 (6) ALT 35 SC. 
109/bid at para I 0. 
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This judgement of the Supreme Court lias given a big fillip 

to the proponents of the sustainable automobile use and anti 
vehicular pollution lobby. The reason being that cigarette 
smoking is similar to vehicular emission as both are mobile 

sources of air pollution. 

Sustainable Development 

The approach to the protection of the environment and the 
elements included in it in the form of air, water, land, etc, was 

earlier based on the concept of 'assimilative capacity' rule as 
revealed from Preamble 6 of the Stockholm Declaration110 The 
said principle assumed that science. could provide policy makers 
with the information and means necessary to avoid encroaching 
upon the capacity of the environment to assimilate impacts. It 
also presumed the relevant technical expertise would be 
available when environmental harm was predicted and that 
there would be sufficient time to act in order to avoid such 
harm. 111 

A basic shift in the approach to environmental protection 
occurred initially between 1972 and 1982. The traditional 
concept that development and ecology are opposed to each of 
her is no longer acceptable. "Sustainable Development" is the 
answer. In the International sphere "Sustainable Development" 

as a concept came to be known for th~ first tim.e in the 
Stockholm Declaration of 1972. Thereafter, in 1987 the concept 
was given a definite shape by the World Commission on 
Environment and Development in its report called Court 
Common Future. It also finds place in the 11th Principle of the 

United Nations General Assembly Resolution on the World 
Charter for Nature and it was reiterated in the Rio Declaration of 
1992 in its 15th principle. 

In Indian Council for Enviro-Lega/ Action v. Union of India & 
Others/ 12 the main grievance in the petition was that a 
notification dated 19.2.1991 declaring coastal stretches as 

110 Supra Chapter 3 of the present work; also see Appendix. ' 
111 Meachinkara, Abraham P., Evolving Environmental Jurisprudence in India, Cochin University 

Law Review (2004), p. 266-67. 
112 (1996) s sec 281. 
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Coastal Regulation Zones which regulates the activities in the 

said zones has not been implemented or enforced which led to 

continued degradation of ecology in the said coastal areas. The 

court observed that while economic develop'!lent should not be 

allowed to take place at the cost of ecology or by causing 

widespread environment destruction and violation; at the same 

time, the necessity to preserve ecology and environment should 

not hamper economic and other developments. Both 

development and environment must go hand in hand;· in other 

words, there should not be development at the cost of 

environment and vice versa, but there should be development 

while taking due care and ensuring the protection of 

environment. 

On sustainable development, Bhandari, J in Karnataka 
Industrial Areas Development Board v. Sri C. Kenchappa & 

Others, 113 observed that there ·has to be balance. between 

sustainable development and environment. This Court observed 

that before acquisition of lands for development, the 

consequence and adverse impact of development on 

environment must be properly comprehended and the,. lands be 

acquired for development that they do not gravely impair the 

ecology and environment. 

The court vide this case showed signs of adopting the 

concept of "Sustainable Development" which was to have a far

reaching impacts in a country like India where the economy was 

recently opened up. The sea development would create a deluge 

in the country and the stability. of the environment and very 

existence of human life was in a big fix. This line of ap.proach of 

the Court has been seen in a number of future cases where 

development and environment was seen at loggerheads. On this 

count the Court has made it very clear on a number of occasions 

that the economic development and the protection of the 

environment go hand in hand. Both the right to development 

and the protection of the environment has been seen by the 

court and declared to be essential ingredients of Human Rights. 

113 AlR 2006 SC 2038. 
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•· 
And Human Rights being' the basic or fundamental feature of the 

'Right to life' under article 21 of the Constitution. 

Some of the salient principles of "Sustainable 

Development", as culled-out from Brundtland Report and other 

international documents, are Inter-Generational Equity, Use and 

Conservation of Nature Resources, Environmental Protection, the 

Precautionary Principle, Polluter Pays principle, Obligation to 

assist and cooperate, Eradication of Pov~rty and · Financial 

Assistance to the developing countries. We are, however, of the 

view that "The Precautionary Principle" and "The Polluter Pays" 

principle are essential features of "Sustainable Development". 

PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE: The principle of precaution 

involves the anticipation of environmental harm and taking 

measures to avoid it or to choose the least environmentally 

harmful activity. It is based on scientific uncertainty. 

Environmental protection should not . only aim at protecting 

health, property and economic interest but also protect the 

environment for its own sake. Precautionary duties must not 

only be triggered by the suspicion: of concrete: danger b~t also by 

the concern of risk potential. 

The Indian Supreme Court has also adopted the 

Precautionary principle but in a modified form. The Court 

adopting the principle explained that the principle has l.ed to the 

special principle of burden of. proof in environmental cases where 

burden as to the absence of injurious effect of the actions 

proposed is placed on those who want to change the status quo. 

The person who wants to maintain status quo by maintaining a 

less polluted state should not carry the burden of proof and the 
party who wants to alter it by carrying on some activity must 

bear this burden. 114 

The Supreme Court has held that Precautionary principle is 

part of the environmental law of the country and as such in 

Vel/ore Citizens' Welfare Forum v Union of India; 115
. it held that 

114 C.M.Jariwala: Complex Enviro-Techno Science Issues: Judi~ial Direction, 42 JILI(2000) at p. 29 
quoted in S.C.Shastri, Environmental Law, Eastern Book Company, (3'd edn.) 2008 at p. 58. 

115 (1996) s sec 647. 
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the "Precautionary Principle" - in the context of the municipal 

law- means. 

(i) Environment measures - by the State Government 

and the statutory Authorities must anticipate, prevent' ,. 

and attack the causes of environmental degradation . 

.(ii) Where there are threats of serious and irreversible 

damage lack of scientific certainly should not be used 
as the reason for postponing, measures to prevent 

environmental depredation. 

(iii) The "Onus of proof" is on the actor or the 

developer/industrial to. show that his action is 
environmentally benign. 

In Smoke Affected Residents Forum v Municipal Corporation of 
Greater Mumbai and Ors116

• The Mumbai High Court has adopted 

the concept of 'sustainable development' in the , issue of 

vehicular pollution and stated: 

"We· cannot also lose sight of the well known principle 

known as "Precautionary Principle" in environmental 

pollution matters, as the failure to adopt the same at 

the right time will endanger the health of the entire 
population of city of Mumbai very seriously; therefore, 

the above directions . for phasing out and I or 
conversion into cleaner fuel oecame absolutely 
necessary." 

POLLUTER PAYS PRINCIPLE: The 'Polluter Pays Principle" was 
actually promoted by the Organisation of Economic Co-operation 

and Development (OECD) during the 1970s when there were 

increasing public interest environmental issues. This saw the 

demands on the Government and. other institutions to introduce 

policies and mechanisms for the protection of the environment 

and the public from the threats posed by pollution in a modern 

industrialised wo'rld. 

The Polluter Pays" principle h~s been held .to be a sound 
principle by this Court Indian Council for Enviro- Legal Action vs. 

116 2002 (4) BomCR 479, (2003) I BOMLR 227, 2003 (I) Mah. L.J. 120. 
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Union of India. 117 The Court observed: "We are of the opinion 

that any principle evolved in this 'behalf should be simple 

practical and suited. to the conditions obtaining in this 

COUntry. "
118 

The Court ruled that "Once the activity carried on is 
hazardous or inherently dangerous, the person carrying on such 
activity is liable to make good the loss caused to any other 

·person by his activity irrespective of the fact whether he took ,. 

reasonable care while carrying on his activity. The rule is 

premised upon the very nature of the activity carried on" .119 

The "Polluter Pays" principle as interpreted by this Court 

means that the absolute liability for harm to the environment 

extends not only to compensate the victims of pollution but also 
the cost of restoring the environmental degradation. 

Remediation of the damaged env~ronment is part of the process 
of "Sustainable Development" and as such ·polluter is liable to 

pay the cost to the individual sufferers as well as the cost of 
reversing the damaged ecology. 120 

The court, laying emphasis on the principle of Polluter-pays, 
held in M. C. Mehta v. Kamal Nath & others121 that poliution is a 

civil wrong. It is a tort committed against the community as a 

whole. A person, therefore, who is guilty of causing pollution, 

has to pay damages or compensation for restoration of the 
environment and ecology. 

The precautionary principle and the polluter pays principle 

which are the basic principles of "Sustainable Development" 

have been accepted as part of the law of the·land. In addition to 
these principles there are other principles of "Sustainable 
Development", among others, like 'Public Trust Doctrine' and the 
'Inter-generational Equity'. 

PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE: The Doctrine of Public "frust was 

first. developed as a legal theory within the precincts of the 

117 ACR 1996 SC 1446; J.T.I996 (2)·196. 
118 Ibid at p.l465. 
119 Ibid. 
120 Ibid at p.l466. 
121 (2000) 6 sec 213, 
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Roman Empire. The doctrine primarily rests on the principle that 

the Government is the sole proprietor of certain common 

properties such as rivers, seashore, forests, and the air, in 

trusteeship for the free and impeded use of the general public 

which is of great importance to the people as a whole. The said 

resources, being a gift of nature, should be made freely 
available to everyone irrespective of their status in life and is 
wholly unjustified to make them a subject of private ownership. 

Thus the doctrine makes the government care taker and not the 

owner of the natural resources. It is to protect the said 
resources for the enjoyment of the general public rath~r than to 

permit their use for private ownership or commercial 
purposes. 122 

According to Professor Sax, 123 the public trust doctrine 
imposes the following restriction on government authority: 

"Three types of restrictions on Government authority are 

imposed by the public trust. First property subject to 

the trust must not only be used for public purpose but 
it must be held available for use by the general public; 

the property may not be sold, even for a fair cash 
equivalent; and third the property must be 

maintainable for particular typ~s of uses.124 

The Indian legal system has inclined this spirit in its 

understanding of the principle. In the Spans Motel Case the 
Supreme Court held: 

Under the English common law, however, the sovereign 

could own these resources but the ownership was limited in 

nature, the Crown could not grant these properties to private 
owners if the effect was to interfere with the public interest in 

navigation or fishing. Resources that were suitable for these 

122 Meachinkara, Abraham P., Evolving Environmental Jurisprudence in India, C.U.L.R.(2004), p. 
271-72 I 

123 Sax, Joseph L., Public Trust Doctrine in Natural Resource law: Effective Judicia/Intervention, 68 
Mich. L. Rev. 473 quoted in MC.Mehta v Kamal Nath, (1997) I SCC 388. 

124 MC. Mehta v Kamal Nath (1997) I SCC 388 at 413. 
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uses were deemed to be held in trust by the· Crown for the 

benefit of the people. 125 

The doctrine of public trust has also got recognition in the 
American legal system. The United States Supreme Court's 
decision in Illinois Central Railroad Co. v People of the States of 
Il/inois126 may be considered a trendsetter whereas the 
judgement of the Supreme Court of California in, National 

Audubon Society v Superior Court of Alpine County, 127 popularly 
known as the Mono Lake case, is another illustration where 
public trust doctrine has firm ground in the United States of 
America. 128 

Our legal system, based in English common law, includes 
the public trust doctrine as part of its jurisprudence. The State is 
the trustee of all natural resources, which are by nature meant 
for public use and enjoyment. Public at large is the beneficiary of 
the seashore, running water, air, forests and ecologically fragile 
lands. The state as the trustee is under a legal duty to protect 
the natural resources. These resources meant for public use 
cannot be converted into private ownership. 129 

Thus it is clear that public Trust doctrine under English 
common law was limited· to riparian rights, the American legal 
system expanded the meaning and included more elements of 
natural resources under the doctrine and in India the Supreme 
Court, in an attempt to enhance the effective use of the 
principle, further held in M.CMehta v Kamal Nath130 that the 
doctrine of public trust was part of the law of .the land .. 

INTER-GENRATIONAL EQUITY: intergenerational equity refers to 
the right of human beings to benefit from the cultural and 
natural inheritance from past generations as well as the 
obligation to preserve such heritage for future generations. The . 
Court while discussing inter-generational equity for the first time 

125 Ibid at 407. 
126 146 us 387 (1892). 
127 33Cal3d419. . 
128 Tiwari, A.K. Environmental Laws in India (1"1 edn.), Deep and Deep Publications (2006), p.189-

90. 
129 Supra note 124. 
130 (1997) 1 sec 358 at 415. 
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in detail in A.P.Pollution Control Board v Prof. M. V. Nayudu 131 

opined that the principle is of recent origin. However, Professor 

C.M. Jariwala differs from the abovestated view of the Court and 

rightly points out that the history in ancient Indian texts and 

. texts of different religions provide satisfactory evidences to 

support the conclusion that the basic theme of the principle was 
in operation even in a'ncient times. Shrishti, ·the God of Nature, 
did not belong to one particular generation and the existing 
generation was ordained not to plunder but use nature according 
to one's capacity to repay132 The Principle has got recognition 

and acceptance at various international fora. As ear,ly in the 

Stockholm Declaration where it was given due importance and 

enshrined in Proclaim 6 of the declaration as follows: 

To defend and improve the human environment for the 
present and future generations has become an imperative goal 

for mankind, a goal to be pursued together with, and in 

harmony with, with the established fundamental goals of peace 
and of world-wide economic and social development. 

The Supreme Court in Ganesh Wood Products v State of 
Himachal Pradesh 133 recognised the obligation of the present 
generation to preserve natural resources for the next and future 

generations. In this case the court relied on the p~inciple of 
inter-generational equity and explained: 

"Inter-generational equity means the concern for the 

generations to come. The present generation has no 

right to imperil the safety and well being of the next 

generation or the generations to come thereafter." 

The court further highlighted the relevant portion of the 
report of the World Commission on Environment and 
Development in the above judgement as: 

"Environmental protection and sustainable development 
must be an integral part of the mandates of all 

131 (1999) 2 sec 718. 
132 Jariwala, C.M., Complex Enviro-techno sciences Issues: The Judicial Direction, 42( 1) JILl (2000) 

29. 
133 AIR I996 SC 149. 
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agencies of governments, of international 
organizations, and of major private-sector institutions. 
These must be made responsible and accountable for 

' 
ensuring that their policies, programmes and budgets 

encourage and support activities that are economically 
and ecologically sustainable both in short and longer 

terms." 

Earlier in the Doon Valley Case, 134 the court dealing with the 
indiscriminate felling of trees by mining companies in the forests 

of Dehradun had remarked: 

"It is always to be remembered that these forests are 
permanent assets of mankind and are not intendeds to 
be exhausted in one generation." 135 

Similarly, in the Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) N?tification 
case, 136 the court observed that environmental statutes were 
enacted to ensure a good quality of life for unborn generations 
since it is they who must bear the brunt of ecological 
degradation. 

In 5. Jaganath v Union of india, 137 dealing with the problem 
of pollution caused by shrimp farming industries in the coastal 
areas, the court was of the view that there must be an 
environmental impact assessment before the ·grant of permission 
to install commercial shrimp farms, and such assessment must 
take into consideration the inter generational equity. 

There is no clarity to whether the principle of inter
generational equity is part of the law of the land, especially 
environmental laws. The court has recognised the said principle 
in a few cases decided by it but has never explained the scope 
and meaning of the principle. Thus ambiguity regarding the 

principle still exists. A clear pronouncement in this connection by 
the Supreme Court would be highly appreciable, especially in the 

134Rural Litigation and Entitlement Kendra v State ofU.P., AIR 1987 SC 359 . 
. 
135 Ibid at 364. 
136 Indian Council for Enviro Legal Action v Union of India, ( 1996) 5 SCC 281. 
137 (1997) 2 sec 87. 
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absence of any express statutory provision recognising 

intergenerational equity in India. 138 

Thus for the sustainable use of automobile the judiciary has 
been approached on a number of occasions and the response 

has been mind blowing. The one remarkable and a 
comprehensive judgement delivered by the Supreme Court in 
the context of sustainable automobile use, more particularly, 

vehicular pollution, is the M.C.Mehta v Union of India 139 and 

other related orders, directions, etc. generated by the same 

petition. 

Parallel to the abovementioned development, namely, the 
Supreme Court declaring the concept of Sustainable 

Development to be the law of the land another important change 
was taking place in the procedural arena. T_he chang~ was the 
recommendation of the Supreme Court to make the almost non

existent National Environmental Tribunal together with its 
Appellate Authority and Appellate Authorities found in the 

various Environmental laws, 140more efficient and in some cases 
even went to the extent bf setting up environmental courts. 

Environmental courts in India. 

The multifaceted legal issues relating to science and 

technology are increasing day by day, leading to complex 

environmental litigations. The courts stand in a delicate position, 
as they have to choose between environment and economic 

development, while both are equ~lly important to the nation. For 

this very reason, the courts seek expert opinion whiCh delays 

the adjudication of environmental matters. This problem could 

have been controlled, had there been a statutory panel of 
members comprising of technical and scientific experts along 

with judicial members to look exclusively, into environmental 

138Tiwari, A.K. Environmenial Laws in India, p. 188. 
139 (1991) 2 sec 137. 
140 See the Water Act 1974; Air Act; 1981. · 
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matters as in other countries like Australia, Britain and New 

Zealand. 141 

The tightrope on which the Indian Judiciary has to walk 

while adjudicating the environmental issues has been 

highlighted by the apex court many a time. The Apex court has 
repeatedly criticised for non-technical application of the mind; 
and on its part, the court has repeatedly expressed its 

hardships, and restrains in its judgements. 

In M. C. Mehta v Union of India, 142 for the first time the court 

felt the need for a separate forum for environmental, litigation 

where the bulk of the matter related to science. A technocrat in 

such a bench, with or without a legal background, would have 

been suitable. It would help in .the speedy disposal of those 

cases. Highlighting thus, the Court observed: 

"In as much as environmental cases involve assessment 

of scientific data; it was desirable to set up 
environmental courts ori a regional basis with a 
professional judge and two experts, keeping in view 
the expertise required for such adjudication. There 

should be an appeal to the Supreme Court from the 

decision of the said environmental court."143 

In Indian Council for Environmental-Legal Action v Union of 

India, 144 the Apex Courts once more stressed the need for 
environmental courts specifically dealing with environmental 

matters needing proof of complex techno-scientific nature for 

their speedy disposal and thus stated: 

"Environmental Courts having civil and criminal 

jurisdiction must be established to deal with the 
environmental issues in a speedy manner. We. may also 
state that the National Environmental Appellate 
Authority constituted under the National Environmental 

Appellate Authority Act, 1997, for a limited purpose of 

141 Lakshmi Leila, Red carpet for One-stop-shop Environmental Courts in India, ICFAI Journal of 
Environmental Law, Vol. V No.4, 2006, p.9. 

142 (1986) 2 sec 176. 
143 Ibid at p. 202. 
144 (1996) 3 sec 212. 
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providing a forum to review the administrative 

decisions on Environment Impact assessment, had very 

little work. It appears that since the year 2000, no 

judicial member has been appointed. So far as the 

national Environmental Tribunal Act, 1995 is 

concerned, the legislation has yet to be notified despite 

the expiry of eight years. Since it was enacted by the 

parliament, the Tribunal under the Act is yet to be 

constituted. These two tribunals are non-functional and 
remain only on paper."145 

Further the Apex Court also recommended to ·the chief 

justice of the Tamil Nadu High Court to constitute a Green Bench 

to deal with environmental cases, as they were already 
functioning in the States of West Bengal and Madhya Pradesh 146 

,. 

In A.P. Pollution Control Board v M. V. Nayudu, 147 the 

Supreme Court suggested that the Government of India should 

make appropriate amendments in environmental statutes, rules 

and notifications to set up 'environmental courts' on regional 
basis with one professional judge and two experts from the 

Ecological Science Research Group keeping in view the nature of 
the case. In the mean time to ensure that at all times, the 
appellate authority or Tribunal consists of judicial and. technical 
personnel well versed in environmental laws and make the 
authority effacious. 

In A.P. Pollution Control Board v M. V. Nayudu (11)/48 the 

Court once more reiterated the need for constituting the 

separate technical courts exclusively to deal with environmental 
issues. 

In addition to the pressure from judiciary, submission of 
reports by Malcolm Grant149 and the Report of the Royal 

145 Ibid at p. 252. 
146 Ibid. 
147 (1999) 2 sec 718 
148 (200I) 2 sec 62 
149 Prof. Malcolm Grant of Cambridge headed the "Environment Court Project". The report on the 

project was published on February 18, 2000. The project was initiated and supported by the 
Department of Environment Transport and Regions (IETR) and had the support of the Financial 
Management and performance Review of the Planning Inspectorate made in I 995-96. The 
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Commission 150 in U.K. culminated in the appointment of the M. 

Jagannadha Rao Commission. 

The Jagannadha Rao commission was entrusted with the 

study of the details regarding the constitution of environmental 

courts in India. These environmental courts are expected to be 

comprehensive, having both judicial and technical ~nputs as 
formulated by Lord Woolf of England, 151 and something parallel 
to the existing environmental court legislations in Australia, New 

Zealand and other countries .. The commission submitted its 

report in two parts. The first part consists of a review of existing 

laws on environmental courts in each state, and the second 

includes the suggestions and recommendation for the proposed 
courts, a 'one-stop-shop-environmental courts' 

Based on the views expressed by the judicial authority, the 
constitutional validity and the contemporary reports on 
constituting the Environmental Courts, the Law Commission 

Reportl52 recommended the constitution of separate 

Environmental courts in India, too. 

Finally in pursuance to all the above developments, a bill 
bearing Bill No. 63 of 2009, namely, the National; Green 

Tribunal Bill 153 was placed in the Parliament and was passed in 
both the Houses with relevant amendments. The Bill was 

expecting the assent of her Excellency the President of India 

when this Chapter was being given the final touches. 

This Bill, if passed, would be a shot ·in the arm to the 
various parties, in the form of public spirited individuals, non

governmental and other social organizations, fighting the cause 

of environment protection. 

purpose of the project was to study the concept of an Environment Court in the background of 
experience of other countries, such as Australia and New Zealand. 

150 Royal Commission's 23'd Report on Environmental Planning (March 2002) (para. 5.35) 
151 l:ord Woolf in his Garner lecture to the U.KE.L.A. On the theme, "Are the Judicially 

Environmentally Myopic". The speech of Lord Woolf is printed in 1992 Journal ofEnvironmental 
law, Vol. 4, No. I ' 

152 /86'" Report ofthe Law Commission of India. 
153 The Bill has been discussed earlier. See Chapter 3 of this present work. 
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In 1985, a writ petition 154 was filed by Shri M.C.Mehta 

(Chairman of Environment Protection Cell), a lawyer cum 

environmentalist and who had already in the thick of things 

regarding environmental litigation, in the Supreme Court of 

India under Article 32 of the Constitution seeking directions to 
control air pollution in the city of new Delhi. His achievements till 
now were in triggering the dynamic judicial activism in 

environmental issues with other cases under his name, 
M.C.Mehta. These cases were popularly known by their informal 

nomenclature provided b_v the particular issues dealt by it, for 
example, ·the Shriram Gas Leak Case, 155 Ganga ·· Pollution 
[Kanpur Tanneries] Case, 156 and Ganga Pollution [Municipalities] 

Case. 157 

The petition, which went on to be popularly known as the 

Delhi Pollution Case, was filed against the menace of pollution, 

especially air pollution that Delhi was ·experiencing due to 

unplanned industrialisation and the growth in vehicular 
population. The petition was rightly treated as public interest 
litigation by the court and the obvious fundamental right 
violated would probably be Right to life under Article 21 of the 

Constitution. 

In M. C. Mehta v Union of India, 158 the court held that the 

problem of environmental problem was a global problem 

concerning all countries irrespective of size, level of 

development and ideology and went further to quote from the 

Stockholm Declaration, a document of the United Nations 

Conference on Human Environment159 held on 5-12 June, 1972 
in Stockholm, the capital city of Sweden, as follows: 

"Man is both creature and moulder 9f his env~ronment, 
which gives him physical substance and affords him the 
opportunity for intellectual, moral, social and spiritual 

154 Writ Petition (Civil) No. 13029 of 1985. 
155 AIR 1987 SC 982 & 1086. 
156 AIR 1988 SC 1037. 

I 
157 AIR 1988 sc II 15. 
158 MC.Mehta v Union of India, (1991) 2 SCC 353 arising out of Writ Petition (Civil) No. 13029 of 

1985. 
159 This Conference has been discussed in Chapter3 and if required, please refer. 
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growth. In the long and tortuous evolution of the 

human race in this planet, a stage has reached when, 
' through rapid acceleration of science and technology, 

man has acquired the power to transform his 

environment in countless ways and on unprecedented 

scale. Both aspects of man's environment, the natural 
and the manmade, are essential to his well being and 
to the enjoyment of the basic human rights - even the 

right to life itself." 

This petition was filed by the· lawyer under Article -32 of the 
Constitution in the Supreme Court with a prayer to issue 
directions for closing down industries located in densely 

populated areas of Delhi together with the thermo-electricity 

units generating power for the Delhi Electric Supply Undertaking 
w 

(DESU) and more importantly for the regulation of air pollution 

caused by automobiles/vehicles operating there. 

Another essential factor deeply related with unsustainable 

automobile use, i.e. traffic jams, were also dealt with by the 

Apex Court vide· the abovementioned petition. Management and 
Control of Traffic have been stated to be a matter of public 

safety and is said to fall under. the fundamental right under 
Article 21 of the Constitution. 

In M.C. Mehta v Union of India, 160the Supreme Court held 
that the control and regulation of traffic is a paramount public 

safety and is, therefore, evident within the ambit of the right to ,. 

life under Article 21 of the Constitution. Here the court taking 

into consideration both chaotic traffic conditions and vehicular 

pollution stated that it was not satisfied with the response 
evoked by the erstwhile order passed on November 20, 1997. 
The said order stating that the management and control of 
traffic is a matter of public safety and comes within the purview 
of Article 21 of the constitution, had issued certain directions to 

the government and authorities.· Such direG:tions had. included 

the implementation :of the provisions of the Motor Vehicles Act, 

1988 (Act 59 of l988), together with the already existing 

160 AIR I 998 SC 186. 
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legislations, the Police Act,1934; The Code of Criminal 
procedure,1973; which conferred ample· powers . on the 
authorities to take necessary steps to control and regulate traffic 
to the extent of imposing punishments in the form of suspending 
and cancelling the registration certificate and permits, if 
commercial, of the delinquent automobile if such vehi,cle posed 
a threat or hazard to public safety. The court held that when 
those unadhered directions were issued, it had treated the 
matter as a legal issue but the- unresponsive attitude of the 

concerned authorities goaded it to proceed by examining the 
impact of the right flowing from Article 21 of the Constitution 
vis-a-vi_s the decline in environmental quality .161 The court in 
the earlier portion of the same order had observed that similar 
directions had been issued by it from time to·time with -a view to 
tackle the menace arising out of such chaotic traffic conditions 
and vehicular pollution, keeping in view the mandates of Articles 
47 and 48-A of the Constitution. Here, too, the relevant 
Directive principles of State Policy were given life and,. blood by 
Article 21 of the Constitution by the operation of Judicial 
Activism of the Apex Court. 

Judicial Response on Vehicular Pollution 

Thus the court hol.ding it to be a matter of serious concern 
said that the very right to life of the citizens was at stake.162 

This latest decision of the Supreme Court in M.C.Mehta v Union 

of India has included vehicular pollution .to be on.e of the 
problems which can be remedied by virtue of exercising the 
fundamental right to life under Article 21 of the Constitution. It 
reiterated the harmonious construction approach between the 
fundamental rights enshrined in part III a·nd the , Directive 
Principles of state policy in Chapter IV of the constitution while 

expanding the reach of fundamental rights or enforcing the 
directive principles of Sate policy .. 

There were many such directions issued by the Supreme 

Court in respect to envi'ronmental cases and some of those cases 

161 Ibid at 69. 
162/bid at 10. 
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not only aided the steps taken to protect and improve the 

environment but also stayed back to establish the foundations 
on the basis of which similar environmental litigations were later 

decided. These directions not only became the remedy in similar 

environmental concerns but 
reducing and preventing 
guaranteeing public health 

also became the mechanism for 
env"ironmental · pollution further 
and safety as provided in the 

directive principles of State Policy which was believed to be 
unenforceable and unjustifiable. 

The last decade of the twentieth century saw the··supreme 

Court take several unprecedented measures through various 
orders and directions in regard to unsustainable automobile use, 
a menace unchecked since its inception. The reasons for the 
menace of vehicular pollution to remain unchecked for a long 
time might have been that the people were unaware of it or the 
problem being overwhelmed by the problem of industrial 
pollution might have been unfelt by the people of such degree as 
to alarm the masses. This does not mean that the people were 
totally unconcerned or that they did not bother to complain 
about the problem. The reality was that the issue was never 
handled properly by the concerned authorities mainly dealing 
with the enforcement and implementation of the' relevant 
existing laws has never been their 'forte'. In an old case, 163 it 

was held that that when a rule is made punishable for vehicles 
to "emit which is likely to cause annoyance to any person"164

, it 
was enough to prove that minimum emission was 'likely' to 
cause annoyance to prosecute the violator. And annoyance of a 
high degree was not the mandatory requirement still we find 
negligible number of cases bein.g ·brought by the authorities. 
Even if they were brought to the notice of the a·uthorities 
through complaints, it was only to complain the nuisance arising 
out of such annoyance and not because of its harmful cancer 
causing effects. 

163 (1996) 2 Malayan L.J. 74(75) 
164 An offence under R.l 07 Motor Vehicles (Construction and Use) Rules, /959 and punishable under 

sec.l46 (l){d), Road Traffic Ordinance, 1958. 
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As we have seen earlier that the first application 165 in the 

Supreme Court was filed by Shri M.C.Mehta, an advocate and an 

environmental activist,- seeking directions to be issued against 

pollution of air due to unsustainable use of automobiles. The 

Ministry of Environment and Forests had, in this case166
, 

accepted the situation in their affidavit that pollution in Delhi 
was mainly due. to the rise in the number of petrol and diesel 

driven vehicles; and heavy vehicles like trucks, buses, defence 

vehicles; and that several pro~ecutions and measures were 
launched against the defaulters. They declar.ed that re'gistration 

of vehicles found to be defective and not following the existing 
legal norms were being suspended or cancelled as a control 
measure. 

. ~ 

The Attorney General has accepted the position that mere 

initiation of suspensions and prosecutions would not be effective 
to meet the menace of pollution caused by automobiles and as 

such he proposed, in his affidavit submitted to the court, for a 

massive programme to educate the pliers of automobiles 
regarding the care to be taken and attention to be bestowed 

upon in the matter of negating and reducing the pollution factor. 

A direction was sought to bring some provisions of th.e Central 
Motor Vehicle Rules (CMVR), namely, Rules 115(6), 126 and 

127, into force so that they would contributor to make the 
control effective. 167 

The court agreeing that the heavy vehicles consUtuted the 

main contributing factor and further admitting the need for more 

attention to the same, directed the Delhi Administration to place 

a complete list of particulars of prosecutions and the results of 

such prosecutions from April 1, 1990 and whether any follow up 
action had been taken after such prosecutions. 168 Rules 115(6), 
126 and 127 were to be made operative from April 1, 1991.169 

165 W.P. No 13029 of1985. 
166 M.C. Mehta v Union of India, (1991) 2 SCC 137. 
167 Ibid at para2. 
168 Ibid at p. I 38 a (para 3). 
169 Ibid at para 4. 
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It also directed the Environment ministry to carry out 

appropriate experiments with a device which had been brought 
out by the National Environmental Engineering Research 
Institute (NEERI) and which would reduce the qualitative 
pollution content as had been suggested by Shri M.C.Mehta. It 
added that if the said device was to be found effectfve in the 
matter of reducing the said pollutant content, then steps be 
taken to ensure that every vehicle manufactured after a 

particular date - prospectively from April 1, or July 1, 1991, to 
have that device as an inbuilt mechanism to reduce pollution. 
And whether vehicles already on the roads could also adopt the 
use of that device should be examined and how far would it be 
feasible in controlling pollution. 170

. , 

The petition filed in the above matter was the main petition 
and another petition was filed as a rejoinder. In this petition, 171 

the petitioner had sought the directions for the closure of 
hazardous industries in the densely populate areas of pelhi and 
also for the regulation of air pollution caused by automobiles. A 
committee was to be set up as per the instructions of the 
Ministry of Environments and Forests to the Advocate General. 

The court also suggested in the formation of the said committee. 
The Union Government agreed to the constitution of the 
committee for devising methods to solve the air pollution 
problems in Delhi172 

The high power Committee was constituted on March 27, 
1991 vide a notification issued by the Union Ministry of 
Environment on the direction173 of the Supreme Court with. the 

former Chief Justice of India, Shri K.N. Saikia, CJ.(who before 

retirement ,had previously sat on the bench which heard this 
case), as the Chairman. The Joint Secretary in the Ministry of 
Environment and Forests was to be the member Secretary of the 
Committee with Shri N.S.Tiwana, Chairman of the Central 

Pollution Control Board; Shri Sudhakar Girdharilal Saha, 

170 Ibid at para 5. 
171 M.C, Mehta v Union of India, (1991) 2 SCC 353. 
172 /bid 
173 Ibid order dated 141

h March 1991. 
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representing the Association of ·Indian Automobile 

manufacturers and Shri M.C.Mehta, the petitioners as its 

members. 

The terms of reference for the time being as recommended 
by the Ministry required the committee: 

(i) To make an assessment of the technologies available in 

the world for vehicular pollution control. 

(ii) To make an assessment of the current status of 

technology available in India for controlling vehicular 
pollution. 

(iii) To look for low cost alternatives for operating vehicles 

at reduced pollution levels in the metropolitan cities of 
India 

(iv) To examine the feasibility of measures to 

reduce/eliminate pollution from motor vehicles both on 
the short term and long term basis and make · 

appropriate recommendation in this regard. 

(v) To make specific recommendations on 
administrative/legal resolutions required for 
implementing the recommend actions in (iii) above. 

The Union Government and the Delhi administration were 

directed to effectively cooperate with the committee for its 

successful operation and the committee was directed to submit 

bi-monthly reports in the matter. 

Over the next several years, the Justice Saikia committee 

produced mounds of reports run.ning into thousands of pages. 
The reports were prolix, lack analysis and are frequ~ntly little 
more than a string of quotations interspersed with platitudes. 

Some of the reports deal with subjects which appear unrelated 

with the tasks before the committee. 174 For example, the sixth 

bi-monthly report contains a tract on the absolute liability 

principle laid down in the Shriram Gas Leak case, 175a discussion 

174 Divan, Shyam & Rosencranz, Armin, Environment Law and Policy in India (2"d edn.), Oxford 
University Press ( 2005), p.276. 

175 Six Bi-monthly Report, Paras 4.61-4.67; pp. 487-530. 
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on Bhopal gas leak disaster, 176 and a dissertation on water 
pollution. 177 It would appear that the committee found time to 

deliberate on limestone quarrying in the Doon Valley178 and why 

'Personal interest petition' cannot be masqueraded as 'public 

interest petition' by abusing the process of the court. 179 The 
reports also speak of cycling in German towns, 180 the traffic and 

transport structure in the Netherlands, 181 Mexico's efforts to 
control pollution, 182the energy tax controversy in United States 
of America183 and hi-tech p~rking garages in Japan. 184 The 

committee also suggested best ways to prevent illegal parking in 

Indian cities. 185 The Supreme Court refers to the committee's 

junket to Canada, 186 doubtless 'to make an assessment of the 
available world technologies, by visiting selected COUJ1tries'.187 

The report seems to make an indirect effort to curb vehicular 
pollution which was not their brief. The reports appeared to be 

comprehensive analysis of the problems and the measures which 

could be looked into but the conclusion was missing. It failed to 

provide the apex court with the required guidelines it had hoped 
that the Committee would bring to the table. 

The Supreme Court hardly ever relied on the Saikia 
committee reports and obviously references to the reports in the 

courts orders are rare. 

During the course of the litigation, the Supreme Court 

shifted focus from one scheme to another. In 1990, the 
emphasis was on the prosecution of the defaulters. 188 

•. In 1991, 

the court was anxious to have the buses of the Delhi Transport 
Corporation converted to gas op_eration. 189 In early 1992, the 

176 Ibid para 4.65; p.498. 
177 Ibid para 5.3; pp.508-551. 
178 Ibid para 5.22; pp. 538-539. 
179 Ibid para 5.50; pp 571-576. 
180 Ninth Bi-monthly Report, para 8.12; pp. 779-782. 
181 Ibid para 8.23; pp.790-79l. 
182 Eighth Bi-monthly Report, para 7.33; pp. 685-689. 
183 Fifteenth Bi-monthly Report, para 15.45; pp. 1048-1049. 
184 Sixteenth Bi-monthly Report, para 16.18; pp. 1071-1072. 
185 /bid para 16.19; pp.1071-l072. 
186 19'97(3) SCALE (SP), 25. 
187 First Bi-monthly Report, p.5. 
188 

(1991) 2 sec 137 •· 
189 Writ Petition(Civil) No. /3029 of /985, orders dated October 3, 1991 & October 25, 1991 
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courts attention shifted to bringing down emissions from 

buses. 190 Throughout 1994, the court exerted pressure on the 

government to ensure that the new vehicles were fitted with 
catalytic converters and that lead-free petrol is introduced in the 

four metros by April 1995.191 Thereafter the court monitored the 
extension of the unleaded petrol distribution network and 

obtained assurances from the centre in reductions in the lead 

content of petrol and the notification of the year 2000 emission 

norms.192 In late 1996 and 1997, the Supreme Court pressed 

the Central Government to convert its vehicles to operate on a 
cleaner fuel - Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) 193 and also sought 
technical solution to reduce harmful emissions from two and 
three wheelers194 and diesel trucks and buses. 195 

As per the directions of the Supreme Court, a committee 
under the Chairmanship of Shri Bhurelal, a retired bureaucrat, 

known as the Environment Pollution {Prevention and Control) 
Authority (EPPCA) for the National Capital Region was appointed 

vide Gazette Notification dated January 29, 1998, which was to 
submit a report about the action taken by the committee for 
controlling vehicular pollution. 

The Report revealed that private (non-commercial) vehicles 

comprised 90 percent of the vehicles plying on the roads of Delhi 

and more than 90 percent of . nitrogen ·oxide and respirable 
suspended particulate matter (RSPM) from· vehicular exhaust 

over Delhi was due to diesel emissions. The main reason for the 
same was that more and more private vehicles which were 

earlier running on petrol were opting for diesel as the fuel of 

choice. The obvious reason for the choice has been .the price 
differentiation that diesel was cheaper than petrol. 

190 Ibid, order dated January 8, 1992 
191 Orders dated August 12, '1994; October 24, 1996 and December 9, 1996 reported at 1997 ( 4) 

SCALE 4(SP); 5(SP) & 6(SP). 
192 Order dated February 14, 1996 reported at ( 1998) 8 SCC 648. 
193 Order dated April26, 1996 reported at 1997 (4) SCALE 7(SP). 
194 Orders dated September23, 1996; October 7, 1996 and December·9, 1996 reported at 1997(4) 

SCALE 9 (SP), JO(SP) & ll(SP) respectively. 
195 1997(3) SCALE (SP),25 
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The Report also unearthed that impairment of visibility and 

haze-like conditions were attributed to the tiny suspended 

particulate matter (SPM), a potential cancer causing pollutant as 
declared by the California Air Resource BC?ard based on the 
findings of its scientific panel. The report also estimated the 

chronic exposure to such toxic air contaminant would lead to 
300 additional cases of lung cancer per million people. 

The Supreme Court in M. C. Mehta v Union of India/ 196 after 
perusing the Bhurelal Committee Report197 confirmed that 
vehicular pollution, a result of unsustainable automobile use, 

was detrimental to the environment and its poisoning the 

surrounding atmosphere was a serious violation of right to life 
granted to people both citizens and non-citizens, under Article 

21 of the Constitution. 

The court found that the report submitted by the committee 
had recommended a number of measures for the improvement 
of air quality in the National Capital Region of Delhi but none of 

the major steps of action proposed had been implemented. The 
committee has also proposed certain measures for immediate 

improvement of air quality and had given a tim'e frame, 

however, it was of the view that to arrest the growing pollution 
of air, certain immediate steps were to be taken and as such the 

court directed the same: 198 

(1) Implementation of the direction to restrict plying of 

commercial vehicles including taxis , which were fifteen 

years old or more by October 2, 1998. 

(2) Restriction on plying of goods vehicles during the 

daytime shall be strictly enforced by August 15, 1998. 

(3) Extension of premixed oil dispensers (petrol and 2T oil) 
shall be undertaken by December 1998. 

196 (1999) 6 sec 9. 
197 The Report of an authority constituted under section 3(3) of the Environment protection Act, 1986 

to assess the menace of vehicular pollution and submitted on April!, 1999. · 
198 M C. Mehta v Union of India, ( 1998) 6 SCC 60 
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( 4) Ban on the supply on loose 2T oils at petrol filling 

stations and servicing garages shall be enforced by 

December 31, 1998. 

In addition to this, the abovementioned committee 

headed by Shri Bhurelal also proposed the following 
measures to be taken within the time frame given in 
the said report in its action report filed in the Court. 
They are as follows: 

(A) Augmentation of· public transport (Stage carriage) to 
10,000 buses by April l 5

t 2001. 

(B) Elimination of leaded petrol from National Capital 

territory (NCT) Delhi as proposed by the Authority and 

agreed to by the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas 
by September 1, 1998. 

(C) Supply of only-premix petrol in all petrol filling stations 

to two stroke engine vehicles by December 31, 1998. 
(D) Replacement ·of all 1990 Autos and taxis with new 

vehicles on clean fuels by March 31, 2000. 
(E) Financial incentives for: replacement of all pre-1990 

autos and taxis with new vehicles ·with clean fuels by 

March 31, 2001. 
(F) No 8-yearv old buses to ply except on Compressed 

Natural Gas (CNG) or other clean fuels by April 1, 
2000. •· 

(G) Entire city bus fleet (DTC and private) to be steadily 

converted to single fuel mode on CNG by March 31, 
2001. 

(H) New Inter State Bus Terminus (ISBT) s to be built at 

entry points in North and South West to avoid pollution 
due to entry of inter-state buses by March 31, 2000. 

(I) Gas Authority of India Limited (GAIL) to expedite and 
expand from 9 (nine) to 80(eighty) CNG supply outlets 

by March 31, 2000. 
(J) Two independent fuel testing laboratories to be 

established by June 1, 1999. 
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(K) Automated inspection and maintenance facilities to be 

set up for commercial vehicles in the first phase 

immediately. 

(L) Comprehensive 1/M programme to be s~arted by 
transport department and private sector by March 31, 

2000. 
(M) CPCB/DPCC to set up new stations and strengthen 

existing air quality monitoring stations for critical 

pollutants by April 1, 2000. 

The court approved the directions and the time frame fixed 
by the Bhurelal Committee Repor~ in consultations with the 
learned counsels for the parties. It further ordered · that the 
above directions shall be strictly adhered to by all concerned 
authorities. They shall ,in furtherance of the measures laid 
down by the report, take effective and adequate steps to bring 

to the notice of the public the various directions issued by it 

from time to time in general and the above stated directions in 

particular through the media, both print and electronic. The 
Court also cautioned strongly to one and all concerned that the 

failure to abide by any of the directions given above would invite 

stringent action? under the Contempt of Courts Act, 1971 
against the defaulters. 

Finally the Court approved the, scheme ~s proposed by the 
Bhurelal Committee which was constituted for the purpose of 
preparing and submitting a report together with a proposed draft 

action plan to tackle the problem of the menace of vehicular 

pollution, whether by preventing or controlling the same and 

matters connected therewith. 
I• 

Later the Court modified its direction to the effect that all 
commercial vehicles which are more than 15 years old shall not 

be permitted to ply in the national Capital Territory (NCT) of 

Delhi from October 2, 1998 on the submission of the learned 

· Solicitor General appearing on behalf of the Administration. The 

reason given by the learned Solicitor General was that such 

direction of the court would lead fo great hardship to the owners 

of those vehicles in particular and to the public in general. He 
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also assured the Court that the Administration was keen to 
phase out all such vehicles gradually to ease the pollution level 
in the city and prayed that the ban order may be applied in 

phases. 

Thus the court to mitigate the hardship as pointed out by 

the learned Solicitor General directed: 199 

(a) All commercial/transport vehicles which are more than 
20 years old (9349 in number) shall be phased out and 
not permitted to ply in the Nation~! Capital Region of 
Delhi after October 2, 1998; 

(b) All such commercial /transport vehicles which are 17 to 
19 years old(3,00 in number) shall not be permitted to 
ply after November 15, 1998 

(c) Such of the commercial/transport vehicles which are 15 
years and 16 years old shall not be permitted to ply 
after December 31, 1998. 

This order shall apply to all commercial/transport vehicles 
whether registered in the National Capital Territory of Delhi or 
outside (but ply in Delhi) which are of more than the stipulated 
age. The ban is applicable to all such vehicles that do not have 
the authority or permit to ply in the National· Capital Territory of 
Delhi. 

In M. C. Mehta v Union of India, 200 the Court, considering the 
suggestions of the Report of the Committee headed by Shri 
Bhurelal, issued the following directions: 201 

1. All private (non commercial) vehicles which conform to 

Euro II norms may be registered in National Capital 
Region without restriction. 

2. All private (non commercial vehicles shall conform to 
Euro I norms by 1.6.1999. All private (non commercial) 
vehicles shall conform to Euro II norms by 1_.4.2000. 

Vehicle~ in the meanwhile be registered in the manner 
indicated below: 

199 (1998) s sec 206 at p.207-8. 
200 (1999) 6 sec 12. 
201 Ibid at p.I3. 
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With Effect from 1-5-1999, 250 diesel driven 

vehicles per month and 1250 petrol-driven vehicles 

may be registered on first-come-first-serve basis in 

NCR till 1-4-2000 only if they conform to Euro I norms. 

From 1-4-2000 no vehicle shall be registered unless it 

conforms to Euro II norms. 

So far as the ban on the registration of diesel-driven taxis is 

concerned, that shall be enforced unless the taxis also conform 

to Euro II norms. 

In continuation to the above directions the Supreme 

Court, 202 on the applications, filed by the Delhi Transport 

Corporation (DTC), Hindustan Motors limited, Association of 

India Automobile manufacturers, Maruti Udyog Limited, Ministry 
of Transport, Transport Department, Government of NCT, etc., 

clarified that the restrictions on registration imposed by the 

order dated 29-4-1999203did not apply to the registration of 

vehicles which are fitted with CNG kits and ply on CNG only. It 

further clarified that the number of vehicles which can be 

registered, even if they do not conform to Euro I norms till 31-5-

99, is 250 diesel-driven vehicles and 1250 petrol-driven per 

month only. With effect from 1-6-1999, no vehicle shall. be 

registered unless it conforms to Euro I norms. Thus vehicle 

conforming at least to Euro I norms can be registered without 

any other restriction with effect from 1-4-2000, no vehicle 

should be registered unless it conforms to Euro II norms. 204 

In 2004, the Ministry of Surface Transport issued a 

notification no. GSR 686(E) dated 20th October, 2004 was issued 

by which sub-rule (14) was inserted in Rule 115 of the Central 

motor Vehicles Rules (CMVR), 1989. This rule prescribed the 

mass emission standards (Bharat Stage-III which is popularly 

known as Euro-III norms) for four wheeled vehicles w.e.f. 

1.4.2005, which came into force -

202 MC.Mehta v Union of India, (1999) 6 SCC 14 
203 MC.Mehta v Union of India, (1999) 6 SCC 12. 
204MC.Mehta v Union of India, (1999) 6 SCC 14 at 15. 
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a) In the National Capital Region and the cities of 

Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Bangalore. Hyderabad 

including Secundrabad, Ahmedabad, Pune, Surat, 
Kanpur arid Agra in respect of four wheeled vehicles 
manufactured on the from 1st Ap_ril 2005, except in 
respect of four wheeled transport vehicles plying on 
Inter-State Permits or National Permits or All India 
Tourist Permit within the jurisdiction of these cities 

and 

b) In other areas of the country, from such date as may 

be notified by the Central Government. 

In Mr. Sunil Bansal vs Bharat Petroleum Corporation Ltd. 
And Anr., 205 The grievance of the petitioner is that even though 

the trucks offered by him in a bid to transport LPG cylinders in 
Haryana/Delhi, in the name of his three firms are those 

manufactured after 1.4.2005 and are, therefore, only two to 
three years old, the three firms have not been called for 
participation in the opening of the price bids for the same, while 
bidders offering much older trucks, which are not even Bharat 

Stage I complaint, or are Bharat Stage I or Bharat Stage II 

complaint, and are manufactured before 1.4.2005, h·ave been 

called, on the ground that the trucks offered by the three firms 

do not comply with Euro III/Bharat State III Mass Emission 

Norms~ These conditions were not applicable to vehicles having 

National Permits registered with the Transport Department of 
Delhi which were allowed to operate on the basis of the terms 

and conditions of the said permit. 

The Delhi High Court accepting th~ applicants view 
observed: 

"Taking into consideration the order206 of the Supreme 

Court and the notification207 dated 20.10.2004, we are 
of the view that commercial vehicles having national 

permit, inter-state or all-India tourist permit and are 

205 Decided on 29rh October 2007(Unreported). 
206 MC.Mehta v Union of India, (1998) 6 SCC 63. 
207 Ministry of Shipping, Road Transport and Highways Gazette Notification No GSR 686 (E) dated 

20d' October 2004. · 
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within 15 years from their date of registratiol), can ply 

on Delhi roads. These commercial vehicles need not 

comply with Bharat Stage II norms if they are 

manufactured prior to 1.4.2005. Once they are more 
than 15 years old from their date of registration, they 

will not be permitted to ply on Delhi roads and, 

therefore, will be phased out in a progressive manner. 

Further, commercial vehicles, which sought to be 

registered after 1.4.2005 in Delhi, have to conform to 
Bharat Stage III norms." 

Meanwhile the Central Government on 20-1-2009 issued a 
notification making the Central Motor Vehicles ·(First 

Amendment) Rules, 2009 for amendment of the Central Motor 

Vehicle Rules (CMVR), 1989, thereby inserting a proviso to sub

rule (7) of Rule 90 of CMVRules,1989. The said proviso provides 

that where 'such' vehicle is registered in the National Capital 

Region, it shall not pick-up or set down goods between two 
points situated in the NCR unless it conforms to the mass 
emission standards (BS-III) specified in sub-rule (14) of Rule 

115 of the said Rules. 

In appeal208 the judgement of the Delhi High Court was set 

aside and the Supreme Court deciding in favour of the 
Appellants, Bharat Petroleum Corporation, held that a perusal of 

the notification in question i.e. GSR 686 (E) dated 20-10-2004 

which was issued for the purpose of controlling pollution within 

the National Capital Region in a phased manner, makes it quite 

clear that the vehicles manufactured prior to 1-4-2005 being 

permitted to ply does not in any way militate or discriminate 

against the prohibition of plying vehicles manufactured after 1-
4-2005 which were not Bharat Stage-III compliant as they 
clearly fell in different classes. Further , the other notification 
GSR 37(E) dated 20-1-2009 which inter alia inserts proviso to 

sub-rule (7) in Rule 90209 clarifies that where such vehicle is 

208 Bharat Petroleum Corporation v Sunil Bansal & others, [Civil Appeal No.6392 of2009(arising 
out of SLP(C) No. 6133 Of2008] decided on 181

h September 2009. 
209 Rule 90. Additional Conditions of national permit.- ....... (7) The Vehicle shall not pick up or set 

down goods between two points situated in the same state other than the home state. 
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registered in the National Capital Region, it shall not pick up or 

set down goods between two points situated in the national 
Capital Region unless it conforms to the mass emission 

: standards(Bharat Stager-III). 

It further concluded: 210 

"The rationale behind the aforesaid notification is to 

phase out the older vehicles automatically in due 
course and newer vehicles will necessarily have to 

comply with Bharat Stage-III norms in order to 

gradually increase the emission norms thereby curbing 

air pollution as per the directions issued by this Court 

in M.C.Mehta's case.211 Clear~y the .afc:>resaid 
classification in the notification intends to gradually 
improve the environment by providing a mechanism for 
gradual induction of Bharat-Iii emission norms. In view 

of the same, if we accept the contention of the· 

respondent the same would amount to negation of the 

direction of this Court in M.C.Mehta's case212 and would 

also frustrate the effect- of the notifications dated 20-
10-2004 and 20-1-2009" 

Presently Euro IV norms are the emission standards 
required for registration of vehicles has been have been 
implemented in the metros and other Class I cities from 1-4-
2010213 vide Gazette Notification no. GSR (E) 522 d'ated 15th 

July 2008 issued by the Ministry of Shipping Road Transport and 

Highways. 

There has been a large hue and cry about the qual,ity of fuel 

being one of the main reasons for the deteriorating condition of 
air due to unsustainable use of automobile. Office bearers of 

various Taxi Associations around the country, especially in the 

urban cities, have put the blame partly on the quality of fuel that 

was available then as one of the major of the non compliance of 

the prescribed emission standards by vehicles. Mr. Fali S. 

210 Ibid at para 26. 
211 MC.Mehta v Union of India, (1998) 6 SCC 63. 
212 Ibid 
213 See Chapter 6, Laws Relating to Control and Regulation of Fuel and Technology. 
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Nariman, a senior Supreme Court advocate and representing 

TELCO, one of the automobile manufacturers and one of the 
respondents in M.C.Mehta v Union of India, 214 submitted that 
without further improvement in the quality o~ fuel, mai~ly diesel, 
it may not be possible to control the harmful emissions and 
meet the prescribed emission norms of Bharat Standards. 

The Supreme Court had issued certain directions in regard 
to the supply of lead free petrol in the four metros as well as for 
the rest of the country. 215 As per the programme chalked out on 
this behalf, low lead petrol of 0.12grams per litre was to be 
supplied at all the outlets in the four metros by December 1994 
but was achieved by June 1994. The target for supply of such 
fuel in the rest of the country was to be met by December 1996 

' . 
and for that matter the Additional Solicitor General on behalf of 
the Ministry of petroleum and Natural Gas that the step was 
proceeding in full steam and the target was met. As far as 
unleaded or lead free petrol, i.e. petrol with lead content of less 
than 0.013g/ltr. Is concerned, a three phase programme was 
drawn up. 

The first phase was the introduction of unleaded' petrol in 
the four metros through select retail outlets was to be completed 

by April 1, 1995. Phase two would see that the extension of the 
, introduction of unleaded petrol to the capita; cities of .the state 

was to be achieved by 1996 and in Phase three, the supply of 
unleaded petrol was to be made available to the whole country 
by the year 2000. 

All these phases have been completed and . as such 
unleaded petrol has been introduced and available in every nook 
and corner of the country. 

The court's order that all new four wheeler vehicles to be 
sold in the four metros after April 1, 1995 to be- fitted or 

equipped with catalytic converters has also been carried out 
satisfactorily. Two aspects of the problem in regard to the 

court's order we,re pointed out by Shri M.C.Mehta. First, the 

214 (I 999) 6 sec 10. 
215 M.C.Mehta v Union of India, (1998) 8 SCC 648 
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vehicles registered in the neighbouring states of the 

--metropolitan city of Delhi were being used in Delhi for long 

periods without the effect of the order against such vehicles 

registered outside Delhi and it was obvious they were using the 

low lead content fuel in place of the mandatory unleaded petrol. 
Secondly, the catalytic converters fitted in the newly registered 

vehicles in Delhi were being tampered with and in some cases 
also removed, rather replaced by low cost ( around Rs. 300/-) 
ones and as such vehicles registered in Delhi where fitting 
catalytic converters were mandatory were being driven without 
the originally or company fitted catalytic converters. 

To plug this mischief, one of the ways suggested by the 
court was that the driver/ owner of the vehicles driving without 

the proper catalytic converter was to be dealt with as violating 

the Courts order and, if necessary, a supplementary rule or law 

was to be enacted to counter the same. Warnings were to be 
issued through the media, both print and electronic, that all 
automobile users, especially the owners, would be severely dealt 
with by the concerned authorities in the event of finding the 
catalytic converter removed, replaced by cheap imitations or 

tampered with and treated as violation of the court's order 
hence illegal. 216 

Another big question which had still not been answered was . . 

the conversion of the fuel utilized by the existing government 

vehicles to Compressed Natural Gas (CNG). The court had 

passed an order on March 28, 1995 on that matter and further 

directed the concerned Ministry of the Union Government to take 

serious steps for converting all government vehicles registered 

prior to April 1, 1995 to CNG. Such an order of converting the 
use of fuel by government vehicles to CNG was passed initially 
with the aim to set an example to the users of other bold 
vehicles in public running on dirty fuel. 217 This was done because 

there were some myths and misconceptions in the public 

regarding the use of CNG as a vehicular fuel. Some said that the 

tank could blow up and as such was dangerous And some 

216 Ibid at 649-650(para 2). 
217 Ibid at 650 (para 4). 
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thought the pulling would not be good and as such driving power 
would not be up to mark. Shri Bhurelal hi-mself confided with this 
writer when he met him personally at a course venue that his 
driver too had tried to discourage from going CNG. 

The above order of the court was initially sustained by 

pleading difficulty as to the availability of the CNG kit required 
for the conversion process in such large numbers as well as the 
establishments of the CNG filling stations to meet the impending 
demands. This difficulty arising from the first part of the plea 
was successfully removed when a letter no. G & T/ ND/ 10671 
95-96 written to Justice K.N.Saikia, the ch?Jirman of the high 
powered committee constituted under the directions of this court 
looking into the problems and rem~dies of vehicular pollution, 
that Yugo-Tech and G&T Yugo-Tech CNG Private limited were in 
a position to meet all the supply requirements of all the Indian 

' 
consumers, whether government, non-government or private to 
equip all the existing vehicles ordered by the court to be 
converted. The ·latter plea was also met with the letter No. 

ND/CNG/Govt./3/95 and dated January 30, 1996 written by Shri 
S.S. Vaidhyanathan, the Director(Personnel) of Gas Authority of 
India Limited(GAIL) informing the setting up of the mother plant 
in Delhi. The only problem being the non availability of land for 
such installation. 218 

Even after such developments abovementioned, the Delhi 
Transport Corporation (DTC) buses did not appear enthusiastic 
and as such did not heed the above directions until they were 
bundled out by a later order of this Court. In pursuant to the 

said order, which had refused to extend the deadline for 
offloading all eight year old buses, 3000 buses of the DTC went 
off the roads on April 1, 2000. Passing the said order Justice 
Kripal, one of the three judges said, "All the pollution antiques 

have to go off road." The order also stated that the DTC would 
also realize the importance of the co1,1rt's July 28, 1998219 order 

if it closes shop even for a brief period of four days. Though due 
to the order and as a result of that the citizens, basically daily 

218 Ibid at 650- 651 (para 4). 
219 The Telegraph, Calcutta, March 31,2000. 
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commuters had to face some problems in travelling to their 

workplace but the quality of air they breathed was worth the 
inconvenience. 

One of the major polluters was the two seated auto 
rickshaw using a two stroke engine (TSR) as had been identified 
by the affidavits of various parties as well as in the latest Status 

Report filed by the government. On this account, the ~ourt was 
further informed that the existing figures of such rickshaws 

(TSR) were 83,000 approximately according to the records of 

the Registration Department whereas the actual number in use 

was far less than that. Some of those permits had not been 

cancelled even though the vehicle had been scrapped. The Court 
directed that there would be no grant of fresh permits in respect 

· of the TSRs, save or except by the way of replacement of an 
already existing TSR with a new one. That, too, in the interest of 
a pollution free environment. 220 

In M.C.Mehta v Union of India, 221 The Court connecting the 

relationship that the quality of fuel has with the level of pollution 
in order dated May 5, 2000, directed as follows: 

"The Ministry of Petroleum and natural Gas shall ensure 
that 

(1) Diesel and petrol with 0.05°/o sulphur content is 

made available in NCR (and not only in NCT, 
Delhi) by 31st May 2000; 

(2) Petrol with 1 o/o benzene content is made available in 
NCR by 1st October 2000." · 

Further the Court also permitted, as agreed to by the 
Bhurelal Committee, retrofitment of CNG kits for post-1990 

autos/TSRs and taxis. However, all such vehicles shall 

comply with all other emission norms. 222 The NCT 
authorities shall permit registration of all such vehicles. 

220 MC.Mehta v Union of India, (1998) l SCC 676. 
221 (200I) 3 sec 767. 
222 All relevant Gazette Notifications issued by the "Ministry of Shipping, Road Transport and 

Highways" effecting amendments in Rule 115 ofthe Central Motor Vehicle Rules (CMVR), 1989. 
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In the order dated May 10, 2000, the Court modified the 

earlier order dated May 5, 2000 partially and directed the 

Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas to ensure that: 

(i) Petrol with 0.05°/o sulphur content is made 
available in National Capital Region (NCR) by 31st 
May 2000. 

(ii) Petrol with 1 °/o benzene content is made in the 
National Capital Territory (NCT), Delhi by 1st 

October 2000. 

(iii) Petrol with 1 °/o benzene content is made, available 
in NCR by 31st March 2001. 

(iv) Diesel with 0.05°/o sulphur content is made 
available in NCR by 30th June 2001. 

It further ordered, after considering the Bhurelal 

committee's Report and hearing the respective learned counsels 
and modifying o"rder dated 15th May 1999, the granting 

permission registration of CNG kit fitted cqmmercial. vehicles, 
which have dual fuel mode facility, with petrol tanks of the 
Following capacity: 223 

Type of vehicle 

(a) Four wheelers 

(b) Three wheelers 

(c) Two wheelers 

Capacity (in litres) 

51 

31 

21 

In M.C.Mehta v Union of india/24 the court aired its 

annoyance on the non compliance of the further directions 

given vide the earlier order dated 28-7-98,225 especially 
Direction (G) which was to effect the steady conversion of the 
entire city fleet to a single mode of CNG by 31-3-2001 and 
l?irection (F) to effect that no eight-year old buses to ply except 
on CNG or other clean fuel after 1-4-2000 and further on the 

See also .Gazette Notification no. GSR 686(E) dated20th October 2004(w.e.f. I -4-2005 and 
Gazette Notification no. GSR (E) dated 15th July 2008 (w.e.f. 1-4-2010). 

223 (200 1) 3 sec 767 (768). 
224 (200I) 3 sec 757. 
225 MC.Mehta v Union of India, AIR 1998 SC 2963. 
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applications filed and requests made at the Bar seeking 

extension of deadline to convert the entire city fleet to single
fuel mode of CNG beyond 31-3-2001. 

In the applications filed for extension of time, difficulties 

being faced by the transporters because of then on availability of 

eNG-conversion kits free from all defects; conversion of CNG at 

reasonable prices; lack of stabilization of CNG technology in 
respect of public transport as also of non-availability of CNG and 

CNG cylinders have been pointed out. 

The court found the explanation · offered . by the 
administration and the private transporters to be unsatisfactory 

but expressed its awareness of the fact that inconvenience is 

likely to be caused to the commuting public including the school 

children who use the ci~y buses from 1-4-2001 due to lack of 

effective action taken by the private bus operators as also the 
governmental authorities. 

The Court refusing to grant a blanket extension of the 

deadline, reasoning that it would amount to putting premium on 

the lapses and inaction of the administration and private 

transport operators, however in the public interest and with a 
view to mitigate the sufferings of the commuter public in general 

and the school children I in particular, made the . following 
directions: 

1. Those schools which have as on 31-3-2001 placed firm 

orders for replacement or conversion of t~e school 

buses owned by them to CNG mode, but, who have not 

so far obtained such buses running on CNG mode, are 

permitted to run their existing buses, equal to the 
number of buses for which conversion orders have 

been placed, provided such buses are not more than 
eight-year old, up to 30-9-2001 subject to filing of 

affidavits for the same. 

2. DTC has placed orders for 1880 buses and some CNG 

buses are already are on their fleet. We permit to run 
1880 existing buses including the already existing CNG 

buses which are not more than eight-years old till 30-
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9-2001. This, however, is subject to the condition that 

out of these 1880 buses, a fUll co!llplement of buses 
for the schools, namely, 860 buses plus the requisite 
spare buses shall be deployed for school duty. As and 

when the CNG buses are received by DTC, the existing 

buses shall be replaced. 

3. Contract carriage operators of inter-state and tourist 
buses who were under the bonafide impression that 
'city bus fleet' in Direction (G) of the order dated28-7-

98 was not meant to take them within its ambit may be 

correct by their case would certainly be covered by 

Direction (F) which provided that no eight-years old 
buses were to ply except CNG or other clean fuel after 

1-4-2001. 

4. Out of the 6000 contract-carriage buses, about 3100 
also ply as school buses. We direct the owners of such 

contract-carriage buses, who have already taken steps 

for replacement of their buses by CNG buses or 

conversion to CNG mode, shall file affidavits giving 

particulars of existing buses and details of the orders 
placed for replacement or conversion mode before 31-

3-2001. They shall be permitted to ply their existing 
buses, equal to the number of existing buses for which 

steps have been taken to convert or replace to CNG 

mode, provided the existing buses are not more than 
eight years old. Such buses shall be permitted· to ply till 

30-9-2001. 

5. If any other bus operators, including stage-carriage 

permit holders,, have placed or shall place ,bY 31-3-
2001 firm orders for CNG buses or for conversion to 

CNG mode, they shall also be permitted to operate 

equal number of existing buses, which are not more 

than· eight-years old till 30-9-2001 under the control 

and direction of the transport department subject to 

their filing undertakings in this court by way of 

affidavits giving details of the buses owned by them, 
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orders placed for conversion/new CNG buses by 31-3-

2001. 

6. Owners of other commercial vehicles, including autos, 

who have placed firm orders for new CNG vehicles or 

for conversion to CNG mode shall also give details on 
affidavits by 31-3-2001 about thefr existing· vehicles, 
as also of the orders placed by them for new? CNMG 
vehicles or for CNG conversion mode.> On these 

affidavits being filed, they shall also be permitted to 

operate in equal number of existing commercial 

vehicles, provided the vehicles are not more than 
eight-years old, till 30-9-2001. 

7. We are of the view that tourists should not be put to 
avoidable inconvenience. After taking note of the fact 
that the number of buses owned by the operators 

having all-India tourist permits are limited, we permit 

such operators to ply their existing buses (both Air
conditioned and others), which are not eight-years old 
till 30-9-2001. They shall, however, give details of such 

buses and also file an undertaking before 31-3-2001, 

agreeing to replace their fleet to ply either o.n CNG or 

other clean fuel' by 30-9-2001. 

8. We direct that after 1-4-2001, no commercial vehicle 

will be registered in Delhi which does not conform to 
the order dated 28-7-1998. 

9. The transport department shall take steps to ensure 
that there is no misuse or abuse of the relaxations 

given by us above. 

10. We, reiterate that except for the relaxation· given 

above, no other commercial vehicles shall ply in Delhi 
unless converted to single-fuel mode of CNG. 

In this order dated March 26, 2001, 226The Court also 

directed the Bhurelal Committee to examine the question 

whether low sulphur diesel should be regarded as a clean fuel 

226 M C. Mehta v Union of India, (200 I) 3 SCC 756 
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and buses be permitted to run on that, as contented by the 

affected parties, and also indicate as to which fuel can be 
regarded as "clean fuel", which does not cause pollution or is 

otherwise injurious to health. The report was to be submitted 

within one month. 227 

In M.C.Mehta v Union of india, 228 an application229 was 

submitted by the learned Solicitor general Mr. Kirit N. Raval, on 

behalf of the Delhi Administration, that the process of verifying 

the affidavits/undertakings to i?sue necessary 
permits/authorizations, after proper satisfaction was time 
consuming and asked for a period of seven days after the 
deadline during which authorizations/permits could be prepared 

and issued. 

Mr. Harish N. Salve, learned Amicus Curiae, too, has filed 

an application seeking certain interim directions to cope with the 
situation ans1ng out of the delay in issuance of 

permits/authorizations by Delhi Administration. He submitted 

that with a vie~ to mitigate the hardship faced by the citizen, 
especially the school going children that the Transport 

Department of Delhi Administration be permitted to issue 

provisional permits valid up to 14-4-2001 to· all those who have 

filed requisites affidavits and undertakings in this Court and 

have applied for the ·grant of permit/authorization in the 
prescribed form to the Transport Department. Thus, 

commending the request made by Mr. Salve and taking note of 

the ground realities, showing a near breakdown of the transport 

system in Delhi, primarily due to inaction on the part of Delhi 

Administration to take timely effective steps, the Court held: 

"The citizens should not be made to suffer for 
somebody else's follies. We, therefore in partial 
modification of our order dated 26-3-2001,230 direct 
that pending verification of the correctness of 

affidavits/undertakings, the Transport Department of 

227 Ibid at p. 762. 
228 (2001) 3 sec 763. 
229 1 A No. 107 of 2001. 
230 MC.Mehta v Union of India, (2001) 3 SCC 756. 
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the Delhi Government· may issue provisional 

certificates/authorizations, valid till 14-4-2001, to all 
those transporters who had filed the requisite 
affidavits/undertakings in this Court and has applied in 

the prescribed form to the Transport Department for 
,. 

the grant of 'regular permits/authorizations. These 

provisional certificates/authorizations may be issued by 

such of the officials of the transport department as are 

authorized by Mr.Ashok Pradhan, Principle 
Secretary(Transport), Government of Delhi, in that 
behalf to tide over the present situation." 

The Court expressing its disappointment on the non
. compliance of its orders and mentioning reports appeared in the 

print and electronic media regarding the defiant attitude on the 
part of the Delhi administration to the same. They found it 

. objectionable and unacceptable and therefore reminded the all 
those concerned with th~ Delhi Administration of the provisions 

of Article 144231 of the Constitution and also of the 

consequences of deliberately flouting the orders of the Court and 

non-compliance with the above constitutional provisions. The 

Court also directed the Chief Secretary, government of Delhi to 

place on affidavit, the stand of the Delhi government in so far as 
implementation of the orders of its orders are concerned as also 
about the statements, if any, made by the Chief Minister and 

•. Transport Minister, Government of Delhi, outside the legislative 
Assembly, as have appeared in the print and electronic media 

and file it within one week.232 

In 2001, sixteen years after the inception of the case, the 

Union of India finally established the a committee headed by Mr. 
R.A.Mashelkar, Director General of the Council of Scientific and 
Industrial Research, to independently investigate the effects of 

vehicular pollution and potential solution to the problems. 233 The 

Mashelkar Committee Report recommended that emission norms 

231 Article 144. Civil and Judicial Authorities to Act in Aid of the Supreme Court.- All authorities 
civil and judicial in the territory of India shall a<;:t in aid ofthe Supreme Court. 

232 MC.Mehta v Union of India, (2001) 3 SCC 763 (766). 
233 MC.Mehta v Union of India, (2002) 4 SCC 356. 
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be established and that decisions on fuel source be left to 

consumers. When opponents of .the conversion to CNG rallied 
around the study as a scientific support for their position, the 

Supreme Court scoffed at the recommendations of the 

Committee, pointing out that there no member of the committee 
was either a doctor or an expert of public health. The Court 
opined, "the Committee seemed to have overlooked the fact that 
such norms had been in place for a long time with hardly any 

compliance thereof ..... it is na"ive of the Mashelkar Committee to 

expect that merely laying down fresh emission norms will be 
effective or sufficient to check or control vehicular pollution. 234 

In its order dated sth April 2002,235 the Supreme Court 

affirmed its commitment to CNG conversion and voiced its 
frustration with the implementing agencies. Rejecting their 
pleas, especia}IY of the Government, that CNG was short in 
supply, and that it was not possib_le to supply adequate quantity, 
the Court said, "This is clearly a deliberate attempt to" frustrate 

the orders passed by this Court." It scolded the Delhi 
Government for its defiance of the Court's order to implement. 
the CNG conversion and discredited the claims that the CNG was 

not technically or economically feasible. It pointed out that India 

did not currently import any CNG and that its domestic supply is 

more than adequate both for the country's and Delhi's transport 

needs. 236After consulting bus manufacturers, the Court 
concluded the diesel bus replacement was proceeding at an 

unacceptable slow rate due to an "imaginary shortage in the 
availability of gas." The Court sought to further establish itself as 
a protector of public health standing against corporate greed to 

ensure the rights of the citizens especially children, whose 
"sound is not heard" by the government otherwise. It remarked, 
" to enable industries to cut their losses or make more profit at 

the cost of health, is not a sign of good governance, and this is 

234 Ibid at p. 364. 
235 Supra note 68. 
236 Ibid at p. 366. 
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contrary to the Constitutional mandate of Articles 39(e), 47 and 
48-A.237 

Further, the Court suggested importing CNG like crude oil in 

case of supply shortage so that less pollution could be ensured. 

On submission of the Union of India that diesel and CNG 
are not materially different in the matter of polluting the air and 

therefore, instead of switching 100°/o of the buses over to CNG if 

there was a mix of CNG and diesel buses in equal numbers, the 
difference in pollution levels would be only 2°/o. The Court 
opined that there was no valid basis for the aforesaid submission 
as the emissions from the CNG vehicles were more comparable 
with Euro IV standards. The Court made it aptly clear that the 

alternative fuel of CNG, LPG and electricity was a preferred 
technology which critically polluted cities like Delhi needed as a 

leapfrogging technological option238 

The Court alarmed at the national problem of pollution, 

especially in the Non Metropolitan cities, also took notice of the 
Central Pollution control Board (CPCB) data. The said data 
showed that atleast nine other. polluted cities, namely Agra, 

Lucknow, Jharia, Kanpur, Varanasi, Faridabad, Patna; Jodhpur 

and Pune. In this context, the court observed: 

".... There appears to be no effective action plan to 

address the problem of these cities and the Mashelkar 
. ~ 

Report ensures their suffering for quite some time. If 

no immediate action is taken, then it may become 

necessary for some orders being passed so as to bring 

relief to the residents of those cities. "239 

The Court's orders attempted to discredit any existing 
concerns with the CNG implementation. Some of the concerns 
of the conversion opponents were_ proper supply of CNG fuel due 
to of inadequate transporting infrastructure, 'like pipelines; cost 

of conversion very high, danger to riders since CNG highly 

explosive, etc. Most of these concerns were addressed to by. pro-

237 Ibid 
238 Ibid at p.372. 
239 Ibid at p.374. 
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conversion findings, especially of the Bhurelal Committee 

Report. 

Finally, officials in the Delhi government had charged that 
no other country in the world has converted such a large fleet of 

buses to CNG, making Delhi's move risky and irresponsible. 

These charges were simply untrue. In the United States, natural 

gas buses account for over twenty percent of all new bus orders 
and the use of alternative fuels continues to increase. Argeqtina 

boasts the world's largest fleet of natural gas vehicles, with 

686,496 such automobiles as of October 2001. Partially 
motivated by hosting the 2008 Olympic Games, the Chinese 
government has begun to con·vert the c;ountry's buses to 

alternate energy sources. By the beginning of the games in 

-summer of 2004, the government expects to have 18,000 CNG, 
LPG and electricity-powered buses plying the streets of Beijing. 

In light of this international comparison, Delhi's target fleet of 

10,000 CNG buses seems more than reasonable. 

To prevent the government from blaming Jack of 

implementation on the shortage of CNG buses, the Court, after 

consulting the officials from Ashok Leyland and Tata Engineering 

Locomotive Company (TELCO), the two main manufacturers of 
CNG-equipped buses, ordered the immediate installation of 
. . 

1,500 CNG buses and the replacement of 800 diesel buses per 
,month beginning 1st May 2002, until the entire· fleet is 

:converted. The actual direction of the Court was as follows: 

1. The Union of India will give priority to the transport 

sector including private vehicles all over India with ,. 

regard to the allocation of CNG. This means that first 
the transport sector of Delhi and in other air polluted 

cities of India, CNG will be allocated and made 
available and it is only thereafter, if any CNG is 
available, then the same can be allocated to the 

industries, [reference being shown to public sector 

undertakings and projects. 

2. Interim Application of the Union of"India for extension 

of time to run diesel buses is dismissed with costs of 
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Rs. 20,000. It is made clear, that it is obvious in our 

Constitutional set-up, that orders and directions of this 

Court cannot be nullified or modified or in any way 

altered by any administrative decision of the Central 
and State Governments. The administrative decisions 
to continue plying diesel buses is, therefore, clearly in 

violation of this Court's orders. 

3. Those persons who have placed orders with the bus 

manufacturers, and have not taken delivery of the 
same shall do so within two weeks from today, failing 

which their permits shall stand automatically cancelled. 

4. As owners of diesel buses have continued to ply diesel 
buses beyond 31-01-2002, contrary to this Court's 
order, for the disobedience of the said orders, the 

Director of Transport, Delhi will collect form t~em costs 
at the rate of Rs. 500 per bus per day increasing to Rs. 

1,000 per day after thirty days of operation of diesel 
buses with effect from tomorrow and the same shall be 
deposited in this Court by the Director of transport by 
the 10th day of every month. · 

5. National Capital Territory (NCT) of Delhi shall phase 
out 800 diesel buses per month starting from 1-5-

2002. Till all the buses are replaced, the bus-owners 

who continue to ply the diesel buses shall pay as per 

Direction 4 herein above. 

6. For implementing these. directions, the Union of India 
and all governmental authorities, including 
Indraprastra Gas Limited (IGL) shall -

(a) Allocate and make available 16.1 lakh kg. per 

day (2 mmscmd) of CNG in NCT o~ Delhi by 
30-6-2002 for use by the transport sector; 

(b) Increase the above supply of CNG whenever 

need arises; 

(c) Prepare a scheme containing a time schedule 

for supply of CNG to other polluted cities of 
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India and furnish the same to this Court by 

3.5.2002 for its consideration; and 

(d) It will be open to the Union of India to supply 

Liquified petroleum Gas (LPG) in addition to 
CNG as an alternate fuel or to supply any 

other clean non-adulterated fuel as the 
Bhurelal Comm:ittee may r~commend. 

7. NCT of Delhi had announced a scheme for financing 

CNG vans to be run as taxis for SCs and STs. We direct 

similar financing scheme be framed by the Union of 

India jointly with NCT of Delhi, whereby tho.se of the 

permits of owners of diesel buses which are cancelled 
due to non-conversion to CNG, the same should, in the 
first instance, be allotted to the SCs, STs and other 

weaker sections of the society. Such a scheme should 

be prepared and implemented and a compliance report 
be filed within four weeks. The costs deposited under 

Direction 4 above can be ,utilized in implementing the 
proposed scheme. 240 

· 

Despite the resistance from enforcement agencies and 

: countles_s attempts to subvert its orders, the court has 

maintained its independence from private interests in seeking to 

champion the public good. By relying on the most u'p-to-date 

research provic;led to it by unbiased sources, the Court has been 
able to counter its arguments of its opposition, while it continues 

to push for more environmentally friendly transport options. 

The Supreme Court ruling to mandate the conversion of 

Delhi bus fleet to CNG was a well-informed logical decision. The 
Court's order was strongly backed by scientific research that 

proved not only the dangers of d1esel air pollution, but also the 
economic potential an environmental safety of the compressed 
natural gas. Furthermore the Court fulfilled its promise as a 

protector of the common people by refusing to the Delhi 

government's objections, and by ~rticulating the yiew that 

240 Ibid at pp. 374 &375. 
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economic concerns must not outweigh the protection of 

fundamental rights. 

The partial_implementation of the Supreme Court's order to 
convert Delhi buses to CNG suggests that there are some 

practical limits to the exercise of judicial power in India. In the 
recent haste to accommodate the Court's orders and converting 

existing buses to CNG, safety considerations seem to have been 

overlooked resulting in recent rash fires in CNG-powered buses 

and frequent gas leaks and fires in refuelling stations. Long 
queues at refuelling stations have curtailed bus service by 
reducing the number of active buses in the already· depleted 
fleet. Some road blocks to CNG implementation could have been 

. avoided, or atleast minimised had the conversion been originally 

mandated through the normal legislative process. Further the 

Court cannot coordinate the installation of the dozens of CNG 

refuelling stations, a task that might have been accomplished 
had the conversion been originally planned and overseen by the 
Delhi Transport Corporation (DTC)in conjunction with the 

Indraprastra Gas Limited (IGL). Public opinion seems to be 
swaying against the CNG conversion and in · favour of the 

recently opened Delhi Subway system, the Delhi Metro Rail, one 

, of the most advanced in the world. In contrast to the Delhi 

: Pollution Case, which has resulted in a Clumsy and partial 
conversion to CNG after eighteen years of litigation, construction 
of the multi-billion dollar Delhi Metro Rail remains on schedule 

and on budget which will be running on a sixty two miles of 

track connecting ninety stations throughout the city. 

These things have not deterred the pro public transport 

lobby which contend that the ultimate future of the sustainable 

transport system lies in the public road transport system 
keeping in mind the depleting oil resources, the traffic jams, the 

cost effective infrastructure compared to the multi-billion 

subway rail project and obviously the pollution problems: The 

recent innovatively planned and introduced "J?us Transi~ Corridor 
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· (BTC)241 has proved to be a shot in the arm· for the pro bus 

conversion lobbyists. Though the said corridor encountered 
some glitches in the initial stages, it is · anticipated to be 

successfully implemented all over Delhi in the near future. This 
, development has been further strengthened by the Policy of the 

. present Congress led United Progressive Alliance (UPA II) 
government at the Centre of providing large number of .Jow floor, 

comfortable and luxurious buses, 1100 for New Delhi, under the 
Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM). 

In Maharashtra, especially in the city of Mumbai, the 

developments brought to Delhi by the Delhi Pollution Case~42in _ 

, the context of sustainable automobile use, was effected by 
, Smoke Affected Residents' Forum v Municipal Corporation of 
Greater Bombay and Ors. 243 The. directions given in the courts 
order is similar to the one given in the aforesaid case, i.e. the 

Delhi Pollution Case. 

In Calcutta, the emission norms and the various directions 

of the Apex Court was attempted to be implemented through the 
. . 

court by one Shri Subhash Dutta, an environmental activist, in 

the early part of the new millennium but it saw the light of the 

. day only duriQg 2008-2009. The order of the court in this matter 

• was banning of the auto rickshaws running in two stroke engine 
· and the use of greener fuel to all other vehicles. The delay in the 

implementation of the orders in Calcutta was due to the State of 

West Bengal being a politically volatile State. 

However, the Supreme Court's activism in the Delhi 

Pollution Case shows how difficult it is for a court - even the 
Supreme Court - to manage the environment of a nation of 
billion people. Environmentalists cannot help but praise the 

Court for its defence of the environment and human rights, but 

241 Bus Transit Corridors (BTC) has been successfully implemented in the South American and Latin 
American countries. In India, the city of Ahmedabad is said to have achieved some. degree of 
success in implementing it and has arrived at desired results of 'Sustainable Automobile' use. 

242 Initiated by the Writ Petition (Civil) No. 13029 of 1985 including several related Interim 
Applications and orders accordingly. See M.C.Mehtav Union oflndia (Vehicular Pollution 
Cases) 

243 2002 (2) BomCR 343, 2002 (2) Mah.LJ 89; 2002 (4) BomCR 479, (2003) 1 BOMLR 227,2003 
(1) Mah.LJ 120. 
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they must see the harmful institutional and constitutional 

consequences of the Court's rulin·g. In the Delhi Pollution Case, 

the Court seems likely to impede capacity building in the 

pollution control agencies and thereby to compromise the 

development of sustained environmental management in India. 

Whatever be the contentions ·of the \(arious loqbies and 

schools of thought, both for and against the measures taken by 
the Supreme Court in promoting sustainable use of automobiles 
and its positive effects to the atmosphere in particular and the 

environment in general, it is worth mentioning the developments 
. . .. 

initiated and aggressively monitored by the Apex Court in 
. glowing terms. 

The judgments and orders of the Supreme Court in various 

environmental related cases, especially Vehicular pollution 

Cases, have created a lot of awareness regarding its peril to the 
people living in the urban areas and upcoming cities, if not to a 
large part of the country. The Cou,rt's sustained direction in a 

large number of cases about informing the masses through the 
media, both print and electronic has also made a huge difference 

in creating environmental awareness in the country. Such 
. findings are proved by the various cases filed in the higher 

courts, especially the Supreme Court in matters related to 

Sustainable automobile use, e.g. complying e.mission norms/44 

Conversion to cleaner fuels, 245air pollution, 246noise pollution 

arising out of the use of air horns/47 vehicular accidents/48 rash 

driving249 overloading,250 proper parking place for vehicles, 251 

traffic jams, 252 

244 Bharat Petroleum Corporation v Sunil Bansal & others, [Civil AP.peal No.6392 of2009(arising 
out ofSLP(C) No. 6133 Of2008] decided on l81

h September 2009. · 
245 Karnataka Lorry Malikara Okkuta and Ors. v The State Of Karnataka and Ors. ILR 2004 KAR 

4206, 2004 (6) Kar.LJ I. 
246 In Re: Suo Motu Proceedings, Delhi Transport Department, JT 1998 (9) SC 140, (1998) 9 SCC 

250. 
247 P. Ramakrishna Sastry v Commissioner Of Police, Vijayawada and Others, 200J (4) ALT 326. 
248 Suo Motu vs State ofGujarat on 9 May, 2005; Suo Motu vs State OfGzljarat And31 Ors. II 

(2007) ACC 638, (2006) 3 GLR 1960. 
249 Mahendra Lodha v State of Rajasthan RL W 2007 (2) Raj 1428. 
250 Swapan Kumar Saha v South Point Montessori High School, (2007) 2 GLR 10,2007 (I) GLT 135. 
251 Howrah Ganatantrik Nagarik v Union of India a,nd Ors. 2007 (4) CHN 781. 
252 Chambara Soy v State Of Orissa And Ors. 2007 II OLR 728 
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Many developing countries253 look to India as a country 

where human rights are championed by an independent .. 
judiciary. They would be enormously discouraged to see the 

authority of the India Supreme Court diminished. If the other 
branches of the Indian government withdraw their support and if 

the people refuse to obey the Court's orders, the Supreme Court 

would be severely weakened. Indian civil society groups need to 
recognise what is at stake. They cannot afford to win this case 

at the cost of a discredited and diminished Supreme Court. 

253 Mostly the SAARC countries. See Anjun lrfan \i Eahore Development Authority (Lahore Pollution 
Case), PLD 2002 Lahore 555; Farooque v Government of Bangladesh (Vehicle Pollution Case, 
Writ Petition No. 300 of 1995(2002.03) available at wWW. Elaw. org/; Bulankulama and six others 
v. Secretary, Ministry of Industrial Development and seven others (Eppawala case), a Sri Lankan 
case and Surya Prasad Sharma Dhungle v. Godawari Marble Industries, a Nepal Supreme Col!rt 
Case. 
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Chapter 4 

INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS 

In a globalised world of the 21st Century where the 

distances between two countries have shrunk· so drastically that 

going on of any activity in one country cannot be kept 

uninformed in the neighbouring country or region. The 

development of information technology has made the borders 

between nations, non-existent and archaic sovereignty concept 

of the post World war era has been found to be insignificant in 

the present phase of globalisation. 

The Industrial Revolution, especially in post-World War II 

brought in its wake new activities and enormous industrial 
operations. Though these activities have brought increased 

efforts and increased choices, they were not devoid of negative 

consequences. Environmental pollution is one of such 

consequences of the human activity. The problem of pollution 

has become a serious concern at the global level. The ever

expanding activities of man has crossed the frontiers of national, 

international jurisdictions and even entered outer space. These 

activities are often resulting in causing injuries to the people and 

properties, thus calling for the development of an international 

environmental law regime for preventing and controlling 

environmental pollution, further mitigating the damages arising 

out of the activities beyond national borders. 1 

The problem of environmental problem is global in an 

increasingly small world and concerns all countries irrespective 

of their size, level of development or ideology. Notwithstanding 

political division of the world into national ~nits, the oceanic 

world is interconnected whole; the winds that blow over the 

countries are also one. Pollution is capable of moving from 
continent to continent. If U.S.S.R. 2 carries out a nuclear test, the 

1 Foreword by Hon'ble Justice A.R.Lakshmanan in Dr.Padma's International Environmental Law (1''1 

edn.), Asia Law House (2005). 
2 

Unjon of Soviet Socialist Republic (USSR), popularly known as the Soviet Union in the cold war 
era, was a Union of States with Russia as the Leader State. When the winds of change swept over 
Eastern Europe which was made up of Warsaw Pact countries (with Communist ideology), the 
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fall-out may be carr_ied by the winds to any part of the world and 

such fall out of irresponsible disposal of radioactive waste from a 

remote energy plant in one country may turn out to have 

greater adverse effect on the neighbouring countries than the 

danger of a full-fledged war. Informed public mind is already 

agitated over the polluting affect of the Gulf War and the 

common concern of the entire homosapien race is obsessed by 

the apprehension of the acid rain, toxic effect on the seas and 

even in the atmosphere.3 

The perception of the global concern about the environment 

is of recent origin. As Caldwell observed: "At the beginning if the 

twentieth century, neither environment was an integral 

ecological concept nor the biosphere as the planetary life 

support system was an object of international concern." But the 

second half of the twentieth century witnessed a sharp rise in 

the international concern about the environmental degradation 

and ecological imbalances. 4 The Silent Spring5 published in 1962 

brought about a new movement - environment movement, on 

the international arena. This book brought to fore the adverse 

effects of the use of pesticides, but made. public opinion world 

over against the use of pesticide, fungicide a.nd rodenticide. In 

decades to follow, the UNO and its other specialised bodies 

starts their organised programmes and expressed international 

concern about common safety of the planet and declared that 

environmental degradation and ecological imbalances are not of 

USSR, too, disintegrated into independent states. These States of the USSR, after the said 
disintegration, was initially held together by a loose arrangement in the form of Commonwealth of 
Independent States (C.l.S.), again with Russia in the lead as was the necessity due to their erstwhile 
political and economical connection. The CIS was a regional organization whose participating 
countries are former Soviet Republics, formed during the breakup of the Soviet Union .The CIS is 
comparable to a very loose association of states and in no way comparable to a federation, 
confederation or supra-national organization such as the old European Community. It is more 
comparable to the Commonwealth ofNationsThe Winds of Change aforementioned in the form of 
Glasnost and Perestroika, policies of liberal politics initiated by the then Premier of U.S.S.R., Mr. 
Mikhail Gorbachev, led to the dismantling of the Berlin Wall and the end of the Cold War era. 
Presently Russia prominently exhibits the remnants of the erstwhile U.S.S.R. In the present world, 
Russia or the Russian Federation is identified as the erstwhile Soviet.Union without the other States 
(already independent). 

3 M.C.Mehta v Union of India, (1991) 2 SCC 137. 
4 S.C.Shastri, Environmental Law,(3'd edn.), Eastern Book Company, 2008 at p. 332 (Chapter XIII, 

International Environmental-Law), 
5 Rachel Carson: Silent Spring •. ( 1962). 
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national concern but of global concern. Therefore, all national 

governments should chalk out common global programmes to 

deal with such problems.6 

Prior to 1950, the environment received little attention of 

the nations as transboundary problem, but such challenges were 

viewed as local or to some extent, regional problems. Therefore, 

even regional organisations elicited legislative and regulatory 

reaction of local nature only. But the continuous growth of 

population, over and unbridled exploitation of natural resources 

and increasing demand for a better life has led to a newer 

scientific and technological innovations, which in turn have 

posed serious risk to human being, flora and fauna and the 

Earth. Moreover, these problems like acid-rain and the effects of 

air and water pollution affecting the environment without 

boundary barriers has made it a problem of international 

regime. Looking at the international nature of the problem, 

international law has also started dealing with environment 

problems.7 

Early attempts to develop international environmental law 

was relating to birds,8 fishes,9 seals, etc., only. As far as 

pollution is concerned, the Water Boundaries Treaty (1909) was 

first to prevent and control the water pollution in the United 

States of America and Canada. Another major transboundary 

coordination without compromising national sovereignty was the 

foundation of International Committee for the preservation of 

birds between the United States and the countries of European 

Continent in the year 1922. One major event in the first half of 

the twentieth century was the Convention on preservation of 

Flora and Fauna in their Natural State in the year 1933.10 

After the Second World War, a new phase started in which 

nations started addressing the environmental issues and started 

forming international organisations. It was during this . period 

6 Supra Note 4 (S.C.Shastri's Environmental law). 
7 Ibid 
8 International Ornithological Congress and Convention to Protect Birds useful for Agriculture, 1902 

(arising out of a proposal by Switzer.land in 1872 for the same.) 
9 The Convention between France and Britain, dated Nov. 17, 1867. 

10 London, Nov. 8, 1933. 
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that there was a growing awareness about the relationship 

between development and environmental degradation and its 

preservation. During this period, the main reasons for the 

development of international environmental law were the 

advancement in science and technology and the precedent 

unscientific exploitation of the natural resources. Moreover, a 
by-product of the industrial revolution created transboundary 

pollution problems, for example, acid rain in North America 

because of the industries in Canada. Thus, the necessity for 

international action on environmental problems was brought to 

the world's attention first by scientists and then by inter

governmental meetings. 

The establishment of the United Nations Organisation 

(UNO) in 1945 gave an impetus to the international 

environmental law. In 1954, the International Convention for the 

Pollution of the Sea by Oil was agreed up~n. Similarly, the 

African Convention on the Conservation of nature and Natural 

Resources was made in 1968. The fundamental principles of this 

convention was that the contracting States shall undertake to 

adopt the measures necessary to ensure c::onservation, utilization 

and development of soil, water, floral and faunal resources in 

accordance with scientific principles and with due regard to the 

best interests of the people. Now, accordingly, it became the 

duty of each party to identify, protect, conserve and handed

over to the future generations the cultural and natural heritage 

primary to that State. A world Heritage was also established to 

which each party shall submit an inventory of its national 

heritage. 

In 1970, the Organisation of Economic· Cooperation and 

Development (OECD) also established a committee for 

environment, which also marked the beginning of the 
recognition of environmental problems. 

In 1971, the Convention on International Liability for 

Damage caused by Space objects was made. The basis of the 

liability under the convention was not on the proof of 
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wrongfulness, but the absolute damage caused by space objects 

to the surface of the earth or to aircraft in flights. 

A BRIEF INSIGHT ON THE DELIVERY MECHANISM: International 

law has been described as an 'indispensible body of rules 

regulating the relations between the States without which it 

would be virtually impossible for them to have steady and 

frequent intercourse, 11 and 'the system governing relations 

between States covering every aspect of inter-state relations 

such as jurisdiction, claims to territory, muse of the sea and 

State responsibility to name but a few'. 12 

The sources of international law are custom, general 

principles recognised by civilized States, decisions of 

international arbitral and judicial bodies, the view of 

international public lawyers of high renown and, most 

importantly, treaties, both general and particular, establishing 

rules accepted by States. 13 None of these sources is fully 

adequate as a bedrock of international environmental law, but 

though treaty based law is inevitably likely to be the principle 

pathway for future developments, customary law cannot be 

ignored. 

Customary International Law 

Customary International Law though relevant in 

environmental issues has been weak in its impact for it has 

recognised the principle of State or territorial sovereignty, i.e. 

the rights of States to carry on their activities and to use their 

resources for their own benefit. However, the principle of State 

sovereignty is not unlimited as argued in the Trail Smelter4 case 

that: "No State has the right to use or permit the use of territory 

in such manner as to cause injury by fumes in or to territory of 

another, when the case is of serious consequence and the injury 
is established by clear and convincing evidence'.15 The United 

11 Starke, Introduction to International Law ( 101
h edn.) p. 15; Seen in Hughes' Environmental Law 

(3'd edn.), Butterworths, 1996, p. 115. 
12 Lyster, International Wildlife law, p. 3; Ibid Hughes. 
13 See Article 38 of the Statute of the International Court of Justice. 
14 United States v Canada, 3 RIAA p. 1907 (1941). 
15 1bidatp. 1965. 
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Nations Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States 

reiterate that sovereign rights should only be used 'without 

causing damage to the legitimate use of others' and modern 

State practice appears to be founded on it. It has also been 

adapted by the United nations General Assembly16 and adopted 

by in the Stockholm Declaration on Human Environment, 

1972.17 Furthermore many commentators now argue that 

concepts of sovereignty have to a considerable extent faded 

over the last 40 tears as States have come to accept - to some 

extent atleast - the concept of obligations to act within their 

jurisdiction for the benefit of humankind as a whole. This has led 

to recognition that States have a common interest in the global 

environment which may lead to a development of a body of 

international rules which apply to all states and are enforceable 

by all States. Similar linked emerging concepts are those of 

common heritage under which, for example, the management of 

natural resources may be seen to be a matter transcending 

State jurisdictions, and common concern which recognises the 

existence of entities such as the ozone layer and the global 

climate which are matters of international concern whose 

re.gulation demands that territorial jurisdictional claims must be 

transcended. 

Two principles seem now to enjoy significant support: 

(a) To prevent, reduce and control polluting and 

environmental harms, 

(b) To cooperate in mitigating environmental emergencies 

and risks. 

Other customary principles for which arguments are put 

forward include concepts such as inter-generational equity, 

sustainable development and 'polluter pays' principle. 18 

16 Resolution 1629 of 1961: Fundamental principles of international law impose a res;onsibility on all 
States concerning actions which might have harmful biological consequences ..... by increasing 
levels of radioactive fallout. 

17Principle 21: States have ..... the responsibility to ensure that activities, within their jurisdiction or 
control do not cause damage to·the environment of other States or of areas beyond the limits of 
national jurisdiction. · 

18 David Hughes, Environmental law (3"1 edn.), Butterworths ( 1996), pp. 116-17. 
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Treaty 

Despite customary laws flexibility and current resurgence, 

its inherent problems have led to emphasis· in environmental 

matters being placed on treaty based law. 'A treaty may be 

defined as an agreement whereby two or more States establish 

or seek to establish a relationship between themselves governed 

by international law' and 'the treaty is the main instrument 

which the international community possesses for the purpose of 

initiating or developing international co-operation. 19 

Treaties can exist in various forms but in environmental 

terms the most commonly encountered treaties are likely to be 

multilateral instruments made in formal style by many States 

and institutions and known as 'Conventions, together with 

'Protocols' which are less formal agreements often subsidiary or 

ancillary to a Convention, other nomenclatures . include 

'covenant', 'pact' or 'act'. Treaties may either be 'law-making in 

that they lay down generally applicable rules, or 'treaty 

contracts' which deal with deal with individual issues concerning 

only two or a very few States. From a global point of view the 

first type is of great importance, but environmental treaties have 

been made in variety of forms by a variety of States from many 

years, dating from 186820 to the number of multi-party 

arrangement made from 1970s onwards. The treaties are often 

weaker than national legislation because no State can be bol!nd 

without its consent. The greater the number of participants in 

the formulation of a treaty, the weaker or more ambiguous its 

provisions are likely to be since they have to make compromises 

making them acceptable to every State involved. 21 Treaties are 

not made rapidly and a five year negotiating time between 

States is average in relation to environmental issues. 22 

19 Starke, Introduction to International Law (I 01
h edn.) p. 15; Seen in Hughes' Environmental Lmv 

(3n1 edn.), Butterworths, 1996, pp. 436 & 437. 
20Mannheim Convention on, inter alia, water supply on the River Rhine (between Belgium, France, 

Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom). 
21 Lyster, International Wildlife Law, p. 4; Ibid Hughes. 
22 The Vienna Convention on protection of the O=one Layer, 1985 can be quoted as an exception. It 

was made and entered into force quickly. 
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Treaties may arise in a number of ways, for example 

because of pressure from a State, a group of States or an 

international organisation, and a treaty will normally be finally 

formulated at an international conference. State representatives 

at such a conference may sign the document, though this 

creates no legal obligation to ratify or to comply with the treaty's 

terms on the State's part, but a strong moral· obligation· and an 

expectation between signatories that none of them will frustrate 

treaty objectives. Ratification. is the process whereby States 

undertake legal binding obligations under treaties and the State 

practice as to the mode of ratification varies.23It is. usually 

provided in treaties that they will come into force after a 

specified number of ratification by States has been reached. 

Some treaties are restricted in that only certain specified States 

may be party to them; others are open to all to be original 

parties to them or, by accession, to become subsequent 

members of them, while others are also open to regional 

economic integration organisations such as the European Union 

(EU). Treaties may also be made subject to 'reservations' 

whereunder a State releases itself from certain treaty 

obligations. Reservations are useful in importing flexibility to 

treaties so that States which accept most, but not all, treaty 

obligations can become parties, but they also provide 'a loophole 

enabling a State to defend its vested interests, which· conflict 

with the spirit of the treaty'. 24 In some cases making 

reservations is prohibited by the treaty itself, while reservations 

generally cannot be made which are incompatible with treaty 

objectives. 25 

The form and content of treaties also varies considerably. 

For example, it is now the practice to have basic general 

provisions in one document - which may receive the title of 
'Convention'- while highly specified technical ·standards,· say on 

emissions are placed in subsidiary documents - which may be 

known as protocols - to allow for their amendment in the light of 

23 For India, See Chapter/, Part XI, especially Article253 of the Constitution. 
24 Lyster, International Wildlife law, p. 9; Ibid Hughes. 
25 See Article 19 (c) ViennaConvection on the Law ofTreaties. 
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technical progress. This, however, has the disbenefit of 

allowing States to opt out of detailed control by objecting to the 

terms of the protocol. Other Treaties are mere 'Frameworks' 

simply creating no more than a generalised obligation on to 

States to take some, unspecified, action - of course the 

obligation can be 'fleshed out' subsequent protocol, but the 

initiative to do this lies with the States. A treaty can also take 

the form of an 'umbrella' whereunder there is a principal 

framework convention26 and a number of protocols27 each 

dealing with a specific issue. States ratifying the principal 

convention may also be required to ratify one or more of these 

accompanying protocols. 

Certain writers28 and commentators have pointed to 

important customary development such as the concept of global 

international environmental law, and the interplay which takes 

place between custom and treaty with the former's development 

underpinning the growth and importance of the latter as a 

system of international environmental regulation and protection. 

It is now commonly accepted that the future development 

of law should reflect certain principles, particularly in drafting 

treaties. These principles are: the 'Polluter Pays', Precautionary 

Action, Inter-generational Equity and Non-Discrimination: i.e. 

that a polluter who causes transboundary pollution should be 

treated no less severely than if the harm was caused in the 

polluter's own country, and Common but Differentiated 

Responsibilities, i.e. States should divide the cost of 

environmental measures according to their contribution to 

environmental degradation. 29 

A convenient starting point for modern treaty based 

international environment law is the Stockholm Conference of 

1972 and it's Declaration on Human Environment. Sufficient 

imprecise to leave much to the discretion of the States wishing 

26 The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). 
21 The Kyoto Protocol, 1997. . 
28Patricia Birnie & Alan Boyle, International Law and the Environment (2nd edn.), Oxford University 

Press, (2002), Chapter 3, · 
29 Supra Hughes, p. 118. 
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to advance their own interests, the Declaration has served as a 

basis for subsequent international developments and 

formulations of legal principle. So in 1982 at its 60th Annual 

Conference in Montreal, the International law Association 

defined transboundary pollution in terms of the introduction by 

human action of material or energy into the environment so as 

to effect deleteriously health, living resources, ecosystems, 

property, amenity and legitimate use of the environment where 

pollution originates wholly or partly in one State and invades 

another's territory. States, it was argued, should abate and 

control such pollution, and should limit new or increased 

pollution sources, and give warning of activities likely to cause 

significant transboundary pollution. Likewise in 1982, the United 

Nations set up the Inter-Governmental Committee on 

Development and Utilisation of New and Renewable Sources of 

Energy, and a gathering of 105 States at Nairobi, Kenya 

reaffirmed the Stockholm Principles. This was followed in 1983 

by the creation of the World Commission on Environment and 

Development by the United Nations. 

One current weakness of international environmental Jaw is 

the problem of compliance. To ensure more effective compliance 

it is important to build into treaty provisions requirements that 

States: establish regular meetings to review treaty 

implementations and revise terms as and when necessary; 

create administrative agencies to assist with implementation; 

impose regular financial sanctions or rewards as 'carrots and 

sticks'. Supervision by means of the creation of international 

agencies has been found a useful means of Jaw enforcement, 

though it 'also entails the negotiation and elaboration of detailed 

rules, standards and practices'.30 

This is not to say that international environmental law is 

without significance. Some principles are translated into national 

practice31 and 'there is another overriding effect which ensures 

30 Supra Birnie & Boyle, p. 161. 
31The concept of'Sustainable development' and its principle features have been adopted by the 
· Supreme Court of India in several cases; Environmental laws are being legislated in pursuant to the 
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that, by and large, States make an effort to enforce a treaty 

once they have become Party to it: it is in the interests of 

almost every State that order, and not chaos, should be a 

governing principle of human life and if treaties were made and 

freely ignored chaos would soon result'. 32 Moreover the future 

may see the development of a universal convention, 
consolidating existing and establishing new principles of 

environmental protection, and setting out the concomitant right 

and duties of States. A United Nations Commission for 

Environmental and Sustainable Development has been ~ebated 

as a monitoring and investigative body, as has a High 

Commissioner or 'Environmental Ombudsman' to act as a 

'trustee' for environment and to take action on behalf of its 

protection. In 1989, a twenty-four nation conference at The 

Hague called for such a new authority to be known as 'Globe'. 

The Globe would be an executive body operating alongside 

the International Court of Justice (ICJ) at The Hague (the 

judicial compliance enforcing and arbitral body) and the United 

Nations General Assembly as a legislative organ, able to lay 

down the framework of international environmental regulation. 

'Globe', however, would be an unprecedented agency able to 

make decisions by majority vote, and possessing powers to 

enforce environmental standards and would also be ·able to 

pursue actions for damages against polluting States before the 

ICJ. The concept of 'Globe' necessarily involves some surrender 

of the concept of State sovereignty. 

The awareness of interaction of man with his environment 

is of recent origin. The Declaration of the United Nations 

Conference on Human Environment held in Stockholm in June 

1972 stated: 

"Man is both the creature and the moulder of his 

environment, which gives him. physical substance and 

affords him the opportunity for intellectual, moral, 

social and spiritual growth. In the long and tortuous 

international treaty obligations; Amendment of the Constitution of India by inserting Articles 48A 
and 51 A (g) arising out ofthe 42"d Constitution (Amendment) Act, 1976 is a case in point. 

32Lyster at p. II, Supra Hughes. · 
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evolution of the human race on this planet a stage has 

been reached when, through rapid acceleration of 

science and technology, man has acquired the power to 

transform his environment in countless ways and on 

unprecedented scale. Both aspects of mans 

environment, the natural and the manmade, are 

essential to his well-being and to the enjoyment of the 

basic human rights - even the right to life itself." 

Principal 1 of the declaration went on to s~y: 

"_Man has the fundamental right to freedom, equality ad 

adequate conditions of life, in an environment of a 

quality that permits a life of dignity and well-being, and 

he bears a solemn responsibility to protect and 

improve the environment for present and future 

generations ..... " 

Norman Myers quoted in Sir Edmund Hillary's Ecology 2000 

has rightly observed: 33 

"The fate of African environments is thus determined not 

only by local circumstances. It is influenced, in part at 

least, by the lifestyles of the developed world. These 

economic-ecological linkages recognised to date, but 

they represent a significant factor for land use patterns 

in Africa's Savannahs." 

A diverse developing society such as ours provides 

numerous challenges in the economic, social,· political, cultural 

and environmental arenas. All of this Coalesce in the dominant 

imperative of alleviation of mass poverty reckoned in the 

multiple dimensions of livelihood security, health care, 

education, empowerment of the disadvantaged and elimination 

of gender disparities. 

33Quoted by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in M.C.Mehta v Union of india, (1991) 2 SCC 137 now 
famously known as the Delhi Pollution Case. 
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A number of national policies34 for environmental 

management together with some sector policies35 have 

contributed towards protecting and improving the quality of the 

environment. Despite these policy documents, a need for a 

comprehensive policy statement has been evident for sometime 

in order to infuse a common approach to environmental 

management. As our development challenges have evolved, and 

our understanding of the centrality of environmental concerns in 

development has sharpened, there is also a need to review the 

earlier objectives, policy instruments and strategies. 

The National Environmental Policy (NEP, 2006) is a 

response to our national commitment to a clean environment, 

mandated in the Constitutions by Articles 48 A. and 51 A (g), and 

strengthened by judicial interpretation of article 21. 

India also plays an important role in several significant 
international initiatives concerned with environment. 36 It is party 

to the key multilateral agreements, and recogni~es the 

interdependencies among, and transboundary character of, 

several environmental problems. The National Environmental 

Policy is also intended to be a statement of India's commitment 

to making a positive contribution to international efforts. 

India has participated in major international events on the 

environment, since 1972. The country has contributed to, and 

ratified several multilateral agreements on environmental issues 

in recognition of the transboundary nature of .several 

environmental problems, and has complied with its 

commitments. It has also participated in numerous regional and 

bilateral programmes for environmental co-operation. Given the 

need to enhance our own capacities to comply with our 

commitments, and ensure sustained flow of resources for 

environmental management, the following steps have been 

34National Forest Policy, 1988; the National Conservation Strategy and Policy Statement on 
Environment and Development, 1992; and the Policy Statement on the Abatement of Pollution, 
1992. 

35The National Agriculture Policy, 2000; National Population Policy, 2000; and National Water 
Policy, 2000. 

36India was one ofthe forefront member countries in taking the initiative in the UN Conference on 
Human.Environment in June 1972. 
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proposed to be taken under the National Environment Policy, 

2006: 

(a) Avail multilateral and bilateral cooperation 

programmes, for capacity building .for environmental 

management, particularly in relation to commitments · 

under multilateral instruments. 

(b) Participate in mechanisms and arrangements under 

multilateral · agreements for enhancing flows . of 

resources for sustainable development. 

(c) Provide assistance to other developing countries, in 

particular for scientific and technical capacity building 

for environmental management. 

We live in a rapidly changing global community, in a rapidly 

developing, highly diverse country. The environmental issues 

that are salient as of now may evolve over time, and new ones 

rriay take their place. Scientific understanding of environmental 

matters would advance rapidly. Changes in economic structure, 

technologies and resource availability, in each case nationally 

and globally, are likely, as are evolution of global environmental 

regimes, and norms arising from jurisprudence. To set forth an 

immutable National Environment Policy in this dynamic situation 

would be unwise. A prudent course would be to provide for 

updating every few years in light of new knowledge and 

. developments, and a comprehensive review in about a decade. 

The following provisions are, accordingly made· for review, 

updating and renewal of· national Environment Policy: 

(a) Undertake consultations every three years with groups 

of diverse stakeholders, i.e. rese:archers, industry 

associations and voluntary organisations, and update 

the National Environment policy. 

(b) In the third of the three-year reviews, undertake a 

more comprehensive examination of scientific and 

policy understanding of environmental issues, redefine 

the Objectives and Principles, and recast the Strategic 
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Themes for Action. A new National Environment Policy 

should be the outcome. 

The United Nations through its Conference on the Human 

Environment held at Stockholm in 1972, realising the need to 

protect and improve human environment for the well being of 

the people and economic development throughout the world, 37 

rightly advises all nations to adopt an integrated and 

coordinated approach to their development pi?Jnning and ensure 

that development is compatible with the need to protect and 

improve the environment for the benefit of their population. 38 It 

also directs them to carefully devise an appropriate planning of 

their natural resources for the benefit of present and future 

generations. 39 The World Commission on Environment and 

Development40 headed by Gro Harlem Brundtland (the then 

Swedish Prime Minister), and the Rio Declaration on 

Environment and Development41 have drawn attention of the 

international community to the critical relationship between 

environment and development and have, in fact, given a global 

perspective of environmentally compatible development. 

The Rio Declaration contemplates a 'sustainable 

development'.42 It proclaims that the right to development must 

be equitable to development and environmental needs of the 

present and future generations.43 It insists that environmental 

protection must constitute an integral part of the developmental 

process. 44 It also appeals to all nations to (i) conserve,. protect 

37 Proclamation 2, U.N. Report ofthe United Nations Conference on Human Environment, 
Stockholm, 5-16 June, 1972. 

38 Principle 13, ibid. 
39 Principle 12, Ibid. 
40 World Commission on Environment and Development, Our Common Future (1987). 
41 Report of the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development, Rio de Janerio, 3-14 

June, 1992. 
42 The term 'sustainable development' was first used in 1987 by the World Commission on 

Environment and development (popularly known as the Brundtland commission) to denote that 
development which meets the needs of the present generation without compromising the ability of 
the tuture generations to meet their own needs. [See its report entitled Our Common Future]. The 
1992 United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) Report states: "Sustainable Development 
is a process in which economic, fiscal, trade, energy, agriculture and industrial policies are all 
designed to bring about a development that is economically, socially and ecologically sustainable." 

43 Principle 3. 
44 Principle 4. 
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and restore the health and integrity of the earth's ecosystem; 45 

and (ii) reduce and eliminate unsustainable patterns of 

production and consumption to achieve sustainable development 

and a higher quality of life for all people.46 It, like the Stockholm 

declaration, directs all nations to enact effective environmental 

legislation47 and develop their natiqnal laws regarding liability 

and compensation for victims of environmental pollution and 

damage.48 

Since the Stockholm Conference, almost every country has 

enacted one or more pieces of environmental legislation with a 

view to combating and imprQving air qu9lity. Thus, the 

international community has assigned a sJgnificant role to 

(environmental) law in maintaining and enhancing the (global) 

environmental quality and, in achieving eco-friendly 

development. 49 

During recent years there is a world-wide concern for the 

deterioration of human environment as a result of the impact of 

science and technology and population growth on the global 

landscape. In this response to this, there is a new emphasis by 

scholars and decision makers on the role of law, both national 

and international:, for protection of human environment and for 

ensuring the right to life. 50 

The problems of environment faced by mankind today are a 

result of accelerated economic growth, industrial devel_opment 

and urbanisation among the advanced countries on the one 

hand, and the poor rate of growth and backward economic 

conditions, among the developing countries on the other hand. 

With more and more application of technology to resources of 

earth, one sees an immense interaction .of kno\~ledge, 

economies and power. 51 Affluence is the basic cause, however, 

45 Principle 7. 
46 Principle 8. 
47 Principle II. 
48 Principle 13. 
49 K.I. Vibhute, Environment, Development and Law: Indian Perspective, Vol.37 (2) JILl (1995) 182 

at p.l83. 
50 S.Bhatt, Some Aspects of Law Relating to the Environment, Vol. 13 Banaras L.J. ( 1977), p.l2. 
51 Barbara Ward & Rene Dubos, Only One Earth, p:47. . . 
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which has caused deterioration of environment in the advance 

countries, for example, an American carries in his car and 
household eleven tonnes of steel giving out one tonne of waste 

per year. 52 Excessive utilization of resources of earth poses not 

only danger of pollution; the resources in themselves are likely 
to get depleted, and in certain cases exhausted, in course of 
time. 

Thus we see the crises of environment as a result of 
. accelerated exploitation of resources by technologically 

developed countries. The other picture is of dismal poverty 

among world's greater number of people living in the developing 
·countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America. 

The United Nations Declaration on Environment has called 

attention to the poverty aspect of environmental problems in the 
developing countries. It says: "In the developing countries most 
of the environmental problems are caused by 

underdevelopment. Millions continue to live far below the 
minimum levels required for a decent human existence, deprived 
of adequate food and clothing, shelter and education, health and 
sanitation. Therefore, developing countries must divert their 

·efforts to development, bearing in mind their priorities and the 

:need to safeguard and improve the environment. 53 

Looking at both sides of the problem involving the 

developed and the developing countries, we are drawn to the 

conclusion that there has to be a balance between demand and 

available resources. An economic system for the worlds where 
resources can last better and where environments are kept at 

wholesome level, has to be stable and not competitive54 

Therefore, the ecologists rightly believe that continuous 

economic growth is harmful for environments. Instead, we must 
consider how long can resources last and how best can 
environments be kept at wholesome level. The UN Declaration 

52 Ibid at pp. 41-42 
53 See U.N. General Assembly Report of U.N. Conference on Human Environment, A/Conf. 48/14,3 

July 1972, Annex, pp.2-6. 
54 Garrett Hardin, The Cybernetics ofCompetition: a Biologist's View of Society, in Sheppard and 

McKinley ( ed. ), The Subversive Science: Essays Toward an ecology of Man (Boston, 1969), p. 287. 
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stresses this point explicitly: "For the developing countries, 

stability of prices and adequate earnings for primary 

commodities and raw material are essential to environmental 

management since economic factors as well as ecological 
processes must be taken into account."55 

Therefore ecological organisation is closely related to the 
economic organisation at national and international level. 

Prudent use of resources by the rich and advanced countries, 

and skilful exploitation of resources by developing countries is to 
be the response of a new world economic order to the economic 
challenges involved in maintenance of wholesome environment. 

In an attempt to chronologically record the establishment 
and development of distinguished International instruments 

broadly in the arena of environmental law the book Silent Spring 
by Rachel Carson, published in 1962, marked the beginning of 
the modern environmental movement. 

Warning of the growing imbalance in the relationship 

between nature and humankind, Carson vividly described the 
sadistic impacts of pesticide use on humans and other living 

beings, which spearheaded widespread ~oncern about the 
. growing imbalance in the relationship between nature and 

humankind. 

Carson's research findings were verified and reinforced in 
numerous evaluations produced during the Decade of World 
Development (1960-1970), as well as in strategies formulated 

during the Second Decade of World Development (1970-1980) 

by the United Nations (UN) Social and Economic Council. 

On May 28, 1968 the UN Social and Economic Council 
(ECOSOC) accepted a proposal from Sveker Astrom, the 

Swedish Ambassador to the UN, to explore the possibility of 
holding an international conference on humans in the 
environment. Based upon the recommendatfon of ECOSOC, the 

UN General Assembly of December 6, 1968 authorized the 

council to conduct a conference. Subsequent reports by U Than, 

55 Section I 0, UN General Assembly Report of UN Conference on Human Environment, 3'd July 
1972. 
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Secretary General of the UN, underlined the urgent need for new 

conceptions and attitudes toward the environment. These 
reports formed the basis for the resolution, adopted by the UN 
General Assembly on September 15, 1969 to sponsor The UN 

Conference on the Human Environment, and to accept the offer 

of the Swedish government to host the conference. 

The Stockholm Conference, held on June 5-16, 1972, 
included the participation of 113 countries and dozens of 

observers, although the Soviet Union and a few other Eastern 

European countries boycotted the conference in protest against 
stipulations which excluded some countries from their region 

from participating in the conference on equal footing with other 

countries. 

By special resolutions, the Stockholm Conference 
designated June 5 as World Environment Day, declared 26 
principles for nature conservation, species protection and human 
rights; broadly encouraged better integration of development 
and environmental policies to foster more sustainable forms of 

development; and established the United Nations Environment 

Program (UNEP). 

Representatives at the first conference of UNEP the 
'following year unanimously agreed that environment and 
development issues should be assigned highest priority, 

demanding the central integration of environmental 
considerations into all planning agendas. 

The World Conservation Strategy (WCS), issued by The 

World Conservation. Forum (IUCN) in 1980, contained a 

systematic approach to development focused on ecological 
management of living resources to ensure the continuity of life 
and biodiversity for the satisfaction of human needs now and in 

the future. The World Commission on Environment and 

Development (WCED) was formed in 1983 to tackle critical 

·issues which the WCS did not address, notably - the causes of 

environmental over-exploitation and d~gradation, and the failure 

of development policies to alleviate poverty and hunger. Headed 
by Gro Harlem Brundtland, a Swedish scientist, the WCED was 
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mandated to research and formulate a long term strategy for 

ecologically sustainable development. 

The report of the WCED (Our Common Future I Brundtland 
Report), formed the foundation for the United Nations 
Conference on Environment Development (UNCED), also known 
as the Earth Summit, held in Rio de Janeiro on June 3-14, 1992. 
This conference, attended by delegates from 197 countries, 
resulted in the establishment and ratification of a number of 
international agreements, including, among others: 

1. The Rio principles for sustainable development. 

2. Local Agenda 21 (LA21) - a blue-print defining a 

framework for the legislation and implementation of 
sustainable development. 

3. The Convention on Forests and other agreements 
about conservation. 

4. The United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 

Change (UNFCCC). 

5. The Convention on Biodiversity (CBD). 

The Rio Earth Summit raised worldwide awareness of the 
close interdependence and mutual influence of social, economic 

and environment factors, and recognition that the success of any 

programs or actions taken to respond to the environmental crisis 

would depend upon continuous and concerted effort, and must 

be aim for long term sustainability. From here was born the 
concept of Sustainable Development, as a form of development 

which meets the needs of the present withou.t compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their own needs. 

The World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) 
was convened in Johannesburg, South Africa September 4, 

2002, a decade after the Rio Earth Summit to mark its tenth 
Anniversary. The Johannesburg conference was attended by 

delegates from approximately 189 countries, including 
government leaders and representatives of concerned citizen· 

and community groups,· UN institutions, international financial 
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institutions, and other parties who share environmental 

concerns. 

The WSSD was intended to evaluate how far nations have 

come on the road to sustainable development, to identify the 
constraints we have been facing, and to formulate the next 
steps we must take to improve the current world situation. 

Additionally, the purpose of the WSSD was to renew the 
commitments made by world leaders in Rio .ten years _ago, and 
to determine priorities for future action, both regarding the 
issues addressed in past commitments, as well as new issues 
which have arisen since then. 56 

The Practical Developments in Environmental Law taking place in the 

Global Arena 

The Global community have been more aware of the 

backlash to economic growth and development as a result of 

neglecting the environment after the Stockholm Declaration. 
This has been apparent from the interest taken by the various 
governments in protecting and improving the environment in 
their respective nations. Such positive dev~lopment has been 
the contribution of several historical incidents resulting from a 

. lackada'isical attitude towards the environment. An attempt is 

: made to track the aforementioned developments in the 

perspective of transboundary air pollution which has actually 

opened the eyes and minds of the world to make integrated 
efforts to combat the menace of environmental degradation. It 
has also exposed to the international community that 

environmental pollution is not limited within national borders 

and sovereignty of a country can be jeopardised in the event of 
an environmental disaster. 

The Trail Smelter Arbitration57 is the father of developments 
in the area of international environmental law. It was the first 
judicial attempt of solving a transnational problem of air 

pollution involving two nations. It concerns the short-range 

56 http://www.ecouncil.ac.cr/discapacidad!INDEXENGLISH.htm accessed and viewed on 20111 June 
2010. 

57 United States v Canada, 3 RIAA p. 1907 (1941 ). 
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transfrontier air pollution, especially by sulphur dioxide fumes, 

originating in Canada and causing damage in the United States. 
The underlying dispute covered a period of thirteen years from 

1928 to 1941. 

The facts of the case were that in 1896, a Smelter was 

built in Trail, British Columbia, Canada where zinc was smelted 

in large quantities. In 1906 the Consolidated Mining and 

Smelting Company of Canada acquired the said smelter plant. 

The plants emitted sulphur dioxide fumes in growing quantities, 
the amount which varied from 10,000 to 20,000 tonnes per 
month. From 1925, atleast until the end of 1931, damage 
occurred in the Amerie::an territory, lying onl'y at ac distance of 
seven miles. The occurrence and the resultant damage to the 
American territory were brought to the notice of the smelting 
company. The first formal complaint was filed in 1926 by a 

farmer whose land was located in the affected area. This action 

was followed by others and the smelter company, trail Smelter 
proceeded to negotiate with the complainants, the affected 
property owners, with a view to a settlement and even settled 

with some of them. 

In June, 1927, the case was taken officially by the US 
government for the first time and proposed to the Canadian 
government to refer the matter to the . International jojnt 
Commission which had been set up under the Boundary Waters 
Treaty, 1909.58 The report of the joint commission found the· 

damage to amount of 350,000 US dollars and in addition 

recommended that Trail Smelter should make certain changes to 
' 

its plant for the purpose of reducing the discharge of sulphur 

fumes from its stacks. The US government unsatisfied by the 
existing conditions and the still occurring damage made another 
representation to the Canadian Government. In pursuant to that 

and after hectic diplomatic negotiations, a convention was 

signed between the United States (US) and Canadian 

government in Ottawa on April 15, 1935 for the settlement of 

difficulties arising from operation of the Traii.Smelter. Under the 

58U .S.Treaty Series No.548, 2 American Journal of International Law, Supplement, p. 239 ( 191 0). 
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convention the two governments agreed to constitute a tribunal 

consisting of an independent chairman and two national 

members for deciding the issue at hand. The proceedings of the 
tribunal an~ its ancillary subject matter were conducted under 
the articles of the convention. The portion of the decision or the 

award59 of the tribunal relevant to our present study was part 

three of the judgement, which contains the most celebrated 
rulings of the case and which dealt with the issue whether trail 

Smelter should be required to refrain from causing further 
damage in the State of Washington and, if so, to what extent? 

The tribunal examined and found that there was no need to 

solve this problem as the law followed in the United States in 

. dealing with the quasi-sovereign rights of the States of the 
Union, in the matter of air pollution, was in conformity with the 

· general rules of international law. The tribunal, thus, declared: 60 

" .... under the principles of international law, as well as 
the law of the United States, no State has the right to 
use or permit the use of its territory in such a manner 

as to cause injury by fumes in or to the territory of 

another or the properties of persons therein, 'when the 

case is of serious consequence and the injury is 

established by clear and convincing evidence." 

The Trail Smelter Award has established that States have 

the right to be free from established injury of serious 

consequence. However, what establishes an injury of serious 

consequence has not been defined and as such technical and 
quantitative environmental norms, called eco-standards, are 

lacking in the field of international environmental law. 

The Trail Smelter Award has been cited so often by 
publicists that the rules and principles referred to constitute the 

teachings of most highly qualified publicists of various nations. 

Since the States have accepted the rules and the principles 

stated, they constitute the opino juris and since there has been 

no conflicting State practice, . they are actually part of 

59 Trail Smelter, III f!nited Nations Report of International Arbitral Awards (I949). 
60 Ibid at p. 1963. 
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international customary law. Thus, the Trail Smelter Award has 

contributed significantly to the development of international 

environmental law in the initial stages. 

During the 1970s, the problems of the emission of smoke, 

dirt, dust and grit lessened and coupled with the new approach 
to industrial processes a gradual improvement took place in the 
quality of the atmosphere in the UK. There. was a move away 
from the use of coal as fuel to smokeless substances such as 
coke and gas. Additionally, the gap left behind with the 

introduction of clean air zones was met by an increase in the use 
- -

c_ of electricity for power and heat. Power companies ch,anged its 

practices in a direct reaction to the difficulties encountered with 

· local pollution by replacing the short chimneys traditionally used 
in power stations with larger and taller stacks. Unfortunately, 

· this reduction in the levels of local pollution only shifted the 

problems to a different location. Whilst the pollution of the 

atmosphere declined nationally, the concern internationally rose. 
The change of policy from short to tall stacks for chimneys saw 
the creation of the first environmental problem which could 

properly be identified across national boundaries - the problem 
of acid rain. 

The combination of sulphur dioxide and other acids from 

power stations and traffic combined with the atmosphere to 

·produce not only acid rain, but also acid deposits in the 

atmosphere made of ammonium sulphate p·articles. 

The effects of the production of such substances into the 

atmosphere have increased the acidity of rainfall in some areas 
to over forty times the natural level. This has led a terrible effect 
upon areas of not only England, Scotland and Wales but also 

other countries within Europe where the. pr~vailing winds have 
carried such emissions. 61 

The Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) 

The Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) is a regional 

Economic Commission of the United Nations established by the 

61 Bell & McGillivray, Environmental Law, p. 411-12. 
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Economic and Asocial Council (ECOSOC) in 1947. It comprises 

all UN member-states in Europe including Russia, Canada and 

the United States. The Commission has been concerned with 

environmental issues since 1956. The Commission has a 

Secretariat and 15 subsidiary committees. 62 A working Party on 
Air Pollution Problems was established within the ECE in 1969. 

In 1971, it adopted a recommendation calling for abatement of 

pollution by sulphur emissions. This was to be accomplished by 

desulphurisation of flue gases and fuels, fuel transformation, fuel 

substitutes, and the requirement that fuel burning installations 
store a quantity of low-sulphur fuels to reduce emissions.63 In 
June 1978, the Committee of Senior Advisors to the ECE 
Governments on Environmental Problems established a Special 
Group on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution64 with 

mandate to elaborate proposals for consideration pt future 

sessions of Senior Advisors. 65 

The Special Group on Long-Range Transboundary Air 

Pollution drafted a convention on reduction of emissions causing 
transboundary air pollution. The draft convention paid special 
attention to the exchange of information and was discussed 

during the meetings of the Special Group. Different proposals for 
international co-operation were made. The Draft· was later 
transformed into the ECE Convention· on Long-Range 

· Transboundary Air Pollution in 1979. 

On November 16, 1979 the first international agreement 

covering acid rain, the Convention on Long-Range 

Transboundary Air Pollution was signed in Geneva by 34 

member countries of the United Nations Economic Commission 

for Europe. 

The Geneva Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air 
Pollution 1979 is the only major regional agreement regulating 
transboundary air pollution and aims at protection of man and 

62 The European Yearbook (1978) at pp. ·t6-17. · 
63Irene H. VanLiere, Acid Rain and International Law (1980), p.I4i. 
64ECE Report of the Meeting of the Officers of the Special Group on Long-Range Transboundary Air 

Pollution, Doc. ENV/AC 9/ R.l (1978) p.l 
65ECE Report of Special Group on Long Range Transboundary Pollution, Doc. AI A C. 9/2 ( 1978), 

p.2. 
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his environment within regional cooperation in Europe.66The 

convention is open to all the member States of the ECE and 

States having a consultative status, as well as competent 

regional economic integration organisations constituted of ECE 

member States.67 It entered into force on March 13, 1983. 

On September 18, 1984, a Protocol to the 1979 ECE 

Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution was 

concluded. The Protocol provides for the long term financing of 

the Co-operative Programme for Monitoring and Evaluation of 

Long-Range transmission of Air Pollutants in Europe (EMEP). 

Until the conclusion of the Protocol, the EMEP has been financed 

by the UNEP and voluntary contributions from governments. The 

protocol provides for mandatory contributions from parties to it. 

Presently this has been replaced by UNEP con.tributions. 

It has provisions for air quality management, whereby, 

each contracting party uses the best available, economically 
feasible and non-waste technology. The parties are to initiate 

and cooperate in the conduct of research and develqpment of 

the technologies, alternative measures for environmental 

assessment and training programmes. Besides, information of 

major changes in the national policies and their potential impact 

on transboundary air pollution is to be exchanged with the other 

: contracting parties. Thus, the convention creates a network 

between the contracting States by committing them to sharing 

information, conducting research and consulting on policies and 

strategies to combat air pollution.68 However, there is no 

provision on liability for air pollution damage. Besides, the 

convention only lays down broad principles and objectives for air 

pollution control without requiring the parties to commit to 
specific obligations and standards. 

66The Convention defines long range transboundary air pollution to mean 'air pollution whose 
physical origin is situated wholly or in part within the area under the national jurisdiction of one 
State and which has adverse effects in the area under the jurisdiction of another State at such a 
distance that is not generally possible to distinguish the contribution of individual emission sources 
or groups of sources. 

67Article 14, ECE Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution, 1979. 
68 Principle 3 to 8 ofthe Convention. 
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If a dispute arises between two or more.contracting parties 

to the convention as to the interpretation or application of the 

convention, they shall seek a solution by negotiation or by any 

other method of dispute settlement acceptable to the parties to 

the dispute. 69 The convention does not provide for special 

mechanisms of supervision. 

The convention does not contain rule on State liability as to 
damage. It is rather aimed at managing long-range 
transboundary air pollution than at providing injured States or 

individuals with a remedy. 

The convention accords international recognition to the 

problem of acid rain. However, it provides merely for shariAg of 
information, collaborative research and continued monitoring of 

pollutants and rainfall. It contains no numerical goals, limits and 

enforcement measures. It contains no rule on State liability as to 
damage. It only obligates the parties to endeavour to limit, and 

as far as possible, gradually reduce and prevent air pollution, 
including long-range transboundary air poflution. The accord 
contained in the convention is weak as it allows each signatory 
to decide within its borders. There is provision to control sulphur 
dioxide emission. To make the situation worse, Article 5 of the 
convention stipulates that a country anticipating harm from 

another country's increased sulphur imports must initiate a 

request for consultation with the polluting country and the 

consultation shall be held if the polluting country agrees that its 

activities pose a significant risk of transboundary air pollution. In 

the prevailing environment saturated with political hostility, such 
an admission of responsibility by the pol.luting State is likely to 

call for proof of damage and id~ntification of specific polluting 
sources. 

Hereinafter this work makes an attempt to dwell into a 
number of popular international environmental law sources in 

the form of conventions, declarations, protocols, etc., mainly 
,. 

concerned with the pollution of air. The objectives of sustainable 

use of automobile being the maintenance of ambient air quality 

69 Article 13, ECE Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution, 1979. 
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in the world and vehicular pollution being one of the constituent 

of pollution from the Transport sector, the following , layout of 

legal activities in the international forum seemed necessary. 

United Nations Conference on Human Environment (UNCHE -. 

Stockholm Conference), 1972 

The first international conference on human environment 
was held in Stockholm, capital of Sweden70where more than 107 

member States of the United Nations (UN) participated. The 

International Conference on Human ·Environ~ent (UNCHE) in the 

year 1972 at Stockholm was the turning point in international 
environmental law. It was for the first time that World Nations 

. gathered at a place under the United Nations leadership to 
· evolve a common strategy to combat environmental 

degradation, pollution and ecological imbalances. Twenty-six 
principles were declared in this conference which is known as 

the Magna Carta on human environment. The Stockholm 

Declaration was adopted by the UNCHE on June 16, 1972. The 

Stockholm Declaration was the first holistic approach to deal 
with the problems of environment. The conference adopted an 

action plan relating to natural resources, human settlement, 
human health, territorial eco-system, . environment and 

development, ocean, energy, wildlife, natural disaster, 
'transboundary pollution, nuclear energy and means of mass 

destruction. It also declares that there is a need for the 
.international law relating to liability and compensation for the 

victims of pollution and other environmental damage. 

The United Nations Conference on Human Environment 

(Stockholm 1972) was the first occasion at which the 
international community of States united to discuss international 

environment issues more generally and more coherently. 

Although no treaty was signed, the conference adopted an 
Action Plan of 109 Recommendations and a Declaration of 
twenty-six principles. It also adopted a resolution on institutional 

and financial arrangements that led, amongst other things, to 

70 United Nations International Conference on Human Environment, June 5-16, 197?. 
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the establishment of the United Nations Environment 

Programme (UNEP). 

For some, the Stockholm Declaration is the foundation of 
modern international environmental law. Its principles are, 

however, largely aspirational rather than mandatory - 'should' 

rather than 'shall' - and few impose clear duties oh States. 

Nevertheless, the Declaration does include principles relating to 

the following: 

(a) The sovereign rights of States to exploit their own 

resources pursuant to their own environmental policies, 
and the responsibility to ensure that activities within 
their jurisdiction of control do not cause damage to the 
environment of other States or of -areas beyond their 

national jurisdiction (Principle 21); 

(b) A duty on States to co-operate in the further 
development of international law regarding liability and 

compensation for environmental damage caused by 
activities within national jurisdiction to areas beyond 
their jurisdiction (Principle 22); 

(c) A requirement (though not a duty) for international co

operation to 'effectively control, prevent, reduce and 

eliminate diverse environmental effects resulting from . 

activities conducted in all spheres, in such a way that 
due account is taken of the sovereig_nty and interests of 

all States' (Principle 24 ). 

Perhaps more importantly, the Stockholm Conference 

marked the beginning of a rapid increase in the number of 
international environmental agreements concluded. It ,has been 
said that the development of European Community (EC) 

environmental law is the Conference's most tangible outcome. 

India participated in the conference and also signed the 

declaration known as the Stockholm declaration of 1972 . .The 
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then Prime Minister, Shrimati Indira Gandhi was the first head of 

State to address this conference. 71 

The Stockholm Declaration also became a basis for 
subsequent development of environmental law in the form of 

numerous bilateral and multilateral conventions and other legally 

binding instruments. It would be necessary to point out that this 
conference opted for a non-binding declaration of the principles 
and as observed it contains the principles 'embodying the 
aspirations of the world for the better environment'. lt did not 

impose specific obligations on the World States to fulfil the 
duties and obligations agreed in the Stockholm Declaration. 

Inspite of the 'non-binding character' of the principles, it is 

regarded to be the foundation of modern international law. 

The conference called upon the governments and peoples 
to exert common efforts, for the benefit of all people and for 
their posterity. According to the preamble, the main aim of the 
declaration was to shape a common outlook and · common 

principles to inspire and guide the world in the preservation and 
enhancement of hume~n environment. This was considered to be 
imperative for the well being of the people and for economic 

. development throughout the world. The proclamation, keeping in 

: view the nature of the relation of man and his environment, 

: emphasised the need for action to build a better environment. It 
further recognised the necessity to_ defend and improve the 

human environment for the present and future generations 

through established goals of peace and for worldwide economic 

and social development. 72 

Some principles of this declaration hav~ provided the basis 
for the future international conventions and agreements on the 
protection of natural resources in general. Principles 173 and 274 

71 S.C. Shastri, Environmental Law (3'J edn.), Eastern Book Company, (2008), p. 334. 
72 Sanjay and Videh Upadhyay, Air Laws, Water Laws and the Environment, A Handbook on 
. Environmental Law, Vol-i, Lexis Nexis (Butter:worths), 2002, p. 128. 
73 Principle I: Man has the fundamental right to freedom, equality and adequate conditions of life in 

an environment of quality that permits a life of dignity and well being; and he bears a solemn 
responsibility to protect and improve the environment for present and future generation. 

74Principle 2: The natural resources of the earth including air water, land, flora and fauna must be 
safeguarded for the benefit of present and future generation through careful planning and 
management. 
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of the declaration have enunciated the principle of 's~stainable 

development'. The premise for these principles is the 

responsibility of man 'to protect and improve the environment 

for the present and future generations'. Thus, it was cautioned 

that 'now renewable resources of the earth must be employed in 

a way so as to guard against the danger to the future 

generation. It also advocated establishing national institutions 
with the task of planning managing or controlling environmental 
resources with a view to enhance the environmental quality. 

The declaration also lays down that the discharge of toxic 
and other substances and the release of heat should not exceed 

the capacity of the environment and in this context it has to be 
ensured that serious or irreversible damage is not inflieted upon 

the ecosystems. The just struggle of the people of all countries 

against pollution should be supported. 75 The declaration requires 
the signatory member-states to make environmental policies, 

regional planning including planning for human settlements and 

urbanisation and appropriate institutions with a view to manage 

environmental resources and hence environmental quality. 76 

Significantly, States should adopt an integrated and coordinated 
approach to their development planning· and ensure that 

development is compatible with the need to protect and improve 
human environment. 

Perhaps the most important of all the principles laid down . 
by the Stockholm Declaration is principle 21 which states that in 

addition to 'the States having the sovereign right to exploit their 

own resources pursuant to their own environmental policies', 
they have 'the responsibility to ensure that activities within their 

jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to the environment 
of other States or of areas beyond the limits of national 

jurisdiction'. It has been authoritatively opined that this principle 

has remained a highly influential statement. in the subsequent 
development of law particularly in multilateral treaties including 

75 Principle 6. 
76 Principles 11 to 17. 
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the Geneva Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air 

Pollution and the Ozone Convention. 77 

Thus, it can be safely concluded that the Stockholm 

Declaration of 1972 became the main force of the modern 
international environmental law. It has principles dealing with 

renewable and non-renewable resources, toxic substances, sea 

pollution, use of science and technology, environmental 

education, to develop national institutions to enhance quality of 

environment, demographic policies, international cooperation for 

transboundary pollution, etc.78 

World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED - The 
Brundtland Report: Our Common Future), 1987 

Although a strictly non-legal text, the report of the World 

Commission on Environment and development also known as 
the Brundtland Report: Our Common Future, 1987 was pivotal in 

changing the direction of international environmental law. Its 

central concern was the increasing globalisation of various crises 
(environmental, developmental, energy, etc.), and the 

connections between them. As it memorably summarised this: 

'They are all one'. The report is a landmark in respect of modern 

thinking about environmental problems, and gives prominence 
to the language of sustainable development, defined as 

'development that meets the need of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own 
needs. However, the report provided little solid guidance on the 
exact components of what such a duty to future generations 

might entail. . 
What was perhaps more important was the attention it 

gave to the linkages between economic and environmental 
considerations. Among other things it advocated greater use of 

international financing of environmentally-beneficial projects, 

and arrangements under which the debts of developing countries 
might be traded ·for commitments to conserve the_ir biodiversity. 

77Sanjay & Videh Upadhyay, Air Laws, Water Laws and the Environment: A handbook on 
Environmental law, Vol-2(1'1 edn.), Butterworths (2002). P. 129. 

78S.C.Shastri's Environmental Law, at p. 35. 
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It is not at all clear, however, that the developing world should 

continue to bear the burden of the debts often incurred by 
former regimes, and although there are some examples of so
called 'debt-for-nature swaps', their use has not been 
substantive. 79 

The Vienna Convention for the protection of the Ozone Layer, 1985 

and The Montreal Protocol on substances that deplete the Ozone 

Layer,l987 

The Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone 

Layer80 is a Multilateral Environmental Agreement. It was agreed 

upon at the Vienna Conference of 1985 and entered into force in 

1988. 

It acts as ·a framework for the international efforts to 
protect the ozone layer. However, it does not include legally 
binding reduction goals for the use· of CFCs,. the main chemical 

: agents causing ozone depletion. These are laid out in the 
accompanying Montreal Protocol. 

The Montreal Protocol on Substances That Deplete the 

Ozone Layer (a protocol to the Vienna Convention for the 

. Protection of the Ozone Layer)81 is an international treaty 
designed to protect the ozone layer by phasing out the 

production of a number of substances believed to be responsible 

for ozone depletion. The treaty was opened for signature on 
September 16, 1987, and entered into force on January 1, 1989, 
followed by a first meeting in -Helsinki, May 1989. The treaty was 

opened for signature on Septembe~ 16, 1987, and entered into 

force on January 1, 1989, followed by a first meeting in Helsinki, 

May 1989. Since then, it has undergone seven revisions,, in 1990 
(London), 1991 (Nairobi), 1992 (Copenhagen), 1993 (Bangkok), 
1995 (Vienna), 1997 (Montreal), and 1999 (Beijing). It is 

believed that if the international agreement is adhered to, the 

ozone layer is expected to recover by 2050. It has been ratified 

79Stuart Bell and Donald McGillivray, Environmental law (5'" edn.), Universal Law Publishing Co. 
Pvt. Ltd. (2001), p.96. 

80http://en. wikipedia.org/wiki/Vienna _ ConventionJor _the _Protection_ of_ the_ Ozone_ Layer accessed 
and viewed on 21 51 June 2010. 

81http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Montreal_Protocol#cite_note-2 accessed and viewed on 21 51 June 2010. 
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by 196 states. [31 The Vienna convention and the Montreal 

protocol were adopted to deal with an urgent environmental 
problem of global warming due to industrial emission of certain 

harmful gases in the atmosphere. Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), 

halons used in fire extinguishers and refrigeration, carbon

dioxide from burning cocil, oil, fossil fuels and industrial gases.82 

Nations agreed to take "appropriate measures ..... to protect 
human health and the environment against .effects resulting or 
likely to result from human activities which modify or likely to 
modify the Ozone Layer". 83 The convention provides for the 

. scientific co-operation and periodic conferences to contain the 

. emission of these gases. The protocol requires the parties to 

limit the consumption of ozone depleting substances. The 

: standards set forth in 1987 protocol were strengthened and 
expanded to cover additional ozone depleting substance through 

various amendments later. The amendments were prompted by 

. the development of the new technology and alternative 'ozone 
friendly' substances. One of the major innovations of the 

Montreal Protocol is its recognition that all nations should not be 
treated equally. The agreement acknowledges that certain 
countries have contributed greatly to ozone depletion while 
other countries have made very small contributions. Such 

·countries must eliminate all CFCs by the year 2000. Developing 

·Countries were given a grace periods of ten years and as such 

must phase out CFC use by 2010. 

The Protocol also contains provisions to deal with the 

problem of the few nations that have not signed the protocol 
and continue to produce and consume ozone-depleting 

substances, by banning traded in these substances with non
member states. 84 

United Nation Conference on Environment and D.evelopment (UNCED 

-Rio Conference), 1992 

82Dr. Arvind Jasrotia, Global Environmental law- Emerging Concepts and Dimensions, Kashmir 
University Law Review -X, p. 177. , 

83 Article 2( I) of the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer, 1985. 
84 Shyam Divan and Armin Rosencranz, Environmental law and Policy in India (3'd Impression), 

Oxford University Press (2002), p. 595. 
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The United Nations Conference on Environment and 

Development(UNCED) or the Rio Conference provided a platform 

for putting flesh on the bones of sustainable development in 
international law and to- address the co-ncern, noted in the 

Brundtland Report, of the 'sectoral' and 'piecemeal' nature of 

international environmental law. The Rio-de-Janerio Conference 
on Environment and Development known as the "Earth Summit" 

held from June 3 to 14, 1992, reaffirmed the Stockholm 

Declaration of 1972. It adopted a declaration on June13, 1992 

and proclaimed twenty-seven principles. The main objective of 
-

-the declaration was to build upon the Stockholm convention with 
the goal of establishing global partnership tlirough co-operation 
among States, key sector societies and the people. It recognised 

' the integral and interdependent nature of the earth and aimed 
to work towards international agreements that seek global 

environment and developmental systems. In the light of the 

controversies, between the developed and the developing States 
· on the use of ozone depleting substances,· the assertion that: 

'standards applied by some countries may be inappropriate and 

of unwarranted economic and social cost to other countries, in 
particular the de:veloping countries' assumes significance. In this 

context the declaration that environmental standards, 

: management objectives and priorities should reflect the 
. environmental and development context to which they apply is 
. particularly important. 85 

The various principles of the Declaration emphasize on 

'Sustainable Development'86 to equitably meet deve!opmental 

and environmental needs of the present and future 

generations, 87 eradication of poverty programmes,88 reduction 
and elimination ·of unsustainable patterns of production and 

consumption and promotion of demographic policies, 89 public 
participation in decision making, 90 national environment 

85 Principle II further says that 'standards applied by some countries may be inappropriate and of 
unwarranted economic and social cost to other countries in particular developing countries'. 

86 Article 1. · 
87 Article 3. 
88 Article 5. 
89 Article 8. 
90 Article 10. 
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legislation. Further the declaration mandates the developing of 
- -

national law regarding liability and compensation91 for victims of 
pollution and other environmental damages .. Also of importance 

id the principle that national authority should endeavour the 
internalisation of environment costs and the use of economic 
instruments taking into account the polluter pays and 
precautionary approach to protect environment. Undertaking 

Environment Impact Assessment for proposed activities which 

are likely to have a significant adverse impact and the role of 

women in environmental management and dev~lopment are 

some of the traits of sustainable development which find 
prominent place in the Rio Declaration. It also pronounces that 

'peace, development and environmental protection are 
interdependent and indivisible'. Therefore, even armed conflicts 

should not harm the natural environment. Rio produced a 
number of disparate documents: the Rio Declaration - an 
expansion of the 1972 Stockholm Declaration; the Framework 
Convention on Climate Change - a treaty providing for further 
negotiated protocols on issues such as greenhouse gas 

·-
emissions and deforestation; the Convention on Biological 

Diversity - a rather hurriedly negotiated document which 

nevertheless aims to arrest the rate of species loss consequent 

on pollution and habitat destruction; a declaration on forests and 

'Agenda 21', an 800 page 'action plan' for the rest of the decade 
and the 21st century on a diversity of issues such as oceans, 

forests and industry. Although the legal texts to emerge from 

the Rio Conference mark an important stage .in the dev_elopment 
of international environmental law, it can be argued that they 

fall in some way short of providing the radical change in the 
direction some had envisaged. The legal texts to emerge from 
the said Conference were: 

(a) The Rio Declaration; 

(b) The Convention on Biological Diversity; 

(c) The Framework Convention on Climate Change; 

(d) Agenda 21; and 

91 Article 13. 
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(e) (In the absence of agreement on a Global Forest 

Convention) a 'non-legally binding authoritative 

statement' of principles in this area. 

Though, as. Professor Freestone points out in his 1992 

inaugural lecture 'the Road from Rio', these treaties represent 

the lowest common denominator of consensus, i.e. what the 
most reluctant participant will accept', he also argues that Rio's 
main contribution to the development of international 
environmental law is 'through the crystallisation of principles', in 
particular with regard to enshrining the precautionary principle 

as a guideline for future treaty making on all environmental 

issues thus entailing 'a shift in the decision-making in favour of a 

bias towards safety and caution', i.e. 'preventive or remedial 

action is to be taken if scientific evidence makes it plausible that 

detrimental effects to the environment may result'. 

In terms of the general development of customary 

international environmental law, however, the Rio Declaration is 
central. Agreed to by all 176 State·s attendi.ng., it is a. key soft 
law document, an important test as regards the consolidation of 
a number of principles of customary international environmental 

law, including the precautionary approach, 92 the polluter pays 
principle93 and risk communication, 94 as well as the de~elopment 
of customary principles concerning, for example environment 

impact assessment95 and fostering of public awareness and 

participation in environmental decision-making. 96 

Although the preamble states that it is reaffirming and 

building upon the Stockholm Declaration, important principles 
are conspicuously modified97 or even weakened. Thus Principle 1 
of the Stockholm Declaration which refers to the 'fundamental 
right to .... an environment of a quality that permits· a life of 
dignity and well being' becomes in Principle 1 of Rio: 'Human 

beings are at the celltre of concerns of sustainable development. 

92 Principle 15 ofthe Rio Declaration. 
93 Principle I 6, Ibid. · 
94 Principles I 8 & 19, Ibid. 
95 Principle I 7, Ibid. 
96 Principle I 0, Ibid. 
97 Principle 21 of the Stockholm Declaration. 
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They are entitled· to a healthy and productive life in harmony 
with nature'. Interestingly the Brundtland Commission has 

mandated an expert group, from the North and South, to 

elaborate a set of general principles which could be submitted to 

the general Assembly with a view to their forming the basis of 

universal declaration. 98 Ultimately, the Commission failed to give 

its endorsement to this work, which might have underpinned a 
more ecological 'Earth Charter' akin to the universal Declaration 
of Human Rights, as advocated by some States. 

Other principles given special ~mphasis f?y Rio incl~de those 
of 'differentiated responsibilities', i.e. a recognition that 
developed nations bear special responsibilities in respect of 
pursuing sustainable development because of pressures their 

societies place on the environment and the technologies and .. 
resources at their command, ensuring the effectiveness of 
environmental laws, and creating adequate systems of 

environmental impact assessment. Freestone is thus able to hail 

Rio as a coming of age of international environmental law, but 
he also points out that the framework laid down at Rio has to be 

developed into a truly effective system of protection .. 

In some ways international environmental law since Rio has 
developed apace. In UNCED's immediate aftermath considerable 

: attention was given to the ozone depletion already addressed by 

the Vienna Convention, 1985 and the Montreal Protocol 1987. In 
1992 in London an enhanced schedule of phasing out ozone 

depleting chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) gases was agreed ... In 1994, 

the United States unilaterally decided to bring forward its CFC 
phase out programme to 1996. The Copenhagen agreement of 

1994 committed other nations to a similar programme, made 
arrangements to ensure financial help for third world nations to 

help them comply with new requirements, and also brought 

within regulation for the first time hydro chlorofluorocarbons 
(HCFC) and methyl bromide whi,ch is used in commercial 
pesticides. In respect of the latter it was agreed to freeze 

prod,uction at 1991 levels by the end of 1995, with phasing out 

98 See Munro & Lammers, Environmental Protection and Sustainable Development:· Legal principles 
and Recommendations, Graham and Trotman, 1987. 
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to be postponed for some years; in respect of the former, 

production curbs will come into force in 19_96 with production 
falling to one third of that level by 2015, while a ban on 
production will operate from 2030> Even so these curbs 
disappointed environmental activists as not being sufficiently 
stringent. 

Even more a cause for concern was the 1994 conclusion of 
the Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) which 
argued that stringent cuts in emission of 'greenhouse' or global 

warming gases of sixty per cent of current emissions are needed 
to stabilise the climate and achieve the Rio conference's 
objective on climate change. The deliberate vagueness of the 
199~ Climate Change Convention - designed to ensure United 
State's support for the treaty -· was modified by a . provision 
requiring the adequacy of the convention to be reviewed at the 
first Conference of parties (CoP) to it. That conference was held 
in Berlin in 1995. Accepting the principle of differential obligation 
the 'Berlin mandate' requires the creation of a new protocol with 
time scales of action by 2005, 2010 and 2020 in contemplation. 
It was further agreed that nations may begin joint pilot 
programmes of emission reduction on a voluntary basis. 

However, it is clear that some nations will not reach their 

obligations under the Rio Convention to stabilize greenhouse 
gases by 20000, let alone be ready to take on new 
commitments, while further unfo_rtunate features of Berlin 
mandate are: the refusal of some nations to participate at all on 
post 1997 processes, for example, Brazil; the entry of 
reservations by others, principally oil exporting States such as 
Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela; and the non-creation of 
any voting mechanism: the old problems do not readily .. go away 

The effect of the Rio Declaration, therefore, is something of 
a mixed bag as regards the development of international 
environmental law and legal principles. Specifically,_ the double

edged quality of the explicit incorporation of developmental 

concerns might be seen either as an important accommodation 
of developing world interests or as allowing generally for 
'business as usual'. Similarly, .the lack of development of 
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common heritage concepts might be viewed differently 

according to whether the focus is the global commons or 

biodiversity, and depending upon whether one adopts a 
'northern' or 'southern' perspective. The failure, in 1997, of the 

follow-up 'Rio + 5' meeting in New York to advance the debate 
further is perhaps evidence of the' many tensions that remain 

unresolved. 99 

AGENDA 21: Agenda 21 was, as one of the instruments, adopted 
at the United Nations Conference on Environment and 
Development held in Rio-de-Janerio in 1992. 

It is a non-binding instrument and it has provided certain 

strategies and other detailed programmes to contain 

environmental degradation and to promote environmentally 

sound and sustainable development. It also advocates for global 
partnership among the world government, masses and non
governmental, voluntary agencies for abovementioned purposes. 

Agenda 21 is divided into four parts, namely: 

(a) Socio-economic dimensions (habitat, health, 
demography, consumption and production pattern, 

etc.); 
' 

(b) Conservation and Resources management 
(atmosphere, forest, water, waste, etc.); 

(c) Strengthening of role of N.G.O.'s and other social 

action groups (trade unions, women's organisations, 

etc.); 

(d) Measures of implementation (Finances, institutional 

machinery, etc.). 

The said agenda has various prov1s1ons for the 
management of toxic-chemical hazardous wastes, solid and 
sewage wastes, radio-active wastes and biotechnology. Further, 

other provisions for the protection of oceans, sea~.' coastal 

areas, quality supply of freshwater resources and atmosphere 

has been provided. Some of the provisions deal with 

99Stuart Bell and Donald McGillivray, Environmental law (5'11 edn.), Universal Law Publishing Co. 
Pvt. Ltd., (200 1 ), p. 98. 
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management of land resources, deforestation, drought, 
sustainable development of mountains, rural agricultural areas. 

Sustainable Development in particular lies in the heart of 
Agenda 21, a document which builds on the earlier 1987 
Brundtland Commission's finding that world poverty and 
environmental degradation are closely interrelated issues, so 
that environmental protection and providing for the development 
of the third world countries must go hand in hand for the future. 
All nations must co-operate to combat exi~ting envi~onmental 
problems, to develop and apply environmental sound 

technologies and also produce that level of economic growth and 
development in all countries necessary to combat poverty, 
especially in those countries already burdened with massive 

,. 
foreign debts. This involves the devotion of new financial 
resources on a vast scale to development coupled with 
environmental protection, while 'advanced' nations must also be 
prepared to afford favourable access to science and technology 
for the less developed States. The basis of this has to be the 
recognition by the States of their common interests, mutual 
needs and common, but differentiated responsibilities. 

To achieve this , Agenda 21 has a number of themes: first, 
the revitalisation of growth with sustainability - this policy has 
implications for the pattern and content of treaties on world 
trade for reducing the debt burdens of poorer States, for lifestyle 
changes in wealthy nations, changes in consumer preferences 

and practices, for making the overall level, pattern and 
distribution of consumption and production compatible with the 
ecological capacity of the globe; secondly, the substantial 

reduction and the ultimate eradication of world poverty; thirdly, 
the creation of. a habitable, healthy and sustainable living 
environment for all the world's people - this policy has particular 

implications for pollution control. and waste minimisation; 
fourthly, the reversal of the destruction of natural resources and 
the implementation of strategies for the sustainable use of land, 
water, biological and genetic resources, biotechnology and 
energy - a policy having vast implications for the task of 

sustainably raising the productivity and incomes of •the poor 
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without irreversibly degrading systems of life _support, f?r energy 
production and consumption and for protecting the biodiversity 

of the world; fifthly, the creation of action programmes to 
protect on a total and global basis the world's atmospheric and 

oceanic resources; sixthly, the management of chemicals and 
waste to create a habitable 'clean world'. 100 

Agenda 21 recognises that government alone cannot 

achieve these goals, all relevant people and groups of people 

must be involved, which involves fundamental change in public 

education, awareness and training, great transparency in public 

decision making processes and a greater flow of relevant 

information to the public, not just within but between nations. 

In order to ensure institutional arrangements to bring about 
the integration of environment and development issues, Agenda 
21 also brought about the creation of a Commission on 

Sustainable Development (COSO). This body reports to the 

United Nations General Assembly. 

The Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)101 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is 

the leading body for the assessment of climate change, 

established by the United Nations Environment Programme 

(UNEP) and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) to 

provide the world with a clear scient.ific view on the current state 
of climate change and its potential environmental and socio
economic consequences. 102 

The IPCC has been playing the most important part in the 

attempts and efforts to prevent global warming and as such 

control climate change. The findings of the body, reported to be 
controversial a few times, 103 have been playing the effective role 

in guiding the UNFCCC and Kyo.to Protocol bodies to achieve 
their objectives and to frame policies to attain them both in the 
short-term and in the long-term. 

100 David Hughes, Environmental Law (3rcJ edn.), Butterworths (1996), p. 122. 
101 http:/l,www.ipcc.ch/index.htm accessed and viewed on 23'd June 2010. 
102 http:/!www.ipcc.ch/organization/organization.htm accessed and viewed on 23rd June 2010. 
103 IPCC Copy-Paste Under UN Review: Experts' Body To Monitor Climate Panel In Wake OJ Row 

Over Sloppy Reports, The Sunday Times, Kolkata, February 28, 20 I 0, p. 12. 
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The IPCC is open to all member countries of the United 

Nations (UN) and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). 

There are at present 194 countries. 104 

The IPCC is a scientific body. It reviews and assesses the 

most recent scientific, technical and socio-economic information 

produced worldwide relevant to the understanding of climate 

change. It does not conduct any research nor does it monitor 

climate related data or parameters. Thousands of scientists from 

all over the world contribute to the work of the IPCC on a 

voluntary basis. Review is an essential part of the IPCC process, 

to ensure an objective and complete assessment of current 

information. Differing viewpoints existing within the scientific 

community are reflected in the IPCC reports. 

The Panel a·nd its Plenary Session: 105 The Panel, comprised 

of government delegations of all member countries, meets 

approximately once a year at the plenary leyel. These. Sessions 

. are attended by hundreds of officials and experts from relevant 

ministries, agencies and research institutions from member 
countries and from observer organizations. Major decisions such 

as the election of the IPCC Chair, IPCC Bureau and the Task ,. 

Force Bureau, the structure and mandate of IPCC Working 

Groups and Task Forces, as well as on procedural matters, work

plan and budget·are taken by the Panel in plenary Session. The 

Panel decides also on scope and outline of IPCC reports and 

accepts the reports. 

How the work of the IPCC is organized: 106 The IPCC is a 

huge and yet very tiny organizati.o[l. Thousands of scientists all 

over the world contribute to the work of the IPCC on a voluntary 

basis as authors, contributors and reviewers. None of them is 

paid by the IPCC. Their work is supported by a central IPCC 
Secretariat, whose role is to plan, coordinate and oversee all 

IPCC activities and by the Technical Support Units of the 

10
" http://www.ipcc.ch/organization/organization_structure.htm accessed and viewed on 23'dJune 

2010. . 
10

j http:llwww.ipcc.ch/organization/organization_structure.htm accessed and viewed on 23'd June 
2010. 

w6 Ibid 
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Working Groups and Task Force. The Secretariat and the TSUs 

employ 5-10 people each. 

The IPCC is 21 years old, and experienced very important 
outcomes. Its latest major report, "Climate Change 2007", 

clearly brought to the attention of the world the scientific 

understanding of the present changes in our climate and led the 
organization to be honoured with the Nobel Peace Prize at the 
end of that same year. 107 

It is in fact because of the need of broad and balanced 
information about climate change that the organization was 

created back in 1989. It was set up by the World Meteorological 

Organization (WMO) and the United Nations Environment 

Program (UNEP) as an effort by the United Nations to provide 

the. governments of the world with a clear scientific view of what 

is happening to the world's climate. The initial task for the IPCC 
as outlined in the UN General Assembly Resolution 43/53 of 6 

December 1988. was to prepare a comprehensive review and 
recommendations with respect to the state of knowledge of the 

science of climate change; social and economic impact of climate 
change, possible response strategies and elements for· inclusion 
in a possible future international convention on climate. 

The scientific evidence brought up by the first IPCC 
Assessment Report of 1990 unveiled the importance of climate 

change as a topic deserving a political platform among ··countries 

to tackle its consequences. It therefore played a decisive role in 
leading to the creation of the United Nations Framework 

Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), the key international 

treaty to reduce global warming and cope with the consequences 
of climate change. 

Since then the IPCC has delivered on a regular basis the 
most comprehensive scientific reports about climat~ change 

produced worldwide, the Assessment Reports. It also continued 

to respond to the need of the UNFCCC for information on 

scientific technical matters. 

1117 http://www.ipcc.ch/organization!organization_history.htm accessed and viewed on 23'd June 2010. 
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The IPCC Second Assessment Report of 1995 provided key 

input in the way to the adoption of the Kyoto Protocol in 1997. 
The Third Assessment Report came out in 2001, and the Fourth 

in the course of 2007. 

Along with the Assessment Reports, the IPCC has produced 

several Special Reports on various topics of growing interest, 

and many other papers and contributions to the advancements 
of the climate change science. It also prepared methodologies 

and guidelines to be used by Parties under the UNFCCC for 

preparing their national greenhouse gas inventories. 

The participation of the scientific community in the work of 
the IPCC has been growing greatly, both in terms of authors and 
contributors involved in the writing and the reviewing of the 
reports and of geographic distribution and topics covered by the 
reports. · 

' 
The IPCC is an intergovernmental body, and it is open to all 

member countries of UN and WMO. Governments are involved in 
the IPCC work as they can participate in the review process and 
in the IPCC plenary sessions, where main decisions about the 

IPCC work programme are taken and reports are accepted, 
adopted and approved. The IPCC Bureau and Chairperson are 
also elected in the plenary sessions. 

Because of its scientific and intergovernmental nature, the 
IPCC embodies a unique opportunity to provide rigorous and 

balanced scientific information to decision makers. By endorsing 

the IPCC reports, governments acknowledge the authority of 
their scientific content. The work of the organization is ·therefore 

policy-relevant and yet policy-neutral, never policy-prescriptive. 

United Nations Framework Conference on Climate Change 

(UNFCCC) 

Over more than a decade ago, most countries joined an 

international treaty - the United Nations Framework Convention 

on Climate Change (UNFCCC) - to begin to consider what can be 

done to reduce global . warming and to cope with .whatever 

temperature increases are inevitable. 
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The UNFCCC, signed during the Earth Summit in Rio de 

Janerio in 1992, represents global effort to combat global 

warming. The Convention entered into force in 1994 upon the 
ratification by 50 nations. 108 

The Convention on Climate Change sets an overall 

framework for intergovernmental efforts to tackle the challenge 
posed by climate change. It recognizes that the climate system 
is a shared resource whose stability can be affected by'industrial 

and other emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse 

gases. 109 

Under the Convention, governments gather and share 

information on greenhouse gas emissions, national policies and 

best practices; launch national strategies for addressing 
greenhouse gas emissions and adapting to expected impacts, 

including the provision of financial and techr:tOiogical s~pport to 
developing countries; cooperate in preparing for adaptation to 
the impacts of climate change. 

RATIFICATION: 110 The Convention was adopted at the United 
Nations Headquarters, .New York on the 9 May 1992. In 

accordance with Article 20, it was open for signature at Rio de 

Janeiro from 4 to 14 June 1992, and thereafter at the United 

Nations Headquarters, New. York, from 20 June 1992 to 19 June 

1993. By that date, the Convention had received 166 signatures. 

Pursuant to Article 22, the Convention is subject to ratification, 
acceptance, approval or accession by States and by regional 
economic integration organizations. States and regional 

economic integration organizations that have not signed the 

Convention may accede to it at any time. 

The Convention entered into force on 21 March 1994, in 

accordance with Article 23, that is on the ninetieth day. after the 

108 Ritwick Dutta, The Environmental Activists' Handbook- II, Socio-Legallnformation Centre, 
2002, p.224. 

109 http:/lu!iljccc.intlessential_backgroundlconventionlitems/2627.php accessed and viewed on 271
h 

June 2010. 
110 http://unfccc. inti essential_ background/convention/status_ of_ratification/items/263l.php accessed 

and viewed on 271h June 20 I 0. . 
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date of deposit of the fiftieth instrument of ratification, 

acceptance, approval or accession. 

Currently, there are 194 ~arties (193 States and 1 regional 

economic integration organization) to the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change. 

More recently, a number of nations approved an addition to 

the treaty - the Kyoto Protocol, which has more powerful (and 
legally binding) measures. The UNFCCC secretariat supports all 

institutions involved in the climate change process, particularly 

the COP, the subsidiary bodies and their Bureau. 

CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES (COP): 111 The Conferertce of the 

Parties (COP), established under Article 7 of the Convention, is 

the "supreme body" of the Convention, that is, its highest 

decision-making authority. It is an association of all the 

countries that are Parties to the Convention. 

The COP is responsible for keeping international efforts to 

address climate change on track. It reviews the implementation 

of the Convention and examines the commitments of Parties in 

light of the Convention's objective, new scientific f!ndings and 

experience gained in implementing climate change policies. A 
key task for the COP is to review the national communications 

and emission inventories submitted by Parties. Based on this 

information, the COP assesses the effects of the measu'res taken 

by Parties and the progress made in achieving the ultimate 

objective of the Convention. The COP meets every year, unless 

the Parties decide otherwise. The COP meets in Bonn, the seat 

of the secretariat, unless a Party offers to host the session. Just 

as the COP Presidency rotates among the five recognized UN 

regions - that is, Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean, 
Central and Eastern Europe and Western E~rope and Others -

there is a tendency for the venue of the COP to also shift among 

these groups. 

111 http://unfccc. inti essential_ background/convention/convention_ bodies/items/2629.php accessed 
and viewed on 27

th June 2010. 
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There have been altogether 15 COPs meetings till 

December 2009 and. the following are its chronological lay 

out: 112 

COP 1 (Berlin, 1995)-21 decisions, 1 resolution: Parties agreed 

that the commitments in the Convention were "inadequate" for 

meeting the Convention's objective. The result here was twenty

one decisions and one resolution. In a decision known as the 
Berlin Mandate they agreed to establish a process to negotiate 

strengthened commitments for developed countries. 

COP 2 (Geneva, 1996)-17 decisions, 1 resolution: The Geneva 
Ministerial Declaration was noted, but not adopted. A decision on 

guidelines for the national communications to be prepared by 
developing countries was adopted. Also discussed - Quantified 

Emissions Limitation and Reduction Objectives (QELROs) for 
different Parties and an acceleration of the Berlin Mandate talks 

i so that commitments could be adopted at COP 3. 

COP 3 (Kyoto, 1997)-18 decisions, 1 resolution: The Kyoto 

· Protocol was adopted by consensus. The Kyoto Protocol includes 

legally binding emission targets for developed country (Annex I) 
· Parties for the six major greenhouse gases, which are to be 

: reached by the period 2008-"2012. Issues for future international 
1
: consideration include developing rules for emjssions tra.ding, and 
: methodological work in relation to forest sinks. 
. . 
1 COP 4 (Buenos Aires, 1998)-19 decisions, 2 resolutions: The 

Buenos Aires Plan of Action, focusing on strengthening the 

financial mechanism, . the development and transfer of 

technologies and maintaining the momentum in relation to the 

Kyoto Protocol was adopted. 

·COP 5 (Bonn, 1999)-22 decisions: A focus on the adoption of the 

guidelines for the preparation of national communications by 
.Annex I countries, capacity building, transfer of technology and 

flexible mechanisms. 

:coP 6 (The Hague, 2000 )-~4 decisions, 3 resolutions 

1& Part II of the sixth COP (Bonn, 2000)-2 decisions: Consensus 

112 http://unfccc.int/meetingslarchive/items/2749.phpaccessed and viewed on 27'h June 2010. 
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was finally reached on the so-called Bonn Agreements. Work 
was also completed on a number of detailed decisions based on 
the Bonn Agreements, including capacity-building for developing 
countries and countries with economies in transitio·n. Decisions 
on several issues, notably the mechanisms land-use change and 
forestry (LULUCF) and compliance, remained outstanding. 

COP 7 (Marrakesh, 2001)-39 decisions, 2 resolutions: Parties 
agreed on a package deal, with key features including rules for 
ensuring compliance with commitments, consideration of 

, LULUCF Principles in reporting of such data and limited banking 
of units generated by sinks under the Clean Development 
Mechanism (COM) (the extent to which carbon dioxide absorbed 
by carbon sinks can be counted towards the Kyoto targets). 

The meeting also adopted 'the Marrakech f':1inisterial 
Declaration as an input into the World Summit on Sustainable 
Development in Johannesburg. Decisions were adopted that 
outline the path to future international action on climate 
change. 

The Parties to the Kyoto Protocol also formally adopted the 
"rulebook" of the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, the so-called 'Marrakesh 

accords', which sets the framework for implementation of the 
Protocol. 

COP 8 (New Delhi, 2002)-25 decisions, 1 resolution: The 
Delhi Ministerial Declaration on Climate Change and Sustainable 
Development reiterated the need to build on the outcomes of 
the World Summit. 

COP 9 (Milan, 2003)-22 decisions, 1 resolution: Adopted 
decisions focus on the institutions and procedures of the Kyoto 
Protocol and on the implementation of the UNFCCC. Tpe formal 
decisions adopted by the Conference intend to strengthen the 
institutional framework of both the Convention and the Kyoto 
Protocol. New emission reporting .guidelines based on the good

practice guidance provided by the Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Chpnge were adopted to provide a sound and reliable 

foundation for reporting on changes in carbon concentrations 

resulting from land-use changes and forestry. These reports are 
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due in 2005. Another major a.dvance was the agreement on the 

' modalities and scope for carbon absorbing .forest-management 

' projects in the clean development mechanism (CDM). This 
agreement completes the package adopted in Marrakesh two 

years ago and expands the CDM to an additional area of activity. 
Two funds were further develope9,. the Special Climate Change 
Fund and the Least Developed Countries· Fund, which will 
support technology transfer, adaptation projects and other 

activities. 

COP 10 (Buenos Aires, 2004)-18 decisions, 1 resolution: 
·- -- . . ... 

Parties gathered at COP-10 to complete the lJnfinished business 
from the Marrakesh Accords and to reassess the building blocks 

· of the process and to discuss the. framing of a new dialogue on 

the future of climate change policy. They addressed and adopted 

, numerous decisions and conclusions on issues relating. to: 

development and transfer of technologies; land use, land use 
change and forestry; the UNFCCC's financial mechanism; Annex 
I national communications; capacity building; adaptc;~tion and 
response measures; and UNFCCC Article 6 (education, training 

: and public awareness) examining the issues of adaptation and 

i mitigation, the needs of least developed countries (LDCs}, and 

:: future strategies to address climate change. 

COP 11 (Montreal, 2005)-14 decisions and 1 resolution: 

: COP 11 addressed issues such as capacity building, development 

: and transfer of technologies, the adverse effects· of climate 

: change on developing and least developed countries, and 

· several financial. and budget-related issues, including guidelines 

to· the Global Environment Facility (GEF), which serves as the 

Convention's financial mechanism . .The COP also agreed on a 
· ·, process for considering future action beyond 2012 under the 

UN FCC 

COP 12 (Nairobi 2006)-9 decisions 1 resolution: Kenya 

·hosted the second meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol 

(CMP 2), in conjunction with the twelfth session of the 
• 0 

, Conference of the Parties to the Climate Change Convention 

; (COP 12), in Nairobi from 6 to 17 Npvember 2006. The 
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conference also included, from 6 to 14 November, the twenty

fifth session of the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and 
' 

Technological Advice (SBSTA 25), the twenty-fifth session of the 
- - -

Subsidiary Body for Implementation (SBI 25), and the second 

session of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further Commitments 

for Annex I Parties under the Kyoto Protocol (AWG 2) including 

an in-session workshop. 

COP 13 (Bali, 2007)-14 decisions and 1 resolutions: The 

Conference, hosted by the Government of Indonesia, took place 

, at the Bali International Convention Centre and brought together 

, more than 10,000 participants, including representatives of over 

180 countries together with observers from intergovernmental 

and nongovernmental organizations and the media. The two 

week period included the sessions of the Conference of the 

Parties to the UNFCCC, its subsidiary bodies as well as the 
' Meeting of the _Parties to the Kyoto Protocol. A ministerial 

segment in the second week concluded the Conference. 

The conference culminated in the adoption of the Bali Road 

Map, which consists of a number of forward-looking decisions 

that represent the various tracks that are essential to reaching a 

secure climate future. The Bali Road- Map includes the Bali Action 

Plan, which charts the course for a new negotiating process 
1 designed to tackle climate change, with the aim of completing 

this by 2009. It also includes the AWG-KP negotiations and their 

2009 deadline, the launch of the Adaptation Fund, the scope and 

· content of the Article 9 review of the Kyoto Protocol, as well as 

~ decisions on technology transfer and on reducing emissions from 

deforestation. 

· COP 14 (Poznan, 2008)-9 decisions 1 resolution: The United 
' 

: Nations Climate Change Conference concluded in Poznan on 

, Saturday 13 December with a clear commitment from 

governments to shift into full negotiating mode next year in 

. order to shape an. ambitious and effective international. response 

· to climate change, to be agreed in Copenhagen at the end of 

· 2009. Parties· agreed that the first draft of a concrete negotiating 

I text would be available at a UNFCCC gathering in Bonn in June 
I 
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of 2009. 

At Poznan, the finishing touches were put to the Kyoto 

, Protocol's Adaptation Fund, with Parties agreeing that the 

Adaptation Fund Board should have legal capacity to grant direct 

access to developing countries. Progress was also made on a 

number of important ongoing issues that are particularly 

important for developing countries, including: adaptation; 

' finance; technology; reducing emissions from deforestation and 

forest degradation (REDO); and disaster management. 

A key event at the Conference was a ministerial round table 

__ on a shared vision on long-term cooperative action on climate 

change. The round table provided the opportunity to lay the 

foundations for further work on .the components of an agreed 

outcome at COP 15 in Copenhagen. Further, it sent a clear 

message regarding the need to continue to build momentum on 

the many points of convergence among all nations. The next 

major UNFCCC gathering will take place from 29 March to 8 

April 2009 in Bonn, Germany. 

COP 15 (Copenhagen, 2009)-13 decisions 1 resolution: The 

United Nations Climate Change Conference, Copenhagen 2009, 

was hosted by the Government of Denmark. It was comprised of 

the following sessions: 

• Fifteenth session of the Conference of the Parties (COP 

15) 

• Fifth session of the Conference of the Parties serving as 

the meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol (CMP 
5) 

• Thirty-first session of the Subsidiary f?.ody for 

Implementation (SBI 31) 

• Thirty-first session of the Subsidiary Body for Scientific 

and Technological Advice (SBSTA 31) 

• Tenth session of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Further 

Commitments for Annex I Parties under the Kyoto 
I 

Protocol (AWG-KP 10) 
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• Eighth session of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Long

term Cooperative Action under the Convention (AWG

LCA 8). 

The Conference was an exceptional event that 

attracted unprecedented· participatiQn and resylted in: 

• Attendance by 120 Heads of State and Government, 
raising climate discussions to a new level. More Record 

numbers of participants including 10,500 delegates, 

13,500 observers, and coverage by more than 3,000 

media representatives. 

• Intensive negotiations characterized by over 1,000 
officials, informal and group meetings among Parties. 

• Observers discussed climate change in more than 400 

meetings and media attended over 300 press 
conferences. 

• A vibrant programme of over 200· side events. Over 
220 exhibits from Parties, UN, IGOs and civil society. 

• A total of 23 decisions adopted by the COP and the 
CMP 

Governments engaged at the highest political level, and the 

: outcome of that engagement was reflected in the Copenhagen 
1

: Accord. While rriuch attention has focused on the Accord, the 
1 

Conference in Copenhagen also made good progress in a 
number of- -areas including improvements to the clean 

:development mechanism, amending Annex I to the Convention 

. to add Malta, guidance on reduce emissions from deforestation 

and forest degradation (REDO-plus), and -draft decisions on 
adaptation, technology, and capacity-building. However, the Bali 

: Roadmap negotiations could not be concluded and negotiations 
:will continue in 2010 . 

. SUBSIDIARY BODIES: 113 The Convention established two 
' . 

i permanent subsidiary bodies: the Subsidiary Body for Scientific -

1
and Technological Advice (SBSTA) and the Subsidiary Body for 

:113Jbid 
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Implementation (SBI). These bodies give advice to the COP and .. 
, each has a specific mandate. They are both open to participation 

by any Party and governments often send representatives who 

are experts in the fields of the respective bodies. 

As its name suggests, the SBSTA's task is to provide the 

' COP with advice on scientific, technological and methodological 

matters. Two key areas of work in this regard are promoting the 
development and transfer of environmentally-friendly 

technologies, and conducting technical work to improve the 
guidelines for preparing national communications and emission 

inventories. 

The SBSTA also carries out methodological work in specific 

areas, such as the LULUCF sector, HFCs and PFCs, and 

: adaptation and vulnerability. In addition, the SBSTA plays an 

• important role as the link between the scientific information 
1
, provided by expert sources such as the IPCC on the one hand, 
: and the policy-oriented needs of the COP on the other. It works 
· closely with the IPCC, sometimes requesting specific information 

: or reports from it, and also collaborates with other relevant 
I 

: international organizations that share the common objective of 
[ sustainable development. · · 

The SBI gives advice to the COP on all matters concerning 
:the implementation of the Convention. A particularly important 

':task in this respect is to .examine the information in th~ national 
, communications and emission inventories submitted by Parties 

in order to assess the Convention's overall effectiveness. The 

·. SBI reviews the financial assistance given to non-Annex I Parties 

;to help them implement their Convention commitments, and 
'provides advice to the COP on guidance to the financial 

.mechanism (operated by the GEF). The SBI also advises the COP 
:on budgetary and administrative matters. 

The SBSTA and SBI work together on cross-cutting issues 
1

:that touch on both their areas of expertise. These indude 
1

,capacity building, the vulnerability of. developing countries to 

bimate change and response measures, and the Kyoto Protocol 
'mechanisms. The SBSTA and the SBI have traditionatly met in 
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parallel, at least twice a year. When they are not meeting in 

I conjunction with the COP, the subsidiary bodies usually convene 
at the seat of the secretariat. 

BUREAU: 114 Rule 22.1 of the draft Rules of Procedure of the 

Conference of the Parties being applied provides for a Bureau, 

comprised of a President, seven vice-presidents, the chairs of 

t~e subsidiary bodies established by Articles 9 and 10 of the 

Convention, and a Rapporteur, which serves as the Bureau of 
I the session. Traditionally, the Bureau is responsible for aqvising 
. the President aFld taking decisions with regard to the overall 

, management of the intergovernmental process. The Bureau has 

overall responsibility for questions of process. 

Bureau members often consult with their regional groups on 
· issues. The Bureau is not a forum for political negotiations. The 
' Bureau is mainly responsible for questions of process 

: management. It assists the President in the performance of his 
' . ... 
· or her duties by providing advice and by helping with various 

tasks (e.g. members undertake consultations on behalf of the 
. President). The· Bureau is responsible for examining the 

, credentials of Parties, reviewing the list of IGOs and NGOs, 

! seeking accreditation and submitting a report thereon to the 

: Conference. The secretariat often seeks advice and guidance 
; from the Bureau on relevant matters 

The Bureau of the COP consists of 11 members comprising: 

i the President, Vice-Presidents, and the Chairs of the subsidiary 

'bodies and the Rapporteur. Each of the five regional groups is 

represented by two Bureau members, with one member from 
the Alliance of Small. Island Developing States "(AOSIS). 

I 
Members are elected for an initial term of one year and may 

,serve for not more than two consecutive terms of one year. 
They remain in office until their successors are elected. It is 

·customary to invite a representative of the host country of the 

:next COP to attend meetings of the Bureau if that Party is not 

'already represented on the Bureau. 

w Ibid 
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The post President and Rapporteur are subject to rotation 

among the five. regional groups. When a COP is held at the 

invitation of a host country, it is customary to elect as President 

a Minister from that country, takJng into account the principles 

of rotation. In the absence of an offer by a Party to host a COP, 
the session is held at the seat of the secretariat, and the region 
next in the line of rotation nominates a Minister for the 

Presidency. The President exercises such powers as are 

conferred by the rules of procedure (Rule 23). The president's 

main duties are to provide political leadership, to consult on 

issues and to chair meetings of the Bureau and the COP Plenary. 

Meetings of the Bureau are convened by the President and 
are usually held on a regular basis during COPs; once durin§ the 
sessions of the · SBs, and between session periods as needed 
(typically once or twice per year). The agendas for Bureau 

meetings are prepared by the Executive Secretary wnder the 
• guidance of the President . 

. ADHOC WORKING GROUP OM LONG-TERM COPERATIVE ACTION 
: under the Convention (AWG-LCA): 115 At its thirteenth session, 
. the Conference of the Parties (COP), 116 launched a 

' comprehensive process to enable the full, effective and 
!, sustained implementation of the Convention through long-term 
I 

:cooperative action, now, up to and beyond 2012, in order to I . 

; reach an agreed outcome and adopt a decision at its fifteenth 

! session. It decided that the process shall be conducted under a 
:subsidiary body under the Convention, the Ad Hoc Working 

i Group on Long-term Cooperative Action under the Convention 
1

: (AWG-LCA), that shall complete .its work in· 2009 and present 

·the outcome of its work to the Conference of Jhe Parties for 
• adoption at its fifteenth session At its fifteenth session, the 
COP, 117 extended the mandate of the AWG-LCA to enable it to 
continue its work with a. view to presenting the outcome of its 

:work to the COP for adoption at its sixteenth session. 

1115 http:!lunfccc.int/meetings/ad_hoc_working_groups/lcalitems/4~8/.php accessed and viewed on 
: 271

h June 2010. ' 
,
116 By its decision 1 ICP. 13 (the Bali Action Plan) 

'
117 By its decision 1/CP. 15 (Outcome of the work of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Long-term 
' Cooperative Action under the Convention). 
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The AWG-LCA at its first session 118 agreed to undertake its 

work; seeking· progress on all the elements assigned to it by the 

~ali Action Plan, and identified specific workshops to be held in 

2008. 
At the second session 119 Parties presented a number of concrete 

ideas and proposals on how to address the elements of the Bali 

Action Plan: shared vision, mitigation, adaptation, technology 

~nd finance. At its third session, 120 the AWG-LCA invited its 

Chair to assemble ideas and proposals into a document which 
I 

could serve as a first version of a negotiating text. This 
Assembly document was updated by the Chair of the AWG-LCA, 
at the fourth session of the Group. 121 

-

I 
At the same session, the AWG-LCA agreed to shift into a 

full negotiating mode. For that purpose, the AWG-LCA also 

requested its Chair to prepare a document, for consideration at 

its fifth session (Bonn, Germany, 29 March - 8 April 2009), that 
would further focus the negotiating process on the fulfilment of 
the Bali Action Plan and on the components of the agreed 
outcome. 

The Group also requested its Chair to prepare a negotiating 

~ext for consideration at the sixth session of the AWG-LCA. 122 

The document took account of the proceedings of the AWG-LCA 
iat its fifth session and of further submission received from 
!Parties by 5 May 2009. 

During the sixth session, Parties provided general 

comments on the structure and content of the negotiating text, 

'stated reservations and objections to elements of the text, and 

!proposed additions and modifications. This resulted in a revised 

negotiating text, 123 which was the basis for discussions at the 
;intersessional informal consultations. 124 The revised negotiating 
text, as well as material reflecting the work undertaken at the 
I 

'
118 Bangkok, Thailand, 31 March - 4 April 2008. 

:"
9 Bonn, Germany, 2-12 June 2008). 

'
120 Accra, Ghana, 21-27 August 2008. 

'
121 Poznan, Poland, 1-1.0 December 2008. 
122 Bonn, Germany, l-12 June 2009. 
123 (FCCCIA WGLCA/2009/INF. 1); visit 

http://unfccc. intlmeetingsl ad_ hoc _working_groupsllcalitems/438l.php 
124 Bonn, Germany, 10- 14 August 2009. 
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informal consultations is available here. 

The AWG-LCA at its seventh session 125 requested· the 
·, secretariat to compile the texts contained in ° the latest available 

: non-papers produced by the chairs, co-chairs and facilitators of 

: the groups during the seventh session of the AWG-LCA into an 

: annex to the report on its seventh session 126 for facilitating 

; negotiations of the AWG-LCA at its eighth session in order to 

enable the Conference of the Parties to reach an agreed 

; outcome at its fifteenth session. 
' 
; The AWG-LCA at its eighth session prepared conclusions 

: presenting the outcome of the work of the AWG-LCA to the COP. 

: The report of the AWG-LCA on its eighth session, held in 

; Copenhagen from 7 to 15 December 2009 includes an annex 
' 
. containing the draft texts presented to the COP at its fifteenth 

. session and is contained in document FCCC/AWGLCA/2009/17. 
, The work undertaken by the Conference of the Parties at its 

: fifteenth session on the basis of the report of the Ad Hoc 

:Working Group on Long-term Cooperative Action under the 

:Convention has been issued as document FCCC/CP/2010/2. 

Further to the extension of the mandate of the AWG-LCA, 127 

the ninth session of the AWG-LCA was held in Bonn, Germany, 9 

:- 11 April 2010 and focussed on organizational matters. The 
I 

: AWG-LCA invited its Chair to prepare a text to facilitate 

:negotiations among Parties128 and agreed that, in order to 

conclude its work, it would need to hold two sessions between 

:its tenth session and the sixteenth session of the COP. 

The Kyoto protocol of 1997129 is a part of this convention as 

~Article 17 ( 1) provided that the conference of the parties may 

• adopt protocols to the convention. 

:Kyoto Protocol 130 

125 Bangkok, Thailand, 28 September- 9 October 2009 and Barcelona, Spain, 2-6 November 2009 
'
126 FCCC/AWGLCA/2009114; visit 
• http://unfccco intlmeetingslad _hoc_ working__groupsl/calitems/4381.php 
'127 0 ° 
1 DeciSion JICPol5o . 
!128 FCCC/AWGLCA/2010/6 visit 
' http://unfccco intlmeetingslad_ hoc_ working__groupsllcalitems/4381.php 
1
129 The Kyoto Protocol was adopted in the year 1997 in the Third Session of the COP at Kyoto vide 

decision IICP30 
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The Kyoto Protocol is an international agreement linked to 

. the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. 
The major feature of the Kyoto Protocol is that it sets binding 

. targets for 37 industrialized countries and the European 
·. community for reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions .These 
: amount to an average of five per cent against 1990 levels over 
: the five-year period 2008-2012. The United Nations Framework 
: Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was adopted in 1992. 
:The UNFCCC provides a framework to stabilize greenhouse gases 

at a level that would prevent "dangerous anthropogenic (human 
I induced) interference with the climate system". 

The framework convention recognized developed countries 
·as the source of past and current greenhouse gas emissions, 
I and made them responsible to cut their greenhouse gas 
·.emissions. Developing nations were given the time and space to 

·increase their emissions in the pursuit of development. Thus, a 
:principle of common but differentiated responsibilities was 
.established. 

In 1997, parties to the convention agreed to a Protocol to 
the UNFCCC in Kyoto, Japan and as such adopted the Kyoto 

iProtocol. It consists of twenty-eight articles and two annexures, 
!Annex 'A' and 'B'. Annexure 'A'131 of the Protocol has provided a 
[list of green-house gases and source categories such as energy 
I ' 

fugitive emission from fuel, industrial processes, solvent and 
pther product use, (Agriculture and Water). Annex 'B' clearly 
lists down the names of the countries on the left column and the 
right column lays down the quantified emission limitation or 
reduction commitment (percentage of base year or period). 

The Kyoto Protocol commits industrialized nations (known 
as Annex I under the treaty) to emission reduction targets. The 
major distinction between the Protocol and the Convention is 
that while the Convention 'encouraged' industrialised ·countries 
to stabilize GHG emissions, the Protocol 'commits' them to do 

! . 

so. Recognizing that developed countries are principally 
I • 

1 ~ 0 http://unfccc. intlkyoto _protocollitems/2830.php accessed and viewed on 1st July 20 l 0. 
131 Viz Carbon dioxide (COJ), Methane (CH.J, Nitro Oxide (NO,J, Hydroflurocarbons (HFCs), 
' Perjlurocarbons (PFCs), Sulphur Hexaflouride (SFOr). 
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responsible f~::>r the current high levels of GHG emissions in the 

atmosphere as a result of more than 150 years of industrial 

activity, the Protocol places a heavier burden on developed 
nations under the principle of "common but differentiated 

responsibilities." 

These countries agreed to reduce their overall emissions by 

5.2°/o below 1990 levels in the first commitm.ent period of 2008-
2012. Specific targets varied from country to country, ranging 

from -8°/o for the EU collectively to +10°/o for Iceland. The Kyoto 
Protocol came into force in February 2005. The detailed rules for 

the implementation of the Protocol were adopted at COP 7 in 

Marrakesh in 2001, and are called the "Marrakesh Accords." 

Negotiations are on for the reduction targets of Annex I 

countries in the second commitment period. The Bali Action 

Plan, adopted in Bali in December 2007, set a deadline for the 
conclusion of negotiations at Copenhagen in December 2009. 

Signatories to the Kyoto Protocol were parties to the Convention 

on Climate Change (1992) 132
• This ,Protocol consists of twenty

seven Articles and one Annexure. The main ·aim of the Protocol 

is to protect and enhance the sinks and reservoirs of green

house gases (not controlled by the Montreal protocol), 

promotion of afforestation and reforestation, promotion, 
. research, development and increased use of new and renewable 

forms of energy, limit or reduce emission of green-house gases 

including methane. 

Article 3 of the Protocol provides that member nations have 

to reduce the emission of green-house gases by atleast five 

percent, below 1990 levels in the commitment period of 2008 to 
2012. 

It also envisages international cooperations in the field of 
transfer of or access to environmentally sound technology, know 

and how, practices and processes pertinent to climate change. 

Such cooperation includes implementation of environment 

132 The 1992 Convention came into force in 1994. 
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education programmes, training programmes and public· 

awareness programmes .. 

The Protocol creates or consists a number of bodies to· 

phase and carryout the objectives laid down by it. Th_e 

I implementation or compliance of the targets of cutting down: 

emissions of greenhouse gases in the present world is a. tedious 

task given the present unipolar global geo-politics, where the 

United States of America rules. 

I RATIFICATION :133 The Protocol to the United Nations Framework 

Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was adopted at the 

. ~ third session of the Conference of the Parties (COP 3) ·in Kyoto, 

Japan, on 11 December 1997. In accordance with Article 24, it 

was open for signature from 16 March 1998 to 15 March 1999 at 

United Nations Headquarters, New York. By that date the 

Protocol had received 84 signatures. 

Pursuant to Article 22, the Protocol is subject to ratification, 

acceptance, approval or accession by Parties to the UNFCCC. 

Parties to the UNFCCC that have not signed the Protocol may 

accede to it at any time. 

The Protocol entered into force on 16 February 2005 in 

accordance with Article 23, that is. the ninetieth day after the 
, date on which not less than 55 Parties to the · UNFCCC, 

I incorporating Parties included in Annex I which accounted in 

total for at least 55 °/o of the total carbon dioxide emissions for 

1990 of the Parties included in Annex I, have deposited their 

instruments of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession. 

Currently, there are 191 Parties (190 States and 1 regional . 

economic integration organization) to the Kyoto Protocol to the 
UNFCCC. 

The major distinction between the Protocol and the 

Convention is that while the Convention encouraged 

industrialised countries to stabilize GHG emissions, the Protocol 

commits the_m to do so. 

!33 http://unfccc.int/kyoto_protocollstatus_of_ratificationlitemsl2613.php accessed and viewed on ! 51 

July 2010. · 
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Recognizing that developed countries are principally 

responsible for the· current high levels of GHG emissions in the 

atmosphere as a result of more than 150 ·years of .industrial 

activity, the Protocol places a heavier burden on developed 

nations under the principle of "common but differentiated 

responsibilities." 

Countries with commitments under the Kyoto Protocol to 

limit or reduce greenhouse gas emissions must meet their 

targets primarily through national measures. As an additional 

means of meeting these targets, the Kyoto Protocol introduced 

three market-based mechanisms, thereby creating what is now 

known as the "carbon market." 

THE KYOTO MECHANISM: The total percentage of Annex I 

Parties emissions is 63. 7°/o. Under· the Treqty; countries must 

meet their targets primarily through national measures. 
However, the Kyoto Protocol offers them an additional means of 

meeting their targets by way of three market-based 

mechanisms. 

The Kyoto mechanisms134 are: 

• Emissions trading - known as "the carbon market" 

• Clean development mechanism (COM) 

• Joint implementation (JI) 

The mechanisms help stimulate green investment and help 

Parties meet their emission targets in a cost-effective way. 

Under the Protocol, countries' actual emissions have to be 

monitored and precise records have to be kept of the trades 

carried out. Registry systems track and record transactions by 

Parties under the mechanisms. The UN Climate, Change 

Secretariat, based in Bonn, Germany, keeps an international 

transaction log to verify that transactions are consistent with the 

rules of the Protocol. 

134 http://unfccc. inti kyoto _protocol/mechanisms/items/ 1673.php accessed and viewed on 151 July 
2010. 
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Reporting is done by Parties by way of submitting annual 

emission inventories and national reports under the Protocol at 

regular intervals. 

A compliance system ensures that Parties are meeting their 

commitments and helps them to meet their commitments if they 

have problems doing so. 

The Kyoto Protocol, like the Convention, is also designed to 
assist countries in adapting to the adverse effects of climate 
change.· It facilitates the development and deployment of 

techniques that can help increase resilience to the impacts of 
climate change. 

The Adaptation Fund was established to finance adaptation 

projects and programmes in developing countries that are 

Parties to the Kyoto Protocol. The Fund is financed mainly with a 
share of proceeds from CDM project activities. 

The Kyoto Protocol is generally seen. as an important first 
step towards a truly global emissio·n reduction regime that will 

stabilize GHG emissions, and provides the essential architecture 
for any future international agreement on climate change. 

By the end of the first commitment period of the Kyoto 

Protocol in 2012, a new international framework needs to have 

been negotiated and ratified that can deliver the stringent 
emission reductions the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) has clearly indicated are needed 

EMISSIONS TRADING: 135 Parties with commitments under the 

Kyoto Protocol (Annex B Parties) have accepted targets for 

limiting or reducing emissions. These targets are expressed as 
levels of allowed emissions, or "assigned amounts," over the 
2008-2012 commitment period. The allowed emissions are 
divided into "assigned amount units" (AAUs). 

Emissions trading, as set out in Article 17 of the Kyoto 

Protocol, allows countries that have emission units. t9 spare -

emissions permitted them but not "used" - to sell this excess 

135 http://unjccc. int/kyoto _protocol/mechanisms/emissions _trading/items/2 7 3/.php accessed and 
viewed on 151 July 2010. 
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capacity to countries that are over their targets. 

Thus, a new commodity was created in the form of 
emission reductions or removals. Since carbon dioxide is the 
principal greenhouse gas, people speak simply of trading in 

carbon. Carbon is now tracked and traded like any other 
commodity. This is known as the •icarbon market." 

More than actual emissions units can be traded and sold 

under the Kyoto Protocol's emissions trading scheme. The other 
units which may be transferred under the scheme, each equal to 
one tonne of C02, may be in the form of: 

• A removal unit (RMU) on the basis of land use, land

use change and forestry (LULUCF) activities such as 
reforestation. 

• An emission reduction unit (ERU) generated by a joint 
implementation project. 

• A certified emission reduction (CER) generated from a 

clean development mechanism project activity. 

• Transfers and acquisitions of these units are tracked 
and recorded through the registry systems under the 
Kyoto Protocol. 

• An international transaction log ensures secure transfer 
of emission reduction units between countries.· 

In order to address the concern that Parties could "oversell" 

units, and subsequently be unable to meet their own ~missions 

targets, each Party is required to maintain a reserve of ERUs, 

CERs, AAUs and/or RMUs in its national registry. This reserve, 

known as the "commitment period reserve", should not drop 
below 90 per cent of the Party's assigned amount or 100 per 
cent of five times its most recently reviewed inventory, 

whichever is lowest. 

Emissions trading schemes m9y be established as climate 

policy instruments at the national level and· the regional level. 
Under such schemes, governments set emissions obligations to 
be reached by the participating entities. The European Union 

emissions trading scheme is the largest in operation. 
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THE CLEAN DEVELOPMENT MECHANISM: 136 The Clean 

Development Mechanism (CDM), defined in Article 12 of the 
Protocol, allows a country with an emission-reduction or 
emission-limitation commitment under the Kyoto Protocol 

(Annex B Party) to implement an emission-reduction project in 

developing countries. Such projects can earn saleable certified 

emission reduction (CER) credits, each equivalent to one tonne 
of C02, which can be counted towards meeting Kyoto targets. 

The mechanism is seen by many as. a trailblazer. It is the 

first global, environmental investment and credit scheme of its 

kind, providing standardized emissions offset instrument, CERs. 

A CDM project activity might involve, for example, a rural 
electrification project using solar panels or the installation of 

more energy-efficient boilers. The mechanism stimulates 
sustainable development and emission reductions, while giving 
industrialized countries some flexibility in how they meet their 
emission reduction or limitation targets. 

A CDM project must provide emission reductions that are 
additional to what would otherwise have occurred. The projects 

must qualify through a rigorous and public registration and 

issuance process. Approval is given by the Designated National 

Authorities. Public funding for CDM project activities must not 

result in the diversion of official development assistance. The 

mechanism is overseen by the COM Executive Board, answerable 

ultimately to the countries that hav~ ratified the Kyoto Protocol. 

Operational since the beginning of 2006, the m·echanism 

has already registered more than 1,650 projects and is 

anticipated to produce CERs amounting to more than 2.9 billion 
tonnes of C02 equivalent in the first commitment period of the 

Kyoto Protocol, 2008-2012. 

JOINT IMPLEMENTATION (JI): 137 The mechanism known as "joint 

implementation," defined in Article 6 of the Kyoto Protocol, 

allows a country with an emission reduction or limitation 

136 http://unfccc. int/kyoto _protocol/mechanisms/clean_ development_ mechanism/items/2 718.php 
accessed and viewed on I st July 20 I 0. 

137 http://unfccc. int/kyoto _protocol/mechanisms/clean_ development_ mechanism!items/2718php 
accessed and viewed on I st July 20 I 0. 
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commitment under the Kyoto Protocol (Annex B Party) to earn 

emission reduction units (ERUs) from an emission-reduction or 

emission removal project in another Annex B Party, each 

equivalent to one tonne of C02, which can be counted towards 

meeting its Kyoto target. 

Joint implementation offers Parties a . flexible and cost

efficient means of fulfilling a part of their Kyoto commitments, 

while the host Party benefits from foreign investment and 

technology transfer. 

A JI project must provide a reduction in emissions by 

sources, or an enhancement of removals by sinks, that is 

additional to what would otherwise have occurred. Projects 

must have approval of the host Party and participants have to 

be authorized to participate by a Party involved in the project. 

Projects starting as from the year 2000 may be eligible as JI 

projects if they meet the relevant requirements, but ERUs may 

only be issued for a crediting period starting after the beginning 

of 2008. 

If a host Party meets all of the eligibility requirements to 

transfer and/or acquire ERUs, it may verify emission reductions 

or enhancements of removals from a JI project ,as being 

additional to any that would otherwise occur. Upon such 

verification, the host Party may issue the appropriate quantity of 

ERUs. This procedure is commonly referred to as the "Track 1" 

procedure." 

If a host Party does not meet all, but only a limited set of 

eligibility requirements, verification of emission reductions or 

enhancements of removals as bein~ additional has to be done 

through the verification procedure onder the Joint 

Implementation Supervisory Committee (JISC). Under -this so

called "Track 2" procedure, an independent entity accredited by 

the JISC has to determine whether the relevant requirements 

have been met before the host Party can issue and transfer 

ERUs. 
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A host Party which meets all the eligibility requirements 

may at any time choose to use the verification procedure under 

the JISC (Track 2 procedure). 

Kyoto Protocol bodies 

CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES SERVING AS THE MEETING TO 

THE PARTIES TO THE KYOTO PROTOCOL (CMP): 138 The CMP 

meets annually during the same period as the COP. Parties to 

the Convention that are not Parties to the Protocol are able to 

participate in the CMP as observers, but without the ri§ht to take 

decisions. The functions of the CMP relating to the Protocol are 

similar to those carried out by the COP for the Convention. The 

first meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol was held in 

Montreal, Canada in December 2005, in conjunction, with the 

eleventh session of the Conference of the Parties (COP 11). 

THE SUBSIDIARY BODY FOR SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL 

ADVICE (SBSTA) AND THE SUBSIDIARY FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

(SBI): 139 The Subsidiary Body for Scientific and Technological 

Advice (SBSTA) and the Subsidiary Body for Implementation 

(SBI) are two permanent subsidiary bodies established under 

the Convention also serve the CMP. 

THE BUREAU: 140 The Bureau of the COP also serves the CMP. 

However, any member of the COP Bureau representing a non

Party to the Kyoto Protocol has to be replaced by a member 

representing a Kyoto Protocol Party. 

ADHOC WORKING GROUP on FURTHER COMMITMENT for 

ANNEX-I PARTIES under KYOTO PROTOCOL (AWG-KP)141
: To 

discuss future commitments for industrialized countries under 

the Kyoto Protocol, the Conference of the Parties serving as the 

Meeting of the Parties to the Kyoto Protocol established a 
working group in December 2005 called the Ad Hoc Working 

Group on Further Commitments for Annex I Parties under the 

138 http://unfccc. intlkyoto _protocol/kyoto _protocol_ bodies/items/2 772.php accessed and viewed on 
2"a July 20 I 0. 

139 Ibid 
140 Ibid 
141 http://unfccc. intlkyoto _protocol/items/4577.php accessed and viewed on 2"d July .20 I 0. 
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Kyoto Protocol (AWG-KP). The AWG-KP is set to complete its 

work by the end of 2009. 

Constituted Bodies 142 

Clean Development Mechanism {COM) Executive Board: The 
COM Executive Board supervises the CDM under the Kyoto 
Protocol and prepares decisions for the CMP. It undertakes a 
variety of tasks relating to the day-to-day operation of the COM, 
including the accreditation of operational entities. 

Joint Implementation Supervisory Committee: The Joint 
Implementation Supervisory Committee (JISC), under the 
authority and guidance of the CMP, inter alia, supervises the 
verification of emission reduction units (ER~s) generated by JI 
projects following the verification procedure under the JISC. 

Compliance Committee: The compliance regime consists of a 
Compliance Committee made up of two branches: a Facilitative 
Branch and an Enforcement Branch. 

Global Climate Change Regime 

In the United Nations, the Department of Environment's 
White paper, this Common Inheritance, published in September, 
1990 brought the international problem of global warming to the 

· top of the environmental agenda. 

Global warming is one of .the biggest environmental 
challenges now facing the world~ It calls for action by all the 
world's nations, as no single nation can solve the problem on its 
own. 

The greenhouse effect, as it has come to be known, has 
risen because the production of various greenhouse gases has 
increased in the past century with progressive industrialisation. 
In the lower atmosphere the production of emissions from power 

stations, car exhausts and industrial plants have increased by 
almost 100 percent. These emissions absorb the radiated heat 

and create a higher ambient temperature level which has led to 

.
142http://unfccc.int/kyoto_protocol/kyoto_protocol_bodies/items/2772.php accessed and viewed on 2"d 

July 2010. 
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speculation that there could be shrinking global icecaps and 

rising water levels. 

Recently the President of Maldives to show his concern for 
global warming and draw the inevitable attention of other 
members of the global community, especially the Developed 
countries and BRIC (a conglomeration of countries with the 
developing and transition economies, namely, Brazil, India, 
China and Russia),its repercussion on his tiny island held a 
cabinet meeting underwater. Similarly, the prime Minister of 
Nepal to put his point across in respect of the melting glaciers in 
the Himalayas (which partly belongs to his country) held a 
meeting with his cabinet colleagues in the Base camp of Mount 
Everest, the highest mountain of . the world in full 
mountaineering gear. 143 

Additionally, the amount of ozone in the upper atmosphere 
screens the earth from harmful Ultraviolet (U.V-B) radiation. This 

screen has deteriorated and there have been studies showing a 
'hole' above Antarctica. This depletion of the ozone has been 
linked to the use of Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). The creation of 
greenhouse gases and the depletion of the ozone layer are 

worldwide problems which require international co-operation to 

solve. The use of international Law as a mechanism for 

environmental protection is relatively unproven and there are 

some limitations to its usefulness. However, the nature of the 

problem facing the worlds in terms of these two issues has led 

to significant steps being taken to prevent any further harm. 

The development of the climate change regime in the late 

1980s and the early 1990s rode a wave of environmental 
activity, which began. in 1987 with the discovery of the 
stratospheric "ozone hole" and the publication of the Brundtland 
Commission report, Our Common Future (World Commission on 

Environment and Development, 1987), and crested at,.the 1992 

143 The Times of India, September 2009. 
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Earth Summit (United Nations Conference on Environment and 

Development) at Rio de Janerio. 144 

An earlier wave of international environmental activity, 

culminating in 1972 Stockholm Conference (United nations 

Conference of Human Environment) and the establishment of 
the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), had tended 

to focus on the local, acute, and relatively reversible forms of 

pollution - for example oil spills ·and du~ping of hazardous 
wastes in the ocean - by regulating particular pollutants. He 
more recent cycle of environmental activity has concerned 
longer-term, irreversible, global threats, such as the depletion of 
the stratospheric ozone layer, loss of biological diversity, and 

greenhouse warming, and has focussed on not merely on 

environmental protection per se, but on the more general 

economic and social policies needed to achieve sustainable 

development. 145 

The development of the climate change regime until the 
conclusion of the Kyoto Protocol in 1997 can usefully be divided 
into five periods: the foundational period, during which scientific 

concern about global warming developed; the agenda setting 
phase, from 1985 to 1988, . when climate change was 

transformed from a scientific into a policy issue; a pre

negotiation period from 1988 to 1990, when governments 
became heavily involved in the process; the formal 

governmental negotiations phase, leading to the adoption of the 

United nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 

(UNFCCC) in May 1992; and a post agreement phase focussing 

on the elaboration and implementation of the FCCC and the 

initiation of negotiations on additional commitments leading to 
the adoption of the Kyoto Protocol in December 1997. 

After the adoption of the Kyoto Protocol in 1997 and its 
coming into force in 2005 a lot has been happening in the 

144 David Bodansky, The History ofGlobal Climate Regime in Urs Luterbacher and DetlefF. Sprinz 
(ed.), International Relations and Global Climate Change, The Massachusetts IJ1stitute of 
Technology press, 2001, p. 23. 

145 Ibid. 
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Convention meetings ·(COP). They have been mentioned briefly· 

in the aforementioned paragraphs. 

The Present Status of the Kyoto Protocol 

THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE KYOTO PROTOCOL AND .SOME OF 

THE FACTORS WHICH LED TO IT: The Kyoto protocol ~as 
premised on the following important guiding principle which 

captured the notion of equal right of access to the global 

commons of the atmospheric carbon spaces: "[T]he largest 

share of historical and global emissions of greenhouse gases 
(GHGs) has originated in developed countries ..... [and] per 
capita emissions (PCEs) in developing countries will grow to 
meet their social and development needs."· Accordingly legally 

binding emission reduction targets were set for the Annex-! 
(industrialised/developed) countries, "with a view to reducing 
their overall emissions .... by atleast below 5 percent below 1990 
levels in the first commitment period 2008 to 2012.· Whereas 
there were no binding commitments set for developing *(non
Annexe-I) countries. However the Protocol being only an interim 

arrangement, weak reduction targets were set for the first 

commitment period, which comes to an end in 2012. 

Significantly, the United States (US), which was the largest 
GHG emitter in the world until China overtook its place recently, 
is not a party to the Kyoto protocol ·even tho.ugh it is one to the 

convention (UNFCCC). 146 Historically, the US accounts for nearly 

one-third of ther total stock of carbon dioxide (C02), the most 

important of the GHGs, in the atmosphere since 1850. The 

industrialised countries together account for nearly three-fourths 
,. 

of the total stock of C02. Even today, the US accounts for over 
18 percent of global GHG emissions. China with an economy that 
has grown rapidly in recent years, accounts for a little over 19 
percent but its historic contribution is only 7-8 percent. India 

accounts for only 5 percent of the global GHG emissions and its 

historic contribution is 1-2 percent of the atmospheric C02 stock .. 

· 
146 United States of America is the only country to have not-ratified the protocol (also Somalia), 

. Source: http://unfccc. intlkyoto _protocol/status_ of_ratification/items/26/3.php accessed and 
viewed on 2"d July 20 I 0. 
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Today China is the largest emitter of GHGs and India the 

fourth largest. But these numbers must be read along with the 

fact that the US accounts for about 4.5 percent of the global 

population whereas India and China accounts for about 17 and 

21 percent respectively. Correspondingly, the annual per capita 

emissions (GHG) respectively are 26.3 tonnes (t), S.St and 1. 7t 

(The PCEs of C02 are correspondingly 20t, 4.3t and 1.2t 

respectively). In terms of PCE, while the US ranks sixth, China 
ranks 70th and India 124th and this makes the US's persistent 

demand on legally binding commitments in the post-2012 phase 

on countries such as China and India unacceptable, especially 

without the required commitments on its own part of deep 

emission cuts. 

The overall scientific opinion today fs that if disastrous and 

irreversible impacts of climate change are to be avoided, the 

increase in the average global temperature,· which according to 

the Fourth Assessment Report {AR4) of the IPCC (2907) is at 

present about 0.8°C should not exceed more than 2°C 'above the 

pre-industrialised levels. A 2°C limit corresponds (with a 50 

percent probability) to 450 parts per million (PPM) of C02 

equivalent (eq) concentration of GHG in the atmosphere. The 

present GHG concentration is about 4.5t of C02 eq. According to 

the IPCC's AR4, only a global cut of 85 percent from 2000 levels 

(of about 4.5t PCE) by 2050 has a high probability of preventing 

a temperature increase of over 2°C. This implies a cut of over 90 

percent for Annex-! countries, whose average PCE per year ids 

lOtr of C02 eq. The IPCC further suggests that Annex-! countries 

should cut their emissions by 25-40 percent ·by 2020. Given the 

11.2 percent increase by Annex-! countries since 1990, this now 

seem even more unattainable unless the Annex-! countries 

accept immediate drastic cuts in emissions, such a commitment 
does not seem forth coming in the 15th Session of COP in 

Copenhagen. 

It must be emphasised that all these numbers have to do 

with cutting down the current flow of C02 into the atmosphere. A 

non-paper submitted by the Indian delegation in July 2009 at 
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the UNFCCC estimated that if historic responsibility 147were 

quantified and included in the calculations, Annex-I countries 

would have to cut their emissions by 79.2 percent by 2020. In 

effect the emissions reductions by 2050 would far exceed 100 

percent; that is, they will have negative emissions. The negative 

quantity can, in principle, converted into equivalent financial 
commitments towards non-Annex-I countries on the "polluter 
pays" principle. 

Another way of looking at this is the "carbon budget" 

approach. 148 According to a recent paper, 149the carbon budget 
available to the world as a whole from 2000 until 2050 is 1,000 
gigaton [Gt (billion tonnes)] of C02 - this would have a 75 ,. 
percent chance of containing the temperature increase to less 
than 2°C above pre-industrialised levels. A similar exercise 

undertaken more recently by the German Advisory Council on 

Global Change (WBGU) has put the available carbon space to be 

750 Gt between 2010 and 2050 for a 67 percent chance. of 

restricting the ·warming to under 2°C. For a 75 percent 
probability, the carbon budget comes down to 600Gt. 

Given that the current annual emissions by· Annex-I 
countries are about 30 Gt, the two estimates are consistent, and 
both mean that if the current emissions by Annex-I countries 

continue at the same rate, the carbon space will be exhausted 

within a short span of 15-20 years, leaving no space .. at all for 

developing countries' economic growth. But the sad part is that 
even current flow targets are not being met by Annex-I 

countries. Any demands for deep cuts by them are not only 

rejected outright but binding commitments are sought from 

major developing countries such as India and China in the post-

2012 phase. 

All this indicates that if we accept that t~e "guardrail" of 2°C 
should not be breached, there will be squeeze on the available 

147 Any kind of compensatory mechanism (such as emission cuts or otherwise) for the historic 
responsibility of occupying and unfair share of the carbon space- a global common- from 1850 
has never been an integral part of the UNFCCC negotiations or IPCC's calculations. 

148 This is through an equitable distribution of the available carbon space. 
149 A paper written by "Meite Meinhausen and others" in Nature. 
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carbon space for developing countries even if developed 

countries undertake substantive cuts. A recent joint modelling 

exercise has explicitly shown that the growth rate of emissions 
of developing countries must decline and subsequently converge 
with the PCE of the Annex-I countries around 2050. 'However, 

the average PCE of emerging economies such as India and 
China, given their developmental priorities and attendant 

emissions growth, will overshoot that of Annex-I countries in the 

medium-term around 2030. By apportioning the available carbon 

space on per capita basis and allocating national carbon budgets 
for each country on the basis of the 2010 population figures 
(and appropriate growth rates), the WBGU model predicts this 
for reasonable scenarios of emissions reductions of Annex-! 
countries. 

In Bali in 2007, negotiators laid out the roadmap for a deal 

and gave themselves two years. The formula was si~ple and 
ethical: rich countries would cut emissions by 40 per cent below 

1990 levels, by 2020, and put new money on the table. In 
exchange, emerging economies would join the effort, reducing 

emissions growth at home enabled by finance and technology 

from industrialized countries. 

The last leg of the climate change talks held in Barcelona, 
Spain on November 2-6, 2009 in th~ run up to the all-important 
15th Conference of parties (COP-15) to the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change in Copenhagen in 
December did not result in any dramatic development that could 

break the impasse in the negotiations, which has been in 

evidence since the June 2009 meet in Bonn where the ·200-page 

Negotiating Text, including the proposals of Japan and Australia 
and an Implementation Agreement of the United States were 
drafted; it was consolidated and adopted in Bangkok. 

The chief barrier to an effective agreement at COP-15 is the 

disconnect between the US and the world, that it is the world's 

largest emitter accounting for over 21 percent of the current C02 

emissions with no legally binding emissions reduction 
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commitments. 150 The US was, in fact,· the chief provocateur of 
the current ,move to dismantle the present climate regime. With 

concerted attempts by Annex-! countries, with the US in the 

lead, to turn tables on the non-Anr~ex-I countries and push for 
an altogether new instrument or treaty· that erodes the 
distinction between developed and developing countries had 
made the chances of approaching an agreement for future 
emission cuts, that is post-2012 had appeared non-existent. The 

US' main argument was that Kyoto does not bring into,. its ambit 

two of the world's largest emitter of GHGs, China and India. 

In the meanwhile India, once seen as the leading light of 
G-77 countries (a conglomerate of developing and 

underdeveloped nations which were to be severely affected in 

some way or the other by global warming) seemed to be 

disassociating itself from its parent group taking into 
consideration the statements made by the Union Minister for 
Environment and Forests, Shri Jairam Ramesh. The said 
statements of the Indian minister gave an impression that it was 
siding with the US's perspective and objective when he indicated 
that India, though not legally bound under the Kyoto Protocol to 

cut emissions, was willing to make voluntary cuts. 'This was 

clearer when he, after returning to Delhi from a UN Special 

Summit on Climate Change in November 2009, penned a letter 

to the PM, outlining a 10 point agenda that would give India. 

enough flexibility for Indian negotiators calling it the "per capita 
· plus" approach. It included a proposal to have domestic 

legislation on climate change management and National 

Appropriate Mitigation Outcomes: (NAM0) 151
. He had ended the 

letter by saying, "India must be seen as pragmatic and 
constructive, not argumentative and polemical". He, in the run 
up to the Copenhagen summit, had battled almost single

handedly to change what he call India's "do nothing" stand. He 
,. 

had deduced that it had outlived its usefulness and India was in 

150 The US has not ratified the Kyoto protocol though it is a party to the UNFCCC (it is the only 
country being a party to the UNFCCC who has not ratified the Kyoto Protocol). 

151 The NAMO was the term coined defines that the developing countries that were willing to take 
voluntary energy efficiency measures that would enable them to reduce their carbon emission 
intensity would be accountable to their own parliaments. 
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danger of being branded the spoiler at the summit which was 

what the Prime Minister, Dr.Manmohan Singh did not want and 
had even expressed to Ramesh after he was made the 

environment minister in the United Progressive Alliance (UPA) 

government's second term. 

Dr. Singh had taken a personal interest in the negotiations 

leading up to Copenhagen. At home he pushed the National 
Action Plan on Climate Change (NAPCC) that laid out eight 
proactive missions to help India combat ttie threat ·of global 
warming. In 2007, at the G-8 summit ·in Heiligendamm, 
Germany, he boldly announced that India's per capita GHG 

emissions would not exceed that of developed countries at any 

point of time. Much of the Industrialised w0rld thought''it to be a 
clever ploy by India to avoid any legally binding cuts in 

emissions that countries like US were pushing for. 152 

So with the tacit approval of the PM, he sent out a series of 

signals that India was ready for bold changes. That included 

putting on the table some form of voluntary emission cuts and 
even accepting international scrutiny for some of its climate 

change actions. India was now ready to negotiate at. the high 
table. 

Since the US had refused to become a party to the protocol, 
the Bali Action Plan153opened up a new negotiating track under 

the UNFCCC to bring the US into the negotiations for ·the post-

2012 phase. A new Adhoc Working Group for Long-Term 

Cooperative Action (AWG-KP) was set in Bali to covers aspects 

of the UNFCCC of which the US is a member. The other track, 

the Kyoto track, with the Adhoc Working Group on Further 
Commitments .for Annex-I parties under the Kyoto Protocol 
(AWG-KP), which was set in December 2005, would negotiate 
the new targets for Annex-I countries (minus the US) in the 

second commitment period beginning 2013, through an 

amendment to the protocol as mandated by its Article 3.9. 

These negotiation~ had to be completed by April 2009 and the 

152 Raj Chengappa, Warming up to a New Deal in India Today, December 21, 2009,'p. 38. 
153 Decision 1/ CP 13. 
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draft report was to be finalised by lune the same year .so that it 
could be taken up for discussions in December at Copenhagen. 
But there was hardly any progress on that front. 

Under the AWG-LCA, however the US has proposed a 

bottom-up approach instead of the AWG-KP approach which 

calls for economy wide targets for all the parties that would be 
binding through a "pledge and review" approach. Under this 
proposal, which was first mooted in June in Bonn, each nation 

would pledge national mitigation actions, including "formulation 

and submission .of low carbon strategies towards can emission 

pathway 2050"' which are open to an internationally agreed 

mechanism of measurement, repor,ting and verification (MRV). 
While MRV is generally acceptable to developing countries only 
for NAMAs that are supported by finance and technology from 
developed countries, the US' all-encompassing proposal of 
"mitigation elements common to all parties" was perceived by 

developing countries to be inconsistent with the Convention and 

beyond the Bali Action Plan mandate, and it blurred the 
distinction between developed country mitigation commitments 

and developing country mitigation actions. The Bangkok talks 

began with a clash on this issue. 

However the US insisted that it would not move forward 

without the proposal being discussed. The US negotiator even 

said that the Indian minister had :taken a br9ader inte~pretation 
which led to much discomfiture in the Indian negotiating camp 
and somewhat lost the trust of the G-77 and China. 

The European Union (EU) supported the US position 

towards evolving a single integrated instrument that w.ould be a 
merger of the "agreed outcomes" of these two tracks (the AWG

KP & AWG-LCA). They argued that the new instrument would 

pick key elements of the Kyoto Protocol towards a new 

architecture to limit emissions in the postr-2012 phase. Indeed, 

the draft protocols of Japan, Australia and the US made in Bonn 

favoured new binding single instrument under UNFCCC which 

found support by the other developed countries, namely, The 
EU, Canada, New Zealand and Russia. This move, which was 
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borne out of the developed countries demand of mitigation 

. commitments of major developing countries such as China and 

India essentially~ amounts to killing the Kyoto Protocol because 

it is premised on the differentiated architecture between 
developed and developing countries; which the single i~strument 
aims to do away with. The plan of the developed economies was 
clear and apparent that they would seek a single agreed 
outcome from the second track AWG-LCA alone (since the US 

was only party to the convention and not the protocol), which 
. . 

does not have a legal underpinning of the Kyoto track, AWG-KP. 

That is any commitments under it would not be legally binding 
unless it is agreed to and given legal teeth as a new treaty or 
protocol which the Annex-Icountries led by the US wanted. 

The AustraHan proposal was a "schedules approach" that 
would be applicable to all countries, not unlike the World trade 

Organisation (WTO), which was supported by many developed 
countries. According to this each party would submit a national 
schedule containing its mitigation strategies and emissions 
pathway that are dependent on national circumstances, 
capacities and capabilities. This could be in the form of 

economy-wide targets, from sectoral. efficiency norms to 

. technology and industrial process standards. The proposal 

required the developing countries "whose national circumstances 

reflect greater responsibility or' capability" to take national 

mitigation commitments and/or actions aimed to achieving 

substantial devi.ation from . baselines". While deviation from 
baselines of Business As Usual (BAU) is certainly desirable and 

essential for the developing cou:ntries' perspective, subjecting 

them to MRV amounts to commitment, whicfl is against the Bali 
Action Plan, particularly if they are unsupported actions, in 
terms of finance and technology. The differentiation within the 
group of developing countries itself is inconsistent with the 

UNFCCC as is also the MRV structure proposed by the US. 

In Bangkok, proposed an additional structure for MRV of 

mitigation actions th~t indicates one particular manner in which 

the distinction between the developed and the developing 

countries was being sought to be removed in these proposals. 
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The US has invoked Articles 4.1 (a) 154 and 12 to extend this 

proposed MRV structure to all parties. This obviOL.i'sly is in 

contravention of the UNFCCC because it ignores Articles 4.2/55 

154 I. All Parties, taking into account their common but differentiated responsibilities and their 
specific national and regional development priorities, objectives and circumstances, shall: 
(a) Develop, periodically update, publish and make available to the Conference of the Parties, in 
accordance with Article 12, national inventories of anthropogenic emissions by sources and 
removals by sinks of all greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol, using 
comparable methodologies to be agreed upon qy th~ Conference of the Parties; 

155 4.2. The developed country Parties and other Parties included in Annex I commit. themselves 
specifically as provided for in the following: 
(a) Each of these Parties shall adopt nationall policies and take corresponding measures on the 
mitigation of climate change, by limiting its anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases and 
protecting and enhancing its greenhouse gas sinks and reservoirs. These policies and measures 
will demonstrate that developed countries are taking the lead in modifying longer-term trends in 
anthropogenic emissions consistent with the objective of the. Convention, recognizing thatthe 
return by the end of the present decade to earlier levels of anthropogenic emissiohs of carbon 
dioxide and other greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol would contribute to 
such modification, and taking into account the differences in these Parties' starting points and 
approaches, economic structures and resource bases, the need to maintain strong and sustainable 
economic growth, available technologies and other individual circumstances, as well as the need 
for equitable and appropriate contributions by each of these Parties to the global effort regarding 
that objective. These Parties may implement such policies and measures jointly with other Parties 
and may assist other Parties in contributing to the achievement of the objective of the Convention 
and, in particular, that of this subparagraph. 
(b) In order to promote progress to this end, each of these Parties shall communicate, within six 
months of the entry into force of the Convention for it and periodically thereafter, and in 
accordance with Article 12, detailed information on its policies and measures referred to in 
subparagraph (a) above, as well as on its resulting projected anthropogenic emissions by sources 
and removals by sinks of greenhouse gases not controlled by the Montreal Protocol for the period 
referred to in subparagraph (a), with the aim of returning individually or jointly to their 1990 
levels these anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases not controlled 
by the Montreal Protocol. This information will be reviewed by the Conference of the Parties, at 
its first session and periodically thereafter, in accordance with Article 7; 
(c) Calculations of emissions by sources and removals by sinks of greenhouse gases for the 
purposes of subparagraph (b) above should take into account the best available scientific 
knowledge, including of the effective capacity of sinks and the respective contributions of such 
gases to climate change. The Conference of the Parties shall consider and agree on methodologies 
for these calculations at its first session and review them regularly thereafter; 
(d) The Conference of the Parties shall, at its first session, review the adequacy of subparagraphs 
(a) and (b) above. Such review shall be carried out in the light of the best available scientific 
information and assessment on climate change and its impacts, as well as relevant technical, social 
and economic information. Based on this review, the Conference ofthe Parties shall take 
appropriate action, which may include the adoption of amendments to the commitments in 
subparagraphs (a) and (b) above. The Conference of the Parties, at its first session, shall also take 
decisions regarding criteria for joint implementation as indicated in subparagraph (a) above. A 
second review of subparagraphs (a) and (b) shall take place not later than 3 I December I 998, and 
thereafter at regular intervals determined by the Conference of the Parties, until the objective of 
the Convention is met; 
(e) Each of these Parties shall: 

(i) coordinate as appropriate with other such Parties, relevant economic and administrative 
instruments developed to achieve the objective of the Convention; and 

(ii) identify and periodically review its own policies and practices which encourage activities 
that lead to greater levels of anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases not co,ptrolled by the 
Montreal Protocol than would otherwise occur; 
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4.3/56 4.4 157 and 4. 7,158 which requires that developed countries 

take the lead· in limiting GHG emissions as well as assisting no

Annex-I parties through finance and technology. 

The proposed structure requires all, except least developed 

countries (LDC), to provide "annual inventories". Though it ,. 

prescribes a differentiated reporting timetable, it requires 

developed and developing countries with greater than [X] 

percent of world emissions - which is not the same way the 

UNFCCC differentiates between two groups - to report every 

two or three years. It creates ca new category and significantly, 

it talks of only aggregate and not per capita emissions. 

This proposal is quite along th~ line of Australian proposal 

of "schedules approach", and it is quite conceivable that some 

developing countries could be pressured to accept this and 

submit their domestic actions to a central "registry" and be 

subjected to international verification. The common objective of 

these proposals is to repeal Kyoto Protocol, which differentiated 

between developed and developing countries as Annex- I and 

non-Annex countries, and put some arrangement which did not 

(f) The Conference of the Parties shall review, not later than 31 December I 998, available 
information with a view to taking decisions regarding such amendments to the lists in Annexes I 
and II as may be appropriate, with the approval of the Party concerned; 
(g) Any Party not included in Annex I may, in its instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval 
or accession, or at any time thereafter, notifY the Depositary that it intends to be bound by 
subparagraphs (a) and (b) above. The Depositary shall inform the-other signatories and Parties of 
any such notification. 

156 4.3. The developed country Parties and other developed Parties included in Annex II shall provide 
new and additional financial resources to meet the agreed full costs incurred by developing 
country Parties in complying with their obligations under Article I 2, paragraph I. 
They shall also provide such financial resources, including for the transfer of technology, needed 
by the developing country Parties to meet the agreed full increme.ntal costs of implementing 
measures that are covered by paragraph I of this Article and that are agreed between a developing 
country Party and the international entity or entities referred to in Article II, in accordance with 
that Article. The implementation of these commitments shall take into account the need for 
adequacy and predictability in the flow offunds and the importance of appropriate burden sharing 
among the developed country Parties. 

157 4.4. The developed country Parties and other developed Parties included in Annex II shall also 
assist the developing country Parties that are particularly vulnerable to the adverse effects of 
climate change in meeting costs of adaptation to those adverse effects. 

158 4.7. The extent to whi~h developing country Parties will effectively implement their commitments 
under the Convention will depend on the effective implementation by developed country Parties 
of their commitments under the Convention related to financial resources and transfer of 
technology and will take fully into account that economic and so~;ial developme~t and poverty 
eradication are the first and overriding priorities of the developing country Parties. 
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distinguish between the two groups and was beneficial to the 
developed countries. 

But there is an essential difference between the US' 

Implementing Mechanism proposal and other proposals. While 

all of them amount to the demrse of the ~yoto Pro~ocol, the 
latter could include a legally binding mechanism (for the 

individual NAMAs) under the UNFCCC, but the US proposal 
implies being legally bound only under domestic law but 
admissible to international MRV. It was clear that such an 

instrument, based as it is on a unilaterally decla'red non

perspective and non-treaty-linked mitigation measures of 

developed countries, is unlikely to result in emissions reductions 

on the scale required by science. This is already evident from 

the lowly individual pledges and cuts envisaged by under the US 
law. 

The very inclusion of these proposals in the negotiating text 
meant a discussion on "mitigation elements common to all 

parties" in Bangkok which led to a non-paper that collated the 

proposals of the US, Australia, Canada and Japan all of which 
argued for a single instrument that is a priori legally non

binding. This was further discussed in Barcelona but without 
resolution because of the unequivocal opposition ·of G-77 and 

China. In Barcelona new texts on finance and technology did 

result but witnessed zero progress. Discussions there included 

acrimonious debates and wrangling over the same issues. The 

discussions on what are "comparable" measures, what are the 

duration of the second commitment period and the role of the 

market mechanisms and "offsets", i.mportant per se, took place 
but seemed pointless when the basic issue. of deep cuts by 
developed countries in their GHG emissions remained 

unresolved. This travelled to Copenhagen too. 

The possible outcomes of the COP-125 at Barcelona 

were: 159 

(1) No agreement. 

159 R.Ramachandran, Road to Copenhagen, the Frontline, December 18, 2009 p.24 
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(2) A decision or a set of decisions, a rather weak 

outcome. 

(3) A political implementing agreement, a kind that the US 

has favoured, which allows each party to decide its 
own goals and how to reach them according to 

domestic laws and not internationally legal binding 

(4) A new legally binding agreement (Copenhagen 
Protocol) that replaces the Kyoto Protocol and manages 

to bring the US on board by making.it ratify it .. 

(5) Two Protocols, Kyoto Protocol plus a new binding 
agreement that includes the US. 

The 15th Session the Conference of the Parties was opened 

in Copenhagen on December 7, 2009 with the shadow· of these 

alternative outcomes and with not much of hope of arriving at a 
fruitful agreement in regard to emission cuts according to the 

path laid by the Kyoto protocol in the second phase (post-2012). 

It would be pertinent to note and mention here that the first 
phase (2008-2012) of the Kyoto protocol had not been 
successful in achieving the emission reducing targets of 

greenhouse gases (GHGs) due to -th-e spoiler~ role play~d by the 
US, who is yet to ratify the said protocol; Australia, who has 

ratified lately (12 Dec 2007; entered into force in 11 Mar 2008) 

and some other Annex-I entities. 

It has already been discussed above the atter:npts and 

strategies of the Annex-I countries popularly known as the 

industrialised or developing countries to supersede, if not repeal, 
the Kyoto protocol. 

There are efforts to bulldoze a new agreement totally 

defeating the spirit of the UNFCCC and the Kyoto protocol by 

removing the distinction between the developed and developing 
countries in the matter of cutting down the emissions of GHGs. 
Again in the run up to the Copenhagen summit, India, ·until now 
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seen as the leader of the G-77 countries160 and together with 

China sustaining the pressure of the US of accepting a new 
legally binding emission reducing arrangement, showed sign of 

being drawn towards the American proposal of bringing both the 
developed and developing (Annex-! and non-Annex-I) countries 

within the ambit of cutting emissions of GHG ,as legal 
obligations.· This view was given life by the statement and 

attitudes of the Union Minister of Environment and Forests, 

Government of India, Shri Jairam Ramesh after coming back 

from a Special UN Session on Climate Change in last quarter of 

2009 before the Copenhagen summit. 161 

The summit, though not memorable, brought the Presidents 
and Prime Ministers of various countries of the world having high 
standings in the present day global politics arena. They were in 

the form of Barrack Obama, the US President; the Indian Prime 
Minister, Dr. Manmohan Singh; Wen Jiabao, the Chinese 
Premier; to name a few. This demonstrated the high profile 

importance of the summit. The session, already predicted to fail, 
brought to the fore the intention and vested interests of the 
Annex-I countries on the demise of the Kyoto Protocol. 

Developed countries had been planning to subvert the Kyoto 

Protocol ever since the Bali Action Plan was prepared in 2007. 

The plan laid out the four-fold roadmap for climate change 
action-mitigation, adaptation, technology and finance. It was 

essentially a mandate to finalize two things: one, the emission 
reduction commitments of rich countries for the second phase of 

the Kyoto Protocol, and two, the global goals for long-term 

cooperative action till 2050. These negotiations were to conclude 

at Copenhagen. Their only justification to bring the non-Annex-1 
Countries, especially India and China, in to the loop of an legally 
binding emissions reducing agreement was that these two 

nations were emerging economies of the twenty-first century 
and were on track to become the global economic powerhouses 

160 They are countries with d~veloping economies and the ones facing uncertain future if climate 
change is uncontrolled. Thus G-77 is an unofficial body of countries having heavy stakes in the 
outcomes of the Copenhagen summit. . , 

161 Raj Chengappa, WARMING UP to a New Deal, in India Today, December 21, 2009, p. 38. 
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within the first quarter or third decade of this century. The last 
night in Copenhagen was the culmination of this campaign. 

Whatever ~he expected fall out of the s~:~mmit, a positive 
achievement of the meet was that Copenhagen saw global 
groups with various interests come .together. The grand rally of 
global day of action against climate change on December 12 
looked like a carnival, with flags of all possible hues. Participants 
ranged from savvy environmental groups like Greenpeace and 
Friends of the Earth to established humanitarian organizations 
like Oxfam and Actionaid, from traditional leftwing ··workers' 
parties to anti-green-capitalist Climate Justice Action, from Hare 
Krishnas to hardcore church activists. 162 

The politics of negotiations in the form of incentives, 
intimidations, underhand deals, groupisms, unity-breaking, etc 
took place in the thirteen day sessions of the COP 15 at 
Copenhagen. Leaders started making deals in secret, in the 
middle of the night, in backrooms, on th~ fly. Car~ots were 

· offered; sticks were wielded. In the end, industrialized countries, 
with the last-minute complicity of India and China, penned an 
alarmingly weak deal-the so-called Copenhagen Accord-that 
appears designed to undermine the negotiations to date. Certain 

: basic rules seem to have been changed forever. Linder the 
captaincy of the US, historical responsibility of the developed 
world in creating the climate .crisis has been erased. The 
differentiation between rich and poor countries is gone. The rich 
world does not want to reduce emissions, but is trying hard to 
stunt the development of the poor world. 163 

A violent campaign, in comparison to other COP meetings, . . ~ 

by various climate change activiti.es in the form of NGOs, social 
and religious groups, was witnessed by the citizens of the World 
via the media, especially television channels. The period also 
exposed the brutality of the security agencies of the host 
country, Denmark and as such received a lot of flak in .the same 

media reporting. 

162 Chandra Bhushan, Copenhagen According to USA, Cover Story in Down to Earth, January 15, 
2010. . 

163 Ibid 
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One hundred and ten heads of state were flying to 
Copenhagen to sign a declaration; they could not all return with 
their pens unused. More than that, the Nobel prize-wfnning US 
president had to emerge as a dealmaker. So in the final 48 
hours, negotiators-who had laboured for years for a 
comprehensive deal-were brushed aside; heads of state, 
ministers and their top advisers took over. 

Only Obarria and basic leaders-Indian Prime Minister 
Manmohan Singh, Chinese premier Wen Jiabao, Brazilian 
President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva 'and South African .President 
Jacob Zuma-authored the final deal. About 25 countries were 
consulted later. The accord was then put before the delegates as 
a fait accompli. Danish Prime Minister Lars Lokke Rasmussen, 
presiding over the plenary, gave delegates one hour t9 go over 
the document and sign the accord. The US delegation and UK 
climate change secretary Ed Miliband threatened developing 
countries they would not get money if they did not sign the deal. 

The ALBA group of Latin American countries threatened a 
'{'Jalkout. Bolivian and Cuban delegates also criticized the accord, 
while delegates from many industrialized nations and small 
island .states urged all to back the. deal. Civil society groups were 
also disgusted at secretive negotiations. 

UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon was cautiously 
optimistic. From exhorting countries to "write a different future" 

with a fair, ambitious and comprehensive agreement a few days 
,. 

earlier, he climbed down to say: "It (accord) may not be 
everything we hoped for, but this decision of the Conference of 
Parties is an essential beginning, .. The importance will only be 
recognized when it's codified into international law." 

Finally afte~ ~he thirteen days of grinding in the Conference 
of the Parties meeting at Copenhagen held from 7th to 19th 

December 2009 produced the ~issatisfactory "Copenhagen 
Accord". 164 

164 http://unfccc.int/home/items/5262.php accessed and viewed on 23'd June 2010. 
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The Copenhagen Accord was not officially endorsed. A few 

developing countries vocally opposed the document and the 
drafting process. But the accord-rather than any of the 
documents drafted through two years of multilateral 

negotiations-emerged as Copenhagen's only substantive 
outcome. It could well become the new starting point for future 

negotiations. This will be disastrous for the developing world. 

Copenhagen Accord was a vaguely worded, three-page 
political docum.ent. "This was the chaotic, disastrous 

denouement of a chaotic and disastrous summit,.. said 

environment writer George Monbiot in a column in the British 

newspaper The Guardian. 

The Copenhagen Accord 

SOME INSIGHTS OF THE COPENHAGEN ACCORD: The 
Copenhagen Accord is neither fair, nor ambitious and is far from 
being comprehensive. If anything, it destroys the very nature of 
the multilateral process. The accord is not legally binding and 

' 
contains no details on long-term cooperative action, emission 

targets for developed nations and nationally appropriate 

, mitigation actions for developing nations. There is no clear 

promise on finance either. 

The Copenhagen Accord will erase the historical 

responsibility of industrialized nations to clean up greenhouse 

gases and blur the distinction bet~een industrialized and non
industrialized countries when it co.mes to taking on commitments 

to reduce emissions. It will prevent science-based targets for 

global emissions and fatally undermine efforts to decide on 

second-phase targets under the Kyoto Protocol. 

The accord changes the nature of environmental 

agreements. From the legally binding Kyoto Protocol, the world 

has now agreed to a political deal. While it does endorse 

continuing negotiations on a legally binding agreement as per 

the Bali Action Plan, its proposed pledge-and-review system acts 

as an undertow~ The pledge-and-review system .would commit 
all nations to voluntary domestic actions already on record. 
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What's worse, the preamble. of the accord leaves enough 

space to bypass the principles of the UNFCCC. The accord states 

that the signatories wil.l be "guided by" rather than "adhere to" 

the principles of the convention. This could easily allow the 
principle of common but differentiated responsibilities enshrined 
in the convention to be translated into the principle of. common 
but differentiated responses, which could be used to dictate 
further action for developing nations. There is no recognition of 

poor countries' right to give priority to development. Despite 

Manmohan Singh's public statements that equitable, burden

sharing should underlie any effective global climate regime, 
, there are no formulae for equitable sharing of emission cuts or 
. even a mention of historical responsibility in the accord. 

Lumumba Stanislaus-Kaw Di-Aping, the Sudanese ambassador 

and G77 negotiator, called it a suicide pact to maintain economic 

dependence of some countries. 

The accord recognizes "cl.imate change is one of the 
greatest challenges of our times" but keeps quiet on ways to 
deal with the challenge. While it recognizes the scientific view 
that the increase in global temperature should be below 2°C 
(small island states demand 1.5°C), there is no roadmap for 

ensuring this goal. A leaked UN report showed the current 

emission cuts offered by the industrialized countries would lead 

to a 3°C rise in. global temperatures. There are no mitigation 

targets for industrialized nations, nor are there any references to 

these being legally binding. The proposal urges cooperation to 

"achieve a peaking of global and national emissions as soon as 
possible" but does not recognize that industrialized nations' 

emissions should have already.: peaked. and should now be 
declining. 

On finance, the accord states, developed countries 
collectively commit to an additional $30 billion through 

international institutions for 2010-2012 mainly for adaptation by ,. 

·developing nations. Industrialized countries have, however, put 

a rider that only thos~ who sign the accord will be eligible to the 

fund. It provoked Ian Fry, the lead negotiator of Tuvalu, the 

island nation in the Pacific Ocean, to retort, "In biblical terms it 
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looks like we're being offered 30 pieces of silver to sell our 

future. Our future is not for sale." Even the 30 piece~ of silver 

are not yet on the table. 

While calling for developed countries to provide "adequate, 

predictable and sustainable financial resources", the ·accord 
states "funding will come from a wide variety of sources, public 

and private, bi.lateral and multilateral, including alternative 

sources of finance." Developing nations have for long argued 

that the market is prone to failur,e and that any finance for 
adaptation and mitigation must come from ·public sources and 

should be additional to budgeted official development 
assistance. 

Under the accord, rich nations commit to mobilize $100 
billion by 2020 for mitigation actions by developing countries but 

there is no word on where the money will come from. 
Developing nations signing the accord commit to taking 

nationally appropriate mitigation actions. At present, projects 

that receive finance and technology from developed countries 
have to be measurable, reportable and verifiable (MRV). 

Developing countries insisted their domestic, voluntary actions 

should not be subjected to the NRV regim~. But th~ US and 
other rich countries wanted international scrutiny. It became a 
sticking point. 

The accord finally included provisions for "international 
· consultations and analysis" of voluntary actions, euphemistic 

language for enforcing the MRV regime for all mitigation 

activities. 

Top White House adviser David Axelrod reportedly said, 

"We're going to be able to review what they're doing. 
We're going to be able to challenge them if they don't 
me.et the goals." 

In Copenhagen, there were tw.o high-profi.le casualties of 

the overarching stalemate on funding and targets: proposals on 

technology transfer, and for reducing em1ss1ons from 
deforestation. Heading into the negotiations, both had been star 
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pupils, and-despite a few sticky issues-observers like the UN 

Secretary General were hopeful that draft texts would be turned 
into operational agreements. 

Instead, it only added to the frustration of the overall 
outcome that even in areas where a deal seemed within reach, 
decisions ended up being postponed. 

The accord commits industrialized countries to declare 
voluntary emission targets for 2020 by January 31, 2010. These 

targets are supposed to be listed in a document that will be kept 

on record (without legal status) at the UNFCCC. Developing 
countries that sign the accord would then become eligible to 

receive a share of the fast-track financing promised for 2010, 
2011 and 2012. 

One of the few decisions the parties adopted in Copenhagen 

was to prolong the mandate for the working groups on the Kyoto 
Protocol and long-term action, until the next conference in 
Mexico in December 2010. Until then the question of,.the legal 

basis for a future climate change agreement will remain 
unresolved. After all the Copenhagen Accord has no formal or 

legal standing. 

And in the matter and question on whether these indicates 

the demise of . the Kyoto Protocol, the Indian Environment 

Minister, Jairam Ramesh, unregrettfully, admitted, " not yet but 

it is in the intensive care unit". 165
. 

Lately, after the COP- 15 at Copenhagen, the countries, 
mostly target of the developed countries (Annex-I countries). 

have formed an association, namely, BASIC. The acronym 
BASIC stands for Brazil, South Africa, India and China who are in 

. . 
the scheme of the industrialised countries to include them in a 

legally binding agreement to cut down greenhouse gas 

emissions which is against the UNFCCC and Kyoto Protocol. The 

BASICs main agenda is to counter the onslaught of the Annex-I 

countries and to chart their own course in reducing the 

greenhouse gases in coordination with the global community but 

165 Chandra Shushan, Copenhagen According to USA, Cover Story in Down to Earth, January 15, 
2009 
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voluntarily. If they are to be legally bound to such emission 

reduction targets post-2012, that is the next phase of Kyoto, 
they are to do it in their own terms without jeopardising their 

economic growth. 

The members of the BASIC Gr9up have already announced 
a series of voluntary mitigation actions for 2020. The· Ministers 
expressed their intention to communicate information on their 
voluntary mitigation actions to the UNFCCC by January 31, 

2010. 166 

The Ministers called for the early flow of the pledged $10 bn 

in 2010 with focus on the least developed countries, small island 

developing states and countries of Africa, as proof of their 
commitment to urgently address the global challenge of climate 

change. In this conte~t, the Ministers welcomed the progress 
made on the proposal for financing and implementation of the 

REDD+ mechanism and decided to undertake close coordination 
to this end. 

The discussions and findings in the aforementioned 
paragraphs and the space it has occupied in this chapter in 
particular and this work in general raises some queries as to 

what does it bear upon the present research that attempts to 
· look at the legal framework of sustainable automobile use in 

·India. The answer at first is simple: Transport is a significant 

contributor to overall GHG emissions. 

The sector as a whole accounted for approximately 13 

percent of overall GHG emissions and 24 percent of C02 
emissions from fossil fuel combustion in 2006. On a 

wellotoowheel basis, the IEA estimates that transport accounts 
for nearly 27 percent of total C02 emissio.ns from fossil fuel 

combustion. Transport is the second largest C02oemitting sector 
after electricity production. In OECD and ITF countries, the 

shares of transport C02 emissions are 30 percent and 26 percent 

respectively in 2006 - although some countries display very 

different shares. 

166 J~int Statement issued at the conclusion of the Second Meeting of Ministers of BASIC Group, New 
Delhi, January, 24th, 2010. 
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Road transport emissions account for two thirds of 

transport C02 emissions. Much of the growth in emis~ions has 

been in step with GOP growth and the resultant increase in 

numbers of vehicles and international travel. The rate of 

transport emissions growth has. accelerated globally from an 

annual average growth of 2.11 percent from 19900 2000 to an 
annual average growth rate of 2.26 percent from 200002006. 

This has large!{ been driven by nonoOECD countries as OECD 

transport C02 emission growth rates have fallen in the past 6 

years (1.16 percent) as compared to the .period 199002000 
(2.07 percent). 167 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 
estimates that in the absence of additional climate policies to 

reduce GHG emissions, baseline global GHG emissions from 
human sources will increase between 25 percent and 90 percent 

between 2000 and 2030, with C02 emissions from energy use 
growing between 40 and 110 percent over the same period. The 

IPCC projects that global temperatures will rise between 2°F to 
11.5°F by 2100,. and global sea level will rise between 7 to 23 

inches. More recent estimates that include the effects of polar 
ice sheet melting suggest a possibLe 3 to 4 foot sea level rise. 

According to the Intergovernmental Panel, global GHG emissions 

must be reduced to 50 to 85 percent below year 2000 levels by 
2050 to limit warming to 2.0°C to 2.4°C (3.6°F to 4.3°F). To 
reach this target, GHG emissions from all sectors must be 
reduced through a multi-generational effort. 

The transport sector emissions include all GHG emissions 

from road transport, railways, aviation and navigation. Due to 

rapid economic growth in India over the last two decades the 

demands for all transport services, particularly road transport 

and aviation has increased manifold, it has a share of 4.5 

percent in India's GOP. The total number of registered vehicles 
in the country has increased from '5.4 million in 198~ to 99.6 
million in 2007. Two wheelers and cars constitute nearly 88 

167 Reducing Transport GHG Emissions: Preliminary Findings of the OECD/ITF Working Group on 
Transport GHG Emissions Reduction Strategies- Report to be released in 2010, p. 6. 
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percent of the total vehicles at the national level (March, 2008). 
The total commercial energy consumption in ~he transport sector 
in 2007 is estimated to be 1766.6 PJ, that includes an array of 
fuels, such as diesel, petrol, coal, ATF, kerosene, LDO, FO, CNG, 
and LPG. Diesel comprises 65 percent of total energy used in the 
road transport sector, followed by petrol (24 percent) and ATF 
(7 percent) respectively. The rest ( 4 percent) constitut'e of coal, 

LDO, FO, CNG & LPG. Consequently, it is estimated that the 

transport sector emitted 142.04 million tons of C02 eq in 2007, 
of which 138.86 million tons were emitted as C02, 0.023 million 

tons as CH4 and 0.009 million tons as N20. The road transport 
sector emitted '123.55 million tons of C02 eq, which is 87 
percent of the total emissions from the transport sector. In 

terms of specific gases, the road transpqrt sector. emitted, 
121.21 million tons of C02, 0.023 million tons of CH4 and 0.006 
million tons of N20. Aviations emitted 10.21 millions of C02 
equivalent in 2007 and are the second largest emitter in 

transport sector. Almost the entire emissions from aviation . 
sector were emitted as C02 (10.12 million tons). The railways 
emissions are mostly driven by diesel, with very small use of 
other liquid fuels·. The coal use in railways has become minimal. 

The railways emitted 6.84 million tons of C02 eq in 2007, and 

again more than 90%:i of the emissions were in the form of C02. 

The navigation emitted 1.43 million tons of C02 equivalents and 
out of this 1.41 million tons were emitted as C02.168 

.. 

Looking at the gravity of the situation unfolding in the 

context of global warming, its consequentional climate change 

and the negative contribution made upto now and will make in 

the prospective future, several countries both developed and 
developing countries (in Kyoto parlance, the Annex-l and the 
non-Annex-! parties) are preparing and some have already 

prepared study reports. 169 These study reports have highlighted 

· 
168 lndi~: Greenhouse Gas Emissions 2007, A report prepared by the Indian Network for Climate 

Change Assessment (INCCA) (May 2010). 
169 Reducing Vehicle Emissions in Asia: Policy and Guidelines, "An' Asian Development Bank 

(ADB)" sponsored Report, 2003; C02 Emissions Reduction in Transport: Confronting Medium
Term and long-Term Options for Achieving Climate Targets in Netherlands, A Policy Study 
Report of the "Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency", July 2009; 2009 Report on 
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the dangers of unsustainable automobile use in their respective 

jurisdictions and have suggested various measures to curb 

vehicular pollution and the means to do it in both the short -

term and the long -term periods. 

The era of sustainable automobile use of automobile in the 
world has already begun and countries of th~ world haye joined 
the bandwagon in taking the initiative and focussing on the said 
issue, though late, with rejuvenated vigour. This particular, but 
positive, development in the context of the larger agenda of 

controlling global warming and preventing the con~equential 

climate change has the potential to give a fillip to the new-age 

economic growth and development around the globe in the 

twenty-first century. 

Environmental Protection Efforts: Promoting Sustainability in Road Transport in Japan, A 
Report sponsored and prepared by the "Japan Automobile Manufacturers Association Inc.", 
October 2009; Reducing Transport GHG Emissions: Opportunities and Costs, Preliminary 
findings by "International Transport Forum (ITF)" sponsored by "Organisation for Economic Co
operation and Development (OECD)" 2009; Transportation NAMAs: A Proposed Framework, A 
Report prepared by the "Centre for Clean Air Policy", Washington DC, USA, January 10, 2010; 
Transportation's Role in Reducing Greenhouse Gas Emissions, Vol-!, Synthesis Report prepared 
by the "Department of Transport (DoT)" for Congress, USA, April 20 I 0. 
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Chapter 5 

COMMON LAW LIABILITY 

While undertaking a study of the Legal framework of 

Sustainable use of Automobile in India, something will be amiss 
·if a chapter on civil wrong law or Tort law is unavailable. In the 

earlier days when there were no special laws dealing with air 

pollution, The law of Torts especially the torts of Nuisance, 

Negligence, Strict Liability, more particularly. Absolute Liability 
filled the void. It's a total different issue that . the law of 

: nuisance, negligence, and strict liability was not designed to 
· address the problems vehicular pollution, but a search is being 

, undertaken as to whether these common law remedies can be 
explored and beneficially utilized to address the problem at 
hand. It must be very clear that the problem of vehicular 
pollution was not discernable at a time when there were other 

grave consequences of Industrial and other similar activities 
related to problems of air pollution. But examining the above 

concepts of tort law in relation to vehicular pollution - a major 

component of air pollution in the present post 21st Century 

$,<:enario- will allow both academicians and anti pollution . . ... ~-

; advocates to find more area of remedies to curtail the pollution 
, of air better. It will help an anti pollution advocacy, especially 

dealing with urban air pollution. In a short and meaningful 

· statement we can say there will be more ammunition in the 

arsenal of the various groups concerned with the curbing of 

Global Warming. 

The domain of law of Tort1 is a reflective of a journey from 
retributive penal to restitutive and compensatory justice. This 
has been innovated to suit the prestige and requirement of the 

victim of the tortious act. The remedy under the law of torts is 

mainly compensation to the victim irrespective of any inherent 

\ 
1 The author has used the phra~e 'Law of Tort' in some paragraphs and 'Law of Torts' in other 

paragraphs but they mean tHe same thing. This is done purposefully to manifest that this writer 
subscribes to both the Salm&nd and the Winfield schools of thought. 
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· social dangerousness of the tort committed. The movement has 

been well explained by Salmond 2
: 

" ......... Historically torts has its roots in criminal 

procedure. Even today there is punitive element in 
some aspects of the rule of damages ... It is settled that 
not every breach of criminal statute gives rise to an 
action in tort. But its often the case that the same 
wrong is both civil and criminal capable of being made 

the proceedings of both kinds, e.g. Assault, 

defamation, etc., are wrongs of this kind." 

In India, Tort is a developing branch of law. However, the 

social cultural milieu and the judicial costs have proved to be 
significant deterrents in its use. It is manifest in the least 

, occupancy of tort cases in important law reporters and journals 

: in the country. In the year 2005, the Supreme Court and various 

high courts have come made a commitment to render 
compensatory justice even by using the constitutional provisions 

:such as articles 32, 132, 142 and 226 in particular. 3The 
Supreme Court has attempted through a catena of cases to 

compensate the violations of certain rights of an individual and 

evolved certain new principles of law applicable to the tort 

cases. 

The Law of Torts is a division of the Common Law of 

· England, i.e. the body of rules which have been affirmed by 

decisions of the courts of common law and their successor, the 
High Court of Justice. Common Law originally signified the law 

laid down by the King's Courts for all people ·and all parts of the 

country as opposed to local customs administered in the 
. communal and feudal courts in the different parts of the country. 
Here it means the case law or precedents of the common law 

· courts and is distinguished from statute law or laws enacted by 

the Acts of Parliament. The. English Law of torts is in the main, 
· the case-laws of the courts but has -also been supplemented by 

some statutes. As a separate division of the substantive raw, the 

2 R.F.V.Heuston and R.A.Buckley, Salmond and Heuston on the Law ofTorts (20111 edn), 
Butterworths,(l998), p.9 · 

3 M.P.Singh, Tort Law, Annual Law Survey oflndia, (2005), p.557. 
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law of torts is of modern growth. The recognition of the law of 

torts as a division of law in England may be said to date from 

1.860 when the first treatise on the subject was published4
• Since 

then this branch of law has advanced considerably in volume 

and importance in England and the United Stated, on account of 
the great increase in litigations due to the extensive use of 

mechanical inventions and the expansion of urban populations in 
these countries. It is still in the process of expansion to·meet the 
needs of the changing social and economic policy of the modern 

World 5
• 

This is a branch of law governing actions for damages for 

injuries to certain kind of rights, like rights to personal security, 

property and reputation. The award of pecuniary reparation for 

such injuries was the subject of regulation by the laws of all 

<;::ommunities ancient and modern. In England the rules 

regarding it has been slowly developed by the courts during 
several centuries. After the middle of the nineteenth century 
these rules had to undergo a process of great expansion to meet 
the needs of an urban and industrial civilization. The invention of 

the steam engine, the motor car( automobile and the aircraft 

among other things, the development of industry and commerce 
have brought many advantages to the citizen but have also 

increased the chances of injury to his private rights. This branch 

of law has therefore attained great proportions and attracts a 
very large amount of litigation in England and the United States, 

though not to the same extent in India. It is still in the process 

of development and adaptation to the conditions of the changing 

world. It is a live and growing branch of law and, as its main 

theme is the definition of the individual's rights and duties in 
conformity with the prevalent standards of reasonable conduct 

and public good and convenience. 6 

A Tort is a civil wrong, which is derived from the Latin word 

tortus wh_ich means twisted, crooked, contorted, and distorted. 

4 Addison, Law of Torts; Frank Hillard's Law of Torts of Private Wrongs appeared in the previous 
year in the US and the late Sir Frederick Pollock's'Law ofTorts appeared in England in 1886 in 
Ramaswamy lyer's Law of Torts (Butterworths),p.23. · 

5 The novelty of action is no bar; Best v Samuel Fox & comfany, [1950) 2 All ER 798(CA), /d. note I. 
6 A. Lakshminath, Ramaswamy lyer 's The Law of Torts (91

' edn.), Butterworths, (2003), p.l. 
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When we say civil wrong, it means that someone has committed 

a civil wrong if he or she has breached a legal duty owed to 

another. 

A legal duty is to act in a particular way as requir~d by law 

to act in such a way. To find out how the law requires us to act 

in such a particular way, one has to look to the statutes enacted 
by the Parliament and Cases decided by the courts. Thus a 

Statute passed by Parliament, not subsequently repealed and 
previous decisions of - the courts, that have not been 

subsequently overruled or likely to be overruled determines our_ 
' 
legal duties. The former is known as Statutory Duty and- the 
·latter Judge-made Duty. 7 

Legal duties or duties may be divided into duties that are 
.owed to other people and duties which are owed to no one in 

:particular. 

It means a breach of some duty independent of contract 
which gives rise to a civil cause of action and for which 

compensation is available. A civil tort for which an action of 

damages will not lie is not a tort, e.g. Public nuisance, for which 

no action for damages will lie by a member of the public. The 
\ 

:person committing the tort or wrong is called a wrong doer or 
I 

.tortfeasor, and his misdoing is a tortious act. The principle aim 
of the law of torts is compensation of victims or their 
dependants. Grant of exemplary damages is in certain cases 

shows that deterrence of wrongdoers is also another aim of the 

law of torts 

A protected interest gives rise to a legal right which in turns 

gives rise to a legal duty. Some legal rights are absolute in the 
sense that mere violation of them leads to the presumption of a 

legal damage. There are other legal rights where there is no 
·such presumption and actual damage is necessary to complete . 

. the injury which is redressible by the law. An act which infringes 

a legal right is a wrongful act. But every wrongful act is not a 
tort. To constitute a tort or civil injury (1) there ·must be 

7 Nicholas J.McBride and Roderick Bagshaw, Tort Law (1st Indian Reprint), Pearson Education Ltd., 
(2003), p.l 
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:wrongful act committed by a person; (2) the wrongful act must 

:give rise to legal damage or actual damage and (3) the wrongful 
' . 

·:act must be of some nature as to give rise to a legal remedy in 
the form of action for damages. 

The act complained of should, under the circumstances, be 
·legally wrongful as regards the party complaining; that is, 
:prejudicially affect in some legal right; merely that it will, 
however directly, do harm in his interest is not enough. 

An act prima facie innocent may become tortious, if it 

. invades the legal fight ~f another- person. A familiar instance is 
:the erection on one's own land of anything which obstructs the 
:light to a neighbour's house. The crucial test of a wrongful act or 
, omission is its prejudicial effect on the legal right of· another. A 
I 

:right to life extended to enjoy a clean and healthy environment 
is a fundamental and obviously a legal right. A person's right to 

:breathe pollution free air and such air not be polluted by the 

:emissions from vehicles can be said to be a legal right. Such a 
. right if violated can give rise to an action for unliquidated 
. damages an~ compensation. The legal obligation and duty 
• arising out of such a right upon the using such motor vehicles 
:are to keep them in good condition and such duty is in the form 
: of statutory duty where the emission levels are to be kept within 
I 

· the permissible limits. 

The real significance of legal damage is illustrated by two 
maxims, namely, Injuria sine damno and Damnum sine 
(a~sque) injuria. By Damnum is meant damage in the 
substantial sense of money, loss of comfort, service, health, or 
the like. By injuria is meant a tortious act; it need not be wilful 
and malicious; for though it be accidental, if it be tortious, an 
action will lie. 

In cases of injuria sine damno, i.e. infringement of an 
; absolute private right without any actual loss or damage, the 
person whose right is infringement has a cause of action. There 

, are two kinds of torts those which are actionable per se, i.e. 
without any proof of actual damage and those which are 

. actionable only on the proof of actual damage. 
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In cases of Damnum sine injuria, i.e., actual and substantial 

loss without infringement of any legal right, no action lies. Mere 
loss of money or money's worth does not itself constitute a tort. 
The most terrible harm might be inflicted by one man on 
another without legal address being obtainable. There are many 
acts which, though harmful, are not wrongful and give no right 
of action 

The results of the two maxims, is that there are moral 
·wrongs for which the law gives no remedy though they cause 
·great loss or detriment; and,. on the other hand there are legal 

:wrongs for which law give a legal remedy,_ though there can only 
• be a violation of a private right, without any; loss or detriment 
'in the particular case. As already seen, there are torts which are 
. . 
· not actionable per se. In these cases what is violated is a 
; qualified right as distinguished from an absolute right in the 
sense that actual damage is an ingredient of the tort and the 
injury or the wrong is complete only when it is accompanied by 
actual damage. Such damage is called variously, "express loss", 
"particular damage", "damage in fact", "special or particular 
loss". 

A tort is a civil injury, but all civil injuries are not torts. The 
. wrongful act must come under the category of wrongs for which 

· remedy is a civil action for damages. The essential remedy for a 

tort is an action for damages (unliquidated), but there are other 
• remedies also, e.g., injunction may be obtained in addition to 
damages in certain cases of wrongs. But it is principally the right 
to damages that brings such wrongful acts within the category of 
torts. There also exist a large number of unauthorized acts for 
which only a criminal prosecution can be instituted. 

The law of torts is said to be a development of the maxim 
Ubi jus ibi remedium (there is no wrong without remedy). Jus 
here signifies the 'legal authority to do or to demand something; 
and remedium may be defined to be the right of action; or the 
means given by law, for the recovery or assertion of a right. The 

maxim does not mean, as it is sometimes supposed, that there 
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:is a legal remedy for every moral or political wrong. If this were 

'its meaning, it would be manifestly untrue. 8 

Tortious liability is constantly expanding and a plaintiff's 
'ctaim will not be prejudiced by his inability to find specific label 

for the wrong in question; the principle is where there is a wrong 

·there is a remedy. Rights and remedy coexist; want of right and 

want of remedy are reciprocal. With the social advancement 

there is a greater willingness to look sympathetically at a wider 
spectrum of complaints ranging from either recovery of damages 

Jor disappointment over a ruined holiday, or Closure of industriaL_ 
and trading concerns on mass scale in the event of spillage of 

:toxic chemical. However substantial areas of liability for 

:accidents and other infringements have been removed from the 

: regime of tort and with the growth of insurance and vicarious 

. liability wrongdoers are seldom personally called upon to ·meet 
'the effects of their wrongs9

• 

A distinction has been made between nominate and 

innominate torts. The former refers to those torts which 
. originated in the various writs issued in England by the chancery 

in the middle ages. Innominate torte are of recent origin and 

development, and do not fit under any . of the historically 
. recognized and accepted categories of tort liability; they have 
emerged as a result of judicial action. The legal concept of a 
wrong is gradually corresponding more and more with the 

· popular or general notion of wrong, and courts have increasingly 

. broadened the scope of tortious liability so as to take into 

account new social and moral developments. 10 

· Introduction 

. At the very outset there was no distinction between various 

wrongs11and there was no compartmentalisation like crime, tort, 
breach of contract, so on and so forth. Various writs -

8 Singh, G.P. (Justice), Ratanlal & Dhirajlal's·The Law ofTorts, Butterworths, 25th edn (2009), 
pp.l4-l6. 

9 Hats bury's Laws of India [Tort} 29( I) Butterworths, 200 I, p.I8. 
10 Ibid 
11 Tort is said to be a civil wrong other than mere breach of contract or trust and is redressible by 

unliquidated damages. 
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particularly writs of trespass and trespass on the case -
governed the position. Most part of the law of torts grew out of 
the writs. 

In the fourteenth century, the success of an action 
depended upon the availability of a writ. There were various 

·kinds of writs which could be made available under various 
situations. If the situation was such that no writ was existing to 
cover a certain situation, the plaintiff - person against whom a 
wrong is said to have been committed -=- could not bring an 
action in the court ·of law, howsoever justified .the _same wa_s. 
The law prevailing in those days was Ubi remedium ibi jus i;-e. 
where there is a- remedy then only there was a right. The law 
then did not look from the point of view of the right of the 
person with an idea to provide a remedy for the violation of such · 
right. Moreover, the plaintiff required to be careful to choose the 

·particular writ to substantiate his action. If his choice of the writ 
was such that it did not cover his case, his case failed. Such 

·emphasis on the procedural aspect of the availability of a 
remedy in the form of a writ in d_etermining the success of a 
case went on I continued for some five hundred years. Though 

:some amendments took place in 1832 and 1833 to improve the 
prevalent law, it was ultimately the Common Law Procedure Act 

·of 1852 which abolished the dominance of the writs. Thus it was 
no more necessary to mention any particular form of writ or 
action by which the plaintiff's action was covered. Further, the 
Judicature Act 1873 further provided that the pleading was to 
contain only a statement or summary· of material facts relied 
upon by a party exercising his legal right. Now the maxim Ibi jus 

ubi remedium (where there is a right there is remedy) became 
. the law of the day. Thus creation of new species of torts now 
and then substantiates the fact and law that where there is an 

unjustifiable interference with a right of a person, the courts 

~ave provided a remedy for the same. 12 

Where there is a remedy there is a right was the guideline 
for anybody striving to exercise his or her right under the law 

12 R.K.Bangia, Law of Torts ( ll 1
h edition), Allahabad Law Agency ( 1994), p.l 
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torts, a creation of the English common law peppered and. 

polished by statutes. Such polishing common law principles by 

statutory laws marked the positive and progressive 
developments of the body of the Tort law also known popularly 
as judge made laws. 

The Law of Torts is mainly the product of judicial decisions 
.and the courts in England have shown a favourable attitude 
towards recognition of an action in novel situations or even 
recognising new torts. Here it is pertinent to mention that 

-'Sa1rnond 13 had posed a question as-to whether these class/ kind 
of-law was to be known by the nomenClature, Law of Tort or was 
:it to be called law of Torts. Specifically he had asked whether 
:the Law of Torts consist of a fundamental general principle that 
, it is wrongful to cause harm to other persons in the absence of 

:some specific ground of justification or excuse, or does it consist 
of a number of specific rules prohibiting certain kind of harmful 

·activity, and leaving all the residue outside ·the sphere of legal 
responsibility. While Winfield was on the forefront of the first of 
these alternatives he himself preferred the second, also_ known 
as the pigeon-hole theory. To show this difference in approach 

; Winfield's book on the subject is titled 'Law of Tort'l whereas 
: Salmond's book is named 'Law of Torts'. According to Winfield: 

" If I injure my neighbour, he can sue me in tort whether the 
wrong comes under a specific name, nuisance, negligence, 

defamation, etc., or whether it has no special title at all; and I 
shall be liable if I cannot prove lawful justification. 14 This theory 
seemed to recognise and strengthen the principle, Ubi jus- ibi 
remedium - where there is a right there is a remedy. Salmond 
said: "There is no general principle of liability and if the plaintiff 
can place his wrongs in any of the pigeon-hole, each containing 
a labelled tort, he will succeed. Each theory received some 
support in the legal fraternity but nobody rubbished them. 

Winfield found subscribers of his theory in Holt, C.J. and 

Pratt, C.J. in Ashby v. White, Holt, and C.J. said: "If man will 
multiply injuries, action must be multiplied too: for every man 

-
13 Salmond, Torts, 2nd edition pp. 8-9 
14 Winfield, Tort, 6th edition, p.14 
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who is injured ought to have recompense."Similarly in Chapman 

: v. Pickersgi/1, Pratt, C.J. said: "Torts are infinitely various and 
.not limited or confined." Pollock also supported this view in his 
: book15 on the subject but his editor, London disagreed with 
· him16

• Some noted supporters . of Salmond were 
· Heuston,17Dr.Jenks, and Dr. Glanville Williams. Heuston said 
that Salmond was misunderstood whereas Dr. Williams went on 

:to the extent of saying that the pigeon holes were neither 
. incapc:~cious nor were they incapable of being added 

.... to/expanded. He tried to ~urn_ up the controversy like thi_s 18
: 

'"The first school has shown that some rules of liability are very_ 
I wide whereas tlie school has shown that some rules of absence 
of liability are very wide, but neither have shown a general rule 

: either of liability or of non-liability to cover novel cases that have 
· not yet received the attention of the courts." He further adds, 
. "In a case of first impression - that is, a case that falls under no 
established rule or that falls under two conflicting rules - there 
is no ultimate principle directing the court to find for one party 
or the other...... why should we not settle the argument by 
saying simply that there are some general rules creating liability 
...... and some general rules exempting from liability ........ 

I Between the two is a stretch of disputed territory, with the 
courts as an unbiased boundary commission. If, in an 
unprovided case, the decision passes for the plaintiff, it will be 
not because of liability but because the court feels that there is a 
case in which existing principles of liability may probably be 

extended." 

Winfield modifying his stand regarding his own theory 

thought that both his and Salmond's theory were both correct, 
hi_s theory from a broader point of view and Salmond's from a 
narrower point of view. He summed up in this manner: "If we 
concentrate attention on the law of tort at the moment (which is 
what most practitioners do), entirely excluding the development 

15 Pollock, Law ofTorts, 15th edition,pp.l6-18 
16 Ibid. pp.40-43 
17 Editor of Salmond's Torts, 17'h Edition, p.l7 .. 
18 "The Foundation of Tortious Liability," (1939) 7 C.L.J., Ill as seen in R.K.Bangia, Law of Torts, 

17th ed.(reprint) 2004, p.l5 -
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of the law- past and future- then it corresponds to the second 
theory. But if we take the wider view that the law of tort has 
grown for centuries and is still growing, then the first theory 
seems to be at the back of it. It is like treating a tree as an 
inanimate for the practical purposes at the moment, e.g., for the 

. purpose of avoiding collision with it, it is as lifeless as a block of 
marble and realising that it is animate because we know that it 

·is grown and is still growing." 

__ It is thus_ a question -of approach and looking at things from 

a certain angle. Each theory is- correct from its own poinL--of 
'view. 

· Indian Developments/Scenario 

During British rule, courts in India were enjoined by Acts of 
parliament19 in the UK and by the Indian enactments20 to act 
according to equity, justice and good conscience if there was no 

' specific rule of enacted law applicable to the dispute in a suit. 
These statutes however, directed that disputed related to 

marriage, inheritance, succession, caste or religion usage among 
the Hindus according to their personal laws and the Muslims, 

· according to theirs. In regard to suit for damages for torts, the 
. ·courts followed the English common law insofar as it was in 
: consonant to equity, justice and good conscience. They departed 
.from it when many of its rules appeared. unreasonable and 
unsuitable to Indian conditions. An English statute dealing with 
tort law is not by its own force applicable to India but may be 
followed here unless it is not accepted for reasons mentioned 
just mentioned. Unlike most branches of law, e.g. crime, 
contract, property trusts, etc., there is no -code for law of torts, 
it is yet to be codified. The obvious reason of such non 
codification is that this branch of law is still in the process of 

growth and as such it would not also help a proper development 

of the law to do so. It would be perhaps wiser to start with 

enactments· on particular topics on which the case laws in 
England and India has been satfsfactory and has to be rectified. 

19 The earliest enactments were (1781) 21 Geo III, c 70, (1797) 37 G~o HI, c 142, s. i3. These words 
are repeated in the later Indian Acts establishing civil courts in different provinces. 

20 Madras Civil Courts Act, 1873, s. 16 (c). 
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One of the first recommendations for legislation made by the 

Law Commission appointed by the Government of India is on the 

subject of liability of the government for the torts committed by 

its servants. 21 

Enactments have also become necessary in order to 
.reproduce the British statutes passed in the recent years as a · 

result of the recommendation made by the reform committees 
appointed by the Lord Chancellor. Among those statutes are 

those which relate to the tort of contributory negligence,22 

, contribution" or· Indemnity between wrongdoers23 and common _ 
iemployment:24 One reason why an I~di-~n _c~de on .. this branch of 

:law is premature, is that that there is very little tort litigation in 

·our courts and there have not been sufficient opportunities for 
·applying principles elsewhere or evolving principles appropriate 
:to Indian conditions. At present, it is a singular circumstance 

:that very few cases of torts go before the· Indian courts. The 

Indian law Reports furnish in this respect a striking contrast to 

·the English and American. The physical injuries due to 
negligence and nuisance are not rare in occurrence but it is 
worth investigating why there are few claims abo·ut them. 

Negligence or default of statutory duties on the part of the 

· government and local, municipal and other authorities is at 

· least as likely to hap·pen here as in England, but Indian courts 

have had far less occasion than the English, to exercise their 

functions of enforcing such duties. The failure of aggrieved 
persons to assert their· legal rights is perhaps to be ascribed not 

merely to -insufficient appreciation -of such rights but to other 
causes a-s-well, e.g., difficulties in proving claims and obtaining 

trustworthy testimony, high court fees, delay of courts. However 
the situation is fast changing. There is a steady -increase in the 

number of cases based on civil wrongs and courts are inventing 
new principles of liability to compensate victims. ·Still the 

21 The First Law Commission Report, 1950; recently the National Commission for Review of 
Working of the Constitution(NCRWC), headed by the former CJ Venkatachaliah, in its report 
recommended a law to give liability of state for the torts of its employees. 

22 Law r~form(ContributoryNegligence) Act,l945 
23 Civil Liability(Contribution)Act, 1978 
24 Law Reform(Personal Injuries) Act 1948 
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inordinate delay in adjudication, increasing costs, corruption are 

impending the tort litigation. 

It is hardly necessary to emphasise the need to promote a 
study of this branch of Law and bring about a wider appreciation 
of its value in fostering orderly relations among people 

The law of torts as administered in India in modern times is 
the English Law found suitable to Indian ·conditions and as 
modified by the Acts of the Indian Legislature. 25 Before this, tort 

·had a much narrower conception under the then prevalent 
! personal laws, namely the Hindu and Muslim laws~ than the~ 
, English Law of Torts. 26 The-punishments of crimes under "these 
·systems were given more leave or occupied a more prominent 
:place than the compensation of wrongs. Thus advent/origin of 
. the law of torts is linked with the establishment of the British 
Courts in India, namely, or the first being the establishment of 

; the Mayor's Courts in Calcutta, Madras and Bombay in the 
eighteenth century. The charters which established these courts 
required them to give judgement and sentence according to 
justice and right, and the Englishmen administering them 
normally drew upon the common law and statute law of England 

: as found suitable to India conditions in doing so. This ultimately 
led to the introduction in these courts the jurisdiction of the 
English common and statute law in force at the time so far as it 
was applicable to Indian circumstances. 27 

The Supreme Courts which later replaced the mayor's 

Courts in the abovementioned three towns were modelled on the 
English pattern and had such jurisdiction and authority as the 

court of King's Bench by the common law of England. Further 
the High Courts which superseded these Supreme courts in the 
said three towns of Calcutta, Madras and Bombay and continued 
the jurisdiction to administer the English common law in the 

· exercise of their original jurisdiction as distinguished from there 
appellate ·jurisdiction - the jurisdiction to hear appeals from 

25 Setalvad, The Common Law in India, p.IIO[See Ratanlal & Dhirajlal, Law ofTorts,(22"d edition, 
1992)p.l) 

26Ramaswamy lyer, Law ofTorts (i" Edition), Butterworths, (1975), Appendix Pages591,592, 
27 Setalvad, The Common Law in India, N.M.Tripathi Pvt.Ltd., Bombay (1970), pp.12,13. 
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decrees of Mofussil courts. As regards other courts in India, 
established almost by local Acts, there is no express provision 
for the administration of English common law but these Acts 

contain a section which requires them to act according to 

"justice, equity and good conscience", in the absence of any 

specific law or usage.28 The expression "justice, equity and good 

conscience" has been interpreted by the Privy Council in diverse 
cases29 to mean the rules of English law if found applicable to 

lndian society and circumstances. In Union Carbide Corporation 
____ :v. Union of India, the court has held that section 9 of the Civil 

:Proce-dure Code, which enab-l~s a C-ivii--Cou~ to try all suits of 
' . 

:civil nature, impliedly confers jurisdiction to apply the Law of 

1"orts as principles of justice, equity and good conscience. 

The law of torts or civil wrongs in India are thus almost 

wholly the English law which is administered as rules of justice, 

:equity and good conscience meaning applying English law 
according or suitable to Indian conditions. In Rohtas Industries 

Ltd. V. Roh.tas Industries Staff Union, 3° Krishna Iyer, J ·has 

observed, "We cannot incorporate English· law without 

;adaptation to I~ dian law" while· delivering a verdict in dealing 

:with a tort of conspiracy. We can safely say that the application 
:of the English Law in India as rules of justice, equity and good 
,conscience, has,_ therefore, been· a selective· application and as 

such the courts in India are not restricted to the common law in 
applying the English law on a particular point. The English law of 

torts consists both of common and statute law, and the Indian 

courts can see as to how far rule of common law has been 

'modified or abrogated by statute law of England. If the new 

rules of the English statute law replacing or modifying the 
common law are more in consonance with justice, equity and 

.good conscience, it is open to the courts in India to reject the 

outmoded rules of common law and to apply the new rules. 31It is 

28 Singh, G.P. (Justice), Rotan/a/ &Dhirajlal's Ltrn! of.Torts,(22nd Edition), Wadhwa & Co., (1992), · 
p.2. 

29 Wage/a Rajsanji v. Seikh Masludin, ILR (1887) 11Bom.551 (556), Vidyavati v. M.P. State Road 
. Transport Corporation, AIR 1975, MP 89. 
30 AIR 1976 SC 425. 
:
31 Ratanlal & Dhirajlal's The Law of Torts, (22"d Edition), Wadhwa & Co. ( 1992), p.2-3 · 
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.on this reasoning that the principles of the English statute, the 
Law Reform (Contributory Negligence) Act, 1945 were applied in 
' 
:India in Vidyawati v. M.P. State Road Transport Corporation. 32 

On the other hand in Nawal Kishore v. Rameshwar, 33the 
!Allahabad high court has held that the rule enacted in the 
,English statute, the Law Reform (Married Women and Tort
;feasors) Act, 1935, that although it is possible to bring. separate 
:actions against joint tortfeasors, the sums recoverable under 
;these judgements by way of damages are not in the aggregate 
,to exceed the amount. of the damages awarded _by the 
:judgment first giverrwas .not in consonam:e with the. principles _o.f 
I ' ' - - -• 

ijustice equity and good conscience and as such riot applicable in 
i India. Similar reasoning was followed in the future situations and 
; as such English law was applicable under Indian conditions in 
:the garb of justice, equity and good conscience. 

Looking at the workings of the English law· itself manifests 
. that it itself is not clouded with rigidity but with the flexibility 
·and capacity to adapt itself to newer · situations. Such 
, manifestations of the English courts itself indicates to the Indian 
courts that they are not to be influenced negatively by the 

·notion that in applying the common law they have no authority 
:to take a progressive view. 34 

' . . 

As stated by Lord Scarman in Mcloughlin v. O'Brian,35 "The 
: Common law, which in a constitutional context means judicially 
; developed . equity, covers everything which is not covered by 
. statute. It knows no gap: there can be no casus omissus. The 
. function of the court is to decide the case before it, even though 
the decision require the extension of adaptation of a principle or 
in some cases the creation of a new law to meet the justice of 
the case. But whatever the court decides tci do, it start~. from the 
baseline of existing principle and seeks a solution consistent with 

: or analogou.s to a principle or principles recognised. The real risk 
I 

, to the common law is not its movement to cover new situations 

: 
32 AIR 1975 MP 89; see also Subhakar v. Mysore State Road Transport Corporation, AIR 1975 Ker 

73; Rural Transport Service v. Bez/um Bibi, AIR 1980 Cal 165 . 
33 AIR 1955 All 594(596). 
34Supra note 28. 
35 

( 1982) 2 All E R 298(31 0) (H.L.) 
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. and new knowledge but lest it should stand still halted by a 
I 

conservative judicial approach. If that should happen, there 

would be a danger of the law becoming irrelevant to the 
consideration, and inept in its treatment of modern social 
:problems. Justice would be defeated: The common law has, 
:however avoided this catastrophe by the flexibility give.n to it by 
:generation of judges". 

A recent decision of the Supreme Court36
, which laid down 

that an enterprise engaged in a hazardous or inherently 

dangerous TndusttY· o_we.s an absolute and non delegable duty to 
:the comrnijnity shows that if an occasion arises the court can. be 
:more progressive than the English courts and can evolve a new 
·principle of tort liability not yet accepted by the English law. In 
:the words of BHAGWAT, C.J.: "We have to evolve new principles 

, and lay down new norms which will adequately deal new 
problems which arise in a highly industrialised economy. We 

· cannot allow our judicial thinking to be construed by reference to 
the law as it prevails in England or for the matter of that in any 

. foreign country. We are certainly prepared to receive light from 
whatever source· it comes but we have to build our own 

: jurisprudence.~7 . 

Whatever strides taken by the judiciary in the development 
of tort law in India, this body of law has been making a sluggish 
progress since the judiciary has been deprived by the absence of 
litigators even in the presence of apt cases of litigation. Suits as 
they are called seldom reach the courts which impede the 
working of the judicial activism in this particula~ arena. 
Historically, the main reasons for such inept/ callous attitude of 
the prospective litigators and there· disintere.st/ discouragement 
in filing suits to exercise their rights are pegged to be the cost of 
filing a suit litigation; the duration taken for a proper conclusion 
of a suit/litigation; even in the event of a successful conclusion 

36 M.C.Mehta v. Union of India, AIR 1987 SC 1086(1087). 
37 Ibid. 
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of a dispute through the machinery of the courts, the redress is 

not substantive. 38 

One major reason for the lack of tort litigation in India is 
the lack of consciousness about one's rights and the spirit of 
toleration, which is generally found as a matter of attitude in a 
:common man in India. The emphasis on the performance of 
one's duty rather than an assertion of rights is the basis of such 
an attitude. It can further be blamed upon the lack of education 
.and awareness among the citizens of the country ?lnd also the 
!access of forums. In England level of consciousness of one's 
I ~·· - ' -· . ·-·· 

-
1 
legal tights are on a higher plane, there an action is brought in 

:cases when a person locked inside a public lavatory for a short 
:duration of time due to defective door handle,39 or ,a person 
, suffered skin disease due to defective underwear,40 or a 
·decomposed body of a snail was found in a bottle of ginger ale, 
· 
41etc. In contrast, numerous cases of injury cases in India in the 
form of unlawful detention, excesses by police authorities, mass 

. deaths due to spurious and adulterated, foodstuff, medicines, 
·alcohol, etc., sufferings due to wrong and negligent treatments 

in hospitals, loss in businesses due to voltage fluctuations or 
. unannounced power cuts, loss· and damage due to water 
' contamination, atmospheric pollution and millions of such similar 
. violations are put up by the people of this country without 
· approaching the courts, not even the administrative 

authorities. 42 

High cost of litigation beyond the means of an average 
· pe.rson, undue delay in the final disposal of the cases are some 

of the other major factors contributing to the lack of tort 
litigation in India. Even when an action has been acknowledged 
and successfully pleaded the damages awarded is a paltry sum 

· in India. In this context Shyam Sunder v. State of Rajasthan, 
' 

43is the perfect example. Here a widow of an accident victim was 

: 
38 R.K.Bangia, Law ofTorts(II'Jr edition), Allahabad Law Agency(1994), p,2-3. 
39 Sayers v. Harlow Urban District Council, (1958) 2 All E.R. 342. 
40 Grant v. Australian Knitting Mill Co., (1936) A.C. 85. 
41 Donoghue v. Stevenson, (1932) A.C. 562. 
42 Supra note 28. 
43 AIR 1974 S.C. 890. 
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dragged up to the Supreme Court to obtain compensation of less 
than Rupees fifteen thousand that to after a period of twenty 
one years. 

In addition to this the attitude of the courts was also not 
very encouraging. For instance, a case44 where a candidate was 
\h,lrongfully barred from appearing for his Higher Secondary 
examination due to negligent and incorrect calculation of 
attendance by the authorities was dismissed due to lack of 
precedent. In H.C. Municipality v. Anil Kumar Dey,45 the Calcutta 
,high court- dismissed an injunction petition for apprehended __ 
;nuisance on the grou-~a that the drai_~, assumed- to- cause .. 
' --

:nuisance, had not yet been constructed. 

The present age of urbanisation, industrialisation and 
;modern scientific advancement has brought with it problems of 
:its own peculiar kind. Automobiles are one of the offsprings of 
:such development. 

THE EVOLUTION: The law of tort, which derives its origin from 

the French word tortum-wrong, is the law of civil liability for 
wrongfully inflicted injury, or atleast a very large part of it. Tort 
is itself a very old concept older than crime. According to Sir 

· Henry Maine, crime was not the penal law for ancient 
:communities; it was nomenclatured as wrongs and would be 
suitably equated with tort in English law. Such law developed 
during the days when the states were not sufficiently organised 
to have a proper and centralised prosecuting authority and as 

. such the alternative task of punishing wrongful conduct was left 
to the private individual. 

The Roman law of tort, as it was more usually called delict, 
developed in a piecemeal fashion and the civil jurisdiction which 
took it as their model sought to systemise the Tortious liability 
principles, eliminating its anomalies and diminishing its 
complexities. Their codes, which mainly date from the 

. Napoleonic era and thereafter has reduceo the law of tort to 
bare essentials. Almost the whole of the French word of delict 

44 Vishnu Dutt v. Board of H.S. & Inter. Education, AIR I 98 I All 8 I: 
45 AIR I98I N.O.C. I42(Cai). 
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rests on a mere five articles in their Code Civil which has 

remained in force virtually unchanged for the past two centuries. 

The Germans46
, unlike the French, resisted the temptation 

of generalising the imposition of liability for ~II consequences of 
one's fault, and deals with Tortious liability under three more 
limited but still broad principles. 

Thus the other civil jurisdictions of Europe, except Scotland 
(which took on with the English set up), took toe;> varying 

positions, some closely aligning with the French approach 
whereas some with the Germa·ns 

The English law of torts stand in stark contrast to the above 
authorities. It appears to make use of the courts power to award 
damages as a weapon for the redress of wrongs and for the 
prevention of unsocial conduct, more than the laws of the other 
countries have attempted to do. for this purpose, it has a large 
and detailed body. of rules defining with precision, rights and 
duties and there limits required by considerations of public good 
and expediency. Other system of law seemed to be content with 
a few general rules The common law of torts· started out by 
;having specific types of liability just like Roman law, but whereas 

:on the continent legal scholars iron out the ld distinctions 
between the several delicts to the point where. a general 
principal of delictual liability not only became a possibility but an 

actuality in most legal systems .. It should. however be 
understood that inspite of occasional lapses due to its history, 
the English Law of Torts represents a large:· body of· just and 
sound sense and principle. Besides, in the· recent times, the 
process of the reform of law and the elimination of anomalies 
and abuses in it has been more active than before. Since 1934, 
·committees of judges and jurists selected by the Lord Chancellor 
have from time to time examined the different branches of the 

·law and recommended necessary reforms in them. The reforms 
have been in many cases carried out by legislation.47 The spirit 

46 Burgerliches Gesetzbuch( BGB). 
47 Some ofthe Statutes are: Law Reforms( Contributory Negligence Act, 1945; Law reform( Personal 

Injuries) Act, 1948; Defamation Act, 1952; Occupiers' Liability Act, 1957; Employer's 
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' of reform is also more in evidence in the judgement of the 

House of Lords .and the court of appeal than it was before. 48 The 
English law of torts has been substantially adopted by the courts 
i:n the United States, the British Dominions and India. 
' 

I ,. The English law of torts has been substantially adopted by 

the courts in the United States except were variations are called 
for by local conditions. On the account of the diversity of 
decisions of various states, the American· law Institute, an 

· ~ssociation of eminent lawyers and professors, has compiled 
'restatemenL_of this49 and other branches .. of law. They form a 
I 

1great contribution -to the study of law -and are bound to i'nfluence 
! . 

:its development in the United States and elsewhere. 

Anglo American lawyers have largely adhered to the 
!separate type of case and separate torts which developed under 
:the writ system. It is perhaps this lack of principle which led the 

!great American judge and jurist, Oliver Wendell Holmes, to 
'pronounce: Torts is not a proper subject for the law books50

• 
' 
:However he overcame his earlier prejudice and wrote in his 
; masterly analysis, the common law (originally published in 
: 1881) an account of the law of torts which· remains rewarding 

! and insightful read today. 

Holmes set himself the task of discovering whether there is 

, any common ground at the bottom of all liability in tor~ and if so 
:what that ground is. He considered that that this was not an 
· easy task. The Law did not begin with a theory. It has never 
worked out. He, .found that discussions of general principle had 

·, been darkened by historical controversies that had no 

· contemporary relevance. Nevertheless, he felt that a full account 
: of the law required a knowledge of its history, asserting at the 

Liability(Defective Equipment) Act, 1969; defective .Premises Act, 1972; Fatal Accidents Act, 
1976; Torts(lnterference with Goods) Act, 1977; Occupiers' LiabiHty Act, 1984 .. 

: 
48 United Australia Ltd V. Barc/ays Bank [1941] AC 1, 29 per Lord Atkin, 'When these ghosts of the 

· past (rt<ferring to.the old forms of actions and principles connected. with them), stand in the path of 
justice chinking their medieval chains, the proper course for the judge is to pass through them 
undeterred', ·see also Fiberosa Spojka Accyjna v Fairburn etc Ltd [1943] AC at pp63,64, per Lord 
Wright, These ghosts have been allowed to intrude into the ways of the living and impede vital 
functions of the law. 

49 Prof. Francis H Bohlen was the r~porter or Chief Editor of this work. Published in' 1934 by the 
· American Law Institute (4 vols.) superseded by Second Restatement published in 1965. 

50 (1871) 5 Am L Rev 340. 
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beginning of the his great work that in order to know what it is 
we must know what it has been. 

To understand the position we have to dwell in t~e history 
of the English common law to which the law of torts has its 

()rigin. For most of its history, English common law developed 
through the procedural mechanisms that used to bring an action 
before the courts. Such forms of actions well known as writs and 
purchased from the courts of the chancery so that it could be 

brought in the royaLcourts. 

Earlier writs V\fere on ad hoc. ·basis and ·as such were .. 
:impractical, thus standard forms of writs started-to· develop.- - -
I 

:They were in the form of complaints of the injured against the 
I 

wrongdoer. There were different writs for different actions and it 
as during this period that the foundations of the modern day 
Law of Torts were set down. Among the writs, undisputed place 
of pride goes to the writ of trespass, According to Maitland - the 
fertile mother of all actions. 

The writ of trespass was one of the original writs and it 
became relatively common after 1250. Trespass was a writ of 
wrong rather than a writ of right. It complained of a wrong 

: rather than demand the reinstatement of a right. The mode of 
. trial was by jury and the remedy was damages. A number of 
. . . 
. different forms of trespass were recognised. 

There were various kinds of writs for different wrongs. 51 

The writs dealing with trespass to the person took various forms 
corresponding to the modern torts of assault, battery ,and false 
imprisonment.· The commonality between these various writs 

were the requirement was to show that the defendant had acted 
vi et armis (with force and arms and contra pacem (in the 
breach of the {kings} peace. So vital was the allegation of vi et 
armis that injury was inflicted with force and arms and often, for 
good measure, 'with swords, bows, arrows and clubs were made 
in the most unlikely circumstances. 52 These requirements were 

51 The writ of trespass quare clausum fregit correspons to the modern tort of trespass to land and that 
trespass de bonis asportatis to modern trespass to goods. 

52 Milsom, (1958) 74 LQR195. 
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actually imposed in order to prevent the king's court being 
C!)Verwhelmed with actions/business. The cases not involving 
violence and threat to public safety were lefty to be dealt with in 

the local courts. 

The plaintiff bringing the action against the defendant was 
not comfortable that he has a set of facts which if put in 
perspective would allow him the action against the defendant. 
He has to make the right selection _of the writ - the form of 
action - according to which he sought a remedy (Ubi remedium 
.ibi jus).s3 The chojce available to the plaintiff_ from the various 
recognised writs was the choice between methods of procedure . -

~dapted to cases of different kinds. 

The differences between the several forms of action have 
been of very great practical importance- '~a form of action"
;Which implies a particular original process, a particular mesne 
process, a final process, a particular form of pleading, of trial, of 
judgment. But to a very considerable degree the substantive law 
administered in a given form of action _has grown up 
independently of the law administered in other forms. Each · 
. procedural pigeon hole consists of its own rules of substantive 

law, and it is with great caution that we may argue from with 
:what is found in one to what is found in another, each has its 

:own precedent it is quite possible that a litigant may find that . . . 

. his case will fit in some two or three of these pigeon-holes. If 
that be so he will have a choice which will often be a choice 
between_th~ old cumbrous, costly on the one hand, the modern, 
rapid and cheap in the other. The plaintiff's choice is irrevocable 
in this case and if he happens to make a wrong choice his action 
_will fail. He can atleast take such comfort as he can from the 

. hints of the judges that another form of action might have been 
the correct one and as such would have made him successful. 

Lastly he may find that, plausible as his case may seem, it just 
will not fit in any one of the receptacies provided by the courts 

. and he may take to himself the lesson that where there is no 

remedy there is no wrong. 

53 Where there is a remedy there is a right. 
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The unsatisfactory nature of the requirement that the 

defendant should have acted with force and arms soon became 
apparent. _Local courts were forbidden to entertain suit if the 
value of the suit exceeded forty shillings without royal sanctions, 
making nonviolent trespass involving larger sums as a failure of 
justice since they were excluded from the King's Court as well. 
By the middle of the fourteenth century new writ of trespass as 
started by the clerks of the chancery, which required the plaintiff 
plead his special case. Even if the defendants act was not been 

vi · e~. armis, . the .plain~iff ~ad to explain why his cas~_ was 
ponetheless wrongful. Rattlesdene v Grunestone (1317) and The=
'farrier's Case are examples of the courts willingness to stretch 
the writs of trespass vi et armis and then to sanction the action 
on the case. 

In Rattlesdene v Grunestone54
, one Simon de Rattlesdene 

complained through his attorney that had purchased wine from 
Richard de Grunestone for 6 marks 6s8d and had left it with the 
:seller until he required it. The seller( Rattlesdene), with force 
:and arms, namely with swords and bows and arrows, drew some 
·of the wine from the container. and put salt water in its place as 

:a result of which the wine was spoiled and as such the plaintiff 
:suffered a damage of 10 pounds. Most likely this was 'an action 
. by a disgruntled purchaser of the wine for the loss caused by a 
shipping accident. The court responded positively and allowed 
'the action to the plaintiff. In the Farrier's Case, Trespass was 

brought against a farrier for injuring a horse with a nail; and the 

writ said 'to show why at a certain place, he drove a nail into the 
quick of the horse's hoof, whereby the plaintiff lost the profit 
from his horse for a long time, the· defenda':lt attorney pleaded 
for dismissal of the case since the pleading did not say' with 
force and arms,' but the court held the writ good. 

Thes~ are .early examples of an action on the case. The 
court holds that it is not necessary to include the qJiegation, 

necessary in trespass, that the defendant acted vi et armis. 
Rather than relying upon evasory fiction; the court openly 

54 J. Baker and S. Milsom, Sources of English legal History: Private law to 1750( Butterworth, 1986), 
p.300. 
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a,ccepts that the action in trespass has been stretched beyond its 

earlier limits. 

Actions brought under tort law are among· the oldest of the 

legal remedies to abate pollution. Most pollution cases in tort law 
fall under the categories of nuisance, negligence and strict 

I 

liability. To these traditional categories, the Supreme Court has 
added a new class based on the principle of 'Absolute liability'55

• 

In Vel/ore Citizens' Welfare Forum v Union of India, 56the 
~upreme Court traced . the source of the· constitutional _and 
~tatutory prcn/isio-~s- that protect the environment orf -the 
~inalienable common law right' of- every person to a clean 

.environment Quoting from Blackstone's Commentaries on the 
:'English law of nuisance published in 1876, the court ·held that 
~since the Indian legal system was founded on English common 
' 
:law, the right to a pollution-free environment was a part of the 
ibasic jurisprudence of the land. 57 

The 1905 judgment of the Calcutta High Court in 

'J.C.Galstaun v Dhunia La/ Sea/58 may be the earliest reported 
·pollution control case in India. Apart from the historical 

i significance, the case is important because. it shows. how the 
:common law regulatory system can check polluters in a pre
: industrialised society. 59 

· Role of Tort in controlling vehicular Pollution 

In this Chapter, an attempt or rather an effort is made to 

bring such pollution from vehicles, especially air pollution, under 
the ambit of the Law of torts. The closest tort to facilitate this 
endeavour would be the Tort of Nuisance. We will find in the 
course of this work that other torts, namely Strict liability( Rules 

· in Rylands v. Fletcher) & Negligence has been dwelled upon 

briefly, but the scope granted by the tort of Nuisance is the most 
appropriate to deal with the matter at hand. 

55 Divan, Shy~m & Rosencranz, Armin, Environment Law and Policy in India (2nd edn.), OUP, 
(2002), p. 88. 

56 AIR 1996 SC 2715. 
57 Ibid at 2722 seen in Divan & Rosencranz's Environmental Law & policy in India, p. 88. 
58 (1905) 9 CWN 612. 
59 Supra note 1. At p.92. 
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To proceed with our effort to find the remedy to the wrong 
arising out of "unsustainable automobile use", hereinafter 
substituted by the term "Vehicular pollution", under the tort of 
~uisance, the nearest definition possible is to be laid down first. 

John Murray has made claims in his work60 about the 
potential of tort and common law remedies61 in addressing 
problems of environmental pollution. He writes: 

"More particularly, rylY enterprise shall be to ~how that 
there are sufficiently important gaps in the regulatory · 
·regime; or atleast in its enforcement, .for strict Jiability. 
torts of private nuisance and Rylands v. Fletcher. 62to 

fill" 

The development of the law of torts has been very 
isignificant for the prevention, controlling and abating 
:environmental pollution but there has not been any direct action 
1against unsustainable use of automobile been brought forth 
:under any of the related torts in any of the courts of these 
:countries.63 This should not provide the death knell for those 
. interested in exploring the use of common law remedies in 
:harnessing the wrongs committed by the unsustainable use of 
; automobile. 

It has been seen that unsustainable use of automobile is 
:the result of improper driving conditions and made up of various 
·types of polluting. agents like smoke, noise, etc. The· ultimate 

, result is that the victim is troubled through the medium· of air . 
. And air pollution is one of the main ingredients of environmental 
· pollution. The term "unsustainable use of automobile" has been 
: defined and equated with vehicular pollution and ''whatever 
· connected to it in regard to polluting the environment. Such use 
I 

: can foul the air .with the various gases, e.g. Carbon dioxide, 

60 Murray, John, Noxious Emissions and Common Law Liability: Tort in the Shadow of Regulation in 
Lowry, John & Edmunds Rod (ed), Environmental Protection and the Common Lmv, 
Oxford(2000) p.52 

61 Generally in the form of compensatory damages imd injunctions. 
62 

( 1868) L.R. 3 H.L. 330. 
63 As far as this researcher has covered the related field. 
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Sulphur dioxide, etc. and noise from the running of the vehicles 

which are improperly maintained. 

Nuisance 

In modern parlance, nuisance is that br.anch of law of tort 
mostly connected with the "protection of the environment". 64 

Thus nuisance actions have concerned with pollution of Oil in 

'Esso Petroleum Co. Ltd.· V South port Corporation65 ~ or noxious 
:fumes in St. Helen's Smelting Co. V Tipping66

; interfer~nce with 
:leisure activities in Bridlington Relay v Yorkshire Electricity 
Board; 6 L .offensive- smells from_ preJittses used for keeping- --
:animals In Rapier v London Tramways Co. ;68 

... or noise from 

:industrial installations (Petroleum) as in Halsey v Esso Petroleum 

Co. Ltd. 69 

Nuisance has been defined to be anything done to the hurt 
or annoyance of the lands, te_nements or heriditaments of 
another, and not amounting to trespass. 70 The word "nuisance" 
is understood to have been derived from the French word nuire, 

· to do hurt, or to annoy. Blackstone describes nuisance 
. (nocumentum) as something that "worketh hurt, inconvenience 
or damage". 71 

It is an injury to the right of a person ·in possession of 
property to undisturbed enjoyment of it and results from an 
improper use by another of his own property. This is expressed 
by the Latin maxim, sic utere tuo ut alienum non laedas which 
simply means use your own property as not to injure 

another's. 72 

Further it is important to note that the nuisance is -a general 
term used in law and actually it is made up of both Public and 

64 Rogers, W V H, Winfield and Jolowict on Torts (17'11 Edn.), Sweet and Maxwell (2006), p. 639. 
65 (1956] A.C. 218. 
66 (1865) 11 H.L.C. 642 
67 

[ 1965] Ch. 436 
68 [1893] 2 Ch. 588 
69 [1961} I W.L.R. 683 
70 Stephen, iii, 499 from (Justice) Singh, G.P., Ratanlal & Dhiraj/a/ on the Law ofTorts, 

Butterworths(25rh edn.) p.60 1. 
71 Ibid 
72 Halsbury's Laws of India, Vol29(1), Butterworths, lndia(2001), p. 342. 
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private Nuisance. Nuisances are divided into public and private, 
although it is quite possible for the same conduct to amount to 

both. 

A Public or common nuisance is a crime which materially 
affects the reasonable comfort and convenience of a life of a 
class of a class of the public who come within the sphere or 
neighbourhood of its operation. It is affecting the public at large 
or some considerable portion of it and interferes with rights 
which the members of the community might otherwise enjoy .. 
> 

Acts which-serious.ly_itite_rfere with the heaJth~ safety, co~fort or 
~he convenience of the public generally or which tend to degrade 
public morals have been considered· as public nuisance. 73 The 

question whether the number of persons affected is sufficient to 
.constitute a class is one of fact in every case and it is sufficient 
:to show that a representative cross section of that class have 
been so affected for an injunction to be issued. 74 One cannot 
:add together the effect of numerous acts aimed at individuals 
:and thereby claim that the public is affected. Thus a malicious 
.bomb hoax call may be a public nuisance but not a campaign of 
; hate mail to numerous people75 

Whereas Private nuisance may be described as unlawful 
:interference with a person's use and enjoyment, or some right 
:over, or in connection with it. 76 It is the using or authorising the 
:use of one's property, or of anything under one's cont'rol, so as 
to injuriously affect an owner or occupier of property by 

. physically injuring his property or affecting its enjoyment by 

interfering materially with his health, comfort or convenience. 77 

· Some important points of distinctions78are: 

• The tort of nuisance is a private wrong and such· an 
action for damages lie, but in case of a public nuisance 
an action for damages cannot lie unless the plaintiff can 

· 
13 Ratanlal & Dhirajla/ on Law of Torts, p.602. 
74 Rogers, R.V.H., Winfield & Jo/owicz on the Law ofTorts, p. 643. 
75 R. v. Rimmington, [2005] UKHL 63 quoted in ibid. 

· 
16Winfie/d & Jolowicz on Tort, p, 646. 
11Supra note 73 at p. 604. 
78 Lakshminath, A., Ramaswamy lyer 's The Law of Torts, Butterworths (9th edn.) p. 257. 
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prove that a special damage to him has been resulted 
from it. To bring a private action in public nuisance, a 
special damage must be proved by the plaintiff. 79 

• While private nuisance can be abated, a public· nuisance 
cannot be abated except to the extent to which it 

· causes special damage to the person who desires to 

abate it. 

• While private nuisance can be legal by prescription80
, a 

public nuisance cannot be legalised after any length of 
time.· 

Public nuisance does not create a civil ·cause of -action :for 
any person. In order that an individual may have private right of 
:action in respect of public nuisance, he must· show a particular 

· ·injury to himself beyond that which is suffered by the rest of the 

public. He must show that he has suffered some damage more 
.than what the general body of the public had to suffer. Such 
injury must be direct and not consequential and the injury must 
be· of a substantial character. This is followed in order to avoid 
the multiplicity of suits. 

In India, under section 91 of the Civil Procedure Code, in 
; the case of a public nuisance, the Advocate General, or two or· 
. more persons having obtained the consent in writing of the 

Advocate General, may institute a suit though no special 
damage has been caused for the declaration and injunction or 
for such other relief-as maybe appropriate in the circumstances 
of the case. 81 

•· 
Thus ·private nuisance is a tort whereas as public nuisance 

is a crime. The tort of nuisance is compensated basically by an 
award of damages or grant of an injunction but the wrong of 
public nuisance being a crime is to be redressed through 
criminal remedies of punishments in the form of imprisonment 

or/and fine. 

79 Campbellv. ?addington Corporation (1911) K.B.869 
80 Enjoyed as a right or easement peaceably, without any interruption and continuously for a period of 

twenty years or above. See Easements Act, 1882. 
81 Advocate General v. Haji Ismail Hasham, (2909) 12 Born LR 274 in Ratanlal Dhirajlal's Law of 

Torts, p. 603 
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Nuisance, according to Common law history finds its origin 

i~ the trespass on the case as a result of it being indirect but it 
was not distinguished then as it was done later on~ The tort of 
law itself after separating from public nuisance has been 
developed by a huge number of actions brought in the courts of 
. . 

J;'aw. Such developments as we have seen earlier in this chapter 
~ook place in England as a result of which their body of law has 
been more mature and useful. Most of those cases or actions as 

they are .. ,called have also indicated that most of . the 
. ~~nvironmental-pollution issues h_9v~ been dealt with under the 

au_spices of this brand of law, i.e. Torts. ----
- ·-

--

The essentials of the tort of Nuisance82are in the form of an 
.unlawful act; and damage actual or presumed. Generally there is 
:interference by an act, such interference is unreasonable, such 
·unreasonable interference is with the use and enjoyment, of land 
and as such damage of the kind mentioned above is the 

. consequence. 

The majority of disputes concerning the use of land involve 
complaints of discomfort or inconvenience caused by noise and 

, smell. 83 The main ingredients of vehicular pollution a~e smoke 

. and noise. This in a sense tends to steady the pursuance of this 
.: present work or chapter to bring such vehicular pollution under 
, the common law liability. 

The unreasonable interference causing the damage is 
actually the affecting of the health, safety, enjoyment of the 
plaintiff. The actual discomfort r~sylting from such act usually 
defines the unreasonability of the interference. Thus the act may 
seem reasonable but if the effects of that act to health,---safety 
comfort, convenience, enjoyment, etc is such that the same 
cannot be achieved from the plaintiff's land as it should, then 

such act will be unreasonable. 

The approach implied by the test of reasonableness in the 
context of disputes about interference with the enjoyment of 

82 Ratanlal & Dhirajlal's Law ofTorts, p.604 
83 Buckley's, R.A., The Law of Negligence, Butterworths, 41

h Edn.(lndian Reprint), p. 249 
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li:md is a robust one. In Walter v. Selfe84 Knight Bruce, V.C. 

~aid85 

I. 

" ....... both on the principle and authority_ the important 
point next for decision may properly, I conceive, be 
thus put: ought this inconvenience to be considered in 
fact as more than fanciful, more than one of mere 
delicacy or fastidiousne$s, as an inconvenience 
materially interfering with the · ordinary· comfort 
physically of human existence, and not merely 

· .accordin·g-·to~ elegant. or dainty modes of-living, . but 
- . ·-

according to- plain· antl-cSober and s!mple notions among 
the English people." 

A typical example of a nuisance involving the use of motor 

!vehicles, more particularly coaches (buses), and causing 
;interference with comfort and enjoyment is provided by the case 
,of A-G v Gastonia Cqaches Ltd. 86 The defendant company 
'owned a fleet of 32 coaches which they operated from their 
:premises situated in an enclosed residential area. Eighteen of 
:the vehicles were parked overnight ·on or near the premises but 
;the remainder also visited them for refuelling and repairs. 
; Several neighbouring householders brought an action alleging 
, both private and public nuisance. Whitford J found the case in 

:respect of smell caused by .the emissions of the diesel fumes 
I from the coaches and . noise from the revving of their engines. 
:On the other hand the noises caused by carrying out of repairs 
·and cleaning were not held suffici.ently serious to 'warrant relief. 

The plaintiffs were ultimately awarded both damages and an 
injunction, the latter suspended for one year, and four fifth of 

I their costs. 

The abovementioned case giv~s us a clear idea that the 
: prospect of prosecuting the automobiles running. on ·the road 
• seems to be very poor. Firstly nuisance is generally a continuing 

: offence. In the case of automobile, they are not stationery most 

of the time and always moving. Even if it can be shown that the 

' 
84 (1851) 4 De G & Sm 315, from R.A. Buckley's The Law oJNegligence, p.249 
85 Ibid at 322. 
86 [1977] RTR 219. 
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plaintiff has been facing the required discomfort or is affecting 
his health or is being not able to use and enjoy his property to 
~rove the nuisance being committe?, it is impossible to pin down 
one particular automobile to bring an action against. This does 

,. 
not mean that nuisance cannot be committed by the act of two 
~r morE! automobiles, running independently of each other, 
although the act of any one of them would not sum up to 
committing a nuisance. An action can be brought against anyone 

-.of them. In Thorpe v Burmfit.a7
, 100 wheelbarrows were left by 

-.100 different persons -independently in a pla<::e ~_nd obstruction 
co·n-sjsts in -tfie accumulation of these vehitl.esancrnot in the 

p~esence oi any one of them. The court h.eld that i~ -was no 
defence or rather an ineffectual defence88 that the nuisance 
'created by independent acts of different persons, although and 
an act of an individual person by itself could not cause any 
.damage to the plaintiff. 

Liability in private nuisance arises only when the conduct of 
the defendant amounts to an unreasonable user of the land in 
:that it causes unreasonable interference with the claimant's use 
of land. No precise or universal formula is possible to determine 

:reasonableness in the above sense. Whether an act constitutes a 
· :nuisance cannot be determined merely by an abstract 

'consideration of the act itself, but by reference to all the 
circumstances of the particular case the tirne and place of its 
commission, the seriousness of the harm, the manner of 
committing it, whether it is done maliciously or in the reasonable 

exercise of rights and the effect of its commission, that is 
'whether it is transitory or permanent, occasional or continuous. 
· Whether conduct amounts to ·unreasonable user depends upon a 
number of factors the most important of which are the nature 
and extent of the damage suffered by the claimant, the locality 
where the alleged nuisance is committed, the duration- of the 

' nuisance, the use the claimant is making of his land, and the 

purpose with which the defendant acts . 

. 
87 [1873] LR 8 Ch 650. . 
88 Bangia, R.K., Law of Torts, Allahabad Law Agency( 201

h Edn.), p.219. 
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First the locality of the alleged nuisance taking place is of 
import and should be taken into consideration in deciding 
whether the act amounts to the commission of the alleged tort. 
In St. Helen's- Smelting -co. V. Tipping, 89the plaintiff ·bought 

' . . 
property in June, 1860and several months· later the defendant 
began extensive smelting works on its property. The plaintiff 
?lleged that the fumes from the defendant's work had caused 
damage to trees and shrubs in the plaintiff's land. The judge of 
the trial court deCided in the plaintiff's favour.· In -the' Court of 
the ExcheEJuer Chamber the .. defendant's appeal was dismissed. 
on furthe~ .appec;JI to-t~-e~ House-·orioras, Wes_tbu~y~- J. Affi'rmin-g-

the decision of the court below observed: 
( 

"It appears to me that it is very desirable thing to mark 
the difference between an action brought for a 
nuisance upon the ground that the alleged nuisance 
produces material injury· to the property, and .an action 
brought on the ground that the thing alleged to be a 
nuisance is productive of sensible personal discomfort. 
With regards to the latter, namely, the personal 
inconvenience and interference with one's el)joyment, 

. one's quiet, one's personal freedom, anything that 
discomposes or injuriously affects the senses or the 
nerves, whether that may or may not be denominated 

a nuisance, must depend greatly on the circumstances 

of the place where the thing complained of actually 
occurs. If a man lives in a town it is necessary that he 
should subject himself to. the consequences of those 
operations of _trad~ wh_ich may be carried on in his 
immediate locality, which are actually necessary for 
trade and commerce, and also for the enjoyment of 

r 

property, and for the benefits of the inhabitants of the 

town and the public at large. If man lives in a street 
where there are numerous shops and a shop is opened 

next door to him, which is carried in a fair and 
reasonable way, he has no ground for complaint 

89 (1865) II HL Cas 642. 
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because to himself individually there may a'rise such 
di?comfort from the trade carried on in that shop. But 
when the trade is carried on by one person in the 

neighbourhood of another and the result of that trade, 
or occupation, or business is a material injury to 
property, and then there unquestionably arises a very 
different consideration. In the case of that description, 
the submission .which is. required from persons leaving 

Jn soci~ty to;,ttlat amount of discomfort which may be 
· -~~-l~gitimate.;a:hd the Jree_ exercise of the trade of their 

neighbours, . would. 'not apply to circumstances -the 

immediate result if which. is sensible injury to the'value 
of the property." ,. 

" ......... the .only ground, upon which your Lordships are 
asked to set aside the verdict, and to direct a new trial,. 

is this, that the whole neighbourhood. where this 
_ copper smelting works were carried on is a 

neighbourhood more or less devoted to manufacturing 
'purposes of th_e_similar kind ...... My Lords, I apprehend 
that that is not the me-aning of the worq 'suitable', or 
th~ .meaning of the word convenient, which has been 
us¢d ,~-s-:applicable to the subject. The:: word 'suitable 

l.ln·ctJ'¢-~tid'riably cannot carry with it this consequence, 
th;~·'t.: a'hfad~. maybe carried on in a particular locality I 

_ t~e · cqiisequence of which trade may be injury and 
destruction to the neighbouring property.;' 

The St. Helen's Smelting case set out the important 
distinction between activities of a neighbour which causes 

. material injury -to property (in which case the locality in which 
-- . the activity is pursued is irrelevant) and which causes sensible 

personal discomfort (in which the .locality is relevant). It was 
once put, "What would be a nuisance in Belgrave Square would 
not be so in Barmondsey,"90because locality is considered in 
atleast some cases, it can be seen that, as argued above, some 

form of public interest is considered, for a landowner must put 

90 Sturges v Bridgman, (1879) 11 Ch.D. 852 at 865 as per Thesiger, LJ. 
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up with inconveniences resulting from those ·operations of trade 

which may be carried on in the immediate locality, which are 

actually necessary for trade and commerce, and also for the 
. . 

enjoyment of property, and for the benefit of tbe inhabitants of 
the town and th.e public at large. But this argument does not 

apply when the inconvenience is material damage to the 

property, for such a result can never rise from a reasonable use 

of property. 

Generally. the distinctions proved unhelpful since the 

., :- commo11 percepti.on ~i3s.that both interference wi~h the amenity 
and damage to property causes··· sensible inju.ry- to the· vaiue- of-

. the property. Some accepted 91the same to ·a certain extent, but 

other authors have been less enthusiastic92 about the distinction 

itself. 

It has been recently affirmed in Hunter v Canary Wharf 
· Ltd. 93 that both material physical damage and loss of amenity 

amounts to a nuisance, the same factors should be considered. 

Even where locality is to be taken into account, it is important to 

recognise that a defendant's use of land may amount to a 

· nuisance even if it is a type of activity suitable for the area. 

Property damage must not be inflicted wherever the defendant 

· is carrying on his activities. The locality principle does not 

provide immunity; it must be weighed up against other relevant 
factor. A good example of this balancing exercise is Halsey v 

Esso Petroleum Co. Ltd. 94where Veale J said: 

"So far as the present case is concerned, liability for 

nuisance by harmful deposits could be established by 

proving damage by the deposits to the property in 

question provided of course that the injury was not 
merely trivial. Negligence is not an ingredient of the 

cause of action and the character of the neighbourhood 

is not a matter to be taken in to consideration. On the 

91 "Material injury must mean physical damage to property and not mere economic loss": Weir, 
Casebook on Torts, (81

h edn.), p. 437 . 
. 

92 Fleming, The law of Torts, 91
h edn.(I 998); p. 468; Rogers, W V H, Winfield & Jolowicz on Tort 

(/ t" edn.), Sweet & Maxwell (2007), p.651. 
93 [1997] AC 655. 
94 

[ 196'1] I W.L.R. 683. 
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other hand, nuisance by smell or noise is something to 
which no absolute standard can be applied. It is always 
a question of degree whether the interference with the 
comfort or convenience is sufficiently serious to 
constitute a nuisance. The character of the 
neighbourhood is very relevant and all the relevant 
circumstance has to b e taken into accou·nt. What 
might be a nuisance in one area is. by no ~eans 
ne_cessarily so in another. In an urban area everybody 

~ust- put with a certain ar:nount -~f discomfort and 
• annoyance from the activities of neighbours, and ttie 
law must strike a fair and reaso.ncible balance" between 

the right of the plaintiff on the one hand to the 
undisturbed enjoyment of his property, and the right of 
the defendant on the other hand to use his property for 
his own lawful enjoyment." 

A modern example on that count is provided by Baxter v 
: Camden London Borough Council (No.2) 95where a tenant of the 
: defendant council complained against noise created by her 
· upstairs neighbour. The action failed as noise was part of the 

ordinary use of premises and occupiers of low cost high density 
: houses housing must be expected to tol~rate higher levels of 

noise from neighbours than others in a more substantial and 
spacious premises. 

The 'character' of the neighbourhood is assessed. not only 

geographically but also temporally. It may be in course of time 
Belgrave Square declines and Bannondsey goes up in the world. 
Sometimes this change is incremental 96and nowadays a major 
factor in such changes in the nature of the locali_ty will be the 
planning process. If a claimant is complaining of conduct that 
has been authorized by a planning consent, one question that 
arises is that whether the locality of the neighbourhood should 
be judged by the reference to the locaiJty before or- after the 
relevant planning consent. In Gillingham Borough Council v 

95 [1999] 3 WLR 939. . 
96 Population increase, Economic growth, Urbanisation and the related activities. 
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Medway (Chatham) Dock Co. Ltd, 97 The operators of a 
commercial dock had been granted planning permission for their 

activity in 1983 and operated, within the permission and as a 

matter of commercial necessity, on a "round the clock" basis so 

that that heavy lorries continually passed back and forth and 
caused serious disturbance to in the adjoining residential district. 
Acting under the powers granted by the Local Government Act, 
1972, the local authorities brought an action on behalf of the 

residents of the district. The court, holding planning permission 
to be relevant indirectly, observed that where planning consent 

is given for a development or change of use, the question of 
nuisance will thereafter fall to be decided by reference to the 
neighbourhood with the development or use and not as it was 
previously. The courts observation was: 

"It has been said no doubt that correctly, that planning 
permission is not a license to commit nuisance, 

however a planning authority can, through the 

development plans and decisions, alter the character of 
the neighbourhood. They may have the effect of 
rendering innocent activities which prior to the change 
would have been actionable nuisance." 

But in Wheeler v J.J. Saunders Ltd. 98
, where a planning . 

. permission to expand a pig farm was given to the defendant, it 

was held that a grant of Planning Permission does not amount to 

. Statutory Authority 99(an act authorized by the Act of 
Parliament), and therefore does not legalise an activity which 

amounts to nuisance, even if that is the inevitable consequence 
of the activity. 

But still Planning Permission is not to be equated with 

Statutory Authority in deciding nuisance cases. The most it can 
be relevant is to the locality of the neighbourhood when question 

·of change of character of such neighbourhood is the issue. 

97 [1993.]jo.B. 343. 
98 [1996): Ch. 19. 
99 An eff~ctual defence in a tort of nuisance. It is one of the two defences available for nuisance. 
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Keeping in mind the urbanisation and development taking 
place in the country as a result of economic growth, a lot of 
vehicles are bound to grow. The increase in the number of 

automobile in the last two decades is there for everybody to see. 
The reasons of such increase in the numbers of automobiles on 

the road are several. Some of these being the increase in the 
rise of income among· the citizens, entry of foreign carmakers 

into thecountry and as result of that being access of new 

vehicles at reasonable prices; new found materialism connected 
with the elevation in- status, liberal grant of loans to acquire 

automobiles by banks after dereguladsation of financial norms;-
the establishment of private banks and Multinational financial 
institutions and non-optimum use of the automobiles already on 

the roads. 

This has given rise to a large number of changes in the 
cities and towns especially regarding constructions of roads in 

the form of expansion and widening of roads, construction of 
parking lots, etc. These activities are to be done in the light of a 
plan project and such plan projects have the permission of the 

planning authority. We have seen that planning permission 

though not to be equated with Statutory Authority but still it is 
relevant in questions arising out of the change of character of a 

locality of a neighbourhood. 

The common law has been slow to sanction the 
appropriation of private rights in the public interest. 

Next, in considering what is reasonable, the law does not 
take into account of abnormal sensitivity in either persons or 
property. If the only reason why a person complains of fumes is · 

· that he has an unusually sensitive nose or he owns an exotic 

flower, he cannot expect any sympathy from the courts. 100 A 
person cannot increase the liabilities of his neighbour by 

applying his own property to special uses, whether for business 
or for pleasure. Where the injury to the claimant is caused as a 

result of his especially sensitive activity, no claim will lie. In this 

Heath's case explains the sensitivity of a person whereas 

100 Winfield & Jolowicz on Tort, p. 652. 
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Robinson's case illustrates the point in regard to sensitive 

property. 

In Heath v Mayor of Brighton 101
, The vicar and the trustees 

of the church sought an injunction to stop -a noise emanating 
from the defendant's power station which was alleged to disturb 
the vicar's deliberations over his sermons, but as no-one. else 

appeared to have been bothered the injunction was refused. 
Recently the plaintiff's business of providing relay service for 

sound and television broadcasts was found by the court to be 
exceptionally sensitive. when he sought an injunction to prevent 

the defendants from operating a new power line they had 

erected and the same interfered with the relay service. 102 

In Robinson v. Kilvert, 103 the plaintiff were the tenant of the 

premises, let to him by the defendant landlords, which were 
used as a paper warehouse. The defendant's retained the used 
of the cellar of the premises, and after the lease commenced 
they began ·a manufacturing process that required the air to be 
·hot and dry. To achieve this, the cellar was heated, with the 
result that the temperature of the floor above was raised to 80F. 

The heat dried the plaintiff's brown paper stored in the above 

premises and made it less valuable. The court held that a man 
who carries on an exceptionally delicate trade cannot complain 

·because it is injured by his neighbour doing lawful on his 

property, if it is something which would not injure anything but 

an exceptionally delicate trade. It has been suggested that an 
exception to the general rule arises where the nuisance consists 

of releasing something which. is noxious and offensive to the 
claimant's property but the judgment of Page Wood VC in Cooke 

v Forbes104 does not support such exception, and it is suggested 
that, as far as hypersensitive use of the property by the claimant 
is concerned, nothing turns on the classification of the nuisance 
as noxious and offensive. With respect, that does not seem 

correct: to say that A cannot restrict the freedom of action of his: 

101 (1908) 98 L.T. 718. 
102 Bridlington Relay v. Yorkshire Electricity Board; (1965] Ch 436. 
103 (1889) 41 Ch D 88. 
104 91867) LRT 5 Eq 166. 
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neighbour by putting his property to very sensitive use is part 

and parcel of the idea of reasonableness. Of course that is not to 
say that the law's response to what was once regarded as 
abnormally sensitive activities may not change over time. 

Since nuisance is the law of give and take, the court is 
inevitably concerned to some extent with the utility or general 
benefit to the community of the defendant's activity. Thus we 
must all put up with the rattle of early morning milk deliveries, 
probably with not the same amount of noise made by drunken 
neighbou-rs.~05 -This appro_ach, however, will only justify an 

injurious activity up to a certain point, and that point is reached 
when serious damage is being done to the claimant's enjoyment 
of his property or to his livelihood. In such a case the court will 
not accept the argument that the claimant should put up with 
harm because it beneficial to the community as a whole, for that 
would amount requiring him to carry the burden alone of an 
activity from which many others benefit. However courts have 
,generally ignored the utilitarian argument that where the 
defendant's conduct is for the public benefit, it cannot amount to · 
nuisance, the common law being slow to appropriate private 
rights to public interest 

In Bamford v Turnley106
, The plaintiff complained that the 

defendant's use of his land (burning bricks) resulted in smoke 
and smell which affected the plaintiff in the enjoyment of his 
land. One of the arguments of the defendant was that the 
defendant's activity was for public benefit. Bramwell B. 
observed: It is said that, temporary or permanent, it is lawful 
because it is for public benefit. Now in the first place, that law to 
my mind is a bad one which, for the public benefit, inflicts loss 
on the individual without compensation. But further with great 

. respect, I think this consideration misapplied in this case and 
many others. The public consists of all individuals of it, and a 
thing is only for the public benefit when it is productive of good 
to those individuals on the balance of loss and gain to all. So 

I 
that !f all the lchss and all the gain were borne and received by 

105 Winfield & Jolowicz on Tort, p. 651. 
'

106 (1862) 3 B & S 66; 122 Er 27. 
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one individual, he on the whole would be a gainer. But whenever 

this is the case - when a thing is for public benefit, properly 
understood - the loss to the' individuals of the public. who lose 
will bear compensation out of the gains of those who gain ....... A 
money value indeed cannot be put on the plaintiff's loss but it is 
equal to some number of pounds or pence, 10 pounds or 50 
pounds, or what not: unless the defendant's profits are enough 
to compensate this, I deny it is for public benefit he should do 
y.Jhat he has done; if they are he ought to compensate. 

I 
Although the authorities suggest that public benefit is not 

an absolute defence, it seems that it may be a consideration 
taking into account in determining the reasonableness of the 
defendant's user of land. 

Likewise, some consideration will be given to the fact that 
the offensive enterprise is essential and unavoidable in the · 
particular locality, like a coal mine, quarry, or some public utility 
or service such as early morning milk deHvery. The argument 
however must not be pushed too far. In particular,· it should be 
remembered that we are here concerned with reciprocal rights 
and duties of private individuals, and a defendant cannot simply 
justify his infliction of great harm upon the plaintiff by urging 
.:that a greater benefit to the public at large has accrued from his 
conduct. 107

• 

If private rights are to be extinguished in favour of the 
general public this has been thought to be a matter for 
:Parliament. 108 Much of the development of the railways took 

place through private acts of parliament allowing for compulsory 

land acquisition with the respective payment of compensation to 
those affected109 

Statutory Nuisance 

In addition to the common law liabilities arising out of 
:various activities which give rise to environmental· pollution, 
Britain also has a legislation, to act against nuisances, in the 

107 Fleming, The Law ofTorts, p.47l. 
· 
108 She/fer v City of London Electric Lighting Company, [1895] 1 Ch 287 at 316. 

'
109 Kostal, Law and English Railway Capitalism 1825-1875, (OUP, 1994) Ch.4. 
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form of statutory nuisance. This provision is part of the four part 
statutory regulation for the control of noxio1:1s into the air. The 
other three parts of the four separate (but interconnected) 
regimes are 

• Integrated Pollution Control (IPC) which, broadly, 
regulates emissions from 'more polluting' processes. 

• Local Authority Air Pollution Controi(LAAPC) which, in 
general terms, deals with 'less polluting' processes; 
and 

• The Clean Air Act of 1993 imposes strict criminal law 
liability in respect of unlawful discharges of dust, 
smoke and fumes. 

The IPC, LAAPC and Statutory nuisance ·are all contained in 
the part I (!PC & LAAPC) and Part III (Statutory nuisance) of the 
Environment Act, 1990 respectively. There are two principal 
problems associated with the regulatory regime. First, there are 
gaps in the legislation itself which means there that certain 
forms of pollution and certain polluters are not caught. In 
addition there is the problem that the regulatory system does 
not ensure effective enforcement of its aim and objectives. 

As regards the lacunae within the legislation, the most 
obvious example is to be found by reference to part I of the 
1990 Act, where attempts made to control pollution operate only 
in respect of those who are engaged in . one of the listed 
prescribed processes. Where noxious emissions into the 
atmosphere are generated otherwise than by such processes, 
the 1990 Act is of no moment, its provisions simply do not 
apply. The Clean Air ·Act of 1993 scarcely goes any further. 
Buses left idling at a terminus, or Lorries left running at a port or 
haulage yard are examples of sources of atmospheric pollution 
that lie outside the statutory prescribed list for the purposes of 
IPC and LAAPC. By contrast, it has long since been established 
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that such cases would be grounds for actions in the tort of 

private nuisance. 110 

In India, J.C. Galstaun v Dhunia La/ Seal 111was said to be 

the earliest reported pollution case in India which· has shown 

that common law regulatory system could check polluters in a 
pre-industrialised society. The facts were that the plaintiff, an 
owner of the garden house alleged that the defendant's shellac 
factory discharged refuse-liquid into the municipal drain. As a 

result of such discharges he alleged that the foul smelling liquid 

was noxious to tile JJealth of the neighbourhood and specifically 
to him and further it damaged him in health, comfort and 

market value of his garden property. The Subordinate judge 
decreed the suit, granted a perpetual injunction and awarded 

the plaintiff a thousand rupees in damages (a large amount in 
those days). The appeal of the defendant was dismissed by the 

higher court and the decree of the Subordinate judge was 
affirmed. 

A number of cases in nuisance followed and some of the 
successful ones have been have been mentioned here. In Ram 

Baj Singh v Babula/, 112the defendant created a brick grinding 

machine adjoining the premises of the plaintiff, a medical 

.practitioner. The said machine generated dust other than . . 
polluting the atmosphere entered the consulting chamber of the 

plaintiff/doctor causing physical inconvenience to him and his 

patients. Such nuisance was evident by the red coating on their 
clothes caused by the dust. It was held that the special damages 

to the plaintiff had been proved and a permanent injunction was 

issued against the defendant restraining hi~ from running his 
brick grinding machine. 

In B. Venkatappa v B. Lovis, 113 the plaintiff was 
inconvenienced by the smoke and fumes of the defendant's 
factory due to the ill maintained chimney which was full of holes. 

110 Murphy, John, Noxious Emissions and Common Law Liability: Tort in the Shadow of Regulation, 
p. 54-55 in Lowry, John & Edmunds, Rod (ed.), Environment Protection and the Common Lmv. 

Ill (1905) CWN 612. 
112 AIR 1982 All 285. 
113 AIR 1986 AP 239. 
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The plaintiff, allowing an action for the tort of nuisance, vide its 

order authorized the plaintiff to seal the holes at the defendant's 
cost, if the defendant failed to do so. A volley of defences in the 

'form of 'plaintiff coming to nuisance,' existence of 'other sources 
of discomfort,' were of no effect. Even the fact that nuisance 
existed long before the plaintiff moved in was countered by the 
court stating that he had not obtained the defence of committing 
nuisance by prescription. 

In Radhey Shyam v Gur Prasad114
, the plaintiff was 

successful in getting an injunction against the defendants 
- - -

restraining them from installing and running a flour mill in their 
premises on the ground that the running of the mill w9uld have 
adverse impacts on the health of the plaintiffs. 

All these Indian cases of nuisance shows that the court is 
sympathetic to the discomfort of the plaintiff and more so if such 
activities created adverse impacts on the health of the plaintiff 
and others residing with him. When we turn our attention to 
whether the adverse impact of the unsustainable use of vehicles · 
on the health could be brought under the glare of the courts in 
the tort of nuisance? The answer would be a· dishearte·ning 'no'. 

The reasons are very clear. The automobiles are a mobile source 
of pollution and as such it is difficult to bring an action against 
any one defendant. Further the adverse impacts on health of the 
plaintiff due to the running of automobiles (even if such vehicles 
are used unsustainably) are hard to prove. It might be only an 
apprehension. In Kuldip Singh v Subash Chandra Jain, 115 where 
the Trial court restrained the defendants from causing nuisance 

but the Supreme Court drew a distinction between an existing 
nuisance and a future nuisance. It observed: 

"In case of a future nuisance, a mere possibility of injury 
will not provide the plaintiff with. a cause of action 
unless the threat be so certain and imminent that an 
injury actionable in law will arise unless prevented by 

an injunction." 

114 AIR 1978 All. 86. 
115 2000(2) SCALE 582. 
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In a remarkable conclusion, the apex court in ·the above 
case found that the plaintiff's apprehension about a smoking 
~ven next door causing a nuisance was not justified by the 
pleadings or the evidence and dismissed the suit. 

Most of the cases dealt above have a static source of 
pollution in the form of a grinding Machine, Flour mill, defective 
chimney, etc. Again the nuisance has to be continuous and as 
such there is difficulty in proving the nuisance of a single 
vehicle. Chances are there for prosecution if the neighbour is 

. ,dealing in cars or has an automobile workshop or is a transport 
depot (terminal). A single instance of in.terference ca_n_ ·be 

nuisance if it can be shown that it has led to physical discomfort 
and adverse impact to health but it seems to be a tough call. 

I 

Negligence 

Negligence may mean a mental. element in tortious liability 
(or, indeed, any other form of liability) or it may mean an 
'independent tort. 116 Here we are concerned with negligence in 
the latter sense which is of a recent find. 117 Negligence as a tort 
is a breach of legal duty to take care which results in damage to 
the claimant. 118 

In English law, the name Negligence is given to a specific 
kind of tort, the tort of failing in particular circumstances to 
exercise the care which should have been shown in these 
circumstances, the care of the reasonable man and of thereby 
causing harm to another person or property. It implies the 
existence of a legal duty to take care, owed to the complainant, 
which duty exists, in general, where there is such proximity 
between two persons that a want of care on the part of one is 
likely to affect the other injuriously, a failure to ·exercise the 
standard of care deemed right in the circumstances, which is 
;normally defined as reasonable care, but which may be higher in 
particular circumstances. Negligence takes innumerable forms, 
but the commonest forms are negligence causing personal 

116 Winfield & Jolowicz on Tort, ·P· 132. 
117 Donoghue v. Stevenson, 1932 AC 562. 
118R.F.V.Heuston and R.A.Buckley, Salmond and Heuston on the Law ofTorts, 201

h edn, 1998, p.l. 
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injuries or death, of which species are employers' liability to an 

employee, liability of occupiers of land to visitors thereon, the 

liability of suppliers to consumers, of persons handling vehicles 
to other road users, and so on. The categories of negligence are 

not closed and new varieties may be recognised. 

The development of negligence as a separate tort is of 

relatively recent event and to a modern audience it is 
'inconceivable that the law of tort could exist without the fault 

based law of negligence. In the medieval or early modern era to 

talk about the law of negligence would, if possible, be short and 
- r· -- - ·-- ---

puzzling. 

Without doubt, the tort that has dominated all others in the 
twentieth century is negligence; according to one writer it has 
attained a 'majestic pre-eminence.'119 However, as we have 
seen negligence as an independent action is a relatively modern 
phenomenon, and the main period of its growth has been in the 

!last eight decades approximately. 

This is not because the notions of fault were unimportant, 
but rather that its role was obscured by the writ system which 

:dominated the early common law. The formulaic language used 
on the writs was that it was not necessary to plead the state or 

mind or the culpability of the defendant. Intentional infliction of 

harm by the defendant took over the writ. But as the· writ of 
trespass was stretched to include the cases of accidental injury -
a trend that led, as mentioned earlier, led to the development of 
the trespass on the case - the defendant's' fault could not be 

taken for granted. The taking of all reasonable care the 
defendant to avoid the injury of which the plaintiff complained 

.was regarded as a defence. 

Liability for negligently inflicted injuries was first recognised 
by stretching the scope of trespass, but it found a more natural 

home in the action on the case; As noted earlier in this chapter, 

the earliest examples of actions on the case involved parties in a 
; 

pre-existing relationship with each other, e.g. the relationship 

between a vendor and a buyer. Most of these cases shall be 

;
119 M. Milner, Negligence in Modern Law, Butterworths, 1967, p.237. 
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finding place in the present day under the law of Contract and 
I 

hot Tort. Torts concern itself primarily with parties who are 

stranger to one another. Liability here was slower to develop 
than in the case of pre-existing relationships. 

Two of the earlier examples of liability imposed in the 
absence of pre-existing relationships were for harm caused by 
' 
the escape of fire or by dangerous animals (the scienter action). 
Trhe liability was premised on the allegation that it was the 

Fustom of the realm that a particular activity should be pursued 
~o as not to cause harm. Customs of this nature were· also held 

to apply to innkeepers and common carriers but never 

developed much further as the common custom of this realm is 

common law and need not be pleaded 120 Liability under these 

customs were stricter than the modern concept of negligence, 

although it was difficult to ascertain whether it was absolutely 
strict. Actions for pure negligence were rare this was probably 
because the existing law. covered most situations. Forcible 
wrongs could be remedied in trespass but" if the wrong was 
unforcible it was probably because there had been careless 

performance of an undertaking, remediable by assumpit (which 

.laid the foundations of modern law of contract). or that the harm 
' 
had been caused indirectly. This would normally involve the 
I . 

escape of something dangerous, like fire or an animal, and this 

was covered by existing case actions. The emergence of a 
distant fault based tort of negligence was not prohibited by any 

qoctrinal concerns, but the ·satisfactory nature of the existing 
remedies made any such development unlikely. 

As much with the development of the common law, the 
impetus of change came with the lawyers to modify _the legal 
rules for the benefit of their clients. From the latter half of the 
seventeenth century, writs began to appear from which a 
development of the tort of negligence can be traced. However a 
tort of negligence did not sit easily with the forms of_ action in · 

~hich it need to be pleaded. The beginning of the problem can 

be traced to Mitchell and Allestree (1676). The plaintiff had been 

120 Beaulieu v Fingham, (1401) 8 & M 557 &558. 
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I 

injured in little Lincoln's Inn Fields when one of the horses the 

defendant were trying to break in escaped and kicked her. Prima 
Facie it was a forcible wrong, remedial in trespass vi et armis. 
However, it was defence to trespass to show that the contact 
I 

rad been against the defendant's will, and if the jury was 

tonvinced that the contact was a result of the independent act of 
' the horse, it might find for the defendant. This encouraged the 
~plaintiff to plead the action in case, by alleging that the 

~efendant's was to break in the horses improvidently, rashly and 
}'Vithout due consideration of the unsuitability of the place for the 

purpose'. She was successful. Another reason why the plaintiff 
might want to choose case instead of trespass vi et armis was 
' 
the development of vicarious liability. It was during the course of 

the eighteenth century that case became the appropriate form of 

action on which to sue an employer vicariously for tort 
committed by his- employee. Again case was the correct action 
even where the employees act had been forcible vis-a-vis the 

plaintiff. 

With the awareness in the society, and the people in 
general gathering consciousness about their rights, actions for 
ijamages are on the increase. 

From around the beginning of the twentieth century a 
humber of factors combined to alter the nature and structure of 
negligence liability. First of all, there were a number of economic 

changes which altered the basis on which negligenc·e liability 

operated. The increasingly corporate nature of industrial 

enterprise by the early twentieth century meant that actions 

were brought against companies rather than individuals. The 

maxim, "It is no sin to rob ·an apparently rich man" was the rule 
pf the day. Large corporate defendants were undoubtedly better 

able to spread losses across their business and so to pass them 
on to the customers or shareholders t~an the individual 
entrepreneurs and small partnerships. Added to this there was 

jncreasing availability of liability insurance. Where in the. late 

nineteenth century it became possible to insure business losses, 
well into the· twentieth century there were doubts whether 

insurance for liabilities arising out of wrongdoings was· possible. 
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As the century progressed it became compulsory to take liability 

insurance in respect of certain activities, such as driving a motor 
vehicle. Such developments also had severe effects in the areas 

of liability and brought drastic change to the meanings of 

tortious liability. 121 

Secondly, there was an intellectual shift. The acute 
' 
individualism which had characterised Victorian England began 
to give way to a more communitarian approach: no longer was it 

obvious that an individual who caused harm to another while 

pursuing his own economic self interest should be liable only if .it 
could be shown that he had not taken reasonable care. 
I 

Alongside this the commentators began to str.ess that n.egligence 
liability did not depend on the a moral principle but on a social 
one, Tt was not based on something internal to the defendant 
but on a failure to live up to the external standard, and that 

external standard was something which could be determined by 

public policy. 

Thirdly this time affecting more the structure of liability 
than its incidence, the jury disappeared from the trial of 

negligence actions. Such practice was probably done step by 

step and the judicature Acts played important role. In so far as 

the classic structure of the tort of negligence have been largely 
generated by the separation between the judge and jury, the 
reintegration of the trial process brought about a reintegration of -
the elements of the tort of negligence. 

According to a highly controversial but influential thesis122
( 

concentrated in America but he believed that it would be equally 

applicable in England) of Morton J. Horitz, tort law was 

transformed in the nineteenth century in order to provide a 

subsidy to the industrial concerns that sprung up in the 
aftermath of the Industrial Revolution. He claimed that· the 

cot,Jrts of the time abandoned the erstwhile general principle of 

striCt liability as expressed by the Latin maxim sic utere tuo ut 
alienum non laedas (use your property only in such a way that 

121 Supra Note 119. 
122 Horitz, Morton J, The Transformation of American Law 1780-1860, Oxford University Press, New 

York( 1977). 
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you do not harm anyone else's) and adopted instead the fault 

based liability of negligence. 

At the beginning of the nineteenth c~ntury there was a 
general private law presumption in favour of compensation. For 
Blackstone, it was clear that even an otherwise lawful use of 
one's property that caused injury to the land of another would 

establish liability in nuisance, ' for it is incumbent on him to find 

some other place to do that act where it will be more offensive.' 

In 1800, therefore virtually all injuries were still conceived of as 

nuisances, thereby invoking a standard of strict liability, which 
tended to ignore the specific character of the defendant's acts. 
By the time of the Civil War (1861-1865), however many types 

of injuries had been reclassified under a negligence heading 

which had the effect of reducing entrepreneurial liability. After 

1840 the principle that one could not be held .liable for socially 

Lord Atkin's speech made it clear that what we may call the 
"neighbour principle" was a vital step on the road to this general 
conclusion of law, not merely a test for determining whether the 
claimant was a foreseeable victim of the defendant's 

negligence. 123 

The standard of reasonability that useful activity exercised 

with due care became a common place of American law. 124 

Before we move on with the development of the law of 
negligence let's look at the ingredients that has been laid down 

to generalise the application of the same. The said ingredients 

are 

(1) There must be a legal duty on the part of the 
defendant towards the plaintiff to exercise care in such 
conduct of the defendant as falls within the scope of 

the duty. 
(2) There must be breach of that duty, i.e. a failure to 

come up to the standard required by law; and 

(3) Consequential damage to the plaintiff which can be 

attributed to the defendant's conduct. 

123 Ibid 
124 Ibid 
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The concept of foreseeability plays an important part iri all 

of these elements they cannot always be kept apart, and it has 

been said that, "they are simply three different ways of looking 

~t the same problem. The primary question as to liability in a 
negligence case is whether a legal duty was owed by the 
oefendant towards the plaintiff. Only after this question is 
~nswered should the process of making such defendant liable 
rnove forward. But it is not so simple because sometimes after 

~he existence of the alleged breach will the question of whether 
a legal duty was 0\fl/~d by the defendant_ arises. Similarly there 
~re times when only after the consequential damage has 

occurred to the plaintiff does the question of duty owed and 
i 

such duty arises can be decided. 

Although a tort of negligence is of very general application, 
It frequently occurs in ·a number. of standard situations: 

accidents on roads or at work place,. medical misadventure, 

~efective premises professional advice and so on. In some of 
these case, although liability is based upon negligence it is put 
! ' • . 

into statutory form or there are important additional statutory 
provisions which ret on some other basis; in others, although 
there has been little statutory intervention, there are enough 
~pecial features in the way the law is applied to justify a 

separate treatment125
• 

It is not that for every careless act that a person may be 

held responsible in tort law, nor even for every careless act that 

causes damage. He will only be liable in negligence if he is under 
a legal duty to take care. There might be objections that duty is 

hot confined to the law of negligence and that it is element of 

every tort~ e.g. duty not to commit nuisance or duty not to 
defame, etc. But all that duty signifies in· those torts is the 
~omparatively simple propositions that you must not commit 
them whereas in tort of negligence, 'duty' is the core ingredient 
pf the tort. A general liability for carelessly causing harm to 

others would, atleast as things perceived by the courts, be too 

onerous for a practical system of law and there are areas of 

125 Winfield & Jolowicz on Tort, p.l33. 
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activity and types of loss where the law of negligence does not 

intervene or intervenes in a limited way, e.g. there is n_o general 

liability for failing to assist or protect others and in the cases of 

~conomic loss as a result of negligence, the liability does exist 
i 
but is considerably more restricted than that in respect of 

physical damage. 

Duty is the primary control device which allows the courts 

~o keep liability for negligence within what they regard as 
~cceptable limits and the controversies which have centred on 
the criteria for the existence of a duty reflect difference of 
opinions as to the proper ambit of liability for negligence. 126 

The first attempt to formulate a general principle was made 
~Y Brett M.R. in Heaven v. · Pender 27 where it was stated 

~ctionable negligence consists in the neglect of the use of 

ordinary care or skill towards a person whom the defendant 
I 

owes a the duty of observing ordinary care and skill, by which 
i 
lheglect the plaintiff has suffered injury to person or property. 
I ' 

But 'by far the most important generalisation is that of Lord Atkin 
in Donoghue v Stevenson. 128 

, In Donoghue's case, a manufacturer sold ginger beer in an 
I 

opaque bottle to a retailer. He resold it to A, who treated a 
I . 
young woman of her acquaintance with its contents. It was 
I 

alleged that this contained a decomposed body of as snail which 
·, 

tlad found its way into the bottle at the factory. The young 
I 

woman alleged that she became seriously ill in consequence and 
' 
sued the manger for negligence. By a majority of the House of 
I 

Lords held that the manufacturer owed her a duty to take care 

that the bottle did not contain noxious matter and that he would 

~e liable in tort if that duty was broken. Lord Atkin said 129
: 

' 

"In English law there must be, and is, some general 
conception of relations giving rise to a duty of care, of 
which the particular cases found in the books are 
instances. The liability of negligence, whether ·you 'style 

1
:
26 Ibid at p.l34. 

1
·
27 

( 1883) II Q.B.D. 503. 
1
:
28 

( 1932) A. C. 562. 
129 Ibid at p. 580. 
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it such or treat it as in other syst~ms as a species of 

'culpa,' is no doubt based upon a general public 
sentiment of moral wrongdoing for which the offender 
must pay. But acts or omissions which any moral code 
would censure, cannot in the practical world, would be 

treated so as to give a right to every person injured by 

them to demand relief. In this way rules of law arise 
which limit the range of complaints and the extent of 

their remedy. The rule that you are to love thy 

neighbour becomes, in law, you must not injure your 
neighbour and the lawyer's question, who is my-· 

neighbour? receives a restricted reply. You must take 
reasonable care to avoid acts or omissions which you 
can reasonably foresee would be to likely to injure your 

neighbour. Who, then in law, is my neighbour? The 
answer seems to be - persons who are so closely and 

directly affected by my act that is ought reas.onab/y to 
have them in contemplation as being so affected when 
I am directing my mind to the acts or omissions which 

are called in question."130 

Lord Atkin's speech made it dear that what we may call the 
'!neighbour principle" was a vital step on the road to this general 

I 

~onclusion of law, not merely a test for determining whether the 
tlaimant was a foreseeable vjctim of the defendant's 
~egligence. 131 Nevertheless for a long time there was a marked 
judicial reluctance to accept that the "neighbour principle" had 

much relevance to determining whether a duty of care might 
! 
yxist in other areas of activity, though it might determine the 

spatial and temporal limits of such duties as were held to exist. 
I 

Still less did it have any impact where, before 1932, duties had 

~een specifically rejected. Certainly new duty situations 
I 

continued to be recognised, for as lord Macmillan has said in 
I 

Donoghue· v Stevenson, the categories of negligence are never 
closed. 132 : 

130 
1 Supra note 126 at p. 139-140. 

1f1 Ibid 
132 (I 932) A.C. 562 at 6 I 9. 
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, There are cases where earlier liability in negligence would 

hot have arisen but the court has granted so. 

In India, the courts have made a huge effort taking cue 
I . 

from the decisions of the English cases and have tried to extend 

the applicability within the bounds of the general principles laid 
I 

~own earlier: They have also attempted to define the various 
I 

pegrees of negligence and when can serious results (gross) of 
$uch negligence give a total new meaning to the liability 
sometimes taking it out of the confines of civil action 133

. 
I 

In Dharnidhar Panda v State ·of Orissa, 134 where two 
I 

children died due to- serious injuries as a result of a collapse qf a 

pillar and boundary wall of a school, the court underlining the 
I 

fact that where the victims belong to a vulnerable groups like 
~hildren a high degree of care was required on the part of the 
~uthorities responsible observed as follows: · 

"The claim of compensation cannot be resisted on the 

ground that the collapse of the pillar and the boundary 
wall was due to the pressure created. by the children's 
swinging on the gate because children are prone to 
play in this manner and it is the duty of the school 
authorities to ensure that the pillars of the gate and 

the walls . are strong enough to withstand such 
pressure." 

In Jacob Mathews v. State of Punjab135
, a case of medical 

negligence, the Apex court attempted to explain the 
jurisprudential concept of negligence both in the domain of tort 
~nd crime. It observed136

: 
I 

The term negligence is used for fastening the defendant 
with the liability under civil law and, at times, under criminal 

I 

law .... Generally speaking, it is the amount of damages incurred 

Which is determinative of the extent of the liability in tort, but in 
criminal law it is not the amount of damages, but the amount 

1
:
33 Jacob Mathews v. State of Punjab, (2005) 6 SCC I. 

134 AIR 2005 Ori.32. 
1 ~ 5 (2005) 6 SCC I; Also see State of H aryan a V. Raj Rani, 2005 (7) SCALE I. 
1 ~6 Ibid at 16. 
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I 
I I . 

i:mds degree of negligence that is determinative of liability. To 

fasten liability in criminal law, the degree of negligence should 

~e higher than that of the negligence enough to fasten liability 

the damage in civil law. 

Thus the Supreme Court made a distinction between 

~egligence and gross negligence to hold a professional liable 
¢riminally: 137 

1 

In our opinion, the factor of grossness or degree assumes 

significance while drawing distinction in negligence actionable in 
I .• 

tiort and negligence punishable as a crime. -To .-the latter.,· the 

~egligence· has to be gross or of a very high degree. 

The apex court seems to have delegi$1ated the word 

r)egligence in section 304-A, IPC. This reveals a shift from the 
social dangerousness of harmful consequences involved in such 

~ases to mainly focus on the status of the profession. 138 

! 

Difficulties which the litigants face in pursuing a civil case in 
Ilndia due to its slow motion and high cost have been diluted, to 

~orne extent by · the procedure in~roduced in the 
Consumer(Protection)Act, 1986. In this respect, both consumer 

I . 

Redressal fora at the different levels and the courts, especially 
i 

the Supreme Court have been very liberal and supportive 
! 

towards the consumer. The days and times of Caveat emptor 
I , 

(buyer beware) have gone and the emergence of Caveat Vivendi 
' 

(seller beware) seems to be the norm in the present day world. 

The duty relationship which has been emphasised by Lord 

Atkin in Donoghue v Stevenson in the various actions of 
n~gligence gives a very positive scope to bring the drivers and 

oyvners of automobiles. Already the no fault liability has been 
p~nalising the drivers and their owners in favour of the plaintiff, 
t~e accident victims or their representatives. This rule is an 
e~tension of the rule of negligence, a fault liability. 

There are statutory provisions under the Motor Vehicles Act, 

1 ?88 in the field of sustainable automobile use. They include 
I 

137
: Ibid at I 8. . 

1 ~8;See, Suresh Gupta (Dr.) v Govt. ofNCTofDelhi, (2004) 6 SCC 422, See also, Bharat Sanchar 
'Nigam Ltd. V B.S. Bhargava, AIR 2005 J & K 1 I. 
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I 

hrovisions regarding construction and maintenance of vehicles139 

limits of speed, 140 limits of weight and limitation on use, 141etc. 
The failure to adhere to the rules made under these objectives 
~ertainly gives rise to actions under the said Act but it'may also 

tnake the drivers liable under negligence on the failure to 
I 

perform their legal duty to use their vehicles according to the 
' 
statute. But here also the shadow of damage eclipses the 
I 

9pportunity to bring under the automobile user under the grip of 
I --

negligence. Damage in negligence is a very important ingredient 
I . . 

to complete -the tort and- sometimes the reasonable 
-ioreseeability of the ···damage arising ou~ · of unsustainable 

I . 

~utomobile use may appear to be a remote possibility. Thus 
~egligence, an important tort in present day civil liability and 

~xpanding vibrantly does not seem to fulfil the. demands of 
' bringing the culprits under the common law liability through the 
I . . 
tort of negligence. 
I 
I 

Negligence of various electricity services resulting in 
I 

electrocution have been taken seriously by the courts in 
~warding compensation to the victims or their dependants. 142 

The Liability in such cases is based on the Supreme Court's 
I 

observation in M.P. ElectriCity Board v. Shail Kumar: 143 
I . 
I 
1 Even assuming that all such. measures have been adopted, 
i • . . a person undertaking an activity involving hazardous or risky 
exposure to human life is liable under the law of torts to 
bompensate for the injury suffered by any other person, 
I . 

irrespective of any negligence or carelessness on the part of the 

hlanagers of such undertakings. The basis of such liability is the 
I 
foreseeable risk inherent in the very nature of such activity. The 
i 
l:iability cast on such person is known in law, strict liability. 

' r Sec. I 09, Motor Vehicles Act, 1988( Act 59 of 1988) 
1 ~0 Sec.ll2, ld · · 'r' sec.II3, Id. 'i2 AVVNL v Smt. Sarhi, AIR 2005 Raj.248; See also Ramesh Singh Pawar v MP. Electricity Board, 
: AIR 2005 M.P.2. 
';

3 (2002) 2 sec 162 
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Strict Liability · 

The Rule of Strict Liability144 had its origins in nuisance but 

for most of the twentieth century was probably regarded by the 

majority of lawyers as having developed into a distinct 

principle. 145 Now it seems to have returned to what are. regarded 

as its roots: it is a "subspecies of nuisance". 146 But on balance it 

still merits some separate treatment. Liability under the rule is 

strict in the sense that it relieves the claimant of the burden of 

~hawing fault; however it is far from absolute since there are a 

number of wide-ranging defences. 

The concept of Strict Liability has come in vogue in the 

modern law of torts to mean liability without fault, i.e. without 
intention and negligence. Liability of this kind is that a person 

engaged in an ultra hazardous work of activity from which injury 

to others is likely to result notwithstanding his reasonable care, 

~hould pay_ for such injury. 147 The principle has been thus 

formulated in the American Restatement. 148
. In Engla'nd, there 

were no such formulations found wherein cases which 

recognised strict liability, but will, however, on examination, be 

found to rest ultimately on some such principle of policy. For 

instance, the rule as to cattle trespass149
, one of the oldest 

! 

~ases of strict liability, is capable of this explanation. A person 
I 
who keeps cattle may not be able, with reasonable care, to 

prevent their straying and occasionally do!ng damage to his 

neighbour's crops, but it is just and conducive to the interest of 

agriculture that he should pay for the damage. 150 The rule of 

strict liability under Rylands v. Fletcher for harm due to the 

.
144 'Absolute Liability' was the term widely used. Dr. Winfield used the term 'Strict 'Liability' 

because it was subject to certain qualifications which took away great deal of its absolute 
character. 

145 Winfield & Jolowicz on Tort, p. 693. 
146 Transco Pic v'Stockport MBC [2003] UKHL 61, [2004] 2 A.C. 1 at 9. per Lord Bingham; 

Weir, Casebook on Tort (101
h Edn), p.463 seen in Winfield on Tort, p. 693. 

147 Lakshminath, A, Ramaswamy lyer's Law ofTorts (9th edn), Butterworths, (2003), p. 699. 
148 Restatement Vol III, Chap. 2 1; Harper and James Vol II, p. 788. 
149 Presently there is a Cattle Trespass Act, 1871 (1 977) . 
. 
150 This seems to be the old rule procedure that the remedy for such damage· was an action for trespass 

in which the plaintiff only had to prove the trespass and not any breach of duty on the part of the 
defendant. 
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escape of dangerous things brought by a person on his land is a 

modern extension of the old rule as to cattle trespass. 

The common law originally had one or two instances of 

strict liability but more have been added in recent times. The 
responsibility for hazard or danger ·inherent _in certain activities 
is capable of elastic interpretation and will justify other rules of 

strict liability under common law or statute. 151 This gives a 
positive signal that in addition to the compensation granted in 

automobile accidents, a day might come where the government 

asks the vehicle owners to pay for the pollution from their 
vehicles regardless of their fault. But it ls a very tall order since 

a lot of procedural administrative impediments will crop up 
giving the size of our country in regard to population. 

Strict Liability had one of its categories of liability in the 

case of Rylands v. Fletcher. 152 In this case the defendants, 
owners of a mill, constructed by arrangements with the owner of 

· :certain land, a reservoir on it for their mill.· The plaintiff had a 
colliery in the locality and there were two owners of land 
between the reservoir and plaintiff's colliery. The soil under the 

reservoir had been, at some former time beyond living memory, 
worked for coal and the old workings communicated with those 

:under the immediate lands. The defendants employed 
:independent contractors and engineers, who were apparently 

!competent, for constructing the reservoir. When the persons 
employed for the work were excavating for the bed of the 

reservoir, they found some old shafts filled up with soil and in 

the three of them, the timber sides remained. The reservoir had 

no embankment and the water level did not exceed the natural 

,surface level of the land. Soon after water was brought into it, 
:one of the shafts burst and water escaped through the 

151 The frequency of motor accident's accounts for legislation in Saskatchewan (Canada) providing 
for payment of a fixed and limited amount of compensation to the injured party regardless of any 
negligence: (1952) 66 Har LR 191 seen in Ramaswamy 1yer's Law ofTorts, p.700; See 'No Fault 
liability' in Motor Vehicles Act, 1988(Act 59 of 1988). 

152 (1866) L.R. I EX 265, (1868) 3 LR HL 330. 
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wnderground workings to those under the immediate tands and 
finally to the plaintiff's mines and flooded them. 153 

On these facts, the court of the exchequ~r _held against the 
plaintiff. But the exchequer chamber held that the plaintiff was 
I 

~ntitled to recover. Blackburn delivering the judgement on 
behalf of the court made the following well known statement of 
I . 

the rule. 154 

We think that the true rule of ·taw is, tf:lat the person who 
- ~or his own purpose brings on his land and collects and keeps 

., 
I 

I . 

there anything likely to do mischief, if it escapes, must -~eeJ:l i!_i~ 
at his peril, if he does not do so, is prima facie answerable fo~all 
~he damage which is the natural consequence of its escape. --

, 

This may be regarded as the "rule in Rylands v. Fletcher," 
but what follows is equally important to comprehend the said 
liability: 

"He can excuse himself by showing that the escape 
was due to the plaintiff's default; or perhaps that the 
escape was the consequence of vis major, or the act of 
God; but as nothing of -this sort exists here it is 
unnecessary to inquire what excuse would be 
sufficient. The general rule, as above stated, seems on 
principle just. The person whose grass or corn is eaten 
down by the escaping cattle of his neighbour, or whose 
mine is flooded by the water from his. neighbour's 
reservoir, or whose cellar is invaded by the filth of his 
neighbour's privy, or whose habitation is made 
unhealthy by the fumes and noise some vapours of his 
neighbour's alkali works, is damnified without any fault 
of his own and it seem but reasonable and just that the 
neighbour, who has brought something in his property 
which was not naturally there, harmless to other$ so 
long as it is confined to his own property but which he 

·' 

knows to be mischievous if it gets on his neighbour's, 
should be obliged to make good the damage which 

1
;
53 Ramaswamy lyer's Law on Torts, p. 702. 

154 (1866) LR I EX 279-80. 
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ensues if he does not succeed in confining it in his own 

property. But for his act in bringing it there no mischief 

could have accrued, and it seems but just that he 

should at his peril keep it there so that no, mischief 
may accrue, or answer for the natural and anticipated 

consequences. And upon authority, this we think is 

established to be the law whether the things so 
brought be beasts, or water, or filth, or stenches." 

In appeal, the House of Lords approved of Blackburn J's 

statement of law. Lord Cairns, however rested the liability on the 
1- -- ~-.-- ------- -- -- -----

ground that the defendants' user of the land was 'non-
natural'.155 Though Blackburn J did not use this expression in his 

~tatement of the law, he had clearly intended the rule to only 
-apply only to things collected by defendant as opposed to things 
natural on the land and it may be that Lord Cairns meant 

~othing more than non-natural use. However, the subsequent 

~ase law has given rather a different interpretation to it and it 
has been regarded as additional to the requirements set out be 

Blackburn J, in other words, the rule in Rylands v Fletcher must 

be sought in the judgements of both the Exchequer Chamber 
and the House of Lords. 

English courts displayed an ambivalent attitude towards the 

rule but in the United States it, after an initial hostile reception, 
~ade a contribution towards the creation of .liability for damage 

caused by ultra hazardous or abnormally dangerous activities 
which present an unavoidable risk even when due care is 

taken 156, this being justified on the basis that the persons 
carrying them on should bear all the risk associated with them 

and not merely those arising from negligence. According to 
~rofessor Newark, 157all that Rylands v Fletcher did was to apply 

9 general rule of strict liability in nuisance to situations where 

~here was a claim for damages for an isolated rather than the 
more usual ·ongoing state of affairs. In Cambridge Water Co. V 

1 ~5 (1868) LR. 3 HL 339. 
156 See Restatement 3d. 
157 "The Boundaries of Nuisance" (1949) 65 LQ.R. 480. 
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!;astern Counties Leather P/c158the House of Lords firmly 

~ccepted Professor Newark's view of the origin of the rule. 

~owever, lt is also accepted that in a number. of respects the law 
had moved since 1868. 

; The rule in Rylands v Fletcher has comparatively rarely 
I 

~een the basis of successful in the English Courts since 1900 and 
i;t has been said that it "has hardly been taken seriou~ly by the 
I 

English court's and that "it is hard to- escape the conclusion that 
I 

the intellect!Jal effort devoted t the rule by judges and writers 
: . --- - . 

¢>ver many- years have brq~_g_l}t forth a mouse" This -has been _ 
I 

largely because the rule· is qualified by a number of exceptions 

Yvhich considerably reduce the scope of its operation. They are in 

the form of Act of God (Vis Major)/59 Act of the Stranger (third 
barty), 160 Plaintiff's Consent (Common Benefit)161 Plaintiff's own 
fault, 162 

, Statutory Authority .163
- A further ·qualification of the 

I 

fUle has been suggested by the House of Lords in Read v Lyons 
~ Co. Ltd. 164that the rule only applies to damage to land or 
property in it and not to liability for personal injuries for which 
proof of negligence is necessary. To top it all up is. the very 
I 

-respective attitude taken by many twentieth century cases to 
I 

the concept of non-natural use. The tendency was to say that 
I .. . 

~ommon large scale activities, especially services such as supply 

pf gas or water, do not constitute a non-natural use of land even 
though their potential for causing damage is very great. 
! 
I The deliberations made by their Lordships in the case of 

~ylands v Fletcher after passing through the Courts of 
Exchequer Chamber and The House of Lords res_ulted in the 
! 

'aying down of some propositions to determine the existence of 
! 
the respective tort. 
I 

i. Dangerous thing 

l58 [1994] 2 A.C~ 264. 
l59 Nichols v Marshland, (1875) L.R.10 Ex 255. 
l60 Box v Jubb, ( 1879) LR 4 EX D 76. 
l61 Carstairs v Taylor, (1871) L.R. 6 Ex. 217. 
l62 Pontingv. Noakes, [1894) 2 Q.B.281. . 
~ 63 Green v Chelsea Watenvorks Co., (1894) 70 L.T. 547. 
~ 64 [ 1947] AC 156. 
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Almost anything can be a dangerous thing which has 

escaped for the purpose of the rule in Rylands v Fletcher. Such a 
thing gets the title of dangerous due to its potential to create 

mischief on its likely escape. The rule has been applied to a 

remarkable variety of things: fire, 165gas, 166 

explosions, 167electricity, 168oil, 169noxious fumes, 17°Colliery 
spoil, 171Rusty wire from a · decayed 
fence, 172vibrations, 173poisonous vegetations, 174a flag. pole, 175a 
chair-o-plane in a fair ground. 176 The limit of its extension was 

perhaps exceeded when it was applied to human beings- in A G v 
Corke-177 as noxious persons. However, there seems little p<;>iilt ·in 

. seekin~ _ t(_? ide~tify the precise characteristics of a Rylands v 
Fletcher object. What matters is the scale of the risk presented 
by the defendant's activity: a box of matches or a glass of water 

does not fall· within the rule, a million boxes of matches in a 
store or a reservoir may do so. The requirement that the thing 
must be likely to do mischief if it escapes cannot therefore be 
viewed in isolation from the further requirement of non-natural 
user, which encapsulates the element of exceptional r"isk which 
underlies the rule. 178 

2. Escape 

For the rule in Rylands v Fletcher to apply, it is also 

~ssential that the thing causing damage must escape to the area 
0utside the occupation and control of the defendant. 179It applies 

only if the defendant brings or accumulates on his land that is 
likely to e?cape and do mischief. It does not apply to the escape 

165 Jones v Festiniog Ry (1866) L.R. I Ex 265, It is inapplicable to accide~tal fires vide The Fire 
Prevention(Metropolis) Act, 1774 but there is no such rule in India. 

166 Satchel/or v Turnbridge Wells Gas Co. (1901) 84 L.T.765. 
167 Miles v Forest Rock Co.( 1918) 34 T.L.R. 500 · 
168 National Telephone Co. v Baker [1893] 2 Ch.l86. 
1
.
69 Smith v G.W.Ry. (1926) 135 L.T.II2. 

170 West v Bristol Tramways Co. [ 1908] 2 K.B.I4. 
171 Att-Gen v Cory Bros. Ltd. [1921] I A.C.521. 
172 Firth v Bowling Iron Co. (I 878) 3 C.P.D. 254. 
173 Hoare & Co. v McAlpine; [1923] I Ch. 167. 
174 Crowhzirst v Amersham Burial Board. (1878) 4 Ex. D.5. 
175 Shiffman v Order of St.John, [ 193.6] I All E.R. 557( obiter). 
116Hale vJennings Bros [1938] J·All E.R. 579, 

"
177 (I 933) Ch. 89; 49 LQR 158. 
178 Winfield & Jolowicz on Tort, p. 70 I. 
179 Bangia, R.K., Law ofTorts, Allahabad Law Agency, 20th edn. (2007) P.388. 
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I . . 
bf things naturally on the land, e.g. rainwater flowing from an 

:upper to lower land, rocks slipping from an upper to a lower land 

'owing to action of the weather, weeds, vermin or wild animals 
I 

naturally on land. Where · a third party has brought or 

:accumulated a dangerous thing on the defendant's land without 
I 

his knowledge or leave, the defendant would not be liable unless 
I 

,he negligently all9ws it to continue, then he will be liable in 
[negligence. Both of them. will be liable if the third party .has 

brought or accumulated the dangerous thing with the permission 
! . .. -- ·-- . -
;of the defendant. This -requirement of escap·e was firmly set in 
I 

_ the law by .the Howse of lords' decision in Read v Lyons & Co. 
I . 

iLtd. 180 Here the plaintiff, an inspector of munitions, had been 
!injured when a high explosive shell exploded- whilst being 
lmanufactured at the defendant's factory. Negligence· was not 
' . 
:alleged here. The court rejected her claim in the pretext that 
;there was no escape. In Panting v. Noakes181 the plaintiff's horse· 
I . 

iintruded over the defendant's boundary and dies after nibbling 

!the leaves of a poisonous tree growing on his land. The court 
1here, too, held that there was no escape. Thus, here the 
' 

!defendant was not liable. Liability arises when a yew (poisonous) 
!tree overhung the plaintiff's land and his cattle died after eating 
I . , 

ithe leaves from the overhanging branch. 182 ihe rule is· probably 

!inapplicable to a deliberate release of thing, since it can be 
I . 

jbrought under trespass. Indeed there are statements to the 

!effect that anyone who collects the dangerous thing and has the 

:control of it at the time of the escape would be liable even if it is 

~being taken on the highway and it escapes there from. 183 

:3. Non-Natural use of Land 

:Although, it is far from clear what uses will constitute non-
' . 

1
natural uses, it is clear that Blackburn Ys original 

!pronouncements of things 'not naturally' on the land has not 

!been followed. Lord Uthwatt stated that natural does not mean 
I • 

primitive in Read v Lyons case. Some of the un.certainty can be 
' 

1

180 
[ 1947] A.C. 156. 

181 [1894] 2 Q.B. 281. 
1182 Crowhurst v Amersham Burial Board, (1878) L.R. 4 Ex.5. 
1183 Powell v Fall, (1880)5 Q.B.D. 597. 
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attributed to the judgement of Lord Moulton in Rickards v 

Lothian 184 where he defined non-natural use as follows: 
' I • •- . -

'~It is not every use to which land is put that brings into play that --. ~ \. . 

principle. It must be some special use bringing with it 

increased danger to others and nJ_ust not merely be the ordinary 
use of the land or such a use as is for the general benefit of the 
' 

community." 

The formulation equates on-natural with non-ordinary use · 

and it"significantly limits the range of uses that may attract 
l'iability. For example it may be an ordinary use of land to build a 
road but can it be called natural? It is safd~that non- ordinary 

~se must bring an increased danger to othe~s. Whether the use 
would bring an increased danger to others would depend, 
' 
amongst other things, on the foreseeable consequences of the 

use and likelihood of escape, factors that would be normally 
tonsidered in a negligence action. Along these lines, 
Williams185argued that the non-natural use test is' akin to 

unreasonable risk of harm in negligence. Lord Goff's suggestion 
was that the concept of non-natural use is related to reasonable 

user in nuisance rather than to unreasonable risk of harm in 

negligence. 

' 
The confusion over the meaning of 'non-natural use' was 

one of the reasons that led a majority of the Australian High 
I , 

Court in Burnie Port Authority v Gen. Jones· Pty Ltd. 186 to declare 

that Rylands v Fletcher had been subsumed within the general 
l·aw of negligence. They felt that the use of the ter_ms such_ a~_ 
'special' or 'not ordinary' use 'goes a long way ~o deprive the 

requirement of non natural use of objective content'.HmNever, 
McHugh J __ doubted _whether Rylands could satisfactorily be 

incorporated into the law of negligence: 

In determining the· issue of non-natural use, factors that 

would be decisive on an issue of negligence would frequently be 
' 
of only marginal releVance on the issue· of non-natural use. 

· 
1
.
84 [1913) A.C. 263 at 280. 

1
·
85 [1973) CLJ 310. 

186 (I 994) 68 ALJR 331. 
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i 
Often they will be irrelevant to the latter issue. In determining 

~hether the use of land is natural, the court does not look at the 
particular circumstances of the individual occupier but whether, 
i 

'n the time, pl.ace and circumstances of a particular community, 
the character of. the use of land by that occupier constitutes a 
I 

han-natural use. Thus in a classic Rylands v Fletcher situation, 
I 

land is used for a non-natural purpose even though the 
particular amount of water stored is small and the walls of the 

reservoir are thick and high. Similarly burning a domestic fire to 
Yvarm a room does not . constitute a non-natural use of th~ 
premises because the fire has no guard and is left-unattended. 
Non-natural use of land is dffferent concept -from the negligent 

use of the land. 187 

Though the rule in Rylands v Fletcher has been adopted by 
i 
the English courts and has become part of the common law, 
I 

~orne difficulties in it cannot be ignores anc! may be stated as 
follows: 

i) It was apparently designed to meet the danger arising 
from hazardous works and undert;akings which were 

then common with the advance of science and 

industry, but perhaps. from a sense of caution against 
making the responsibility too large, was hedged round 

with exceptions which were later added to in later 

cases making it less fierce. 

ii) It is open to criticism that it is really unnecessary. 

Though it was propounded in 18676, and since invoked 
in numerous cases, liabil.ity could have been imposed in 
most of them on the ground of neg.ligence. As the rule 
does not seem to do more than to cast the onus of 
proving negLigence and causation on the defendant, it 
has been observed by Pollock in his work on torts that 

that the principle of Res ipsa Loquitor in tne law of 

negligence would serve the same purpose~ 

iii) It has been seen to inadequate to meet new situations 

for which the doctrine of negligence is also inadequate. 

1
·
87 Ibid at 367. 
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Thus, for the dangers due to the flight of aircraft, a 

different rule which imposed the liability even for 

accidents which could not be averted by all possible 

care and might be due to the acts of gods was 
\ 

necessary and supplied by legislation 

iv) In form it lacks precision and clearness. We have seen 

that the phrase likely to do mischief is vague and 
intrinsic. Similarly 'non-natural'; 'abnormal', or 
'extraordinary user' is open to criticism, too. A rule 
intended to apply to things so imperfectly described 

cannot be satisfactory. Even the things ~onsidered 

'dangerous' creates confusion for the application of the 

rule. 

v) The historical basis of the rule is also open to criticism. 

In formulating it, Blackburn J relied on precedents in 

three classes of cases, cattle- trespass, injury by 

dangerous animals and escape of water, filth and 
stenches. Where the first class of cases was an 
instance of absolute liability, the second, as we have 
seen, being instances of negligence· and the third class 
belongs to the category of nuisance arising out of wilful 
or negligent conduct. Viscount Simon in. Read v Lyons 

& Co. Ltd. 188 observed that it was logically unnecessary 

and historically incorrect to refer all this inst<;Jnces as 

deduced from a common principle. So, we have a rule 
which equates cattle, wild animals and explosives as 

dangerous things by finding a common factor in them, 

viz, their tendency to do harm. 

vi) There is now a high authority189 against extending this 

rule beyond its original limits as it would then become 
oppressive. 

In the United States, the attitude of the courts has been 

explained on the ground that considerations of public interest 
and common advantage differ in a new and undeveloped 

188 [1947] AC 167. 
189 Readv Lyons & Co.Ltd., [1947] A.C. 167 per Viscount Simon. 
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~economy from those in England during that time and the rule in 
I --

'RylandS v Fletcher would be its extreme insistence on the rights 

:Of landowners, unduly hamper productive enterprise. Thus, it 
has been followed by certain states, like Minnesota, qut others 
I 
Uke New York rejected it wholly. Some of the states, like 

kentucky restricted its application to 'unusual' and 
I 

~extraordinary user'. Further the phrases 'usual', 'ordinary' and 
~reasonable user' are interpreted liberally to minimise the 
1application of the rule}90 

I 

1 , In India, the doctrine of Rylands v Fletcher has been 
'~ccepted-;- -though rarely--enforced, by the courts. 19t It is __ 

'inapplicable to numerous irrigation tanks in· this country which 
I 

;are maintained under statutory authority192 
, prescription193 and 

~ustom. 194 Besides it has been observed that storing water in a 
I 

~ank for agricultural purposes in this country is natural and 

:lawful user of the property. India being an agricultural country 
i 

the construction of these tanks also got some reprieve from the 
courts as long as mischief committed due to escape was not due 
I 

~o negJ'igence. 

Another important development, if not an extension, took 
'place in India in the late twentieth century in M.C.Mehta v. 

:union of India. 195 In this case, the Supreme Court held that the 
,liability arising out of the rule in R.ylands v Fletcher was not 

~pplicable in India. A stricter liability emerged in the form of 
Absolute Liability. Now there were no exceptions available in this 
new rule. It was really in the sense Absolute. 

In this case, 196there was a leakage of oleum gas .from one 

of the units of the Shriram Food and Fertilizers Lt. on the 4th and 

~he 5th of December 1985. As a consequence of this leakage one 
' 
person, an advocate died and several others were affected by 
I 

the same. This was the second case of a similar kind within a 

190 Bohlen, Studies seen in Ramaswamy Iyer's Law ofTorts, p.719-20. 
191 Madras Rly. -Co. v Zamindar of Karvetnagar, ( 1874) I IA 364. 
!92 Ibid. 
l93 Ram La// V Lil Dhary (1877) ILR 3 Cal776. 
~ 94 Shahyad Ali v Shyam Pratab ( 1917) 41 lC 382 (Pat). 
l95 (1987) 1 sec 395; AIR 1987 sc 965. 
~ 96 M.C.Mehta v Union of India, (1987) I SCC 395. 
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year, the first being the large scale leakage of MIC gas from the 

plant of the Union Carbide Corporation (UCC) in Bhopal, where 

~he d~~th toll was 3000 and counting lak.hs of pe~ple were 
i:nflicted with ·various kinds of serious diseases. 

The court held that the rule in Rylands v Fletcher which was 

evolved in the nineteenth century did not fully meet the needs of 

modern industrial society with highly developed . scientific 
knowledge and technology where hazardous or inherently 

?angerous industries were necessary t_~_be_ carried on as part o~ 
the development programme and that it was necessary lay down 
a new rule not yet recognised by English faw, to adequately deal 

- I . 

with the problems arising in a highly industrialised economy.i97 

The Court laid down the rule as follows: 

"When an enterprise is engaged in a hazardous or 
inherently dangerous activity and harm results to 

anyone on account of an accident in the operation of 
such hazardous or inherently dangerous activity 
resulting, for example, in the escape of toxic gas, the 
enterprise is strictly and absolutely fiable to 

compensate all those who are affected by the accident 

and such liability is not subject to any of the exceptions· 
which operate vis-a-vis the tortious principle of strict 

liability under the rule in Rylands v Fletcher. "198 

The court earlier pointed out that this duty is "absolute and 
- -

.non-delegable' and the enterprise cannot liability by sho~ing __ _ 

that it had taken all reasonable care and there. was no 

negligence o its part. The bases of the new rule as indicated by 
the Supreme Court are two: 

(1) If an enterprise is permitted to carry on an hazardous 
or inherently dangerous activity for its profit, the law 

must presume that such permission is conditional on 

the enterprise absorbing the cost of any accident( 

including indemnification of all tho~e who suffer harm 

in the accident). arising on account of such hazardous 

19? Ratanlal & Dhirajlal's Law ofTorts, p. 503. 
198Supra note 196 at 421. 
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or inherently dangerous activity as an appropriate 

item of its overheads; and 

(2) The enterprise alone has the resource t.o discover and 

guard against hazards or dangers and to provide 

warning against potential hazards. 

Thus, the rule in M.C. Mehta's(oleum gas leak ) case differs 

from the strict liability rule in Rylands v. Fletcher in that it is 
~trict than the latter since there are no exceptions available. _The 
rule has been rightly called the rule of 'absolute liability'~ Again 

the Rylands v Fletcher rule requires non natural use of land _by 
I 

~he defendant and ·escape from his land of the thing whic:h 
causes damages. It does not cover cases where harm is cause 
I 

Inside the premises of such use where there is no escape.199 The 
I 

rule in 'absolute liability' requires the defendant to be engaged 
i,n a hazardous and inherently dangerous activity and not only 
compensates people injured from such activity but also there 

~an be award of exemplary dam.ag.es depending upon the size 
and prosperity of the enterprise. Further· there is ·no such 

distinction between persons within the premises where the 
I • 

activity is carried on and premises outside the premises for 
¢scape of the thing causing the harm from the premises is not a 

pecessary condition for the applicability of the rule. 

There were doubts expressed by Misra, C.J. on the 
I . 

payment of exemplary damages in Charanlal Sahu v Union of 

India200but. such doubts were not accepted in Indian Council for 
Enviro Legal Action v -Union· of Indial 201 a environmental 

hollution case where hazardous chemical industries had released 

~ugely toxic untreated waste water which had percolated deep 
into the soil rendering the. soil unfit for· cu.ltivation and water 
~nfit for irrigation, human and animal consumption resulting in 
~ntold misery to the villagers of surrounding areas. 
I 

These incidents of environmental pollution particularly the 

'~Oleum gas lea~ Case" and "the Bhopal Gas Tragedy" led to the 

1
,
99 Readv Lyons & Co.Ltd., (1947) A.C. 156. 

l00 AIR 1990 SC 1480 at 1545, 1557. 
201 AIR 1996 SC 1446. 
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i 
I 

enactment of the Public Liability Insur·ance Act, 1991 together 
I 

yvith its Rules. This Act proposes to give expeditious repef to the 
I 

victims of the accidents arising out of hazardous industries in the 
i 

form of prompt compensation. It has strengthened the 

compensation machinery by imposing a no fault liability on 

Industries engaged in hazardous and inherently dangerous 
i ' 

~ctivities which usually results in environmental catastrophes. 

i 
According to the Act, the owner of such industries is to take 

.. __ ?Jn · in$urance depending _upon the. size and turnover of such 

company. It is in favour of any persoh other than the 
. Workmen. 202 The extent of the liability in the case death or total 

I -

permanent disablement is Rs. 25, 000 and in the case of 
permanent partial disability is on the basis of the percentage. of 
' 
disability as certified by an authorised physician. Further, there 

Is provision for reimbursement of medical expenses up to Rs 
t 

. 12,500 and relief for wages not exceeding Rs. 1,000 p.m. due to 

temporary partial disability for a maximum period of three 
I 

months. Compensation for damage of property can also be 
I 

claimed up to Rs. 6,000. Above all there is a provision for the 
I 

¢reation of an environment Fund in the Act 

I 

I 
! 

The liability to pay relief under· the Act 9oes not t~ke away 

the right of the victim or his dependants to claim higher 
i ' 
rOmpensation under any other law but the amount Of SUCh 

~ompensation shall be reduced by the amount of relief paid 
~.mder the Act. The liability created by the Act does not in any 
way affect the liability under the tort law203except to the extent 

. of the amount of relief paid under the Act which is reduced. 
I 

--There--has been a- similar provision204 in the Motor Vehicles 

Act, 1988 where the victims of the motor accidents are 

compensated on the basis of no fault liability. But such no fault 
' . 

- liability arises only where 'death' or 'permanent disablement' of 
I 

any person has resulted from an accident arising out of the use 
' . ' 

of a motor vehicle or motor vehicles. Presently for death the 

I 

2r2 They are better compensated under the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923. 
2~3 Absolute liability, Negligence or Nuisance. 
2P4 140 to 144(Chapter X) of Act 59 of 1988. 
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~ompensation amount is Rs. · 50,000 a~d for· permqnent 

disablement, it is 25,000 only. 

Other than this, ther_e is no relief or any form of liability 

:arising out of unsustainable automobile use. The Act does 

Impose some checks and regulation for smoke, noise, v;ibrations, 

· etc. as we have seen in the earlier chapter ·dealing with the 

Motor Vehicles Act, 1988. 
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Chapter 6 

: LAWS RELATING TO CONTROL AND REGULATION OF 

FUEL AND TECHNOLOGY 

Vehicles are undoubtedly the most rapidly growing source of 

urban air pollution in India and Asia. Michaei.P. Walsh, a US-based · 
vehicle technology expert says, "While 60 percent of the world's 

population lives in Asia, it owns only about 20 percent of the 

world's vehicles excluding two-wheelers. On a per capita basis, the 

US and Europe still tends to dominate, with the highest in the US. 

Most of the Asian countries have a very low per capita vehicle 

population. This scenario will change as experts forecast a 

substantial additional growth in the vehicle population in the Asian 

Cities. The Asian region, especially India and China, is urbanising 
at a very rapid rate with a high per capita gross domestic product 

, (GOP), a measure of economic growth. This implies that the cities 

experiencing economic growth are destined to face choking 

congestion and pollution. 1 

Fuel and Technology: Its Growing Importance 

The solution, though not absolute, may be surveyed and can 

possibly be found in the improvement in the fuel consumed by the 

different modes of transportation, especially motor vehicles and 

corresponding engine technology to be compatible to such fuels. 

All over the world, initiatives have been taken to improve the 

quality of diesel and petrol and make use of less polluting short 

chain hydrocarbon fuels like compressed natural gas (CNG), 

liquified petroleum gas (LPG) and propane. Improvement in fuel 

quality is also achieved through removal/reduction of emission 

related constituents in the fuels such as sulphur and polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) in diesel and sulphur, lead, benzene 

and other aromatics in petrol. Further reduction of emissions is 

1 Anum ita Roychowdhury, Viv~k Chattopadhyaya, Chirag Shah & Priyank~ Chandola, A Technology 
Roadmap in Ajit Chak & So~parno Banerjee (ed.), The Leapfrog Factor: Clearing the Air in Asian 
Cities, Centre for Science ancJ Environment (CSE), 2006, at p. 129. 
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' obtained through improved engine technology and exhaust 

treatment systems. 2 

Until the end of the 19th Century the horse was the most 

efficient form· of transport, whether you rode on its back or used it 
;to pull some form of carriage. The word 'car' is a shortening of 

·'carriage of course, and the first cars were in fact little more than 

:horseless carriages. 3 

The early car designer, to replace the horse, had· a choice of a 

:steam, electric or an internal combustion engine to power his 

~vehicle. 

Steam was a known quantity to the early car designers, and 
·had been used successfully on the railways for years. But the 
' 
, requirement for road and rail are different. The preparation for a 

'single drive propelled by steam was time consuming. 4 That is no 
1 problem for a locomotive where you can build the delay into the 
:timetable, but it is not much good if you just want to pop out for a 

:quick drive. 

Electric engines in those days were heavy and only had short 
: range. Those problems were still under research and development 

: even . though all the main car manufacturers had pumped 
I 

: enormous amount of time and money· into finding some 

; sustainable solution. 

The choice finally had to fall on the Internal Combustion 
· Engine. 5The petrol-burning, internal combustion engine that is 
· used today eventually established its superiority. 6 

2 Report on Clean Fuels, a Report prepared and submitted by the "Environment pollution (Prevention 
and Control) Authority [EPCA]" in response to the Supreme Court Order dated March 26, 2001 & 
Apri/27, 2001 [arising out ofW.P.(C) No.I3029 of 1985; MC.Mehta v Union of India and others]. 

, 
3 John Fletcher, Cars and Trucks: A Piccolo Factbook, Piper Books Limited (1982), p. 8. 
4 Cars such as the 1904 American 'Stanley Steamer', for example, could travel45 km per hour but 

took 30 minutes to build up a head of steam. The 1892 French Scotte Steam Wagonette performed 
well, but the time it took to 'warm up' was a big disadvantage. . 

5 An Internal Combustion Engine conducts a process of burning fuel and is an oxidation process that 
yields heat and light. It involves a mixture offuel and air, which is thermodynamically unstable. 
The fuel is then converted to stable products, usually water and carbon dioxide, with the large 
amount of energy and heat. 

6 The 1885 German Benz Motorwagon, a three wheeler whose rear wheels were driven by a toothed 
belt powered by a single-cylinder, set the pace and others soon followed. 
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In its simplest form, an automobile is a heat engine, which 
transforms the chemical energy of a fuel into thermal ·energy and 
~ses this energy to produce mechanical work. The development of 
this engine is a product of great research and development 
extending over a period of atleast a hundred years. 

Most of the basic research in engine technology .was 
accomplished in the first half of the twentieth century - the period 
linked with great research and development. However, in the 
,second half of the twentieth century, the work done in the 
!automobile industry_ revolved around only beautifying the _physical 
:ap·pearance of the product rather than developing the engine 
'technology further. The first attempts to build cars were little more 
than design exercises. Once the basic principles were established, 
however, it wasn't long before cars began to. look like the 
sophisticated vehicles we know today. 

It was only after air quality in urban areas started to 
:deteriorate rapidly and public pressure along with environmental 
. regulations forced the industry to clean up their act to survive the 
market, that they realised the importance of modifying the current 
engine design to reduce pollution. 

However, so far in their bid to reduce air pollution, a majority 
; of the automobile companies have not moved beyond the use of 
:some pollution control systems on the same engine design. A lot 
I 
'more needs to be done to achieve even the minimum acceptable 
:levels of air quality. Considering that transportation is ·the life line 

'of the modern economy, it better happen soon or otherwise the 
automobile industry will go down in history as a victim of its own 
success. 7 

In the early days of vehicle manufacturing an important factor 
; that. had been overlooked and never bothered by the policy makers 
, and the people advising such policy makers was fuel consumption. 

From the time the first cars appeared on the road until the 1970s, 
no one bothered very much about mileage. In some countries, 

7 Green Rating of Indian Industry: Environmental Rating of Indian Automobile Sector, Green Rating 
Project, A civil society initiative by the Centre for Science and Environment (CSE), New Delhi, 
supported by United Nations Development programme (UNDP) and the Ministry of Environment 
and Forests (MoEF), Government of India, (200 l ), p.l · 
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various taxes were charged on petrol made it expensive to buy, so 

car manufacturers there emphasized the fuel economy of their. 

cars, but no one as such was worried about the oil supply running 

but. 

Then, following the war in the Middle· East in 1973 where 

much of the oil and petrol came from, a shortage of the same 
occurred. Such shortage was not due to natural causes but by the 
blockade of the Suez Canal. Throughout Europe and North America 
there were massive queues at petrol stations as drivers waited to 
' . . . 

feed their fuel-guzzling ·machines. And when the taps were turned 
! . 

;back on again and petrol was generally available again, its price 

had risen sharply. The days of plentiful, fairly cheap fuel was over. 

The initial reaction of the aforementioned situation (war of the 
Gulf) in history was panic. For a year of so it seemed that the 
manufacturers thought the oil would run out for good at any 
:minute. They spent money like waster on research projects to find 
i 

'an alternative to petrol and other fuels. Alcohol and various gases 
were considered as possible alternatives, and much time and 
money were spent to see if there was any way that electric cars 

could be made remotely practical. 

The answer in the short term and early years was 'No'. But 

research continued in the alternative power sources although the 
pace was less hectic in the middle period when instead of devoting 

, more time on discovering and inventing alternative sources, the 
focus was to use the available fuel more efficiently. 

It was found, as a result of searching ways of establishing fuel 
efficiency in vehicles that the two great waste:rs _of fuel in a car or a 
truck are weight and aerodynamic drag. The less weight you have 
and the more efficiently you cut through the air, the Jess power 

, you need for a given level of performance. In one vehicle, the 
; emphasis might be put on saving weight, in another bit could be 

on aerodynamics, depending on its use. For instance, saving 

·weight is more important in a tO~n vehicle where journeys are 

short, while aero dynamics play a larger part in. long distance 

running vehicles. 
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This was ·the initial stages were technology for the efficiency 

of fuel stepped into the domain of vehicle manufacturers. This was 

a result of the scare arising out of the Middle East crisis in 1973. 

But later the problems of air pollution, where the transport sector 

(especially the automobiles) made substantial contribution; and its 

impact on public health was apparent in the aftermath of the 

above crisis. Such technological advancement in achieving fuel 

efficiency and use of alternative fuels was guided towards 

achieving ambient air quality and defeating air pollution related 

diseases. 

'The Growing Menace of Vehicular Pollution 

After international consciousness of environmental 

degradation and its impact on economic growth dawned on the 

world community, a flurry of international instruments in the form 

conventions and declarations came into existence. This exercise of 

global integration of minds to face and counter the challenges 

• thrown by the late twentieth century consumerism and its 'positive' 
effect on economic growth gave rise to the practice of a robust 

development with a sound environment maintained 

simultaneously. The term coined for such a venture was 

'sustainable development'.8 

Emissions from vehicles are growing more rapidly in Asia than 

its capacity to mitigate them. Reprieve lies in leapfrogging to 

cleaner vehicular technologies. A climb-down in local air pollution 

levels is possible despite economic growth, as has been amply 

. demonstrated in the North. In the US, for instance, while the 

economy and energy consumption increased manifold in three 

decades, aggregate emissions could still be reduced significantly. 

Europe had a similar experience. Asia, in its turn, can avoid the 

polluting pathways of the North and follow a clean technology 
road map . 

. The injurious effect of vehicular pollution can be scientifically 
·. . . 

controlled by adopting improved technologies such as fixing to 

cheap gadgets in the existing vehicles and the use of safe fuel like 

8 Please refer 'Chapter 3 and 4' for more information on the concept of 'Sustainable development'. 
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CNG, USLD, and lead-free petrol. Automobile manufacturers 

should also extend their cooperation by imposing and adopting 

advance technology by which vehicles will be more eco-friendly. 9 

The mass em1ss1on standards . were notified for the 

manufacturers of both petrol and diesel driven vehicles for the first 

time in 1991.10 Mass emission tests are conducted on a stimulated 

driving cycle consisting of a pattern of acceleration, _cruising, 

deceleration and idling time and exhaust from each stage is tested 

Jor gaseous emission during the operati'"!g cycle. Mass emission · 

;standards _ _refer to gm/km of RQIJutants emitted by.-the vehicle as 

rdetermined by the chassis dynamometer test using the Indian 

driving cycle. The com posited pollutant is the· emitted gases should 

be within the prescribed limits under the law. 

It is submitted that despite that spate of revised exhaust 

emission rules, the emission regulations are still weak and lag 

·behind as per international standards. India is still adopting those 

standards which Europe had enforced way back in 1992-93.11 

Automotive manufacturers from around the world have 

determined that the need exists to update our 'Worldwide Fuel 

Charter' to address emerging requirements more stringent vehicle 

. emission control and reduced fuel consumption. These new 

·requirements are now being planned and implemented in the 

, regions of Asia, Europe and North America. .Automotive 

:manufacturers have reviewed existing data. and concluded that 

additional reductions in both gasoline and diesel fuel sulphur levels 

will be essential to enable future vehicle technologies to meet 

these new requirements. 12 

Unfortunately, the Indian regulators are only obsessed with 

. incremental gains that can barely help reverse the pollution trend. 

Small gains are easily offset by growing traffic volumes. Indian 
regulations instead of pushing the automobile industry to catch up 

9 S. A. K. Azad (Dr.), Automobile Pollution: Environment and the law, Indian Bar Review, Vol. XXX 
(2 & 3) 2003, p. 303 (31 0)]. 

10 Schedule IV, Environment Protection Rules, /986. 
11Gitanjali Nain Gill, Unheard Screams: Vehicular pollution in Delhi, Delhi Bar Review, 200 I, p. 

131 (137-39). 
12World-Wide Fuel Charter (Proposed), A report prepared by "Alliance of Automobile 

Manufacturers" in consultation with other international auto manufacturers, January 2000, 
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' 
with their global best standards, even fall short of what the 

industry is capable of achieving. 

1 
As the vehicle technology .is slow ~o improve there is 

increased concern about the public health impacts of uncontr~lled 
' 
qieselisation of the car fleet. The European regulations that India 

follows worsens this impact. The current European standards allow 

diesel vehicles to emit several times more nitrogen oxides (NOx) 
than petrol vehicles and are lenient on particulate standards. 

B_locking the road map are also the countries refineries that 
:are ·holding back on enabling fuels needed to· speed up the 

:technology roadmap. Without the ultra low sulphur fuel India -- like 

.many other Asian Countries - cannot take advantage of the

advanced emissions controi technologies that can achieve 
significantly low emissions cart reasonable rates. India - where 
·more than half of the existing refinery capacities . have been 
:created in recent years - has not been driven by an aggressive 
' 
:roadmap. The longer India delays in addressing these issues, the 
•longer its citizens will suffer the adverse consequences of the toxic 
pollution. 

Countries round the world are coming under increasing 
pressure to address the combine goals of clean emissions, fuel 

. economy improvement an.d greenhouse gas emissions reduction. 
' 

i Without an integrated approach there can be adverse trade-offs as 

• already noticed in the North. Europe, while aggressive about 
; greenhouse gas reduction · has not tightened the emissions 

standards adequately, undermining the public health goals. The 
U.S. while on the fore front with very stringent fuel neutral 

. emissions standards is unconcerned about the fuel economy and 
greenhouse gas impacts of its lenient policies on gas guzzling. This 

• foreshadows the future challenge in India and Asia. 

The solution is to leapfrog. The key countries, including China 

have quickened pace and are expected to narrow down the gap 

with the Northern emissions regulations in "the near-term. Global 
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experience demonstrates that it is cheaper to leapfrog and fiscal 

solutions exist to mitigate the costs of technology transformation. 13 

China and India are the emerging giants of the world 

economy and international markets. Energy developments in China 
and India are transforming the global energy system because of 
the size of the two countries and their growing weight in 

international fossil-fuel trade. Similarly . both countries are 
increasingly exposed to changes in world economy markets. The 

staggering pace of Chinese and Indian economic growth in the past 
few years,_ outstripping that of all other major countries, has 

:pushed up sharply their energy needs, a growing share of which 

has to be imported. The momentum of economic development 
their energy needs has to be met by imports, as demand is 
outstripping indigenous supply. Increasing fossil-energy 

consumption has serious implications for the environment, both in 

terms of local pollution and through rising emissions of greenhouse 
:gases. That these trends will continue is scarcely in doubt. How 
rapidly the two countries' energy needs develop and how they are 
met will have far reaching consequences for· them and. the rest of 
the world. 14 

The importance of China and India in the world's energy 
outlook is set. to continue to grow steadily over the coming 

decades. Rapid economic development, industrialisation, 

· urbanisation and improved lifestyles will undoubtedly drive energy 

demand yet higher, though at a less rapid rate than in the recent 

past. 

If there is a status quo in government policies, described and 

referred in this study as the 'Reference Scenario', the trend of 
growth and simultaneously, and of course consequentially, the 
energy needs of China and India would account for 45 percent of 
the total increase in the world energy demand in the end of the 
second. decade of this century, the twenty first century. China's 

; 

13 Anumita Roychowdhury, Vivek Chattopadhyaya, Chirag Shah & Priyanka Chand.ola, A 
Technology roadmap in Ajit Chak & Souparno Banerjee (ed.), The Leapfrog Factor: Clearing the 
Air in Asian Cities, Centre for Science and Environment (CSE), (2006), at p: 129. 

14 Maria Argiri, Energy trends in China and India, International Journal of Environmental 
Consumerism, 2008, p.27. 
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primary energy needs expand from 537 million tonnes of oil 

equivalent (Mtoe) in 2005 to 3,819 Mtoe in 2030, an average 

annual increase of 3.2 p_ercent. India needs to grow even faster, by 

3.6 percent per year, from 537 Mtoe to 1,299 Mtoe. ·Their energy 

needs grow much faster than in the rest of the world. Today, the 

two countries together account for 20 percent of the world's 

primary energy use. By 2030, this share increases to 29 percent. 

Their share of energy-relisted emissions of carbon dioxide also 

increases 

~- - -(Table 6.1) 

PRIMARY ENERGY DEMAND IN CHINA & INDIA IN THE REFERENCE 
SCENARI015 (Million tonnes of oil equivalent (Mtoe)] 

1990 2000 2005 2015 2030 2005-2030 
CHINA 874 1,121 1,742 2,851 3, 819- 3.2% 
Coal 534 629 1,094 - 1,869 2,399 3.2% 
Oil 116 230 327 543 808 3.7% 
:Gas 13 23 423 109 199 6.4% 
Nuclear 0 4 14 32 67 6.5% 
Hydro 11 19 34 62 86 3.8% 
Biomass & waste 200 214 227 225 227 0.0%. 
Other renewables 0 0 3 12 33 9.9% 

INDIA 320 459 537 770 1,299 3.6% 
Coal 106 164 208 330 620 . 4.5% 

:Oil 63 114 129 188 328 3.8% 
:Gas 10 21 29 48 93 4.8% 
. Nuclear 2 "4 5 16 33 8.3% 
. Hydro 6 6 9 13 22 3.9% 
: Biomass & waste 133 149 158 171 194. 0.8% 
Other renewables 0 0 I 4 9 11.7% 

Year 1990 2000 2005 2015 2030 2005-2030 
TOTAL 1,194 1,580 2,279 3,622 5,119 3.3% 
Coal 640 794 1,302 2,199 3,018 3.4% 
Oil 178 345 456 730 1,136 3.7% 
Gas 23 44 71 157 292 5.8% 
Nuclear. 2 9 18 48 100 7.0% 
H_ydro ' 17 26 43 75· 109. 3.8% 
Biomass & waste 334 363 385 396 422 0.4% 

15 World Energy Outlook 2007: China and India Insights, p. I I 8 (International Energy Agency, 
OECD, Paris, France, 2007). 
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I Other renewables 0 0 4 16 I · 41 . 10.2% 

In both these countries, the pace of growth in energy 
demands slows progressively over the projection period in line 
~ith economic growth. Primary energy intensity - the amount 
of energy needed to produce a unit of Gross Domestic product 
(GDP) - continues to fall in India. Intensity is projected to fall 
more quickly in the Alternative Policy· Scenario, which 
assumes -that additional policies aiming to at improving 

~ec·urity- of suppN and reducing C02 emissions and air 
/ - .. . - .. . .. 

-POIIution_·are implemented. Per capita demand grows sharply: 
from 1.3 toe in 2005 to 2.2 toe in 2030 in China, and from 0.5 
toe to 0.9 toe in India. Wide disparities among provinces in 
China and between the urban and rural areas· in India remain. 

All primary fuels except biomass and waste see 
:continuing growth in demand in both countries over the next 
:two decades. In the absence of a new government policy 
. .. 
·action, both China and India will remain heavily dependent on 
• coal, mostly produced indigenously, to energise their 
economies. Compared to China, where the demand would be 
constant, India's share of coal actually increases. By the end 

:of the projection period, i.e. at the end of the second decade, 
:namely, 2030, coal makes up 59 perc~nt of the two countries' 
combined energy needs: 63 percent in China and 48 percent 
in India. In both countries, power genera.tors. remain the main 
consumers of coal, accounting for almost 68 percent of 
China's incremental coal needs between 2005 and 2030 and 
70 percent of India's. 

China's and India's combined oil consumption increases 
• from 9.3 million barrels per day (mb/d) in 2005 to 23.1 mb/d 
· in 2030 - growth of 3. 7 percent per year. The two countries 
· together account for 42 percent of the global increase in oil 

demand betwe.en 2005 and 2030. Almost two-thirds of the 

increase in oil use between 2005 and 2030 comes from the 
transport sector. As a result, the share of transport in total oil 
demand rises sharply, from 33 percent in 2005 to 52 percent 
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in 2030. Oil continues to play a more important role in 

meeting energy needs in India than in China. It accounts for 

25 percent of India's primary fuel demand in 2030, up from 

2.4 percent in 2005, while in China it rises from 19 percent to 
21 percent in the same impending period. The reason is 
because of the relatively greater importance of ·energy 
intensive industry, which depends heavily on coal, in China. 
Per-capita oil demand nonetheless remains higher in China 

than in India, _largely because incomes are higher. 

(Table 6.2)-

0IL PRODUCTION IN CHINA AND INDIA IN THE REFERENCE SCENARI016 

[Million barrels per day (mb/d)] 

CHINA INDIA 

2006 2015 2030 2006 2015 2030 
Crude oil 3.67 3.84 2.70 . 0.69 0.62 0.39 
Natural gas liquids - - - 0.11 0.11 0.12 
Coal-to-liguids - 0.18 0.75 - - -
Total 3.67 4.02 3.45 0.79 0.73 0.52 

Natural gas use grows rapidly from current low levels in 
both countries, boosting its share in the overall primary 
energy mix. The governments of China and India are keen to 
see gas play a bigger role, in order to reduce reliance on 

. dirtier coal. But gas remains . a marginal fuel - largely 
consumed in power generation and industry - as it struggles 
to compete with oil, which is more competitively priced. Its 
share of primary energy demand rises from 2 percent in 2005 
to 5 percent in 2030 in china, and from 5 percent to 7 percent 
in India. The shares of other energy sources such as nuclear, 
hydropower, etc are also on the rise while· that of biomass 
drops. Biomass consumption increases by almost a quarter in 
India, though its share in the residential. energy mix falls with 
rising use of modern fuels. 

The power sector alone accounts for 53 percent of the 
increase in primary energy demand in China over the relevant 

16 Ibid at p. I 25. 
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period 17 and for just over half (around 28-30 percent) in 
India. Its share of primary demand reaches 46 percent in 
2030 in _China and 45 percent in India. The growth in power
sector energy demand would be even faster were it not for the 
expected improvement in the thermal efficiency of power 
stations. In both countries, power stations remain the main 
source of air pollution and of energy-related carbon-dioxide 
emissions since coal continues to be the dominate fuel input 
for generation which is expected to fall in the projected 
period, i.e. by 2030. 

(Table 6.3) 

SECTORAL SHARES IN FINAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION-IN CHINA AND 
INDIA IN REFERENCE SCENARI0 18 (%) 

2005 2015 2030 2005 2015- 2030 
Industry 42 46 44 28 32 34 
Transport 11 .. 13 19 10 14 20 
Residential 30 22 19 44 37 29 
Services 04 05 06 03 03 04 
Other 13 14 12 14 14 13 

Among final sector, transport sees the fastest growth in 

energy demand, though the industry is the single biggest 

contributor to the growth in the final energy demand over the 

projection period and remains the single largest consumer in 

. both countries. 

Road transport - freight and passenger cars - accounts 

for the bulk of the increase in transport fuel use. As people get 

richer, their demand for mobility takes off, especially once 

average per-capita_ GDP (in purchasing power parity terms) 

reaches a level between 3,000 and 10,000 US dollars, the 

point at which a large portion of the population can afford to 

own a motor vehicle. Vehicle sales are already booming in 

China and India, and the total number of light-duty vehicles on 

the roads is projected to soar from about 22 -million in 2005 to 

more than 200 million in 2030 in China and from 11 million to 

115 ·million in India. The two countries, China followed by 

17 Between the years 2005 imd 2030. 
18 Supra note 15, (World Energy Outlook 2007: China and India insights), at p. 123 
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India, have the biggest markets for new cars worldwide well 
before 2030. The share of road transport in total primary oil 

demand rises from 24 percent in 2005 to 40 percent in 2030 
in China and from 23 percent to 41 percent in India. 

Neither China nor India currently produces enough crude 

oil of natural gas to meet its needs. These shortfalls grow 

substantially as the economic growth starts to heat up. Most of 

China's fields already in production have reached or passed 
their peak and discovered fields awaiting development do not 
,have l-arge enougb__reserves to make good the decline. The 
projected fal-i in Chin~'s cr~de oil p-roduction id offset to a large 

degree by increased from coal-to-liquids (CTL) plants, such 
that overall oil output falls by just 0.2 mb/d between 2006 and 
2030. Nonetheless, the rapid increase in oil demand means 
that imports rise sharply, from 3.5 mb/d in 2006 to 7.1 mb/d 

in 2015 and 13.1 mb/d in 2030. 19 Most of this oil is in the form 
of crude oil, as China's refining capacity is expected to grow in 

line with the inland demand for oil products. 

India· is also facing the prospects of increasing 

dependence on oil imports. Despite ·some major discoveries 

since late 1990s, India is a mature oil producing country. Most 
major oilfields in production today were discovered in the 
1970s and 1980s and have passed their production peak. In 

' the coming years as a result of a steady economic growth in a 

status quo situation, 20 India's oil production is projected to 
increase from just under 790 thousand barrels per day (kb/d) 

in 2006 to 870 kb/d in 2010 and then to fall back to 730 kb/d 
in 2015 and 520 kb/d in 2030. Higher natural gas· liquids 

(NGL) production tempers the decline in oil output through to 
2020, when it too starts to fall. There are no plans to develop 
CTL production, as it is commercially not viable. As in China, 

demand for oil outpaces output over the projection period 

(2006-2030). Net oil imports increase steadily from 1.9 mb/d 

in 2006 to 2.3 mb/d in 2010, 3 mb/d in 2015 and 6.0 mb/d in 

19 World Energy Outlook 2007: Chin~ and India Insights, p. 118 (Int~mational Energy Agency, 
OECD, Paris, France, 2007). 

20 An assumed situation where the policies ofthe Government remain the same. 
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2030. Gross oil imports - crude oil and other types of refinery 

feedstock - are projected to be ~ven higher in order to supply 

India's export-oriented refineries as well as its domestic 

needs, reaching 7.6 mb/d in 2030. Net products exports reach 

dose to 1".6 mb/d by 2015 and then stabilise. India's overall 
dependence on imports net of exports rises from 70 percent 

today to 92 percent by ther end of the projection period 

(2030). 

For- both India and China, the_ story _is similar for natural 

;gas. China's gas production is projected to rise from 57 billion _ 

·cubic· metres (bern) in 2006 to 103 bern. in 2015 and 118 bcm . 

. in 2020, falling back to lllbcm by 2030. In India, demand 

also outstrips gas production, which rises from 29 bcm in 2006 

to 51 bern in 2030. Most of the increase comes from the 

recently discovered fields in the Krishna-Godavari basin. Gas 

imports - entirely as LNG - jump by about 30 percent 

. between 2006 and 2010, reaching about 12 bern. Imports 

remain stable up to 2010 or so and quadrupling between 2020 
and 2030, reaching 61 bern at the end of the pr~jection 

period. However, the prospects for imports are highly 

uncertain, as they depend critically on the balance of 

production and deniand, which in turn is very sensitive to the 

relative prices of coal and gas, and the affordability and 

availability of imported gas. 

The Indian government plans to expand significantly the 

role of nuclear power and modern renewable energy 

technologies to buttress its energy demand for the future. The 

signing of the 123 Agreement, a civilian nuclear deal with the 

USA in July 200921 which benefits India of importing nuclear 

te:chnology ( which gives the facility to use reprocessed 

nuclear fuel) for peaceful use, a term used· for using ·nuclear 

material for producing power. India already has a similar deal 

in place with Russia and France, Australia and Canada are 

21 The signing of the now popularly known 123 Agreement- Nuclear Deal- almost led to the 
downfall of the Congress headed United Progressive Alliance (UPA) government with Prime 
Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh at the helm after the Left Parties withdrew support for signing a 
deal with what they call the imperialist United States of America. 
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already in the loop for exporting reprocessed fuel and the 

works. 

In-- India., nuclear power capacity is projected to surge 
I 

from 3 GW in 2005 to 17 GW by 2030, with the share of 
nuclear power in electricity generation rising from 2.5 percent 

in 2005 to 4.6 in 2030. 

Energy from renewable sources in total expands slowly, 
with traditional biomass continuing to dominate consumption. 
/Hydropower outpi.Jt more than doubles, yet its share of power 
/generation falls fro~--14 percenfin- 20_05 to 9~ perc~nt Lrl. 2030 .. - __ _ 
I --· 

·:Among power-generation technologies wind power sees the 
fastest growth, with capacity raising from just over 6 GW in 

2006 - the fourth largest in the world - to 27 GW by 2030, so 
that its share of total electricity generation raises from just 

:under 1 p·ercent to 2.5 percent. 

Biomass use for bio fuels, which has only started recently 
:in India, is expected to grow to almost 2 Mtoe in 2030, though 
' this represents little more than 1 percent ·of road-transport 

fuel demand. 

The projected energy supply in India and China in the 
: reference scenario where the policies of the governments are 

: unchanged calls for a cumulative infrastructure investment of 

: 5 trillion22 us dollars (according to 2006 dollar valuation) or 
200 billion US dollars per year, over the period 2006-2030. 

· -India's overall investment would be a little more than one third 

of China's. India accounts for 6 percent of projected world 

energy investm·ent and China 17 percent. 

The oil sector requires $169 billion of investment in India 
.equal to 14 percent of total energy-investment ·needs and 

China $547 billion (15percent). In China, the upstream 
accounts for 48 percent of total oil investment. Of downstream 

. . 
investment, India's share is higher at 77 percent because of 

more rapid expansion of refining capacity relative to demand 

(to supply export markets). The gas-supply projections call for 

22 A trillion is 1,000,000,000,000 (One thousand billion or one million millions) 
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cumulative investment of $ 168 billion in china and $ 63 billion 

in India. Around 55 percent of this fnvestment is .needed 

upstream in both coontries. The rest goes to Liquified natural 

gas (LNG) terminals, transmission and distribution networks 

and storage facilities. 

In The High Growth Scenario which assumes higher rates 

of Gross Domestic product (GOP) growth - 1.5 percentage 

points than in the above mentioned reference Scenario - in 
both --China and India. These higher rates, -unsurprisingly, 

'resulf in faster growth in energy demaf19- in both countries. As 
these countries account for a significant rising share of global 
energy demand - and higher demand in the rest of the world 

as a whole ~ drives up international prices, which tempers the 
overall growth _in consumption. In Inqia, total primary· energy 

demand in 2030 will be 16 percent higher than in the 

·Reference scenario and China 23 percent. Together India and 
China account for 54 percent of the increase in the world 

primary energy demand between 2005 and, Reference 

Scenario. 

Although India's oil imports are 27 percent higher in 
2030, import dependence is roughly stable at 92 percent due 
to rise in domestic· production. For the same reason, China's 
dependence increases by only one percentage point at 80 
percent even though imports are 31 percent higher than in the 

'Reference Scenario'. 

Oil and coal account for most of the increase- in both 

countries' primary energy demand. Oil demand reaches 8.3 

mb/d in 2030 in India - 1.8 mb/d or 27 percent higher than in
the Reference Scenario. In China it is 4.9 mb/d or 30 percent 

higher at 21.4 mb/d. In India, about three-fourths of this 
increase comes from the transport sector and two-thirds in 
China. 

In the 'Aitern.ative Policy Scenariq'23 India and Ch.ina can 

move to a more economically and environmentally sustainable 

23An Alternative Policy Scenario, which assumes that additional policies aiming at improving 
security of supply and reducing C02 emissions and air pollution are implemented, 
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development path by enforcing existing government policies 

more strictly and introducing new policies that they are under 

discussion with an aim to implement the same. These action 

result in a significant reduction in energy demand and 

switching to less polluting, low and zero carbon fu~ls and 

technologies. Importantly, these outcomes produce a net 

financial benefit for energy consumers and lower costs to the 

economy as whole - even without putting a monetary value on 

the energy-security .and environmental benefits. 

(Table 6.4) 

PRIMARY ENERGY DEMAND IN CHINA & INDIA IN THE 
ALTERNATIVE POLICY SCENARI024 (Mtoe) 

2005 2015 2030 
CHINA 1,742 2,743 3,256 
Coal 1,094 1,743 1,842 
Oil 327 518 653 
Gas 42 126 225 
Nuclear· 14 44 120 
Hydro 34 75 109 
Biomass & waste 227 223 255 
Other renewables 3 14 52 

INDIA 537 719 1,082 

Coal 208 289 411 
Oil 129 173 272 
Gas 29 47 89 
Nuclear 5 19 47 
Hydro 9 17 32 
Biomass & waste 158 168 211 
Other renewables 1 6 21 
TOTAL 2,279 3,462 4,339 
Coal 1,302 ·- 2,032 2,253 
Oil 456 -692 925 
Gas 71 173 313 
Nuclear 18 62 167 
Hydro 43 92 141 
Biomass & waste 385 392 466 
Other renewables 4 20 73 

24 Supra note 19, World Energy Outlook 2007, at p. 132. 
25Difference from the Reference scenario in 2030 (Refer Table 1)). 
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2005 Mtoe25 

2.5%, -563 
2.1% -556 
2.8% -155 
6.9% 25 
9.0% 53 
4.8% 23 
0.5% 28 
11.9% 19 
2.8% -217 

2.8% -209 
3.0% -56 
4.6% -4 
9.9% 14 
5.3% 9 
1.2% 17 

15.8% 12 
2.6% -780 
2.2% -765 
2.9% ·' -211 
6.1% 21 
9.2% 67 
4.9% 32 
0.8% 45 
12.7% 31 

O.fo 

-14.7 
-23.2 
-19.2 
12.6 
79.4 
26.4 
12.4 
57.4 
-16.7 

-33.7 
-17.1 
-4.3 
41.9 
42.3 
8.5 

145.5 
-15.2 
-25.3 
-18.6 
7.3 

66.9 
29.'6 
10.6 
75.5 



Primary energy demand grows markedly less quickly in 

this scenario, by 2.8 percent per year on average in India (0.8 

percentage points less than in the reference scenario) and 2.5 

percent in China (0.7 points less). Demand f9r oil is 1.1 mb/d 

or 17 percent lower in India and 3.2 mb/d or 19 percent lower 

in China in 2030. Most of the oil savings in - 69 percent in 

India and 68 percent in China - come from the transport 

sector, with the introduction of more fuel-efficient vehi_cles and 

the expanded use of alternative fuels, notably bio fuels. 

Consumption _of ·natural gas is slightly reduced in India. 

Transport dem-and is -reduced most in percentage terms, with 

new policies to promote public transport and the faster 

introduction of fuel-efficient vehicles. 

Most of the measures analysed in the 'Alternative Policy 

Scenario' have very short payback periods. The higher initial 

cost 'to energy end users of improved motor in industry and 

:more efficient appliances and cars is paid back more quickly in 

China than in India where payback periods for more efficient 
appliances are significantly longer for households because of 

subsidised electricity prices. Introducing economically efficient 

electricity pricing would result in much shorter paybacks and 

much faster gains in efficiency improvements. 

Indigenous output of conventional oil and gas is no 

different in the 'Alternative Policy Scenario', as oil and gas 

prices are assumed to be unchanged. Output of bio fuels, 

however, increases as a result of government policies to boost 

their role in transport demand. 

In all the three scenarios, most of the global increase in 
energy related C02 emissions comes from India, China and 

other developing countries, though local pollution will remain 

the primary environmental concern for these countrie?. India 

and China together account for 56 percent of the increase in 

emissions between 2005 and 2030 in the 'Reference.Scenario', 

69 percent in the 'Alternative Policy Scenario' and 65 percent 

in the 'Higher Growth Scenario'. 
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' 
(Table 6.5) 

ENERGY-RELATED C02 EMISSIONS BY REGION AND SCENARIO 
(Billion tonnes f 6 

Reference* Alternative# High Orowth@ 

2005 
OECD 12.8 
North America 6.7 
United States 5.8 

. (US) 
Europe 4.0 
P~cific 2.1 
TRANSITION 2.5 
ECONOMIES 
Russia 1.5 
DEVELOPING 10.7 
COUNTRIES 
China 5.1 
India 1.1 
Other Asia 1.4 
Middle East 1.2 
Africa 0.8 
Latin America 0.9 
WORLD 26.6 
European 3.9 
Union 

*Reference Scenario. 
#Alternative Policy Scenario. 
@High growth Scenario. 

2015 2030 
14.1 15.1 
7.5 8.3 
6.4 6.9 

4.2 4.5. 
-2.3 2.3 

3.0 3.2 

1.8 2.0 
16.4 22.9 

8.6 11.4 
1.8 3.3 
2.0 2.7 
1.8 2.5 
1.0 1.4 
1.2 1.6 

34.1 41.9 
4.0 4.2 

(Table 6.6) 

2015 2030 2015 
13.2 12.5 13.9 
7.2 7.1 7.5 
6.2 6.0 6.3 

3.8 3.5 4.3 
-- 2.2 -- - 1.9 2.2---

2.9· 
.. -. 2.8· . - 3.0 

1.7 1.7 1.8 
15.2 17.9 17.4 

8.1 . 8.9 9.5 
1.6 2.4 1.9 
1.8 2.1 2.0 
1.7 2.0 1.8 
0.9 1.1 1.0 
1.1 1.3 1.2 

31.9 33.9 34.9 
3.6 3.2 4.1 

TOP FIVE COUNTRIES FOR ENERGY -RELATED C02 EMISSIONS 
IN THE REFERENCE SCENARI027 

2005 2015 2030 

2030 
14.6 
8.1 
6.7 

4.4 
2.1 
3.2 

2.0 
26.3 

14.1 
3.9 
2.6 
2.7 
1.3 
1.6 

44.8 
4.2 

Gt Rank Gt Rank Gt Rank 
us 5.8 
China 5.1 
Russia 1.5 
Jal!_an 1.2 
India 1.1 

26Supra Note 24 at p. 199. 
27 Ibid at p. 200. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

6.4 2 6.9 2 
8.6 1 11.4 1 
1.8 4 2.0 4 
1.3 5 1.2 5 
1.8 3 3.3 3 
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Despite the strong increase in emissions in both India and. 

China over the past few years, their historical ·share in 

cumulative· emissions, measured over a period 1990 to 2005, 

amounted to only 2 percent for India and 8 percent for China. 

By comparison, the United States and the European Union 

(EU) countries combined for more just over half of all 

cumulative emissions. This pattern changes radically over the 

outlook period. 

In the 'Reference Scenario' China's share of cumulative 

---emissions· fro.r:n199o- to ?_Q_~O rises to 16 percent, approaching 
'that of -United Sti~lt~s at 23 percent and the -Europe-~m Union at 

18 percent. In the same period India's cumulative emissions 

approach that of Japan hovering around 1 to 2 percent, in the 
'Reference Scenario' In the 'High Growth Scenario' India's 

cumulative emissions exceeds that of Japan in 2030 and 

China's are the same as those of the European Union. India's 

per-capita emission are projected to remain far lower than 

those of both the OECD countries and the transition economies 

(Russia being one of the prime example) in 2030, even though 

they grow faster than in a.lmost any other region. Whereas 

China's per-capita emissions are projected to approach those 

of OECD Europe in the end of projection per:iod (2030) in the 

'Reference Scenario', but less than half of those of the United 

· States in the same period. Per-capita emissions are markedly 

lower in all regions in- the 'Alternative policy Scenario' than in 

the 'Reference Scenario'. In the 'High Growth Scenari()', both 

India's and China's per-capita emissions are about one-fifth 

higher than in the 'Reference Scenario', while they are broadly 

the same in the rest of the world. 

Table 6. 7) 
PER-CAPITA ENERGY-RELATED C02 EMISSIONS BY REGION 

AND SCENARI028 

(Tonnes) 

Base Reference Alternative High Growth 

2005 2015 2030 2015 2030 2015 2030 

28 Ibid at p. 202. 
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OECD 11.0 11.4 11.6 10.7 9.7 11.3 11.3 
North America 15.5 15.8 15.6 15.2 . 13.5 15.6 15.2 
United States 19.5 19.6 19.0 18.9 16.5 19.4 18.5 
Europe 7.5 7.6 7.9 6.8 6.1 7.7 7.8 
Pacific 10.3 11.4 11.8 10.9 9.8 10.8 10.7 
TRANSITION 7.5 8.9 10.1 8.5 8.7 8.9 9.9 
ECONOMIES 
Russia 10.7 13.3 16.0 12.6 14.1 13.3 16.0 
DEVELOPING 2.2 2.9 3.5 2.7 2.7 3.1 4.0 
COUNTRIES 
China 3.9 6.2 7.9 5.8 6.1 6.8 9.7 
India 1.0 1.4 2.3 1.3 1.7 1.5 2.7 
Other Asia 1.5 J .. 8 2.0 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.9 
Middle east 6.7 8.0 8.7 7.3 7._2 - 8:r . - -----9.6 .-

Africa 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.9 0.9 
Latin America 2.1 2.3 2.8 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.8 
WORLD 4.1 4.7 5.1- 4.4 4.1 4.8 5.5 
European 8.0 8.0 8.4 7.2 6.5 8.2 8.3 
Union 

In 2006 there were in India around 17 million four wheel 
motor vehicles, cars, buses and trucks. The fuel consumption 
of these vehicles was around 30 mt. The number of vehicles is 

growing rapidly and by 2020 if the acceleration continues we 

may have around 70 million vehicles. Consuming at the same 

rate and efficiency, the fuel consumption would be more than 
125 mt in 2020. A 20 per cent increase in efficiency will save 

· 25 mt of petrol and diesel and reduce emissions of C02 by 75 
mt. 

In 2008 a little more than 100000 buses served some 
1150 million people in India providing public transport. Some 

500 billion passenger kilo metres (pkm) were provided by 

these buses, which consumed some 1.85 mt of diesel. With a 
projected population of about 1400 million in 2020 and the 

same bus/person ratio we can expect 125000 buses 
consuming 2.25 mt of diesel and serving 600 billion pkm. 

Doubling the availability of buses per person we can attract 

more peop(e to travel by bus rather than private vehicles. If 

we can dou~le the travel by bus to 1200 billion pkm, and if we 
assume that travel by private vehicle would consume 0.025 

litres per pkm, the net saving of petroleum products. (petrol 
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saved - additional diesel consumed by buses) would be 19 mt 

per year and reduction in emission of C02 of some 55 mt per 

year. 

Transport used 2 231 Mtoe of energy worldwide in 2006 

DO 95o/o from carbonointensive fossil fuels: These fuels are 

uniquely" suited to the needs of the sector but they are the 
principal source of transport's GHG emissions. Furthermore, 
they are available in finite quantities and though sufficient 

resources remain to cover projected growth in demand, they 

will come from increasingly exp~_f!sive sources -some of which 

may be more carbonointensive than current fossil fuels. 

Reducing emissions in the transport sector will eventually 

require decarbonising transport energy. In the meantime, 

transport will remain vulnerable to shortoterm price spikes of 

fuels. 

Increasing the efficiency of fossil fu~l use an~ early 
decarbonisation has the potential to alleviate the impacts of 
these disruptions on households and industry. At the same 
time, rising fossil fuel prices make investments in efficiency 
and alternative energy sources more attractive. There is scope 

for government action to facilitate early decarbonisatiori. 

Most of Europe and North America are past that peak and 

are now sliding back to more tolerable levels of pollution. 

Countries in Asia, like India and China, are still scaling the 

peak. The challenge to avoid the peak and tunnel through the 

curve (Kuznet's curve)29to keep its pollution level low even as 

it grows economically lies in follo'-'Ying the cleanest possible 
technological path that is both precautionary and preventive. 

The industrial countries have come full circle. They have 
followed the toxic model of economic growth, introduced a 

huge amount of toxins in the atmosphere and introduced stern 

pollution abatement measures for environmental recoVery. A 

comparison of growth measures like GDP and vehicle miles 

29The famous environmental Kuznets 's curve shows the ~elationship between pollution and per capita 
gross domestic product (GOP). This concept was originally developed by economists to 
demonstrate how pollution load increase over time with increasing per capita GOP, reaches a peak 
and starts to decline. 
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travelled by the US environmental Protection Agency' (EPA), 

the federal government agency in the US, for a period 

between 1970 and 2001', reveals that the GDP has increased 

by 161 percent, and the 'vehicle-miles travelled' increased by 

149 percent. But despite the steep levels of economic and 

vehicular growth, the US has been able to reduce the 

aggregate emission of criteria pollutants by 25 percent. The 

improvement in emissions of criteria pollutaQts in the US has 

taken place despite an increase in the population from 203 

million to more than 280 million (a 39 percent rise) and a 42 

percent increase in energy consumption. 30 

Europe witnessed the same trend. Between 19.80 and 

2000, the GFDP increased by 57 percent, the passenger

kilometre by 62 percent and the population went up by five 

percent. Conversely, key urban· air pollutants like sulphur 

dioxide (S02) reduced by 60 percent, particulate matter (PM) 

precursors by 37.9 percent, ozone (03) precursors by 28 

percent and nitrogen oxides (N02) by 14 to 25 percent. 31 The 

enormous health and environment benefits from this 

improvement far outweigh the added cost of clean-up. · 

Regulatory pressures are cleaning up cars, buses and 

trucks in Europe and the US. The future challenges would even 

be more severe for these countries as they gear up to address 

multiple problems of urban toxins, greenhouse gas' (GHG) 

emissions and fuel economy. Even after stringent efforts, the 

West might still not be able to meet the clean air target as 

burgeoning vehicle numbers threaten to overwhelm these 

efforts. Eventually, the transition curve will have to cross over 

to achieve zero emissions levels. 

Asia can beat pollution from the rapidly growing vehicular 

fleet if new vehicles emit as little as possible, and therefore 
technology improves as fast as possible. The longer Asia 

30 Anon, Draft report on the Environment, US Environment protection Agency (2003), Washington 
DC,p.I. 

31 Steinar Larssen, Comprehensive Approaches to Air Quality Management in Asia, Europe, Japan 
and Australia, paper presented at the conference, "Better Air Quality 2003", Manila, the 
Philippines, December 17-18 (2003), p.l3. · 
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delays a decision to leapfrog to clean technology, the longer it 
is going to suffer the adverse impacts of pollution. 

The challenge is, therefore, to define economic and 
I < 

.~nvironmental policies that will make early introduction of 
dean technology possible for long-term gains. In this effort, 
each of the predominant vehicle technologies, diesel and 
petrol, and their alternatives present unique challenges and 

prospects. The 'Alternative Policy Scenario'32 discussed an 
:analysed above should be the ideal situation of economic 
!growth and. the gov~rnments of various countries are treading 
! -· 

!the path of "sustainable development", a development ~oncept 
·which can be aptly applied in the case of sustainable use of 

automobile. 

It is an open fact that vehicles are a necessary evil in the 
context of development and economic growth. They cannot be 

:absolutely banned from use but should be used in such a 
; manner that the development process and economic growth is 
; not hampered. That is where sustainable use of automobile 
·comes in. The two important and determining factors which 
automobiles depend on for its existence and where the 

principles of sustainable development can be included in 
·controlling and curbing the 'menace of vehicular pollution are 
:fuel and technology. 

Vehicular Emission Control: Historical Bac.kground 

Vehicular Emission Control33 is the study and practice of 
reducing the polluting emissions produced by vehicles powered 

by internal ~ombustion engines. 

, Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, various federal, state 
: and local governments in the United States conducted studies 
.' into the numerous sources of air pollution. These studies 
ultimately attributed a significant portion of air pollution to the 

. automobile, and concluded air pollution is not bounded by local 

political boundaries. At that time, such minimal emission 

: 
32 Supra note 23. 

: 
33 http://en.wikipedia.orglwiki/Vehicle_emissions_control accessed and viewed on July 10,2010. 
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:control regulations as existed in the U.S. were promulgated at 
the municipal or, occasionally, the state level. The ineffective 
I . 

;local regulations were gradually supplanted by· more 

Jcomprehensive state and federal regulations. By" 1967 the 
:state of California created the California Air Resources Board 
iand in 1970, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency was 
formed. Both agencies now create and enforce emission 
regulations for automobiles, as well as for many other sources. 
:similar agencies and regulations were contemporaneously 
:developed and implemented_in Western Europe, Australia, and 
iJapcin.34 
I 
I 

The first effort at controlling pollution from automobiles 
, was the. PCV (positive crankcase ventilation) system. This 
·draws crankcase fumes heavy in ·unburned ~ydrocarbons - a 
precursor to photochemical smog - into the engine•s intake 

. : tract so they are burned rather than released unburned from 
:the crankcase into the . atmosphere. Positive crankcase 
:ventilation was first installed on a widespread basis by law on 
' ,. 
all new 1961-model tars first sold in California. The following 
year, New York required it. By 1964, most new cars sold in the 
U.S. were so equipped, and PCV quickly became standard 

· equipment on all vehicles worldwide. 35 

The first legislated exhaust (tailpipe) emission standards 
: ' 

' were promulgated by the State of California for 1966 model 
: year for cars sold in that state, followed by the United States 

as a whole in model year i968. The · standards were 
progressively tightened year by year, as mandated by the , 
U.S.EPA.36 

. By the 1974 model year, the em1ss1on standards had 
; tightened such that the de-tuning techniques used rb meet 

them were seriously reducing engine efficiency and thus 
increasing fuel usage. The new emission standards for 1975 
model year, as well .as. the increase in fuel usage, forced the 
invention of the catalytic converter for after-treatment of the 

34 Ibid 
35 Ibid 
36 Ibid 
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exhaust gas. This was not possible with existing leaded 

gasoline, because the lead residue contaminated the platinum 

catalyst. In 1972, General Motors proposed to the American 

Petroleum Institute the elimination of leaded fuels for 1975 
and later model year cars. The production and distribution of 
unleaded fuel was a major chalfenge, but it was completed 
successfully in time for the 1975 model year cars. All modern 
cars are now equipped with catalytic converters and unleaded 

fuel can now be found almost everywhere. 37 

. The first ever step to cont~ol emissions was taken rn 
California in 1964, by specifying minimum emission system 

control systems on cars on 1966 model cars. In 1970, the US 
Congress adopted the first major Clean Air Act and established 

the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).38 

In the sa·me year, emission control norms were being set 
up in Europe and Japan. The subsequent two decades norms 

became more comprehensive, the implemeotation procedure 
got fine -tuned and the structural framework created. 39 

The current decade has seen these norms being 
tightened, and also the adoption of a long-term agenda. 

Europe introduced the Euro series of norms. 

Motor vehicles produce many different pollutants. The 

principal pollutants of concern-those that have been 

demonstrated to have significant effects on human, animal, 
plant, and environmental health and welfare-include: 40 

37 Ibid 
38 Ibid 
39 Ibid. 

• Hydrocarbons (HCs): 41 this class is made up of 

unburned or partially burned fuel, and is a major 
contributor to urban smog, as well as being toxic. 
They can cause liver damage and even cancer. The. 
regulations regarding hydrocarbons vary according to 
the engine regulated, as well as the jurisdiction. In 

some cases, "non-methane hydroca~bon?" are 

40 http:!! en. wikipedia.orglwiki/Vehicle_emissions_control visited and'accessed on I I th July 2010 
41 Ibid. 
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42 Ibid. 
43 Ibid. 

. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Ibid. 

regulated, while in other cases, "total hydrocarbons" 

are regulated. Technology for one application (to 

meet a non-methane hydrocarbon standard) may not 
be suitable for use in an application that has to meet 

a total hydrocarbon standard. Methane is not toxic, 

but is more difficult to break down in a catalytiC 

converter, so in effect a "non-methane hydrocarbon" 
standard can be considered to be looser. Since 

methane is a greenhouse gas, int.erest is rising in 
how to eliminate emissions of it. 

- . - - . --- . 

• Carbon monoxide (C0): 42 a product of incomplete 

combustion, carbon monoxide reduces the blood's 

ability to carry oxygen; overexposure may be fatal. 

• Nitrogen oxides (NOx):43 These are generated when 

nitrogen in the air reacts with oxygen at the high 

temperature and .pressure inside the engine. NOx is a 
precursor to smog and acid rain. NOx is a mixture of 

NO and N02. N02 destroys resistance to respiratory 
infection. For dogs most of the nitrogen dioxide is 

removed in the nasal .cavity. Jumbo vehicles and 
delivery trucks blow hot exhaust, containing life 

dangerous quantities of N02 into the atmosphere. 

• Particulates (PM): 44 soot or smoke made up of 

particles in the micrometre size range: Particulate ,. 

matter causes respiratory health effects in humans 

and animals. 

• Sulphur oxides (SOx): A general term for oxides of 

sulphur, which are emitted from motor vehicles 
burning fuel containing a ·high concentration of 

sulphur. 45 
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i The Scenario in the United States of America 

The importance of the car as air polluter has been 

: recognised in federal and State legislation for more than forty

i five years. In 1955 the Congress undertook the initial action in 
I 

; this area by authorising the Department of health, Education 
I 

l and Welfare to conduct a research on the subject of air 
I 

! pollution control. 46 Five years later Congress enacted the first 

: federal legislation focussing solely upon automobile exhaust 
: emissions - The Motor Vehicle Exhaust Study act. The first 
I 

- : effort to continue research activ!ties and to regulate auto 
i - - -·. - .. . . --- .... - . . 

·i emissions on the federal level began with the Motor Vehicle Air 
:Pollution Control Act, 1965.47 
' . 

In 1964, the Senate Public Works Committee Special Sub-
, 
:Committee on Air and Water Pollution released a report 
! entitled "Steps Towards Cleaner ·Act". It recommended 

! legislation to deal with automobile exhaust, including minimum 
' . ' 
:standards for limiting exhaust emissions, similar limits for 
' 
; diesel exhaust, grants ·for solid-waste disposal, and 

1 establishment of a technical committee to investigate ways to 

:reduce sulphur oxide. The full committee estimated that 

\approximately 82.5 million automobiles, trucks and buses in 
' ' 

! the United States emitted more than 14 million tonnes of 
! hydrocarbons, 4 million tonnes of nitrogen oxides and 75 
I . . 

! million tonnes of carbon dioxide per year .. Concluding that 

'
1 
automobile emissions "constitute a major proportion of the 

' 
· 1 community air pollution problem in large cities" and that the 

I 

!technological skills and equipment needed to reduce pollution 

! had passed the research stage, the committee found no 
' 

! reason to delay more serious control measures. 

The United States Congress passed the Vehicle Air 

iPollution and Control Act in 196548 in an effort to control 
! 
:automobile emissions. It was passed during the presidency of 

!Lyndon Johnson,. the thirty-sixth president of the US. The chief 

I 

~ 46 See Pub. L. No.84-J 59, 69 Stat. 322 (1955). 
~47 See Pub. L. No.89-272, 79 Stat. 992 (1965). 
\
48The Act, principally an effort to control air pollution caused by aut~mobile exhaust, also authorized 
' a national research programme to dispose of solid waste. 
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! proponent of the bill was Ralph Nader, a consumer activist 

! who attacked prevailing standards of automobile safety anq 
I 

1 vehicle pollution. The new law authorised the Secretary of 
i health, education and welfare to establish standards that 
! limited the amount of carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, or 
I 

! other air pollutants emitted from gasoline or diesel fuels in 
: automobiles, trucks and buses. Specifically, that section of the 
law only affected new motor vehicles or engines and 
prohibited the domestic_:_ s~le, manufacture for domestic sale, 

; or importation of -any __ vehicl~ not in conformity with the 
I standardised limits.49 Fines-~f upto $l,OOO pe~ a.u.tom~bile or 

: per engine could be levied upon manufacturers who did not 
! comply. Manufacturers had to submit sample vehicles to the 
1 HEW Secretary, who oversaw the tests for compliance. Other 
i sections of the legislation made provisions for actions against 
; US companies by foreign nations for air pollution. 
' 0 

The Vehicle Air Pollution and Control Act was one in the 
i series of pollution-control Acts that included the Clean Air Act, 
! 1965 and the Clean Air Amendment Act, 1977.50 The act 
1 complemented a series of regulations ranging from safety 
i • 
1 standards to fuel-efficiency standards that changed the face of ' 
i the American Automobile Industry. The effort to clean up air 
! affected by automobile emissions involved an after-the-fact 
; strategy that relied on the establishment . of government 
! 
: standards and a mandate to force industry to meet those 
I 

i standards. 51 

, Petroleum-related automobile engine exhausts, identified 
: as potential atmospheric problem as early as 1915, did not 
: emerge as a serious problem until 1945. Frequently attempts 
: were made to reduce emissions focussed not on making 
• combustion inside the engines more efficient - which had 
; actually been accomplished by racers and was epitomised· in 
j the often maligned "muscle cars" - but rather on cleaning u'p 

i 49 Frank N.Magill (ed.), Chronology ofTwentieth-Century History: ECOLOGY AND THE 
! ENVIRONMENT, Vol-/, Fitzron Debroy Publishers, 1997, p. 575. 
i 50 See Chapter 2. 
: 

51 Frank N.Magill (ed.), Chronology ofTwentieth-Century History: ECOLOGY AND THE 
, ENVIRONMENT, Vol-/, Fitzron Debroy Publishers, 1997, p. 576. 
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the exhaust after it left the combustion chamber. In 1970, for 

example, the Detroit automobile makers had achieved 

~ considerable success with "hemi" engine designs actually 
I 
I -

: associated with race cars; however regulators, however, 

i focussed their efforts on the installation of catalytic .convertors 
I 

i in engines to recycle exhaust. 
! 

. The relationship between automobile exhausts and air 
I 

! pollution generated broader attacks on the on the automobile 
i itself as an enemy of the environment. Virtually all the critics52 

agreed automobile emissions- were increasing and that the 
vehicles themselves were -dangerous. 

In fact, though, air-quality trends in major US cities had 

i dramatically improved since the boom of the automobile 

1 

ownership. Carbon monoxide levels in the United States in 

! 1975 were only 94 million tonnes,. an amount well below the 

! 1950 level and closer to that of 1940. Suspended particulate 
! levels in five major US cities dropped or remained constant 
i between 1967 and 1974. 
' 

Most of the trends indicated that the most d,ramatic 
I 

i improvements in air quality occurred in the 1970s, extremely 
I late to be correlated with the Clean Air Act. Overall, air quality 
: has remained relatively constant in the United States since 
I 

i 1958, a situation that mirrors trends in major European. cities. 
' I 

However, it was Subchapter II of the Clean Air Act of 

1970 that set in motion the federal scheme of automobile 

emissions regulation that exists today. The Congressional 

j Approach to pollution from newly constructed automobiles has 

' been described c;JS one of the "technology-forcing" applying to 
I 

! newly-manufactured vehicles. Under this theory, the statute 
i established. (1) stringent performance standard of 90 percent 
I . -

i emissions reduction from existing levels and (2) a five or six 
i 
I 

I 

! 52 Activist Ralph Nader attacked the integrity of safety components of autom_obiles in' his "Unsafe at 
· i Any Speed" (1965); Urban specialist Lewis Mumford characterized automobiles as ''The American 

Way of Death"; Kenneth Scneider more bluntly stated his position in his 1971 book Autokind 
·versus Mankind; Anti-automobile activists speculated about industry-sponsored plots to destroy 
fuel-efficient vehicles or engines. -
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. year deadline for the automobile manufacturing companies to 

achieve this staridar:d in practice. 53 

At the same time, natural factors affected the 

i environment much more significantly, for example, lead 
: 

, concentrations at uninhabited Camp century, Greenland, 

· soared between 1900 and 1950. Similarly the state of 

Washington continued to experience side effects from 1980 
· Mount Saint Helens eruption years after the event. Such 

. occurrences demonstrated that any improvements government 

could mandate .for air quality paled in. comparisqn _to natural 
_:.effects and, indeed, could be reversed in a few minutes by a 
: natural disaster. 54 

Certainly there were successes directly attributable to the 
Clean Air Act. From 1967 to 1976, hydrocarbon emissions in 

. San Francisco area was reduced 25 percent. Carbon monoxide 
' · levels in New York dropped more quickly than projected. 

' Moreover, a major effect of the legislation was to expand the 
role of the federal government in supervising and mandating 

air-quality improvement. Amendments to the Clean f.ir Act of 

1977, for example, required the federal government to provide 
. information to States to control motor-vehicle emissions and 
. the imposition of catalytic converters in 1974 shifted the 
' nation away from the use of leaded gasoline. ~5 

In 1967, the federal government assumed responsibility 
' for establishing clea·n-air standards with the Air Quality Act but 

allowed individual states to have more stringent requirements. 
The 1967 law sets emissions limits in grams per million of 

hydrocarbons, which discriminated against smaller 
. automobiles that had less room with which to work. A four
. cylinder engine might produce less overall pollutant than an 

• eight-cyli_nder engine but would emit more grams of 

. : hydrqcarbons per million. Moreover, pollution-control devices 

. 
53 Thomas J. Schoenbaum & Ronald H. R~senberg,.Environmental policy Law: Problems, Cases and 

Readings (2"'1 edn.), [Chapter4- A Brief History of Federal Automobile Emission Control.], The 
Foundation Press, Inc. (1991), p. 695 . 

• 
54 Ibid 

. 55 Ibid 
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· added weight to. vehicles, requrnng slightly larger engines to 

: achieve the same horsepower. 56 

Critics complained that the governmen~ regulations had 
1 other negative side effects. Some critics argues that the 

, government should have developed an incentive programme 
· approach to pollution control, allowing companies to exceed 
· pollution levels at a price and rewarding companies that 
achieved lower emission levels with tax and other incentives. 

:According to such critics, it was as a result of ill-designed 
i -- -· 

. -:go~~!:_nme_nt re_gulation that the~satalytic conver:ter became the 
1 standard pollution-control -device, even though many 

:engineers concluded that it was one of the least effective 
'means of controlling engine emissions. The adoption of the 
catalytic converter also illustrates how government mandate 
could conflict. In 1978, the Energy Tax Act (the so-caUed gas 

g·uzzler tax) on large automobiles passed to conserve 
:petroleum. Yet among the items that added weight to 
:automobiles and reduced fuel efficiency were the catalytic 
converter and other safety equipment mandated by the 

government. 57 
< 

By the mid-1970s, other ramifications of various 

pollution-control requirements also became apparent. One 

;source estimated that Gross National Product (GNP) reductions 

:resulting from regulatory effects in the automobile industry 
,cost the nation 5 percent annually by the 1980s, and another 
source estimated that pollution anq safety requirements had 
cost US business $100 billion by l9fW.58 · 

One the other hand environmentalists and consumer 
activists argued that an air-pollution crisis existed and that the 

Clean Air Act and other anti-pollution legislations had been 

ineffective. Some of the urgency was removed from the 

debate by the energy crisis of 1970-'s, which resulted in the 

·dramatic penetration of the US automobile market by smaller, 

'more fuel-efficient Japanese cars that generated a response by 

56 Ibid 
~7 Ibid 
~8 Ibid 
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US automakers. Improvements in engine design, weight 

reduction, and aerodynamics contributed to vastly improved 

engine performance and fuel efficiency. Ironically, many of the 

modifications that became standard on engine in the 1980 had 

been common in race cars of the 1960s and 1970s. Fuel 

injectors replace spark plugs, for example and overhead cam 

engines took the place of centrally ·located ~ams. In addition, 

new variations in chamber design and electronic ignition 

promised to burn fuel far more thoroughly than earlier designs 

. that relied on ___ ~he catalytic converters, although it seemed 
unlikely that the nation would ever return ·to-n:~a-ded gasoline. 59 

- -

California pioneered the regulation of automobile 

emissions. Its regulatory regime dates back to 1960, when the 

State enacted its motor vehicle pollution control program. In 

developing regulations, even the federal government often 

simply followed the lead of the State of California. The first 

emission control requirements on automobile registered in 
California took place in 1965. The first set of federal controls 

became effective in the 1968 model year. 60 

The automobile industry feared that inconsistent State 

regulation would compromise the economies of scale of 

automobile manufacturing. Congress prompted atleast in part 

by automobile industry lobbying, provided in the 1967 Air 

Quality Act that federal automobile emissions limitations would 

pre-empt not only any less stringent State standards, but also 

any more stringent State standards. There was one exception, 

however, California was authorised to have more stringent 

standards. 61 

This basic structure of the federal regulatory programme 

survived the enactments of · the Act's comprehensive 
amendments in 1970 and 1990. The federal automobile 

emissions standards continue to require uniformity, a 

departure from the standard approach under the. Clean Air Act · 

and most federal environmental regulatory provisions, ~hich is 

59 Ibid 
60 Ibid 
61 Ibid 
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to pre-empt less stringent State standards but to allow States 

· to impose more stringent standards. 

Continuing an approach initially adopted in- 1977, the 

1 1990 amendments authorise other States to choose between 
' the federal standards and the more stringent California 

standards if they have non-attainment areas. - areas that do 

not meet the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). 
No State however, may adopt any other automobile emissions 

. standards other than the California or federal ones. The 
': resulting two-standard strategy .. reflects a· compromise 
I ···- - . 

i between two in't:erests: the desire to proted:"the economies of 
. scale in· automobile production and the desire to accelerate the 
: process for attainment of the NAAQS. 62 

The 1990 amendments prescribe the emissions standards 

, for four pollutants beginning with the 1994 model year and 
• specify that in each subsequent year a progressively 
! increasing percentage of each manufacturer's sales must meet 

:these standards. The emission reductions resulting from this 

• regulatory programme are considerable. The permissible 
emissions of nitrogen oxides, for example, in some cases are 

69 percent lower than under the prior regulatory requirements 
and 90 percent lower than uncontrolled level~. 63 

But in 1988, before Congress even began to consider 

ithese limitations seriously, California substantially 
·strengthened its emissions standards. To implement these new 

standards, in September 1990 the California Air Resources 

Board (CARB) adopted a low emission vehicle (LEV) 
progra-mme for automobiles sold in California. Under the LEV 

programme, automobile manufacturers must- meet a fleet 

average requirement for emissions that become stricter each 
:year.64 

California's standards are considerably more stringent 

than the federal standards established in the Clean Air' Act's 

62 Ibid 
?3 Ibid 
64 Ibid 
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1990 amendments.· Environment protection Agency (EPA) 

. estimated that under the national LEV programme which is not 
' . . 
:as stringent as California's, emissions would ·be approximately 
J • 

i 70 percent lower than the under ~tatutory standards 
: prescribed in the Clean Air Act. 65 

Actions by other States and the emergence of the 

national LEV programme: After the Congress enacted the 1990 
·Clean Air Act amendments and California adopted its LEV 

: prq_gramm~L ot~er states began to consider the choice 

1 between California standards and the less st~ingen_~ federal 

! requirements .. These Stat~s included Texas, Michigan, Illinois· 
: and Wisconsin, as well as twelve other north-eastern States 

and the District of Columbia, which comprised the Ozone 
Transport Commission (OTC) an· organisation established 
under the 1990 amendments to combat the interstate ozone 

:pollution . 

. In October 1991, the OTC states signed a memorandum 

of understanding providing that each State would take steps to 
·adopt the California LEV standards. Over the next two years, 

·several States made effort in this regard, but only 

· Massachusetts and New York adopted the standards. Some of 
."the States delayed action pending challenges to the legality of 

the Massachusetts and New York programmes, while others 

I made their adoption of the California LEV standards contingent 
' 
:on the adoption of those standards by other States in the 
region. 66 . 

By a majority vote of the member States' governors, the 
OTC can recommend to the EPA additional measures to control 
.ozone pollution. The Clean Air act provides that if the EPA 

:Administrator approves such recommendation, he must 
:require each OTC member (even members opposed to the 

recommendation) to adopt these additional controls. In August 

-1993, three OTC members Maine, Maryland and 
Massachusetts - petitioned· the OTC to recommend the 

'
65 Ibid 

;
66 Ibid 
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· application of California LEV standards to all States within the 

OTC. The OTC approved this petition by a 9-4 vote. In January 

1995, EPA approved the OTC's recommendation,· thereby 

. requiring all OTC members to adopt California LEV standards 
I 
1 beginning in model year 1999.67 

At the same time however,· EPA indicated that it would 
attempt to broker an agreement between the OTC States and 
the automobile manufacturers to enable the adoption of a 

; national LEV programme. The agency hoped to facilitate the 

·- -.. -,·-·--·-· :.-'creation of a .mutually acceptable .set of national automobile 

! emission standards. EPA acknowledged that the Clean Air Act 
· precluded it from requiring manufacturers to meet more 

stringent standards before model year 2004, it therefore 
sought the voluntary agreement of the automobile 

: manufacturers., Throughout the regulatory proceedings, 

however, EPA stressed that once a manufacturer opted into 

• the programme, the agency could enforce the national 
:standard against the manufacturer like any other ·binding 
automobile emissions standard. In its approval to the OTC's 
recommendation, EPA indicated that its order requiring the 
OTC States to adopt the California standards would become 

effective only if the national LEV programme faileq. 68 

This dual strategy suffered a significant setback in 1997 

! when the D.C. Circuit held that EPA lacked authority to require 
: OTC States to adopt California's LEV standards. Despite losing 

• this trump card, the EPA succeeded in fashioning a national 
LEV programme that shared important features with the 

California's LEV programme. In two major respects the 

:national LEV programme is less restrictive than its California 
. counterpart. First, the average emissions for one ·of the 
1 pollutants - non methane organic matter - are 19 percent 

·• higher in the national programme: 0.075 grams per mile 

:
67 Ibid 

· 
68 Ibid 

I 
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· instead of 0.063 grams per mile. Second, the national LEV 

·programme does not require Zero Emission Vehicles (ZI;V).69 

In March 1998, the EPA, declared the national LEV 

i programme binding and effective, and announced that 

i manufacturers must meet the programme's em1ss1ons 
'standards in the north-eastern States in model year -1999 and_-

nationally in the year 2001. All twenty-three automobile 

• mar:lUfacturers that sell cars in the United States entered into 

. an agreement, as did the nine OTC States. The four remaining 
: OTC States .- Main--and Vermont in- addition ·to Massa-chusetts 
r ·-- - -- -

.;.and New York - adopted the_~alifornia standards instea_9. EPA 
:has-- estimated that for 2001 and subsequent model years, 

emissions of volatile organic compounds and nitrogen oxides 

'will be upto 66 percent and 73 percent lower, resp~ctively, 

under the national LEV programme than the federal standards 
:,otherwise would have required.70 

More recently, thirteen States announced a joint plan in 

i November 2000 to adopt emission limits for truck and bus 
I • 

engines that are far stricter than the current federal 

standards. The group includes not only California and the 
·north-eastern States - the leaders in automobile emission 

standards - but also Georgia, Nevada, North Carolina and 
:Texas. Because these States represents approximately 40 
! 

'percent of the market for new trucks, manufacturers might 
i 
respond by adopting more restrictive standards nationwide, as 

I ~· ' 

they eventually did in the case of automobiles. In this regard, 

the executive directors of both the State and /territorial Air 

Pollution Programme Administrators ana the Association of 

Local Air Pollution Control Officials stated: "Our hope is [that] 
:with these States joining California, we wilr create the critical 
mass that will result in the engine manufacturers deciding to 

manufacture just one truck model, and it would be a much 

cleaner truck. 71 

69 Ibid 
7° Ibid 
71 Ibid 
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It can be difficult to determine whether States enact 

i environmental regulations in response to actual environmental 
! concerns or out of the desire to externalise costs or to comply 
'. 
; with federal mandates. The case ·of automobile emission 
' . 
! standards poses particular difficulties because the prominent 

: role of the EPA in approving the OTC recommendations and 
I 

i brokering the national LEV programme. Nonetheless, a careful 
! analysis of these regulatory developments indicates ·that 

·[ s~veral .States w~re the primary catalyst for the establishment 
i . -- . • 

! ofstrLngent naHonql .kEV standards. Moreover, these ·states' 
-: action_s _do -not fit the paradigm of jurisdictions'--extetr:talising 

I -

! pollution· costs outside their borders, and for the most part of 

: their actions did not result from f~deral requirements. 72 

i 
i THE HISTORY OF MOBILE SOURCE CONTROLS: The 1970 CAA 
i forced technological innovations on the foreign and domestic 
• automobile industry. It required the EPA to set tailpipe 
standards that reduced hydrocarbons (HCs), nitrogen oxide 

' 
(NOx) and CO pollution in automobile exhaust by at least 90 
percent from 1970 baseline which includes some controls on 

HC and Co emissions. No technology existed at the time to 

:meet the 90 percent standards. EPA by rule set an exhaust 
; standard of 0.41 grams per mile (gpm) for HC emissions. It 
' 
:set a standard of 0.4 gpm for NOx, which was subsequently 
i relaxed in --1977 CAA amendments to 1.0 gpm. And it set a 

i standard of 3.4 gpm for C02, The 'theory was that the 1970 
:standards would force the development of brand-new 
I 

i technology. 73 

' 
The theory worked. The industry responded by developing 

:the "catalytic converter", which fits on the e!ld of the ·tailpipe 
i and converts HC, NOx, and CO into carbon dioxide, water 
:vapour and nitrogen gas. The original standards, amended in 

: 1977, remain in effect today. However these specific standards 
I . ' 

i and technqlogy have not as .vet achieved the 90 percent 
' . . 
! (pollution reduct.ion required by the CCA) of 1970 in· all cases 
! 

! and the number of recalls annually by foreign and domestic 

! 72 Ibid 
'

73 http://www.implats.co.za/market/emission_standards.asp visited a~d accessed on 13th July 2010 
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companies indicates some of the difficulty in meeting even 

current standards . in use. On the other hand, there is 

testimony that the standards can easily be met. 74 

--The -Act gave EPA a rule making mandate to set specific 

numerical standards for trucks and buses. They vary according 

to the weight of the vehicle and are phased in for some 
vehicles classes as provided in the Act. 

The federal standards must be met at "certification", 

: when the vehiele comes of the assembly ·line, and "in-tJse" for 
--·-the "useful life" of the vehicle. Th-e· current .Act --defines the

. useful life of a car as five years or 50,000 miles in use, 

: whichever comes first. EPA has defined eleven years or 

· 120,000 miles in the case of light-duty trucks and even longer 

· (upto 285,000miles) in the case of heavy-duty trucks. 75 

As a practical matter, compliance with the standard in

. use is controlling. In order to meet the apP.Iicable standards 

: in-use and avoid recall, new vehicles regularly certify at levels 

well below such standards. 

In general, EPA has not regulated emission of toxic 

substances by motor vehicles or fuels directly, but monitors 

:the emissions and many of the taxies are reduced principally 

: as a direct consequence of the HC standard. For instance, 

: benzene, butadiene and formaldehyde are types of 

hydrocarbons. As a result, they are controlled, at least in part, 

by tailpipe standard limiting exhaust emissions of 
hydrocarbons~-· -· 

. Emission Norms 

·AUTOMOBILE EMISSION STANDARDS UNDER THE CLEAN AIR 
'ACT: Comprehending the statute authorising EPA's program 

. for setting motor vehicle emission standards is no easy task . 

. Title II of the 1990 CAA amendments added enormously to the 

:detail of the mobile source provisions of the Act.-

· 
74 Ibid 
75 Ibid 
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In 1974, reacting to the energy crisis and the r;wtional 

economic problems, Congress amended the Clean Air Act to 

further postpone the HC and CO standards until 1977 and to 

push back the NOx deadline to 1978. In 1975, EPA extended 

the HC and CO standards until 1978. Facing this 1978 deadline 

for all three principal automotive pollutants, the 1977 CAA 

amendments set new extensions. Beginning in 1980, the HC 

standard was set at 0.41 grams per mile (gpm). CO emissions 

were set at 7.0 gpm for 1980 and 3.4 beginning in 1981. The 

NOK_~tan9ard was established at2.gpm Jn 1980 to be lowered 

to 1.0 gpni in. 198i (with limited waivers available to small 
-

manufacturers dependent upon other manufacturers for 

emission control technology under sec 202(b) (1) {B). An 

additional waiver of the NOx standard to 1.5 gpm was 

authorised until 1985 to permit the development of new 

technology or for diesel engines. 76 

1990 CLEAN AIR ACT AMENDMENTS: The 1990 CAA 

amendments revised the mandatory emission standards for 
new cars and light duty trucks less than 6,000 pounds by 

adding new section 202(g). 

Notice the differences in the statutory structure - a 

5year/50,000 mile standard and a 10year/10,000 mile 

standard. Why would congress create such a system using two 

levels of certification? Also, notice that the emission standards 
- I· 

set for non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC), CO, NOx and 

-- particulate matter. Why set statutory standards only for these 

substances? These standards become effective with the 1994 

model year but are phased in starting with 40 percent of new 

cars in 1994, 80 percent in 1995 and 100 percent in 1996. For 
light-duty trucks' separate standards were set77 and for heavy

duty trucks the existing 'pretesting emission standards are 

retained unless EPA chooses to reVise them in the future. 

76 Thomas J. Schoenbaum & Ronald H. Rosenberg, Environmental policy Law: Problems, Cases and 
Readings (2"d edn.), 1991, the Foundation Press, Inc., [A Brief History of Federal Automobile 
Emission Control (Chapter4). p. 698. ' 

77 Section 202(h) 
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To address the question could the automobile or truck 
· emission standards be relaxed or revised by the EPA in the 
future, Congress amended section 207(b) (1) (C) to allow 

; revision to make the emission standards stricter but stated 
; that, "[I]t is the intent of the Congress that the numerical 

:emission standards specified in the Act shall not be modified 

by the Administrator after the CAA amendments of 1990 for 

any model year before the model year 2004." In fact, the 

. Congress directed EPA to study the feasibilit'( and necessity_ of 

:_strength~!Jing autom_obile sta-ngards a_n_d auth.~rising_ .. the 
; agency to-act no laler than the model year 2004.78 

What about the emission of toxic air: pollutan~s from 
automobiles and other transportation sources? The House 

report on the CAA amendments identified this as a potentially 
. serious problem. By mid-1992 EPA must complete a study of 

• the need for and feasibility of controlling such pollutants from ,. 
·vehicles and motor fuels which the Administrator, determines 

·reflect the greatest degree of emission· reduction achievable 

:through the application of technology which will be available, 
taking into consideration the standards established under 

. subsection (a), the availability and costs of the technology, 

. and the noise, energy, and safety factors, and lead time. Such 
:regulation shall not be inconsistent with the standards under 
:section 202(a). The regulations shall, at minimum, apply to 
' ' 

. emissions of benzene and formaldehyde. 

The 1990 amendments provided EPA a great deal of 

additional authority to regulate many facets of vehicle use and 

maintenance including: 

1. Controlling of vehicle refuelling emissions/9 

2. CO emission standards for vehicles operated in cold 

temperatures; 80 

3. Auto Wc;Jrranties; 81 

78 Supra Note 76. 
79 Section 202(a) (6) 

: 
80 Section 2020) 

. 
81 Section 202(i) 
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4. Onboard emission control diagnostic systems; 82 

5. Clean fuel vehicles83 and 

6. Urban buses84
• 

i The Alternative Fuels Act, 1988 

The Alternative Motor Fuels Act of 198885 was passed in 
both to reduce American dependence on foreign oil and to 

·address automobile makers' lack of interest i_n design!ng card 

·for. nb!]_~xistent fuel and the fuel companies' unwillingness to 
' 
· produ~e fuel ·for ·nonexistent cars. The Act . encoura~d 
I . 

: ~utomobile manufacturers to design and build cars that could 
burn alternative fuels such· as methanol and ·ethanol. The 

legislation was intended to resolve the problem. by giving 
incentives to automobile makers and by requiring that a part 
of the federal fleet use alternative fuels. Since Many in The 

·Congress. wanted to relieve American dependence on ·foreign 
oil but did. not want a solution at the expense of the 

; environment, environmental issues became a major part of 

the legislation. 86 

The search for the efficient alternative-fuelled vehicles 

:began almost simultaneously with the development of the 
:gasoline-powered engine. Because of its efficiency, however, 

:the gasoline-powered engine quickly stymied most attempts to 

:design and commercia lise alternative fuelled vehicles. 

The problem of dependence on petroleum based engines 

became acute during the oil embargo of 1973. · Most of the 
United Sates national defence forces were -using petroleum

fuelled vehicles; many considered this to be a national security 
risk. Moreover, 60 percent of the transportation in the United 
States relied on petroleum-based fuel. The embargo also 

raised a general awareness that oil is not a renewable and 

·
82 Section 202(m) 
83 Sections 241-50 
84 Section 219 
:
85 Public Law 100-494 . 

. 
86 Infra note 96. 
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alternate source and the Congress, too realised the US needed 

to shift its reliance oil to some other, more available fuel. 87 

Alternative fuels ·have existed for some time, primarily in 

the form of alcohol-based fuel, but in most cases, such fuel 

could not be used in commonly available vehicles. Most of the 
commercial transportation and nearly all personal ones in the 
US used internal combustion. engines. Although many 
alternative fuels, such as alcohol-based are combustible, they 

act corrosively on most internal combustion engines and 
severely curtail the engines' longevity. 

The problem was twofold: Acceptable fuels needed to be 
. . 

developed, arid vehiCles that could use the fuels needed to be 
designed. This represented a major undertaking for both the 
fuel comp.anies and the automobile manufacturers and 

:involved a major investment in an unknown technology. 88 

I 

: 
The Alternative Motor Fuels Act, 1988 resolved the 

:problem by requiring that a percentage of government 
!vehicles use alternative fuels. A tim~table was established that 
:enforced government purchase of vehicles ·capable of using 
!alternative fuels. 89 
I 
i 

Provisions in the Act also allowed fleet operators to 

:exceed their operational gasoline allowances by counting only 

!the actual amount of gasoline in a gallon of fuel, rath'er than 
I 

!the total amount of fuel, against their allotment. This provided 
I . 

:an incentive to the private sector to develop and use 
I 

!alternative-fuelled vehicles. 90 

Little information was available on these vehicles running 

ion alternative fuels since the technology was new. To solve 
I 

~this problem, the Act required the formation of several 
' ' 

!agencies to monitor the alternative..:fuelled vehicles purchased 
by the government. The reports of such agencies were to 
! 
! 

i87 Ibid 
:ss Ibid 
;
89 Ibid 
:
90 Ibid 
I 
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I 

! provide information on the mileage, overall efficiency, 
I 
: maintenance records and ecological impact of such vehicles. 91 

I An equally important aspect of the new legislation was to 
: amend the existing laws to take into considerati'on the 

! differences between the alternative-fuelled and petroleum-, 

: fuelled vehicles. This aspect was to remove the economic 

: obstacles which would have hindered the development of the 
i technologies required to make alternative-fuelled vehicles a 

! reality. 92 

The immediate impact of the legislation was to encourage 
i development of necessary technology. The ~ong-term. impact 

; was expected to be that alternative-fuelled vehicles and the 
i fuel to operate them would be available to the public, reducing 
:American dependence on foreign oil, and to provide 
I 

1 technology for the use of renewable resources for 

! transportation and other industrial needs. 93 

The Act specifically established the Interagency 

:Commission on Alternative Motor Fuels, responsible for 
; ensuring that all agencies within the government to work 

::together in implementing the law. Further, an Alternative Fuel 

Council was established and charged with gathering 
information and filing reports required by the Act. Among. the 
various reports required by the Act, an independent 
environmental study to analyse the air quality and make 
:comparisons of the air quality of cities where alternative fuels 

iwere used and those where it was not. 94 

Laws amended by this legislation include ·the Motor 

[vehicle Information and Cost savings Act, which had a 
;minimum mileage provision. The amendment encouraged the 
I 

\manufacture of alternative-fuelled vehicles by changing the 
previous equation for fuel-economy standards to reflect the 

:
91 Ibid 
:
92 Ibid 
!93 Ibid 
:
94 Ibid 
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lower mileage of oxygenated fuels. 95 The Act also sought to 

encourage the development of electric and solar-powered 

vehicles and required that automobiles c;apable of using 

alternative fuels be labelled in such a way that the consumer 

would be aware of the different fuels that could be used and 

would be able to make a more informed buying decision. 

Another significant provision of the act was to establish a 

national bus-testing programme, wherein mass transit buses 

were to be developed so that they could either compressed 

natural gas (CNG) or other alternative fuels. 

The Interagency Commission on Alternative Motor Fuels 

noted in its final report that additional amendments were 

necessary to ensure alternative-fuelled vehicles would be 

available. It reported that·a significant market for alternative

fuelled vehicles developed within government and com·mercial 

fleet in three years of the passage of the said Act. Because of 

this success, the commission urged the passage of the 

National Energy Strategy which was proposed in ~ 994. With 

the passage of that legislation, the commission estimated that 

sales of alternative-fuelled vehicles would increase 

dramatically; projecting that more than a million such vehicles 

would be sold by 2000 .and more than a million would be sold 

to business fleet alone by the year 2010. That would save an 

estimated 200,000 barrels per day. 96 

The Alternative Motor Fuels Act of 1988 was the key 

legislation in the attempt to shift, from petroleum-based to 

more renewable, ecologically friendly fuels in the United States 

of America. 97 

.. 

95 Fuels made with alcohol-based components such as ethanol, methanol and other grain-based 
substances. 

96 Frank N. Magill (ed.), Chronology of the Twentieth-Century History: ECOLOGY AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT Vol// (The Alternative Motor Fuels Act is Passed), Fitzroy Dearborn Publishers 
(1997), p. I 335 (1337). 

97/bid 
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India: Emission Norms 

Bharat Stage em1ss1ons standards98 are emissions 

standards instituted by the Government of the Republic of 

India (Bharat) that r~gulate the output of air pollutants (such 

as ·nitrogen oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), 

hydrocarbons (HC), particulate matter (PM), soot and, where 
applicable, sulphur oxides (SOx)) by iflternal combustion 

engine powered equipment, including motor vehicles, or other 

air polluting facilities or equipment. In many cases they are 

similar to European emissions standards 
•· 

BACKGROUND: 99 The first Indian emission regulations were 

idle emission limits which became effective in 1989. These idle 

emission regulations were soon replaced by mass emission 

limits for both petrol (1991) and diesel (1992) vehicles, which 

were gradually tightened during the 1990's. Since the year 

· 2000, India started adopting European emission and fuel 

regulations for four-wheeled light-duty and for heavy-de. 

Indian own emission regulations still apply to two- anq three
wheeled vehicles. 

Current requirement is that all transport vehicles carry a 

fitness certificate that is renewed each year after the first two 

years of new vehicle registration. 

On October 6, 2003, the National Auto Fuel Policy has· 

been announced, which envisages a phased program for 

introducing Euro II - IV emissions standards and fuel 

regulations by 2010. The implementation schedule of EU 

emission standards in India is summarized in Table 8. 

(Fable 6.8) 

Indian Emission Standards.(4-Wheel Vellicles) 100 

Standard Reference Date Region 
I India 2000 Eurol 2000 I Nationwide 

98 http :lien. wikipedia. orglw!index.php? title= Talk: Bharat _Stage_ emission _standard1&action=edit&re 
dlink=l accessed and viewed on 12th July 2010. 

99 http :lien. wikipedia. org!w/index.php? title=Bharat _Stage_ emission _standards& action=history 
accessed and viewed on 13th July 2010. 

100 Ibid 
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Bharat Stage II Euro 2 2001 
NCR*, Mumbai, Kolkata, 

Chennai 
April2003 NCR*, 12 Citiesi" 
April2005 Nationwide 

Bharat Stage III Euro3 April2005 NCR*, 12 Citiesi" 
April2010 Nationwide 

Bharat Stage IV Euro 4 April2010 NCR*, 12 Citiesi· 
*National Capital Region (Delhi) 
tMumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Ahmedabad, Pune, Surat, 

Kanpur, Lucknow, Sholapur, and Agra 

The above standards apply to all new 4-wheel vehicles 

sold and registered in the respective regions._ In addition, the_ 
-- - - -- - . -

National · Auto Fuel Policy introduces certain emission 

requirements for interstate buses with routes originating or 
terminating in Delhi or the other 10 . cities. For 2-and 3-

wheelers, Bharat Stage II (Euro 2) will be applicable from April 

1, 2005 and Stage III (Euro 3) standards would come 'In force 

from April 1, 2010. 

HEAVY-DUTY DIESEL ENGINES: Emission standards for new 

heavy-duty diesel engines-applicable to vehicles of GVW > 
3,500 kg-are listed in Table 9. 

(Fable 6.9) · 

Emission Standards for Diesel Truck and Bus Engines, g/kWh 101 

Year Reference Test co HC NOx PM 
1992 - ECER49 17.3-32.6 2.7-3.7 - -
1996 - ECER49 11.20 2.40 14.4 -
2000 Euro I ECER49 4.5 1.1 8.0 

,. 
0.36* 

2005t Euro II ECER49 4.0 1.1 7.0 0.15 
2010t Euro Ill ESC 1.1 0.66 5.0 0.10 

ETC 5.45. 0.78 5.0 0.16 
2010t Euro IV ESC 1.5 0.46 3.5 0.02 

ETC 4.0 0.55 3.5 0.03 
* 0.612 for engines b.elow 85 kW 
i· Earlier introduction in selected regions, see Table 8 t only in selected regions, see 

Table 8. 

LIGHT-DUTY DIESEL VEHICLES: Emission standards for light-duty 

diesel vehicles (GVW ::; 3,500 kg) are summariz~d in Table 10. 

101 Ibid 
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Ranges of emission limits refer to different classes (by reference 

mass) of light commercial vehiCles; compqre the EU light-duty 

vehicle emission standards page for details on the Euro 1 and later 

standards. The lowest limit in each. range applies to passenger cars 

(GVW :5 2,500 kg; up to 6 seats). 

(Table 6.1 0) 

Emission Standards for Light-Duty Diesel Vehicles, g/km 102 

Year Reference co HC Chino 
l992 - 17.3-32.6 2.7-3.7 -
l996 - 5.0-9.0 - 2.0-4.0 
2000 Euro 1 2.72-6.90 - 0.97-1.70 
2005t Euro 2 l.0-1.5 - 0.7-1.2 

0.64 0.56 
2010t Euro3 0.80 - '0.72 

0.95 0.86 
0.50 0.30 

2010t Euro4 0.63 - 0.39 
0.74 0.46 

t Earlier introduction in selected regions, see Table 8. 
t Only in selected regions, see Table 8. 

NOx PM 
- -
- -
0.14-0.25 -
0.08-0.17 -
0.50 0.05 
0.65 0.07 
0.78 0.10 
0.25 0.025 
0.33 0:04 
0.39 0.06 

·The test cycle has been the ECE + EUDC for low power vehicles 

(with maximum speed limited to 90 km/h). Before 2000, emissions 

were measured over an Indian test cycle. 

Engines for use in light-duty vehicles can be also emission 

tested using an engine dynamometer. The respective emission 

·standards are listed in Table 11. 

(Table 6.11) 

Emission Standards for Light-Duty Diesel Engines, g/kWh 103 

Year Reference co HC NOx PM 
1992 - 14.0 3.5 18.0 -
1996 - 11.20 2.40 14.4 ' -
2000 Eurol 4.5 1.1 8.0 0.36* 
2005t Euro II 4.0 1.1 7.0 0.15 
* 0.612 for engines below 85 kW . 
t Earlier introduction in selected regions, see Table 8. 

102 Ibid 
103 Ibid 
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Emissions standards for gasoline vehicles (GVW ~ 3,500 kg) 

are summarized in Table 12. Ranges of emission limits refer to 

different classes of light commercial vehicles (compare the EU 

light-duty vehicle emission standards page). The lowest limit in 

each range applies to passenger cars (GVW s 2,500 kg; up to 6 

seats). 

(Table 6.12) 

Emission Standards for Gasoline Vehicles (GVW ~ 3,500 kg), glkm 104 

.Year Reference co HC 
1991 - 14.3-27.1 2.0-2.9 ,. 

1996 - 8.68-12.4 -
1998* - 4.34-6.20 -
:2000 Euro 1 2.72-6.90 -
2005t Euro2 2.2-5.0 -

2.3 0.20 
2010t Euro3 4.17 0.25 

5.22 0.29 
1.0 0.1 

2010t Euro 4 1.81 0.13 
2.27 0.16 

*For c~talytic converter fitted vehicles. 
· t Earlier introduction in selected regions, see Table 8. 
t Only in selected regions, see Table 8. 

Chino NOx 
-

3.00-4.36 
1.50-2.18 
0.97-1.70 

0.5-0.7 
0.15 

- 0.18 
0.21 
0.08 

- 0.10 
0.11 

Gasoline vehicles must also meet an evaporative (SHED) limit of2 g/test (effective 

2000) . 

. THREE AND TWO WHEELER (GASOLINE AND DIESEL VEHICLES: 

Emission standards for 3- and 2-wheel gasoline & diesel vehicles 

:are listed in the following tables. 

(Fable 6.13) 

_ Emission Standards for 3-Wheel Gasoline Vehicles, g!km 105 

Year 
1991 
1996 
2000 
2005 (BS II) 
2010.04 (BS Ill) 

104 Ibid 
105 Ibid 

co 
12-30 
6.75 
4.00 
2.25 
1.25 

HC Chino 
8-12 -

- 5.40 
- 2.00 
- 2.00 
- 1.25 
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(Table 6.14) 

Emission Standards for 2-Wheel Gasoline Vehicles, g/km 106
' 

Year co HC Chino 
1991 12-30 8-12 -
1996 5.50 - 3.60 
~000 2.00 - 2.00 
2005 (BS II) 1.5 - 1.5 
2010.04 (BS III) 1.0 - 1.0 

(Table 6.1 ~) 
. -

E~issio!l Stand~rd~ fQr 2.- And 3~ Wheel Diesel Vehicles, _g/km ro7 
-

Year co Chino PM 
2005.04 1.00 0.85 0.10 
2010.04 0.50 0.50 0.05 

, Overview of the emission norms in India 

• 1991 - Idle CO Limits for Gasoline Vehicles and Free 

Acceleration Smoke for Diesel Vehicles, Mass Emission 

Norms for Gasoline Vehicles. 

• 1992 - Mass Emission Norms for Diesel Vehicles. 

• 1996 - Revision of Mass .Emission Norms for Gasoline and 

Diesel Vehicles, mandatory fitment of Catalytfc Converter 

for Cars in Metros on Unleaded Gasoline. 

• 1998- Cold Start Norms Introduced. 

• 2000 - India 2000 (Eq. to Euro I) Norms, Modified IDC 

(Indian Driving Cycle), Bharat Stage II Norms for Delhi. 

• 2001 - Bharat Stage II (Eq. to Euro II) Norms for All 

Metros, Emission Norms for CNG & LPG Vehicles. 

• 2003 - Bharat Stage II (Eq. to Euro II) Norms for 13 

major cities. 

• 2005 - From 1 April Bharat Stage III (Eq. to Euro III) 

1\Jorms for 13 major cities. 

106 Ibid 
107 Ibid 
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• 2010 - Bharat Stage III Emission r'Jorms for 4~wheelers 

for entire country whereas Bharat Stage - IV (Eq. to Euro 

IV) for 13 major cities. Bharat Stage IV also has norms 

on OBD (similar to Euro III but diluted) 

FUELS 

Fuel Quality plays a· very important role in meeting the 

stringent emission regulation. The fuel specifications of Gasoline 

and- Diesel have, presently, been aligned with the Corresponding 

European Fuel Specifications for meeting the Euro II, Euro III and 

Euro IV emission norms. The government has· finally -decided---tO------

implement auto fuel economy standards for the country's 

automobile sector which will be enforced from 2011. After a year 

of wrangling between the heavy industries, surface transport and 

power ministries, the PMO has decided that the Bureau of Energy 

Efficiency (BEE) will formulate the norms and notify them under 

the Energy Conservation Act while the surface transport ministry 

will ensure its implementation. 108 

The norms will be developed on the basis of mileage that 

petrol and diesel vehicles give, sources in the road transport and 

highway ministry told The Times of India. With the top office in the 

government deciding a compromise, BEE is now expected to move 

fast to implement labelling of vehicles in the first phase which will 

then be converted into mandatory standards, pushing up the 
· mileage of cars over years just as· is' done in the case of appliances 

for energy efficiency. 

The use of alternative fuels has been promoted in India both 

for energy security and emission reduction Delhi and Mumbai have 

more than 100,000 commercial vehicles running on CNG fuel. Delhi 
has the largest number of CNG commercial vehicles running 

anywhere in the_ World. India is planning to introduce Biodiesel; 

Ethanol Gasoline blends in a phased manner and has drawn up a 

road map for the same. The Indian auto Industry is working with 

the authorities to facilitate for introduction of the alternative fuels. 

India has also setup a task force for preparing the Hydrogen road 

108 The Times of India, September 20, 2009. 
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map. The use of LPG has also been intro9uced as an auto fuel and 
the oil industry has drawn up plans for setting up of Auto LPG 

1

• dispensing station in major cities. 

; Conventional Fuels and their Corresponding Engine Technology 
' . 
: DIESEL: Diesel vehicles spew pollutants of most serious concern. 
\ While direct emissions of PM and NOx are very high, they also 
I 

I contribute significantly towards the build up of secondary PM and 
', 03. Diesel particulates are largely elemental carbon that absorbs 
. ' 
: toxic organic compounds. The particulate em1ss1ons from 

uncontrolled diesel engines are six to ten times greater than those 

:, from petrol engines109 

I . 

In the atmosphere, some of the S02 that comes from the 

: vehicles, which js in direct proportion to the sulphur in the fuel, 

: gets converted into sulphates and the impacts on the ambient 
:particulate levels in our citie.s. , Similarly, diesel .combustion 
:, produces very high amounts of nitric oxide (NO) that forms a 
! major part of the NOx emissions. This contributes to 
I 
1

1 
photochemical smog and, through secondary atmospheric 

:transformation, to particulate aerosols. 110 

There are certain inherent factors that make diesel engines 
' 
:attractive worldwide. They are more fuel-efficient than petrol 
I . 

; engines of comparable power. Diesel drives greater energy per unit 
I . 

1 of fuel· used. Therefore, it is popular mainly for application in high 
I 

l heavy-duty vehicles in<;:luding trucks, buses and other commercial 

!vehicles. 
' 

Now, however, use of diesel is expanding very rapidly in the 

!personal car segment. The same high score on fuel-efficiency, 
!supported by lower diesel fuel taxes compared to petrol, is luring 
I . 

;demand for diesel cars in most countries. This pattern of 

!dieselisation of the light-duty vehicle segment and its pollution 

iimpact varies across regions of Asia, Europe and North America, 
I 
I 

109 As if Fai~ et a/, Air Pollution from motor Vehicles: Standards and Technologies for Controlling 
:, Emissions (1996), World Bank, Washington DC, USA, p.63. 
' 

110 Michael Walsh, Clean Fuel for Asia: Technical Options for Moving Toward Unleaded Petrol 
· · and Low Sulphur Diesel (1997), Technical Paper No. 377, World Bank, Washington DC, USA. 
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and is throwing up a wide gamut of pollution and· regulatory 

challenges. 

The US, so far, has been able to stave off the overwhelming 

permeation of diesel cars in the cities. Diesel cars are not popular 

in the US cities and currently account for less than one percent of 

the light-duty new vehicle market in North America. 111 There is, 

however, an upward swing of late with the growing popularity of 

sports utility vehicles (SUVs), vans and pickups. 112 )"hough the 

growth is moderate, the USEPA anticipates, 'increased growth' of 

diesel light-duty vehicles. By 201S_and later, diesel's share ca~_ be 

nine percent in the sales of light-duty vehicles and 24 percent in 

light-duty trucks. 113 The US Department of Energy (DoE) forecasts 
' 4• 

that the share of diesel engines in light-duty vehicles will increase 

between four to seven percent by 2012.114 Major automakers are 

taking a serious look at this segment. 115 The anticipated growth in 

the US, however, is not as overpowering as is being noticed in 

other parts of the world. 

Europe is swept along on a tide of diesel. In Western Europe, 

diesel-powered vehicles account for more than half of the new car 
sales. 116 Diesel car sales have nearly doubled· in the major Western 

European markets. Austria, Belgium and France have recorded the 

highest share of diesel car sales. In the United Kingdom (UK), the 

share is 35 percent, while in Italy it is 60 percent. Diesel's share in 

Germany has touched an all time high of 42 percent.· This trend is 

reflected in all class of vehicles. 

In Asia, though the absoi~:Jte share of diesel vehicles is 

comparatively small, the rate of increase in many cities is reported 

to be phenomenal. Diesel penetration is still low in Asia but it is 

expected to grow in burgeoning vehicles markets of India, China as 

well as gain momentum in more developed markets such as South 

111 Michael Walsh, CAR Line, Virginia, USA No. 2004-5, October {2004), p. 37. · 
112 Michael Walsh, CAR Line, Virginia, USA No. 2005-1, February (2005), p. 5. 
113 Anon, "Environmental Impact", Regulatory impact Analysis- Control of Air Pollutionji-om New . 

Motor Vehicles: Tier 2 Motor Vehicle Emission Standards and Gasoline Sulphur Requirements, 
USEPA, Washington DC, p.36. 

114 Michael Walsh, CAR Line, Virginia, USA No. 2005-1, February (2005), p. 37. 
1 15 Tara Baukus Mello, Diesel, Dirty no more, Edmunds seen in The Leapfrog Factor: Clearing the 

air in Asian Cities (2006), A CSE Publication, p.l32. 
116Michael Walsh, CAR Line, Virginia, USA No. 2005-1, February (2005), pp. 4-5. 
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Korea and Japan. 117 Though China is in the midst of a phenomenal 

increase of in its car fleet, sale of diesel vehicles are still modest 

due to the nominal difference in diesel and petrol prices. Market 
forecasters predict significantly higher diesel car sales in ·Asia. 

•· 
According to JD Power and Associates, a California-based global 
marketing information firm, global diesel light-duty vehicle sales 

will increase from 12.5 million in 2003 to 27 million by 2015 with 
India and South Korea being the drivers behind this growth in 

Asia. 118 

In India,· analysts predict that diesel car sales will grow by 

' almost 45-50 percent by 2010. The increase in diesel car numbers 
in Delhi mirrors the national crisis. Vehicles registration data from 
Delhi's state transport authority showed steep rise in the diesel car. 

i fleet. Its share in the total car registration has increased from four 
percent in 1998-1999 to 16 percent in 2002-2003, while petrol car 

i registration has stagnated. What is fuelling the diesel. craze is its 

1 price. In Delhi when fuel price was revised in June 2010 the price 
I of petrol was around 35 percent more than that of diesel. 119 There 
I 

~ price of petrol has been freed from subsidy recently and the price 

: of diesel is on th.e way to be decontrolled. An auto component 
! major, MICO, is r~ported to have estimated that during. the 2004 
i the market share of diesel cars were around 31 percent, and is 
I 

: expected to rise to 45 percent by 2010. The present developments 

! points towards that direction. 

, New marketing strategies are redefining the diesel car 

: market. Some automakers have priced their petrol and diesel 
' 
; vehicles evenly. Tata Motors reversing the trend has priced its 

i petrol version more that the diesel ones. Maruti Udyog Limited 
I 

! (MUL) which had hitherto stayed away from diesel versions has 
' . . . 

·been producing diesel engines from their Gurgaon plant near Delhi 

·since 2005. Similar trends are being followed by various car 

··companies. 

: 
117 According to the UK-based World Markets Research Centre Report. · 

: 
118Anon, Diesel Surge in India, Green Car Congress (2004). · 

'
119The government has decontrolled petrol prices from June 25,2010 and the decontrolling of diesel 

prices is in the anvil (The Telegraph, June 26, 2010). 
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Consider the effect of such a strategy on the consumer, who 

! could now be naturally tempted to go for the latter. Therefore, the 
future looks bleakly dieselized .as the quality of Indian diesel is 

I extr~mely poor and the Indian government has just started to firm 
up plans for providing clean diesel. 

Paucity of information restricts proper benchmarking of 
i vehicle technology in India. Public access to such information is· 
i limited to company brochures and self-professed statem~nts rather 
: than independent regulatory assessment of technological changes 
, expected with the successive changes if"!_ __ emissions regulation~. 

i Key public concern is about the quality · of technology 
I 

i transformation in India, if it is measuring upto international good 
I 

i practices. In this regard, features related ·largely to engine 
; performance, power output, fuel economy and emissions 
, performanc~ have begun to draw public attention.120 

· 

, For India, the most obvious reference point is Europe as it 
i follows the European em1ss1ons standards, though with 
i . . 

I considerable time lag. 121 The technologies existing. to meet these 
standards in Europe are well known. However, there is a noticeable 

. . •· 
variance in the steps taken by India and Europe while graduating 
through the successive stages of the Euro norms. The technology 

:pattern of improvement undertaken by Iridian automobile 
i 

:industries though broadly consistent with those observed in 
I . 

i Europe, it is still marred by selective omissions of certain dominant· 
I 

i features at a given stage of transition. 

The mindset of the Indian automobile industry is to stretch 
I . 

'!technology to the limit with as much optimization as· possible to 
!maintain a competitive price until more fundamental shifts become 
iabsolutely necessary. In the absence of strong regulations, 
:industry avoids paths needed to hasten the changeover to more 
:advanced technologies, and this delays the process ··of meeting 
!clean emissions targets. 
I . 
I 

!120 Anum ita Roychowdhury, Vivek Chattopadhyaya, Chirag Shah & Priyanka Chandola, A 
i Technology roadmap in Ajit Chak & Soupamo Banerjee (ed.), The Leapfrog Factor: Clearing the 
; Air in Asian Cities, Centre for Science and Environment (CSE), 2006, at p. 161. 
;
121 India adopted Euro I standards as late as 2000- eight years after Europe. In the absence of strong 
1 

regulations, the Supreme Court had to intervene in 1999 to enforce Euro II standards (1996 
European norms) in Delhi in 2000 that reduced the time lag with Europe from 10 to four years. 
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The early vintage of Euro I diesel cars produced since 2000, 

witnessed the basic changes in engine parameters that include 

retarding fuel injection timing, intake, exhaust and combustion 

organisation and increasing the fuel injection pressure. 

The change·s in the subsequent Euro II vintage, which came 

into a few . cities sirice 2000, show that some of the improved 

· features that dominated the Euro II cars. in Europ~ saw very 

. limited application in India. This difference, however, is influenced 
by the varying emphasis on emissions control and fuel economy 

. improvements. 

It is evident, for example, that at the Euro II level, Europe 

. had paid a lot of attention to the fuel injection system and 

. graduated from mechanical injection to electronically-controlled 

injection systems. Improvement in the fuel injection system plays 

·. a significant role in achieving major reduction in pollutants while 

. improving fuel economy. But in the Indian compact car segment, 

automakers have avoided using electronic controls, till it was time 

to move to Euro III in a few cities in 2005. 

Europe has seen early and consistent development of more 

advanced direct fuel injection systems - common rail direct 

injection (CRDi) systems and electronically controlled unit injectors 

(EUI). Common rail technology for diesels was introduced in the 

mid to late 1990s; it resembles fuel injection system's for petrol 

engines with electronic sensors and a computer - but with much 

. high. pressure. 122 The common rail system allows control of 

injection pressure independent of engine speed. The EUI allows 

·high injection pressures to be produced incorporating and 

·individual pump/injector unit per cylinder with electronic timing 

. control. Improved fuel injection systems in diesel vehicles have 

lowered smoke and PM emissions significantiX o~er tim~. 

Yet another point of divergence is that Europe as seen the 

early application of the direct injection (DI) system in diesel cars . 

a'c~oss board, replacing indirect injection (IDI). Primacy attached 

.to fuel economy is responsible for early and wide appli~ation of DI 

122 Anon, Quiet Diesel: Popularity in Europe signals potential for Diesels in US in The Weekly, 
· Georgia, USA, February I, 2005. · 
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engines in Europe. In DI engines, fuel is injected directly into the 

combustion chamber that gives higher power output and better 

fuel economy .123In IDI engines, fuel is injected into a separate pre-,. 

chamber where ignition occurs and then the combustion spreads to 

the main combustion chamber. The. DI engine is more fuel efficient 

than the IDI systems. The IDI engine has been mainly used for 

small, high-speed applications such as passenger cars, where low 

noise and high performance are important. 

However, Indian diesel car models in mini and compact 

segment have con~i_nu~d with IQI. . IDI can be efficient from the 
emissions reduction point of view. But application of electronically

controlled fuel injection system such as EUI and CRDi can be 

effective in improving both emissions and fuel economy. In India 

CRDi has come in some high-end models. 

On the whole, until recently124 the dominant Euro '!I approach 

in India is represented by a combination of IDI engines with 

oxidation catalyst. According to an official of Automotive research 

Association of India (ARAI), Pune, only design changes in engines 

would not be adequate to meet Euro norms and tighter emissions 

standards. It would require exhaust after-treatment devices or 

some add-on in series. 125 Oxidation catalysts would be more in use 

beyond Euro II.. For additional · NOx q>ntrol, E)_<haust gas 

recirculation (EGR) has also been introduced. EGR routes a part of 

the exhaust gas into engine air intake and reduces the peak flame 

temperature that contributes to NOx formation. 126 

The Euro IV norms recently enforced in eleven ,cities could 

have been carried out earlier and by now all over India. Such 

transition would have been possible when Euro III norms were 

being enforced in 2005, it would have been a critical transition if 

bolder technology choices could have been made. 

123 As if Faiz et a/, Air Pollution from motor Vehicles: Standards and Technologies for Controlling 
Emissions (1996), World Bank, Washington DC, USA, p.64. 

124 Euro III emissions standards have been applicable all over India from t" April 2010, whereas Euro 
IV norms have been applicable to a few select Cities·, the exact number being eleven including the 
four metros from the same date. · · · 

125 S. Bhattacharya, Catalysing the Diesel Engines, paper presented at the "Symposium on 
International Automotive Technology 2003", ARAI, Pune, January 15-18, 2003. 

126 AsifFaiz eta!, Air Pollution from motor Vehicles: Standards and Technologies for Controlling 
Emissions (1996), World Bank, Washington DC, USA. 
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The. heavy-duty segment has been the slowest to improve in 
India. While buses gets an opportunity to meet the one-step-up 

' standards in a few metro cities,· trucks lag· behind deplorably as 
they continue to meet the minimum national standards. There is 
no hope of trucks moving soon to Euro III in India country-wide as 
they are exempt from standards even in cities that have enforced 
the latest Euro norms as the matching fuels are not .available in 

I the highways. 

. The Euro I heavy-duty engines are almost entirely aspirated 

except a few Ashok Leyland trucks that were turbocharg~_cj_ lat~r. ___ _ 
ARAI informs that Euro I levels in . India were achieved with 
upgrades that included retarded injection timing, intake, exhaust 

· and combustion optimization, low sac injectors and high swirl. 127 

With the advent of the Euro li standar.ds turbocharging has 
~ been applied more extensively as Euro II PM Limit is too severe for 
! conventional naturally-aspirated engine to achieve. Globally, 
! reduction in PM emissions and improvement in fuel efficiency, 
· power and torque output has been achieved. by turbocharging the , . 
. ·naturally aspirated engines, increasing the boost pressure . and 
improving the match between turbocharger and engine128 In 

. , contrast to naturally aspirated engines smoke emissions from 

:turbocharged engine is lower. According to Ricardo, a global player 
: in engine development, Indian engines would -have to be 
:turbocharged and after-cooled to meet Euro emissions standards. 
i • • • 

In the heavy-duty commerci~l vehicle segment application of 
·electronic control and after-treatment devices are mostly absent. 

The expert .committee report on the Auto Fuel Policy has 
broadly outlined a wide menu of options for commercial diesel 
vehicles. These include improvement in fuel injection system using 

:higher injection pressure, common rail system, uni't injections 
!instead of multi-cylinder fuel injection pumps. Further 
I . 

:improvement in cylinder head design, inlet port, re-entrant 

:combustion chamber and also four-valve system to improve 
' . 

:m Anon, Report of the Expert Committee on Auto Fuel Policy (2002), Government of India, New 
Delhi, p. 162. · 

128 AsifFaiz eta/, Air Pollutionfrom motor Vehicles: Standards and Technologies for Controlling 
Emissions (1996), World Bank, Washington DC, USA. 
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I volumetric efficiency and provide better mixing of air and fuel are 

other possible options. Further use of turbocharged and 
turbocharged after-cooled engines would provide higher specific 

power, better fuel economy and fewer emissions. 129 It is difficult to 

judge the quality of change from these generalities and very little 
, fie.ld information. 

In January 2005, Ashok Leyland, one of the two major bus 
manufacturers, has said in its press communique that it is 
introducing an electronic engine management systef!l (EMS) in its 

I Euro III buses for faster response to operating variables like speed 
: ·and load. 130 •· 

Indian regulators ignore implications of lingering for too long 

at the intermediate stages of diesel technology and staying away 
I 

', from the effective solutions emerging globally. The intermediate 
'
1 

stage represented by the Euro II, Euro II and Euro IV standards 

: that, apart from engine modifications, predominantly hinge on the 
:
1 

using reduced fuel sulphur levels (from 500 ppm to 350 ppm in 
I . 

: April 1, 2005 and further lower from April 1, 2010.) in combination 
:, with diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC). 

The DOCs, the only available after-treatment device available 
' for diesel cars in India today, are not as sulphur sensitive as the 
·~ particulate traps and· can work with sulphur levels of 500 ppm to 
I 

'
1 
350 ppm and are common in cities that have diesel with maximum 

· 500 ppm sulphur. Most of the emission benefits of using oxidation 

:catalysts are in terms of. CO and total HC reductions, that iS 90 and 

:70 percent respectively,. Reduction in PM is in the range of 20 to 
: 50 percent. 131 • · 

The DOC is widely used across the world in the lower levels of 
~technologies, emerging evidence· signals that countries like India 
i 

:should quickly move out of this phase. India must not encourage 
I ' 

!the combination of DOC and 500 ppm to 450 ppm sulphur fuels to 
l 
' 

1
129 Anon, Report of the Expert Commiltee on Auto Fuel Policy (2002), Government oflndia, New 

Delhi, pp. 160-163. · 
m Detail changes planned still not known. 
i 131 Anon, Retrofit Emission Control Technologies for Diesel Engines, paper presented at the "World 
' Truck Conference", Manufacturers of Emission .Control Association, Monterey, USA, March 2A, 

2003. 
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persist for too long. Scientific evidence unequivocally shows that 
DOC oxidizes almost all sulphur and lead to deadlier and more . 
toxic sulphate particles when used with moderately low-sulphur 

fuels, thereby increasing harmful sulphate emissions. Germany has 

not opted for DOCs because their use in diesel just reduces the PM 
mass not the numbers. DOCs make PM smaller so that particulates 
go down deep into the lungs. 132 

As near-zero sulphur fuels enable enforcement of stringent 
; vehicle standards for new vehicles; they open up the opportunity 
i for reducing emi?sions from in-use diesel vehicles as well. The 
! same emissions control systems that are used in new vehicles can 
! be retrofitted in in-use diesel vehicles as well - presenting· a much 
! bigger opportunity for a cleanup. 
' 

Another crucial parameter that has been completely ignored 
j in India is the legal provision for on-board diagnostics (OBD) to 

i check performance of emissions control components in vehicles. 
i The Indian government has avoided · introduction. of built-in 

! safeguards of the European emissions norms that require the OBD. 
i system to monitor pollution control components to detect any 
I 

: malfunction· that can increase emissions. The OBD system stores 
: all info"rmation related to the emissions cont~ol components or the 

malfunction and alert the driver. They store diagnostic ·information 
for repair technicians and also for the enforcement agencies for 

1 
vehicle inspection programme. 

Europe has already. implemented OBD requiremeJ;~ts for both 
; petrol and diesel vehicles. In 2005 heavy-duty vehicles were also 
: brought into its ambit. 

The US has adopted the OBD system in light-duty diesel 
I . 
, vehicles and heavy-duty vehicle category of 8,500 to 14,000 
1 pounds (lbs) (approximately 4-6.35 tonnes). The California Air 
:resources Board (CARB) plans to make OBD systems compulsory 
i 

: 
132 This was explained by Axel Friedrich, Head of Division, Envir<?nment Transport and Noise, 

· Federal Environment Agency of Germany . 
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on all diesel engines in newly~commissioned vehicles of over 

14,000 lbs or 6.35 tonnes from 2010. 133 

However, in 2005, when the Euro III norms were notified 
from April 1, the Indian industry was not was still not prepared for 
these applications for checking emission performance of vehicles. 
It was content with the very basic provision of on-bOard engine 

malfunction checks that were already in place. General Motors 
(GM) and Maruti Udyog Limited (MUL) have offered on-board 

malfunction indicator light (MIL) which indicates engine 

malfunction in the car-giving the custonier an early sign to visit the 

garage to rectify the problem. The Maruti spokesperson, in this 

contest, was candid and justified by saying, "None of our models 
are equipped with OBD system.: There is no regulation to this 

, effect. Fqr the OBD system to be effective in principle, there are 
issues related to servicing habits of users, fuel specifications, 

adulteration and general lack of infrastructure. However, we have 

MILs, which give an indication when there is trouble with the 
sensors, which is also necessary for emissions controL" The auto 
manufacturers say, "Why should we invest in an OBD system when 

it is not legally mandated?" 

Many of these policy issues will have· to be sorted out soon in 

1 India to enable it to leapfrog to clean diesel technology that has 

already begun taking place in the West: 

PETROL: Petrol cars, powered by spark ignition engines, dominate 
the global urban market, however, there are regional differences in 
their market share. With the dynamics for diesel passenger cars 

changing, petrol cars in many cities have started to face strong 

competition. The US with one of the highest motorization rates and 
nominal difference between petrol and diesel prices, ·remain the 

largest single petrol consumer in the world. In the European Union 

(when there were only 15 member countries)/34 petrol usage has 
declined while diesel demand has grown. In Asian countries, the 

use of petrol cars is still very high though .diesel vehicles are 

increasing in numbers and the same is reflected in the Indian 

133 Alan Bunting, "CARB Spells out its OBD Proposals for 201 0", Automotive Environment Analyst, 
A.W.Knowledge, London, England. . 

134 The EU presently has a twenty-four country membership. 
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trend. Petrol cars also typify the inevitable element of any 

technology roadmap: solve one set of problems to hurtle into yet 

another trade-off demanding constant innovation and correction. 
There is constant threat of new toxic substances entering the fuel 

streams ostensibly to enhanced .desired properties of petrol fuel 
but adding to toxic emissions instead. There can be ottier negative 
trade-offs as well. One example is the risk of increased PM 
emissions, hitherto, not associated with petrol vehicles, from 
newer technologies that are emerging to improve fuel economy . 

.. 
The spark ignition technology has developed quite 

significantly over the decades compared to diesel technology but 
now the difference with diesel is narrowing down. While diesel is 

trying to match up to its cleanliness, petrol is trying to match up 
with the power and fuel efficiency of the diesel. The. combined 
challenge of stringent emission limits and the tight fuel economy 
·requirements will influence petrol technology significantly in the 
future. 

The limited pollution inventory information available for India 
shows that petrol vehicles are significant contributors of carbon 
monoxide (CO) and hydrocarbon (HC). Conventionally, direct 
emissions of HC, especially volatile organic compounds •(VOCs}, CO 

and NOx from petrol driven vehicles have driven regulations 
worldwide. These are also responsible for the formation of 03. 
Evaporative losses also add to the overall HC emissions from petrol 

driven vehicles. In Delhi, their contribution is expected to be as 
high as 70 percent of the CO emissions from all sources. In recent 

years, however, the trend in CO emissions has got delinked from 

the rapidly rising vehicle numbers. in Delhi. The CO levels have 
reduced significantly, showing ·the impact of ·technology 

development. 135 

The dominant regulatory approach in India and worldwide is 

to set limits for CO, HC and NOx emissions. Petrol is ~ore volatile 
compared to diesel :and results in high evaporative losses. To 

control this proble·m $vaporative standards are also set. European 

135 Anum ita Roychowdhury, Yivek Chattopadhyaya, Chirag Shah & Priyanka Chandola, A . 
Technology roadmap in Ajit Chak & Souparno Banerjee (ed.), The Leapfrog Factor: Clearmg the 
Air in Asian Cities, Centre for Science and Environment (CSE), 2006, at p. 170. 
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· norms that India follows do not have any special standards for 
' ' emissions of air taxies, such as benzene, from vehicles which are 

feared to be at unacceptable levels. 

The regulatory approach to control em1ss1ons from petrol 

. vehicles is best illustrated by the trends observed in the US. The 

, most stringent. regulatory measures adopted to cut petrol 

. emissions in the US has enable nearly 90 percent reduction in 
, petrol emissions from uncontrolled levels. 136The US Tier 2 
. standards that are being phased since 2004 are fuel neutral and 
. very tight for all pollutants including CQ, NOx, and non-methane 

: organic gases (NMOG). 

However unregulated emissions of· air taxies from petrol 

· driven vehicles, that are also carcinogen, remains a source of 

worry. Toxic HCs and benzene among others are highly toxic and 
: strong carcinogens and studies in US have indicated that motor 
1 vehicles are responsible for maximum human exposure to these 

: emissions. They still pose nationwide carcinogen risk despite a 
I • 

:decline between ·1994 and 1999 as found by the National Air toxic. 
I 

• Assessment of air toxic inventory data. 137 

The Tier 2 regulations are expected to address this problem to 
'some extent. For the first time new toxic pollutants have been 

added under the Tier 2 norms and the USEPA has estimated the 
: reduction iii exposure to the air taxies for the entire· population in 

! 47 States. This kind of detailed risk assessment of petrgl. emissions 

I is not available in India. 

Timely suitable measures like de-regularising fuel prices by 
. the government will help in curbing the rise in the number of 

vehicles run on conventional fuels in general and diesel-powered 
vehicles in particular. 

Globally, the fundamental transition in petrol technology is 

·marked by death of the carburettor in cars that had heralded the 
global automobile era. Development of the fuel injection and 

136 Anon, "Environmental Impact", Regulatory impact Analysis- Control of Air Pollution from New 
Motor VehiCles: Tier 2 Motor Vehicle Emission Standards and Gasoline S,ulphur Requirements, 
(1999), USEPA, Washington DC.. , 

137 Anon, 'Cleaner Air', Draft Report on Environment, USEPA, Washington DC, p. 17, 24. 
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I 
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worry. Toxic HCs and benzene among others are highly toxic and 
$trong carcinogens and studies in US have· indicated· that motor 
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I 

e·missions. They still pose nationwide carcinogen risk despite a 
decline between 1994 and 1999 as found by the National Air toxic 
Assessment of air toxic inventory data. 137 

The Tier 2 regulations are expected to address this problem to 
some extent. For the first time new toxic. pollutants have· been 
added under the Tier 2 norms and the USEPA has estimated the 
reduction in exposure to the air toxics for the entire population in 
47 States. This kind of detailed risk assessment of petrol emissions 
is not available in India. 

Timely suitable measures like de-regularising fuel prices by 
the government will help in curbing the rise in the number of 
vehicles run on conventional fuels in general and diesel'-powered 
vehicles in particular. 

Globally, the fundamental transition in petrol technology is 
marked by death of the carburettor in cars that had heralded the 
global automobile era. Development of the fuel injection and 

136 Anon, "Environmental impact", Regulatory impact Analysis- Control of Air Pollution from New 
Motor Vehicles: Tier 2 Motor Vehicle Emission Standards and Gasoline Sulphur Requirements, 
(1999}, USEPA, Washington DC. 

137 Anon, 'Cleaner Air', Draft Report on Environment, USEPA, Washington DC, p. 17, 24. 
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electronic control systems along with three way catalytic 

converters (TWCs) have significantly lowered petrol emissions -

achieving a remarkable 90-95 percent reduction in HC and CO and 

80-90 percent in NOx. 

Changes in India are in consistent with the global experience. 
the initial transition from pre-Euro to Euro:-I standards followed 

~he predictable route - optimisation of the carburettor that 
governed the fuel metering in older petrol engines, intake and 

~xhaust combustion optimisation, improved . catalytic converters 
and positive crankcase system. 138 
I 

' 
' 

' 
The advent of the Euro-II standards saw the death of the 

~arburettor technology overnight in passenger cars as it was 
replace with the superior fuel injection system. By 2000 more than 
SO percent of cars changed over to the multi-port fuel engine 
' . . 

(MPFI) system. A complete makeover soon followed. Even exhaust 
I 

gas recirculation (EGR) and multi-valve systems began to feature 
in these models at this stage. Two-way catalytic converters were 
teplaced with TWCs with closed-loop system. The wide gamut of 
~hanges that the MPFI made possible improved driveability, better 
fuel economy and emissions. 

{ 

Euro-III has witnessed further progress along the global 
patterns of technology change covering engine design, .combustion 
conditions and after-treatment systems. Improved TWCs with·. 

closed-loop control, exact fuel metering by electronically-controlled 

fuel injection and ignition, special. measl,lres for reducing cold-start 
and idling ·emissions and applications of EGR, are among the key 
I 

features. The. focus continues to remain on better injectors and 

optimising for more precise control of the amount and timing of 
fuel injection. 

Among the major petrol car producers, NMUL, which 
dominated the market for mini and compact vehicles, informs that 
its key improvements including redesigning of ther exhaust system 

with the introduction of closed-couple catalysers, commonly called 

' 1
,
38 Anon, Report of the Expert Committee on Auto Fuel Policy (2002}, Government oflndia, New 

Delhi; N. Darkar, 'Vehicle Technology', Urban Transport Journal, Institute of urban Transport, 
New Delhi, Vol. 4, No.I. · 
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maniverters. 139 In certain cases an additional maniverter has been 

added to the under floor catalyser to help in emissions control. 140 

According to company sources, MUL has also introduced the 
' 

32-bit microprocessor as part of the electric control module 

technology in most of the models complying with Euro-III emission 

standards. In certain models, EGR had been added to improve 

¢mission control and also achieve better fuel efficiency. A big 
thrust was on improving the effectiveness of the ·catalytic 
converters. They have further improved the evaporative emissions 

~ontrol systems. 
! 
. Hyundai, a close competitor in this segment, maintains that 

the changes in 2005 in the most popular compact model, Santro, 
I 

were largely incremental and not made solely for the purpose of 
meeting the Euro-III standards. The company has focussed -on 

modifying the precious metal content of the catalyst. Modifications 
have also been made in the electronic control units to improve 
engine, intake and exhaust system. 

Increasingly, as is evident from the developments in India, 
the role of after-treatment devices is assuming great significance 

in lowering of emissions from petrol cars. Catalytic converters, in 
use- since 1975 in the US, have undergone radi~al improvements. 
The original version - the two-way catalysts - could clean only CO 

<;)nd HC by oxidising them. Subsequently, TWCs emerged that are 
additi:onally capable of reducing NOx. The -catalysts require precise 

stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio for the optimum _·conversion. 
I -

efficiency. The current catalyst technologies can also effectively 

clean highly reactive HCs. It is estimated that worldwide, 85 

percent of new petrol vehicles are equipped with a TWCs. Keeping 
these emission control devices functional and effective during 
useful lifetime of the vehicles is important. 

As noticed in the case of diesel vehicles as well, the most 

disapp<;Jinting and glaring omission in Indian emissions regulations 
is the absence of a legal mandate for on-board- diagnostic control 

1
'
39 Anon~ Corporate Communications Department, Maruti Udyog Limited, Personal Communication -

(2005). 
140 Ibid 
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to self-diagnose problems in emissions control systems. Euro III 

emission standards are already in application in the 13 cities of 
India since 1st April 2005 without these provisions and Euro IV 
~emission standards are already notified since 1st April 2010 in the 

:major cities whereas Euro III norms have been applicable all over 
India. Technology experts lament that these systems that are 

already mandated in Europe and in vogue in the US, in all light
duty petrol models since 1996, should have been an integral part 

I 

,of the engine development in India. 

Euro III upgrades are incrementaL On the whole, the industry 
1watchers feel that at the time of widespread transition from 
:carburettor to fuel injection system, that began in 2000 to meet 

:the Euro II norms, the industry could have taken a big leap 
'directly from Euro I to Euro III and then quickly moved to Euro IV 
then. That would have saved time and reduced emissions. 

;GASEOUS FUEL (CNG & LPG): gaseous fuels - natural gas and 

:Uquified petroleum gas (LPG) - have opened up opportunities in 
I . 

Asia to sidestep co11ventional polluting technologies of diesel and 
'petrol. Both natural gas and LPG have the potential to cut 
'particulate emissions from vehicles to negligible levels. The choice 
pf natural gas in some countries in Asia, which- have abundant gas 

reserves, is also propelled by energy security concerns. 
' . 

While both natural gas vehicle (NGV) and LPG vehicle 
I 

programmes are being driven by public health imperatives, their 
nature and scope of applications are very different. Natural gas is 
~sed in heavy duty and light-duty vehicles; use of LPG is 
predominant in small vehicles. Both have their unique challenges 

and prospects requiring independent assessment. 

The application of natural gas, especially in buses, which is 

emerging as the new growth area in Asian cities, lends a unique 

~haracter to NGV programmes and presents an opportunity to 
combat toxic diesel emissions. Delhi has implemented one of the 

l!argest natural gas bus programmes within a very shor_t span of 

time. The credit for this goes, unanimously, to the 

environmentalist lawyer, Shri M.C.Mehta, The Supreme Court and 

the Environment Protection and Control Aut.hority headed by the 
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· retired bureaucrat Shri Bhurelal, in that order. This has exercised a 

: considerable impact on the city's air. Delhi's programme therefore, 

. presents the most valuable learning curve in this region. The 
unique approach of linking the programme with the public 

• transportation augmentation plan has helped attain an economy of 
: scale. By continually working on emissions and safety ·regulations, 
·Delhi could push conversion technology towards improvement. 

Any new programme is expected to encounter operational 
. difficulties that require immediate corrective action through 

·constant monitoring. Without a clear roadmap, weak emission and 
. safety regulations, inadequate enforcement, poor infrastructure 
· and ad hoc. certification procedures can undermine the emerging 
programmes that otherwise promise enormous benefits. 

Unlike the i_ndustrialised West - that is fast moving towards 
:stringent fuel-neutral standards, dispensing with the need to take 

• a fuel-based approach - Asian cities will continue to depend on a 
ifuel substitution strategy to meet immediate ·air quality objectives. 
'While there is a lot of excitement about the prospects· of these 

' programmes, progress is inexplicably very slow. The Indian 
·government has failed to frame an integrated policy to develop 
gaseous fuels as a transport energy system with appropriate 

emissions, pricing and enforcement regulations to make the 
'programmes sustainable. 

The easy availability of natural gas has encouraged many 
~countries to implement Natural gas vehicle (NGV) programmes. 
,This has provided an immediate opportunity to reduce oil 
dependency as· well as clean up vehicular emissions. The NGV 

:market is growing continually compared to .the more entrenched 
technologies of diesel and petrol. 

Natural gas is essentially 80 to 95 percent methane and 
occurs naturally in underground reserves. Compression is the most 
common method for delivering natural gas for vehicl~ use. For 
automotive application, it m~st be either be compressed to 3,000 

to 3,600 pounds per square inch or Liquified through super cooling 
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· to -161 degrees Centigrade ( -327.2 degrees Fahrenheit) as 

· Liquified natural gas (LNG). 141 

CNG engines are essentially spark ignition ones, the same as 
· in petrol vehicles. CNG is more popular for short-range· medium

duty applications (such as running city and school buses) and 
:heavy-duty applications such as operating street sweepers and 

garbage trucks. Because of its lower fuel density, CNG is not 
considered a practical fuel for long distance heavy-duty truck 

• applications. For long-range applications, LNG is the preferred 
- ! fuel 142 though l.NG application has begun in other parts of the 

:world; it has not yet been initiated in India. Current Indian NGV 
, programmes are based CNG. 

There are, however, two broad approaches to use natural gas 

·in internal combustion (IC) engines that have a bearing on 
emissions profile, fuel economy and power - stoichiometric and 
ilean burn. Stoichiometric engines are similar to petrol engines: 

ithey ·operate with air/fuel mixture containing enough oxygen to 

1
completely burn ·the fuel. As a result, there is very little, if any, 

'extra' oxygen left in the exhaust. 143 Worldwide, most light-duty 

NGV have stoichiometric engines. The over~ll efficiency of these 
engines is similar to petrol ones. But compared to most 

1turbocharged diesel engines, these have low power. Hence, 
(traditionally, their application has found only in light-duty vehicles 
such as cars. 

Stoichiometric operation of engines allows the use of three

way exhaust catalyst (TWCs) like those in modern petrol engines, 

which can dramatically reduce CO, NOx and HC emissions. The 

combination of stoichiometric engines and TWCs has also been 
adapted to heavy-duty engines that show significant emissions 
reduCtion potential. Graduating to multi port injection (MPI) type 
stoichiometric engines improves engine efficiency comparatively, 

I ' r Anon, New Engine Technologies, Extension Energy Programme (2004), Washington state 
· University, Washington DC, USA. 

1~2 Anon, New Engine Technologies, Extension Energy Programme (2004), Washington state 
: University, Washington DC, USA. 

143 Anon, Natural Gas used for Transportation: best practices for achieving optimal emissions 
reductions (2005), Northeast States Centre for Clean Air Future, International Council on Clean 
Transportation, M.J. Bradley and Associates, USA, p.4 
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:and if fitted with TWC, emissions can be reduced further. 144 The 

: non-turbocharged stoichiometric gas engines are relatively tolerant 

:of natural- gas impurities and can, therefore, operate with a wider 
:range of fuel quality. 145 ' . 

Lean burn engines, on the other hand, operate by putting 

, more air into the cylinder than is needed to burn the fuel. This 

:excess air lowers the peak combu-stion temperature, thus reducing 
1 both NOx and PM emissions. This allows a much higher 

:compression ratio, thereby increasing the efficiency compared to a 

, typical throttled stoichiometric engine .. · Lean engines have _mo~e 
: power- than stoichiometric ones. They operate more like diesel 

:engines. The carburettor-type lean burn engine has better fuel 
:economy compared to the carburettor type stoichiometric CNG 
1 engine, though there is a little difference in the durability a~d the 
: cost of the two. 146 

In the US, most natural gas engines used in . heavy-duty 

1 vehicles like buses and trucks are turbocharged lean burn engines. 

:The European fleet has stoichiometric and lean burn natural gas 
:engines in comparable strength. Both natural gas engines (and 
:lean burn) require precise control of the air-to-fuel ratio to ensure 
low emissions and peak fuel engine efficiency. 

In India, bus manufacturers had to· confront these choices 

• while deciding the technology options. Both Tata Motors and Ashok 
:Leyland have opted for stoichiometric-eNG engines. Ashok Leyland 
:opted for the stoichiometric technology with a TWC. Fuel quality 

was one of the major factors for this decision. In Delhi, the 
.methane content in CNG was found to be less than 90 percent. 
:Therefore, lean burn technology, which is sensitive to the low 

:methane content, was ruled out according to R. Devarajan, special 

:Director, Ashok Leyland. Indian engines use mechanical air-to-fuel 

:
144 Masaki Okada, Development ofCNG direct injection diesel cycle engine (2004), Paper presented 

1 at the Conference 'NGV 2004', International Association forNaturai Gas Vehicles, Buenos Aires, 
1 Argentina; October 26-28, 2004. 
'
145 Anon, Natural Gas used for Transportation: best practices for achieving optimal emissions 
: reductions (2005), Northeast States Centre for Clean Air Future, International Council on Clean 
i Transportation, M.J. Bradley and Associates, USA, p.4 
!146 Masaki Okada, Development ofCNG direct injection diesel cycle.engine (2004), Paper presented 

at the Conference 'NGV 2004', International Association for Natural Gas Vehicles, Buenos Aires, 
Argentina, October 26-28, 2004. 
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'proportioning and mixing systems with electronic 'trim' of the air

• to-fuel ratio, based on the feedback from exhaust oxygen sensors. 
:They also use TWC, Which controls emissions of CO, NOx and HC.A 

'study carried out for Centre for Science and Environment, 
Delhi 147found that heavy-duty lean burn C:NG engin·es used in 

, Europe and the US generally exhibit greater power output and fuel 
·efficiency than stoichiometric engines planned for Indian buses. 148 

, But they also concurred that that the immediate choice of a 

• stoichiometric engi~e with a good TWC was appropriate for 

,meeting the objective of emissions· reduction as it _could easily and 

• readily make particulate matter (PM) emissions negligible. Vehicles 
. -

- fitted with these engines have proven to be far more cleaner 

:compared to diesel buses in terms of PM and NOx emissions. 149 

Globally, N'GVs, depending on the type of fuel systems 

.(mechanical or electronic fuel metering)t: have successively 

;evolved through four generations: the first generation with 
mechanical fuel metering and no feedback, the second with 
~mechanical fuel metering and close-loop ·electronic lambda control 
(alternatively, fuel injection and no feedback), and the third with 
luel injection and closed-loop control. 150 

The fourth generation technology with on-board diagnostic 

(OBD) capabilities has been made commercially available now. 

Researchers say that application of direct injection or multi'- port 
:fuel injection (MPFI) can improve engine efficiency. In fact, a CNG 
I 

:engine which has a direct injection along with a pilot fuel one is the 
most reliable and efficient. However, it is also more complex and 

expensive. 151 

'
147 A Study was conducted by Christopher Weaver, President, fuel and Emissions Engineering Inc, 

Sacramento, USA; Lennart Erlandsson, manager, Air Quality at the Motor test Centre, Sweden 
and Frank Dursbeck, formerly with TUV, Germany, on CN G technology for CSE in 200 I. 

148 Frank Dursbeck eta/, Status of Implementation ofCNG as a fuel for Urban Buses in Delhi (200I), 
CSE, New Delhi, p. 13. 

1149 Ibid. 
,
150 Nils-OiofNylunds & Alex Lawson, Exhaust emissions from natural Gas engines, Issues related to 

Engine performance, Exhaust Emissions and Environmental Impacts (2000), A report for the 
· IANGV technical committee, International Association for Natural Gas Vehicles, Auckland, New 

Zealand, p.36. 
151 Masaki Okada, Development ofCNG direct injection diesel cycle engine (2004), Paper presented 

at the Conference 'NGV 2004', International Association for Natural Gas Vehicles, Buenos Aires, 
Argentina, October 26-28, 2004. 
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Indian technology is closer to the global second generation 

technology. The Indian experience shows that even second 

·generation technologies, the particulate emissions benefit of 

:replacing conventional diesel is quite significant. It is, however, 

:important to understand the emissions reduction potential and 

:challenges of NGV programme, so that appropriate emissions 
• regulations can be crafted to drive technology and maximise 

emissions benefits . 

. Alternative Fuels 

• BIOFUELS: 152 Biofuels are a wide range of fuels which are in-some 
I- , - - - , 

'way derived from biomass. The term covers solid biomass~ liquid 
I 

·fuels and various biogases. Biofuels are gaining increased public 

·and scientific attention, driven by factors such as oil price spikes, 
I 

the need for increased energy security, and concern over 

;greenhouse gas emissions from fossil fuels. 

I 
Bioethanol is an alcohol made by fermenting the sugar . 

:components of plant materials and it is made mostly from sugar 
and starch crops. With advanced technology being developed, 

· cellulosic biomass, such as trees and grasses, are a!so used as 

~feedstocks for ethanol production. Ethanol can be used as a 
.fuel for vehicles in its pure form, but it is usually used as a 
' . 

gasoline additive to increase octane and improve vehicle 
~emissions. Bioethanol is widely used in the USA and in f3razil. 

Biodiesel is made from vegetable oils, animal fats or recycled 

•greases. Biodiesel can be used as a fuel for vehicles in its pure 

form, but it is usually used as a diesel additive to reduce levels of 

:particulates, carbon monoxide, and hydrocarbons from diesel

:powered vehicle.s. Biodiesel is produced from oils or fats using 
transesterification and is the most common biofuel in Europe. 

Biofuels provided -1.8°/o ,of the world's t~ansport fuel in 2008. 

Investment into biofuels production capacity exceeded $4 billion 

worldwide in_ 2007 and is growing. 

Most transportation fuels are liquids, because vehicles usually 

require high energy density, as occurs in liquids and ,solids. High 

152 http://en. wikipedia. orglw/index.php?title=Biofuel&action accessed and viewed on July 14, 20 I 0. 
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I power density can be provided most inexpensively by an internal 
combustion engine;· these engines require clean burning fuels, to 

: keep the engine clean and minimize air pollution. 

The fuels that are easiest to burn cleanly are typically liquids 

: and gases. Thus liquids (and gases that can be stored in liquid 

forni) meet the requirements of being both portable and clean 

burning. Also, liquids and gases can be pumped, which means 
handling is easily mechanized, and thus less laborious 

. First.,.generation biofuels - are biofuels made from sugar, starch, 

vegetable oil, or animal fats using conventional technology. The 
: basic feedstocks Jar the production- of first generation biofuels are 

• often seeds or grains such as sunflower seeds, which are pressed 
·to yield vegetable oil that can be used in biodiesel, or wheat, which 
·yields starch that is fermented into bio-ethanol. These feedstocks 

. could instead enter the animal or human food chain,. and as the 
• global population has raised their use in producing biofuels has 
'been criticised for diverting food away from the human food chain, 
I 

:leading to food shortages and price rises. 

·Second generation biofuels - Cellulosic ethanol production uses 

non,.food crops or inedible waste products and does not divert food 
away from the animal or human food chain. Lignocellulose is the 

:"woody" structural material of plants. This feedstock is abundant 
; and diverse, and in some cases (like citrus peels or sawdust) it is 
<in itself a significant disposal problem. 

Producing ethanol from cellulose is a difficult technical 

.problem to solve. In nature, ruminant livestock (Jike cattle) eat 

grass and then use slow enzymatic digestive processes to break it 

.into glucose (sugar). In cellulosic ethanol laboratories, various 
experimental processes are being developed to do the same thing, 

and then the sugars released can be fermented to make ethanol 
fuel. In 2009 scientists reported developing, using "synthetic 

biology", "15 new highly stable fungal enzyme catalysts that 

efficiently break down cellulose into sugars at high temperatures", 
adding to the 10 previously known.£281 I.n · additio~, research 
·conducted at TU Delft by Jack Prank has shown that elephant 
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. yeast, when slightly modified can also creat~ ethanol from non

: edible ground sources (e.g. straw). 

·Third generation biofue/s - Algae fuel, also. called oilgae or third 
generation biofuel, is a biofuel from algae. Algae are low-input, 

; high-yield feedstocks to produce biofuels. Based on laboratory 
:experiments, it is claimed that algae can produces up to 30 times 
. more energy per acre than land crops such as soybeans, 153 but 
. .. 

. these yields have yet to be produced commercially. With the 
'higher prices of fossil fuels (petroleum), there is much interest in 

algaGUiture (farming algae). One advantage of many biofuels over 

most other fuel types is that they are biodegradable, and -so 
relatively harmless to the environment if spilled. Algae fuel still has 

its difficulties though, for instance to produce algae fuels it must 
be mixed uniformly, which, if done by agitation, could affect 
:biomass growth. 

Second and third generation biofuels are also called advanced 

:biofuels. 

SOME OF THE MOST COMMON. FORMS OF BIOFUELS: 154 

Bioalcohols - Biologically produced alcohols, most commonly 
:ethanol, and less commonly propanol and butc;mol, are produced 

by the action of microorganisms and enzymes through the 
:fermentation of sugars or starches (easiest), or cellulose (which is 

more difficult). Biobutanol (also called biogasoline) is often claimed 

. to provide a direct replacement for gasoline, because it can be 
'used directly in a gasoline engine (in a similar way to biodiesel in 

diesel engines). 

Ethanol fuel is the most common biofuel worldwide, 

particularly in Brazil. Ethanol can be used in petrol engines as a 
I 

replacement for gasoline; it can be mixed with gasoline to ·any 

percentage. Most existing car petrol engines can run on blends of 

up to 15°/o bioethanol with petroleum/gasolin~. Ethanol has a 
smaller energy density than gasolin,e, which means it takes more 

fuel (volume and mass) to produce the same amount of work. An 

153 Eviana Hartman, A Promising Oil Alternative: Algae Energy in The Washington Post, January 6, 
. 2008. -
154 http:l!en.wikipedia.orglw/index.php?title=Biofuel&action accessed and viewed on July 14,2010. 
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'advantage of ethanol (CH3CHzOH) is that it ~as a higher octane 

. rating than ethanol-free gasoline available at roadside gas stations 
'which allows an increase of an· engine's compression ratio· for 
i increased thermal efficiency. In high altitude (thin air) locations, 
I 

. some states mandate a mix of gasoline and ethanol as a winter 
:oxidizer to reduce atmospheric pollution emissions. 

Many car manufacturers are now producing flexible-fuel 
, vehicles (FFV's), which can safely run on any combination of 
: bioethanol and petrol, up to 100°/o bioethanol. They dynamically 
:sense exhaust qxygen content, af"ld adjust th~ engine's computer 
:systems, spark, and fuel injection accordingly. This adds initial cost 
:and ongoing increased vehicle maintenance. As with all vehicles, 
; efficiency falls and pollution emissions increase when FFV syst~m 
! maintenance is needed (regardless of the fuel mix being used), but 
:is not performed. FFV internal combustion engines are becoming 
:increasingly complex, as are multiple-propulsion-system FFV 
! hybrid vehicles, which impacts cost, maintenance, reliability, and 
·useful lifetime longevity. 

Even dry ethanol has roughly one-third lower energy content 
·per unit of volume compared to gasoline, so larger/heavier fuel . 
• tanks are required to travel the same distance, or more fuel stops 
I 

i are required.· 

. Methanol is currently produced from natural gas, a non-
i . 
! renewable fossil fuel. It can also be produced from biomass as 
; biomethanol. The methanol economy is an interesting alternative 
I 

•to the hydrogen economy, compared to today's hydrogen produced 

; from natural gas, but not hydrogen production directly from water 
I and state-of-the-art clean solar t_hermal energy processes. 

Butanol is formed by ABE -fermentation (acetone, butanol, 
. ethanol) and experimental modifications of the process show 
:potentially high net energy gains with butanol as the only liquid 
, product. Butanol will produce more energy and allegedly can be 
; burned "straight" in existing gasoline eng'iries (without modification 
I . 

;to the engine or car), and is· less corrosive and less water soluble 
1 than ethanol, and could be distributed via existing infrastructures. 
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Green diese/155
- Green diesel, also known as renewable diesel, is a 

. form of diesel fuel which is derived from renewable feedstock 
rather than the fossil feedstock used in most diesel f.uels. Green 

· • diesel is not to be confused with biodiesel which is chemically quite 
• different and processed using transesterification rather them the 
·traditional fractional distillation used to process green diesel. 

Green diesel feedstock can be sourced from a variety oils 
:including canola, algae, jatropha and salicornia in addition to 
tallow. 

: Biodiese/156 
:.. In some countries biodiesel i~ less exp~nsive than 

conventional diesel. Biodiesel is the most common biofuel in 
• Europe. It is produced from oils or fats using transesterification 
• and is a liquid similar in composition to fossil/mineral diesel. 
i Chemically it consists mostly of fatty acid methyl (or ~thyl) esters 
·(FAMEs). Oils are mixed with sodium hydroxide and methanol (or 
'ethanol) and the chemical reaction produces biodiesel (FAME) and 
'glycerol. One part glycerol is produced for every 10 parts biodiesel. 
Feedstocks for biodiesel include animal fats, vegetable oils, soy, 

, rapeseed, jatropha, mahua, mustard, flax, sunflower, palm oil, 
hemp, field pennycress, pongamia pinnata and algae. 

Pure biodiesel (B100) is by far the lowest emission diesel fuel. 
, Although liquefied petroleum· gas and hydrogen have cleaner 
. combustion, they are used to fuel much less efficient petrol 
• engines and are not as widely available. 

Biodiesel can be used in any diesel engine when mixed with 
mineral diesel. The majority of vehicle manufacturers .limit their 

:recommendations to 15°/o biodiesel blended with mineral di.esel. 

In some countries manufacturers· cover their diesel engines 
under warranty for B100 use. Although Volkswagen of Germany, 
for example, asks drivers to check by telephone with the VW 

:environmental services department before switching to B100. B100 
may become .more viscous at lower temperatures, depending on 

·the feedstock used, requiring vehicles to have fuel line. heaters. In 
. most cases, biodiesel is compatible with diesel engines from 1994 

· •ss http:!! en. wikipedia.orglwlindex.php?title=Biofuel&action accessed and viewed on July 14, 2010. 
1s6 http://en.wikipedia.org/wlindex.php?title=Biofuel&action accessed and viewed on July 14,2010. 
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onwards, which use 'Vitoh' (by DuPont) synthetic rubber in their 

·mechanical injection systems. 

Electronically controlled 'common rail' and 'pump duse' type 

systems from the late 1990s onwards may only use biodiesel 

blended with conventional diesel fuel. These engines have finely 
metered and atomized multi-stage injection systems that are very 

' 
sensitive to the viscosity of the fuel. Many current generation 

. diesel engines are made so that they can run on 8100 without 

:altering the engine itself, although this depends on the fuel rail 
· desig_n. 

Since biodiesel is an effective solvent ·and cleans ·residues 

deposited by mineral diesel, engine filters may need to be replaced 
more often, as the biofuel dissolves old deposits in the fuel tank 
and pipes. It also effectively cleans the engine ·combustion 
chamber of carbon deposits, helping to maintain efficiency. In 
many European countries, a 5°/o biodiesel blend is widely used and 

:is available at thousands of gas stations. Biodiesel is also an 

:oxygenated fuel, meaning that it contains a reduced amount of 
carbon and higher hydrogen and oxygen content than fossil diesel. 

This· improves the combustion of fossil diesel and reduces the 
. particulate emissions from un-burnt carbon. 

Biodiesel is safe to handle and· transport because it is as 

:biodegradable as sugar, 10 times less toxic than table salt, and 

~has a high flash point of about 300 F (148 C) compared to 

:petroleum diesel fuel, which has a flash point. of 125 F (52 C). 

In the USA, more than 80°/o of commercial trucks and city 
buses run on diesel. The emerging US biodiesel market is 

. estimated to have grown 200°/o from 2004 to 2005. "By the end of 
2006 biodiesel production was estimated to increase fo!Jrfold [from 

· 2004] to more than 1 billion gallons" 

In India biodiesel is being used in part of the bus fleet of the 

·various. State Transport Corporations. Madhya Pradesh State 

Transport Corporation was the pioneer among the State transport 

corporations in this endeavour. 
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: ALTERNATE FUELS IS THE FUTURE: In the future the number of 
I 

. automobiles is going to increase to such ari extent that despite the 

maximum technological possible reduction in emissions from 

conventional internal combustion engines, air pollution from 

I vehicles will remain a highly potent threat to the-public health. This 
is because there is a limit to the emissior) efficiency as far as 
conventional internal combustion engines running on conventional 
fuels are concerned. Even if technological advancement reaches its 

· pinnacle, emissions will always take place. The only option left, in 

. such a scenario, is the alternate fuelled. vehicle. With alternate 
• fuelled. vehicles,--th-e --dream of producing zero emission vehicles 

becomes real. Alternative fuelled vehicles hold the key to the 

:future of the automobile industry. 

While technological improvement in engine design and 

• pollution control. equipment will without a doubt, have an impact 
, on pollution and emissions, its success, to a large extent, depends 

on the quality and nature of fuel used by the vehicle. 

Fuels are the source not only for providing the· energy for 
. moving the vehicle but also for chemicals whose combustion emit 
· many toxic gases and particulates. These emissions have taken a 

. heavy toll on human health. and environment. To make matters 

, worse, fuel as indispensible it is to give life to a vehide, is also a 
i resource whose supply is dependent on nature. 

As is the common practice, India has woken up to harsh 

:reality after much damage has been done and is trying to cope 
. with bringing the changes simultaneously in technology and fuel 

. quality. 

Basically, automotive fuels can be classified into conventional 
fuels as well as what has come to be known as alternate fuels. 

1
1. Conventional fuels are predominantly fossil fuels. Petrol and 

diesel are the main fuels in this category . 
. 2. Alternated fuels can be both fossil fuel origin like compressed 

natural gas (CNG) and liquified petroleum gas (LPG) and non
. fossil fuel origin like: 
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• Methanol and denatured ethanol as alcohol fuels (alcohol 

mixtures that contain no less than 70 pen:ent of the 

alcohol fuel. 
• ·Hydrogen fuels157 

• Electricity 
• Solar energy 

• Biodiesel 
The chemical properties of various alternative and 

conventional fuels are given below: 158 

(!'able 6.16) 

PROPERTIES OF FUEL 

Property Petrol Methanol Ethanol CNG Hydrogen 
Chemical C4-C12 CH30H CzHsbH CH4 Hz 
11ormula ' 

Molecular 100-105a 32.4 46.07 16.04 2.02x 
Wei~ht 
Composition 
(weight) 85-88 37.5 52.2 75 0 
-Carbon 12-15 12.6 13.1 25 100 
-:Hydrogen 
Octane No. 86-94 100 100 120+ 130+RON 
Stoichiometric 14.7 6.45 9.0 17.2 34.3 
Air/fuel weight 

Conventional fuels, the most. common fuel--used all over the 
:world, have the following advantages over alternate fuels: 

• Higher energy density content.than other fuels. 

• Economical as their mere scale of operations makes them 

less expensive. 

• Supported by vast infrastructure including refineries, gas 
stations, etc. However most of the advantages of 

conventional fuels are superficial and thus their 

157 Hydrogen can be used as motor vehicle fuel through Fuel Cells. A fuel cell combines hydrogen 
· and oxygen to produce electric current that may be used to run vehicles." Some of the fuel cells 

proponents believe thew technology has matured enough for use in larger scale whereas others 
argue that costs, raw materials and infrastructure to sustain the use of such cells still needs to be 
addressed through more research. 

·
158 Alternate Fuels and Alternate fuelled Vehicles (Chapter 8), "Green Rating Project: Environmental 

Rating oflndian Automobile Sector (2001)", A Centre for Science and Environment (CSE) Study 
Report, p. 211 
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disadvantages of conventional fuels over alternate fuels 

overwrite all its advantages. 

The major disadvantage of conventional fuel is that emissions, 

• which contribute to air pollution, ozone depletion and global 

warming. 

The advantages of alternate fuels are: 

• Potential to reduce by 50 to 90 percent or more the · 

number of cancers currently caused due to vehicle air 

toxic emissions159 
· 

• Potential to reduce emissions_ from the vehicles, for 

example, the emissions from CNG vehicles are estimated 

to be 20 percent compared to 100 percent emissions 

from vehicles using reformulated gasoline. CNG vehicles 

demonstrate very high reduction in ozone-forming 

emissions. 

Disadvantage of alternate fuels is their vehicle r~nge is less 

and their cost is high, especially during their initial use when 

modifications would be needed in the transportation infrastructure. 

(Table 6.17). 

ALTERNATE FUEL PROS AND CONS160 

FUEL ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

Electricity • Potential for zero 
emissions from vehicles 

• Power plant emiSSIOnS 
easier to control 

• Can recharge at night when 
power demand is low 

Ethanol • Excellent automotive fuel 

• Very low emissions of HC 
and toxics 

: • Made from renewable 
; resource 

• Can be domestically 

·
159 Source: United States Environment Protection Agency ( 1993). 
160 Green Rating Project, A CSE Study Report (2003). 
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• Current technology lS 

limited 

• Higher cost; lower 
vehicle range, 
performance 

• Less convenient 
refuelling 

' 

• High . fuel costs at low 
scale operation 

• Somewhat lower 
vehicle range, but only 
marginal 

• Extremely limited 



Methanol 

Natural 
gas(Methane) 

Hydrogen 

prepared in India 

• Excellent automotive fuel 

refuelling infrastructure 
currently 

• Fuel could initially be 
• Very low emissions of 

ozone forming HC and • 
toxics 

imported 
Somewhat lower 
vehicle range 

• Made from renewable • 
resources 

Extremely limited 
refuelling infrastructure 
currently • Can be made from a 

variety of feedstock's, 
including renewables , 

• Very low emissions ofHC, 
-· tOXICs and co 

• Made from a variety of 
feedstock's, including 
renewables 

• Excellent fuel, especially 
for fleet vehicles 

• Obtained from water thus 
having tremendous 
potential to become 
cleanest source of energy 

• Almost zero pollution 
• Provides high-energy 

conversiOn processes and 

) ' 

• Higher vehicle cost 
• Lower vehicle range 
• Less convenient 

refuelling 
• Extremely limited 

refuelling infrastructure 

• Technology has not 

• 

reached commercial 
stage 
Current storage and 
distribution system rtot 
suitable, needs to be 
developed 

is compatible with • Major investments m 
research and 
development 

essentially all energy uses. 

There has been considerable effort to produce cleaner 

:conventional fuels by modifying them (such as oxygenated 
gasoline, reformulated gasoline, etc.), but the result was not 

effective to reduce pollution in a significant manner. The only 
option left for reducing emissions from vehicles is by replacing the 
,conventional fuels with alternative fuels. 

The consumption of conventional fuels like petrol and diesel 
by motor vehicles in India is .almost 100 percent with minimal use 
'of alternate fuels. In recent times, though due to judicial 
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• pressure, 161 there is a slow shift towards the use, of CNG in 

metropolitan cities. 

While conventional fuels are chemical based and are 

processed from fossil of plants and animal life created over 

. centuries, alternate fuels are substantially non-petroleum based 
and yield energy security and environmental benefits. 

• Fuel Adulteration 

When the whole community concerned with· the· running of 
. vehicles and its consequences_ in the form of pollution, etc, talking 
I .. - - . 

. about fuel adulteration cannot be irrelevant. Fuel adulteratiOn has 
• beeri a problems for decades and one of its main causes is the. 

fluctuating price of petrol and diesel in the conventional fuel mode. 

Jn mid-2008 fuel prices soared to $US 140 per barrel in the 

:international markets when the economic trajectory of most 

countries, which obviously is dependent on oil, went haywire. Most 
:of the revenue receipts of these countries went in putting the 

.balance of payr:nents right. India's plight was more amplified 
:because of the subsidy already given by the government in oil, 
ithat is, petrol, diesel, kerosene, liquified petroleum gas (cooking 
gas) cylinders. The situation obviously, though not ·completely, 

raised the fuel prices in the country. This further emboldened the 

fuel adulterators to maximise their stock. These people in the form 
! 

of petrol dealers, petrol carriers, small scale vendors (in the small 
' . 

Villages and hamlets where there were no regular petrol pumps), 

:etc. took advantage of the economic stalemate. The irony.was that 
popular ·vehicular fuel like petrol and diesel were · mixed with 

1kerosene that was being purchased by them (the adulterators) in 

.the rate subsidised by the government. The scenario was very dim 
for the purpose of controlling and preventing pollution from 
vehicles, more so from those vehicles using the adulterated fuels. 
This ·was a big blow to the country's agenda of promoting and 
I 

~trengthening sustqinable automobile use. 

:
61 MC Mehta v Union of India, arising out ofWP (C) No. 13029 of 1985 and the constitution of the 

Environment Pollution (Prevention and Control) Authority on Jariua'ry 28, 1998 vide one of its 
several orders. 
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· There are laws162 to prohibit this practice already in place and 

it is for the enforcement agencies to implement them to its logical 

end. This practice of fuel adulteration has not only attempted to 

defeat the measures of curbing vehicular pollution but it also has a 

large and distinctive economic implication for the countty. 

There is laws made earlier in respect to fuel, especially 

petroleum. The Petroleum Act, 1934163 and other allied laws164 

with their relevant· Rules165 were laws relating to petroleum and 

natural gas, but they were more concerned with the economic or 

trade _aspects,.· such- as exploration, r~f~n~tY, · tr~msportation, 
distribution, storage and other ·like ,matters. These laws have been 

looked into considerably but so'me important matter rel~vant to the 

present study was found in Chapter two of the Petroleum Act, 

1934, which deals with testing of petroleum. The provisions of the 

said chapter is included within eight sections, namely section 14 to 

22, and proper application of these sections will have far reaching ,. 

effects in checking of adulteration of petroleum products, petrol 

and diesel, at the fuel stations. 

Chapter two of the abovementioned Act lays down the 

procedure for testing of petroleum. Section ·14 deals with 

Inspection and . sampling of petroleum wherein the Central 

Government may, by notification in the Official Gazette, authorize 

.any officer by name or by virtue of office to enter any place where 

petroleum is being imported, transported, stored,· produced, 

refined or blended and to inspect and take samples for testing of 

any petroleum found therein. The Central Government may make 

rules- (a) regulating the taking of samples of petroleum for 

testing; (b) determining the cases in whi_~~ payment shall be made 

for the value of samples taken, and the mode of payment, and (c) 

162 One of the most relevant legislation for the control of fuel adulteration or supply of impure oils is 
dealt with by the Essential Commodities Act, 1955 (E.C.Aclj.There are various Petroleum Control 
orders of both the Central and the State governments under the Essential Commodities Act, 1955. 
Petroleum products can be ·brought under the definition of 'Goods' and as such action can be 
brought under the Consumer (Protection) Act, 2002 against the dealer selling spurious petrol and 
diesel. 

163 Act No.30 of 1934 
164 The Oi/fie/ds (Regulation & Development) Act, /948; The Oil Industry (Development) Act, 1974; 

The Petroleum and Minerals Pipelines Act, 1962. 
165 The Petroleum Rules of 1976 
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• generally, regulating the procedure of officers exercising powers 
· under this section. 

A Standard Test Apparatus is to be used for testing of 

samples of petroleum, which is government ·issue. This apparatus 
is to be verified of its correctness from time to time and should be 

·open for inspection regarding its correctness for which prescribed 
·fees are to be paid. 166 According to section 17 of the Act the 
Central Government may authorize any officer by name or by 

virtue of office to test petroleum of which samples have been . 
taken under t~is Act, or whiGh may have been-submitted to him for 

t - • - -

test by any person, and to grant certificates of the results of such 

:tests. The testing officer after testing samples of petroleum shall 

I make out a certificate in the prescribed form, stating whether the 
, petroleum is petroleum Class A or petroleum Class B or petroleum 
. Class C, and if the petroleum is_ petroleum Class B or petroleum 
. Class A, the flash-point of the petroleum. 167 The testing officer 
:shall furnish the person concerned, at his request, with a certified 
copy of the certificate, on payment of the prescribed fee, and such 

I 

certified copy may be produced in any Court in proof of the 

contents of the original certificate. 168 A certificate given dl this 
section shall be admitted as evidence in any Proceedings which 

may: be taken under this Act in respect of the petroleum from 

~which the samples were taken, and shall, until the contrary is 
proved be conclusive Proof, that the petroleum is p-etroleum Class 

iA or petroleum c;lass B or petroleum Class C, and, if the petroleum 
Class B or petroleum Class C, of its flash-point. 169 

The owner of any petroleum, or his agent, who is dissatisfied 
·with the result of the test of the petroleum m·ay, within. seven days 

from the date on which he received intimation of the result of the 
test, apply to the officer empowered under Sec. 14 to have fresh 

samples of the petroleum taken and tested. 170 On Such application 

~md on payment of the prescribed fee, fresh samples of the 

petroleum shall be taken in the presence of such owner or agent or 

~ 66 Section 15, The Petroleum Act 1934: 
167 Section 19 (1) of the Petroleum Act 1934 
~ 68 Section .19 (2) of the Petroleum Act 1934 
169 Section 19 (3) of the Petroleum Act 1934 
170 Section 20 (I) of the Petroleum Act 1934 
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1 
person deputed by him, and shall be tested in the presence of such 

: owner or agent or person deputed by him. 171 If, on such re-test, it 

I appears that the original test was erroneous the testing officer 

:shall cancel the original certificate granted under Sec. 19, shall 

• make out a fresh certificate, and shall furnish the owner of the 

. petroleum, or his agent, with a certified copy thereof, free of 

: charge. 172 

The Central Government has been empowered to· make rules 

·in the matters regarding testing of petroleum under the Act to 
; facilitate proper implementation of the enactment173 

The abovementioned provisions of the Petroleurr:' Act, 1934 
:would be useful instruments for the cure-of impure petroleum 
:products like petrol, diesel and other lubricating oils used in 

vehicles. Implementation of these provisions would make a 

::positive and drastic change in the present vehicular pollution 

~scenario . 

. Checking adulteration of fuel under any law or legislation,. 

1
whatsoever, is an important step towards achieving certain 
amount of success in sustainable use of automobile. 

At this particular juncture, when the whole world in its quest 
~to achieve minimum pollution of the atmosphere to contain global 

;warming and climate change are, in the context of transportation, 

'!especially road transport, suggesting the maintenance of fuel 

QUality, transition to alternate fuels and alternate fuelled vehicles 

~ogether with the corresponding technological amendments, it 

Would be very apt to mention the advantages of the 'Hybrid' . 

vehicles. They are vehicles considered to be an important part of 

the future vehicle industry, since they decrease fuel consumption 
without decreasing the performance compared to a conventional 
! 

vehicle. 

Hybrids 

Hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) combine the internal 

combustion (IC) engine with the battery and electric motor of an 

' 1?1 Section 20 (2) of the Petroleum Act 1934 
172 Section 20 (3) of the Petroleum Act 1934 
173 Section 2 I of the Petroleum Act 1934 · 
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electric vehicle. The combination offers significantly improved fuel 

economy and lower em1ss1ons compared to conventional 

vehicles. 174 The IC engine in a normally configured automobile is 
abysmally inefficient, delivering 15-20 percent of the energy in 
gasoline to the wheels. On the other hand, the hybrid, which draws 

. energy from gasoline motors, employ much smaller battery back

ups, generators, electric motors and controllers that help to double 

the efficiency of the automobile. 

Not all HEVs are similar; the term commonly encompasses a 

· wide range of technology configurations offering a similarly wid~ 
: range of environmental benefits; They come in three varieties: 
: Series, Parallel and dual-mode. 

I Series Hybrid: These have no direct connection between the 
· engine and the drive wheels. Instead the engine generates 

electricity, which is used by an electric motor, t>uffered by 

· batteries. The batteries also allow for high demand operation, 
, allowing the electric motor power to exceed the engines output for 

:short times, and for all electric driving at low-power levels. These 
are ideal for vehicles that have lots of stop -and-go driving but 

·generally operat~s at low speeds, for example urban buses. 

, Parallel Hybrid: These use the petrol engine and the electric motor 
i in concert. It is a combination ·of motor/generator placed in 
' . . 

! between the engine and the driveline. It allows for higher power 

! operation and greater fuel efficiency. But they do not decouple the 
: IC engine from the drive line, and therefore, cannot achieve fuel 
economies as high as the series or the dual-mode. E.g. the Honda 

Civic. 

:Dual:-mode Hybrid: This can operate in all electric modes, as a 
'straight IC engine, or despatching both power sourees. Dual-mode 
',hybrids offer the maximum efficiency, as they can be configured 
ifor optimum output under any condition. Dual-mode hybrids are 
iideal for steady-state highway driving but they are more expensive 

:and complex than series· and parallel hybrids. E.g. The Toyota 

Prius. 

,
174 Emma Stromberg, Optimal Control of Hybrid Electric Vehicles, Master's Thesis performed in 
·· "Vehicular Systems" (Regd. No. LiTH-ISY-EX-3394-2003), 22nd August 2003 · 
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The Toyota· Prius does not require a key to start. The petrol 

engine is Toyota's 1.8-litre VVT-I, which makes 98 bhp while the 

electric motor makes 80 bhp. Both power SOJ.Jrces are !inked to an 
epicyclical power splitter that allows each power unit to work 
separately or together. Power is then transmitted to the front 

wheels via a variable transmission. The electric motor also acts as 

: a generator and when decelerating and braking, helps. in charging 

• the 202~volt nickel hybrid battery. If the battery i~ fully charged, it 
can run in electric only mode up to 50 km per hour. As the speed 

. increases _!he petrol engine turns on almost silently (there is no 
, conventional starter motor) and from then on the car simply where 
, to draw power from, based on the use of the throttle. 175 Among _ 

· these the best is the dual-mode followed by the parallel and series 
' hybrids, in that order. 176 

The first hybrid car has hit Indian roads - and it's a Honda 
Civic which will run on both petrol and battery power. Priced at a 

• steep Rs.21.5 lakh (ex-showroom Delhi}, the car is powered by a 
· 1.3 ltr petrol engine and an electric motor. India is the 33rd country 
I 

• where the Honda has launched its Civic hybrid. With crude oil 

·projected to surge to $200 a barrel sometime next year from the 

. current $137 and with no commercial viable alternative fuel 
anywhere in sight, auto aficionados are increasingly drawn by the 

~allure of hybrids. The Honda Civic hybrid's biggest selling point is 

:its fuel efficiency of 19 to 23 km a litre- on par, if not better, than 

, a Maruti Zen or a Hyundai Santro. 177 

The Company said that the :hybrid car yvas 47 p~rcent more 
fuel efficient than the petrol version. This is because the car draws 
on petrol or battery power, depending on the speed of the car. The 
·battery cbarges_ pn its· own when the car runs on petrol. 178 

The biggest _turn off for the customer is the pric~ - which is 

,more expensive than the executive saloons like Honda Accord or 
- . 

the Toyota Camry. Hon~da blames it on the high customs duty of 

'm Ouseph Chacko, Green and Lean, The Telegraph (Calcutta), July 31,2010. 
176 Michael Walsh & Charlotte J. Pera, Progress towards Clean Cars, Trucks and Buses (2003), 

"International Council on Clean Transportation", San Francisco, "The Hewlett Foundation" and 
· "The Energy Foundation", San Francisco, USA 
177 Hybrid: high mileage and high price, The Telegraph, Calcutta, June 19, 2008, p.l &4 
178 Ibid 
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104 percent that has to be paid on imports of completely built 

units (CBUs). 179 Recent indications given by the Government on 
this matter has been positive. 180 

The Central Government may reduce import duty on hybrid 
vehicles to promote use of eco-friendly cars and help carmakers 

· in-troduce -more such vehicles in India, Union Heavy tndustries and 
Public Enterprises Minister Vilasrao Deshmukh said in· New Delhi. 
"My department will recommend this to the Finance Ministry. We 
need to discuss modalities in detail to make this happen . 

. Suggestions can come from various· stakeholders that we· can · 

· consider," Mr. Deshmukh told journalists after opening the two-day 
: 'Fourth environmentally friendly vehicles (EFV) conference'. 181 

Mr. Deshmukh said that if India wanted to have green 
· vehicles, it would have to offer concessions to manufacturers of 
such cars, otherwise nobody would come forward. "We have to 

·give more importance to vehicles which have lesser emissions. We 
. are still to have norms and guidelines that differentiate between 
hybrid vehicle and normal vehicle; and for th.at we will wait for the 

·outcome of the conference," he added. 

At present, in India, import of all vehicles, including hybrid, 
attract an import duty of over 100 per cent, making it highly 
expensive for Indian customers. Earlier some auto. majors tried to 

iintroduce their hybrid cars in India, but failed due to its high cost 
:because of hefty import duty. 182 

::Refineries 

!Refineries are another. aspect, though technological,. which has a 
large bearing on the fuel quality. Indian refineries were reticent 
'pbout making commitments to supply the matching fuel for Euro 
lV emissions standards. The government had, therefore, diluted 
the 2010 deadline for implementation of Euro IV standards 
proposed by the Dr.Mashelkar headed Auto Fuel P~licy 

.. 
F9 !bid 
18° Centre may cut duty on hybrid vehicles, The Timesoflndia, New Delhi, 201

h October, 2009. 
181/bid. 
182 Ibid. 
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Committee183with a rider in the form of a review in 2006, based on 

the emissions inventory study that was undertaken then. The 

critics lamented that it was done to build an escape· route. This 

added upto the fact that it was the refinery capacities and not the 
regulators who will decide the fate of India's technology 

' roadmap. 184 

Given the fact· that investments in refineries in the recent 

years have occurred on a precedented scale while economic 
reforms have gathered speed, linking up this process with a 

~ stringent fuel quality roadmap can _ma~imise en~irqnmental 

benefits. The assessment ·of the refinery capacities to produce 
cleaner fuels, therefore, becomes necessary to find ways to tighten 

· the road map. 

The implementation of the Euro IV norms in 12 citi,es including 

the four metros and Euro III emission standards all over the 
· country185from 1st April 2010 together with the deregularisation of 
, the petrol prices from 25th June 2010 and the deregularisation of 

diesel price in the anvil, an opportunity has been made available to 
· both the Private and government refineries to make quality fuel 
, products and conduct proper pricing on the same . 

. The credit of bringing a . .Paradigm shift in the peoples' 
': perspective of the effects of air pollution in general and vehicular 
·,pollution in particular goes first and foremost to Shri M.C.Mehta, 

'an environmental activist-lawyer and a Magsaysay Award winner. 

1The loose threads of this problem was brought into focus and glare 

:of the Supreme Court by his epoch making petition, n·amely, Writ 

'Petition (Civil) No. 13029 of 1985, which gave rise to the now 

·popularly known in the Enviro-legal circles as the M.C.Mehta Cases 

and commonly known as the Delhi Pollution Case. Further, the 

Shri . Bhurelal headed Environment Pollution (prevention and 
,Control) Authority [EPPCA] for the National Capital Region of Delhi 

was cons~ituted on January 29, 1998 under Environment 

'
183 Ple~se refer Mashelkar Committee on Auto Fuel Policy below. 
:
184 Anumita Roy~howdhury, Vivek Chattopadhyaya, Chirag Shah & Priyanka Chandola, A 

Technology rbadmap in Ajit Chak & Souparno Banerjee (ed.), The LeapfrogFactor: Clearing the 
Air in Asian Cities, Centre for Science and Environment (CSE), 2006, at p. 188. 

185 Please refer T~bles 8 to 15 above. 
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(Protection) Act, 1986, by the Central government, unfortunately, 

on the goading of the Supreme Court. 186 Th~t too aro~e from the 
same petition. The mandate of the Apex court to the Authority was 

to find the root cause of the problem and menace of vehicular 

pollution in Delhi and the neighbouring areas; and suggest ways 

and means to curb the same. 

Its 'agenda' and 'brief' was to suggest ideas to promote 

sustainable use . of automobile among other things. Thus the 

findings of the said committee in its report on causes and solutions 

of vehicular pollution put the fuel quality and technology under 

scrutiny. They have suggested various measures to improve fuel 

quality and to shift from the use of conventional fuels, petrol and 

diesel, to alternate fuels and simultaneous transition to engines 

compatible with such fuels. 

It is pertinent to mention here that among several reports 

prepared by the abovementioned authority in the matter of curbing 

· the menace of vehicular pollution and paving a way for sustainable 

automobile use, the Report on Clean Fuels187 is notew6rthy. Some 

recommendations made in the report are path-breaking in the area 

of ·preventing and controlling vehicular pollution through 

improvement in fuel quality together with the options of alternative 

fuels and the corresponding technology compatible to use such 

fuels. The genuininty of the report is manifested by the fact that 

, representations of all stakeholders, in the form of consumers, Auto 

manufacturers, Fuel dealers, Oi.l companies, various· Transport 

Corporations (both public and private), NGOs, private individuals 

interested in the issue, etc. have been taken into consideration 

while preparing the said report. 188 

Above all this, the backroom inputs and active pa~ticipation of 

the Centre for Science and Environment, New Delhi cannot be 

forgotten. Their goading the government to follow the mandate of 

186 MC.Mehta v Union of India, AIR 1998 SC 617 & 773. 
187 Report on Clean Fuels, a Report prepared and submitted by the "Environment pollution 

(Prevention and Control) Authority [EPCA]" in response to the Supreme Court Order dated 
March 26, 2001 & April 27, 200/ [arising out ofW.P.(C) No.I3029 of 1985; M.C.Mehta v Union 
of India and others]. 

188 The representation made by various bodies and organizations are laid out in Annexures I & //of 
the report. ' 
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:the Apex Court, their investigative and informative reporting and 

itheir scandalous exposures of the Central government's dilly 

;dallying on the i?sue of fuel quality standards and emission norms 
,have provided fodder for both the Environment Pollution 

{Prevention and Control) Authority and the Supreme Court in 
providing pure air to breathe in the people ·of Delhi, in particular 
'an·d the citizens of India in general. 

Mashelkar Committee on National Auto Fuel Policy 

The contribution of the Mashelkar Committee, e,ven though 

having received heavy criticisms from various quarters, too, cannot 

be ignored when the subject of fuel quality and corresponding 
technology is being discussed. The said committee to be 

neaded by Dr. R.A. Mashelkar, then Director General, Council of 
~cientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) was constituted by the 

Union government after a meeting held under the Chairmanship of 
the then Prime Minister, Shri Atal Behari Vajpayee on 30th August 

- ' 
2001 with the objective to frame the "National Auto Fuel Policy". 

The Committee was actually constituted on 13th 

September 2001 to recommend an 'Auto Fuel Policy" for major 

cities and the rest of the country, to devise a roadmap for its 
implementation, and recommend auto fuels, ·automobile 

~echnologies and fiscal measures for minimization of the social cost 

of meeting environmental quality and institutional mechanisms for 

certifications of vehicles, fuels as also monitoring and enforcement 

measures. 189 But when last heard, no notification has been issued 
yet for the implementation of the same. This, among other things, 

$hows the desperation of the government that such drastic reforms 
in the vehicular fuel and technological arena can spoil its agenda to 
boost the low-priced automobile· market as has been ·exposed by 

the Automotive Mission plan 2006-2016 unveiled by the ministry of 
~eavy industries and public Enterprise recently. 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE: 

189 R.S.Bedi & A.S.Bedi, Encyclopedia of Environment and Pollution Laws: Acts, Rules, 
Notifications, Policies and Procedures, Orient Law House, 2002 p. 924. 
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.1. (A) Roadmap for emissions norms for new vehicles 
and fuel quality (except 2&3 wheelers): 

Entire country -

• Bharat stage II norms from April 1, 2005. 

• Euro III equivalent norms from April 1, 2010 

For cities: Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, · Chennai, Bangalore, 
Hyderabad, Ahmedabad, Pune, Surat, Kanpur and Agra -

Bharat stage II norms 

• Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata and Chennai: Already introduced 
2000-01 

• Bangalore, Hyderabad, Ahmedabad, Pune, Surat, Kanpur, 
and Agra from April 1, 2003. 

Euro III equivalent norms for all vehicles from April 1, 2005. 

Euro IV equivalent emissions norms for all vehicles from April 

1, 2010. 

(B)Roadmap for· Two/three-wheelers: 

Entire country -

• Bharat stage II norms from April 1, ~005 . 
• Bharat stage III norms preferably from 2008 but not later · 

than April 1 2010 

2. Air quality data and research development: 
Provide funding support for strengthening of the network and the 

supervision/monitoring of data collection. Surveys and studies on 

sources of pollution and source apportionment be initiated in 

polluted cities. 

3. Health effects of air pollution: A database linking 
air pollution/vehicular emissions related diseases and air pollution 
levels be created for planning. Medical community and other 

concerned agencies to play an active role in prevention and control 
of ~ir pollution and adverse health effects. o"rganise well-designed 

multicentric epidemiological studies. Set up a core group of experts 

from ICMR, CPCB, CSIR and MOEF to steer such studies. 
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4. Vehicle technology: Expeditious implementation of 

the proposed auto fuel policy in the report. Declaration of fuel 
economy standards by automobile manufacturers should be made 
mandatory. 

5. Supply of auto fuels: Liquid fuels of speCified quality 

throughout the country. Alternative auto fuels along with liquid 
fuels in cities with high vehicular pollution. At present stage of 

development of the infrastructure the committee considers it 
i'nadvisable to recommend that city public transport use only 

gaseous or other non-conventional fuels. 

6. Alternative auto fuels: CNG and LPG: Use of these 
i 

fuels should be encouraged in cities with high levels of vehicular 
emiss.ions. For safety reasons only fixed fuel tanks be allowed. 

, 7. Other alternative fuels: A comprehensive 
programme of policy support, R&D support and other measures for 

zero emissions vehicles should be drawn up. Encourage bio-fuels 
with policy support for R&D and fiscal incentives. Strengthen 

certification system for alternative fuels for safety, reliability and 

durability. 

8. Pollution Under Control Testing Centres: New PUC 
<;:hecking system for all categories of vehicles by April 1, 2005. 

~nspection and maintenance system for categories of vehicles by 
April 1, 2010. Performance checking system of catalyti<;: converters 
and conversion kits by April 1, 2007. Augmentation of city public 

transport by April 1, 2005. 

For National capital territory of Delhi: New PUC checking 

system for all categories of vehicles by Octoberr. 1, 2003. 

~nspection and maintenance system for categories of vehicles by 
April 1, 2005. Performance checking system of catalytic converters 

and conversion kits by October 1, 2004 

In other selected cities (Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Bangalore,. 

Hyderabad, Ahmedabad, Pune, Surat, Kanpur & Agra): New PUC 

checking system for all categories of vehicles by April 1, 2004. 

Inspection and maintenance system for cat~gories of .vehicles by 
April 1, 2006. Performance checking system of catalytic converters 
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9nd conversion kits by April 1, 2005. · Finalise plans · for 

augmentation of city public transport by April 1, 2004. 

FISCAL REGIME: A onetime budgetary support to the refineries in 
t,he north-east for upgradation of fuel quality. Lower custom duty 

qn imported capital goods etc needed for fuel quality 
improvements and automobile t~chnology, including alternative 
f.uels. Lower excise duty on indigenously manufactured goods for 
fuel quality improvement. 100 percent depreciation oh plant and 

. ' . 

machinery put up for upgradation of product quality and 

automobile technology including alternative fuels. Lower customs 

duty on the imports of CNG and LPG kits, dispensing equipments. 

!.;.ower duties and taxes on gaseous fuels vis-a-vis liquid fuels. 

Provide fiscal incentives to both manufacturers and use of electric 

vehicles Reduction of pollution from in-use vehicles Roadmap for 
in-use vehicles 

INSTITUTIONAL MECHANISM: The existing authorities responsible 
for enforcing automobile emissions norms and fuel quality 

standards should be brought under a single new authority -
National Automobile pollution and Fuel Authority. 

The Cabinet which includes three Ministries, Finance, 
Petroleum and Surface Transport, cleared the first "National Auto 

~uel Policy" laying the roadmap for the next decade· on the quality 
of fuels and the standards for vehicles. According to their policy, 

the 11 most polluted cities,. including the three metros (plus 

Ahmedabad, Hyderabad, Surat, Pune, Kanpur, Agra and 

Bangalore), will only catch up with Delhi by 2005, the rest of the 
country will have to wait for a "review" in 2006 to see if they will 
get clean fuel and vehicles by 2010. The Cabinet rejected the 
proposal to set up an independent regulator-as prescribed by the 

Mashelkar panel-to monitor the implementation of the roadmap. 

Instead, the state road transport authorities will monitor vehicles; 

the Petroleum Ministry will ensur:e fuel .quality while the Ministry for 

Road Transport and Highways will keep a tab on , engine 

specifications. Also, the usage of CNG/LPG would be encouraged in 
I 

cities aff~cted by high vehicular pollution. 
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The Government's policy clearly defied the original draft 

approved by the committee headed by CSIR chief R. A. Mashelkar 
and endorsed both by the Supreme Court and the Cabinet. 

In 2006 Auto Policy, a vision document was prepared by the 
Government. Its· Policy objectives were as follows: 

This policy aims to promote integrated, phased, enduring and 
self-sustained growth of the Indian automotive industry. The 
objectives are to:-

(i) Exalt the sector as a lever of industrial growth and 

employment and to achieve a high degree of value 
addition in the country; 

(ii) Promote a globally competitive automotive industry and 
emerge as a global source for auto components; 

(iii) Establish an international hub for manufacturing small, 

affordable passenger cars and a key centre for 
manufacturing Tractors ~nd Two-wheelers in the world; 

(iv) Ensure a balanced transition to op~n trade a~ a minimal 
risk to the Indian economy and local industry; 

(v) Conduct incessant modernization of the industry and 

facilitate indigenous design, research and development; 

(vi Steer India's. software industry into ·automotive 

technology; 

(vii) Assist development of vehicles propelled by alternate 

energy sources; 

(viii) Development~ of domestic safety and environmental 

standards at par .with international standards. 

The outcome of the aforementioned document was the 
Automotive Mission Plan 2006-2016.190 Acco.rding to the foreword 

py the Departmental secretary, the Plan was actually a laying 
down of the roadmap for the Juture development of the industry 

and to further. improve the automobiles in· the Indian domestic 

190 Automotive Mission Plan 2006-2010: A Mission for Development of indian Automotive Industry, 
A Roadmap document Prepared by the "Ministry of Heavy industries and Public Enterprise", 
December 2006. 
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~arket, to provide world class facilities of automotive testing and 
~ertification ·and to ensure a healthy competition among the 
manufacturers at 'a level playing field. 

The document further elucidates the main aim of the Mission 
Plan, that is to promote sale of automobiles to generate 
employment in particular and boost economic growth ·in general 
when it states: 

"The growth of the middle class with increasing purchasing 
power along with strong growth of economy over a past few years 
have attracted the major auto manufacture:rs to Indian .market. 
The increasing pull of Indian market on one hand and th_e near 
stagnant auto sectors in markets of USA, EU and Japan on the 
other have worked, as a push factor for shifting of new capacities 
and flow of capital to the auto industry of india. The increasing 
competition in auto companies has not only. resulted' in multiple 
choices for the Indian consumers at competitive costs, it has also 
ensured an improvement in productivity by almost 20 percent per 
year in auto industry, which is the highest in Indian m~nufacturing 
sector."191 

To maintain this high rate of growth and to retain the 
9ttractiveness of Indian market and for furthering the 
competitiveness of Indian companies, the government through the 
I 

development Council on Automobile and Allied industries 
I 

~onstituted a Task Force to draw up a ten year Mission Plan of the 
Indian Automotive industry. The challenge was to give a futuristic 
plan of action with full participation of the stakeholders and to -

implement it in a mission mode to remove the impediments 

coming in the way of growth of industry. Besides making concerted 
efforts· for removal of obstacles for accelerated growth, the prime 
need was to put in place the require9 infrastructure well in time to 
facilitate growth."192 

Recently in the capital Mr. Vilasrao Deshmukh, Minister of 
:Heavy industries and Public Enterprise, addressing the two-day· 
~Fourth Environmentally Friendly Vehicles (E.FV) Confe.rence', said 

191 /bid, (Preface) 
192 Ibid. 
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that sustainable mobility was one of the key. challenges before the 

automobile industry. This includes not only r~ducing the impact of 
. . 

vehicular emissions on the environment, but also attaining greater 
fuel efficiencies with the ultimate aim of shifting to alternative 

sources of cleaner and renewable energy. Underlining the need for 

more fuel-efficient vehicles to reduce emissions and save 
environment. Mr. Deshmukh said the conference 'would help 
promote use of environmentally-friendly vehicles to ensure 

sustainable road transport. 193 

Mr. Deshmukh also said the targets of Automotive Mission 

Plan (AMP) would be achieved as per schedule. According to the 

AMP, the auto industry is estimated to be worth $145 billion by 

2016, which would require an investment of $35-40 billion. 194 

. ' 

One of the outcomes of the 'Plan' was· the comi'ng into the 
scene of the 'Nano' from the stables of Tata Motors and now even 
well known two-wheeler company (the second largest 
manufacturer of two-wheelers), Bajaj Auto, is planning to join the . 

gravy train of producing ·cheap four wheelers~ What and how does 

this bear on the vehicular pollution. scene of the country? At best, 

we can only hope against hope that Bajaj Auto follows its new 
found tradition of producing fuel efficient engines195 which it has 

been recently doing with its two-wheelers and eco-friendly196 

vehicles like its latest three-wheelers. 

193 Centre may cut duty on hybrid vehicles in The Times of India, New Delhi, 201
h October, 2009. 

194 Ibid 
195 Bajaj unveils world's ;most fuel efficient' engine, The Business Standard, New Delhi, June 24, 

2009 
196 Bajaj Auto launches eco-friendly auto rickshaw, The Business Standard, Mangalore, June 20, 

2009. ' 
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Chapter 7 

IMPLEMENTATION BY THE SIKKIM POLLUTION 

CONTROL BOARD 

Introduction 

Sikkim a landlocked Himalayan kingdom nestled between 

India, China (Tibet), and the kingdoms of .Nepal and Bhutan, 
beca.me the twenty second state of the Indian union in 1975. 

The merger of the erstwhile Buddhist kingdom, in the 1970s 
(26th April 1975 to be exact), is the most controversial-addition 

to the Indian union after the State of Jammu and Kashmir. It 

was even termed as an 'annexation' by some of the anti 

c:olonists and anti imperialists. The 'country' became one of the 
I 

~tates of India after a series of Agreements1 and Statutes of 
which the 8th May Agreement in 1973 and the Government of 

Sikkim Act, 1974 stand distinct. And finally Article 371-F2 of the 
Constitution of India marked and guaranteed the complete 
conversion of the erstwhile Government of India protectorate,3 

to an 'Associate State'4 for a short period and finally as one of 
the full fledged states of Secular India. 

The State of Sikkim, afters its merger with the Indian 

Union, benefitted in a large way with the flow of developmental 

funds from India. Earlier the tiny kingdom's economy almost 

depended solely on agriculture, whereas acting as a bridge for 

trade between India and Tibet also complemented the state's 

coffer to a large extent. One of the most important factors that 

made Sikkim, a country having agriculture driven economy, 

(though its topography and suitable only for small scale terrace 
I 

farming), was its small population. 

After the merger, Sikkim received a lot of funds to boost 
the local economy. The beneficiaries were .the traditional 

I 

1 The genesis of the various treaties, relevant to the merger of Sikkim, to India can be traced to the 
Treaty o[Tita/ia, 1814 (British India), Treaty o[Tum/ong of 1861 (British India) and The India-

, Sikkim Treaty of /950 after independence 
2 The Constitution (thirty-eighth Amendment) Act, 1975 
3
: The Treaty ofTitalia, 1817 and later The lndia-Sikkim Treaty, 1950 

4 The Constitution (thirty-fifth Amendment) Act, 1974 
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iagricultural sector, which were infused with the new accessible 

technology as provided by the Central government, but 

:establishment of some industries small and medium industries 

,also took place. It was an honest policy implementation of the 

centre for boosting the economy of the fledgling state but such 

'efforts could neither germinate nor take proper root. Despite 
' 
such sincere efforts the agriculture sector in Sikkim failed to get 

a boost because of the hilly topography of the state and the 

industrial; sector could not take off because the industries that 

initially came to Sikkim were not suitable for the state. 

In the meanwhile however, almost silently another industry 

was taking shape in Sikkim due to its environmental; serenity -
the tourism industry. Various tourism related infrastructures 

such as hotels, proper roads, beautification of tourist spots 

started taking shape and more importantly a profession took 

shape. Tourism in the state benefitted the residents of the 

neighbouring areas of Sikkim, espedally Darjeeling - a popular 

hill station and the most favoured holiday destination of both 
I 

domestic and foreign travellers. The period between the early 

~ighties and the late nineties ( except 1986-90), the [period 

covering turbulent Gorkhaland agitation) was a golden period in 

the state of Sikkim - a lot of tour operators were operating from 

Gangtok in alliance with some locals entrepreneurs - but most 

people of Sikkim were nowhere in the p[picture as stakeholders. 
' 
' The emergence of the twenty first century saw a lot of 

~hanges in the Sikkimese society. Almost after more than thi~y

five (1975 -2010) years of being part of the Indian Union: 

1. People are more educated than the earlier generation: 

2. Employment, which was the only objective of the 

educated generation, has started to trickle - the 

government has been publically admitting that 

government service has reached saturation point. 

3. Agriculture, earlier an important economic factor took 

the garb of subsistence farming. The exodus of the 

rural population into urban areas for a better 

materialistic life also left the fields being unattended 
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and uncared for furth·er led to the dismal position of 

agriculture in contributing to the. state's economy. 

Sikkim natively called 'Denzong' - a valley of rice, had 
to import rice from outside the State. The introduction 

of the practice of organic farming was too little too 
late. Here, it can safely be opined that agriculture could 
not make a positive dent in the state's economy. 

4. The government in the field of industrialisation is 

making a vigorous effort in the past five years by 

framing a series of industrial policies every year or two . 

. The main thrust of such policies was to attract 
investors to Sikkim with an eye to curb the 

unemployment in the ~tate. The state has even gone 

to the extent of training and equipping its young 

educated populace through its . capacity building 
programmes so that when the opportunity of 
employment erupts, the investors will not have to look 
outside the state. 

All these efforts of the government are at an initial stage 

and the results have not yet emerged.· Due to the location of the 

state, the disadvantage of roads and communications; 

marketing obstacles, etc, in industrialisation of the state cannot 

or atleast may not be able to achieve the objectives set up by 

·the government, especially of providing employment to its 
:citizens, a large section of which consists of educated and skilled 
'youth. 

Under the circumstances, the only viable option left for the 
generation of employment is the tourism industry. This industry 

·has been identified even by the Central government. As the 
largest employment generator in the country with its diverse 

:areas of activity. The more the tourism flourishes the more will 

,be th~ growth in economy of the state. 

SIKKIM - General 

Sikkim is a small mountainous State in the Eastern 

Himalayan region in India.- It is one of the smallest and the 

least populous states in India and covers an area of 7,096 sq. 
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· km, extending approximately 114 km from North to South and 
. 0 

l 64 km from East to West. The State is situated between 88 00' 
I 0 0 0 
• 58" and 88 55' 25" East longitudes and 27 04' and 28 07' 48" · 
~ North latitudes. It is surrounded by vast stretches of Tibetan 

plateau in North; Chumbi Valley & Kingdom of Bhutan in the 
. East; Darjeeling district of West Bengal in South and Kingdom of 
' Nepal in West. With nine sub.:.divisions & eight towns the State 
· has four districts namely East, West, North ahd South. 

The State being a part of inner ranges of mountains of 

Himalayas has no open ·valley and no plaios but vari~d 

. elevations ranging from 300 to 8583m above mean sea level 
consisting of lower hills, middle and higher hills, alpine. zones 

· and snow bound land. The highest elevation of 8583 meters 
. being the top of the mountain Khangchendzonga itself. 

The Himalayas is our country's pride and is a symbol of 

· value systems. They are in almost every way superlative. They 

are the highest mountain range on Earth with just about all of 

· the ·highest mountains in them. They form one of the greatest 
physical and cultural barriers and they are stupendously 

. beautiful, still relatively unspoilt and full of fascinating human 
and natural life. In many cases, the way of life has remained 
almost totally unchanged by the modern inventions and it is like 

i going. back hundreds or even thousands of years. They are today 

! exposed to accelerating environmental and social changes; 

· although change is inevitable and desirable when it improves the 

living conditions. A comprehensive study on the environmental 
. and social changes in the entire Himalayas may be the need of 

. time to identify and justify the methodology of change, which is 
· con·sistent with preservation of Himalayan Values, Heritage, 
· Natural resources, Spectacular natural beauty and distinctive 

. culture/ tradition of the area 

Sikkim has always been in the forefront of environmental . 

• movement, whether it is placing a ban on the use of plastic or 

banning commercial felling or launching people specific pro

. environment . programmes such as the State Green Mission. 

' Policy and planning conceived at the right level and propagated 
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, vigorously through the active participation of the people have 

:resulted in providing for an enabling ambience for long term 
' 

·developmental investments in the state on a firm and strong 
·footing. Smriti vans, herbal gardens, urban beautifications, 
, avenue plantations etc. that the state has undertaken on a latge 
1 scale are all means and measures to enrich further and enhance 
·the natural beauty of Sikkim. We have a vibrant forest cover 
'both in the valleys and in the hills to steadfastly anchor our 

·environment, hold the mountain soil in· place. Forest is major
, land use making as much as 46°/o of the land area. The last 
. decade and half has seen a significant ·increase -in green 
initiatives towards achieving the national goal of 66?/o coverage. 

'In terms of area-wise coverage, we have a record forest land of 
·over 83°/o including highland pastures· and the peaks 

Some of th_e other highlights of the State's environment 

• thrust areas aimed at resurrecting the fragile eco-systems 
, include constitution of Environment Commission 2005, inclusion 
·of wetland in National Wetland Conservation Programme, 
transformation of Sikkim into a Total Organic State by 2015, 
adoption of low carbon economy, ban on grazing in the forest 

. floor, ban on green felling, ban on the use of non-biodegradable 
materials like plastics, polybags, bio-medical and chemical 

. waste. Other steps that deserve mention are the constitution of 
:a high-level team for the study of the status of high altitude 
glaciers in the light of the prevailing global warming scenario. 

The story of environmental movement in Sikkim is a decade 
and a half long. During these eventful years, the -government 

has pioneered a host of .policy interventions, administrati_y~ and 

.• legal initiatives that have enabled fostering a sustainable 
:environment and which supports all kinds of developmental 
! investments . 

. CLIMATE AND TEMPERATURE: 5 Climatically, Sikkim experiences 

:variable temperature with summer in the foothills and freezing 
• winter on the high mountains. The climate of the state ·has been 

:
5 Source: The State of the Environment Report ofSikkim (2007), Department of Forests, Environment 

and Wildlife Management, Government ofSikkim. 
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· divided roughly into the tropical, temperate and alpine zones. 

The general trend of decrease in temperature with increase in 
altitudes holds good everywhere. For most· of the period in a 

year, the climate is cold and humid as rainfall occurs in each 
month. The area experiences a heavy rainfall due to its 

.proximity to the Bay of Bengal. The state receives an average 

annual rainfall of 500 em. which is the highest in the Eastern 
Himalayas. The high .density of rainfall causes extensive soil 

erosion and-freE)uent landslides. The pre-monsoon rain occurs in 
.. April-May and the monsoon occurs normally from the month of 

May and continues up to early October. The temperature varies 

with altitudes and slope. The maximum temperature is recorded 

usually during the month of July & August and minimum during 
December & January. During the period from May to September, 
fog becomes a common feature in this area.· Also during winter, 

snowfall is common in high altitude places. The mean 
0 

temperature in the lower altitudinal zones varies between 4.5 C 
0 

to 18.5 C, whereas at higher altitudinal zones, it varies from 
0 0 . 

1.5 C to 9.5 C with biting cold experience at high altitude 

places in the winter months. The climate of the state has been 
' 

roughly divided into the Tropical, Temperate and alpine zones. 

For most of the periods in a year, the climate is cold and humid 

as rainfall occurs in each month. The area experiences a heavy 

rainfall due to its proximity with the Bay of Bengal. The rainfall 

in North District is comparatively less than of the other districts. 

RAINFALL: 6 An examination of available rainfall data shows that 

the mean annual rainfall is minimum at Thangu (82 mm.) and 
maximum at Gangtok (3494 mm.). An isohyetal analysis of 
these data reveals that there are two maximum rainfall areas (i) 

South-East quadrant, including Mangan, Singhik, Dikchu, 
Gangtok, Rongli etc. (ii) South - West corner including Hilley. In 

between these two regions, there is a low rainfall region e.g. 

Namchi. Rainfall 'in this area is about half of that in the former 

areas. There is an' area in the North- West Sikkim which gets 

very little rainfall (even less than. 4.9 mm.)This area is having 

6 /bid 
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mainly snow-covered mountains. Rainfall is heavy and well 

. distributed during the months from May to early October. July is 

the wettest month in most of the places. The intensity of rainfall 
during South -West monsoon season decreases from South to 

North, while the distribution of winter rainfall is in the opposite 

order. The highest annual rainfall for the in~ividual station may 

exceed 5000 mm. and average number of rainy days (days with 
rain of 2.5 mm. or more) ranges from 100 at Thangu to 184 at 
Gangtok • 

• DEMOGRAPHY: 7 _ Sikkim is a multi-ethnic state and broadly the 

population can be divided into Tribal and Non-Tribal groups. The 
· population of the State according to the State Socio-Economic 

Census (SSEC) 2006 is 5, 81,546 with 3, 02,852 males and 2, 
. 78,694 females. As per the 2001 census of India, the total 
. population of the state is 5, 40,851, net accretion of 40,695 in 

:five years, whereas in 1991 it was 4, 06,457 only. The overall 
·density of population in the state is 82 persons/ sq. km. East 
district is the most populated (population density 281. persons/ 

_ sq. km) and North district is least populated (population density 

• only 9 persons/ sq.km). Sex ratio (Females per thousand Male) 
. in20bl was 875, whereas in 2006 is 920 There are only eight . 

. urban towns and urban population is 11.10 °/o _ of total 
1 population. Schedule caste and schedule Tribe population is 

:5. 93°/o and 22.36°/o respectively. North district is a tribal district 
i 

as it has about 55.38°/o tribal population. Literacy rate is 82 

:percent higher than the all India average literacy rate of 64.8 
·percent8 

Per capita GSDP is Rs 23,786=00, Natural Growth rate is 
-

J6. 90 per thousands, Per capita outlay on education is 
1Rs.1288=00, Per capita forest cover is 0.61 ha and the Green 
Protection Index is .0903, highest in the country. In the year 
:2005-06, the per capita income is Rs. 26,851=00, literacy rate 

_is 82 °/o, Number of colleges are 11, Number of Government 

schools are 782, number of religious organizations· are 732, 

7 Source: State Socia Economic Census 2006, Department of Economics, Statistics, Monitoring and 
. Evaluation (DESME), Government ofSikkim, p. 35. 

8 According to 2001 census, accessed and viewed at http://www.sikkim.govt.in/ on Aug 3, 2010. 
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Forests cover 45.97°/o, Number of domestic tourists are 2, 

' 51,744, number of foreign touristare 16,523, Power production 

: is 165 MU, People below poverty line ar~ 19.20 °/o and the 
: Annual State revenue is Rs. 228.31 Crores. 9 
I 

: ECONOMIC PROFILE: 10 The economy of Sikkim is mainly based 
·, on Agricultural and Animal Husbandry. Approx. 11percent of the 

, total geographical Area is under Agriculture. Agriculture is of the 
: mixed type and still _at the subsistence level rather than 
' conime-rcial leVel. The work force participation rate as per 2006 

: census is 36.32 percent. The female-participation rate in Sikkim 
, is also much higher than the national average. Cultivators 
. account for the greater majority of the people in the state. -Their 
·percentage is 32.60 percent of the total working population and 

the corresponding to 11.84 percent of the total population of the 

! State. Agricultural labourers as a whole constitute only 18.24 
', percent of the total workers in the state. Non-agriculture sector 

. comprise of 18.08 percent of the total workforce. Households 

and other industries are negligible, but other workers (Tertiary 
l Sector) at the State level represent a good percentage of 

. population. The decreasing ratio of other worker at the state 
level indicates the low level of economic diversification. The 

, importance of Agriculture can be judged by the high percentage 

, of population 65 percent (approx.). engaged in it. Animal 
•, husbandry ·is an integral part of the house hold economy of the 

region. There are certain house hold industries also which 
:substantially adds to house hold incomes. The past one and half 

'decade has witnessed a tremendous upward swing in various 
:developmental programmes giving a new thrust to Sikkim's 

'economy. This process has increased wage employment 
opportunities. Though most. of the inhabitants are basically 

:agricultural, they have diversified into tertiary jobs such as 

government services. Tourism is one of the important service 

.sector business activities in the state. About 2 lakh tourists visit 
'this tiny Himalayan state. Harnessing the hydro electric power is 

yet .another important industrial activity undergoing in the state. 

9 Supra note 1 at p.40 (SSEC 2006). 
1
.
0 Ibid at p.180 
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Historical Background of the Kingdom of Sikkim 

The legendary account of the founding of the Sikhim 11 Raj 

connects the establishment of settled government in that 
country with the great ritualistic schism in the Tibetar;t Church. 

Traditions tells how three monks of the Dukpa or the red-hat 

sect, flying from the persecution by the reforming party in Tibet, 

· set on foot, met after many wanderings in the village of Rajas of 

Sikhim. Pencho Namgay12 (Phuntsog Namgyal), an influentiar-
- -

Tibetan then residing at G_t,wtuk, ana ·an alliance was formed, 
having for its object the conversion of the Lepcha to Buddhism, 
and the installation of Pencho. Namgay as the Raja of the whole 
country 

The civilisation of Sikkim, it is said, began from a village 
called Yuk-sam, 13 situated at its extreme north-western part. It 
is the last inhabited place towards Kanchenjunga, which lies to 
the north of this picturesque level tract of land. Beyond Yuk-sam 

is a dense forest choked with scrubs and heavy under growths 
where sunshine cannot penetrate. 14 

Probably, towards the end of the seventeenth century, a 

Buddhist monk named Lhatsen Chembo travelled from Tibet to 
Yuk-sam where he was met by other two lamas who hailed from 

the south and the west. At that time the country was in the· 
wilderness of dense forest and peopled by the primitive Lepcha 
.folks. These lamas introduced for the first time Buddhism into 

Sikkim. 

The name of the first would-be king of Sikkim was 

predicted to be 'Pun-tsok'. So messengers were deputed to all 
parts of the surrounding country in order to search out a man of 
that blessed name. Pun-tsok was at last found and after being 

11 Sikkim is quoted as 'Sikhim' or new house by H. H. Risley in his introduGtion in The Gazetteer of 
Sikkim (Reprint), Low Priced Publication (200 I), p. ii. . 

12 The Later writers of the history ofSikkim have used the name, Phuntsog Namgyal, the first Bhutia 
ruler of Sikkim. 

13 Yuk-sam is a Lepcha word meaning 'three monks' or explicitly 'the meeting place of three lamas. 
(monks). · 

14 K.C.Bhanja, History of Darjeeling and the Sikkim Himalaya, Gyan· Publishing House, 1993, p. 117. 
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anointed with holy water was crowned the king of Sikkim. Being 

seated on a rough huge stone his coronation took place amid the 

Lepcha folk of Dubdi and the Pamionchi 15 region. According to 
Hooker16 the entrance of the three lamas into Sikkim was 'the 
means of introducing the first Tibetan ~overeign into the 
country'. 

The temple of Yuk-sam is situated in a lofty hill at an 
elevation of nearly 1000 feet above the village of Yuk-sam and is._ 
called the Dubdi Monastery. It was built.in 1701 A.D~ arid has 

the reputation of being the oldest monastery of Sikkim which 

has . been discounted by the existence of Sangachelling 
monastery in 1697 A.D., three days march from Yuk-sam in 

those days. Another view which rejects the establishment of the 
Dubdi monastery in 1701 A.D. is of some authorities who were 

in direct touch with the literatures of Sikkim and Tibet. They 
hold that view since the famous Pamionchi monastery of Sikkim 
was built in 1450 Dubdi monastery must have been built before 
that since the King who first held the sceptre of Sikkim was 
enthroned a little earlier than the establishment of this oldest 
sanctuary. The latter view seems to be more authentic as would 

be evident from the following early developments. 

The red-mitred lamas of Tibet suffered persecution on the 
·hands of the dissenters, the yellow-capped monks, who were the 
followers of the great saint, Tsong-kha-pa. The persecution was 

'evidently set on foot soon after, if ·not earlier, the Gal den 

monastery hidden in a circle of mountains twenty miles away 

from Lhasa had been founded-by him in 1409 A.D. Undoubtedly 

the three lamas in question hailed from Tibet being persecuted 

by the reforming party. This must be taking place in around the 
beginning of fifteenth century the era of Tsong-kha-pa. 

The lamas of Pamionchi monastery once compiled the 

history of Sikkim and preserved the same in the tempi~. In 1787 

15 Present day 'Pemayangtse' an<;! the famous Pemayangtse monastery. 
16 Joseph Dalton Hooker, a British botanist who travelled to Sikkim Himalaya on a government 

sponsored mission. He published his valued work, The Himalayan Journals, in 1854 which 
included an account of his expeditions to Bengal, the Sikkim and the Nepal Himalayas among 
other regions of the Himalayas. The publication is a storehouse of information and classical work 
on the subject. 
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when Pamionchi was the capital of ther kingdom of SiJ<kim, the 

Nepalese waged war against the sikkimese and plundered all the 
monasteries to the wet of the River Teesta. It was at this time 

·that the valuable history was destroyed by the Gorkhas with the 

exception of a few sheets with one of which Dr. Hooker and Dr. 

Campbell were presented, when they visited the Pamionchi 
monastery in 1448. Here Dr. Hooker writes: 

"This remarkable and beautiful manu~cript was written 
on thick oblong sheets of Tibetan p'ap-er, painted black 

to resisted decay, and the letters were yellow and gold. 
The Nepalese soldiers wantonly employed the sheets to 
roof the sheds as a protection from the weather."17 

THE NAMGYAL DYNASTY 

The Tibetans knew Sikkim as Denzong, the 'valley of rice' 

and India, as the 'dark green bamboo country'. Due to the 
availability of flat land, Chumbi valley, east of Sikkim in Tibet, 

was the obvious of the natural choice of the pastoral and 

marginal tribes of Tibet since the fourteenth century. 18 

In around 1425, Khye Bhumsa, a wandering Bhutia 
patriarch of Tibet came to settle down in the Chumbi Valley, 
Kham (Tibet). He was childless and on being advised to seek the 

blessings of Tho-kong Tek, a Rang (Lepcha) elder. In pursuant 
to the advise, Khye Bhumsa crossed to the Rang territory (the 

present State of Sikkim), where he not only secured the latter's 
blessing for three sons but also the prophecy that his 

descendants would become the rulers of Sikkim while the Rongs, 
The-kong Tek's community, would become their subjects and 

servitors. 19 It is also claimed that an animistic blood swearing 
ceremony was conducted in which both the Bhutia patriarch and 
the Rang Chief sat together on raw hides of slain animals and 

put their feet in a vessel filled with blood as a mark of their 

abiding friendship. 20 

17 Ibid 
18 A.C.Sinha, Sikkim: Feudal and Democratic, Indus Publishing Company (2008), p. 46. 
19 L.B.Basnet, Sikkim: A Short Political History, S.Chand and Company (1974), p. IS 
20 T. Namgyal andY. Dolma, History ofSikkim, Manuscript (1908). 
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The three lamas who had earlier come tb Sikkim persuaded 

• Phuntsog Namgyal, a descendant of Khye Bhumsa, to rule the 
country religiously in 1642. The recognition from the Dalai Lama 

· was also sought for the same. The recognition was granted 

ceremoniousfy21 to Phuntsog Namgyal by the Dalai Lama there 
upon Phuntsog Namgyal was accepted as the ruler of the 

southern slopes of the Himalayas (Sikkim) by Tibet. Thus, 
· Phuntsog Namgyal, a descendant of Khye Bhumsa (a Bhutia 

Patriarch of Tibet and residing on the flatlands of Chumbi Valley) 

• and born in 1604 was consecrated to the throne of Sikkim with 
· the title of the Chogyal (the Sanskrit equivalent to Dharmaraja) 

bestowed upon him in the year 1642.22 The newly established 
Bhutia Principality of the Namgyal Dynasty was tied to the 
Tibetan Theocracy. Since that period and upto the nineteenth, 
century, the Bhutia rulers of Sikkim looked up to Tibet for 
protection against political foes. 23 

' Phuntsog Namgyal's greatest problem, after being 

enthroned, was to establish a viable administrative structure. He 
. was clever enough to realise that the entire land was in the 

possession of the Lepchas. Thus, to win their hearts and with an 
aim to be accepted by them, he refrained from causing any 

conflict in their existing social order or disturbing the prevalent 

: system of land relations. In addition to that, he divided the 
I 

: country into twelve Dzongs .(Districts or administrative blocks) 
: keeping in mind the twelve important Lepcha Chiefs and 

·appointed them as the Dzongpens (Governors or 
Administrators). 

There were tribes other than the Lepchas and· one of them, 

the Kirats were a formidable force. Phuntsog Namgyal, with a 
, view to win over .them, invited all the Tribal Chieftains to a 
. meeting. In the meeting, Phuntsog Nar:ngyal proclaimed that the 

I Bhutias, the Lepchas and the Lim boos (one of the sub-tribes of 

21 The Dalai Lama was the then king and spiritual leader of the Kingdom of Tibet. He is credited to 
have sent ceremonial presents such as the Silken Scarf bearing the Dalai lama's seal, the Mitre 
(religious hat) of Guru Rimpoche (the patron Saint and the Guardian deity of Sikkim), the devil's 
dagger (Phurpu) and the most precious sand image of the Guru. · 

22 H.G.Joshi, Sikkim Past and Present (1''1 edn.}, Mittal Publications (New Delhi), 2004, p. 79. 
23 Supra Note 18 (A.C.Sinha, Sikkim: Feudal and Democratic), at p.47. 
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the Kirats) as members of the same family. To further 

strengthen that relation, he formed a council and named it, 
Lhomentsongsum. 24 

The Buddhist Lamas helped Phuntsog Namgyal in. founding 
a new dynasty of rulers, namely, the Namgyal dynasty, with a 

view to establish the 'Rule of law' in the Sikkim. To carry forward 
· that objective, the Lamas also helped the King to establish a 

centralised authority. Later, the King appointed twelye Bhutia 

warriors as his Kalong (councillors) and this was done wiffi an 

aim to· counteract the possible intrigues and dominance of the 

Lepcha Dzongpens. These councillors were actually his 
companions and confidants and it was upon them he would 

confide and seek advice at the hour of crises. 25 

The following is the names of the rulers of the Namgyal 
dynasty in a chronological order since the establishment of the 
dynastic rule in 1642:26 

1. 1642 A.D. - Chogyal Phuntsog Namgyal, the first 
Chogyal of Sikkim. He established his capital in Yuksam 

in West Sikkim. 

2. 1670 A.D. - Tensung Namgyal succeeded Phuntsog 

Namgyal and he further shifted his capital to 
Rabdenste from Yuksam, again in West Sikkim. 

3. 1700 A.D. - Chakdor Namgyal was the third Chogyal. 

He had to flee from Sikkim when, . Pendi Ongmu, his 
half-sister dethrone him. He was later reinstated as 

king with the help of the Tibetans. 

4. 1717 A.D. - Gyurmed Namgyal. The first Nepalese 
attack k took place in his reign. 

24 I.S.Chenjong; History and Culture of the Kirat People Part I (r1 edn.), Pushpa Ratna Sagar 
(Kathmandu), 1967, pp; 41-42. 

25 A.C. Sinha, Frontier, Feudalism and State Formation in Surajit Sinha (ed.), Sikkim in Tribal 
Politics and State Systems in Pre-Colonial eastern and North Eastern India, K.P.Bagchi and Sons 
(Calcutta), 1987, p. 357. 

26 N.G.Dorji (ed.), Sikkim: A to Z, 2009-10, Gushing Torrent International (P) Ltd.(Gangtok, Sikkim), 
2010,pp. 79-80 
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5. 1733 A.D. - Phuntsok Namgyal. The Nepalese army 

directed their attack against Rabdenste, his capital 

then. 

6. 1780 A.D. - Tenzing Namgyal fled to Tibet due to some 

political turmoil and external attacks and died there. 

7. 1793 A.D. - Tshugpu Namgyal was the longest ruler of 

the Namgyal dynasty. He· ruled for seventy years. It 

was during his reign when the capital was again shifted 

From Rabdenste to Tumlong which is located on the 

way to North Sikkim. This Chogyal was the signatory to 

the Treaty of Titalia on behalf of the Sikkim 

Government in 1817. Darjeeling was gifted to the 

British in the year 1835 and later annexed to British 

India. 

8. 1863 A.D. - Sidkeong Namgyal was the eighth Chogyal 

of the Namgyal dynasty. 

9. 1874 A.D. - · Thutob Namgyal succeeded Sidkeong 

Namgyal and became the ninth Chogyal. It was during 
his reign that Claude White was ap-pointed as the first 

Political officer of Sikkim in 1889. He shifted the capital 
of the Sikkim kingdom from Tumlong to Gangtok in 

1894. 
' 

· 10. 1914 A.D. - Sidkeong Tulku Namgyal ruled for the 

shortest period of time among the rulers of the 

Namgyal dynasty. He died unmarried on December 5, 

1914. He was succeeded by his younger brother, Tashi 

Namgyal. 

11. 1914 A.D. - Tashi Namgyal ascended the throne on the 

untimely death of his brot~er and ruler the kingdom till 

his death on December 2, 1963·. The Indo-Sikkim 

Treaty 1950 was during his reign. He was succeeded 

by his second son Palden Thondup Namgyal. 

12. 1963 A.D. - Palden Thondup Namgyal ascended the 

throne due to his elder brother's early death' in an air 

crash while serving the Royal Indian Air Force in the 
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Second World War. Several political developments took 
place during his reign and the kingdom of Sikkim which 

was earlier the protectorate of the Government of India 

became an 'Associate State' in 1974 and finally the 

twenty-second State of the Indian Union on May 16, 
1975. Thus, ending the institution of the Chogyals 
came to an end. 

In all, twelve Rulers of the Namgyal dynasty governed 

Sikkim from the year 1642 to 1975, a period of three hundred 

and thirty three years, with an average of twenty seven years 

and six months each. The longest reign amon.g the Chogyals was 
of Tshugpu Namgyal (70 years), the seventh Chogyal and the 
shortest recorded was of Sidkeong Tulku Namgyal, the tenth 
ruler who was on the throne for a few months. Four of the rulers 
- Chakdor, Gyurmed, Sidkeong and Palden Thondup - rules for 

' fifty-five years between them, with an average of fourteen years 
and three months each. Phuntsok Namgyal (5th), Thutob 
Namgyal (9th) and Tashi Namgyal (11th) were on the throne for 

forty years each. Some of them led a tragic exiled life in Tibet or 

in monasteries while others spent their life in iconography and 
religious paintings. Their courts were rife with factionalism, 

conspiracy and instability. There was no permanent capital for 
some time and the economy was u·nder a barter system, there 

emerged no proper township till the end of the nineteenth 

century. 27 

The Bhutia rulers, theoretically, under the tutelage of the 
Dalai Lamas of Tibet; and politically and socially aligned with the 

Tibetan aristocracy, occupied a unique position between India 

and Tibet. And with a view on the political and economical 

implications, the British who were ruling India at that time, 

decided to court Sikkim's favour. 28 

BRITISH INVOLVEMENT IN SIKKIM: British relations with Sikkim 
commenced in 1814-1815 when the East India Company, which 

had brought great parts of India under ·its CC?ntrol, was involved 

27 Supra Note 18 (A.C.Sinha, Sikkim: Feudal and Democratic), at p. 50. 
28 Ibid at p. 52. 
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in a war with Nepal. The opening of relations with Sikkim 

became a political and military necessary. The alliance with 
Sikkim seemed to promise to the Company_ three advantages, 
namely: 

(1) To facilitate communications with China via Tibet; 

(2) To prevent Nepalese-Bhutanese intrigues against the 

Company and 

(3) To level an attack on the Gurkha flanks. 

In view of these advantages, the Company induced the 

Sikkim Raja to bring a large number of troops against Nepal and 

promised him help to recover his territories lost to Nepal earlier 
. (1780). 29 

The Nepal war came to an end, in 1815 when the Company 
and Nepal signed the treaty of Segauli. Lo.rd Moira, ·the then 

Governor general of India agreed to hand over the territory 

between the Rivers Mechi and Teesta, being part of the territory. 

wrested from Nepal, to Sikkim on certain conditions. This said 

territories were being restored to Sikkim with a view to' establish 

the Company's relations with Sikkim and also to check the 

Gurkha expansion towards the east. The Raja of Sikkim agreed 

to the conditions and signed a treaty with the Company at 
· Titalia, on 10th February, 1817, the Treaty ofTitalia. 

The Treaty of Titalia marked the beginning of the end of 

Sikkim's independence. Under Article three of the Treaty, Sikkim 

lost its right of independent action in its disputes with Nepal and 

the neighbouring States. Further, it began to lose its territory bit 

by bit. The first was the cession of Darjeeling (In 1835, the 
Sikkim raja was forced to gift Darjeeling). By this cessation, 

though the Company gained a bit of territory, it lost th~ goodwill 

of Sikkim. Consequently, ther relations between the Company 

and Sikkim worsened. In 1849, the Company, taking advantage 

of an arrest of a Company servant by the name of Campbell (he 

was trying· to cross over to Tibet), launched a military 

29 P.Raghunadha Rao, Sikkim: The Story of its Integration with India, Cosmo Publications (1978), p. 
4. 
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expedition. The expedition resulted in a gain of additional 

territory, 640 miles approximately, but the Company did not 

annex the whole of Sikkim because of the expediency of 

maintaining the kingdom as a separate entity. Sikkim's 

existence as a country was kept because of its strategic location 

between Nepal, Bhutan, Tibet and British Dominion in India. But, 
interestingly enough, the non-annexation of whole of Sikkim did 
not result in increase of British influence there. The increase of 
the Tibetan influence in Sikkim, 30 a consequence of the 
acrimonious relations between the British and the Sikkim Raja, 

British India was forced to take another military expedition into 

Sikkim to re-establish its position. 

Towards the end of 1860 a military expedition was sent by 
the Government of India to assert its position which was an 

unqualified success. The expedition completely reduced the 
power of the Maharaja31 and as such he submitted to the mercy 

of the British. Even then the Indian Government under the 
British did not annex Sikkim d_ue. to various considerations, 
namely, political, economic and military.32 

The Treaty of 1861, namely, the Treaty of Tumlong, 196133 

after the second military expedition to Sikkim was very 

significant. It brought Sikkim under ther control of British India; ,. 

Sikkim lost all its freedom of action and became a de facto 
protectorate of the Government of India and as such the British 

gained substantial advantages without having the need to annex 

30 The Company had granted the Raja of Sikkim a yearly grant of Rs. 6,000 after the cession of 
Darjeeling. The Tibetan government granted an allowance to the Raja when the Company stopped 
his Darjeeling grant after the souring of relations between the two. But Tibet did not actually 
intervene on behalf of Sikkim during the crisis. 

31 In 186 I, the British enhanced the status of the Raja of Sikkim to that of a Maharaja. 
32 The government of India was aware that the annexation of Sikkim would result in a long, tedious 

and expensive war with other Himalayan States like Bhutan and Nepal, There was likelihood that 
they would make common cause with Sikkim due to their dread of the "proverbial acquisitiveness" 
of the British. Secondly, the Government oflndia was afraid that by annexing Sikkim outright 
would make it enemies with Tibet and China because there was a close connection between these 
States.Thirdly trade considerations weighed heavily on the decision of non-annexation ofSikkim. 
Sikkim was the passage to Tibet and China and the annexation would not provide for a peaceful 
situation in the area and thus would not bear well for the economic ambitions ofttie British and 
lastly, the revolt of I 857 were still fresh in the mind of the Government of india and as such 
annexation of Sikkim may have adverse political repercussions elsewhere in india. 

33 The treaty was signed in Tumlong, the third capital ofSikkim and is located on the North Sikkim 
Highway, approximately 25kms from Gangtok. 
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:sikkim. But there were some confusion in the treaty in regard to 
I 

the de jure status of Sikkim. This was manifested by the 

:difficulties it brought in ther next few decades. 

In 1886, the Tibetans encroached upon a part of the 

territory of Sikkim under the de facto protectorate of 
Government of India. This misadventure of 'the Tibetans was 

supported by the then maharaja of Sikkim, Thutob Namgyal 
(1874-1914). The British freed the encroached area of Lingtu in 
.1888 and further put the Maharaja and his family on house 

arrest after they were brought to Kalimpong from Chun:'bi. 34 The 
government of India appointed a Political Officer and entrusted 

him to the Administration of Sikkim. The defeat of the Tibetans 
:also resulted in another development in the region. The Chinese, 

,alarmed by the Tibetan defeat, were convinced that if they failed 
' to come to terms with the British, they might Jose their influence 

in Tibet. 

In 1890, the Anglo-Chinese Convention was signed. Article 

two of the Convention categorically admitted Sikkim as a 

·protectorate of the Government of India.35 H.M. Durand, 

Secretary to the Government of India, emphasised this point in 
an official note (May 21, 1889): 

"Sikkim is part of the Indian Empire ... : .... It can· have no 

dealings with foreign powers to whose eyes India should be 
all red from Himalayas to Cape Comerin."36 

The Convention of 1890, by settling, once and f~r all, the 

status of Sikkim as the protectorate of the Government of India, 
had removed the main· weakness (the non-definition of de jure 

status of Sikkim) of the Treaty of. 1861. With a decade after the 
;signing of the Anglo-Chinese Convention of 1890, the 
1Government of India had consolidated its authority in Sikkim to 
:such an extent that it was able to meddle with impunity in 

:important affairs concerning the royal family. One of the many 

34 One of the privileges granted to the Maharaja under the Treaty of 1861 was to stay in Chumbi, an . 
area in North Sikkim presently in Tibet (China), for three months in a year according to Article 22 
of the treaty. 

35 Supra Note 29, (P.Raghunada Rao, Sikkim: The Story of its Integration with India), P. 7. 
36 Foreign Department Proceedings, "SecretE Branch", June 1889, pp. 101-111 (K.W.l). 
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instances, the recognition of the Maharaja's second son, 

Sidkeong Namgyal, as successor-designate to the Sikkim 

kingdom, ignoring the claims of the eldest son, Tchoda Namgyal, 
was intended to demonstrate that no man suspected of anti
British proclivities could rule Sikkim and the succession was in 

gift of the paramount power. The silent acquiescen~e of the 
Royal family and the people in the decisions of the Government 

of India indicated the nature and extent of British authority in 

Sikkim.37 

In 1903, the Government of India exploited the disputes 

concerning Sikkim-Tibet boundaries to open Tibet the 
consequence of which was the successful expedition of Colonel 
Younghusband of the British army._ The said expedition forced 
Tibet to sign the Lhasa Convention on 1904: The signing of the 

Convention of 1904 solved all difficulties the British had 
regarding the status of Sikkim and its boundary with Tibet. The 
Convention not only make Tibet recognise Sikkim as the 

protectorate of the Government of India but also confirmed the 
Sikkim-Tibet boundary as laid down in the Anglo-Chinese 

Convention of 1890. China also confirmed the Lhasa Convention 
by signing the Peking Convention with Britain in 1906 and the 

influences of these two conventions were far reaching. In the 

first place, the de jure· status of Sikkim as the protectorate of 

Government of India had international sanction. It no longer had 
the troubles with either the mahar9ja of Sikkim or the outside 
powers of Tibet and China, for the remaining part of its rule in 
Sikkim. Its power of influence over Sikkim, slightly mentioned 

earlier, was reflected in the smooth succession to the throne of 

The Maharaja of Sikkim, Thutob Namgyal on his demise on 
February 11, 1914. His son, Sidkeong Namgyal, who was 

,already recognised as the successor by the Government of India, 
became the maharaja, ignoring the rightful claims of his elder 

'brother, Tchoda Namgyal. He was succeeded by his younger 

brother, Tashi Namgyal after his early death in December 5, 

1914. 

37 Supra Note 29 (P .Raghunada Rao, Sikkim: The Story' of its Integra~ion with India),_ P 8. 
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Tashi Namgyal ruled Sikkim till his death on December 2, 

1963. With his accession to the throne of Sikkim, the British 

relations with the kingdom of Sikkim entered into a happy 

period. The maharaja remained a loyal friend of the British till 

1947, the end of their rule in India. The government of India 

was so much pleased and satisfied with ·his loyalty that it 

confirmed on him with many honours and distinctions. The 

kingdom was peaceful till 1946 but after 1947 it was rocked with 

several political agitations. 

POST-INDIAN INDEPENDENCE (WINDS OF CHANGE): The end of 

the British Raj in India brought a number of political upheavals 

in the kingdom of Sikkim. First and foremost, the Indian 

independence gave a fillip to the democratic movement in 

:Sikkim. A number of organisations were formed in different 

parts of the kingdom in the latter half of 1964. These 

organisations were mostly in the form of welfare associations 

without any concrete policy, programme of ideology. On 
December 7, 1947, the representatives of the people ·and from 

·most of these organisations met for the first tim.e in Gangtok 

and their united deliberations gave birth to the Sikkfm State 

Congress, incidentally, the first political party of Sikkim. The 

leaders of the Party led a deputation to Sir Tashi Namgyal, the 

Maharaja of Sikkim and presented a memorandum demanding: 

1. The abolition of Landlordism; 

2. The formation of the interim Government as an 

essential precursor of the responsible government to 

come; 

3. The accession of Sikkim to ,India. 38 

In the meanwhile, the maharaja, to counteract the growing 
influence of the state congress, encouraged the formation of the 

loyalist party, namely, the Sikkim National party which was 

composed mainly of the minority communities of th~ Lepchas 

and Bhutias. The National party opposed the demand of the 

State Congress for the popular government on the ground that 

38 Sikkim State Congress' petition to the Maharaja ofSikkim, Gangtok dated December 1947, 
published by Mankind, (New Delhi), February 1960. 
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the formation of a democratic government would be a farce. To 
carry out its agenda the Party started to emphasise the 
~ommunal and racial differences of the State population. It also 

opposed the other demand of the State Congress - the 

kingdom's accession to India. On April 30, 1948, it passed a 

,resolution stating that "Sikkim shall not under any 

circumstances accede to the dominion of india". Further, it 
demanded a revision of "Sikkim's political relations with the 
Indian Union on the basis of equality" and declared Sikkim was 
closer to Tibet than India in many ways. The grounds to justify 

the same were as follows: 39 

(a) Historically, socially, culturally and linguistically, Sikkim 
has closer affinity with Bhutan and Tibet; 

(b) From the geographical and ethnic point of view Sikkim 
is not a part of India. She has only political relations 
with the latter which were imposed upon her and 

(c) From the religious point of view, being a Lamaist, 

Sikkim is quite distinct from India. 

The resolution was clear in declaring that the policy of the 
national Party was "by all means to maintain intact the 
indigenous character of Sikkim and to preserve its integrity". It 

also resolved to make all out effort to achieve the same and 
finally the resolution was concluded with the following warning 

to India: 

"From India's point of view, a happy Sikkim as a buffer 
State would be of great advantage than an unhappy 

Sikkim in India on one of her future international 
boundaries of great importance, which would be a 
disadvantage, indeed a danger to India. "40 

In 1948, a delegation led by some of the leaders of the 

Sikkim State Congress party went to Delhi '!let the then Prime 

Minister, Shri Jawaharlal Nehru and the Deputy Foreign Minister, 
Shri B.V.Keskar apprising of the political ·situation in Sikkim 

39 Supra Note 29 (P. Raghunadha Rao, Sikkim: The Story of its Integration with India), p. 11. 
40 The Resolution has been published by Mankind, New Delhi (1960). ' 
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:requested representation in the Indian Parliament41 and for that 
' . 
matter even proposed Sikkim's accession to India. Shri Nehru 

·pointing out some constitutional difficulties in accepting the 

proposal advised the Sikkim Congress. leaders, through the 
Indian Government, to keep the demand for accession with India 

' in abeyance in 1950. 

After coming back from Delhi the leaders of the party 
organised democratic agitations with an aim to establish 

responsible government in the State and demanded the 

formation of the popular ministry. To substantiate and achieve 

the said demand the Congress party launched a Second 
Satyagraha on May 1, 1949. The people of the kingdom were 
very much under the sway of the Party in all this. Two 
companies of Indian army were sent on the request of the 
Sikkim Government which had apprehended trouble from the 

local population. 

The Maharaja, after realising the gravity of the' situation 
and on the request of the Political Officer of India, asked Tashi 
Tsering, the president of the Sikkim State Congress Party to 

form his own ministry. Thus the first popular Ministry was 

formed in Sikkim on May 9, 1949 under the Chief Ministership of 
Shri Tashi Tsering. The said ministry remained in office for less 

than one month. There was no definite power structure in the 
administration of the ministry vis.-a-vis the maharaja. Each one 

of them was blaming the other for encroaching their respective 
jurisdictions. This acrimonious situation was further compounded 
by the dilemma of the Indian government's reservations in 
acceding Sikkim in the Indian Union. The Maharaja exploiting 

the current situation dismissed the popular ministry. 'Thus the 
end of the popular ministry came on June 7, 1949. 

The end of British rule in India automatically marked the 

end of the era of British paramountcy. After the lapse of the 

British paramountcy, a standstill agreement was signed between 

the Governments of india and Sikkim on February 27, 1948, 

41 The delegation stated:"It would be undemocratic ~otto send the Sikkim people's representative in 
Indian Parliament which controlled and guided the external affairs of the kingdom". 
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whereby "all agreements, relations and administrative 

arrangements as to the matter of common concern existing 

between the crown and the Sikkim State on August 14, 1947 
:Were deemed to continue between the dominion of India and the 
Sikkim Darbar pending the conclusion of a· new agreement or 
treaty". Subsequently, the two governments resolved, in order 

to strengthen the good relations already existing between them, 
to enter into a new treaty with each other. Thus, the India

Sikkim peace Treaty of 1950 was born out of such dev.elopment 

and it was signed on December 5, 1950.42 

The Treaty consisted of thirteen Articles. The treaty 
repealed all previous treaties between the British Government 

and Sikkim which were in force in respect of relations between 

The Indian and Sikkimese governments. 43 ·Some of the 

provisions of the Treaty which are notable in strengthening the 
position of the Indian government on Sikkim as a protectorate 
were Articles two, three, four, ten, eleven and twelve. 

Article two of the said treaty stated that Sikkim continued 
to be the protectorate of India and, subject to the provisions of 

the treaty, shall enjoy autonomy in regard to its intern~! affairs. 

Article three was divided into three paragraphs: 

(1) The Government of India will be responsible for the 
defence and territorial integrity of Sikkim. It shall have 
the right to take such measures as it considers 

necessary for the defence of Sikkim or security of 

India, whether preparatory or otherwise, and within or 

outside Sikkim. In particular, the g_overnment of India 
shall have to stations troops wherever within Sikkim . 

. (2) The measures referred to in paragraph (1) will as far as 
possible be taken by the Government in consultation 
with the Government of Sikkim. 

(3) the Government of Sikkim shall not import any arms, 

ammunition, military stores or other warlike materials 

42 Supra Note 29, p. 14. 
43 Article I of the India-Sikkim Peace Treaty of 1950. 
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of any description for any purpose whatsoever without 

the previous consent of the Government of India. 

Article four dealt with the arrangement of foreign affair 

matters and was separated into two paragraphs: 

(1) The external relations. of Sikkim, whether political, 

economic or financial shall be conducted and regulated 

solely by the Government of India; and the 
Government of Sikkim shall have no dealings· with any 
foreign power. 

(2) Subjects of Sikkim travelling to foreign countries shall 

be treated as Indian protected persons for the purpose 

of passports, and shall receive froni Indian 

representatives abroad the same protection and 

facilities as Indian nationals. 

Article ten of the Treaty was devoted to the financial aid for 
'developments and other needs. According to the said Article: 

"The Government of India, having in mind the friendly 

an already existing betwe~n India and Sikkim and now 
further strengthened by this treaty,· and being desirous 
of assisting in development and good administration of 
Sikkim, agrees to pay the Government of Sikkim a sum 

of Rs. 3, 00,000 (Three lakhs only) every year so long 

as the terms of this treaty are duly observed by the 

Government of Sikkim." 

The first payment under this Article was made before the 

end of the year 1950 and subsequent payments were to be 

made in the month of August every year. 

Under Article eleven of the 1950 Treaty the Government of 
India was to have the right to appoint a representative to reside 
in Sikkim; and the Government of Sikkim shall provide him and 

his staff with all reasonable facilities in regard to their official 

·and residential accommodation and generally in regard to their 
·carrying out their duties in Sikkim. 

And by Article twelve of the aforementioned Peace Treaty, 

any dispute arising in the interpretation of the provisions of the 
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said Treaty which could not be resolved by mutual consultation 

was to be referred to the Chief Justice of India whose decision 

there would be final. 

The Treaty came into force as soon as it was signed without 

any process of ratification. 44 

After the dismissal of the popular Ministry,· the Sikkim State 

Congress intensified its agitation for popular reforms. In 1953, 
the Maharaja created a legislative body called the Sikkim State 

Council. It was given the power to enact, with the assent of the 

ruler, laws for peace, order and good governance of the State. 
But the power to appoint the principal Administrative Officer, 
·who was also the ex officio president of the· State Council, was 

reserved by the maharaja. The said Legislative Council consisted 
of twenty members fourteen elected and six nominated. Out of 
the fourteen elected seats, six were reserved for the Nepalis; six 

for the Bhutias and Lepchas, one for the Sangha (Monks) and 

one was a general seat. Later the number was increased to 
twenty four with eighteen elected members and six nominated 

by the ruler. Out of the eighteen elected members seven were 

reserved for the Nepalis, seven for the Bhutias and Lepchas and 
one seat each for the Sangha, Chong (Subba/Limboo), 
Scheduled castes and one was general. 

The first Election to the Sikkim State Council was held in 
1953 without the framework of proper election laws. The 

elections appeared to be held on the basis parity but there was a 
feeling of injustice among the majority Nepali population. The 

distribution of seats were not fair and equitable and ..that was 

evident from the fact that the Nepalis, who constituted about 70 
percent of the population were allotted only six seats whereas 

the Bhutias and Lepchas with a 25 percent population had six 

seats, too. Again the electoral system was complicated. The six 

Nepali seats were to be filled on the basis of general election 

whereas the Bhutia'-Lepchas candidates had to face a primary 
election and after befng elected in the primary by the votes of 
their own community they stood qu.alified t:o face the general 

44 Article Xlll of the India-Sikkim Peace Treaty, 1950. 
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electorate which included the votes of the Nepalis1 Bhutias and 

Lepchas for the confirmation. 

The matter was further complicated by the existence of. 
what were known as 'the private estates of the Darbar' and the 
'Monastery Estates' which were very much under the influence of 

the Darbar (the Government).45 

According to the Maharaja's proclamation/ the system of 
calculating the votes was as follows: 46 

•· 

"The Candidate securing the highest number of votes of 

community which he represents will ordinarily be required to 

have secured atleast 15 percent of the total votes of the other 
community for which seats have been reserved to entitle him to 

be returned. If1 however/ he fails to secure 15 percent of the 
votes of the other community/ ~he candidate securing the 
second highest votes from his community together· with 15 

percent of the votes of other community will be eligible to 
returned 1 provided the difference between the number of votes 
of his community secured by him and the candidates with the 
highest votes does not exceed 15 percent of the votes secured 

by the latter. If the difference was in excess of 15 percent then 

the latter would be regarded as returned, notwithstanding that 

he shall not have secured 15 percent of the votes of the other 

community". 

The obvious reaction of the Parties, with the exception of 
the National party1 was condemnation of the said electoral 

system and as such demanded a "one mar'! one vat~" system 
which was prevalent in India. The Second general Election was 

held in a similar manner and the confusion in the election 
system led to turmoil and disqualification of some leaders cum 

elected representatives. The disqualifications were termed by 
the Parties as unjustified and this discrimination ag'ainst the 

Parties, especially the State Congress Part, prompted the 

political parties to stand united against the Maharaja, the ruler. 

This gave birth to the Joint Convention of the Sikkim State 

45 Narendra Goyal, Prelude to India, New Delhi ( 1962), p. 144 .. 
46 Asian Recorder, New Delhi (1961), p. 4033. 
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Congress, Sikkim national Party, the Swatantra Dal and the 

Scheduled Castes League on September 23, 1959. After two 

.Joint Conventions47 and their candidates were victorious in the 

:bye-elections which was the result of the earlier disqualifications 

of some elected representatives. 

An important development in the political history of Sikkim 

after the First General Election was a serious split that took 

place in the ranks of both the Sikkim State Congress and the 

National Party. The dissidents of these two Parties joined hands 

with two other parties, the Praja Sammelan and the Swatantra 

Dal. The leaders of these four parties, namely, Sh~i C.D.Rai 

(People's Group, a dissident of the State Congress Party), 

Sonam Tsering (dissident of the national Party), D.P.Tiwari ( 

Praja Sammelan) and Kazi Lendup Dorji (Swatantra party) 

called another Joint Convention on May 19, 1960 at Singtam to 

take stock of the political situation that was unfolding in Sikkim. 

After two days of deliberations they decided to merge the four 

parties with the nomenclature of Sikkim National Congress 

·under the Presidentship of Kazi Lendup Dorji (L.D.Kazi), who 

was elected unanimously. 

On December 2, 1963 Maharaja Tashi Namgyal, who ruled 

Sikkim from December 5, 1914, passed away. He was 

succeeded by his second son; Gylassary Rimpoche Maharajah 

Kumar Palden Thondup Namgyal ·(his elder brother. and the 

Crown prince, Maharajah Kurriar Palzor Namgyal had died in an 

air crash while serving the Royal Air Force during the Second 

World War). He was born on May 22, 1923 and had proper 

formal education in addi~ion to spiritual knowledge.48 He took 

part in the important affairs of the kingdom. He was connected 
with various cultural and academic.bodies. In August 1950, he 
had married Sangay Deki, a lady of a Tibetan· royalty who died in 

June 1957. He married again on March 20, 1963 and this time it 

47 Second Joint Convention was held on October 22, 1959 at Singtam, an East District town. 
48 He was taken under the tutelage of his uncle, Lhatsum Rimpoche, for monkhood a'nd was 

recognised as spiritual head ofPhodong {North Sikkim) and Rumtek monasteries in succession to 
the late Chogyal Sidkeong, since he was regarded as incarnate of the late Chogyal and re-incarnate 
of the famous Karmapa Lama of Kham in Eastern Tibet. 
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was an American lady by the' name of Hope Cooke, from New 

York, United States. 

On March 16, 1965, Thondup Namgyal changed bis Indian 

status of Maharaja to that of 'Chogyal', a compound of two 

Tibetan words 'Chos' denoting religion and 'Gyalpo' as the ruler 

or king. Thus the word Chogyal may be taken to mean 

'righteous ruler' or defender of faith. Further the status of the 
Maharani, his wife, was changed to that of 'Gyalmo'. Maharajah 
Kumar Palden Thondup Namgyal was crowned as the ruler of 

Sikkim in a colourful ceremony of Ser-Thri-Nga-Sol on April 4, 

1965 at Gangtok palace. The Ceremony· was attended by 

Lakshmi Menon and Shrimati Indira Gandhi as the Ministers of 
external Affairs and Information and broadcasting, respectively. 
Speaking immediately after his coronation ceremony, the 
Chogyal declared :49 

"It will be our purpose and endeavour to strengthen yet further 

the eternal bonds of friendship between India and Sikkim in the 

fullest measure". 

The third general .Election was held in 1967 in which the 
National Congress emerged as the strongest political party of 

Sikkim. It polled about 55 percent of the votes and won eight 
seats (five Nepali, two Bhutia-Lepcha seats and one General) in 
the Sikkim State Council. The National Party as mentioned 

earlier to have been the party of the Chogyal's loyalists won five 
seats of the Bhutias-Lepchas. They could not secure a single 

-
Nepali reserved seat. 

Soon after the elections, the Chogyal nominated one of the 

eight successful candidates of the Sikkim National Congress, 
Shri B.B.Gurung, to the Executive Council undermining Kazi 

Lendup Dorji, the Party's President. This resulted in the 

expulsion of Gurung from the party and further he could not 
even hold on to . his executive councillor's position due to a 

49 Asian Recorder, New Delhi (1965), p. 6429. 
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financial scandal. Later there were further factions50 of the 

Sikkim National Congress to the Chogyal's satisfaction. 

Ever since the Chinese attack on India ·in 1962, the ruling 

elite of Sikkim attempted to scuttle the democratisation process 
by cleverly exploiting what is considered to be India's strategic 
vulnerability. And ever since from the time of Chogyal's 
marriage to Hope Cooke in 1963, some American sch'olars had 
floated the idea that the three Himalayan kingdoms, Nepal, 

Bhutan and Sikkim could form a federation. 51 The Gyalmo, Hope 

Cooke, went even further and subtly advocated Sikkim's 
independence in various forums and even went to the extent of 

masking claims regarding the Darjeeling district in West Bengal. 
All these developments made the Chogyal's ambitions to soar. 
And taking lead from the Gyalmo,. an organisation called the 
Youth Study Forum which enjoyed the direct patronage of the 
Chogyal began to openly talk of independence of Sikkim. The 

forum also demanded the revision of the 1950 Indo-Sikkim 
Treaty and membership of the Colombo Plan. 

The Chogyal himself took up the theme in February, 1966 
at Gangtok, when he announced that his government desired 
the revision of the India-Sikkim Treaty of 1950. He further 

reiterated. his desire for a revision of the said treaty in May 

1965, on the ground that Sik~im had progressed much since the 
Treaty was signed in 1950. He expressed that the defence and 

other interests could be considered while reviewing the Treaty 
but he did not clarify on the exact nature ·Of the changes he 
desired and wanted, apart from saying these "will come out of 
mutual discussion". Similarly, he declined to commit himself 

regarding the period during which the Treaty should be 
reviewed. 52 

On June 15, 1967, three Executive Councillors of Sikkim, 

namely, Netuk Tsering (National Party), B.B.Gurung (National 

50 B. B. Gurung was reinstated in his parent party; he later formed his own faction. Another Nepali 
stalwart, La/ Bahadur Basnet, too, broke away from the National Congress and formed a new party 
called Janata Party 

51 The idea, however, did.not have even a slightest chance of gaining ground given Nepal's dominant 
position vis-a-vis the other two kingdoms. 

52 The Times of India, New Delhi, May 20, 1967. 
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Congress) and Nahakul Pradhan (State Congress) issued a 

historic joint statement wherein they stated: 

"On the. cardinal issue of the revision of the India-Sikkim 

Treaty of 1950, it is painfully surprising to note the irritating 
distortion of facts leading to fallacious and erroneous 

conclusions. It needs no emphasis for anyone to . feel the 
absolute need of a through change in the existing provisions of 
the Treaty which are calculated to bring more heart burning and 
inequity to us if those concerned procrastinate and make no 
attempt to revise the treaty on the basis of mutual trust and 

. ~ 

understanding. Since Sikkim signed the Treaty with India, surely 

it is within her sovereign right to demand the revision of the 
Treaty as one of the signatories. In fact, Sikkim gained her 
i 

independence on August 15, 1947 when India achieved her 

independence from British Rule. This is evident from the fact 

that Sikkim does not figure in the list of Indian Union Territories 
as defined in the Constitution of India. Every country has its 
inherent right to exist and maintain its separate identity and, 
therefore, to review and revise its obligations in the wake of the 

changing circumstances". 53 

They also suggested that a "Round Table Conference 

between India and Sikkim was the best way in findin§ out and 

strengthening the points of affinity between the two countries". 54 

The Joint Statement of the three Executive Councillors was· 

virtually endorsed by the Sikkim Herald, the bulletin of the 

Publicity Department of the Government of Sikkim. The Bulletin 

expressed the hope that "India would not like to step into the 

shoes of British Imperialism". 

Quoting from the Chogyal's statement to an Indian paper, 
"We want india to look after our defence and leave the rest to 
us", Sikkim Herald said: 

" ....... the pulse of the Sikkimese feeling could 

be judged from· this single sente.nce ........... Stkkim has 

its own geographical dimensions, entity, history and 

53 Sikkim Herald, Gangtok, June 16, 1967. 
54 Ibid. 
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culture. It has its own existence and expects to 

survive. Above all it aspires to breathe 

independently. '155 

From 1967 onwards, the Chogyal, egged on by his 

American wife, made many vain efforts to raise the status of 

Sikkim to that of an independent monarchy. The local papers 

referred the Chogyal and the Gyalmo as Their Majesties and the 
heir apparent as the Crown prince. The address on the palace 
writing paper was given as Sikkim via India. In 1968, he 
constituted an 'External Affairs Committee' ·consisting· of Jigdal 

Densappa, his Secretary, Kunjang Sherap, Finance Secretary 
and Madan Mohan Rasaily, who were all Indophobes. They 

l)laintained that the Treaty of 1950 had outlived its utility and 

even declared, "We want to associate with small, but developed 

c:ountries with problems like ours". 56 In 1970, the Chogyal, with 
an aim to bypass the India establishment, attempted to make 
his presence feft as an independent monarch at the wedding of 

the then Nepal's Crown Prince. 57 But the trip was cancelled when 

he found out that he was only being granted as a head of a 

Government and not as a Head of State. He sent four of his 

favourite ministers instead. 

When all this was happening the time for the Fourth 

General Elections had come and as such was held on April 1970. 
The Chogyal appointed an adhoc election committee in the 

absence of a permanent Election Commission, consisting of his 

own men. A lot of discrepancies were reported in the conducting 

of the elections. The nominations of three National Congress 

·candidates were rejected without assigning any reason. While in 

the earlier election in 1967, the electoral roll had recorded the 
names of 87,000 voters, the new rolls had only 50,000 names 
even though there was a marked increase in the population of 

Sikkim from 1967 to 1970. 

The Fourth General Elections brought into focus the 
significant fact· that the Sikkim electorate was comr,nunal-

55 The Times of India, New Delhi, June 21, 1967. 
56 Sunanda K. Datta Ray, Sikkim at the Cross Roads-I/, The Statesman, New Delhi, February 1, 1971. 
57 Supra Note 29 (P.Raghunadha Rao, Sikkim: The Story of its Integration with India), At p. 35. 
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conscious. The national Congress was more or less identified as 

a Nepali Party whereas the National Party ·was branded as a 
party of the minorities. The most lamentable feature of Sikkim 

political parties was that they had no clear cut economic. 

programme and their main interest was only in fighting 
elections. None of them espoused the cause and grievance of 

the government employees, students and Tibetan refugees. 

After the Fourth elections, the Janata Party merged with the 
state Congress ·in August 1972 to form the Janata Congress. 

Later on two more parties, a faction of the National Congress led 

by D.P.Tiwari and the K.C.Pradhan led Rajya Praja Sammelan, 
joined the Janata Congress. L.D.Kazi's National Congress Party 
was the only party for democracy which was outside the Janata 
Congress. 

The Fifth General Election held in February 1973 resulted in 

the victory of the National Party. The national Congress alleged 

that the elections were rigged in favour of. the natiqnal party 
which was not totally untrue. To protest against the rigged 

elections and further against blatant oppression and injustice, 
the National Congress and the· Janata Congress took out a 

procession on February 4, 1973 at Gangtok. The two main 
opposition parties, namely, the national Congress and the Janata 

Congress intensified their agitation for electoral reforms on the 

plank, 'one man, one vote'. The Chogyal promised electoral 

reforms provided the two parties· supported -his demand for the 
revision of the 1950 Treaty with India. The Chogyal even tried to 

sell his idea to K.C.Pradhan, a Janata Congress leader through 
one of his trusted supporters in the 'Sikkim Youth Study Forum'. 

The opposition was well aware that the consequence of 

loosening in the relationship between India and Sikkim was a 

perpetuated authoritarian rule of the Chogyal. Therefore they 

rejected the offer. made by the Chogyal with deserving 

contempt. In reaction to that the Chogyal started to adopt 
strong arm tactics against the opposition party leade.rs and on 

March 27, 1973 arrested K.C.Pradhan under the Sikkim Security 
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Rules on the ground of giving a speech which had the potential 

to inflame communal tensions. 

On March 28, 1973, a massive demonstration took place in 

Gangtok in protest against the unreasonable and unjustified 
arrest of K.C.Pradhan under the joint participatio~ of the 
lhational Congress and the Janata Congress under the banner of 
the Joint Action Committee (JAC). The said committee was led 
by L.D.Kazi who would be the first Chief Minister of democratic 

, Sikkim as one of the states of the Indian Union. 

The main purpose of the JAC led protest and demonstration 

was for the abolition of the communal voting system and the 

i:ntroduction of political reforms. The Committee also demanded 
for the unconditional and immediat~ release of K.C.Pradhan. The 
agitation became very popular and after gaining momentum 

spread all over the kingdom in a short span of time. The JAC 

issued an appeal to the people .of Sikkim to continue the 
$truggle against oppression and open exploitation ·and also 
issued a 16 point charter of demands including the abdication of 
the Chogyal. 58The agitation was turning partly violent.59 

Fearing reprisals from Chogyal, the leaders of the JAC took 

refuge in the office of the Indian Political Officer at Gangtok ad 

further appealed to the then Prime Minister Smt. Indira Gandhi 

to intervene and "save the innocent people of Sikkim from a 

ruthless repression unleashed by the durbar to perpetuate the 

feudal privileges against the demands for democratic rights".60 

The Chogya1 was caught off guard and at first requested the 

Government of India to send its army to maintain law and order. 

Later, when it dawned upon him that the _administration had 
totally collapsed, he further requested the Indian government to 

send one of its senior officers to take over the administration of 
. . 

~he kingdom. The JAC meanwhile was more demanding and their 
leader L.D. Kazi declared that the time for negotiations between 
the Sikkim Rulers representatives and the S.ikkim State Council 

5~ The Hindu, Madras, April 8, 1973. 
5~ The anti-government protesters overran eight police posts in the East District. Thousands of 

volunteers poured in to Gangtok with the declared objective of surrounding the palace. 
6~ Supra Note 58. (The Hindu, Madras, April 8, 1973). 
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on solution of political problem had passed.61 He also demanded ,, 

that the Government of India should take over the entire 

administration. Acceding to the request made by both the 

warring parties, the Government of India took over the 
administration of Sikkim. B.S.Das who was at that time the 

Commissioner of the Delhi Municipal Corporation was appointed 

as the Chief Administrator of Sikkim. 

After the takeover of the administration of Sikkim by the 
Indian · government, the JAC, on April 9~ announced the 

suspension of the current phase of agitation ·but it made itself 
dear that it would not have any useless, infruatuous, bipartite 
parleys with the discredited Durbar. 62 The government of India, 

by readily taking over the administration of Sikkim wanted to 

fulfil its dual responsibility of safeguarding the legitimate 

interests of the Sikkim people and also discharging its Treaty 

obligation to the Chogyal by maintaining internal and external 
security of the State. 63 This led to the beginning of the process 

of Sikkim's integration into the mainstream as the twenty
second State of the Indian Union. 

The 16 point Charter of demands of the Joi~t Action 
Committee which led to the widespread agitation in Sikkim was 

formally ~ubmitted by its authors to the Indian Prime Minister, 
Smt .. Indira Gandhi after the Indian Government took over 

Sikkim's administration. The JAC agreed to drop the demand of 
,. 

the Chogyal's abdication after their negotiations with the 

representatives64 of the Government of India. But they insisted 

on the remaining demands, fourteen of them in particular and 

which included among other things, a democratic form of 

Government in Sikkim; a written Constitution incorporating 
funda.mental rights; repoll on the basis of one man, one vote 
system with adequate safeguards for the minorities Bhutias and 
Lepchas; establishment of an· independ~nt judic!ary and 

codification of laws; revision of the indo-Sikkim Treaty in such a 

61 The Hindu, Madras, April 9, 1973. 
62 The Hindu, Madras, April 10, 1973. 
63 $upra Note 29 (P. ·Raghunadha Rao, "Sikkim: the Story of Integration with India"), at p. 42. 
64 K.S.Bajpai, the Indian Politi<?al Officer and later with Kewal Singh, Secretary, External Affairs 

Ministry. 
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. ~anner that a perpetual and steady friendship could be ensured 

between India and Sikkim. 
' ' 

! In pursuant to the above developments, the government of 
India was able to persuade the Chogyal to take positive steps to 

tome to an amicable understanding with his people. The Chogyal 

agreed to convene a round table conference of all the political 

parties in Sikkim to pave the way for constitutional reforms to 
democratise his administration. The Conference was to be held 

sometimes in May, 1973. But after a few days, it was clear the 

Chogyal was just making an attempt to wriggle out of his 
eommitments. The delaying tactics on the part of the Chogyal 

and advisors forced the members, of the xouth Congress, an 
6rganisation which was involved in the demo.cratic movement, to 
take a harder line - the abolition of the monarchy. Meanwhile 
I 

the Government of India, who was watching the situation closely 

with an· aim to avoid the situation from going out of hand, 
$UCceeded in persuading the Chogyal not to delay' with his 

c;:ommitments anymore. This brought the 8th May Agreement into 

the annals of the Sikkimese political history. The said Agreement 

was sign on May 8, 1973 between the Chogyal, the leaders .of 

\l'arious political parties representing the people of Sikkim and 
the Government of India.65 

· 

The 8th May 1973 Agreement 

The· Agreement, among other things, provided for a 

legislative assembly for Sikkim to which members were elected 

on the basis of adult franchise, an Executive Council which would 

be responsible to the assembly and there were safeguards for 

the minorities. The Agreement was important for many· reasons. 
For the first time in Sikkim's history, the people, represented by 
popular forces, became the acknowledged participants in the 
political process. Secondly, it has frustrated the Chogyal's 

ambition to make Sikkim a sovereign State. Further, it not only 

reiterated India's ·control over the defence and foreign relations 
I 

65 The B'" May 1973 Agreement was signed by Kewal Singh, Foreign Secretary, Government of India; 
, Palden Thondup Namgyal, the Chogyal ofSikkini; K.C.Pradhan, B.B.Gurung, S.K..Rai, B.P.Dahal 
and B.Kharel for the Sikkim Janata Congress and Kazi Lendup Dorji for the Sikkim National 

·Congress. 
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of Sikkim, but also made it clear that the Chogyal was 

subordinate to New Delhi. In the ~vent of any dispute between 
. the Chogyal and the Indian government nominated Chief 

Executive, New Delhi's ruling would be final. 66 

Meanwhile, On August, 1973, the two important 
constituents of the Joint Action Committee, the Janata Congress 
and the national Congress decided to merge and form a new 
party the Sikkim Congress. Kazi Lendup Dorji was elected 

•· 
president of the new party and K.C.Pradhan was its Vice-

President. 

The elections under the new agreement, namely the gth 

may Agreement, for thirty-two assembly seats was held from 

April 15 to 19, .1974 under the supervision of a Chief Election 
Commissioner deputed by the Election Commission of India. The 
Sikkim congress the newly forme~ party after the merger of the 
Janata Congress and the national Congress won a ·landslide 
victory when it secured thirty-one of the thirty-two seats and 

polled around 70 percent of the total votes cast. 

The new Sikkim Assembly met for the first time on May 10, 
1974, and it was addressed by the Chogyal himself. ··The very 

next day, that is on May 11, 1974, the Assembly, unanimously 

adopted a resolution reiterating the determination (earlier 
embodied in the Agreement of gth may, 1973) to further 

strengthen the relations between India and Sikkim. In the 

matter of the Chogyal's role and functions, it was decided that 
he would be merely the constitutional head of the Government 

of Sikkim. In addition to this, the resolution. also requ~sted the 

Indian Governm~nt to depute a constitutional expert to give 
legal and constitutional framework to the objectives of the 

resolution. 67 

Govt of Sikkim Act, 1974 

The Government of India, at the instance ·of the Chogyal, 

deputed Rajagopal, a constitutional adviser to draft the 

constitution providing for a democratic set up for Sikkim. A Bill, 

66Supra Note 29, (P. Raghunadha Rao, "Sikkim: the Story of Integration with India"), at p. 46. 
67 Ibid at p. 50. · 
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,. 
namely, the Government of Sikkim Bill, 1974, for the same was 

drafted by June 20, 1974 and it was this Bill which was later to 

become the Government of Sikkim Act, 1974. 

An Assembly session to discuss the Government of Sikkim 

Bill, 1974 which would provide a constitutional framework for 
Sikkim was fixed for June 20, 1974. On the D-day, the Chogyal, 

who had earlier addressed the Ho.use, declined to deliver his 
customary address to the Sikkim Assembly at the last· moment. 

After lots of persuasion and last moment negotiations, the House 
unanimously adopted the resolution endorsing the said Bill at 
10'o clock in the night. 

The Bill in the first instance provided for a popularly elected 

Assembly which would adequately represent the various sections 

of the population. The Bill had clearly demarcated the subjects 

upon which the Assembly could make laws. These subjects 

included education, public health, excise transport, forests 

bazaars, public works, agriculture, food supplies, Land revenue, 
economic and social planning, etc. The Chief Executive, a 
nominee of the Indian Government~ was to .be the pr~sident of 
the assembly and functioned as the speaker of the House. His 

main task was to see that the responsibilities of the Government 
of India in relation to Sikkim was duly discharged. There was to 

be a· Cabinet in the form of an Executive Council with one of _the 
members designated as. the Chief Minister and the rest of the 

Council members were ministers. They were appointed by the 

Chogyal on the advice of th~ Chief Executive and were 

responsible to the assembly. Another important feature of the 

Bill was the independence of the judiciary. 

On June . 20, 1974, the Assembly adopted another 
resolution, in addition to the 1974 Bill, calling for closer links 
with India. The Resolution req.uested fuller participation of 

Sikkim in the economic and social. institutions of India, such as 

the Planning Commission, and also asked for the facilities 

provided by financial institutions in India, in the form of banks, 

insurance companies, to do the same in Sikkim. L.he other 

important aspects of the resolution were for providing special 
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facilities for students from Sikkim in the institutions of higher 

(earning in . India, provision for employing duly qualified 
Sikkimese candidates in the Public Services of India at par with 

Indian citizens. Further, they also demanded that sikkimese 

people should have the right to enjoy fundamental rights similar 

to that of India. 

The supplementary ·resolution adopted by the assembly on 

June 20 showed the sikkimese people's wish to end feudalism in 
Sikkim and also favoured greater integration with India. 

Thew Bill was passed after a lot of drama. At first , the 

~hogyal boycotted the Assembi.y to block .the reforms which 
'f/ere introduced only after prolonged consultations with him and 

~is a~visers. He also made a hasty visit to New Delhi. In Delhi, 
~rime Minister Indira Gandhi advised. the Chogyal to return to 
Gangtok and give his a~sent to the Bill_ of 1974. St).e further 
advised him to reconcile with his people and respect their wishes 
and aspirations. 

While all this was happening, Kazi Lendup Dorji, the Chief 

Minister designate, sent a telegram to New Delhi to make 

provisions of enacting the Government of Sikkim Bill, 1974 in 
the event of the Chogyal refusing to give his assent. New Delhi 
was fully aware that the people'!? support were with his party, 
the Sikkim Congress Party. L.D. Kazi also sent a letter to the 
Chogyal giving him an ultimatum to give his assent within forty

eight hours failing which the Indian government would enact the 

Bill. The Chogyal with an attempt to maintain his position tried 

to convince the Indian Government about his reservations of the 

Constitutional Bill (1974). He even tried to internationalise the 
issue through his external support. All these efforts was in vain 
thus, he returned to Gangtok. After his return to Sikkim, an 

emergency session was convened but the Sikkim Congress 

party, with an almost absolute majority in the house, boycotted 

~he Assembly. Their condition to attend the House was that the 

Chogyal should first gave his assent to the Constitutional BiH, 
mamely, The Government of Sikkim Bill, 1974. 
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Finally, on July 3, 1974, the Sikkim Congress agreed to the 
reconvening of the Assembly after the Chogyal, reconciling 

himself to the new situation, agreed to giv~ his assent to the 

Constitutional Bill. 

The Sikkim Assembly, after hearing the Chogyal's view, 
unanimously adopted the Bill for the last time and on July 4, 
1974 the Bill was assented by the Chogyal. The passi,ng· of the 

Government of Sikkim Act, 1974, marked the end of the three 

hundred year-old feudal rule in Sikkim. Further, a popular 

Ministry was installed after a five member Sikkim congress 
Ministry led by L.D.Kazi was sworn in on 23rd July 1974. 

CONSTITUION (THIRTY-FIFTH AMENDMENT) ACT, 1974: Earlier 

on June 28, 1974, when a lot of hankering was going on with the 
refusal of the Chogyal assent to: the Constitutional Bill, ·1974, 
the Sikkim Assembly had adopted a resolution seeking, among 
other things, representation for the people of Sikkim in the 

Indian Parliament. After the promulgation of the Government of 
Sikkim Act, 1974 and the installation of the popular Ministry, the 
Chief Minister of Sikkim made two formal requests, one of which 

was the reiteration of the earlier request of providing for 

representation for the people of Sikkim in Parliament. 

The . government of India after making a careful and 

detailed study of the Sikkim Government's request of far 

reaching importance in consultation with the law ministry and 
Attorney general of India. The Union Cabinet took the crucial 

decision to accord Sikkim the status of an 'Associate .state' on 
August 29, 1974. Thus, on September 3, 1974, the Constitution 
(thirty-fifth Amendment) Bill,1974 was introduced in the 
parliament of India to upgrade the status of Sikkim from a 

protectorate to an 'Associate State' of the Indian Union. 68 
.. 

Constitutional (Thirty-Sixth Amendment) Act, 1975 

After Sikk.im became a 'Associate State' of India in 1974, 

the members of the Sikkim Assembly hoped that the Chogyal 

would reconcile himself to the new situation and accept his 

68 Supra Note 29, (P.Raghunadha Rao Sikkim: The Story of its Integration with India), at p. 61. 
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position as the "Constitutional head of the State" in letter and in 

spirit. Unfortunately the Chogyal refused to keep space with the 

rising tide of democracy and tried to reverse the tides of 

history.69 He tried to scuttle the efforts of the Sikkim Assembly, 

with the then stalwarts of democracy in the forefront, to usher a 
new mode of administration with the substantive cooperation of 
the Government of India. 

The Chogyal sent his brother abroad to contact certain 
foreign powers opposed to India to 'internationalise' the issue. 

He even went to the extent of mobilising his supporters outside 

India to appeal to the U.N. Secretary General for investigating 
India's alleged aggression against Sikkim, at once. All This was 
being done by him when the Constitutional (Thirty-fifth 
Amendment) Bill, 1974 was in the Indian Parliament under 

discussion. One of his close confidants, Madan Mohan Rasaily, 

even filed a petition for granting an injunction in the Central 

~ourt at Gangtok to restrain the Sikkim Assembly from electing 
a member each to the two houses of Parliament of India. An 
injunction for the same was even granted· by the Tarachand 
Hariomal, the then Judge of the Central Court in Gangtok on 
March 29, 1975.70 

On April 10, 1975, the Sikkim Assembly unanimously 
adopted a resolution 71

' abolishing the monarchy ··and the 

institution of the Chogyal, and declaring Sikkim as a constituent 

unit of India. The resofutioh was justified as to be in pursuance 
of the activities of the Chogyal to which the Assembly was 

satisfied that it was against the spirit of the May 8, 1973 

Agreement and the general wishes of the people of Sikkim. 

The Assembly also resolved to. submit its resolution to the 
people of Sikkim for their approval and a referendum in the form 
of a special opinion poll was conducted by the Government of 

69/bid afp. 68. 
70 In response to the Court order, a press note issued by the Sikkim Cabinet said, "the provisions of 

the tripartite Agreement of May 8, 1973, and the Government oflridia Act, 1974, !Ire the paramount 
law, of the land to which all authorities in Sikkim- the Legislative, the Executive and the Judiciary 
- are subordinate and its validity cannot be challenged in any court of law in Sikkim ". 

71 "The institution of the Chogyal is hereby abolished and Sikkim shall henceforth be a constituent 
unit of India, enjoying a democratic and fully responsible Government." 
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Sikkim on April 14, 1975. The casting of the votes showed 

t!manimity in the wishes of the people to merge in the Indian 

l!Jnion. The Chief Minister, L.D.Kazi, left for Delhi withim minutes 

of the declaration of the referendum results and urged the 

Government of India to accept the decision of the people of 

Sikkim. In pursuant to the request of the Sikkim Government, 

the Indian government decided to amend the Constitution of 

India to confer o.n Sikkim the status of a full fledged State in the 

Indian Union. 

On April 23, 1975, the Lok Sabha pass.ed the Co.nstitution 
Gthirty-sixth Amendment) Bill, 1975 to pave way for Sikkim to 

tJecome the twenty-second State of India. 72 The Rajya Sabha 

passed the said Bill on April 26, 1975.73 

And finally, on May 16, 1975, President Fakhr,uddin Ali 
Ahmed gave his assent on the 38th Constitutional Bill 1975 

already passed by both the Houses of parliament, on April 23, 

1975 and April 26, 1975 respectively. 

The 36th Constitutional Amendment Act, 1975 amended the 

Constitution of India by inserting Article 371F, and in addition to 

including Sikkim as the 22nd State of India it also framed a 

special provision for administering the new State of India. Article 

371F of the Indian Constitution thus grants ·a special Status to 

the Stat of Sikkim and one of the special feature of ther 

provision is to allow the applications of the old laws in Sikkim.74 

The State of Sikkim ·was constituted as the 22nd S~te of the 

Union of India on the 16th day of May 1975 with Shri B.B.Lal, 

who was administered the oath. of office by the then Chief 

Justice Rajendra Sachar of the Sikkim High Court, as the first 

C:::hief Executive. 

SIKKIM - The Twenty-Second State of India 

The political history of :Sikkim ' clearly mirrors the 

developments that took place, politically ·and socially, in the 

72 The final voting on the matter resulted in 229 votes for and II against. 
73 157 members voted in favour and 3 against. . 
74 Article 371-F (k) of the Constitution of India. 
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State. From being a protectorate of British Dominion in· India to 

~n associate of the Indian Union (for a s~ort period) and to 
becoming a full fledged Indian State, twenty-second, in 

particular. 

The chronological metamorphosis of the kingdom of Sikkim 

to become the twenty-second state of Indi.a reflects,. the final 

legislative link - the Constitution (Thirty-sixth Amendment) Act, 

1975 - which among other things, provided for the merger of 

Sikkim into the Indian Union and the proverbial last nail in the 

institution of the Chogyal or the Sikkim monarchy. The result of 

the thirty-sixth Constitutional Amendment Act, 1975 was Article 
I 

371-F. 

Article 371-F, by virtue of whicb Sikkim was part and parcel 
' . . 

of Sikkim, granted a special provision to the State Of Sikkim 

under the Indian Government. The body of the said Article 

consisted of sixteen clauses, namely, clause (a) to Clause (p). 

The provisions relevant for this study are clauses (k)/5(1)/6(nf7 

and clause (o). 78 
•· 

These provisions (clause (k) and (n) of Article 371-F), 

mentioned above, in particular, have played a very determining 

role in the legislation of laws and their respective enforcement. 

Article 371-F (k) states that all laws which were already in force 

in the State of Sikkim, or any parts of it thereof, immediately 

before the date of merger, that is, probably 16th May 1975, shall 

continue to be in force until they :are amend~d or repe_aled by a 

is (k) all laws in force immediately before the appointed day in the territories comprised in the State 
of Sikkim or any part thereof shall continue to be in force therein until amended or repealed by a 
competent legislature of competent authority; 

76 (I) for the purposes of facilitating the application of any such law as is referred to in clause (k) in 
relation to the administration of the State of Sikkim and for the purpose of bringing the provisions 

: of any such law into accord with the provisions ofthis constitution, the president may within two 
years from the appointed day, by order, make such adaptations and modifications of the law, 
whether by way of repeal or amendment, as may be necessary or expedient, and thereupon, every 
such law shall have effect subject to the adaptations and modifications so made, and any such 
adaptations or modification shall not be questioned in any court of law; 

77 The President may, by public notification, extend with such restrictions and modifications as he 
thinks fit to the State·of Sikkim any enactment which is in force in any State of india at the date of 
the notification; 

7
·
8 Ifany difficulty arises in giving effect to any ofthe foregoing provisions of this article, the 

president may, by order, do anything (including any adaptation or modification of any other article) 
which appears to him to be necessary for the purpose of removing that difficulty: 
Provided that no such order shall be made after the expiry of two years from the appointed day. 
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competent legislature or other competent authority, obviously, 

the Parliament or the State Assembly through the Governor. The 

following clause, that is, clause (I) is the facilitator to provision 

.in clause (k). The President is burdened with the responsibility of 

modifying and adapting the Old Laws of Sikkim to be made 

applicable after merger and make 'sure that it does not lie in 

conflict with the provisions of the Constitution. Other laws 
effected by such measures can also be modified for Sikkim to 

make them consistent with the said Old Laws. 

Article 371(n), simply, paves the way for· availing 

complementary and sometimes a supplementary legislation for 

the already existing Old Laws of Sikkim. This means that when a 

legal situation is created in the State of Sikkim and there are no 

legislation to regulate the new situation found in the Old Laws 

and further, laws (Central)which are already in _force in other 

States of India can amply provide for the existing position, then 

such laws which are required for ~pplication in the new situation 

for Sikkim can be made applicable by the process of extension. 

The laws which are already in force in the territory of India and 

is extended to Sikkim in a given situation will be enforceable 

thereafter but with certain restrictions or modifications. The next 

provision, Article 371-F· (o) provides for the removal of any 

difficulties arising out of the above exercise. 

Therefore, it is very clear that Old laws prevalent in Sikkim 

before it became the twenty second State of India will continue 

to. be applicable. Any legislation whose requirement is 

necessitated by· a given situation can be extended from the 

Centre (already in force in any State of india) with a condition 

that it not available in the Old Laws of Sikkim and fur~her such 

extended law is applicable restrictively or in a modified form, fit 

to be applied in Sikkim. 

The exercising of repealing or amending the Old Laws for 

their application after merger and further .extending Central laws 

to the State of Sikkim had to be done within a period of two 

years from the appointed day, 16th May 1975. 
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Courts and Procedure in Pre-merger of Sikkim 
I• 

Before Sikkim joined the mainstream of the Indian Union on 
26th April, 1975, the laws of the erstwhile State of Sikkim were 

contained in different forms like proclamations, regulations, 
rules, notifications,· orders, bye-laws and Acts. 79 

All these old laws although very few in number were not to 

be found in any codified form at one place. 

After Sikkim became the 22nd State of the Indian Union, all 
laws began to take the form of legislative enactments. Since the 

year 1977 the Law Department started the Sikkim Law Journal 
in which we have been publishing the Acts, Ordinances and 
bther subordinate legislations. 

On April 17th 1955, the High Court of Sik.kim was 

~stablished by virtue of a proclamation80 namely, the High Court 
Judicature (Jurisdictions and powers) proclamation 1955 · 

proclaimed by the then Maharaja of Sikkim, popularly known as 
the Chogyal. 

From the records available, it can be gathered that the 

administration of justice in Sikkim in. the last century was carried 

out by the feudal landlords (Adda Courts),· Jongpons (District 

officers), Pipons and mandals with the Chogyal at the top. In 

1909, Kazis, Thikadars and lamas were invested with judicial 
power by a State Council resolution. They could try civil suits of 
Rs.SOO value. 81 

• 

In the year 1916, the appellate co'urt by designation of 

Chief court was created with jurisdiction to try important original 

suits. This court was exercising appellate jurisdiction over the 
Adda courts 

Appeals from the Chief court would lie in the Supreme 

Court of his highness the Maharaja. The court of the Maharaja 
without having original jurisdiction was the final court .of appeal 

79 Sikkim Code Vol. I {Preface), Sikkim Law Department (1984). 
80 Sikkim Darbar Gazette Extraordinary dated 171

h April 1955. 
81See the 'message' of his Lordship, Dr. Aftab Hussain Saikia, the Chief Justice of Sikkim (2009) in 

the Souvenir Magazine released on the occasion of the Sikkim High Court's Golden Jubilee 
Celebrations. ' 
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in the State. A Board on the lines of the Judicial Committee of 

the Privy Council in England would hear the parties and 

scrutinise the evidence regarding the merit of the case and then 
tender its opinion to the maharaja. 

Adda courts were ~ubsequently abolished in 194;9 on the 

recommendation of the judicial Proposal. Committee. 

The State was divided into four (four) revenue Districts and 

accordingly four Magistrates were appointed in each District with 

original appellate jurisdiction under the criminal and civil sides. 
The Court of the ·Assistant Magistrates and the courts of the 

teshildars were also created. Records speak about the 

appointment of Judge of the Hig~ Court in the year as far back 
as 1953 much before the establishment of the High Court itself 

in 1955. 

After the establishment of the High ~ourt of Sikkim in 1955, 
the post of the Munsif magistrate was created in 1963 and the 
. ~ 

Chief Justice was vested with the powers to hear appeals from 

all magisterial courts. Appeals from the High Courts were heard 
by his holiness the maharaja of Sikkim who exercised the 

prerogative to grant mercy, pardon, remission, commutation 

and reduction of sentences in case of conviction. The maharaja 
had also retained his prerogative to set up a special; tribunal the 
review of any case, civil or criminal. 82 

. ' 
Initially the idea of the independent judiciary did. not exist 

ih Sikkim. Judicial procedures were free from technicalities and 

were basically based on natural justice. 

In 1970, a separate Munsif magistrate was appointed for 

hearing Civil suits. 

Consequent upon the then kingdom of Sikkim -signing the 

tripartite agreement with the Government of India and the three 

political parties. of that time on May b, 1973, the lowest 

subordinate courts became the District Courts presided over by 

a judge. The Chief Magistrate was designated as a judge of the 

82 Ibid. 
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CCentral court and the High Court of Judicature remained the 

,l\pex court. 

On the merger of Sikkim with the Union of India by the 35th 

Constitutional Amendment Act .as, the 22nd State and under 

Article 371 (F), in 1975, the High Court of· Judicature became 
the High Court of Sikkim with effect from 26th April 1975. 

Presently, there are four revenue Districts. Civil Judge-cum
Judicial magistrates are posted in the four Districts, two Chief 

Judicial Magistrates-cum-Civil Judge l~ok after two districts each 

that is East and North and South and West whereas two District 

j.udges also look after two districts each as above. 

In 1978, the Sikkim Civil Courts Act was passed to merge 
the. laws relating to the constitution of the Civil courts 
$ubordinate to the High Court and other connected matters. 

Further the Sikkim Judicial .. ServiCe Rules, 1975 and the 
Sikkim Superior Judicial Service Rules, 1980 ·were framed laying 

down procedures of Recruitment, conditions of service of judicial 
Qfficers, thus creating a separate cadre of judicial officers in the 
State paving the way to have the separation of the judiciary. 

The Sikkim Judiciary hence started functioning• as an 

independent judiciary. 

There has ·been an increasing recognition to maintain 

speedy disposal of cases in the state and it is essential to adopt 

the Alternative Disputes Resolution parallel to traditional 

methods of judicial dispensation. Towards this end, there have 
already been opened two mediation centres in Gangtok and in 
Namchi in may 2009. Shortly tw'o more .will be opened in 

Gyalshing and M~ngan. 

tnvironment and the Old laws of Sikkim 
I 

· It is common knowledge that Sikkim was a Buddhist 

kingdom, non-violence being one of the religion's basic tenets, 

and thus it substantially indicates that it was an environment 

friendly country; Further animist practices bear proof of its 

worshipping nature, in general. 
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In the modern era of administration where justice•·and laws 

have been heavily invested, we find some specks of 

environmental protection regulation in the early formal laws of 

Sikkim which used to be notified through the Darbar Gazette 

Notifications. A number of legislation relevant to environment 

protection was related to forests and waterways. Forests were 

as in India the source of revenue generation and water was the 

basic essential of life. There were no such concrete laws 

specially designated to the protection and improvement of the 

environment and its basic constituents, air, water and land. 

Among these regulations, Maintenance of road reserve on either 

side of all the estate bridle paths in Sikkim 1926;83 Prohibition 

for grazing of animals within the prohibited areas in •·Gangtok, 

1934;84 Prohibition of the construction of pig sties within 15 yards on 

either side of the public road, 1952;85 Penalty for grazing, straying or 

camping of animals within the area as specified, 1955;86 the 

Sikkim Panchayats Act, 1965.87 

MAINTENANCE OF ROAD RESERVE ON THE EITHER SIDE OF ALL 

ESTATE BRIDLE PATHS IN SIKKIM (1926): In suppression of 

Forest Department Notification Nd.6'15 dated. the 7th D.ecember, 

1909, reserve, it is hereby notified for the information of 

landlords, Managers of Estates and the Public in general, that 

20' feet in case of dry fields, and 10 feet in case of paddy fields 

shall in future be kept as road reserve on either side of all the ,, 
estate bridle paths in Sikkim, except on steep hill sides and 

pl_ace liable to landslips, where 50 feet reserve shall be kept on 

either side of the road. 

In the case of cart roads the existing practice of retaining 

50 feet of either side shall be continued where the road 

bordering on dry fields, and 10 feet on either side of the road 
bordering on paddy fields. 

83Sikkim State General Department Notification No. 6072/0, dated I 0.5.1926 
84 Sikkim State Judicial Department Notice No. 943/J. dated 13.6.1934 
85 Sikkim Darbar Gazette, Notification No.829-30/F., dated 19111 June 1952. 
86 Sikkim Darbar Gazette. Vol. V No.I, Notification no. 167 5/F dated 27'h June 1955 ,, 
87 The Sikkim Panchayats Act, 1965, Sikkim Darbar Gazette Extraordinary, Ex. Gaz. No.3 dated 

December 24, 1965. 
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Nothing in this notification affects Lachung, Lachen and 
' 
Chungthang (hamlets in the North District of Sikkim), where 

conditions are exceptional and where the old practice of keeping 

qnly 8 feet reserve shall be maintained. 
,. 

PROHIBITION OF GRAZING ANIMALS WITHIN THE PROHIBITED 

AREAS IN GANGTOK (1934): It has been brought to the 

notice· of the Darbar that the public do not strictly observe the 

contents of the Notice No. 5653/ G., dated the 20th.June 1923, 

regarding grazing of the animals within the prohibited areas in 

Gangtok station but act in contravention of it. 

The public are again hereqy , informed that any· animals 

found grazing within the said areas, the owner or owners shall 

be dealt with accordingly. 

PROHIBITION OF CONSTRUCTION OF PIG STIES WITHIN IS 

YARDS ON EITHER SIDE OF PUBLIC ROADS (1952): It is noticed 
. ~ 

that the pig farmers keep their pigs just near the public road. As 

rearing of pigs near the public road is very much injurious to 

public health and also the .locality becemes extremely 

~nsanitary, it is hereby notified that the construction of pig sties 

within 15 years on either side of the public road is strictly 

prohibited. The above order will take effect from the date of this 

notification. 
'' I 

THE SIKKIM PANCHAYATS ACT, 1965 

Section 2. (Definitions) 

(1) Block Panchayat means a Panchayat established 

under section 6 of the Act. 

(2) Block Sabha- the Sikkim government may, by 
notification declare an area to be a Block Sabha Area for the 

purposes of this Act and until otherwise notified, the 

number in the whole State will remain as specified in 

Schedule 'A' 

(3) District officer means the. officer so designated by 

Sikkim government posted in: di·fferent p~rts of the state. 
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Section 4. On the publication of notification under section 3 

of the Act, All persons, in respect of any Block Areas, whose 

names are included in the list of voters referred to in 
section 5 shall be deemed to ·constitute a Block Sabha. 

Section 6. Block Panchayat is the Executive Committee 
elected by the Block Sabha election should not be 
constituted on a party or political forum 6 (1)]. It shall 
normally have five members besides ther Mondals of the 

Block Sabha area concerned who shall be an Ex-Officio 

member therefore having the same rights and duties of an 

elected member. 

Sec.11. Duties ano Functions of Block Panchayats: 

(1) (c)Organisation of community programme for soil 

conservation and . tree planting, embankment 
against flood, petty ·irrigation works, etc .. 

. (d) ........................................... . 

(e) Construction of community latrines, sanitation 
health, hygiene and conservancy. 

(f) ............................................ . 

(g) Construction of roads, bridges and drains 

(h), (i), (k) & (m) ...................... .. 

(m)R~commendations for improvement of 
gorucharan, Khas-Mahal and reserve forests. 

(n) ........................... : ...•............ 

(o)Rural water supply and programme of minimum 
rural amenities including construction of approach 
roads linking each village to the nearest road. 

(2) On receiving the approval of the Competent Authority, 

the Block Panchayat will be responsible by providing any 

unskilled labour and locally available materials as may be 

required by the authorities in consultation with the block 

Panchayat for the implementation of such schemes. 
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(3) A Block Panchayat shall be responsible for maintaining 

in proper $tate of repair and use any works done in 

pursuance of nay scheme under subsection (1) and 
also ............ . 

The Sikkim Panchayat Act, 1965 was an attempt to develop 

the State with the participation of the public, especially in the 
rural areas. These two features, · namely,. develop~ent and 
public participation, enshrined in the said Panchayat Act bears 
the character of 'Sustainable development' on the basis of which 

the late twentieth century law and policy of protecting and 
improving environment has been based. It can be said that 

development policy of the erstwhile kingdom of Sikkim was 
based on the concept of 'Sustainable development'. 

Old Sikkim Laws relevant to Sustainable Automobiles Use 

The available records of the early eQtry of vehicles inform 
that the automobile made its substantial entry into Sikkim in the 
mid-1940s. Before this, a few cars were found in the town of 

Gangtok, the capital of Sikkim, owned by a privileged few, for 
example the royal family and some noblemen. 88 There was 
nothing to bring home in respect to the growth of the vehicles 
and the problems it's created in Sikkim until the late eighties. 

Earlier laws were made to regularise the running of vehicles with 

the main aim to earn revenue. The implementation of' both the 

Sikkim Motor Vehicles Act, 1959 and the Regulations regarding 

plying of Carts in Sikkim Rules, 1959 marks a contrast in the 

vehicular scenario in Sikkim or for that matter, in any other rural 

economy dominated State of India. Thus, it is very clear that 
even after the incursion of the automobile in the social and 
economic scene of Sikkim, the Carts were very much in 
qominance in the freight carrying area. The only environmental 
trouble created by the plying of these carts was ·the filth 

generated by the dung from the bullocks pulling this carts. The 
emissions from the motor vehicles in the early days would be of 

minimum concerns to the administration, given the lack of 

awareness and the limited scientific knowledge. 

88 Information gathered from elderly citizens of Sikkim. 
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RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR THE CAMPING OF MULES 

MOVING IN THE TIBET TRADE ROUTES, 1955:89 Whereas it has 

been found expedient and necessary to modify the rules and 
.. 

regulations for the camping of mules moving in the Tibet trade 

routes via Jelep La and Nathu La, it is hereby notified for the 

i'nformation of all concerned that: 

1. Camping places have been specified on all the above 

mentioned routes as also at Pakyong Bazar; Vide 

annexure I, for the camping of the mules moving along 

these routes. 

2. Contractors are appointed from time to time for the 
supply of grass at the camping places and no grass 
may be brought into the camping places except by the 
contractors. 

.. 
3. No persons other than the contractors appointed by the 

Darbar shall sell fodder to the muleteers or other 

persons moving on these routes wJth any animals at 

the authorised camping places. 

4. Mulete~rs shall not graze their mules in the fields of 

the bustiwallas (rural cultivator) except with the 

consent of the owner~. ,All grass required for the 
animals in the camping ground shalt be purchased only 
from the contractors appointed by the Darbar. 

5. Animals moving on these routes shall not be halted at 
any other place under normal conditions than the 

above prescribed camping grounds. Nor shafl they be 

let loose or allowed to stray into cultivated fields. 

6. No persons shall give shelter to the animals or permit 

or offer them to be camped under normal conditions in 
any place or field other than the prescribed camping 
places.· Provided that any person who is 

accommodating relations or ·friends genuinely as guests 

may permit the transport animals accompanying them 

89 Sikkim Darbar Gazette. Vol V No.I, Notification No, 1326/ F dated June 1955 
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to rest in his .premises so long as it is not done for 

profit. 

7. Any person contravening the above·rules shall be liable 

to a penalty of Rs. 3/- (Rupees three) per head of 

animal per night. In the event of his refusing to pay 

the penalty he will be liable to prosecution and 

punishable, on. conviction with imprisonment which 

may extend to one month or with fine which may 

extend to Rupees five hundred or both in addition to 

the foregoing penalty. 

8. These rules will come into force with effect from the l 5t 

day of July 1955. 

PROHIBITION ON TAKING OF VEHICLES, MULES AND HORSES 
~N THE LALL MARKET, 1956:90It, is hereby notified for the 

information of the general public that taking of motor-cars, 
trucks, jeeps, mules and horses in the Lall Market is strictly 
I 

prohibited. 

Any-one found contravening this order shall be liable to pay 

a fine of RS.200 in default to undergo upto three months simple 

i.mprisonment. 

REGULATIONS REGARDING PLYING OF CARTS IN SIKKIM 

RULES, 195991 

1. Persons intending to ply bullock carts in Sikkim shall 

have to take out a licence, permitting them' to do so. 

from the office of the Sikkim Transport Authority or 

from the places fixed by him, after paying a fee 

(prescribed in paragraph 3 below) with the Sikkim 
Government Bankers. 

2. A licence for plying carts must be renewed in the 

month of March of each year after paying renewal fee 

of Rs. 8.00 per annum. 

3. A fee of Rs. 8. per cart per annum shall be charged 

before a licence is issued. 

90 Sikkim Dar bar Gazette Vol. VI No.1, Notification No. 2788-2991 B, dated 271
h June 1956 

91 Sikkim Code Vol. 11 Part I Chaps. 1-11, p. 206 (25-26). 
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4. The animals intended for the plying of a licensed cart 

shall be produced before' the Veterinary _Doctor, 
Gangtok, Sikkim. Only the animals passed and 
approved by him shall he allowed to ply in Sikkim 
Territory. Animals replaced on account of death or sale 
shall also he produced and ,certificate taken. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

The description of animals shall be given in the .licence 
issued for the carts and the animals marked (5) as 
being declared fit for cart driving. 

I 

At the time of renewal, the fitness certifica,te of the 
animals duly obtained from the officers mentioned in 
rule 4-' should be' produced before the Licensing 
Officer. 

If, at any time, it is found that unapproved or unfit 
animals are being worked by the cart pliers, the licence 
shall be liable to be cancelled. 'Animals having wounds 
shall be deemed 'to be unfit. 

8. No persons below 18 years shall be allowed to drive a 
cart. 

9. The name of the driver shall be .mentioned in the 
licence and h~ shall satisfy tl:le officer issuing the 
licenses that he is acquainted with the 'rules of the 
road and other principles of cart driving. 

10. No cart driver shall allow his cart to move on while he 
is 'asleep in the cart. 

11. Whenever an owner of a licensed cart changes the 
driver, he shall have the name of his new employee 
inserted in the licence. · · 

12. A charge of one rupee shall be made for the supply of 
licence booklets and, tinplates bearing the cart 
number. 

13. The drivers of carts shall observe the ''following 

precautions: 
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(a) Proper strings are' tied to the head of animal or 

animals or nose, strings' are used if the animals 
are frisky · 

(b) They should' never let the cart go on without 

themselves being on or near it and, They should 

provide themselves with hanging lights if carts are 
being plied after sunset. 

14. If at the commencement of the Financial Year (April) a 

cart licence found unrenewed, the cart shall be treated 
as being plied without licence. 

15. No cart shall be allowed to load more than the capacity 
mentioned in the licence, which shall be fixed according 
to the type of carts and the carrying strength of the 

•· 
bulls. 

16. Any cart that is not intended for traffic and for whom: 

no licence is intended to be taken out, shall be kept 

with their wheels off (not in working order). 

17. Carts discovered without licenses in Sikkim shall be 
stopped from traffic and their owners prosecuted for 

breach of rules. · . 

18. No cart drivers shall want only or cruelly beat or abuse 

or torture and animal. 

19. Every driver of a cart shall produce the cart licence at 

the spot when required to do so by any Police .Officer. 

20. Not more than three bullock carts shall move together 

(following each other) unless there is a distance of 50 

yards between the two trains, Cartmen of carts behind 
the first three found' in one train shall be liable to be 

prosecuted. 

21. All bullock carts shall have pneumatic tyres fitted to the 
wheels bylst October, 1959. No bullock cart shall be 
allowed to-ply after that ·date unless fitted with 

pneumatic tyres. 
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22. The bullock carts shall only be parked at the road at the 

following places, namely, Songkhola, Middle Camp, 

Ranipool, 5th mile (from Gangtok), Tadong. These 
places are equivalent to modern day designated 

parking areas 

A breach of any of above rules shall· be liable to a penalty 

not exceeding Rs. 300 and the cancellation of the 

permit to ply bullock carts in Sikkim Territory. 

The Government may appoint special officers to try cases 

relating to the breach of the above rules, and such officers may 

be empowered. 'to inflict fines to the limit provided for in the 

rules. But if any party pleads on guilty and is not prepared to 

pay the fine, the case shall be sent to the reg.ular Court~ 

MOVEMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES, PACK-MULES OR PONY 

TRAFFICS ON SUNDAY ON LAL_L MARKET ROAD, 1959:92 It is 
hereby notified that the movement of pack-mules or pony traffic 

and also of Motor vehic!es on Sundays between 8 a.m. and 4 

p.m. on Lall Market road below the junctions of Gangtok Old

New Extension B~zaars and above the junction of roads Pakyong 

& National Highway (below old sweepers• quarters) is strictly 

prohibited. Any person acting against this order shall be liable to 

c;J fine, not exce.~ding Rs. 50 for each offence in default three 

months simple imprisonment. 

Mules shall be taken through New Market-Nam Nam road. 

This order will remain in force until further orders. 

INCREASE OF NUMBER OF STAGE CARRIAGES ON CERTAIN 

ROUTES IN SIKKIM, 1959:93 (I) Notice is hereby given to all 

concerned that it has been decided to increase the number of 
I ' • fo 

vehicles or initiate new services, stage and contract carriages, 

on the following routes: 

1. Gangtok- Rhenock 

2. Gangtok - Rongli 

3. Rangpo - Rongli 

92 Sikkim Darbar Gazette, Vol. VIII, No. I I, Notifica~ionNo. 901 5-1991/B dated 31 51 March 1959. 
93 Sikkim Dar bar Gazette Ex. Part V. Notification No. 5/STA Dated I s,t December 1959 
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4. Rangpo - Rhenock 

5. Damthang - Sosing 

6. Damthang - Ravangla 

7. Namchi - Manpur 

8. Nayabazar- Reshi 

9. General Taxies - 2 light Cars 

(II) All those interested should submit their applications 
with the earnest money 0f Rs. 100 for Light Cars and Rs. 300 -for 
other vehicles. The applications should reach the undersigned 

by31st December, 1959. 

(III) It must be clearly understood that these permits may 

be cancelled if and when S.N.T. takes up any route; without 
~ayment of any compensation etc. 

THE SIKKIM MOTOR VEHICLES ft-C~, 1957:94 The Sikkim Motor 
Vehicles Act, 1957 came into force on 1st of April 1959 to the 

whole of Sikkim replacing the existing Act, the Sikkim Motor 
Vehicles Act I of 1937. The Act was m~ade up of one hundred and 

twenty sections compiled within ten chapters and eleven 
schedule. .. 

All the provisions of the Sikkim Motor Vehicles Act, 1957 

were mirrored from the Central Motor Vehicles Act, 1939 of the 
Indian Union. 

It is also pertinent here to mention that all provi?_ions of _!he 

then Motor VehiCles act, 1939 relating to sustainable a-utomobile 

use, namely, General prov1s1ons regarding construction, 

~quipment and maintenance; 95 ·Limits of .speed; 96 .Limits of 
~eight and limitations on use; 97 Power to have vehicle 

9~ Sikkim Code Vol. II Part/Chaps. 1-11, p. 93. 
9~ Section 6i, Sikkim Motor Vehicles Act, 1957 
96 Section 62, Sikkim Motor Vehicles Act, 1957 
97 Section 63, Sikkim Motor Vehicles Act, 1957 
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:weighed; 98 Power to restrict the use of vehicle; 99 Power to erect 

~traffic signs; 100 Parking p'laces and halting station. 101 

The Act also had provisions for compulsory Third Party 
I 
!Insurance a remarkable feature of the then Indian Motor 

Vehicles Act, 1939. 

Chapter nine dealt with Offences, Pe~alties and Procedure 
similar to that of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1939 prevalent in India 

in those days. The other area of similarity between the Motor 
Vehicles Act of Sikkim and India in those days was that both the 
~nactments did .. not feature provisions . relating to control of 
pollution from automobiles and the relating penalties. 

Maintaining of Pollution under control certificate was non
existent in both the legislations. 

After the merger of Sikkim to the Indian Union, status quo 

Was maintained. but ultimately the overhauled Motor Vehicles 

Act, 1988. together with the relevant Rules made thereunder 
I • 

became applicable to the State of Sikkim in totality. 

MOTOR VEHICLE RULES, 1961: 102The following · Sikkim Motor 
' . 

Vehicles Rules are issued with the approval of His Highness the 
Maharaja of Sikkim. . · . 

(1) A· jeep taxi can henceforth carry six passengers 
excluding the driver (tn Sikkim). 

(2) Any private vehicle which is used to carry goods or 
' ~ 

passengers on hire or which is run as taxi would be 

liable to the cancellation of its registration if the fact is 
proved.· 

(3) Any driver who is convicted 5 times or more for 
offences enumerated in the Motor Vehicles Act will be 

liable to the cancellation of his licence certificate for a 

minimum period of one yeqr. 

: . 
98

! Section 64, Sikkim Motor Vehicles Act, 1957 
99

: Section 65, Sikkim Motor. Vehicles Act, 1957 
IIHJ Section 66, Sikkim Motor Vehicles Act, 1957 
11!'1 Section 67, Sikkim Motor Vehicles Act, 1957 . •. 

·
102 Sikkim Darbar Gazette Vol. XI. No~3. Notification no.// STA, dated 141

h August 1961 
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( 4) The Registration Certifitat·e of a taxi vehicle will be 

cancelled if it has got spring leaves in excess of the 

originally fitted by the manufacturers. Two extra spring 
leaves, however, would be allowed to be fitted with the 
approval of the. Secretary, Sikkim Transport J,\uthority. 

Changing of springs or axle to any other make will also 

result in the cancellation of Registration Certificate. 

The Sikkim motor Vehicles Rules were not substantive but 

given the small population of automobiles the need for a 

substantive Jaw .wasn't felt unless the application of the Motor 
vehicles Act, 1988 and the Central Motor Vehicle Rules 1989 and 

:the Sikkim Motor Vehicle Rules, 1991. Presently, these 
:enactments supplemented by the Sikkim Motor · Vehicles 

Taxation Act, 1982 make the body of Motor Vehicle Laws in 

Sikkim and the Motor Vehicle Division of the Transport 
'Department is the prime enforcement agency. 

;Road, Transport and Tourism 

These are the three branches of the administration which is 
involved in maintaining the .-economy and the protection of the 

environment of the State, together with the regular environment 

department wh_ich in·cidentally comes under. the Forests, 

Environment and Wildlife management Department, Government 
of Sikkim. 

Tourism generates the main part of the economy i'n Sikkim. 
I 

The Roads plays an important part in developing and 

complementing tourism growth and finally transport plays the 

link between the two main factors of buttressing the mainstay 

economy of the State. ·· 

In today's world, global environmental concerns and 
management has become an. important and inseparable 

component of corporate governance. An economic growth of a 

state cannot be kept away and deprived from this mode of 

administration in the times of Globalisation. 

Further, it is now general information that Sikkim has the 

potential to become the most favoured tourist destination of the 
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21st Century. A lot of ingredients are available in the State to 

'make it such a .place. First and foremost, the place is blessed 

with a pristine environment with a Chief Minister, who has 

already been declared and felicit~ted as a Green Administrator, 
I • 

at the helm of affairs. The State has been getting· fully co-

operation from the Union Government in the context of funds 
and such Central funds have been utilised diligently in 
establishing the required infrastructure for the growth of 

tourism. These efforts ·are complemented by othe'r related 

policies of transforming the State into an organic farming State, 
-~Fie Green Mission, a pet project of Chief Minister- (Dr.) Pawan 

I . 

Chamling, which aims to plant as much trees and plants as 
·possible involving citizens from all works of life. All these 

~nvironmental friendly and sustainable development inspired 
features, both natural and policy oriented, of the State of Sikkim 
has further concretised the 'Tourism Economy' by the prevailing 
peace in the State, its unique selling proposition (USP)·. A large 

number of projects are already complete (the statue of Guru 
.Padmasambava in Samdruptse in Namchi District), some are 
underway (the Char Dham Shiva Mandir in Solophok in south 

Sikkim) and some ambitious projects are on the pi'peline (A 

grand Sky walk at Bhaleydhunga in Yangang, South Sikkim). 

In order to streamline the eco-friendly tourism policies and 

projects, the respective regulations have been put in place by 
the State Government. One example of an eco-friendly 

regulation is the enactment of the Sikkim Ecology Fund and 

Environment Cess Act, 2005 with the relevant Rules. This rule 

elucidated later has been a progressive law in the area of 

environment legislation. There is also the Transport 
~nfrastructure Development Fund Act, 2005 with Rules. These 
are some of the laws with relevant Rules, which, in addition to 

revenue generation, have also given a shot in the a~.m to the 

government agencies, who have made environment protection 

and improvement, their everlasting objective. 

ROADS AND COMMUNICATIONS: ln the early period, Roads and 

bridges in Sikkim were in the rudimentary forms. Road was 

understood to facilitate the movement of people and their 
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draught animals, mules, donk_eys, horses, etc. They were 
:actually dirt tracks of minimum width carved on the hillsides to 

facilitate the movement of peopl~ for trade, visits (both private 

and official) and sometimes in search of better prospects ·and 

~ettlement. Bridges made commonly made up of bamboos were 

only built across rivers only in times of necessities, that is, if 
circumventing the rivers by constructing roads was impossible. 

The condition of the roads a·nd bridges has been described 

vividly and recorded in detail by Joseph Dalton Hooker in the 
Himalayan Journal, 103 an account of his travels to Tibet through 

-·- ·-. 

the kingdom of Sikkim. 

Great emphasis of Sikkim's seven-year developmental plan . 

was upon road communications and transport development. 
!'Jearly half of the plan's outlay between 1954 and 1961 was 
devoted on road transport development in Sikkim. It was 

understandable that without improvements in the circulatory 

system, the inaccessibility of various areas hinders the building 
of a sound and effective political organisation in the mountain 
kingdom. Besides without proper :roads and bridges none of the 
development schemes could be executed efficiently .. Medical aid 
and disease control would remain static; the farmer's market for 
his produce would be limited (ever since the sikkimese cultivator 

can remember, he has lost greater part of his profits to 

transportation costs in the form of mules and human porterage); 

and education, if it could blosSOJ:Tl at all, would remain 

compartmented. 104 Though mechanised transport was in 
existence road communications in the far flung areas ·ar·sikkim 

were· in a dismal state. Thus, considerable stress was put on the_ 
development of transport in Sikkim. 

The implementation of Indo-Sikkim Treaty of 1950, among 
other things, marked a huge development in .the context of road 
' . 

q:onstruction. The Indian Government built new bridges above 

gorges full of the thunder of rushing water replacing the swaying 

103 J.D.Hooker, Himalayan Journal: Notes of a naturalist Vol-11 (Chapter XVl/1), Natraj Publishers 
(Dehradun), 1999 •· 

104 H.G.Joshi, History ofSikkim: A Himalayan kingdom in Sikkim: Past and Present (I"' edn.), Mittal 
Publications (New Delhi), 2004, p.73. 
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cradles of bamboo and cane that had served as bridges in 

Sikkim since man can remember. Cars and trucks ousted pack 

animals and carts on the new roads, and aerial cable ways 

competed with the colourful processions of mule caravans that 
descended on the bazaar of Gangtok to pile its stalls high with 

wool and exotic merchandise. These new roads supplemented 
the strategic border highways, such· as Nathu La-Gangtok 

Highway, also built by India under the India-Sikkim Treaty of 

1950. 105 

The major highway connecting Sikkim, especially Gangtok, 

the capital, with the rest of country is, namely, National Highway 
31A. This twisting mountain highway that runs from Siliguri106

, 

one of the nearest and major towns of west Bengal, upto 
Gangtok, pushes a hundred and five kilometres (approximately) 

into the inner Himalayas. Nowadays, there are several heliports 

spread over the State. There is a Greenfield airport coming up at 

Pakyong, an eastern sub-Divisional town of Sikkim and at 
present, the preliminary works to extend the railway line from 
New Jalpaiguri station in Siliguri has started. Even under the 

above circumstances, this highway is the lifeline of Sikkim a 

state which neither has railroads nor airstrips at present107 This 

road, in addition to the general importance of carrying food and 

supplies, caters to various sectors,: for example, the industries 
for carrying in ther ·raw materials and taking out the finished 
products; Tourism, which has proved in these current times to 
be the main economic activity of the State; and the Indian 
military, which has been stationed substantively in Nathu La (it 

is part of India's northern _b_order with China but is situated in 

eastern Sikkim ) . 

105 Ibid 
106 Siliguri is a strategically located economic hub situated in the North Bengal and known as the 

gateway to the Northeast India, Bhutan and Nepal. · 
107 Earlier, a Railroad came upto Geille, a small hamlet on the banks of the River Teesta in West 

Bengal side and around thirty kilometers from Rangpo, a border town of Sikkim. It was destroyed 
in the late sixties due to flood in the River Teesta. There are sevetal heliports spread over the 
State. There is a Greenfield airport coming up at Pakyong, an eastern sub-Divisional town of 
Sikkim and at present, the preliminary works to extend the railway line from New Jalpaiguri 
station in Siliguri has started. 
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In 1958, a .major strategic road constructed jointly by the 

Indian army engineers and the India's Border Roads 

Organisation, is around two hun~red kilometres and popularly 
known as the North Sikkim Highway. This motorable 'highway, 
which was completed in the year 1962, links Gangtok with the 

.inaccessible northern border areas. 

The earlier phase of road building saw the minimum use of 
. . ~· 

machinery, thus human labour force was one of the main 

ingredients of road construction. This aspect compoundea the 
'already faced engineering problems. leading to the difficulty in 

.completing the projects on time due to the dearth of labour in 

the border areas. Apart from these problems, supply of food to 

,the large labou'r force was one of the principal difficulties, 

'particularly during the monsoons. The Road not only 
'strengthened the defence of the 'country (after the. betrayal 

attack by China in 1962) but also opened up· the backward and 
.inaccessible northern border areas to trade and commerce. The 
North Sikkim Highway also created avenues of businesses 
'related to Tourism when the pristine and undiscovered places, ,, 
namely, Yumthang, Lake Guru Dongmar, etc, were brought to 

the focus of both the domestic and international tourists who 

were already fed up with the stereotyped tourism practices of 

the most urban areas of Sikkim. 

In Decemb~r, 1961, construction started on an alternate 
highway from Rangpo, border town of Sikkim, to Gangtok 

through Pakyong, a sub-division.al, town in East District. This 

highway (State) was constructed as an ·alternative to the 

National Highway 31A, which happens to be blocked mostly 
during monsoon season and to ensure uninterrupted heavy 
vehicular traffic between Gangtok and other parts of the 
country, especially, Siliguri, in West Bengal. But in present 

times, the state (alternative) highway is in similar conditions, 
: 

that is closed, dL:Jring monsoons but not regularly, similar to the 

case of the national Highway (NH 31A). 
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:Roads and Bridges Department 

The Public Works Roads and Bridges Departmentl08 is the 

'pioneer department engaged in development and creation of 

infrastructure of roads & bridges in Sikkim. With an increased 

wor:kload the department has been divided and new 

departments have been created _lik~ Buildings & Housing, Water 
Security and PHED, Irrigation ·and Flood· Control .etc. The 
allocations of business to each department have been defined in 
the Rules of Business by the state government. 

The m-ain function of the Roads and Bridges department is 

to plan and develop road network throughout the stat~. It also 

maintains the road network that has been created in the past 
.years for the smooth flow of both passengers and goods. 

During the monsoons the heavy rains cause widespread 

damages along the road network and keeping the road network 
,open 24 hours during such period poses a tremendous challenge 
:for the officers and staff of both the Civil as well as well as 

Mechanical arms of the Roads an'd Bridges departll)ent. The 

deployment of a. large number of machineries is also necessary 
for keeping the road open during such calamities. 

Apart from constructing new roads and maintaining the 
existing road network the department is also engaged in up

,gradation of the existing road network and bridges. These 

involve modifica~ion of vital parts of the bridges, replacement of 

old and weak bridges, widening I ·improving the grade .as well as 

strengthening the surface of different roads that require such 

up-gradation works. 

108 http://sikkim-roadsandbridges.gov. in/ accessed ~nd viewed on August 2, 2010. 
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(Table 7.1) 

ROADS UNDER THE ROADS AND BRIDGES DEPARTMENT 

, (in Kilometres) 

DISTRICTS EAST WEST NORTH SOUTH 

ROAD 

CATEGORY 

S. H. 10~ 0.06 28.79 0.00 139.86 

M.D. R." 0 243.17 246.28 35.96 161.76 
' 

0. D. R} 11 
. 208.97 273.68 6"6.88 . 296.51 

TOTAL 452.14 554.10 102.84 598.13 

(Table 7.2) 

ROAD NETWORK UNDER THE ROADS AND BRIDGES 

DEPARTMENT(in Kms.) 

s. 
No SUB-. DIVISION 

1 Station 

2 Singtam 

3 Pakyong 

4 Sub-Division 

IV 

5 Mangan 

6 Namchi 

7 Jorethang 

8 Yangang 

9' Ravang 

109 State Highways. 
110 Main District Roads. 
111 Other District Roads. 

CATEGORY OF ROADS 

S.H. M.D.R. O.D.R. TOTAL 

0.00 22.42 0.00 22.42 
. 

0.06 74.50 59.72 134.28 

0.00 63.78 65.90 129.68 

0.00 82.47 83.35 165.82 
.. 

0.00 35:96 68.08 104.04 

12.75 80.65 63.19 156.59 

46.23 22.75 100.69 169.67 

16.00 80.00 40.00 136.00 

64.09 12.36 93.92 170.37 
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10 Geyzing 24.49 88.32 92.03 204.84 

11 Kaluk 0.00 36.39 94.47 128.86 

12 Soreng 14.30 50.11 56.46 120.87 

13 Daramdin 0.00 71.46 32.72 104.18 

TOTAL 177.92 721.17 848.53 1747.62 

To put things in perspective,. it is pertinent to mention here 

that the Government of Sikkim through its Roads and bridges 
·-· ·-·· 

Department is responsible to construct, administer and maintain 
the roads in the State. The main categories of roads found in the 

State are 

:(1) National Highway (N.H.) - There is ·only one. Natior:-tal 

Highway in the State, NH 31A. This road is maintained by 
the Border Roads organisation as already mentioned earlier 
and it is also the only link to the other parts of the country. 
The NH 31 A is the main lifeline of the ~tate and through it 
passes all essentials required by the State and its 

population. It also caters to the Defence establishments and 

tourists in equal measure. Incidentally almost four and a 

half to five thousand vehicles( of all kinds) enter and leave 

Sikkim thro~gh this road, during the peak tourist seasons, 
namely, April to June and September to December. 

(2) State Highways (S.H.) - There a few State highways and 
their maintenance is the prerogative of the State Roads and 

Bridges Department, except in cases, when they are located 
in strategic areas. In such cases the B.R.O. has been given 

the authority to maintain them. 

(3) The Main District Roads (MDR) - There are a large number 
of main district Roads, 103 kms to be near exact figure. 

These roads connect the main towns .of the districts, both 

inter and iil~ra districts. Their maintenance and repairs is 

the sole responsibility of the said department, except in 

cases of emergencies. 
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. ( 4) The Other District Roads (ODR) - The other district roads 

are motorable roads less wide than the S.H.s and the MDRs. 

They cater to the very local needs of the villagers and 
perform the· task of the feeder roads. 

Transport Department 

The Transport Department, Government" of Sikkim 'has been 
'bifurcated into two divisions, namely, the Sikkim Nationalised 
Transport division and the Motor Vehicles division. The head of 
the department, that is, the Secretary, Transport Department, 

heads both the divisions~ The difference lies in the or~anis9tion 

structure, which is different for both the divisions. They prepare 

their own Annual Reports and have separate budgets. This 

:existing situation signifies the _dominance of the State both in 

:the public transport and freight carriage scenario. It further 
indicates the number of private operators in the commercial 
transport arena were negligible. This scenario started to change 
·after the late eighties when the, Sikkim government made 

serious effort to explore the tourism potential of the· State. A 

number of Tours and Travel agencies, Hotels and Restaurants 
and other tourism related infrastructure started to crop up. This 
was further enhanced by the government's publicities promoting 
Sikkim as a land of peace and tranquillity.· ·· 

~ikkim Nationalised Transport (S.N.T.) 

The Sikkim Nationalised tra:nsport is popularly known as 

SNT has been the backbone of a rich heritage of Sikkim 

transportation hi.story. It was set up in the year 1944, when the 

rest of the world was caught up in the Second World War, in the 

form of a department called the T:ru,ck Department and it was in 
the forefront of transportation of goods and ferrying of 

passengers in Sikkim. 

Sikkim used to experience heavy snowfall in the northern 

regions during the long winter months and rainfall was recorded 

in excess of 100 inches annually during the monsoon.'.This was 

the main cause of frequent landslides and further lack of proper 

roads and bridges led to shortag~ of essential supplies in most 
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parts of rural: Sikkim for long periods of time. For a region with 

:hilly topography, where major development in the,. field of 

:transportation was a distant dream, the newly constituted Truck 

'Department was a boon to the p~ople living in rural Sikkim, 

especially, North Sikkim. 

The first year of the setting up of the Truck Department 
.saw ten 15- cwt. Chevrolet Trucks bought in with an investment 
of Rs. 1,40,000 (Rupees one hundred and forty thousand only) 

that was loan, ed by the Ration.ing Department of the Sikkim 

:Government. With limited routes, ·trucking . ()perations was . 
:restricted to Gangtok-Teesta-Kalimpong and Gangtok-Teesta

.Geilkhola (where the rail road coming from Siliguri terminated). 

The latter route was suspended in the 1960s when the floods 
then destroyed the railway lines never to be restored again. 

In the next decade, namely in the fifties, Sikkim opened up 

ties with India after it gained independence from the British. In 

.1951, arrangements were made with the North East ·Frontier 
Railway;; (NFR) and the Indian Posts and Telegraph Department 
to open Railway Out Agencies along with the starting of the 

carriage of mail between Gangtok and Kalimpong. During the 

same year, freight services were extended. to Siligur! and the 
present day SNT Depot in Pradhannagar was opened. The Truck 
Department was then renamed as 'Sikkim State Transport 

Service'. 

In 1954, the first Tata Mercedes Benz Truck beartng model 

L 312/36 was commissioned for use on from Gangtok to Rangpo. 
The Gangtok-Darjeeling daily passenger service in Land Rovers 

was also introduced. 112 A mutual agreement was negotiated and 
entered into between the West Bengal Transport authorities and 

the Sikkim to . allow their transport vehicles to. enter one 
another's jurisdiction through a process of counter signature 

Permits. These permits allowed ,the vehicles from Sikkim, 
especially, commercial ones to ply on the routes of North Bengal 

112 The use of Land Rovers, British made four wheel drive vehicle fit to be driven in the hilly terrain, 
in the Gangtok-Darjeeling route was due to the Steep climb from Teesta to Darjeeling. The 
altitude ofTeesta is around 800-1000 feet A.M.S.L. and that ofDarjeeling is approximately 7000 
feet A.M.S.L. .. 
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giving a boost to th.e economic .~eyelopment of the State. The 

, Sikkim State Transport Service was rechristened as 'Sikkim 

Nationalised Transport' in 1955. 

The SNT is a major transport operator today and it is one of 

the major commercial operations of the Government of Sikkim. 
. .. 

Presently, it covers the· every nook and corner of Sikkim, in 

addition to running services to the neighbouring State of West 

Bengal, namely, ·Darjeeling, Kalimpong and Siliguri. 113 Together 

with its fleet of freight carriers and petrol tankers (moving 

petroleu_m products into the State), apart from its regular 

passenger services, SNT remains one of the more glorious and 

profitable enterprise of the Government of Sikkim. The operation 

.of bus services to Siliguri has· :been the tnost lucr~tive and. 

further extension has been made on that route. Such extension 

of Bus operation has been carried out by providing services to 

the Airport in Bagdogra (near Siliguri) and New Jalpaiguri (NJP) 

train station. 

Recently, On February 22, 2010, Dr. Pawan Kumar 

Chaniling, the Chief Minister, attended the flagging off ceremony 

of city runners at Sikkim Nationalised Transport bus Terminus. 

The 25 buses with 32 seats capacity will be plying in six different 

routes in the ou.tskirts of the capital. He also consented to the 

proposals of buying 25 more buses and forty trucks for the 

Transport Department. The Chief .Mipister further hoped that the 

new buses under the Jawaharlal Lal Nehru Urban· Renewal 

Mission (JNNURM) will be of great use to the working class 

people. 114 

The present fleet count of the Sikkim Nationalised Transport 

comes eighty-seven trucks and ninety-two buses excluding the 

vehicles assigned for official use and still counting. 

Motor Vehicles Division 

Sikkim is a landlocked state surrounded on the three sides 

by precipitous mountain valleys. The State h~s not yet been 

113 The Bus services to Kalimpong and Darjeeling has been suspended indefinitely due to the current 
political situation there. · : ' · 

114 The Sikkim Express (Gangtok), Vol. XXXIV No. 53, February 23:2010, p. I 
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:connected by airways or railway. The only means of 

:communication and socio economic development has therefore 

:been made to depend entirely in the road transport network .. 
:With many developmental activities taking place in the State, of 

late there has been a boom in the' vehicular traffic. ~he Motor 

:vehicles Division has, therefore, a pivotal role to play in every 
:facet of life for the sustenance and growth. 

The Motor vehicles Division is a constituent part of the 

,transport department, .Government of -Sikkim whose main 

, function is to implement the laws relating to motor:__\fehicles, 

; namely, The Motor Vehicles Act, 1988, the Central Motor Vehicle 

! Rules (CMVR), 1989, Sikkim Motor Vehicle Rules, 1991 and the 
I 

:sikkim Motor Vehicle (Taxation) Act, 1982-. Specifically, the 
i 
!Motor Vehicle Division of the transport Department has been 

:entrusted with the following functions: 115 

• Registration of motor vehicles. 

• Issue of route permits to transport vehicles. 

• Issuance of driving licence. 

• Issuance of fitness certificate. 
.. 

• Collection of motor vehicle road tax. 

• Recommendation of countersignature of perrnit to 

Sikkim based vehicles for plying in West Bengal. 

• Countersignature of permit to West Bengal carriers and 

stage c::arriages/contract carriages under a reciprocal 

agreement. 

• All matters relating : to Inter-State Transport 

Arrangement. 

• Enforcement of Motor Vehicles Act, 1988; Rules, both 

State and Central and the State Taxation Act, 1982. 

• Control of all State Transport Undertakings. 

115 Source: Annual Report 2008-2009, Motor Vehicles Division, Transport Department, Government 
ofSikkim, p.2. 
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• Public service-statutory rules of services with )Nhich the 

department is concerned. 

• Transport policy 

Total Revenue collected by the Motor Vehicles Division of 

the Transport Department during the period 2008-2009 comes 

to Rs. 8,06,19,422 against the set target of Rs 8,00,00,000. 116 

The registration of vehicles, replacement fees, ownership 
transfers, annual token tax, grant and renewal of driving 
licences, fitness checking of vehicles, countersignature 

recommendation fees, grant of countersignature fees, issue of 
'No Objection' certificate fees, sale of forms, etc., are the 

various sources of such revenue. 

Sikkim is one of the foremost States to adopt the Smart 

.Card Operating System in Transport Applications (SCOSTA). 
Since year 2002-03, Driving· licences and Registration 

Certificates are being issued in the form of a 'Smart Card', which 

consists of a mi~rochip containing the details of the vehicle and 
as such it offers a fool proof system. These Smart Cards are 

issued from the Regional centre in, G,angtok and Jorethang. 117 

In order to ease traffic congestion, especially in ·Gangtok, 
the motor Vehicles Division has stopped issuing local taxi 
permits in congested areas like Gangtok proper and Singtam. 

While issuing permits, preference is given to 'Self driven' 

vehicles with an aim· to curb unemployment problems. 

Preference is also given to ex-servicemen and unemployed 

youth for different lucrative routes. 

There are two smoke testing centres, one in Gangtok and 
the other at Jorethang. They were set up and were functional 
during 1995-96~ The computerisation of Regional Transport 

Offices by the National Informatics Centre (NIC) under the 

Regional Transport Office Computerisation Pr-oject was initiated 

in 2004. 118 

116 Ibid at p.8. . . 
117 Thirty Years of Statehood, Information and Public Relations Department (2005), Government of 

Sikkim. •· 
118Supra note 115 (Annual Report2008-2009) at p.l2. 
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. The types of classification of registered motor vehicles in 
· the State of Sikkim are as follows: 119 

SKOl (Black numbers on white background plate) 

Registration numbers for two wheelers, ·that is 

scooters and motor cycles. 

SK02 (Black numbers on white background plate) ~ 

Registration numbers for· private owned vehicles 

purchased for personal use. 

SK02A (Black numbers on white background plate) - The 

extended series of registration numbers for private 
vehicles. 

SK03 (Black numbers on yellow background plates) -
Registration numbers for goods carriers, both big 
trucks and Lorries, and smaller pickup trucks. 

SK04 (Black numbers on yellow background plates) -

Registration numbers for taxis, both local and long 

distance, and other commercial vehicles. 

SKOS Registration number for unconventional vehicles, for 
. example, tractors, trailers and other heavy vehicles. 

SK06 Newly introduced. numbers . specifically meant for 

tourism purposes. The idea behind the issue of this 

serie$ of registration numbers is .to introdu_ce luxury 
type Sports Utility Vehicles (SUVs) for hire targeted 

to cater to the high end tourists. These vehicles are 
mandated to be white and . should bear a logo 

'Tourist vehicle' on the front door on the driver's .. 
side. 

A Standing Order No. 5.0. 444 (E) dated 12th June 2007 

was issued by the Ministry of Surface Transport, Government of 

I~dia in respect to vehicles registration codes. In pursuant to 
the said Stan~ing Order of ,the Government of India, a 
n:otification120 . of·: the Transport .Department, Government of 

S:ikkim, was issued allotting (I) District wise code number of the 
' . 

119 N.G.Dorji (ed.), Sikkim: A to Z, 2009-10, Gushing Torrent International (P) Ltd.(2010), p.l53. 
120 Sikkim Government Gazette Notification No. 98 MVIT dated 11th December 2008. 
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: Registering Authorities and (II) Vehicle identification code in 

: alphabets for the different type of vehicles in Sikkim. 

: Henceforth, vehicles have been classified into four section 

district wise: 

(I) (a) SK 01 for vehicles registered in East District; 

(b) SK 02 for vehicles registered in West District; 

(c) 

(d) 

SK 03 for vehicles registered in North District and ,. 

SK 04 for vehicles registered in South District. 

(II) Further sub-:-classification for all four districts will be broken 

:down as follows: 

(Fable 7.3) 

CLASSIFICATION OF VEHICLE REGISTRATION IN SIKKIM 

SI. Category of Ve~icl~ Code alphabet 

No. 

I. State Government Vehicles G 

2. V.V.I.P. Number Plates (per 100) GA/GB/GC etc. 

3. Private vehicles (non Commercial) ,, p 

I 
4. Taxis (Cars, Vans carrying maximum four T 

' 
passengers) 

' 

5. Maxi Cabs (Jeeps, SUVs, etc. carrying J 

' maximum of ten passengers) 

6. Luxury Tourist Taxis z 
7. Passenger Vehicles (B~se.s, etc.) B 

8. Goods Carrying Vehicles D 

9. Ambulance A 

10. Other Vehicles, not specified above (tractors, E 
earth moving, equipment, etc.) ,. 

' 
' 

. rhe new classification of registration of vehicles is already 

under implementation. The transformation from the earlier 

tegistration code and numbers are being carried out in a phased 
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manner. Together with the transformation of the registration 

numbers from old series to new, High Security Registration 

Plates are being issued simultaneously. Therefore a local taxi in 

the form of a Maruti van in Gangtok (East) would be allotted 

registration SKOl T XXXX, similarly a bus belonging to Namchi 

(South) would bear the registration number SK04 B XXXX, SK02 

P XXXX would be the registratio~ n,umber of a privately owned 
car (strictly for personal use) of a resident· of Geyzing (West) 

and the official car of a government officer of Mangan (North) 
would bear the registration number, SK03 G XXXX. 

TYPE 

SK-01 

SK-02 

SK-03 

SK-04 

SK-05 

SK-06 

TOTAL 

(Table 7.4) 

TRANSPORT DEP ARTMENT121 

N urn ber of vehicle registered by type 

REGISTERED 

1994-95 2008-09 

2477 158 

4075 . ' ' 763 

1047 330 

2247 326 

14 25 

NA 11 

9860 1613 

.. 

PRIVATELY OWNED TAXI VEHICLES: The Taxi services in Sikkim, 

·especially, Gangtok, are broadly: divided into three categories, 
' ' 

namely, Local, Mainline and Rural Areas. 

The Local taxis are available in most of the smaller towns of 

Sikkim apart from Gangtok. They are made up of Maruti vans, 

121 Source: State Socia Economic Census 2009-10, Department of Economics, Statistics, Monitoring 
and Evaluation (DES ME), Government of Sikkim.· 
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, Maruti cars and other small cars of various auto companies . 

. They have been allotted the SK 04 series in their registration 
numbers and easily recognisable from its yellow top (yellow 

bonnet if it is not a Maruti van). .. 

Mainline taxis are constituted of mostly Commander Jeeps, 

· Maxx Jeeps from the Mahindra &. Mahindra Company, and Tata 
Sumos. Recently, entries have been made by some luxurious 
vehicles commonly in the form of Chevrolet Travera, Mahindra 

Scorpio and Toyota Innova. They, too, bear the SK 04 series of 

. the registration numbers and the customary yellow on their 

. bonnets. They carry passengers: on share basis (per. seat) to 
·points within and outside Sikkim. The usual places that these 

; vehicles carry passengers are Darjeeling, Kalimpong, Kurseong, 
· Siliguri, Bagdogra, and New Jalpaiguri. They also ferry 

passengers to Jaigaon, the Indian side of Bhutan border and 
- .. 

; Kakribhitta, the Nepal border. 

The other forms of taxis are those which ply to the small 

towns and villages -of Sikkim. This is done again by the Tata 

·sumos, Commander Jeeps, and Maxx Jeeps from the Mahindra & 

Mahindra Compa,ny, etc. 

PRIVATE BUS SERVICE:. There are few bus services provided by 

private owners and these services mostly ply between Gangtok 
and Siliguri. The operation of the Bus services on other routes 
'like Gangtok-Darjeeling, Gangtok-Kalimpong and Gangtok

Kurseong is both, not feasible and economically viable. The main 

reason for the said scenario is that the routes to these hill towns 

in the Neighbouring State are steep and further, there are 
shorter routes available to the smaller vehicles to reach these 

towns in less time. Thus, transp~rt operation in these routes is 

'dominated by cars and sports utility vehicles (SUVs) which is 

'usually involved in ferrying passengers to these town both local 

and tourists. 

SOME OF THE ACTIVITIES OF THE MOTORS VEHICLE 
' 
DVISION: 122 The motor Vehicles division · of the Transport 

122 Source: Annual Report 2008-2009, Motor Vehicles Division, Transport Department, Government. 
ofSikkim. 
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' 1 Department carries out fitness inspection of vehicles from 
I 

1 time to time depending on the age of the vehicles. During the 
I . 
:period of 2008-2009, the Office· of Regionql Transport Officer 

! (R.T.O.), North and East, conducted fitness checking of 2,199 
'Vehicles and R.T.O. (South and West) Office checked 839 
!vehicles in the respective jurisdictions. 123 

The Office of the. senior R.T.O., Gangtok carried out 
surprise road checking of vehicles in 2008-2009 and found 565 
of those vehicles out of the 2,500 checked to be booked in one 
;case or the other under the Motor vehicles Act, 1988 and the 

-~ . -
!relevant Rules, namely, the Central Motor Vehicles Rules, 1989 
I 

:and the Sikkim Motor Vehicles Rules, 1991. During the same 
:period, the Offic~ of the Senior R.T.O., Jorethang checked a total 
I . 
!of 5,650 vehicles out of which 37~ \'\{ere compounded. 124 

There is a reciprocal Agreement entered into between the 
government of Sikkim and West Bengal which governs the 
·movement of vehicles in the inter-state routes. According to the 

~aid agreement, ~00 trucks based in West Bengal and 600 
~rucks based in Sikkim · are to be given· countersign'ature for 
I 

entry into one another's State by the appropriate authorities. In 

regard to the issue of countersignature of permit of contract 
I 

~arriages there has been no limit and as such the respective 

authorities have agreed to issue. countersignatures of permit to 
i 
any number of such vehicles recommended by the respective 
I 

~uthorities. In 2008-2009, the number of Sikkim vehicles 
recommended for countersignature were 120 for Contract 
I . • 

carriage and 197 for Goods Carriage whereas the number of 
recommendations received for West Bengal Vehicles were 47 

~nd 283 respectively. 125 

' 
The Motor Vehicles Division of the Transport D~partment 

organises a Road Safety Week with the -prime objective of 
I . , 

i'mproving road safety by imparting traffic regulations for the 
I . 

benefit of all pede~trians,· students, drivers and the members of 
' the general public. They are all encouraged to participate in this 
! 

1 ~3 Ibid at p.4. 
1t4 Ibid at p.4 
1t5 Ibid at p.5 
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annual feature. During the said event, a rally is organised, 

pamphlets are distributed, knowledge on first aid is imparted 

and vehicular checks in. the form of fitness checking and 
emissions testing are carried out. All this is done to create and 

spread awareness at all levels in the State regarding the 
sustainable use of automobile and its benefits. 

. ' ' 

Every year the road Safety Week is held between the first 
and the third Week of the month of March. In 2008-2009, the 
Road Safety Week was celebrated from 24th to 30th March 2008. 

The event was marked by various programmes and participated 
by NGOs, Students, drivers, Taxi Owners' associatio'h, Traffic 
police, health Authorities and a substantial number of local 

public. However, in 2009-2010, the event could not be 

organised due to the Lok Sabha and Assembly elections, 

2009. 126 

Another feature that is the consequence of unsustainable 
use of automobile are motor accidents. The motor Vehicles 
Division records the number of acddent occurred annt,~ally. The 
total number of accident cases reported during the year 2008-
2009 were 198 and the number of males and females killed due 

to such accidents were 57 and 10 respectively. The number of 
wounded male and female persons stood at 330 and 46 ,, 
respectively. 127 , 

OHER MISCELLANEOUS ACTIVITIES OF THE MOTOR VEHICLES 

DIVISION DURING 2008-2009. 

(a) A total of 470 vehicles were challaned while conducting 

periodical checking for overloading and other similar 

offences under the Motor vehicles Act, 1988 and the 
Rules made thereunder. The total amount of fines . . 
collected for the same amounted to Rs. 2,75,750/-

only. 

(b) 3,8435 vehicles were inspected for road worthiness and 

fitness certificate issued to them 

126 Ibid at p. 9. 
127 Ibid at p. 6. 
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(c) 2,111 applications for new driving licences were 

processed and driving test conducted on all of them. 
1,815(non-transport128

) and 288 (transport129
) new 

driving licences were issued. 3,112 driving licence were 

renewed and 414 duplicate licences were issued during 

the abovementioned period. A total of 272 (transport 

and 1211 (non-transport) driving licences were issued 
by senior R.T.O (South West) Office. 

(d) A total of 3,150 of learners licence were also issued . 
. . 

(e) 13,660 temporary permits for plying to Siliguri were. 

issued during the same period. 

(f) 2,354 special permits for Changu/Nathula route were 
issued 

.. 
In addition to these measures of sustainable 

automobile use, the Office of the regional Transport Authority of 
I 

both the North & East and South & West jurisdictions conduct 
I 

periodical checks and inspection in regard to a driver's conduct 
I 

towards his clients, especially tourists. The authorities also make 
it a point to see that the person driving a motor vehicle is not 

speeding or under the influence of alcohol or drugs. The driver's 
9re also cautioned on the use of mobile phones while dr:-iving and 
the offences, if minor, are compounded on payment of a fine 

i:mposed which seems to be harsh. Such deterrent fines are 

imposed with the aim of discouraging the offender from 
I 

qommitting a similar offence in the future. 

The schedule regarding offences and penalties, 

Schedule II has been overhauled by the Transport Department 

(Motor Vehicle Division) in the ex·ercise of the powers conferred 
qy subsection (1) of section 200 of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 

(;A-ct 59 Of 1988). 
I 

. . : 

12~ Non-transport driving licence holders are riot permitted to drive taxis or other300 commercial 
vehicles. 

129 Holders of Transport driving licences are professional drivers and as such are permitted to drive 
commercial vehicles. 
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No. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

(Fable 7. 5) 
. . : 

SCHEDULE II- Offences· and Penalties 130 

Sections (Offences) Amount of fine (Rs.) 

1st 2"0 

177. General provisions for_ punishment of 100 25.0 

offences 

179. Disobedience. of orders, obstruction and 450 500 

refusal of information 

180. Allowing unauthorised .persons to 900 1,000 

drive vehicles 

181. Driving vehicles without valid licence 450 500 
' ' 

183(1 ). Driving at excessive speed 70D 800 

183(2). Person abetting to drive at excessive 400 500 

speed 

184. Driving m as manner dangerous to 1,000 1,500 .. 
public. 

186. Driving when mentally and physically 200 300 

unfit to drive. 

189. Racing or trial of speed between motor . 450 500 

vehicles without government permission. 

190(2). Driving vehicle without complying 1,000 1,500 

with the standards prescribed relating to 

road safety, control of noise and a1r 

pollution. 

191. Sale of vehicle in or alteration of 450 500 

vehicle m condition contravening the 
•· 

M.V.Act, 1988. 

192. Using vehicle without registration. 3,000 4,000 
I 

192-A. Using vehicle without permit. 2,000 3,000 

•
130 Government ofSikkim Gazette Notification no.· i2IiMV/T dated :f91

h July 2010. 
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300 

500 

1,000--

500 

900 

500 

2,000 

500 

500 

2,000 

500 

5,000 

4,000 



14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

194. Vehicle exceeding permissible weight: 

Upto 500 kgs. 

501 to 1,500 kgs. · 

I ,501 to 2,500 kgs. 
' 

2,501 to 3,500 kgs. 

3,501 to 4,500 kgs. 

4,501 to 5,500 kgs. 

5,501 kgs. and above 

194(2). Refusing to submit the vehicle to 

weighing or removing excess weight before 

weighing. 

196. Driving uninsured vehicle. 

198. Unauthorised· interference with vehicle. 

T . 131 ounsm 

2,000 

3,000 

4,000 

5,000 

6,000 

7,000 

10,000 

2,500 

900 

100 

3,000 4,000 

4,000 5,000 

5,000 6,000 
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There are two major registered tour operators in the state 

of Sikkim who act as umbrella organization of the Tourism 

Department, namely, Travel Agent Association of Sikkim having 
. . 

more than 175 Tour Operators affiliated to this body and 

another Sikkim Association of Adventure and Tour Operators 
with more than 20 Tour Operators affiliated with it. Besides this 
there are more than six Tourism Development Societies, 

·namely, South Sikkim Tourism Society, Aritar Lamphokari 

Development Cooperative Society, East Sikkim, Hee-Bermoik 

Tourism Development & Heritage Conservation Society, West 

Sikkim, Rabongla Tourism Development Cprporation. Society, 
South, Pelting Tourism Development Corporation, West Sikkim, 
Mangan Tourism Development Society, North Sikkim. 

The Department of Tourism on its part has been regularly 

·organizing awareness camps to the tour operators/taxi drivers 

and regular checking are being made in those areas for which 

the permit is being issued by Tourism Department. One of the 

131 Source: Annual Report 2007-2008, Tourism Department, government ofSikkim. 
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·major areas for concern is Tsomgo Lake. In order to de-pollute 

:and de-congest the lake area, Tourism Department dnder the 
1Centrally Sponsored Scheme has constructed shopping complex 

with parking facilities. Further, we have been regularly 

requesting the UD&HD not to issue any hawker's license in and 

.around the tourist destinations, as stated above, as the 

implementation of registration of Tourism Trade Rules is taking 
sometime, permit to the tourist taxies plying upto Tsomgo and 
.Baba Mandir which are being issued by Check-post (Police), will 
also be brought under the jurisdiction of Tourism Department. 

Thereafter only, the quality of service/standard of vehicles etc. 
can be checked and action taken. Under the provisions of this 

Rules, Tourism Department will also notify in official Gazette, all 
the tourist destinations ;including trekkin'g routes etc:· and the 

entry of tourists into these notified areas will be regularized and 

channelized, and, strict measures resulting cancellation of 
registration of license would be taken if any of the registered 

travel agents/tour . operators/service 

providers/hotel/restaurant/bar owners violate the laws in force. 
As far as the assets like cafeterias/bungalows are concerned, 

these have been leased out to the educated .unemployed youths 
on minimum rental charges. 132 

· 

Salient points in Tourism master plan in the state related to 
protection of environment. 133 

i) Maintenance of tourism trade and environment. 

ii) Emphasis on sustainable development approach to plan 

in tourism. Environmental and socio-economic impacts 

to be considered so that negative impacts are 
prevented. 

iii) Basic principle in environmental management is 
maintaining the carrying capacity of the tourism area. 

. . ' 

iv) Provision of adequate infrastructure ·to serve tburism. 

132./bid at p.ll. 
133 Ibid at p.l8. 
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v) Maximizing local inputs of 'the good.s and seryices that 
are used tourism so that this sector is well integrated 

into the local economy. 

vi) Expansion of local shopping opportunities and 
increasing loc~l tourist attractions are .. ways of 

increasing tourist expenditure. 

Future strategies and interim proposed to protect 

environment in the tourism related activities. 134 

• The Department of Tourism, as S!Jbmitted above, 
proposes to bring all the agencies involved -·in -

tourism trade including tour operators, travel 
agents, hotels, reshw'rant owners, touris.t taxi, all 
registered tourism development cooperative 
societies under the jurisdiction of Sikkim 
Registration of Tourism Trade Rules, 2006, once 

implemented. Thereafter, we yvill form ~trategies 

and measures would be taken up for regulation of 
the activities including protection of environment. 

• Except for Tsomgo. Lake for which efforts have 

already been made to protect the lake, permits in 

the high . altitudes like Nathula are being issued 
oniy to the registered travel agents conducting 

packaged tour, who are very experienced and 
maintain their own :co'de of cor.~duct for protection 

of .environment. As regards Alpine tours, this will 

be opened only after the Rule, in question is 
implemented. 

High Altitude Solid Waste Management: The•· tourism 
amenities constructed at high altitude especially, the toilet 

facilities has its .own septic tanks for digestion of such wastes. 
Solid wastes generated at the tourist spots are proposed to be 

managed by the UD&HD. The source level segregation of bio and 

non-bio degradable waste has also been proposed. 

134 Ibid at p.2 I 
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Tourism contribution to the State's economy was a pittance 

in the late 1980~. Around thirty to forty thousand tourists visited 

the State annually. The majority of the tourist inflows were 
made up of domestic visitors and foreign travellers were a mere 

. . ~ 

six percent of the total ·inflow. The Chart herein below would 
portray the rough figures of Tourist Arrival in the Sikkim: 

(Fable 7.6) 

TOURIST ARRIVALS IN SIKKIM (ANNUALL Y) 135 

DOMESTIC INTERNATIONAL TOTAL 
.. -

YEAR. FIGURES (%)@ FIGURES. (%)@ FIGURES (%)# 

2000 

2001 

2002 

2003 

2004 

2005 

2006 

2007 

2008 

2009 

TOTAL 

1,80,256 95.3 8,794 4.7 1,89,050 -

1,92,354 96.1 7,757 3.9 2,00,111 5.9 

2,03,835 96 8,433 4 2,12,268 6.1 

2,20,824 95.3 10,954 . : ' 4.7 2,31,778 9.2 

' 2,86,687 95.5 13,528 4.5 3,00,215 29.5 

3,47,650 95.5 16,518 4.5 3,64,168 21.3 

4,21,943 95.9 18,049 4.1 4,39,992 20.8 
•· 

4,65,204 96.3 17,837 3.7 4,83,041 9.8 

5,12,373 96 21,162 4 5,33,535 10.5 

6,15,628 97.2 17,730 2.8 6,33,358 18.7 

34,46,754 96.1 1,40,762 3.9 35,87,516 -

@ Percent of total 

#Annual increase or decrease (in percent). 

From the chart above, it is clear that there has been steady 
rise in the number of tourists coming to Sikkim, however, more 
than 95 percent are domestic visitors. The total figures entering 

Sikkim has crossed 6 lakhs in 2009 compared to 1, 89,050 in 
~000. The annual increase of tourists visiting Sikkim 'has been 

hovering around has been 5 to 29 percent. The highest annual 

increase of tourists visiting Sikki~ was 29.5 percent in 2004 and 

the lowest was 5.9 percent in 2001. The table above also 

135 Source: Annual Report 2008-2009, "Sikkim Tourism Department", Government ofSikkim. 
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I manifests that since 2000, a total of 35,87, 516 tourists came to 

: Sikkim out of which 34,46,754 were domestic travellers and 
1,40, 762 were .foreigners. This gi.ves the clear picture of the 

potential and prospects of the Tourism industry in Sikkim. 

· The Sikkim Pollution Control Board (SPCB) 

The Sikkim Pollution Control Board functioned earlier as the 

. Land Use and Environment Board. The Land Use and 
; Environment Board was constitut~d, vide a Notification136 under 
1 the Chairmanship of the Chief Secretary, Government of Sikkim 
:and the rules for the purpose of effective- functioning of-the-said 
:Board was framed vide another Notification. 137 Thus, the SPCB 

:functioned under the aegis of the Sikki·m Land • .use and 

i Environment Board since 1983 and initially consisted of the 

!following members, together with the Chairman, namely: 

1. Development Commissioner; 

2. Secretary, Land Revenue Department; 

3. · Secretary, Forest Department; 

4. Secretary, Rural Development Department; 

5. Director, Animal Husbandry Department; 

6. Director, Agriculture Department; 

7. Chief Engineer, P.W.D. (Roads and Bridges) and 
.. 

8. Joint director/Director, Land Use and Environment 
Department as Member Secretary. 

The Sikkim State Legislative Assembly passed a resolution 

adopting the Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 

!1974, a Central Act, together with its latest amendments on that 
~ate vide Notification No. 51(7) Home/88/868 dated 21st July 
I 

:1988. In pursuant to the said ,~otification the Land Use and 
I 

,Environment Board was entrusted with the· implementation of 

the Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution} Act, 1974 also 

b6 Sikkim Gazette Notification no. 51 {7) Home/ 81 dated March 1983. 
137 Sikkim Gazette Notification no. 51 (7) Home/ 81 dated II th October 1984. 
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known as the Water Act with all relevant amendments till date in 

. the State of Sikkim with effect from 25th February 1989. 138 

Further, in exercise of the power conferred by section 64139 

of the said Water Act, the Government of Sikkim enacted the 

Sikkim Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1991 
·which came into force on 21st September 1992.140 

In order to carry out the functions of the State Board 

entrusted to it under the Water (Prevention and Control of 

Pollution) Act, 1974 and the Air prevention and Control of 

Pollution) Act, 1981 efficiently, the· Pollution Control Laboratory 

situated in the Forest Secretariat Annex, Forest Department was 

declared as the State Air and Water Laboratories. · 

After the initial constitution of the State Board under the 
provisions of the Act, 141 the board is functioning smoothly aided 

by its sincere and hardworking technical and support staff. The 
; .. . 

: Sikkim Pollution Control Board is reconstituted every three years 

as per the mandate of the said Act and has its office in the 

Forest Secretariat. It is presently administered as an 

autonomous body as per the objectives of the Act and are 

carrying out measures as per the provisions of the Act, for 

example, Creating awareness in respect Air and Water pollution, 

spreading the message of protecting and improving the 
Environment through lectures, s:treet plays) seminars, etc. in 

·various schools, .colleges, social gathering both in the urban and 

rural centres, disseminating information through numerous 

posters, banners, pamphlets, arranging film and documentary 

viewing in several educational institutions anp social 

organisations, etc. 

In addition to the general functions of a State Board, the 

:Sikkim State Pollution Control ·Board (SPCB) has a regular 

:Ambient Air and Water Quality Monitoring Programme to assess 

138 Sikkim: State of the Environmental Pollution Report (2004), Sikkim Pollution Control Board, 
department of Forests, Environment and Wildlife Management, Government of Sikkim. 

139 Power of the State Government to make rules urider. the Water (Pz:evention and Cpntrol of 
Pollution) Act, 1974 (Act 6 of 1974). 

140 Sikkim Government Gazette Notification no. 1/LU & ElF dated 21 51 September 1992. 
141 Section 4 of the Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 (Act 6 of 1974). 
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the status of pollution in the natural environment. These 

~monitoring programmes are funded by the Central Pollution 

Control Board, Ministry of Environment & Forests, Government . . ~ 

of India. 

To prevent, control and abate air pollution in the country, 
the Government of India enacted Central legislation called the 
Air (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 (referred to as 
the Air Act, 1981). Every polluting industry must ''obtain a 

consent from the State Pollution Control Board for the discharge 

·of air pollutants in any form through chimney or otherwise. The 

State Board may lay down suitable conditions while giving 

consent to discharge air pollutants in the light of emission 

.standards developed by the Central Board, subsequently notified 
:through the rules framed under the Environment (protection) 

Act, 1986 Rules. 

Ambient Air Quality Monitoring: The air quality surveillance and 

:monitoring is under taken to detect any deterioration in air 
quality arising from industrial, vehicular, residential and natural 
sources of pollution, as t,here are large seasonal variatj,on in the 
concentration of various air pollutants. Air quality monitoring is 
'the measurement of various pollutants to study the pattern and 

movement of air masses and deterioration of air quality. 

Monitoring programme helps in estimating the dynamic 

concentration levels of various pollutants from time to time, 
based on dispersal mode of original concentration at sources and 

at receptor end. 

Air Quality Monitoring of Gangtok town was initiated out 
:under the project "Assessment of Pollution & Formulation of 
Action Plan" during the year 2000-2001 and as per the report 

the air quality of Gangtok town is represented in the table. 
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(Table 7. 7) 

Ambient Air Quality in and around Gangtok in Yearly Average 
(ug/m3)142 

S.No. Name of Sites Category SPM 802 NOx 

1. Tadong Residential 108 16.2 15.7 

2. Indira bye -pass Commercial 137 17.4' 22.6 

3. Deonili Residential 118 18.6 16.1 

4. Bazar area (near Commercial 145 22.3 20.4 

Metro Point) 
.. 

5. Hospital point Sensitive 122 19.6 18.6 

6. Zero point Sensitive 98 10.2 12.3 

Oxides of Sulphur: Eight hourly Sulphur dioxide concentration of 
' 3 

the sample shows that Bazar area with 22.3 !Jg/m has highest 
concentration on yearly average while the zero point shows 

. . ' 3 

minimum concentration with 10.2 !Jg/m . The other stations viz: 
3 3 

Tadong (16.2 IJQ/m ), Indira bye-pass (7.4 IJ.g/m ) Deorali (16.1 
3 3 

!Jg/m ), and Hospital Point (18.6 IJg/m ).All the values are, 
however, within the prescribed limit. 143 

,. 

,Oxides of Nitrogen: The Eight hourly averages of Nitrogen oxides 
samples were collected and further analyzed in the lab. The 

result is presented in the table above. The highest concentration 

of oxides of Nitrogen as N0
2 

was recorded from Indira Bye-pass 

with 22.6144 

Suspended Particular Matter (SPM): The yearly average of 
suspended particulate matter is presented in. table aboye. It can 

3 
be inferred that Bazar area (near metro point) with 1451Jg/m of 

3 
SPM has highest concentration while zero point with 98 IJg/m 

shows minimum concentration of SPM. The highest value in 

142 Source: (Sikkim: State of the Environmental Pollution Report (2004); at p.ll. 
143 Ibid at p. 16 
144 Ibid 
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Bazar area is mainly due to heavy vehicular movement in this 
3 

area. Tadong monitoring site recorded 1081-Jg/m of SPM and 
' 3 3 
like-wise Indira bye-pass (137 !JQ/m ), Deorali (118 !Jg/m ) and 

. 3 3 
Hospital point (122 !Jg/m ). !JQ/m followed by Bazar area (20.4 

3 3 3 
IJQ/m ), Hospital Point ( 18.6 J.JQ/m ), Deorali (16.1 · J.Jg/m ), 

3 
Tadong (15.7 !JQ/m) and lowest was recorded from zero point 

3 
with 12.3 !Jg/~ . All the values are however, within Indian 

standard. 145 

·Vehicular Pollution in Gangtok 

PETROL DRIVEN VEHICLES: Altogether 83.72°/o of the petrol 

driven vehicles were meeting the specified standards whereas 

16.27°/o of vehicles were not meeting the stipulated 

·standards. 146 
,, 

(Fable 7.8) 

Petrol Driven Vehicles Monitored for Carbon Monoxide (CO %)147 

Sl. Type of Total Total vehicle Total 

No. Vehicle Vehicle complying vehicles not 

monitored with the complying 

standards the 

standards 

1 Four wheelers 54 48 06 

2 Two wheelers 161 132 29 

Total 215 180 35 

DIESEL DRIVEN VEHICLES: A total number of 90 diesel driven 

vehicles were monitored which .included Buses, Lorries, Mini 

Lorries, Commander jeeps etc., of different makes at peak hour 

.in commercial and traffic area. It was observed that 78 vehicles 

(86.66°/o) were· meeting the standards. However, 12 vehicles 

~45 Ibid 
146 Ibid at p.45 
147 Ibid 
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(13.33°/a) failed .to meet the standards.148 Details of the above 

data are shown in the table below: 

(Fable 7.9) 

Diesel Driven vehicles monitored for Smoke Density (HSU)149 

Type of Total Total vehicles Total vehicles not 

vehicle vehicles complying with comply~pg with 

monitored the standards the standards 

Four . 90 78 (86.66%) 12(13.33%) 

wheelers 

The Government of Sikkim has been aggressively 

marketing its tourism potential through it Tourism Department 
·and the Sikkim Tourism Develop.me'nt Corporation (STOC). Year 

2010 has been. declared the year of tourism by the State 
Tourism Department. 150 

The approach of the State Government in respect to growth 
of tourism has been holistic. On the one hand they are ·focussing 

on the infrastructural development, for example construction of 
roads, tourists spots, giving incentives to hoteliers, lodge, resort 

and rest house owners, promoting home-stays in the rural 

areas, etc, one the other hand they are preparing the local 
populace to take advantage of the benefit arising out of the 

prospective growth in the tourism industry by training them. 

Training has been provided by :the government to the local 
population, especially youth - educated, literate or semi-literate 

- in the field of tourism related activities, for ·example, travel 
~nd trekking guides; adventure tourism; hotel management 
related activities such as mangers, housekeeping, cooks, 
waiters, etc; spas and massage therapies, etc. 151 

•· 

The locals are also provided the opportunity of self 

employment by issuing permits for running taxi services, both 

common and luxury categories on the payment of reasonable 

148 Ibid at 46. 
1~9 Ibid. 
150 Sikkim Express, 2 I st March 20 I 0. 
151 Source: Annual Reports of the Tourism Department, Government ofSikkim. 
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fee. These persons are also given the facility of availing vehicle 

loans under the Chief Minister's Self-Employment Scheme 

together with a subsidy on the payment of interest and part of 

the loan. 

All these measures taken by the State Government to 
·promote tourism in the State a·rid ·further ease the t;>urden of 

growing unemployment surely would have a fall out. Such fall 
out would . be in the form of pressure on the existing 

infrastructures due to the growth in the number of people 

visiting the State primarily as tourists. Thus~. in connection with . . _. .. 
this present study, the obvious result will be the growth in the 

number of vehicular population. And the corresponding issues 

pertaining to vehicular pollution and other unsustainable 

·automobile use matters. 

There are ~!together three border check points, namely, 

Rangpo, Melli and Singla-Jorethang checkpoints, connecting 

·Sikkim to the neighbouring State; of West Bengal. Out of these 

three, substantive number of vehicles enter Sikkim, especially 

Gangtok (East) 152 through the Rangpo Border, next vehicles 

travelling to South and West Sikkim enter Sikkim from the Melli 
·and Jorethang borders. The entry of vehicles from the Jorethang 

border is negligible in terms of tourists. 

(Fable 7.10) 

VEHICLES ENTERING SIKKIM (via RANGPO CHECKPOINT) 153 

May-June (Peak Season) July-August (Lean Season) 

Passenger154 Goods155 Passenger Goods 

Dayl 1539 224 1068 171 
.. 

' 
Day2 1597 213 1144 140 

Day3 1610 196 1098 153 

152 The Capital city of Sikkim. 
153 This Researcher, with:the permission of the D.I.G. (Range), Sikkiin Police, visitetl the border 

Checkpoint ofRangpo to collect the data information of the vehicles entering Sikkim from the log 
registers maintained by the Sikkim Police at the border. 

154 Passenger includes both Petrol and Diesel driven vehicles. Petrol driven Vehicles further includes 
cars and taxis in the f6rm ofMaruti vans, cars, Altos, Wagon-R, Indicas, Santros, etc. 

155 Goods vehicles include Lorries, Trucks and pickup vans. 
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I TOTAL 4746 633 3310 I 464 

,, 

The average number of vehicles entering through the 

Rangpo border checkpoint on a given day is 1,582 during peak 

season, April-May, out of which majority of the vehicles are 

entering from outside the State, especially from Bagdogra, 156 

New Jalpaiguri,·157 Kalimpong, etc. A negligible number of 

vehicles are travelling intra-state, that is coming from some 

south district towns, namely, Jor.ethang and. _Melli. In the same 
period, aro.und 211 goods vehicles enter Sikkim from outside 
carrying mostly consumption and construction materials. 

During the lean season, that is, July-August, an average of 

· 1,104 passenger vehicle~ and 155 Goods v~hicles ent~r Sikkim 
·everyday through Rangpo. Most passenger vehicles out of the 

total are entering Sikkim come from outside the State, especially 

from places mentioned above and negligible numbers of those 
vehicles are intra-state vehicles. 

(Table 7.11) 

VEHICLES ENTERING SIKKIM (via MELLI CHECKPOINT)158 

May-June (Peak Season) ' July-August (Lea~ Season) 

Passenger 15~ Goods Passeng~r Goods 
160 

Siliguri Total Siliguri Total 

Day1 290 1155 95 197 1097 71 .. 
Day2 272 1305 91 201 1085 81 

D,ay3 264 1181 92 196 1201 76 

TOTAL 826 3641 278 594 3383 228 

156 Where the Airport is. located (it is the nearest Air Transit point) 
157 The nearest railhead catering to both the tourists:and the people ofSikkim and situated in West 

Bengal. 
158 This Researcher, with the permission of the D.I.G. (Range), Sikkim Police, visited the border 

Checkpoint of Melli to collect the data information of the vehicles entering Sikkim from the log 
registers maintained by the Sikkim Pollee at the border. 

159 Passenger includes both Petrol and Diesel driven vehicles. Petrol driven Vehicles further includes 
cars and taxis in the form ofMaruti vans, cars, Altos, Wagon-R, Indicas, Santros, etc. 

160 Goods vehicles include Lorries, Trucks and pickup vans. 
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The average number of vehicles entering through the Melli 
. . ' 

. checkpoint on a given day during peak season, which is April-
May, is 1214 (approx.) out of which approximately 276 vehicles 
are entering from outside the State, especially from 

Bagdogra, 161 New Jalpaiguri, Kalimpong, etc. The remaining 
vehicles are travelling intra-state, that is coming from. Gangtok 

and other east district towns, namely, Singtam and Rangpo. In 
the same period, around 93 Goods vehicles enter from outside 

the Sikkim carrying mostly consumption and construction 

materials. 

During the lean season, that is, July-August, an average of 

1128 passenger vehicles and 76 Goods vehicles enter Sikkim 

everyday from Melli. 198 passenger vehicle:s out of the 1128 
passenger vehicles entering from Sikkim come from outside the 
State, especially from places mentioned above, the rest are 
intra-state vehicles. 

Petroleum products .are brought into the. State of ,.Sikkim in 
fuel tankers. Their entry into the State, their type and quantity 

of fuel are all recorded in the border checkpoints in registers 

separately from the register maintained to record the entry of 
other vehicles (passenger and goods). 

Almost 27 to 30 petrol tankers with an average capacity of 
9 kilolitres162 enter Sikkim carrying petroleum. These tankers 

are mostly supplied by the Sikkim ~ationalised Transport (SNT) 

and rest are operated by private parties. 

(Fable 7.12) 

QUANTITY OF PETROLEUM CARRIED INTO SIKKIM (in kilolitres)163 

OIL(Type) Dayl Day2 Day3 Day4 DayS •·Day6 TOTAL 

H.S.D. 104 73 162 172 152 102 158 

M:S}()) 84 69 75 . 24 45 27 

161 Where the Airport is lbcated (it is the nearest Air Transit point) 
162 The Petroleum Tankers are of various capacities ranging from 6 Kilolitres To 12 Kilolitres 
163 Information collected from the Rangpo Depot of the Sikkim Nationalised Transport 
164 High Speed Diesel. 
165 Motor Spirit more commonly known as Petrol. 
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S.K.0. 1
()() 33 36 57 81 27 42 

TOTAL 190 267 304 257 174 227 
' 

An average of 237 kilolitres (approximately) of petroleum 

products are brought into Sikkirn daily and out of this, 136.5 
Kilolitres is High Speed Diesel; 54 kilolitres ·is Motor Spirit also 
known as petrol and 46 Kilolitres is made up of Kerosene oil. 

From the above information it can be roughly assessed that 

more than 1, 00,000 litres of diesel and 50,000 litres of petrol is . ,, 
consumed per day in the· whole State of Sikkim. 

SOME STATE 

SUSTAINABLE 

INCIDENTALLY). 

LEGISLATIONS AIMED 

USE OF VEHICLES 
AT ACHIEVING 
(DIRECTLY OR 

The Government of Sikkim is known for its path breaking 
legislations and policies in the field of environment improvement 

and protection. Further, the stringent ·implementation of laws by 
the administration complements the objective of maintaining a 
clean and healthy environment in the State. The general laws of 

the country relating to the protection and improvement of the 
environment together with the Air and Water pollution control 

-are already in place and are religiously applied. In aadition to 
these laws the State Assembly has been enacting legislation, 

every now and · then, with the . same objective, which is to 

:protect, improve and maintain a pure and healthy environment. 

Sikkim being one of the States located in the foothills of the 
Himalayas has been declared as a Biodiversity hot spot and as 

such various biodiversity protection laws are in place. Some of 

the Himalayan glaciers are also fdund here and with the present 
talk of the glacier melting doing the rounds it has also 

constituted a Glacier Conservation Committee which includes a 

body of eminent scientists and administrators in the field of 
environment. 

The following are some of the State Acts which has the 
potential to achieve the objective of making Sikkim a sustainable 

166 Kerosene Oil. 
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user of automobiles and help the State administration in ,, 
. carrying out the said objectives. 

The Sikkim Transport Infrastructure Development Fund Act, 2004 

A State Act (Act No.2 of 2004) which received the Assent of 

·the governor on October 4, 2004, was legislated to establish a 
fund and to · develop, maintain or improve transport 

infrastructure in Sikkim and for such purpose to levy and collect 

cess on sale of motor spirit commonly know~ as petrol and high 
speed diesel oil and to provide matters connected therewith or 

incidental thereto. Expressly, the fund, namely, The Sikkim 
Transport Infrastructure Development Fund, created from the 
collection of cess abovementioned shall be utilised for: 

.. 
(a) the creation, development maintenance and 

improvement of transport infrastructure, including 

roads, bridges and flyovers; 

(b) the improvement of traffic operations and road safety 
and 

(c) the· purposes of such oth_er projects as may be 
prescribed. 167 

• : l 

The Act consists of twelve sections constructed within six 
chapters, and two schedules and is to have a retrospective 

application, which is from August 1, 2004, in the whole of State 

of Sikkim. Sections 1 and 2 as usual are concerned with the 
:short title and Commencement and the ·Definition Chapters of 

the Act. Chapter II of the said Act is made up of Section 3 which 

deals with the authorities enforcing the Act. There is to be a 

:prescribed authority appointed by the State government vide a 

·notification and such authority shall be assisted by persons, 
being officers of the State government. 168 Such officers are to 

exercise such powers of the Prescribed Authority as may be 
:delegated to them by the said. prescribed authority .169 These 
State government officers are to be Public ·servant as defined 

167 Section 8 of the .Act 2 of2004. 
'
168 Section 3 (1) of Act 2 of2004. 
169 Section 3 (3) of Act 2 of2004. 
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: under section 21 of the Indian Penal Code, 1850170 and they are 

'to be immune from any legal prosecution or proceedings as far 
; as they carry out their functions in good faith. 171 

Chapter III includes section 4, and is related to Incidence 
·and Levy of Cess, Rate of Cess and Payment of Cess. 'The Cess 

·is levied on the sale of Motor Spirit (M.S.) commonly known as 

·petrol and High Speed Diesel (HSD)Oi1 172whi~h has been 

; purchased outside Sikkim for Sale at the rate of rupee one per 

: litre173 of such sale. 

The payment of such cess is to be made by the persons 
. selling such goods as laid down in column 2 of Schedule 1, 
:namely, petrol and diesel, to the 'prescribed authority before 

1 furnishing of returns of such sale. Such returns are to be 
:furnished at the end of every quarter in form 1 and accompanied 
:by the receipted challan showing payment of cess in respect of 

·Such return. 174 There is an option for paying the Cess on a 
' ' . ., 
monthly basis within the month next to the one for which it is 

:proposed to be paid. 175 Such payment shall be made to the 

:appropriate Government Treasury vide a Challan which is to be 

.filled by the person making the payment in quadruplicate176 and 

:such challan shall bear his name, designation and address of the 
·person and the mention the person on whose behalf such 
:payment is being made. 177 

Two out of the quadruplicate challan is to be retained by 

the appropriate government Treasury, one for its record and 

.other to be sent to the Prescribed Authority. Out of the two 

copies received by the depositor of cess, one is to be attached 
:with the furnished return and the other to be kept for his own 

;record. 178 

:
170 Section 3 (4) of Act 2 of2004. 
·
171 Section 3 (5) of Act 2 of2004. 
:
172 Column 2 of schedule 1 of Act 2 of 2004. 
/
73 Column 3 of Schedule I of Act 2 of2004. 

,
174 Section 3(3) of Act 2 of2004 read with Rule 3(1) & (2) ofSikkim Transport Infrastructure 
: Development Rules, 2004 (also Called Rules 2004). 
~ 75 Rule 4(1) of the Rules 2004. 
!76 Rule 4(3) ofthe Rules 2004 
177 Rule 4(4) of the Rules 2004. 
178 Rule 4(5) of the Ru\es·2004. 
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The Sikkim Ecology Fund and Environment Cess Act, 2005 179 

The Sikkim 'Ecology Fund and Environment Cess Act, 2005, 

which is hereinafter referred to as the 'Environment Cess Act, 
2005', received the assent of the Governor .on gth Mqrch 2005 
and is applicable to the whole of the State of Sikkim with effect 

·from 25th April 2005. It is bounded within Nine chapters, which 

includes twenty three sections and two Schedules. 

The main objective of the Act is clearly ·stated by ·section 3 

(2) of the said which empowers the State Government to take 

all such measur~s as it deems necessary or expedient for the 

purpose of protecting and improving the quality of the 

environment, controlling and abating environmental pollution 
·and take measur.es for restoration of the ecological balance. 

In particular without prejudice to the above power, the 

environment cess act, 2005 allows taking. of such ~easures 

which may include measures with respect to all or nay of the 
·following matters, namely: 180 

(a) Coordination of actions of different Departments of the 

State Government officers and other authori~ies under 

this Act or Rules made thereunder or any law for the 

time being in force for the purpose of achieving 
objectives of environmental conservation and 

improvement; 

(b) Laying down procedures for the implementation of this 

Act; 

(c) Impose levy of environment cess qr fee whe.rever the 
abuse of environment cannot be prevented; 

(d) Create a separate non lapsable 'Sikkim Ecological Fund' 

for depositing such fee or cess as imposed by clause 

(c) and ensuring utilisation of. such fee or •. cess for 

environmental amelioration measures; 

(e) Impose. restriction of areas in which any industry, 

operation or process or class of industries or operations 

i79 Sikkim Government Gazette Notification no. 1/LO/P/2005 dated 251
h April 2005. 

180 Section 3(2) of the Environment Cess Act, 2005 (Act 1 of2005) 
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shall not be carried out or shall be carried out with 

certain safeguards on payment of cess as may be 

prescribed by the State Government by notification; 

(f) Impose restrictions on entry of vehicles of any kind or 

by per~ons in any area as specified and regulate the 
entry on payment on payment of environmental fee as 
may be prescribed by ~he State Government by 
notification and 

(g) Such matters as the State Government considers 
necessary or expedient for the purpose of protecting . 

and improving the quality of the environment and for 
that purpose o'f securing effective implementation of 

this Act. 

A Prescribed authority has been appointed under the Act 

vide a notification as the Cess Collecting Authority181 and such 

authority is empowered to exercise such powers and perform 

such functions under the Act and Rules made thereunder, and 
:execute specific orders made by the State Government vide a 
notification. 182 All persons empo~ered under the Act shall be 

deemed to be public servants within the meaning of section 21 
·of the Indian Penal Code, 1860.183 

Chapter Four of the Environment Cess Act, 2005 covers 

matters dealing with the Incidence of Cess, Rate and other 

incidental matters. 

The Environmental Cess sh.all be paid by every dealer, 

manufacturer, State and Central Government Departments, 

Public Sector Undertaki,ngs, autonomous bodies or organisations 

or any individuar184 whoever brings non-biodegradable materials 
as specified in Schedule II in the State of Sikkim from outside 
~he State for the purpose of: sale, busioess, ma~ufacture, 

production or for the use of whatsoever purpose in the State on 

181 Section 4 (1) of the Environment Cess Act, 2005 
182 Section 4 (2) of the Environment Cess Act, 2005 
183 Section 4 (3) of the Environment Cess Act, 2005 
184 Section 5 (b) of the Environment Cess Act, 2005 
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· the sale price. 185
· The Cess is also payable by every hotel, resort, 

: lodge or motel operating in the State on its annual turnover, 
provided they are exempted from such payment vide a 

notification of the State Government. 186 Further such cess is also 
payable by vehicles entering the State. The vehicles eligible to 

pay the said cess are categorised and at such rate as may be 

prescribed by the State Government vide a notification. 187 And 

finally on any such item having, direct or indirect, impact on the 

State's environment at such rate as may be prescribed vide a 
: notification. 188 

The rate of cess in respect of bio no~-degradable items 
enumerated in Schedule II is one percent of the total turnover 

on the sale price of such bio-degradable materials. 189 Hotels, 
resorts, lodges or motels are to pay a cess of five percent on the 
total annual turnover of such hotels, resorts, lodges or motels. 

. . 
The State Government may change the rate of cess leviable and 

may even amend Schedule II from time to time by adding or 

removing materials/items from th~ Jist. 190 

Their shall not be any payment of cess on the sale of goods 

and services specified in Schedule I subject to the conditions 
and exceptions, if any, set out in the said Schedule. 191 The list in 

Schedule I may be amended by way of addition or removal of 
items from the said Jist. 192 

Gangtok: Sustaimible Automobiles Use and Matters Incidental 

Of all the places, towns, hamlets, villages and any human 

habitation of Sikkim where there is scope of automobiles 
. .. 

making an adverse impact, Gangtok city would be an ideal area 

to find and analyse the problems _of unsustainable automobile 
use especially traffic jams and the resultant pollution. Other 

areas of the State are not populated so densely as Gangtok. 

185 Section 5 (a) of the Environment Cess Act, 2005 
.'
86 Section 5 (c) of the Environment Cess Act, 2005 

187 Section 5 (d) of the Environment Cess Act, 2005 
188 Section 5 (e) of the Environment Cess Act, 2005: 
189 Section 6 (I) (a) ofthe Environment Cess Act, 2005 
190 Section 6 (I)( b) of the Environment Cess Act, 2005 
191 Section 7(1) of the Environment Cess Act, 2005 
192 Section 7(2) of the Environment Cess Act, 2005 
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. Even district towns like Namchi (South district headquarters), 
: Geyzing (West district headquarters) and Mangan (North district 
' headquarters) have a negligible vehicles presence compared to 

Gangtok, the capital and East district headquarter of Sikkim. 

Another scope presented by Gangtok to focus the ongoing study 
is that most of the offices of the State administration are located 

here and the policy decentralisation of administration of the 

State government has not achieved the desired results "therefore 
a lot of vehicles belonging to the district headquarters find place 

in Gangtok at most times. 

Gangtok is the Capital of Sikkim and also the East District 

headquarters. It is located in the south-eastern part of the State 

·and lies between latitudes 270 21' N to 270 16 N and longitude 
880 37, E. The Altitude of Gangtok is 5,800 above mean sea 
·level. Topographically is situated in the lesser Himalayas and 
situated between the elevations of 1300 metres to 1600 metres. 
:It is located on either side of the ridge which has an elevation of 
. 1600 metres and runs from South-West to North-East. Ther 

weather of Gangtok is ~lpine and thus it is moderat~ both in 
summer and in winter. The maximum average temperature of 

Gangtok is 25°C (77°F} and minimum average of 3°C (37°F). 

There is an occasional winter ·snowfall in and around the 

surrounding areas of Gangtok. The average annual rainfall 
·recorded is 3494 over a period of 1264 rainy days and it's . 

connecting roads are landslide prone mainly during the 
·monsoons. 193 

Gangtok is connected only by road with the rest of the 
regions of the State. National Highway NH-31A is the lifeline of 
Sikkim and it connects the capital city with Siliguri, Darjeeling 
and Kalimpong. Nearest railway Station to Gangtok is New 

Jalpaiguri station in Siliguri at a distance of 120 kilom~tres and 

Bagdogra, again near Siliguri, is the nearest airport. 194 

Gangtok is also establishing. its identity as a major tourist 

hub and as such can help the city to develop economically and 

193 Source:Gangtok: Comprehensive Mobility Plan (CMP), Inception Report, DDF Consultants Pvt. 
Ltd. Delhi, p. 9 

194 Ibid at p. 21. 
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connectivity wise also. At major traffic generating nodes are the 

. work centres, commercial centr.es, recreational centres and 

· transportation terminals. Inter-state and intra-state buses are 

available on the same terminuses which are located at Palzor 
Stadium Road and at the private taxi stand near the Police 
Headquarters. As both these terminuses are located very much 
in the core area of the city, that is one of the main causes of 
traffic congestion in Gangtok. 195 

Gangtok is a .linear city and topographically it also has great 
difference in the highest and lowest attitude; The topography 

. acts as a barrier to road. alignment. Maximum roads in Gangtok 
·are parallel to the contour line so as the city geometry. 196 

The major roads of the city ~re: 

• National Highway 31A (Gangtok-Siliguri) 

• North Sikkim ·Highway, which ·connects Gangtok with 

the North District. 

• Jawaharlal Nehru Roadj· (the erstyvhile silk. route to 
Tibet and presently the trade route link between China 
and India) 

Other major roads within the city are Tibet Road, M.G.Road, 

Kazi road, Palzor Stadiu.m Road, Indira By-Pass and .Namnang 

Road. Further, there are some other roads which proVide tertiary 

:network to the city. Most of these roads are two-lane, undivided 

with footpath on one side and drain on the other. Roads in 

Gangtok are narrow in width. The gradients of roads are also· 

slightly high. So~e of the roads of Gangtok having higher slope 

:are Kazi, road, Tibet Road, Namnang Road, Sichey Road and 
Palzor stadium Road and some areas of the town are not 
accessible by vehicles. 

98 percent of the traffic is intra-city and only 10 percent of 
traffic is inter-state. Average trip length is 8 to 10 kms. Speed 

pro.files on the primary road network in Gangtok reveal that 

journey speeds vary from 11 km/hr to · 27' km/hr. The traffic 

195 Ibid. 
·
196 Ibid at p.21. 
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volume data recorded at various locations bring to light that out 

, of ten locations, six locations experience a gush of more than 

. 10, 000 PCUs duri.ng the day. The analysis of volume/ capacity 

ratios (VCR) reveal that the maximum VCR is along the primary 

. spine of the citY. as well as the roads near the core commercial 
·area of the city. On an average day a peak volume varies from 

.350 to 590 PCUs. 197 

The pedestrian traffic volume survey at four locations show 

high pedestrian volumes mainly on M.G.Marg, Indira By-Pass 

:and Deorali Bazar Road due to their commercial activities. 
Footpaths on all major roads are present but that makes only 12 
percent of the road network and that, too, their width is not 
adequate to carry the present pedestrian load. 

Thus congestion o~ the roads are . a obvious o~currence 

mainly during office hours, that is, in the morning from 9.30 
a.m. to 11 a.m. and in the evening from 3.30 p.m. to 5.p.m . 

. Congestion occurs mostly in the following junctions of Gangtok 
town during these periods: 198 

• Zero Point junction 

• Metro-M.G.Marg Junction 

• Hospital Junction 

• Community Hall Junction 

• Lall Bazar Junction 

• Deorali Junction 
' 

,, 

• Tadong (Daragaon) Bazar 

• Sikkim Government College entry-exit point and 

• M.P.Golai 

The following roads are one way traffic: 

• Sadar Thana (Police Station) Road 
' . ~ 

• Diesel Power House (DPH) Road 

1971bid at p.23 
198 ibid at p. 22 
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• Portion of Tibet Road 

• Kazi Road (feeder) 

M.G. road is the only road in Gangtok which has a divided 
:carriage way but at present it has been declared vehicle free 
:zone. The National Highway 31A has a footpath running along its 

'entire length with a widttJ of 1.2 metres including the railing. 

A survey for on-street and off-street parking manifested 

·.that 80 percent of the parking is of short-term duration, with a 
:high turnover. The maximum accumulation of parking is on the 

·Children Park parking beside the Sadar Police Station and next is 
1at LaH Bazar area. There is a high demand for taxi parking and 
:recent spurt of private vehicles on the roads after the payment 
' 
;of arrears of the Fourth Pay: Commissi9n has upset the 
:calculations of town planners in the field of car parkings. 

Gangtok· is also the main urban centre of the State and 
therefore the growth of population in this particular town is 
:significant than any othe~ hill town of Sikkim .. Presently,, Gangtok 

;bears the burden of around 50, 000 people per day at an 
'average which includes the local visiting from nearby areas. This 

figure does not account the visiting tourists. One of the reasons 

of rural migration to Gangtok is the various economic activities 

taking place in t~e town of Gangtok. 

The transportation network in the city area is dominated by 
' . 

!'JH-31A where only 20 percent of public transport comprises of 

buses whereas 60 percent of the commuters use local taxis. 

A study of on the traffic situation of Gangtok was carried 

9ut by the Central Institute of Road Transport, Pune in 2005 
found that the highest daily traffic in Gangtok was observed at . .. 
Oeorali (35, 758 cars) folfowed by hospital junction (32,296 cars) 
and then the Denzong Junction (30,.484 cars). 

I 
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(Table 7.13) 

TRAFFIC AT INTERSECTIONS/MIDBLOCKS199 

Sl. Intersection/Midblock Total volume of vehicles 

No. 

1 GICI (Zero Point) 12,809. 

2 Hospital Dara Junction 32,296 

3 Metro 22,792 

4 .. Denzong 30,484· 

5 Deorali 35,758 

6 Indira By-Pass 36,224 

The maximum hourly traffic volume was observed at 
:Hospital Dara Junction of 4,277 vehicles per hour. The Denzong 

and Deorali intersections recorde'd a volume .of more t~an 3,000 

vehicles per hour. 

The consequence of all these activities has given rise to the 
number of automobiles in Gangtok in particular and the State, in 
general. All the vehicl,es belonging to Sikkim is .. centrally 

registered at the Office of the Motor Vehicle Division, Transport 

Department at Gangtok and as such it has been convenient to 
.keep track of the category of vehicles registered in the State and 

its growing numbers. 

Therefore, Automobiles have been identified and declared 
as the biggest source of air pollution in Gangtok, the State 

capital. They produce nearly three-fourths of the pollutant, 
carbon monoxide (CO) and two-thirds of the hydrocarbons (HCs) 

and nitrous oxide (NOx). 

199Source: Traffic and Transportation Study for Gangtok, CIRT, Pune (2005). 
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(Fable 7.14) 

NUMBER OF AUTOMOBILES REGISTEliD IN SIKKIM200 

CATEGORY OF VEHICLES 2008-09LUI 2009-10 

SK Ol(Two Wheelers) 6,171 6,171 

SK 02 (Non-Commercial) 18,306 22,816 

SK 03 (goods Carrier) 4,084 4,717 

SK 04 (Contract and Stage Carriage) · : ' 8,8Q9 10,074 

SK 05 (Tractors and Trailers) 109 144 

SK 06 (Luxury Tourist Vehicle) 15 61 

TOTAL 
' 

37,584 .. 43,983 

The number of registered vehicles in Gangtok has been 
increasing indiscriminately. There were a total of 42,748 vehicles 
registered in Sikkim within 31st March 2010 and the number rose 

to 43,983 by 31st July, 2010. These vehicles include private cars, 

taxis, government vehicles, two wheelers, buses, goods 
vehicles, Contract and Stage carriages, etc. A regulation which 
required a person purchasing a :new motor· vehicle to have a 

designated parking place as a condition for registration of the 

same. Earlier it was followed loosely, by this, it means that the 
automobile purchaser had to give an undertaking in writing .that 

there is an existence of a designated ,par.king plac~ for the 
' 

proposed new automobile but physical verification was not 

carried out by the authorities. Recently a notification202 on that 

count was issued. The notification states that the person 

purchasing a new automobile has to obtain a no objection 
certificate from the Office of the Police Superintendent. Such no 

objection is given by the said office after they physically verify 

the parking place for the proposed new motor vehicle and a 
. . ' 

royghly drawn site map of the sa.id parking place is attested by 

200 Information and Data collected from the Office of the State Transport Authority, Motor Vehicles 
. Division, Transport Department, Government of Sikkim. 
201 Source: Annual Report 2008-2009, Motor Vehicles Division, Transport Department, Government 

ofSikkim. 
202 Sikkim Government Gaze,tte Notification No./20/MV/T dated 17111 July 20 I 0. 
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the Police authorities. This no obj:ection certificate together with 

! the attested site map is attached to the registration application 
: form for the newly purchased automobile for further processing. 

A study in the air quality of Gangtok reveals that 
· automobiles are the primary sources or .air pollutj,on here. 
' ' 

: However air quality is also determined by the intensity of traffic 

congestion, driving 
· vehicles. Domestic 

~ petrol generator 
·cigarettes. 203 

mode, style, maintenance and age of the 
emission is . caused by garbage burning, 

emissions and partially by smoking 

In addition to the rise in the vehicular population and its 
: impact on atmosphere and env!ro,nment, a very determining 

i factor is the amount of fuel consumed by these vehicles daily in 
: Sikkim. In Gangtok an average of 30, 000 litres of petrol and 15, 
; 000 litres of diesel is consumed daily and this figure has been 

:increasing steadily. This is compounded by the steep gradient 
·and the narrowness of the streets of Gangtok as well as the 

~generally low temperatures prevalent in the hilly region which 
·allows the poisonous emissions to remain locked up in the 

:ambient atmosphere further causing serious health hazards to a 

'large number of urban population of Gangtok, especially the 

:street pedestrians and roadside inhabitants. 

The Sikkim Pollution Control Board has the mandate of the 

:Air Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, ~ 981, or s~mply the 
!Air Act, to take measures relevant in curbing air pollution, 

:especially vehicular pollution in this case. The provision laid 

down in section 20 of the Air Act has further mandated the State 

:Government is empowered to give instructions as may be 
' ' ,, 

;deemed to be necessar-Y to the authority in charge of motor 
;vehicles under the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 and as such 
~uthority shall be bound to comply with the said instructions. 
I 

~uch instruction are usually in the form of complying with the 

emission standards laid down by the State board under section 

17 (1) (g) of the said Act or under Rules of the Environment 

:ioJ K.C.Pradhan, E.Sharma, G.Pradhan & A.B.Chettri, (Jeography and Environment in Prof. (Dr.) 
Mahendra .P. Lama (ed.), "Sikkim Studies Series, Vol. I" (2005),. Information and Public 
Relations Department, Government of Sikkim, Gangtok, p.282. 
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(Protection) Act, 1986. Here it is pertinent to mention that the 

emission standards laid down by these legislations are similar 
and if there is any variation on the same, the rule laid down by 
the Environment (Protection) Rules, 1986 will prevail. But this 

problem seldom occurs since the 'amended rules stating the 

. emissions standards for vehicles find place in the Central 204 and 
State Motor Vehicle Rules. 

The present picture of Gangtok gives a dark picture in the 
context of sustainable .automobile use.· There is a•· growing 

·number of both inter-state and intra-state migration due to the 

opportunities arising out of various economic developmental 

activities. The main activity am·ong them being the tourism 

industry and the consequential rise in tourist traffic in the 

State. 205 Other economk developments in the form of industries 
and hydroelectric power productions have brought a substantial 
number of people from. outside t~e, state and these people will 
be part of the State's population for atleast a decade. This 

developments obviously give rise to the infrastructural demand 
due to rise in the need of basic amenities, like water, housing, 

sanitation, etc. One of the most important feature for the 

flourishing of the economy is roads and com·municatiol'ls. Roads 

in Sikkim have its own importance especially NH-31A connecting 
Sikkim with the rest of India, if not rest of the world, since other 

modes of transportation such as railways and airlines are non

existence (a rudimentary helicopter service is run by the Sikkim 

1"ourist Development Corporation). 

Roads are for movement and that, too, of people and goods 

and motor vehicles are the modes' of transporting su_ch goods 
and people. But the this point has been totally missed in the 
frenzy of purchasing new models given rise to by the increasing 

in the purchasing power of the people of Sikkim, in particular 

~nd India, in general. This has been boosted by aggressive 
I ' 4> 

~ampaigning carried out' by the automobile manufacturers with 

lucrative incentives. The aims and objectives of the present day 

2P4 Rules, I 15, 115 A, 115 B of the Central Motor vehicle Rules, 1989. 
205 According to the projections of the tourists department, the number of tourists, domestic and 

international visiting Sikkim this year may be touch the magical figure of7,00,000. 
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development policymakers have been to move vehicles and not 

: the goods and people. 

The Sikkim · Government ha.s got the message loud and 

clear that the movement of commuters should be the main 

agenda of town planning and traffic management authorities. In 

pursuant to this ·a mobility plan has been drawn up for Gangtok 
Municipal Corporation Area as a pilot project and is in the event 
of being implemented. This effort:has receiv~d a shot i~ the arm 
when Gangtok City and its suburbs have been and comprised 

·into the Gangtok Municipal Corporation which has started 
functioning· in full force after the elections held in 28th April 

2010. 

.. 
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Chapter 8 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

The use of the automobile is here to stay even though the 
:degree of potential of its emissions to adversely affect human 
health is insurmountable. Most developed countries have now 

largely contained some of these emissions, as a result of 
. technological changes in vehicle ·parts and fuel content. 

:However, this is not yet the case in developing countries, 

although improvements in some are taking place through 

technology transfer and local effort. No country or city, however, 
has yet been able to overcome the other persistent transport 
problem, traffic congestion - all elements of unsustainable 

. automobile use, despite the harmful impact. this has on stress 
and productivity. 

Where it has been financially affordable, the policy response 
:to this distress has often involved large investments in roads, 
expressways and toll ways. Instead of easing the problem, these 

mega-projects appear to have facilitated car use, resulting in 

more cars on the roads. Therefore, it is not surprising that global 

vehicle numbers are predicted to increase ten-fold from 2008 to 

2050. Meanwhile the mounting evidence concerning climate 

change and the contribution of greenhouse gases to worsening 
; this development has increasingly alarmed the global 
I community. 

India is economically an upcoming nation in the 

international scene and a prospective global superpower at that. 

Such prospects are predicted for India on a solid basis of its 
growing influence on the Global Economic Scenario. Such 

, influence has been facilitated by the growth in the production of 

. goods and services and that too, cheap. Comparisons with 
I 

~China, on this particular aspect, have always been 

argumentative and these arguments have never reached a 

sound conclusion, given the credible proponents on both sides of 

the debate. The group subscribing to a practical view that both 

India and China would be jointly bestowed the title, has even 
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:coined the term 'Chindia' to describe the union of the future 
:superpowers. 
I 

India has been infested with a large population so is China. 
·Present day trade pundits interpret population in terms of 

'human resource and according to such interpretation, India and 
'China are blessed. Both the countries have· a robust economy 
'since the last decade of the twentieth century but China, at 
; present, is better placed than India in terms of Gross Domestic 
:Product, Foreign Exchange Reserve and Balance of Payments. 
:These economic fundamentals exhibit and determine the 
·economic health of a nation. International Market analysts 

:predict that the resilience of the Indian economy (demonstrated 
1 recently by the growth rate hovering between 6 and 8 percent 

:during Recession) would leave behind China in sustaining the 
:economic growth in the coming years. China, a communist state, 
·ensures proper implementation of laws, less political interference 
and standard work culture. which are basic ingredients of proper 
·economic climate. India has been a few notches lower on this 

;count. Both countries have abundant supply of cheap labour and 
:natural and mineral resources waiting to be exploited in the right 
:way. The clincher lies with India because it is a democratic 
:country, largest and most vibrant. In the long run India is 
. expected to reach the goal of transforming itself into a global 
:superpower riding on the bandwagon of being a democratic 
:country. 

Manufacturing has been one of the strengths of Indian 
:economy and automobile manufacturing industry has been one 
:of the fastest growing among such industries. The surge in the 

~economic activity was initiated in 1991 when.the Indian National 
:Congress, a political party with the Gandhi-Nehru legacy, came 
!to power after a few unstable coalition governments. These 
:coalition governments had drive~ the economy, which was 
:already in the vice grip of the bureaucratic red::tape, to 

:shambles. The new Congress Prime Minister, Shri P.V.Narasimha 
I 

i Rao started the process of liberalising the Indian economy with a 
!fresh slew of economic reforms. He was ably guided an"d 
efficiently aided by the then Finance Minister and the present 
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Prime Minister, Dr. Manmohan Singh. India was a happening 

country in regard to the investment markets. All trade routes 

were leading to the land of Gandhi and every country's 

·commercial society was in the effort of grabbing piece of the 

action. 

The first visible signs of the new economic policies of the 
then Government of India was the entry of a large number of 
multinational automobile manufacturing companies. They were 
in the form of Suzuki, Toyota, etc., from Japan, General Motors 
·and Ford from the United States and companies from European 

countries. 

It. is seen in Chapter five that these developments were 

alarming to the environmentalists who had just gone through 

the tedious grind of the United Nations Conference on 

Development and Environment, 1992. Their fears were not 

·unfounded since a number of documents, which dealt with the 

'agenda of arresting environmental degradation, had been signed 

and ratified by several member of the United Nations. 
International Instruments signed among them were the United 
Nations Convention Framework on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 
and the controversial Kyoto Protocol. In these documents there 

was a clear mandate that greenhouse emissions, which was 

causing Global Warming, had to be cut down especially by the 

.developed countries, designated as Annex I parties. The shifting 

of their industrial activities into the developed countries was 

seen as a ploy to manage their carbon accounts by the lovers of 

the clean and healthy environment. There was some truth in this 

belief since the Kyoto Protocol had exempted the developing 

countries or the Non-Annex I Parties from capping their 
greenhouse gas emissions. Moreover, the automobile industry 

:would be providing a double whammy to the environment of a 

country like India. The automobile manufacturing industry itself 
. would be leaving, a large carbon footprint while m'anufacturing 

the cars for use and once the cars are out on the roads they 

would be polluting the atmosphere due to their use of fossil fuels 

such as petrol and diesel. 
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While developed countries still account for the largest share 

of transport emissions, the transport sector's emissions from 
;developing countries, particularly in Asia, have been growing 
rapidly. According to an Asian Development Bank Report (2009), 

Transport-related C02 emissions are expected to rise 57 per 
cent over the 25 years ~o 2030. The ADB report notes that 

increases from developing countries are expected to contribute 

to 80 per cent of this growth as car (and light truck) ownership 

'become more widespread. The private car continues to be the 

;predominant transport mode globally, particularly in developed 
countries. Along with economic growth and development, car 
:dependence is on the rise - at a faster pace - in developing 

countries as well. The growth of car ownership is likely to follow 
:the growth of per capita income, particularly in the rapidly 
:growing developing countries. Globally, light duty vehicle 

·numbers are predicted to increase ten-fold from 2008-2050. The 

automobile is increasingly the favoured modes for passenger 

transport but is also significantly the most damaging. 

The potential consequences of climate change are profound, 
!particularly on people in the less developed countries. The 

:question is therefore not whether climate change is happening, 

but what to do about it. Earlier there were some conventions on 

:the protection of the Ozone layer, for example the Vienna 
, Convention for the Protection of the Ozone l_ayer, 1985 and the 
:Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, 
:1987. Vehicles were a large contributor of hydrocarbons, a gas 

which is responsible for making a hole in the ozone layer, but 

focus was put mostly on Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and other 

·ozone depleting substances. 

Presently, the answer lies in a d·ouble strategy. We need to 
:reduce emissions of greenhouse gases, which will mean altering 

how we live and do business. We also need to realistically assess 
the implications of the changes that are already upon us and 

:adapt accordingly. 

Emissions from an individual car are generally low, relative 

·to the smokestack image many people ·associate with air 
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pollution. But in ·numerous cities across the country, the 

personal automobile is the single greatest polluter, as emissions 
from millions of vehicles on the road add up. Driving a private 

car is probably a typical citizen's most "polluting" daily activity. 

The adverse effects of emissions produced by the transport 

sector can be minimized by the implementation of concerted 
local, national and international efforts. These efforts, if 
.implemented wisely, can also reduce dependence on fossil fuels. 

Although the focus in this is on reducing C02 emissions from the 

transport sector, simultaneous action to reduce other sectors' 
share of greenhouse gas emissions must also be in place. 

Otherwise, any gains achieved by a reduction in car use will be 

easily offset by inaction in other sectors. 

Earlier, the laws regulating the use of motor oils were there 
in India but proper framework of laws or policies regulating 
vehicular technology had not taken root. Even those laws 
regulating the use of fuel or adulteration of fuel had nothing to 

do with the prevention and control of vehicular pollution. They 

aimed majorly at the economic aspects of the trade, like fair .. 
price and distribution but neglected the public health effects. 

These laws only looked at the minimising the loss of revenue to 

the government from such unregulated use of fuels and to a 

.large extent to conserve the stocks of such fuel due to the fear 

of them being depleted. In the later twentieth century most of 

the environmental laws which were earlier aimed at conserving 

depleting natural resources buttressed the campaign by making 

the Public health issue as one of its ingredients. 

India is famous for timely legislating of laws,. mostly in the 
form of regulations, in all aspects of governance. The benefit 

arising out of it being a secular, socialist and a democratic 

republic has facilitated laws to be enacted for every. problem 

visible in the horizon. The Parliament is functional but it is 

working a lot less than expected to and that too, is mostly spent 

by the parliamentarians on capturing eyeballs of television 

audiences by disrupting the proceeding of the house. This has 

been happening often since House activities have been 
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; telecasted live. But still enactments of specific statutes 
I 

:regulating the activities which have a negative impact on the 

:environment of the country are timely enacted. 

In Chapter two which deals with Statutory Laws it is seen 

:that on this particular front, environmental laws have n~ver 

been found wanting. The only drawback in the whole process of 
:executing the provisions of these statutes lies in their 
enforcements. The enforcement of these laws has been very 

; poor and sometimes the higher courts have expressed their 
:desperation by pulling up these enforcement agencies and their 

:heads. A prime example of this kind of a situation was clearly 
·manifested when the Supreme Court pulled up the bureaucracy 

:in charge of the Transport department and its allied 
:organisations in M.C.Mehta v . Union of india1 when. the 

:secretary, Department of Transport, Government of Delhi failed 

:to remove buses which were more than eight years old and were 

:not using Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) as fuel to run such 

, buses. The lackadaisical attitude of the Delhi Government and its 
1 machinery, a common trait of governance in .India, was severely 
' . 
:lambasted by the Apex Court. The Court threatened to summon 
the Chief Minister and the Transport minister. The Court even 

:reminded the Officials both elected and appointed that the 

:mandate of the Constitution cannot be ignored and the health· of 

:the citizens should be the prime consideration above· all other 

;issues. The Supreme Court in one of its orders have reminded 
i 
:the people administering the nati9n that they owe their present 
I 

:positions to the people of the country· and as such whatever step 

:they take in the name of governance shall be for the benefit of 

:the masses. 

Among a large number of legislations which practically help 
;in regulating the activities degrading the· environment, the 
legislations which specifically aid in curbing the menace of 

;vehicular pollution, the main feature of sustainable automobile 

;use, are by far, few. 

'(200I) 3 sec 763. 
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The Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 together with the 

Environment (Protection) Rules, 1986 is a heavyweight 

legislation in the arena of environmental laws and in regard to 

.protecting and improving the environment. It has also been 

called an umbrella legislation since it deals with the 
:environment, which ins=ludes, among other things and in 

general, air, water and land. The Act empowers the Central 
Government to take steps and measures in protecting and 

. improving the environment and such functions are in addition to 
•the general function of preventing and controlling environmental 

pollution. 

The Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 has been found to 

1 
have a minimum role to play in curbing the menace of vehicular 
pollution since it was legislated keeping in mind the perils of 

. environmental pollution by hazardous industries, oper~~ions and 
processes. But this does not mean that preventing and 

~controlling vehicular pollution or promoting sustainable use of 
:automobile is not in its radar. Mainly section 3 of the said Act 

has a huge role to play in matters of pursuing sustainable 

·automobile use and the Courts are reminding the executive to 

:follow the mandate of the Act religiously. The Environment 

Pollution (Protection and Control) Authority (EPCA), a committee 
:headed by the retired bureaucrat, Shri Bhurelal, has been a 

point in question. 

According to the mandate of the Environment (Protection) 

Act, 1986, it was the job of the Government, inter alia, to 

constitute such authorities but the Apex Court had to prod them 

to perform this function. The job done by the EPCA in controlling 

'Vehicular pollution, a determining characteristic of sustainable 
automobile use, especially in Delhi, is there to be appreciated by 
all. There also the Central Government siding with the vested 

;interests in the form of automobile manufacturers, oil 
:companies, etc, played spoilsport when the question of 

•converting diesel buses into CNG operated ones arose. When the 

debate of determining the clean fuel to be used in the public 

:transport buses was raging, the Ministry of Petroleum, instead of 

endorsing the report of EPCA (a committee constituted by it) 
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went to the extent of campaigning for the cause of Ultra Low 

·Sulphur Diesel (USLD). And it was shameful that the pro-ULSD 
I 

'lobby in the CNG-ULSD war was projecting Low Sulphur Diesel 

(LSD), a more dirty variety of diesel, as Ultra Low Sulphur 
Diesel. Further they were also not sure whether they could 
provide with technology for the use of such ULSD, which could 

derive the gains in terms of pollution control, in the. times to 
come. 

The emission standards laid down under the Environment 

:(Protection) Rules, 1986 for vehicles in found in the Schedules. 

The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 also has 

the power to prescribe vehicular emission standards under 

1 
section 17 (1) (g). The vehicular emission standards laid down 

under the Environment Protection .Act, 1986 and its Rules is 
prevalent among them. The more comprehensive emission 
standards and the procedure of testing such emissions have 

. been provided in Rules 115, 115-A, 115-B and 116 of the 
Central Motor Vehicle Rules 1989. 

The Air Act, which was enacted keeping in mind the 

:pollution caused by the industries, does not have a major role to 

·play in preventing and_ controlling vehicular pollution. The 

provision of .section 20 of the said Act clearly indicates the 
delegation of its function of preventing, controlling and abating 

air pollution caused by automobiles to the Motor Vehicles 

Dep<;1rtment. 

-- The -Motor vehicles Act, 19'88 together with the Central 

Motor Vehicle Rules, 1988 and the respective State Motor 

. Vehicle Rules are more than adequate to prevent and control the 
· menace of vehicular pollution one of the main characters of 

unsustainable automobile use in India. The only lacuna lies in 
: the enforcement of these laws efficiently. The enforcement 

:agencies in the form of the Motor Vehicles Department, the 

Pollution Control Boards (both the State and Central) and the 

police enforces the law but to a limited mandate and does not 

. take such enforcement to its logical and anticipated conclusion. 

The provisions of the said Motor Vehicles Act and Rules are 
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applied by these designated agencies in a slipshod and 

perfunctory manner. A prime example of this is the issue of 

'Pollution under Control (PUC) certificate. 

The State Governments have the power to establish 

certified emission testing centres at designated places in their 

respective jurisdiction. The establishment of such testing centres 

are mostly outsourced to private parties. These parties are 

strictly guided by the Government through their department 

concerned as per statutory norms. Matters like the standard of 

the testing equipment, the quali.fication of the person operating 

the testing equipment, the emission· standard req'uired· for 

issuing a valid PUC, etc. The problem does not lie in the setting 

. up of a Smoke emission Contro.l Testing Centre but it starts 

when the centre becomes functional. 

Earlier, the person in charge of the testing centre would 

issue valid PUC certificates without examining the respective 

vehicle. The person incharge of the motor vehicle would bring 

with him the registration and other relevant documents to the 

testing centre and the PUC certificate would be issued. Later, a 

change in the procedure was brought about. A photograph 

:bearing the registration plate of the tested vehicle had to be 

taken within the PUC certificate. The photograph of the 

registration number plate was inseparable form the certificate. 

The new procedure disallowed the person incharge of the motor 

vehicle from obtaining a PUC certificate without bringing his 

vehicle to the testing centre. However, this statutory obligation 

to be followed while procuring a valid PUC certificate is easily 

circumvented while filling the particulars in respect of the 

vehicle's smoke density. This means that the person in charge of 
the vehicle may take the motor vehicle to th-e certified. emission 

testing centre but there is no guarantee that the figures entered 

in the certificate are those that resulted from the test. It is 

heard from several vehicle owners that the certificate is issued 

after the photo is taken in the certificate without applying the 

equipment in the tail pipe of vehicles. There is already a solution 

for this in Rule 116 of the Central Motor Vehicles Act, 1989. The 

said Rule states that a Police Inspector, not below the rank of 
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Sub-Inspector, or a Motor Vehicle Inspector can apply the smoke 

;test on an automobile which already possesses a valid PUC 

'certificate using standard certified instruments.' If the 

automobile is found non-complying with the standards laid down 

by Rules, the person incharge of such automobile is asked to 
.rectify the fault within a week's time and the PUC certificate in 
.his possession is rendered invalid. In the event of ignoring· such 
directions given by the designated officials, the faulty motor 

vehicle's registration may be suspended. 

To implement the provisions of law properly in matters of 

spot testing of vehicles and countering the foul play indulged 
into by the unscrupulous testing ag~ncies, a large number of 
,personnel are required. The more practical way of applying the 
I 

:said provisions in the quest for preventing and ~ontrolling 

vehicular pollution is to take random testing of vehicles 

periodically. Another drawback faced by these enforcement 

:agencies in the application and ·execution of said laws is the 

·dearth of manpower in the rank and file of the implementing 
bodies. 

In M.C.Mehta v Union of India, the Hon'ble Supreme Court 
was expressly dear in stating that the .existing provisions of the 

Motor Vehicles Act and the relevant Motor Vehicle Rules above 

named are sufficient to clothe the members of the Police force 

and the transport authorities with ample powers to control and 
regulate traffic in an appropriate manner and to see to it that no 

vehicle used in a public place pose any danger to the·· public in 

any form whatsoever. The requirement of maintaining the 

:vehicle the automobile in a manner prescribed and its road 

worthiness judged by its performance of not posing any danger 

to the public has to be ensured by the authorities under the 

enactment. In Chapter three, it is seen that the Apex Court has 
' 
:further gone on to say that this positive conclusion of preventing 
and controlling the unsustainable automobile use ,can be arrived 
at without taking recourse to the general powers of maintaining 

law and order available to the Police officers under the Police act 

·and the Criminal Procedure Code. It is also to be noted here that 

to overcome the crippling situation arisen out of the 
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unsustainable use of automobile in the form of traffic jams 

resulting to vehicular pollution ·and the. strength. of the 

implementing agencies is found inadequate in a given area, the 
requirement of more men for carrying out strict enforcement of 
the re'levant provisions of the said law can be met by delegating 

such authority to other persons. In such circumst~nces the 

overall supervision and monitoring will always remain with the 
delegating power, the statutory enforcement agencies. 

In view of the clarifications made in the order in 

M.C.Mehta's case mentioned above, the Supreme Court 

expected that the concerned authorities would mobilise the 
support needed amply by delegating their powers of 
enforcement to other officers . and personnel of allied 

. departments. And at times of exigencies, such functions can be 

delegated even to responsible members of the public after basic 
training and proper guidance. This Supreme Court order of 

mobilising extra manpower at times of abovementioned crisis 
·clearly suggests that administrative resource crunch and 
inadequate infrastructure should not be an impediment in the 

enforcement of law and the directions given by the courts with· 
:an aim to obtain desired results. 

The Motor Vehicle rules of both the Centre and the States 

have been framed in such a manner that the person in charge of 

:an errant vehicle can never breakout and go scot-free after 
violating the prescribed pollution norms. This. is possible because 
a valid pollution under control certificate, whether acquired fairly 

or unfairly, does not deter an Motor Vehicles Inspector or a 

Police Officer (who is not be not below the rank of a Sub

Inspector) from directing driver or the person in charg.e of such 
vehicle submit the said vehicle for testing the smoke emissions. 
The law has provided for such measures to clarify that a valid 

pollution under control certificate is not conclusive proof that the 

automobile in question is complying with the standards laid 

:down by the Motor vehicles Act, 1988 under Rules 115 (Emission 

of smoke, vapour etc., from petrol and diesel vehicles), Rule 

115-A (Emission of smoke and vapour from agricultural tractors 

driven by diesel engines) and Rule 115-B (Mass !=missions 
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Standards for Compressed natur~l Gas driven vehicle) of the 

Central Motor Vehicle Rules, 1989. 

The law not only provide for testing a vehicle to find out 
whether the emission norms are complied with but if it fails to 
comply with the standards laid down in the Rules while holding a 

valid pollution under control certificate, It can be asked. to rectify 

the due to which the vehicle has failed to pass the emission 
tests. The procedure has been comprehensively laid down in 
Rule 116. of the Central Motor Vehicle Rules, 1989. The Rule 

provides for allowing the errant vehicle representeo by the 
person in charge of such vehicle to rectify the fault arising out of 

mechanical defect or by use of substandard fuel and get back to 

the authority for further testing. This process is carried on until 

the fault is repaired and the emission standards are complied 
with. There are consequences for such violations. The initial 

violation of the provision would render the person in charge of 
such vehicle to pay a fine under section 190 of the motor 
Vehicles Act 1988. Failure to reCtify the fault within. the time 

allowed (seven days) necessitates the suspension of the 

certificate of registration and finally utter failure to comply with 

the directions of the authority checking such vehicle could also 

render the vehicle's registration to be cancelled. Therefore a 
vehicle not complying with the emission standards laid down by 
the Motor Vehicles department under the relevant Act and Rules 

will not be issued a valid pollution under control certificate 

unless the fault is repaired. The already valid PUC certificate 

possessed by t~e person in charge of the faulty vehicle is 

rendered void. Further, if the certificate of registration has been 

suspended according to procedure, then it stands suspended as 
long as the automobile fails to comply with the emission norms 
laid down by the Government through its Transport department 
under the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 and relevant Central and 

State Rules. 

Another factor, earlier argumentative but ''presently 

accepted, that has led to the growth of vehicular pollution is the 

quality and type ·of fuel used for powering the automobiles. This 

particular aspect had been overshadowed by the issue of the 
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· depleting resources of fossil fuels and their future supply and 

~was thus lying neglected. Until the late twentieth fossil fuels 
:were the main resources used in generating power and other 

elements moving the wheels of economic growth. In India, 

:mainly industries and other economic fundamentals which were 

'in need of power for production raised the demand of fossil 

·fuels, in the form of coals or petroleum. This led to the 
'Government to manage the supply keeping in mind the 
depleting fossil fuel reserves and the incoming of alternate 

:sources of power generation. The approach of the Indian 
'government to scout alternative power generation sources, more 

so clean fuel technology, gave rise to the increase of 
hydropower projects and recently the Civil Nuclear Agreement 

:with the United States of America. The transformation of fuel 
·use, both in type and quality, was not carried out in 'isolation. 
The looming danger of Global Warmi.ng and its consequential. 

,Climate Change· reality also boosted the agenda of such 

'transformation. In these circumstances, the country's movement 

towards clean fuel technology in the industrial arena and 

alternate and environmentally clean sources of power generation 
:has gained momentum. The goal aimed to be achieved by India 

and almost all the countries of the world wit~ growing _industrial 
economy is to be only dependent partially on fossil fuels. This 
development has exposed the reality of the part played by 

:automobiles in speeding up the drying of fossil fuel resources. 

The use of fossil fuel and its resulting greenhouse gas emissions 

has put the running of automobiles under the glare of the global 
environmental forum. 

The Mashelkar Committee which framed the National Auto 
Fuel Policy was severely criticised by most of ther Green 

Activists but some experts on the field of fuel and the pollution 

concerned with it have found the Report of the committee to be 
:one of the best among the reports of the various committee set 

up for the similar issue of fuel quality. · 

The Committee :proposed step by step of conversion of the 
:vehicular emission norms fro Euro I to Euro IV whiCh were 
already in vogue in the European automobile emission circles. 
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The report which was prepared in the year 2002 when the Euro I 

(Nationwide in2000) was already implement~d in India. Euro II 

norms were to be implemented in the National Capital Region, 
Delhi and twelve other cities by 2001 but was done so by April 
1, 2003. According to the National Auto Fuel Policy, the Euro III 

norms were to be in place in the four metros and nine other ,. 
cities by April 1, 2005 and Euro II all over the country which was 
·timely carried out by the government. The Euro IV norms saw 

the light of day in the thirteen cities, namely, Delhi, Mumbai, 

Kolkata, Chennai, Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Ahmedabad, Pune, 

.Surat, Kanpur, Lucknow, Sholapur and Agra on April 1, 2010 
·whereas Euro III was vehicular emission norms countrywide on 

the same date. Some critics of the report proposed leapfrogging 
;the whole process of implementing the. Euro nqrms . but 
advocates of the National Auto Fuel Policy subscribed to the 
phase by phase approach and cautioned leapfrogging the whole 
process would have dire financial implications on the exchequer 
of a developing country like India. 

Simultaneously, another raging debate was taking place at 

that time and that too was in relating to the type of fuel to be 

:used by the Public transport in Delhi. The Choice was between 
the Compressed Natural Gas, in short CNG (conversion for which 

the court had al~eady passed orders) and the Ultra Low Sulphur 

Diesel (ULSD). 

As seen in Chapter six that the Hon'ble Supreme Court 
directed the Environment Pollution (Prevention and Control) 

Authority (EPCA) vide order March 26, 2001 to examine and 
indicate as to which fuel can be regarded as 'clean fuel', which 

does not cause pollution or is otherwise injurious to health. 
,. 

: There were supporters equally for both types of fuel, that 
Is, the CNG and the ULSD. The Tata Energy Research Institute 

(TERI), major automobile manufacturers and oil industry have 

all been on the roll, advocating ULSD and arguing that the 
~xperts who· recommended CNG clearly did not know their 

science or public policy. The pro-ULSD lobby and the Ministry of 

Petroleum and Natural Gas were advocating that the use of 
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I 

YLSD as fuels for the Public Transport buses in Delhi was less 

polluting than CNG. Actually they were misrepresenting Low 
Sulphur Diesel (LSD). as ULSD. LSD contains 0.05 percent 
sulphur and USLD contains 0.001 percent of sulphur. This means 
~hat LSD contains 500 parts per, million (ppm) of sulphur 
whereas USLD contains 10 ppm of sulphur whith was· available 
i'n the developed countries only. Again the USLD fuel could be 
~ccepted as a cleaner fuel if the trap technology2 was used. 

The EPCA headed by Shri Bhurelal unaml:>iguously 

recommended the use of CNG· to drive public Transport buses. 
They added that ULSD with trap technology is comparable with 
(:NG emissions and could be considered an option for diesel 
vehicles. This is why EPCA recommended to the Supreme Court 
that UL5D could be defined as clean fuel but not alone, as a 
package with p·articulate traps, advanced vehicle technology 
~nd, · most importantly, a verifiable system of preventing 
adulteration because without this·th'e clean diesel could be even 
' 
dirtier than what we have today and the trap would be useless. 

·, The pro-ULSD group which included even the Central 
~overnment was exposed when they filed written submissions 
With the EPCA saying that the technology could not be included 

In the near future. The Ministry of petroteum and Natural Gas 
stated that actual USLD could not be produced domestically nor 
were they ready to import it. 

In all this happenings the role of the Central Government 
siding with the polluters was in bad taste. This entire hullabaloo 
gave an opportunity to Late Anil Agarwal the then Director of 
' 
Centre for Science and Environment, New Delhi as follows: 

"We do know the following: CNG is hated by bus drivers 
because it cannot be siphoned off like diesel. CNG is 
hated by fuel pump owners because it cannot be 
adulterated. CNG is hated by officials and politicians 

bec.ause there are no spot purchases to be made. 

Imported diesel is a lucrative business because of the 

2 The technology, uses very (ultra) low sulphur diesel with a particulate trap and a catalyst. If the 
· sulphur level is higher, the efficien·cy of the particulate trap is very low. 
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kickbacks on each litre purchased. On top of all this, 

there are the interests of oil companies and diesel. auto 

makers who stand to lose business. Caught between 
this web of interests is the poor auto driver who stands 

in line for hours to get the gas that the vested interests 

don't want to provide. Real Ram Rajya, I must say." 

Delhi transport department has informed EPCA. that the 
phase out plan for diesel buses mandated by the Hon'ble Court 

was completed in November 2003 when the·last diesel bus had 
gone off the road. Delhi government had given some more time 
till March 31, 2003 to the CNG kit installers to complete 
conversion of some of the old diesel buses. The process of 
conversion of old diesel buses is now complete in Delhj now the 

process is already carried out in other cities of the countries 

including the four metros. Among them, Kolkata has been the 
latest city to bring it under its transportation plans the 

conversion agenda. 

In July, 2009, the city of Kolkata was burning when the 

West Bengal Government tried, half-heartedly, to enforce the 
court's order of emptying the Kol.kata streets' of three wheelers 
driven by the two-stroke engine. The said order of the court was 
reasonable when it said that two stroke engine could be allowed 

to run if they converted to CNG. The whole exercise was given a 

political colour and the Bengal government had to go slow, but 

the strict directions of the court made it approach the two-stroke 

autowallahs with a rehabilitation programme of financing those 

willing to convert of buy new four-stroke auto rickshaws. The 

State government was also relieved of its burden of overhauling 

its public transport system when the Central government under 
the Jawaharlal N,ehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM) 

granted them luxury buses with the aim of pulling commuters 

out of cars and putting them into the buses. and other forms of 

public transport. 

If the Government was serious and keen in supplying ULSD 

nationwide then a large number public transport buses could 

have saved the time and money required in converting to CNG 
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c;::ompliant engines. If bringing such measures are on .the anvil 
the ULSD fuel should not be LSD in the garb of ULSD and an 
efficient trap technology should be made mandatory for buses 
using the said fuel instead of CNG. 

Talking about fuel quality and the type of fuel to be used as 

~n alternative, the issue of technology does not remain far from 
1 

it. To bring a transformation in the use of fuel type and using 
other sources of energy to drive automobiles, Technology has to 
be compatible simultaneously. 

Throughout' the 1950s and 1960s, various fe.deral, state 
~.nd local governments in the United States conducted studies 
into the numerous sources of· air polluti.on. These studies 
ultimately attrib~:.~ted a significant portion of air pollution to the 
automobile, and concluded air pollution is not bounded by local 
political boundaries. At that time, such minimal emission control 
regulations as existed in the U.S. were promulgated at the 

. . 
municipal or, occaslonall'y, the state level. The ineffective local 
regulations were gradually supplanted by more comprehensive 
state and federal regulations. By 1967 the state of California 
created the California Air Resources Board (CARB) and in 1970, 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) was formed. 
~oth agencies now create and enforce emission regulations for 
automobiles, as well as for many other sources. Similar agencies 
and regulations were contemporaneously developed and 
implemented in Western Europe, Australia, and Japan. 

In the United States the Clean Air Act 1970 forced 
technological innovations on the foreign and domestic 

automobile industry. It required the EPA to set tailpipe standards 
that reduced hydrocarbons (HCs), nitrogen oxide (NOx) and CO 
pollution in automobile exhaust by at least 90 percent from 1970 
baseline which includes some controls on HC and Co emissions. 
No technology existed at the time to meet the 90 percent 
standards. The industry responded by developing the "catalytic 
converter", which fits on the end of the tailpipe and converts HC, 
NOx, and CO into carbon dioxide,. water vapour and nitrogen 

gas. 
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It is common knowledge that automobiles that are run on 

diesel, are more burdensome to the ambient air that petrol ones. 
In India, all heavy commercial transport is run on diesel and 
presently registration records shows that there is a sp!Jrt in the 
growth of diesel cars .. 

The reasons, diesel is cheap and more fuel efficient. Maruti 
Udyog Limited, a popular car manufacturing in India having the 
highest number of annual car sales and distinctly ident-ified with 
the petrol car segment has diverted into making diesel cars. This 
gives a clear indication for the times to come in the context of 
vehicular pollution. 

India follows the European emission standards, though with 
considerable time lag. The technologies, indirect injection 
system (IDI), the Direct Injection (DI) and the most advanced 
direct fuel injection systems fuels like the c;ommon ~ail Direct 
injection (CrDi) system and the Electronic Unit Injectors (EUI), 
to meet these standards, are well known. However, there is a 
noticeable variance in the steps taken by India and Europe while 
graduating through the successive stages of the European 

norms. The technology pattern of improvement undertaken by 

the Indian Automobile industries is broadly consistent with those 
observed in Europe but it is ~till marred by the selective 
omissions of certain dominant features a_t a given stage of 
transition. 

The mindset of the Indian automobile manufacturers is to 
stretch technology to the limit with as much optimization as . . : 

possible to maintain a competitive price until more fundamental 
shifts become absolutely necessary. This approach has been 
discarded in manufacturing vehicles for sale in the foreign 
shores where standards of vehicle safety and emission 
compliance are religiously observed and prices are not an issue 
in respect to those standards. In the absence of strong 

regulations, the industry avoids paths needed to hasten the 

changeover to ·more advanced technologies, and this delays the 

process of meeting clean emission targets already in 

implementation. 
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Petrol cars, ·powered by the spark ignition engine 

technology has developed quite significantly over the decades 
compared to diesel technology but now the difference with diesel 
is narrowing down. Earlier when the movement of sustainable 
automobile use ·was initiated, the first development was the 
direction of the courts to make unleaded fuel across the country. 
Fear of outdating the old engines were due. to the use of such 
fuel was unfounded but the court made cars more fifteen year 
old unfit to be driven in the city limits of Delhi which is slowly 
covering other urban areas. 

. . 

The advent of the Euro-II standards saw the deqth of the 

carburettor technology overnight in passenger cars as it was 
replace with Multi Port Fuel Injection (MPFI), the superior fuel 
injection system. Even exhaust· gas recirculation (EGR) and 
multi-valve systems began to feature in these models at this 
stage. Two-way catalytic converters were replaced with TWCs 
with closed-loop system. The wide gamut of changes that the 
MPFI made possible improved driveability, better fuel economy 

. . . 
and emissions. 

While speaking about technology, The Bus Rapid Transit 
(BRT) Corridor presently under experiment in the Delhi and 
some other cities of India comes to one's mind. The BRT has 
been successfully implemented in most of the Latin 'American 
countries like Columbia. Its main objective is to move people · 

and not cars. According to the BRT, there is specific bus lanes 

designated for public transport buses and it disallows other form 
pf vehicle to ply on them. This makes the corridor free of traffic 
jams, which are. usually caused by smaller vehicles and makes 
travelling by buses time saving. 

The other form of public transport lar.gely advo.cated · for 
minimising traffic jams and thus maintaining ambient air quality 
is the Metro Rail. The Metro has provided a huge breather for 

the urban mobility planners of the cities like Kolkata and Delhi. 
' 
Plans are afoot to carry out similar projects now .. in Delhi 
Mumbai, Chennai, Bengaluru, and Hyderabad. These cities, too, 
have been facing the same plight of Delhi in matters of traffic 
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jams and consequent air pollution. The Metro is the first railway 
project to be registered by the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change under the Clean Development 

Mechanism. It reduces electricity requirement by 30 percent and 
has claimed 'carbon credits', amounting to Rs.1.2 crore annually 
for the use of regenerative breaking system 3 in its trains. But 
some critics favour the BRT to the Metro and such preference is 
not without proper research. Number crunchers have found a 
well developed Bus Rapid Transit Corridor is more money saving 

. ~hen the Metro. The construction ·Of the Metro on the basis of per 
kilometre is very high. The cost fluctuates depending on whether 
tracks are to be laid underground or overground. The other 
factor which makes the public transport as a formidable choice is 
accessibility. 

,. 
The Government of India's flagship programme, the 

Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JNNURM) 
which has been· undertaken to . streamline the typical urban 
I 

problems like pollution, health, sanitation, etc, has been 
achieving a fraction of success in talking the menace. This 
mission program.me has been a big contributor to the BRT in the 
form of providing luxury buses to State Governments to use it in 
the corridors, if available. One of the reasons. for people refusing 
to use public buses is the condition of these buses and the 
discomfort it provides while travelling. Thus, the grant of new 
buses by the Central government is also part of the project to 
pull out people from cars and put them on public ,.transport 
buses. In the field of earning carbon credits, a successful BRT 
system like the 'TransMilenio' of Bogota, Columbia, is projected 

to earn US$ 20 million between 2006 and 2012. 

In India, BRT projects are coming up in Ahmedabad, 
Bhopal, Indore, .Jaipur, Pune, Visakhapatnam, Vijayawada and 
Bengaluru. Unlike Delhi, most of these projects are being funded 
by the Central government under the JNNURM. 

. . 
3 Under this system, whenever a train applies breaks, the kinetic energy released starts a machine 

known as converter-inverter. This machine acts as an electric generator, which supplies electric 
energy back to thew overhead electricity lines and the regenerated electrical energy that is supplied 
to the overhead lines is used by other accelerating trains. 
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In parallel to this developmen,t, the Government of India 

announced a National Urban Transport Poticy in 2005 which 
states that: 

• Encouraging integrated land use and transport planning 
in all cities so that travel distances are minimized and 
access to livelihoods, education, and other soCial 
needs, especially for the marginal segments of the 
urban population is improved. 

• Bringing about a more equitable allocation of road 
space with people, rather than vehicles, as its main 

focus. 

• Enabling the establish men~ of quality focused multi
modal public transport systems that" are well · 
integrated, providing seamless travel across modes. 

• Encourage greater use of public transport and non
motorized modes by offering Central financial 
assistance for this purpose. 

Interestingly, the Government of India can afford to have a 
more stringent emission norms in the case of petrol driven cars 

since it is popularised as the rich man's fuel and they can be 
made to pay the world class refinery charges to be included in 
the price, however, the fear is that this segment may be pushed 
towards buying diesel vehicles which are already on the rise. 

. ' 

The signs shown by the present government are positive when it 
recently de-regwlarised petrol pricing and allowed it to be 
dictated by market forces. The next target 'of the government is 
to release pricing of diesel from the clutches of State regulation, 

a welcome but difficult rt:lOVe given the political dynamics of the 
country. 

The Global oil crises arising out of various factors as wars 
and unstable oil producing countries has had its bearing on the 

dependence of Fossil fuels. The direction to= be taken for finding 
I 

a solution for this crises as well as lowering poisonous emissions 

from automobiles has been to scout for Alternative fuels. The 
search for the efficient alternative-fuelled vehicles began almost 
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simultaneously with the development of the gasoline-powered 
engine. Earlier, because of its efficiency, however, the gasoline
powered engine· quickly stymied most attempts to design and 
q:ommercialise alternative fuelled vehicles. 

Alternative fuels, among oth~r things, ar.e found in. the form 
of biofuels, like biodiesel, ethanol etc. In addition to this, 
Electricity, Hydrogen are also been under research and 
development and some amount of success has been achieved in 
them, however, in matters of reducing vehicular ,pollution, 
electric cars also pollute but indirectly. This means that even 
though the elecfricity powered vehicle is pollution free, the 
power used to run the vehicle is generated from polluting power 
plants. 
' 

Countries are charting the course of integrating the use of 
alternative fuels in automobiles and other fuel requiring 
processes in their larger economic agenda. The Indian 
~overnment's Climate Action Plan has put the Ministry of 
renewable energy on the forefront of this endeavour. The 
present Union government, in its earlier term (2004-2009), had 
even framed a Biofuel Policy in pursuant to the Common 
I 

Minimum Programme, a Charter for running a · coalition 
government. The use of Biodiesel in State Transport 
~orporations and the mixing of a certain portion of ethanol, a 
fuel product from sugar, with regular conventional fuels are part 
of that policy. The United States already has an Alternative 

Motor Fuel Act, 1988. 

The Food and Agriculture lobby has· been very sceptical 
about the programme of promoting 'biofuels as alternative fuels. 
Their argument has been that land for cultivation food grains 
'tJOUid be slowly but steadily encroached by plants required to 
produce biofuels and further use of sugarcane and maize in 
preparing ethanol would create a crises for these pr~ducts. A 
minor relief was seen when it was found out that Jathorpa, a 
I 

biofuel plant could be grown in barren lands unfit for agriculture. 

The success of the programme of utilising the prospects of 
Alternative fuels, basically the bio fuels depends upon the 
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cooperation and interest of the private vehicle owners using it 

for personal or commercial purposes. Both in India and the 

United States of.America, the beginning has been made by the 
q;overnment agencies running Commercial Transport by running 

a certain section of their fleet on biofuels. 

The path is ·clear that the automobiles have to be used in a 
sustainable manner. Automobiles should also ~e brought out of 
the clutches of fossil fuels, especially petrol and diesel. To 
achieve this objective, alternative fuel policies which are already 

__ _to ____ place should be applied vigorously _ and corresponding 
' . - - ---- . -- --- -· 

technology must be developed. On this Count judiciary has been · 
-

very active since the mid-eighties and as such has been 
. ~ 

achieving desired results in this area in particular and the air 
pollution scenario in general. 

The 1970s was a watershed decade for the legislations 
concerned with protecting and improving the environment and 

furthering preve~ting, and controlli~g environmental· pollution. A 
number of developments .connected with the issue of 
environment took place in the glob~l arena. Though the protect 
the environment movement was already on track, the· first and 
most distinctive measure taken by the world community was the 
holding of the United Nations Conference on Human 
Environment in June 1972 at Stockholm, Sweden. This gave the 
world is comprehensive international instrument relating to the 
protection of the environment in the form of the Stockholm 
Declaration. 

At home in India, the signing of the Stockholm Declaration 

brought about a m.eaningful amendment in the Indian 
Constitution, namely the Constitution (Forty-second 
Amendment) Act, 1976. The 42°d Amendment Act, 1972, among 
I 

pther things, inserted Articles. 48-A and. 51A (g~ in the 
Constitution of India. 

Article 48 A extended Part IV of the Indian Constitution by 
adding the States endeavour to protect the environment and its 
various features as a directive principle qf State Policy,. Further 

Article SlA (g) in part IV A of the Constitution of India made 
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protection of the environment in any form as a fundamental 

duty of every citizen of India. In addition to this the enactment 

of Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 and the 
Environment (Protection) Act, 1986, too, is also credited to the 

Stockholm Declaration. 

The reinforcement of the Constitution in matters dealing 

with the protection and improvement of the environment by the 
42nd Amendment Act, 1976 was to have a far reaching impact in 

the coming years. Meanwhile, winds of 'judicial activism' were 

sweeping . throughout the . country in the late 1970s. Such 
- -developments were taking place .due to mainly the- end of the 

emergency imposed on 25th Jurie 1975 by the then Prime 

Minister, Shrimati Indira Gandhi and the appointment of socialist 
minded judges in the Supreme Court. 

The main contribution made by such judicial actiyism was 
the invention of Public Interest Litigation, a writ of an informal 

kind. Now the corridors of justice were accessible to the 
deprived lot am6ng the country's citizens. They were saved from 

the grind of going through the tedious formal proceedings just to 

~ake their voice heard in the portals of courts having writ 
jurisdiction, namely, the High Courts and the Supreme Court. 

The judges of these courts liberalised the writ procedures to 

$UCh an extent that they started treating letters and newspaper 
reports as petitions. Good times had arrived for the masses 
seeking justice in any form from State action as long as it was 
unconstitutional or atleast 'ultra vires' the Constitution. 

Another important development that took place in the late 

eighties in the legal arena was the interpretation of the 
fundamental right under Article 21 of the constitution. Article 21 
guaranteed a person his right to iife and personal liberty unless 

deprived according to procedure established by law. A 

fundamental right with a single line statement turned out to be a 

diverse and substantial body of rights. The plain and simple right 

0f animal existence developed into right to move around freely, 

right against bonded labour, right to a proper trial; right to 
livelihood, right to education, right to privacy, right to 
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information, etc In the light of this progressive development, 

the right to a clean and healthy environment was an obvious 
' 

extension of Article 21. 

The inclusion of right to a clean and healthy environment 
within the ambit of the right to life under Article 21 can be 
oredited to Subash Kumar v State of Bihar. However, the 
culmination of this right can be traced back as far q,S Rat/am 

I 

Municipality v Vardichand. Later Oleum gas leak case, Bhopal 
I 

Gas Tragedy, Doon valley case further steadied the positive 
I 

_development and the environmental movement in the country 
I • , -· 

benefitted. Finally in· the matter of preventing and controlling 
' . . 

vehicular pollution (the main ingredient of unsustainable 
automobile use); Shri- M.C. Mehta's petition filed in the Supreme 
I 

C:ourt hit the nail in the head. 

The writ petition, namely, Writ Petition (Civil) No.· 13029 of 
i986, gave a severe boost to the morale of the 
~nvironmentalists who had been shouting hoarse in regard to 
~he perils of vehicular pollution to human health. It resulted in 
a series of judgements in the form of orders· and directions vide 
i 
which the citizens of Delhi in particular and the population of 
~ndia, in general could breathe easy again. Some of these 
judgements went on to become the most favoured and 
~ationally accepted policies of promoting sustainable use of 
)\utomobile in India. One landmark interim order of the Supreme 

Court arising out of the abovementioned petition [W.P. (C) No. 
I 

13029 of 1985] was the direction given to the Central 
i • . 
Government to constitute an authority under section 3 of-lhe 
Environment (Protection) Act, 1986. Under the said order the 
! 

Central government constituted the Environment Pollution 
(Prev~ntion and Control) Authority or the EPCA. 
I 

' 
The EPCA, under the Chairman ship of Shri Bhurelal, has 

been functioning since its inception in January 1998. The EPCA 

~ecame the fabled 'genie' of the .Supreme Court in dealing with 
I 

the matters of Vehicular pollution in the National Capital Region I . 
(NCR), Delhi and the ramifications of which was experienced by 
~!most the whole of India. The credibility factor of the Bhurelal 
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Committee is so high that any matter, direct of incidental, 

related to vehicles and its sustainable use is referred to it by the 

Apex Court to arrive at a justifiable conclusion. And the EPCA 

has never let the court down on this endeavour. 

In pursuant to the various order of the Apex Court directing 
the EPCA to prepare reports, _a , number of comprehensive 
documentary reports have been produced oy it. Proposal for 
Emission Controls on Petrol Two-Stroke Engine Driven Two and 
Three Wheelers (October 1999); Report on Standards for CNG 

Vehicle_s __ and Refilling Stations (July 2001); Report on Clean 

Fuels (July 2001) determining the clean fuel between the 

Compressed natural Gas and Ultra Low Sulphur Diesel; Second 

Generation Reforms for Air Pollution Control in Delhi (April 

2003); Final Report on Particulate Pollution Reduction Strategy 
in Seven Critically Polluted Cities (January 2004); 2nd Final 

Report on Particulate Pollution Reduction Strategy in Seven 

C::ritically Polluted Cities _(February 2005) are some of the 
Reports prepared by it which has, amply aided the Supreme 
Court in issuing directions to the Government in taking steps of 
in._ preventing and controlling vehicular pollution with the 
objective of promoting sustainable automobile use for a clean 

G 

and healthy environment. 
. ~ 

. Statutorily the Government of India is empowered to 

donstitute the EPCA under the Environment (Protection) Act, 

1986 but the apathy of the Government was clearly manifested 
when the Apex Court had to strictly direct it vide an order in 

fulfilling its statutory . obligation. The EPCA can be equally 

credited with Supreme Court in bringing about the improvement 
in the ambient air quality of Delhi in particular and of the 

country in general. 

The Supreme Court has brought the whole area of 
environmental issues through Article 21 of the Constitution on 
centre stage of Environmental jurisprudence. Further M. C. Mehta· 

v Union of India (Deihl Pollution Case) was the perfect •vehicle in 
taking the demand of :providing a clean, healthy and pollution

free air to another level when the Apex Court issued result 
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oriented directions and landmark judgements in the matter of 
curbing vehicular pollution thereby promoting sustainable 

automobile use. .. 

According to the Report submitted on March 31, 2002 by 
the National Commission to ~eview the Working of the 
Constitution, a recommendation, inter alia, has been proposed 
to add a new clause, namely, clause 3 in Article 21. The clause 
states that whoever has been illegally deprived of his right to life 
or personal liberty shall have an enforceable right to 
~ompensation. It can be safely said that th_is recomn:'endation 
has been made keeping in mind the trend followed by the 
Hon'ble Supreme Court in various cases, namely, Rudul Shah v 
State of Bihar/ Stephen M.Hongary v Union of India, 5 Bhim 
Singh v. State of Jammu and Kashmir, 6 Saheli v. Commissioner 
of Police, Delhi, 7where recognising the liability of the,. State to 

pay compensation to a victim of State atrocities deprivi~g life 
and personal liberty under Article 21 of the Constitution. 

In Chapter five the Common Law remedy is discussed. 
There it is show:n that Compensation is actually the domain of 
the Tort Law which says that a person whose legal right is 
violated can bring an action for d~mages in monetary terms. 
This is a branch of law goveniin·g actions for damages for 
injuries to certain kind of rights, like rights to personal security, 
property and reputation. The award of pecuniary reparation for 
such injuries was the subject of regulation by the laws of all 
communities ancient and modern. The law of tort is· properly 

unexplored area in combating pollution in general and vehicular 
pollution in particular. The victims of unsustainable automobile 
:use, whether direct or circumstantial, can be brought under the 
:ambit of this law. Some of the torts apt to challenge the 
I 

~unsustainable a!Jtomobile use and the rights violated by its 
·effects are under Nuisance, Negligence and Strict Liability. 

4 AIR 1983 S.C. 1086. 
5 AIR 1984 S.C. 1026. 
6 AIR 1986 S.C. 494. 
7 AIR 1990 S.C. 513. 
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The tort of Strict liability, converted to Absolute liability 

after the Oleum Gas Leak Case, has ope~ed up avenues to 
explore ways to compensate the plaintiff-victims affected by 
umsustainable automobile use but the problem has been to pin 
the blame on determinate persons and make them defendants. 
Tort is a remedy against private wrongs and action has to be 
brought against a definite body. The automobiles contributing 
to the wrong of vehicular pollution is large and committed by an 
indeterminate number of persons, further all such vehicles may 
not be regular in contribu_ting to it because these are all mobile 
~ou-rces: Chances are brighter to bring action against transport 
I 

agencies that have depots for stationing their vehicles in large 
numbers and they pollute while they are stationary there. 

The 'sustainable automobile use' is· a facet of the 
Sustainable Development principle and comes under its concept. 
Taking this concept further, there is a need for the applications 
of the polluter pays and the precautionary principles, both 
practical theories of Sust,ainable Development. Such applications 
can be carried out when the owner of the motor vehicle fails to 
check the smoke emission of vehicles; physically maintain 
vehicle properly; use of Euro norms compliant engines; Use the 
prescribed fuel which is designated as clean fuel; etc. 

Further, there is scope for applying the concept of the 
[Remoteness of Damages' in respect to unsustainable automobile 
use. Remoteness of Damages is -a concept under which the law 
' . 
of torts deals with the fixing of liability on the wrongdoer for 
remote consequences of his actions by applying the test of 

reasonable foresight. According to this test, if the consequences 
of a wrongful act could have been foreseen by a reasonable 
,man, they are not too remote. If on the other·· hand, a 
:reasonable man would not have foreseen the consequences, 
:they are too remote. 

Applying this test in situations =where unsustainable use of 

.automobile is involved, an action for ·negligence, nuisance, etc. 
can be collective'ly brought by the suffers against the persons in 
charge of vehicles in a particular area who have failed to 
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properly maintain their vehicles . Even if there are procedural 
difficulties in doing so then at least the automobile 
manufacturers can be brought within the ambit of this principle 
by the. governm'ent on behalf of the people suffering from air 

· pollution related diseases such as lung cancer, asthma, 
bronchitis, etc., if vehicles of such car manufacturers nave been 
violating norms while coming out of the assembly lines. An 
analogy can be drawn from the recent legal developments in the 
world, especially, the United States of America, in respect to 
payment of compensations. The American courts are,. ordering 
tobacco companies to pay compensations to the cigarette 
smoking victims of lung cancer on the basic premise that these 
companies failed to adequately sensitise, caution and educate 
the smokers regarding the fatal consequences cigarette 
consumption. 

In conclusion it can be seen that the hypothesis of 
excessive unregulated use of vehicles despite several laws is 
' ' 

upheld. The need for sustainability for vehicular use is·the need 
of the hour. 

SIKKIM 

Environmental pollu_tion is one of the major problems that 
the world community is facing and the irony is that 
environmental pollutants, whether it be of air, land or water, are 

the results of man's own actions. Environmental degradation has 
been a chronic problem throughout the country and concerted 
efforts are being made by various authorities to curb the 
menace of pollution of the environment. Consistent and vigorous 
efforts are being taken both in the field of policy formulation and 

I ' I ~ 

:enforcement to protect and improve the environment, further 
preventing, controlling and abating environmental pollution. 

The Sikkim scenario has been reflected in Chapter seven. 
The twenty-second state of India is located in the southern 
foothill of the Himalayas and it, too, hasn't been left 1.Jntouched 
by the vagaries of global warming and climate change - a direct 
fall out of the universal environmental pollution. The problem of 
environmental pollution in Sikkim may not be in the gravity 
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being faced by other States but the menace of pollution in its 

towns, especially Gangtok, is increasing on a day-to-day basis 
due to the rise in population - partly by inter-state influx and 
wartly by intra-state migration. 

Recommendations and Suggestions in Sikkim 

Sikkim, a landlocked State of the Indian union, is bereft of 
industries due its geographical location but the same reason has 
made it to be a prospective tourist haven. Its potential of being 
a tourism dominated economy· :lies in the. very geographical 

l:ocation which discourages the establishment of other typical __ _ 
i:ndustries like manufacturing. 

The environment of Sikkim is a given, taking into 
consideration its climate. and its location in the foothtlls of the 
Himalayas and ranging from an altitude of almost sea level to 
sometimes mountainous height. The Sikkim Government has 

been advocating the cause sustainable tourism with policies 
underlined for eco-tourism. The State government is very well 
informed to maintain its pristine environment and as the saying 
goes not to bite the hand that feeds. 

In present times according to' which tl:le earth has aged, 
there is a dearth of quality tourist destinations provided by the 
countries in the world. Thus, there is a huge opportunity for 
Sikkim to grab the proverbial tourism pie. Though this 
opportunity has been exploited accordingly, more needs to be .. 
done and is being done by the State Government. On this count, 
the financial aid and logistical support of the Government of 
India, especially, the Ministry of Tourism is also laudable. 

New places of interests are under development; Religious 
monuments are being constructed targeting pilgrims; periodical 
tourist festivals are being held with a variety of themes including 
food, flowers, etc. All these measures have shown positive 
results and brightened up the p·rospects of tourism being the 
mainstay of the Sikkimese economy. The latest report of the 
Sikkim Government Tourism department has shown that the 

number of tourists visiting Sikkim annually has crossed well over 
the six lakh figure. This figure includes both the domestic and 
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the international tourists. This obviously bears a great burden on 

the basic infrastructure, especially the air, water, land, roads, 
etc. Among the various consequences of abovementioned 
growth, the impact of the transportation activities connected 
with the carriage of goods and passengers would be great. 
Caution is advisable in framing policies in matters relating to 
boosting the tourism. Such approach should be holistic in nature 
and coordination between various agencies and stakeholders is 
very important. 

The problem of envirqomental pollution has already been . . 

projected before the authorities concerned and the difficulty of 
checking and curbing it would rise if a well planned strategy to 

. . . 
protect and improve the environment is not· developed and put 
in place. This does not mean that the various authorities and 
departments concerned - Environment, Forests and Wildlife 
Management, the Sikkim Pollution Control Board, Transport, 
Urban Development and Housing, the Panchayats, the recently 
constituted Municipal bodies in various urban areas, etc - are 
not making an effort, but the point lies in the results. The 
desired results do not seem to be achieved. There are some 
knee jerk actions taken by the department concerned, for 

example, a rule .stating that a new vehicle cannot be registered 
unless a parking place for such vehicle is owned by the new 
vehicle purchaser. This does not make the growing vehicular 

' '' I 

population and the pollution that it brings btJt such a move will 
generate flak towards the government. The idea is simple, the 
people in general and the vehicle owners (present and 
prospective) or users should be made aware regarding the 

problem arising out of such luxuries like owning vehiGies. Such 
awareness campaign should not be aimed at making the citizens 
understand the effects of such pollution on public health but to 
change both lifestyle and attitude towards owning or driving a 
vehicle and the consequential responsibility connected to it. 

Law plays a very important role in a democratic set up and 
as such legislation and enactments should be very much in the 
core agenda of environmental . governance. Such laws and 
enactments should be in the form of regulation and riot in the 
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form of prohibition. This makes one part of the process to curb 
the menace of vehicular pollution. The enforcement of law in 
Sikkim is cut above the rest of the country. The situation is, 
thus, due to the State's adequate and dedicated police force and 
a peace loving society. This helps in the proper and meaningful 
implementation of laws. Incidentally, in the area of fuel 
regulation, there has not been a single reported case of fuel 
adulteration, given the relatively large consumption of vehicular 
fuel in Sikkim. Here, a point of focus should be plJt on the 
vehicles, especially taxis, going out of and coming into Sikkim. 
Fuel sold outside Sikkim, especially Siliguri in West Beng·a·t; has 
chances of being adulterated due to a large ·number of fuel 
pumps and a lax regulating authority there. This problem is 
further compounded by the fuel sold in black market along the 
National Highway 31A (on the west Bengal side) connecting 
Sikkim with the rest of the country through West Bengal. The 
regulators, with an aim to curb' this menace, can direct the 
drivers of vehicles, especially taxis, to produce cash memos of 
fuel bought in the licensed fuel stations so that atleast they do 
not use fuel sold illegally which is cheap but adulterated and 
thus bear heavy on the environment of Sikkim·. 

Next, proper designated parking place should be declared. 
Gangtok and other towns of the State has got a vibrant and 
qisciplined police force and they have been properly utilised by 

tre government to reduce traffic jams and maintaining free flow 
of traffic during· rush hour. The only problem underlying this 
exercise is that the police particularly manning traffic and other 
traffic related issues should be .properly sensitised about the 
problem of traffic jams. They should be able to d-istinguish 
between actual road hoggers and incidental traffic violators. 
Every offender should not be treated in the same manner or, as 
they say, painted with the same brush. 

After the formation of the Gangtok Municipal Corporation 

(GMC} in April 2010, the erstwhile ·Department of Urban 
development and Housing Department has been providing the 

logistical support to the GMC. Recently, under its project of 
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Comprehensive Mobility. Plan8 for Gangtok, the UD & HD 

Department has made a comprehensive Report with the 
technical guidance of DDF Consultants Private Limited, New 

q:>elhi. It is clearly stated in the report that traffic in Gangtok is 

the one of the important contributor to environment degradation 

of the town of _Gangtck. It further adds that the road to an 
integrated Urban Transport Policy for Gangtok is fraught with 
difficulties but the cost of not carrying on with the process of 
integrating would be far high-er than that of doing it. 

__ Therefore, it has recommended the following- initiatives, 
i ' 

similar to that of the NationaiLJrban Transport Policy: 

• Developing pedestrian facilities. by cpnnecting 

prominent areas by stairs wherever possible to 
increase the work ability thus· decreasing motorised 

trips by increased share of walk 

• Pedestrianizng important portions of the core city area 

and linking them with strategic parking places to 

encourage people to walk in such areas 

• To identify mobility corridors ~long wh_ich high 
performance public transport system to be developed 
on the basis of a technical and economic feasibility and 
rote rationalisation of the existing. service. 

• Improving operations of public transport so that there 
is significant shift towards public transport. 

• Providing alternate routes for those having to enter the 
core city area even when their journey begin or end in 

that part of the city. This is to be done in the form of 
corridors to enable the core city area to be by-passed. 

• Providing bypass routes for long distance commuter 

and truck traffic so that they do .not have . to travel 
through city roads. 

• Policy level intervention that would discourage the use 

of personal motor vehicles. 

8 Comprehensive Mobility Plan (CMP), Gangtok, Sikkim, Draft Report, DDF Cons~·ltants Private 
Limited, New Delhi 
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The following strategy needs to be adopted to ·meet the 

various goals mentioned above, set for Gangtok. 

Development of Mobility Corridors: Roads have to be 
classified based on their functionality as Arte~!al, Sub
Arterial, Collector/Distributor and local streets which are 
important to standardise the design and management of the 
roadways. In Gangtok, the road hierarchy exists but they 
are not maintained according to required standards. By 

. designating roads as mobility corridors, these corridors 
' ·-: _$hould g~t_~priority for increasing mobility as welf as to 

- -
ensure desirable speeds of traffic. 

Public Transit Improvement Strategy: Tlie existing share of 
public transport is 2 percent in Gangtok and in the future it 
is estimated to go down if nothing is done. One of the 
strategies identified as part of the vision is to increase 
public transport share to 80 percent. To increase public 
transport trips to 80 percent various technology alternatives 
like augmenting existing operations, Route Rationalising of 
existing operations, etc are being considered. 

Pedestrian Strategy: In Gangtok, There is non-existence of 

non-motorised transportation because of its non feasibility. 
A significant portion ( 43 percent) of the trips is made 

completely by walk. Sidewalks and st.airs have. valuable 
community . benefits. The following measures have been 
suggested by the CMP Report: 

• Footpath and stairs to be constructed on the proposed 
mobility corrid~rs and also the secondary arterial 
roads. It should also be provided in all residential 
roads, wherever possible. 

• Encroachments on footpaths are to be removed. Other 
obstructions like telephone and electric poles to be 
relocated. 

• The footpath should be designed in such a way that it 
would be accessible by 'children,. old aged people, 
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women, etc. However, the design should also 

discourage the two-wheelers from using it. 

• Footpaths at all busy intersections must be provided 
with handrails to enfo'rce' pedestrian cross . at zebra 
crossings which should be clearly marked at signalled 

intersections. 

• Street lighting should be adequate so that women and 
children feel safe to use the footpaths at night .• 

In the matter of_~~h-~ kin_~_ ()f. public transg_ort suitable for 
Gangtok city, the report is very ~lear that City-bus service with 
demarcated or Bus priority lanes is the best form of public 

transportation for Gangtok. This conclusion was reached after 

weighing the options like Metro Rail System, Light Rail Transit 
System, Tramway Systems, High Capacity Bus Systems (HCBS) 

on dedicated lanes or Bus Rapid transit (BRT), Sky Bus System. 
The finances for the eligible projects may be made available 
from the funds established under the Sikkim Transport 
Infrastructure Development Fund Act, 2004 and partly from the 
revenue collected under the Sikkim Ecology and Environment 

Cess Fund Act, 2005. ·· 

The Government of Sikkim under the able-leadership of the 
'green' Chief Minister, Shri (Dr.) Pawan Kumar Chamling, with a 

~now or never' attitude, has been steering the State 

administration with a vision to make Sikkim poverty free and 
' ' 

fully literate. by 2020. He and his government are very clear 

regarding the theory that a robust economic growth is the 

harbinger to fulfil his desired :objectives ·of making Sikkim 

poverty-free by. 2013. Sikkim being an industrially backward 
State with no high hopes of improving the present situation on 
that field, tourism has to compensate for that. The prospects are 
bright keeping in mind the State's pristine environment 

complemented by breath taking locales and having a small 

population. Here_ it is pertinent to mention that a· programme of 

planting trees have been undertaken under the State 

government's Green Mission (Presently integrated with the 

National Green ~ission· plan of the Ministry of Environment and 
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Forests, Government of India) to counter atmospheric' pollution 
and obtain environmental benefits. The programme involves 
every citizen from all walks of life to plant trees in their 
neighbourhoods and such planting is funded by the government. 

The dream of the Chief Minister to make the citizens of the 
State economically independent is practically achievable, 
Mowever correspondingly, the protection of the environment 
should be the State's priority; in the context of Sikkim, 
promoting the use of automobile in a sustainable manner would 
~e a · maj<?r advante~ge towards the goal of making Sikkim a 
green and pollution-free State. Such ideal situation would-not 

only be keeping the state clean and healthy but will alsp make it 
possible to attract more tourists to Sikkim. The Sikkim 
government through its Chief Minister has been demanding a 
peace bonus from the Centre since long and economic well being 
I 

of the State's citizen through the growth of the tourism industry 
yvould be helpful in maintaining that peace and tranquillity in the 
State. Further, Peace is transitory, therefore, instead of claiming 
a bonus for peace, Shri Chamling can rightfully demand special 

' 
'green' funds from the Central government Eat a time .when the 
present Ministry of Environment and Forests is headed by an 
'environmental friendly' Minister, Shri Jairam Ramesh) to 
buttress the exchequer of the State. 

Laws are never adequate in regulating the activities of 
human beings and the legal framework of sustainable 

automobile use in India can never achieve its desired goal of a 
healthy and pollution free environment until the participation -of 
the people is guaranteed. In addition to laws promoting the use 
pf alternative fuels (CNG, bio-fuels, etc.) and Mass public transit,. 
ithe Governments worldwide have framed various policies by 
I -

Which people can be discouraged to use their cars or even if 
compelled to or when necessity arises, to u'se it sparingly. For 
example, international cities like Singapore and England have 
imposed congestion tax on vehicles for entering busy streets at 

peak hours. 
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In 1975, Singapore introduced, the Area Licensing System 

(ALS) centred on road pricing to reduce congestion in the 

Central Business District (CBD) of this city-state. The scheme 

·required advance purchase of a licence to enter the restricted 

zone during morning peak hours (0730 to 0930) at a cost of $53 

(later changed to $54) a day (or $560 per month, later changed 

to $580). As a paper-based system, ALS requires verification at 

the entry posts. Non complying vehicles are issued a fine slip 

sent by mail to the owner's home. At the same time, to 

discourage car use, public parking charges in the restricted zone 

have been raised and an additional surcharge has been levied on 

private parking operators. As a tesult of ALS implementation, 
the inbound traffic volume in the CBD during morning peak 

hours is still lighter than it was before ALS implementation three 

decades ago. 9 

The greater London (central zone) Congestion ··Charging 

Scheme was introduced in February 2003. The scheme requires 

vehicles that drive within a clearly defined zone of central 

London between 0700 to 1800 hours on Monday through Friday 

to pay a £8.00 daily congestion charge. The charge serves as an 

encouragement to car users to choose other forms of transport. 

Revenues from the charge are spent on transport facilities. 10 

In Seoul, most arterial roa:ds are .heavily ~ongested 

~hroughout the day. Building new roadways to an extent that 

they will mitigate the traffic congestion of Seoul is constrained 

by the lack of land and the high cost of construction. The Seoul 

Metropolitan Government (SMG) has taken measures to reduce 

traffic congestion in the i'nner city and to shift the transportation 

modal choice in favour of public trqnsportation by (i) expansion 

of road railway networks and . (ii) vehicle-related taxation, 

congestion pricing, parking fees and private car-use restraints. 11 

9 Source: A.T.M. Nurul Amin, Reducing Emissions from Private Cars: Incentive Measures for 
Behavioural Change (2009), Prepared for Economic~ and Trade Branch, Division of 
Technology, Industry and Econ~mics, United Nations Environment Programme (September 
2009), p.70. 

10 Ibid at 64 
11 Ibid at 65. 
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Japan introduced the "Low Emission Vehicle Initiative" as an 

action-based programme based on a law passed to promote 
green purchasing. As part of the programme, low-emission 

vehicles (fuel-cell vehicles) have been adopted as official cars by 
various government ministries. The use of LEVs as required by 
the green purchasing programme has contributed to the 

reduction of emissions from mobile sources. More importantly, 
the government has set a example to its citizens concerning the 

need for environmental awareness. 12 

China, which was affected by air pollution before the Beijing 

·Olympics··· (2008) was to be held, experimented with the 

programme under which registration plates with odd and even 
numbers were to be plied on alternate days to lessen vehicular 

traffic and avoid traffic jams. 

In 1985, China , against the backdrop· of a widening gap 

~etween transport demand and supply, initiated Beijing's 
integrated road transport system development programme was 

directed at "substituting [for] private travel". In doing so, it 
adopted a two-pronged strategy: (i) building mass transit and 

(ii) creating disincentives to car use. Intra-city public transport 

and rail transport were the chosen modal strategies for reducing 

oar use, whereas, among other incentive measures, increased 

parking fees were imposed, especially in eight central areas of 
the city. 13 · 

In the United States where waste is a way of life, people 
have changed their taste in vehicles. Earlier. Americans used to 
drive large vehicles popularly called 'gas guzzlers' and American 

Auto Industry were not known for manufacturing small cars. 
P.resently their compelled choices, necessitated by the recession 

and the global warming perils, have shifted to small cars. In the 
event, Asian small car manufacturers are having a 'field day 

there, and further, famous American car manufacturers like Ford 

and General Motors (Interestingly both these car manufacturers 

together with the Daimler company filed for bankruptcy recently 

12 Ibid at 96. 
13 Ibid at 74. 
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1 and are currently on a leash of life granted by the U.S. 

Government through a stimulus bail-out package) have started 
outsourced manufacturing smaller versions of their globally 
famous models. 

In India, among other measures taken by the Government, 
taxes are being lowered for vehicles whose polluting capacity is 
less than other cars. The Government of India has also .proposed 
to exempt customs and excise duties on Hybrid cars. Petrol 
prices have been brought out of government control since June 
2010 though giving the same treatment to diesel prices may 
take some time. Earlier, under government price regulation of 
oil, Public Sector Oil companies were facing huge losses due to 
the subsidy granted by the government on fuels, including 

petrol, diesel, liquified petroleum gas and kerosene. 

Thus, we can say that the means of reducing the impact of 
. automotive use - cleaner fuels, greener vehicles, public transit, 

walking and cycling - all require behavioural change. At the 
same time, technology and investment in infrastructure can also 
be effective tools to achieve these changes. For ex.ample, if 

~ technological innovations make cleaner fuel less expensive, it 
: will be easier for individuals to switch to using them. Similarly, 
investment in public transit, good pedestrian walkways and 

bicycle ways also has the potential to influence mahy urban 
1 residents to move from cars to these highly desirable 
transportation modes. 
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